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Debates of the European Parliament

IN THE CHAIR: MRS VEIL

President

(The sitting was oPened at 5 P.m.)

President. - The sitting is open.

l. Resumption of the session

President. - 
I declare resumed the session of the

European Parliament adjourned on 26 March 1981'r

2. Urgent debate

President. - I have received' Pursuant to Rule 14 of
the Rules of Procedure, various requests for urgent
debate.

I sha[ consult the House on these requests for urgency

on \flednesday morning. If the requests are approved
rhe items will be entered on Friday's agenda. I call Mr
Pannella on a point of order.

Mr Pannella. (17) Madam President, I am

speaking on a point of order concerning Rule 14 of
the Rules of Procedure. I know thar there is a usage to
which we may refer but I also think that there is a

clear difference between use and abuse.

Rule l4(1) states, Madam President, that the vote on
such requests for urgent procedure shall be taken at
rhe opening of the next following sitting. The opening
of the next following sitting, Madam President, in the

case of announcements of requests for urgent proce-
dure by the Council and Commission and also by our
own members, is tomorrow morning. I therefore ask

for our Rules of Procedure to be respected fully on
this point instead of abusing them.

Moreover, Madam President, Rule 1a(3) states that
items on which urgent procedure has been decided
shall take precedence over other items on the agenda.

Therefore, Madam President, against a usage which is

in fact an abuse and with reference to the actual provi-
sions of the Rules of Procedure' I would ask for the

request for urgent procedure on Turkey to be Put to
thC vote tomorrow morning and then to take preced-

ence over the other items instead of being postponed

ro Friday. I repeat that there is a problem of substance

here and, Madam Prbsident, if you will allow me to
say so, I should like a final tribute to be paid to our
Rules of Procedure which will not actually be

superseded unril nexr May but which have, in the

miantime, suffered gravely under attacks from the
majority of Members of this Assembly.

President. - This question has been discussed many
times. I would remind you that up to a few months ago

we used to vote on requests for urgency from Tuesday
morning onwards but a large majority of the House
took the view that it could not properly vo[e on
Tuesday morning as the texm were received too late

for the groups ro discuss them and decide on the posi-

tion rhey should adopt.

\7ith regard [o the request for urgent debate on the

motion for a resolution on Turkey, the Socialist
Group announced this morning through irc chairman
thar it also intended to table a motion. As a general 

-

rule it is unanimously agreed rhat, when several

requests for urgent debate are tabled on the same

subject, a single decision should be taken on them and

rhey should be debated jointly. For this reason Parlia-
ment has on several occasions requested that votes on
request for urgent debate should only take place on
Vednesday morning and that the topic itself should be

debated on Friday morning.

The amount of businesi to be completed in the time
available to us does not allow us to enter the debate on
the subject imelf before Friday although there is no
reason why the question of Turkey should not be

raised during the debate on foreign policy on

\Tednesday afternoon. This question was dealt with at
length by the group chairmen and your group, Mr
Panneila, which was represented, agreed to the inclu-
sion of the'decision on urgency on \Tednesday
morning's agenda.

I call Mrs Vayssade.

Mrs Vayssade. - (FR) Madam President, I was
surprised to find that the repon on the abolition of the
death penalty had not been included on the agenda
alrhough I had thought that the Legal Affairs
Committee agreed on this. Could you tell me why this
repon has not been placed on the agenda and when is

will be debated?

President. - The reason this repon has not been

entered on the agenda is that we have no[ yet received
rhe opinion of the Political Affairs Committee. As

|V'ellcome - Petitions - Documents receioed - Texu of
treaties forwarded by the Council - U{/ithdraual of
motioni for resolutions - Autborization to draw up
reports - Entry into force of neut Rules of Procedure: see

Minutes.
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President

soon as we receive ir it will be possible ro deal wirh it
in the plenary sitting.l

3. Order of business

President. - The next item is the order of business.

At irs meeting of tO March 1981 the enlarged Bureau
drew up the draft agenda which has been distributed
(PE 72.439 / rev.).

At their meering rhis morning rhe chairmen of rhe
political groups insrructed me ro propose the following
changes:

At irs requesr the Commission shall make a sraremenr
on farm prices on Vednesday ar 3 p.m.

A repon by Mr Gautier on behalf of the Commirtee
on Agriculture, on a fisheries agreemenr berween the
EEC and Canada, which could nor be dealr wirh
during the last parr-session, should be included on
Thursday's agenda afrer the agriculrural reporrs.

At the request of rhe Committee on the Environmenr,
Public Health and Consumer Protection the report by
Mr Muntingh on the conservation of Anrarctic marine
living resources (Doc. 1-79/81) should be included
without debate on Friday's agenda immediarely after
the urgent debates.

I call Mr Seefeld.

Mr Seefeld. - (DE) Madam President, ir is not my
habit to eeek changes in rhe agenda. If I am doing so
on this occasion ir is because of rhe serious concern
felt by Members of rhis Parliamenr who are interested
in transport policy because rhree repons have been
placed on the agenda in such a way rhar rhey will in all
probability nor be debated until the lare evening of
Thursday. The repon by Mr Carossino - concerning
the weight of road vehicles in rhe European
Community - is of great polirical imponance and
involves poinrc which are open ro some argument.
Since a number of amendments are also likely rc be
tabled, I see litrle point in holding the debate in what I
am afraid will be an empry Chamber.

As regards the report by .y colleague, Mr Klinken-
borg on infrastrucrural measures in the rransport

Deasion on the_ urgenc! of the motion for a resolution by
Mr Deleau and others on small and medtum-sized under-
takings (Doc. 1-21/rezt.): see Minutes.

sector, I should like ro remind you, Madam Presidenr,
that it was already adopted by rhe Committee on
Transporr on 29 Ocrober and has been held over
repeatedly by the plenary sirting. I hope you will take
note of my concern. I am afraid that these reports will
no! receive discussion commensurate wirh their
importance if the agenda stands as it is at presenr. I
should be grateful if these rhree repons could be taken
at an earlier time on Thursday.

(Applause from ztarious quarters)

President. - Mr Seefeld, under rhe Rules of Proce-
dure this reques[ to change the agenda has been made
too late. Moreover orher reports entered earlier are
also highly imporrant. Ir is very difficult ro make a
qualitative selection berween reporrs.

Ve can only hope rhat a sufficienr number of people
will be presenr when rhe reporr you have referred ro
is debated, should the debate be held on Thursday
evening.

I call Mr Parrerson.

Mr Patterson. - My group would like Item 332,
which refers ro [he rerms of reference of commirrees,
ro be withdrawn from today's agenda. You will recall
that it already appeared on our draft agenda in
February and was rhen withdrawn. '!7e understood
that it was being redrafred. Yer here ir is again today,
exactly rhe same as ir was before.

As ir srands ar present, Madam president, ir has two
basic defects: firsr, there are several areas of overlap-
ping or conflic.ring responsibility between committees
which are unresolved. The number of amendmenrs -now 45 - bears wirness ro rhis facr. Secondly, and
perhaps more imponanrly, rhe terms of reference of
different commirtees have been drafted in very widely
diffe-ring formats. Now, this may nor see. ro be, on
the face of it, a big defecr. Afrei all, we have exisred
for lJh years wigh no wrirten terms of reference at all,
bur rhe quesrion rhen arises, whar is rhe purpose of
having wrirren terms of reference? Surely ir'muit be to
give-..clear guidelines for the furure when possible
conflicrs of comperence musr arise. These wrirren
terms of reference are, after all, to be annexed to the
Rules of Procedure and if they are ro be done at all,
Madam Presidenr, they should be drafted wirh the
same care as rhe Rules of Procedure themselves.

So, what 
-should happen now? In my opinion, the

matters of substance should now be disCussed ar a
meeting of all rhe commitree chairmen. As ro the form,
this should now be dealt wirh by rhe Commitree on rhe
Rules of Procedure and Petitions, as an annex ro rhe
rules. This is what should have happened in the firsr
place.
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. Patterson

Madam President, my group does not wish to criticize
Mr Vandewiele, who has done as well as could be

expecred in an unsatisfaaory procedure. But there is

no rush, Madam President, as I say we have existed

for lt/t years without written terms of reference and if
we are to have them, they must be drawn up correctly.
My group would, therefore, like this matter of the

terms of reference to be withdrawn from the agenda.

President. - I was about to announce that I have

received from your group a request for the withdrawal
of this proposal. However I shall still have to consult
rhe House.

I call Mr Nyborg.

Mr Nyborg. - 
(DK) On behalf of the Group of

European Progressive Democrats, I wish to suPPort

the request from the Conservatives for this item to be

removed from the agenda. As Mr Patterson quite
rightly said, more than 40 amendments have been

tabled which indicarcs clearly enough the need for
closer consideration of the text. I therefore wish to
support the procedural arrangements proposed by the
Conservatives. I believe it would be proper to look
into the [ext more closely so [hat we can be quite sure

that its content is appropriate. Panicularly as the text is
ro be annexed to the Rules of Procedure, it would
seem necessary for it to be drafted most carefully to
avoid the need for subsequent changes from one

momenr to the next.

I agree in this connection with Mr Patterson that it is

not the fault of Mr Vandewiele since Mr Vandewiele
had an extremely difficult task in drafting his repon
on a very unclear basis. I therefore suppon the
proposal made by the Conservative Group for this
item to be held over until a later sitting.

May I also point out that I have ubled an amendment
to Mr Vandewiele's report., not because I had expected

this item to be taken, but simply as a protest at the fact
rhar no allowance has been made for the proposal to
set up a Committee on Fisheries in this context as had

been proposed some time ago. I in fact made a

proposal to that effect many months ago and I had
hoped that it could be taken into consideration at this
stage.

President. - 
I call Mr Sieglerschmidt.

Mr Sieglersch-idt.- (DE) Madam President, I wish
to speak against any change in our agenda on one
point at least. May I ask you to consider whether
Parliament could not take a decision on those matters
which are not the subject of amendmenu, e.B. defini-
tion of terms of reference agreed upon jointly by the
Polidcal Affairs Committee and the Legal Affairs

Committee. I should like here to raise one point which
is in my opinion quite scandalous: the Commission of
the European Communities expressed its position in a
detailed memorandum last year on the important
matter of rhe European Community accession to the
European Convention on Human Rights. For
18 months the Legal Affairs Committee has been
unable to give its attention to [his matter because the
forma[ problem of the respective terms of reference of
the Political Affairs Committee and the Legal Affairs
Committee has not been clarified even though the
committees agree on the substance of the matter.

Madam Presidenr, I understand the reasons of those
colleagues who support a postponement bul I would
ask you to see to it that at the very least this scan-
dalous interim situation is not allowed to persist.

President. 
- 

I do not see how we can divide Mr
Patterson's proposal as we are required to decide on
the matter as a whole. However, even if this item is

deleted from the agenda, what you say remains true
and an attempt must be made to find a solution
without waiting for a solution of the question of terms
of reference to which you referred and on which I
believe agreement can be reached. The Bureau will
deal wirh it.

(Parliament approoed the request for the uithdraual of
the motionfor a resolution)

This afternoon I received from Mr Ansart, on behalf
of the 19 French Members of the Communist and
Allies Group, a request to organize during the present
part-session a debare on document COM(81)67lfinal
on the problems in the iron and steel industry.

I would point out that a repon on this topic by Mr
Ingo Friedrich, on behalf of rhe Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs, is due to be

submitted during the May part-session.

(Parliament rejected the requestfor tbe entry of this item)

I call Mr Pannella on a point of order.

Mr Pannella. - 
(FR) Madam President, may I ask

you for a clarification. You said 'by Mr Ansan on
behalf of the l9 French Communist Members', but I
think you probably meant on behalf of the Communist
and Allies Group because, according to our Rules of
Procedure, only a political group of possibly more
than 2l Members may request a change in the
agenda . . .

(Laugbter)

President. - Mr Pannella, I have in front of me the
text of Rule 12. Six Members can table a motion to
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Prcsi{ent

amend the draft agenda even though rhey do nor form
a single political group. I rhought you were familiar
with the Rules of Procedure, Mr Pannella . . .

(Laugbter and applause)

Mr Pannella. - (FR) Mea culpa, Madam President.

President. - I call Mr Bonaccini.

Mr Bonaccini.- (17) Madam Presidenr, may I draw
your attention ro rhe fact rhat the report by Mr Velsh
which appears on romorrow's agenda is not yet
accompanied, to the best of my knowledge, by rhe
opinions of the orher commir.rees. I should therefore
be grateful if you would elucidate rhe matrer.

President. - I call Mr Velsh.

Mr Velsh. - In rhe absence of Sir Fred Catherwood,
the chairman of the commirtee, perhaps I as rappor-
teur could say that, as far as we know, no commirree
was asked to give its opinions on this parricular repon,
for two reasons. The first reason is rhat ir is exrremely
urgent. The Commission is in fact meeting on
\Tednesday to draw up formally irs proposal for a

negotiating direcrive. It is of course exrremely impor-
tan[ that Parliament's opinion should be available ro
the Commission before they go rhrough that exercise.
The second reason is that this, of course, is the begin-
ning of a long series of negoriations. This is the firsr
repor!, rhis is a marker thar we are putting down.
Obviously, throughout the period of negoriarions
there will be plenty of opportunities for orher commir-
tees !o give opinions on what is happening as rhings
progress, and no doubt Parliamenr will wish ro deliver
an opinion on the result of rhe negotiations as a whole
when they are complered some time rowards rhe end
of this year. .

President. - The report has in facr been submitted in
accordance with the Rules of Procedure, so rhere is no
reason to delete ir from the agenda.

I call Mr Lezzi.

Mr Lezzi. - (17) Madam Presidenr, I jusr wanted ro
point out thar requests for opinions were made. But,
given the need ro enable Parliamenr ro adopt or debate
the !7elsh report, lack of rime, translarion problems
and so on it was impossible to forward the opinions ro
the commitree responsible. But the prlmary objective
of enabling Parliament ro deliver im opinion before the
Commission lays down irc definirive guidelines has
been atcained and we shall therefore have to come ro
terms with the problem raised by Mr Bonaccini.

Presidcnt. - Thank you for that item of information.
However, the committees rhemselves have indicated
that they accept rhe inclusion of rhis reporr on rhe
agenda.

The agenda is therefore fixed.r

4. Speahing time

Presidcnt. - I propose ro allocare speaking rime for
the debates for rhis parr-session as ser our in the draft
agenda.

I call Mr Pannella.

Mr Pannella. - (17) Madam Presidenr, I should not
be making this poinr yer again were it nor for the fact
that the new Rules of Procedure which wil[, I think,
be entering into force on 4 May nexr, rook over rhe
existing Rule 28 in an even worse form in the new
Rule 55.

Now what are you acrually proposing for rhis part-
session, Madam President? On Tuesday we are to be
allowed ro speak, as a political group, for eighr
minutes on four imporrant items on the agenda. On
Vednesday, a day on which a debate of extraordi-
narily great importance is ro be held, we are to have
seven minutes speaking time on rhe five ircms which
appear on the agenda. On Thursday we shall have
eight minures for rhirreen irems on the agenda.

May I point our, Madam Presidenr, rhat in our
national Parliaments, time is taken from individual
members and given to polirical groups ro enable rhem
to put rheir views. Your way of arranging our debates
on the other hand prevenrs the groups from putting
their views. If rhe purpose of your acrion is to enable
the political families and groups ro express rheir views
there can be no difference berween a statemenr of rhe
opinion of a large political group and rhar of a small
group. '!7ell now, we should far more often adhere ro
the ten minutes or five minures for all the polirical
groups while possibly granting additional rime to the
big groups. But ir is quire clear, Madam Presidenr, rhat
your way of going about the conducr of our affairs
does not in fact enable the political groups ro express
their views.

In conclusion, Madam President, I should like - if
you will permir me - to make a personal appeal. The
exisring Rules of Procedure and the new Rules give

1 See Minutes for details of order of busrness, speaking
time and deadline for tabhng amendments.
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Pannella

the President of this Assembly the right to invoke
these panicular provisions. You have rhe right but not
the obligation to do so. But in so far as you automati-
cally invoke this right you do not enable more equi-
table arrangements to be made for the various groups.

I therefore venture to hope, Madam President, that in
future, under the new Rules of Procedure, you will
not automatically use this right but, as is only ProPer
for a President, will only invoke it for unusually
serious reasons. Otherwise it would be much more
honest to abolish that part of the Rules of Procedure
which gives Members of Parliament the normal right
to speak. I hope, however, that you will give thought
to the matter, Madam President, and in future enable

rhe groups to agree on more equitable solutions
among rhemselves without taking upon yourself a

responsibiliry which is so serious that I do not think
you should always have to assume it on your own.

President. - 
Mr Pannella, you frequently ask the

President to apply the Rules of Procedure. Speaking
time is allocated in accordance with Rule 28 of the

Procedure and it is not for me to change the way in
which it has been calculated. You refer to the national
parliaments; these parliaments have much more time at

their disposal than we have for debates in plenary
sirting where everyone wishes to have as many items as

possible included. This has been discussed many times

in rhe enlarged Bureau. There are only twenty-four
hours in a day and sixty minutes in an hour' There-
fore, regrettably, speaking time has to be curtailed.
Vhere possible we allow a certain flexibility and in
fact some people find that che debates are too long
drawn out. Ve have a fixed agenda for today which
must be respected so that we are forced to restrict
speaking time as provided for in our Rules of Proce-
dure.

Are there any other comments?

Speaking time is fixed.r

5. Action tahen by the Commission on the opinions of
Parliament

President. - 
The next item is the communication by

the Commission on action taken on the opinions and
proposals of Parliament.2

I note that no one wishes to speak.

i--5-.. Min*.r.
2 See Annex.

6. Decision on urgenqt

Prcsident. - The next item is the decision on the
urgency of rhe motion for a resolution by Mr Siegler-

schmidt and others (Doc. 1-75/81): Right to strihe of off-
cials of the European Parliament.

I call Mr Sieglerschmidt.

Mr Sieglerschmidt. - 
(DE) Madam President, ladies

and gentlqmen, during our last pan-session we expe-

rienced a conflicr between two fundamental rights,
namely the right of this House and of its committees
ro meet unhindered and the right to strike which is

unquestioned in all our Member States. In the view of
the authors of this morion whose urgency is now for
the House to decide, that conflict between two funda-
mental rights seems to require clarification in order to
give Parliament a sufficiendy firm basis to decide how
to act if events of this kind recur in future as they may
well do.

The matter appeared urgent because it seemed quite
likely that similar occurrences would confront us at one
of our next part-sessions. The discussion of this matter
by the House during our last-session, immediately
after the events in question, appeared logical and
necessary. However, the real purpose of this motion is

to consult the Legal Affairs Committee as soon as

possible with a view ro detailed discussion of this
matter followed by the submission of appropriate
recommendations to the House.

I have since spoken to several signatories of the
motion and to Members and leading figures in other
political groups to decide whether an urgent debate is

still appropriate during this part-session. 'We have
come ro the conclusion that it would be preferable to
convert this into a motion under Rule 25. Ve base that
decision on lhe assumption that a substantial majority
of Members of this House consider that this matter
still requires urgent discussion in the Legal Affairs
Committee which should already begin to give consid-
erarion to ir at its next meedhg. That being so, Madam
Presidenr, I would ask you to convert this motion into
a motion under Rule 25 instead of Rule 14 and to
forward it withour delay ro the Legal Affairs
Committee.

President. - As the request for urgent debate has

been withdrawn the motion for a resolution will be

referred to the competent committee.
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7. Requestfor anaiiling of immunity of a Member

President. - The nexr irem is the repon by Mrs
Gaspard, on behalf of rhe Legal Affairs Commirree, on
the request for the waiving of parliamentary immunity
of a Member (Doc. l-72/81).

I call Mrs Gaspard.

Mrs Gaspard, rdpporteur. - FRj Madam Presidenr,
ladies and gentlemen. This is the first rime that our
directly elected Assembly has had ro consider a ques-
tion of parliamentary immunity. Our predecessors in
the former Assembly were only called upon to do so
once, in May 1964. Today we musr therefore lay the
basis of a procedure or decide on the marrer of prin-
ciple. The repofl before you is short but thar does not
imply that the Legal Affairs Committee has not given
the matter detailed atrention. On the contrary, ir has
considered the specific case and also the poinr of prin-
ciple ar considerable lengrh..For several monrhs it has
been examining the starus of Members of Parliamenr
in the ten Member Srates to ascerrain their immunity
and has tried to define a legal position on rhe proce-
dure to be followed in our Parliamenr,. \7e have done
so pending the delivery, as is desirable, of an opinion
on changes and addidonal provisions rc be embodied
in the protocol on rhe privileges and immunities of
Members of the European Parliamenr.

Before turning to the case in hand, allow me ro remind
you of the foundations of the concepr of immunity
and of the texts on which our proposed decision is
based. The concepr of immuniry is direcdy linked to
that of democracy and ro rhe separation of powers. In
the late XIVth century in England, rhe concepr began
to appear when a member of rhe House of Commons,
Thomas Huxey, was senrenced to death for taking the
initiative in mbling a bill denouncing rhe scandalous
practices of the court of Richard II and the resulting
financial burden on rhe raxpayer. The idea of the
imperative need for Members of Parliament to discuss
and debate in Parliament wirhout interference from
the executive or judiciary made its appearance as long
ago as that.

At the origin of the French parliamenrary sysrem in
1793, a second aspect of immunity became clear when
Robespierre obtained the adoprion of a resolution
depriving rhe judiciary of the right ro initiate proceed-
ings against a member of parliamenr. The two aspecrs
of parliamentary immunity had rherefore been defined
by the early XIXth cenrury. To the principle that an
elected represenmrive bears no civil or criminal
responsibiliry for opinions or vor,es expressed or casr
by him in the exercise of his official duties, France thus
added the concept of inviolability according ro which
a member of parliament cannor be arresred for a crim-
inal or other offence committed by him wirhour rhe
authorization of rhe assembly to which he belongs.

In the ten Member Stares roday, Members of the
national Parliaments benefit from immuniry which is
enshrined in every case in rhe consritution. The
content of rhat immunity varies from one Member
State to anorher, bur its purpose is always ro ensure
that the work of Parliament is not disrurbed by rhe
possibly arbitrary arresr of one of its members; a

further aim is to prorecr the freedom of expression of
an elected represenrarive in the exercise of his official
functions.

The immunity of Members of the European Parlia-
ment is defined in rhe Prorocol on the privileges and
immunities of rhe European Communiries; reference
to it is made in Anicle 4 (2) of the Act of
20 September 1976 on the election of represenratives
to the Assembly by direcr universal suffrage. As to rhe
procedure for lifting immuniry, we have based our
considerations on Rule 5l of the Rules of Procedure.
Vhat do rhe texrs acrually say? Article 10 of rhe
Protocol to which I referred indicares that 'for rhe
duration of the session5' - 2 lerm ro which we shall
'return in a moment - 'Members of the Assembly shall
benefit on their narional rerritory from rhe immunity
recognized ro members of the parliament of their
country and, on rhe territory of any other Member
State, from exemprion from all measures of detention
and judicial action.' Furthermore rhis immunity natur-
ally covers Members of Parliament while rravelling
between their place of residence and rhe place of
meeting of the Parliamenr. Ir cannot be invoked, as is
also the case in our national parliamenrs, when a

Member is caught in the acr of commitring an offence
and the Assembly itself clearly has rhe right to lifr rhat
immunity when it considers rhis appropriate - and it is
for that very purpose rhat we are discussing this matrer
today.

ln 1964 when rhe European Assembly was called upon
to pronounce for rhe first rime on rhe lifring of rhe
immunity of three Luxembourg Members of Parlia-
ment who were involved in a libel acrion, rhe Court of
Justice was asked to clarify rhe meaning of the words
'duration of rhe session'. The problem was [o deter-
mine whether Members of rhe European Parliament
were covered by immunity at rimes when our
Assembly was nor actually meering. The Coun handed
down its judgment on 12 May 1954. Parliament holds
an annual session during which ics Members are fully
covered by rhe immunity stipulated in rhe Protocol
and that holds good also for the periods berween
part-sessions.

Against rhar background let us now rerurn ro rhe
Gouthier case. On 14 October, Madam President, you
referred ro us a requesr. from the aurhoriries of the
Italian Republic for rhe immunity of our colleague ro
be lifted. Pursuanr ro Rule 51 (2) of the Rules of
Procedure thar requesr was forwarded to the Legal
Affairs Commirree which con6idered rhe facts and
procedural mat[ers and also heard our colleague in
accordance with the Rules of Procedure.
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May I remind you of the facts of this case while
pointing our that it is not for us to judge them; we

have simply to pronounce on the lifting of immunity
or the refusal to do so. However, it is useful to know
the facts: by reason of the fact that he spoke during a

public demonstration on 24 December 1979 in favour
of peace and disarmament at a place where the said

demonstration was not permitted -- it had been

authorized to take place a few hundred yards away -
Anselmo Gouthier was accused of the offence stiPu-

lated in Article 18 of the single text of the law on the

public security of the Italian Republir:. The court to
which this case was referred suspended its proceedings
against Anselmo Gouthier by reason o[ his office as a

Member of the European Parliamenr. 'Ihat is why the

case has now been referred to us.

The Legal Affairs Committee found ttrat the facts on
which the case brought against Anselmo Gouthier was

based are quire evidently linked to the exercise of his

mandate. Anselmo Gouthier spoke at the meeting in
his capacity as a Member of Parliament. In such cases

the chambers of the Italian Parliament do not grant
the authorization provided for in Article 68 of the

Italian Constiturion, in other words they always refuse

to lift parliamenrary immunicy. After discussing the

marter, the Legal Affairs Committee th,-'refore consid-
ered that it was its duty to recommend Parliament not
to lift the immunity of our colleague. Ladies and

gentlemen, I would therefore ask you r.o approve this
decision which was adopted unanimously by the Legal
Affairs Committee.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Ferri.

Mr Ferri, chairman of the Legal Affiirs Committee. -(17) Madam President, ladies and gentlemen, Mrs
Gaspard has presented us with a report of exemplary
completeness and clarity so that I might myself have

refrained from taking the floor.

But, as Mrs Gaspard pointed out, this directly elected

Assembly is being asked to pronounce for the first
time on a request for the parliamentary immunity of
one of its Members to be lifted. I therefore believe it
my duty, as chairman of the Legal Affairs Committee
which, on the basis of our Rules of Procedure, is

responsible for reporting to the House on matlers of
this kind, to call your attention to a number of points.

I do not wish to go into the theoretical aspects; suffice
it to say that provision was made for parliamentary
immunity in the Treades even before this Assembly
was elected by direct universal suffrage, in other
words, at a time when it c/as composed of Members
designated by the national parliaments who benefited
from the immuniry laid down in the respective

national constitutions. The Treaties therefore stipu-

lated a specific form of immunity, which only the
European Assembly had the power to suspend or
revoke. That was so under the old arrangements and is

obviously even more justified today for our Assembly
elected by direct universal suffrage which, as recently

recognized in a judgment of the Court of Justice,
represents, in the overall context of the balance

between the European Institutions, the indispensable

democratic component as the direct expression of the

will of the lgople

There can therefore be no doubt about the theoretical
or juridical foundation of this immunity. It remains for
the Assemb[y itself to exercise, with the Breatest
possible care and sense of responsibiliry, the task of
pronouncing on requests for immunity to be lifted.

The case now before you, ladies and gentlemen, is

exemplary in the sense that it is entirely and solely
political in nature 

- 
so much so that we maintain that

it falls even more within the province of Article 9 of
the Protocol on Immunities than within that of
Artrcle lO. A necessary condition for impunity exists in
rhis case since a representative of the people who
speaks in public to express his views to electors in his

own constituency - 
as Mr Gouthier did - is in my

judgment and in that of the case law on this subject,

performing an act which must be treated as the exer-
cise of his own duties in the fullest sense of the term'
The Legal Affairs Committee did not wish to enBage

in a theoretical discussion: it unanimously recognized
the not only eminently but indeed exclusively political
nature of the facts and unanimously proposed that the

request for immunity to be lifted should be turned
down

My second poinr, Madam President, relates to the
formulation of the decision. The Committee of which
I am chairman unanimously felt that the decision in
this matter should be a simple and straightforward
decrsion unaccompanied by any explanatory statement

or factual considerations. The recitals are confined to
references rc legal provisions, treaties, and provisions
of the Iulian Constitution applicable in this instance

and to the judgment of the Court of Justice inter-
pre[ing the meaning of the term 'session'.

In my own opinion and in that of the Legal Affairs
Committee no amendments seeking to add considera-
rions totally extraneous to the issue, can be entertained
in rhe case of a decision of this kind. A concise explan-
atory statement is attached to the resolution. Parlia-
ment has therefore a single dury: it must consider the
facts before it and then decide in favour of or against
the request for immunity to be lifted. The opinion of
rhe Legal Affairs Committee is that this must be done
through a single vote on rhe Committee's proposal on
the understanding that if that proposal is rejected
Parliament is in fact adopting a contrary opinion.

I know that Mr Pannella has tabled an amendment
seeking to add to the text of the resolution a factor
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which, albeit essenrial, must remain in the explanarcry
statement attached to rhe resolution, namely a refer-
ence to the polirical nature of rhe facts ar issue. I
would ask Mr Pannella ro consider the arguments
which I have put forward and which are in any case
based on the procedure followed by borh the Chamber
and Senate of rhe Iralian Parliamenr, and rherefore
withdraw this amendmenr. In connecrion wirh
subsequent changes to the Rules of Procedure, this
whole matter will however have to be submitred to the
Committee on rhe Rules of Procedure and broughr
before the House because rhe committee of which I
am chairman felt it essential ro obtain funher clarifica-
tion on this poinr.

The last consideration ro which I wish ro draw your
attenlion arises in the explanarory statement accom-
panying Mrs Gaspard's resolution. This is nor of
course a binding arBumenr bur it is nevenheless impor-
tant for rhe purpose of rhe adoprion of our decisions:
when faced with facts of an exclusively polirical nature
not only in rheir aims and morivarion but also in their
material form, both houses of the Iralian Parliamenr

- the Chamber and rhe Senate - make ir a consranr
practice to reject requests for immuniry ro be lifted.

On behalf of my whole commirree I rherefore have the
honour ro associate myself with the rapporteur's
conclusions and call upon Parliamenr ro vore in favour
of the repon which proposes thar the Italian courts
request for the immunity of our colleague, Anselmo
Gouthier, to be lifted should nor be complied with.

Prcsident. - I call the European Democraric Group.

Mr Tyrrell. - Madam President, there are just a few
words I would like to add to what has been said by the
rapponeur and by the chairman of the Legal Affairs
Committee.

First of all, this is a new issue for the Parliament, not
only for the reasons they gave but because, until direct
elections, all Members of this Parliament were also
Members of another Parliament and therefore had
either dual immunity or none at all as the case might
be. In this case, we have a Member who is not a

Member of another Parliament. Ve are concerned
with the first pan of Anicle 10 of the Protocol to the
Merger Treary, which provides that

Members shall enjoy, in the territory of their own State,
the immunities accorded to members of their parliament.

In the Italian State - and the Member concerned is a
citizen of that State - the matter is dealt with specifi-
cally by Anicle 68 of the Constitution, where
immunity is granted which only the Chamber to which
he there belongs can waive. I would emphasize that
the Member himself cannot waive the immuniry: only
the Parliament can do so. That is the case in Italy; it is

also rhe case in this Parliamenr. So rhere is no question
here of the Member concerned, Mr Gouthier, coming
to the Parliament and asking us nor ro waive his
immunity; on the contrary, he has left it entirely to the
Parliament to decide.

'\tr7e in my group have no enrhusiasm for immunity of
Members. On rhe contrary, we believe rhar rhere
should in principle be no special immunity for
Members. !7e believe the days of Richard II, which
the rapporteur referred to, are now well behind us. On
the other hand, we bear in mind that there may be
some Member States where rhis immunity is necessary,
and it is a matter for them to decide when to dispense
with it. One thing is certain: we are not willing rhar
Members of this Parliamenr should receive in their
own States less protection than members of their own
national parliament receive. Thar is a weighty reason
which we bear in mind. !7e are assured thar in the
circumstances of this case the Italian Parliamenr would
refuse to waive immunity; so, in these circumstances,
we think in this case we should do likewise.

Mr Gouthier's case is a plain case. There will, perhaps,
be other cases in the course of time which are not so
plain; and it is therefore imponant that the Legal
Affairs Committee, in collaborarion with the
Committee on rhe Rules of Procedure and Petitions,
should conlinue with im work to develop a ser of prin-
ciples which protect Members only where necessary
and which accord with the spirit of the Treary.

President. - I call rhe Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mr Irmer. - (DE) Madam Presidenr, ladies and
gentlemen, the Liberal and Democracic Group grearly
welcomes the facr rhar the case of Mr Gouthier has
given us an opportunity today to say a few general
words on the subject of immunity. I am particularly
glad to mke rhis opponunity because rhe public ofren
misunderstands the rrue significance of immunity. \7e
often meet citizens who ask why a Member of Parlia-
rnent should enjoy privileges which are denied ro the
man in the streer. \Vhy should a Member of Parlia-
ment be specially prorecred and enjoy immuniry from
criminal proceedings when the ordinary citizen has to
answer for his actions in the courts?

Madam President, there is a serious misundersranding
here and I rhink rhe same misundersranding was
reflected in the words of our colleague Mr Tyrrell of
the Conservarive Group; it is nor a matrer of a
personal privilege of a Member of Parliament. This
issue is one of guaranreeing rhe abiliry of Parliamenr
to function. As Mr Tyrrell righrly said, the Member
himself cannot waive his immuniry; even if he person-
ally would like to face the courrs he may only do so if
Parliamenr as a whole lifrs his immuniry.
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Of course we are no longer living in the days of
bloodthirsty kings. Of course immunity is a right
which has grown in the course of history. BTrt I still
believe rhat we should always bear in mind one prin-
ciple: the general freedoms acquired at great cost in
the past by forcing excessively powerful executives or
governments ro grant [hem, must. be maintained at all
costs today. It would be quite wrong to imagine that
we can lean back and say that there is no need to do
any more about it. Ve cannot just sit back and enjoy
fundamental rights, parliamentary rights and, in this
particular instance, parliamentary immunity.

Ladies and gentlemen, we must therefore consider the
immediare relevance of this right to immunity and take
ir as an example of the fact that basic rights must be

defended constantly. I therefore decisively oppose the
words of Mr Tyrrell who suggested that immunity
should really be gradually abolished. The Gouthier
case now before us is a concrete example of an attempt
to take criminal proceedings against a Member of
Parliament on grounds of purely political activities
carried out in the context of his parliamentary
mandate. There is no problem of definition here. No
doubt in future we shall have to consider other cases in
which problems of definition will occur and in which
acrion bordering on the criminal may have serious
polirical implications or be politically motivated. But
the Gouthier case is in the nature of a classical
example. Vhere should we be going, ladies and
gen[lemen, if we were to permit a government or
judiciary to curtail the activities of a Member of
Parliament who has merely made use of his funda-
mental parliamentary and political righm? Madam
President, the Liberal and Democratic Group there-
fore considers it imperative no[ to lift the immunity of
Mr Gouthier. Ve shall endorse the proposal of the
Legal Affairs Committee.

President. - I call the Group of the European
Peoples' Party (Christian-Democratic Group).

Mr Janssen van Raay. - (NL) Madam President, I
had not ir,tended to speak in this debate on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Pany, because we
unanimously felt that Mrs Gaspard's report should be
supponed. I have nevertheless asked to speak because
I find it necessary to dissociate my group from the
ideas which seem to emerge from Mr Tyrrell's speech.
Vhen the Legal Affairs Commirtee unanimously voted
in favour of the resolution contained in the Gaspard
report which rejected the request for immuniry ro be
lifted, not one of us imagined that the intenrion was ro
give a special, privileged position to Members of the
European Parliament. Quite the contrary. !7e simply
want Members of the European Parliamenr to have no
less rights than their colleagues in their respective
national parliaments. That is what ir amounrs ro.

I subscribe ro rhar view as a Dutchman. '!7e do nor
have a procedure of this kind in the Durch Parliament,
but if other countries do there is no reason whatever
why Mr Gouthier should be placed in a less favourable
position than his Italian colleagues simply because he
now happens to be a Member of the European Parlia-
ment. 'We felt this case ro be an imponant precedenr. I
shall not go inro the matter any further. Mrs Gaspard
and our chairman, Mr Ferri, speaking on behalf of rhe
whole Committee, have made themselves sufficiently
clear. May I just make one point: we do not see this as

an attempr to claim righm which ordinary cirizens do
not enjoy. That is precisely why we fully suppon the
content of this repon and the reasoning which under-
lies it. !7e did not want a long debate on this marter.
Mr Ferri has explained the reasoning. The House can
vote in favour of the resolution in which case the
reques[ will be rejected. If on the orher hand a

majority vote against the resolurion rhe request will be
accepted. However, I can see no special reason to vote
against the text and I assure you thar we shall supporr
Mrs Gaspard's report unreservedly and without any
ulterior motives.

(Applause)

President. - I call the Communist and Allies Group.

Mr Chambeiron. - (FR) Madam President, ir is quire
natural for me ro speak in this debate in suppon of
Mrs Gaspard's reporr because Mr Gourhier is a

Member of Parliamenr who belongs ro my own group.
But that is not my principal reason. My main reason is
one of subsrance. I am enrirely in agreement wirh the
words of the rapponeur and of the chairman of rhe
Legal Affairs Committee who, as Mr Janssen van Raay
reminded you, was speaking on behalf of us all
because we belong ro rhe same Legal Affairs
Committee.

The fundamenral problem is, I rhink, this: a parlia-
mentary mandate cannor possibly be exercised unless
the Member of Parliament is prorected against cerrain
attacks which may be made againsr him. !7e have
many examples of this in our history or in the history
of our countries. Vhen I was a member of my narional
parliament, I belonged ro rhe committee responsible
for considering parliamenrary immunity and I know
that requesrs for immunity to be lifrcd somerimes
conceal motives which may well involve a wish to
harm a person who represenr the will of the people. I
chink thar in a democracy - and we claim here to be a
democraric Parliament - rhe represenrarive elected by
the people mus[ benefir from the guaranrees which
exist in all democratic counrries. Thar seems ro me [o
be sufficienr reason ro endorse the conclusions of our
rapporteur and rhe proposal made by our chairman,
Mr Ferri, wirhout hesitadon.
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President. - I call the Group for the Technical Coor-
dination and Defence of Independent Groups and
Members.

Mr Pa.nella. - (17) Madam President, I feel bound
to join the previous speakers in welcoming this excel-
lent report and the reasoning put forward by Mrs
Gaspard in suppon of the decision before us.

But the debate which has taken place shows that this
outstanding repon nevertheless hides a series of prob-
lems which must be dealt with most carefully, espe-

cially since - as Mr Ferri pointed out - we are

beginning to create precedents in an area of panicular
importance. !7e all agree on the hismric and contem-
porary reasons for which parliamentary immunity
must be ensured for Members of Parliament in the
exercise of their official duties and in the context of
their civil and political rights from which, moreover,
all citizens must benefit. But let me in all frankness
make a distinction, especially as this first request for
parliamentary immunity to be lifted concerns Italy: we
are in favour of immunity but not of impunity. I must
say to Mr Tyrrell that I do not share his concern.
Mr Tyrrell said that the Italian Parliament would not
have accepted this request for immunity to be lifted
and that we could not therefore accept it. either. But,
Mr Tyrrell, that is a very dangerous point of view.
Does it mean that if, in one of our ten countries, we

had a parliament which protected the corrupt, we

would automatically have to follow suit? !fle all know
that many of our Inlian leaders are corrupt.

(Strong protests from the ltalian Members in the centre)

I believe that a large section of the Ialian leading class

is corrupt. And in Italy it is scandalous to see how,
under the prorection of parliamentary immunity,
persons who are responsible for common law crimes
e'njoy impunity in the commission of their offences.

I would therefore warn this Parliament against the
arguments put forward by Mr Tyrrell. 'We cannot be

content with merely recording the jurisprudence of
other parliaments. In my view, it may well be that the
Italian Parliament - with the support of all the polit-
ical panies - has in the past often given the protec-
tion of parliamentary immunity for offences which are

essentially offences under common law committed by
rnembers of our parliament. And we may even hope
that the Chrisdan-Democratic Group is trying to
rnend its ways. 110 Christian Democratic Members of
Parliament have signed a document denouncing the
leniency with which Parliament . . .

(Interruption by Mr Romualdi)

So according to you, Mr Romualdi, diny linen should
be washed in private?

(Interruptions)

Madam President, our Rules of Procedure allow inter-
ruptions with your permission. I am only sorry that
Mr Romualdi did not ask to use his microphone when
he made his inrerruption so that only a few of us had
the opponunity to appreciate his outlook which, in my
view, is scarcely wonhy of a parliamentarian in that he

seems to suggest that dirty linen should be washed in
private. I believe on the contrary that it should be

washed in public at the very place where it is dirtied
and at the very time when 

- this is a mere hypothesis

- a Member of the European Parliament regardless
of his nadonality is accused of a crime under common
law and not of a polirical offence. lf there is any suspi-
cion of political persecution we, Mr Romualdi, must
claim the right to clear our reputation as European
and Italian Parliamentarians of all suspicion.

Madam President, from that point of view I see a great
danger in the precedent which the chairman of the
Legal Affairs Committee, my friend and colleague
Mr Ferri, is seeking to create although his intellectual
honesty and juridical knowledge are surely such as to
warrant a rribute from us all. Mr Ferri is in effect
saying that our- Assembly must confine itself to
accepring or rejecting the whole of the decision. That
would be an extremely serious precedent, Madam
President. \7hy? Rule 51 of our Rules of Procedure
states that the appropriate committee shall consider
the request but without going into the merits of the
case. But Mr Ferri should not expect the Parliament as

a whole, assembled in plenary session, to be

constrained to follow the same method as the
committee. Ir is rrue that paragraph 5 of Rule 5l states

that the discussion shall be confined to the reasons for
or against the waiver of immunity. But our Assembly,
after hearing the committee, must look into the merits
of the case and consider the reasons for which
immunity should or should not be lifted. Ve may be

confronted with serious cases, Madam President, in
which it will be difficult to ascenain in all conscience
whether an action was eminently political or of a

different nature. Ve know how fluid the distinction is

- 
even from the point of view of an objective judge-

ment - berween political disobedience, political
freedom and an offence under common [aw. Legisla-
rive provisions exist in this area: but in Italy the fascist
code of Rocco is still in force and it still happens that
constitutional expressions of the freedom to exPress

individual opinions are treated as offences. Ve there-
fore wish to table an amendment for a reason of sub-
srance. I believe it is our duty to affirm the principle of
the defence of the political rights of Members of
Parliament regardless of the constitutional and jurid-
ical situation of our respective countries. If, to make
an assumption, our constitutions were changed in an

authoritarian manner what should we do? Should we
adjust to them? That is why I would ask Mrs Gaspard
to accept my amendment which by inserting the words
'having regard to the eminently political nature of the
action at issue' makes it quite clear that our Parliament

- 
regardless of the pronouncements of the constitu-

tion or of national law 
- 

will never give authority to
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institute proceedings when the request is clearly polit-
ical in nature.

Madam President, we therefore agree with Mr Irmer
who stated that this immunity is not intended ro give
Members of Parliament privileges but ro prorecr
Parliament itself against oulnera periculosa. Normally
then we must be accountable to the courts in our own
countries; but in exceptional cases when the courts of
our respective countries wish to take action on polir-
ical grounds while invoking the criminal code as an
alibi, we must. intervene !o correct thar perverse use of
the law to the derriment of Members of Parliamenr.

That is why we shall be tabling our amendmenr and
we hope that the committee will adopt it. Otherwise
we should be creating the precedent of Parliamenr
having to accept the verdicr of the commirree as an
intangible [ext. That would be a serious distortion of
the relationship between the commitrees and the
Assembly. I am surprised that this proposal should
have been made. \7e as Members of Parliament cannor
agree to the Assembly being confronred wirh a kind of
dictate by a committee which says you musr eirher
rake the whole text or leave rhe whole rexr.

President. 
- I call Mr Tyrrell on a point of order.

Mr Tyrrell. - Madam Presidenr, rhere seems to be
some misunderstanding as ro whar I said in regard to
what Mrvan Raay and Mr Irmer said. \7har I in fact
said was that we were assured thar in the circum-
stances of this case the Italian Parliament would refuse
to waive immunity and that we think this Parliamenr
should do likewise, and thar is what my group intends
to do.

President. - I call Mr Schieler.

Mr Schieler. - (DE) Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen, the rapponeur has pointed out rhar this is
the first time that rhe direcrly elecred Parliament has
had to consider lifting the immuniry of a Member. I
shall rake this as an occasion for a few observarions on
the procedure and a suggestion concerning our own
Rules of Procedure. May I say ar once thar I agree
with the conclusions of the report. However, I have
my doubts as to wherher rhe procedure followed here,
which may set a precedent for rhe future, is correcr.
There can be no question of wrapping Members as ir
were in cotton wool and protecting them from crim-
inal proceedings. However, rhere can also be no ques-
tion of bringing a member before a kind of second
tribunal. I think thar rhe procedure followed by us
should respect ro some extenr rhe privacy of the indi-
vidual member. To that exrent I share rhe concern
expressed by Mr Pannella on the basis of Rule 51 of

the Rules of Procedure. That provision srares rhar the
Committee does not look into the merits of rhe case
and that the House as a whole musr consider the
reasons for or against the waiver of immunity.

I consider a debate of the kind that we are holding
now and which may in future extend ro all rhe indivi-
dual circumstances of a parricular case, ro be inadmis-
sible. I rherefore hope rhat rhe Legal Affairs
Committee will be asked to find a way of examining
this problem rn commitree ro prevenr the need for a

lengthy debate to be conducred here in each individual
case. The only result is that a Member must rhen be
abnormally exposed in this Chamber to the discussion
of matters which would nor be raised in the case of an
ordinary cirizen.

President. 
- I call Mr Cariglia.

Mr Cariglia. - 
(IT) Madam President, I believe that

the statemenr by my colleague from the Christian-
Democratic Group as to the position, or what he

believed to be the position, of the Italian Parliament in
such a case mus[ cause all of us to reflect on the
reasoning adduced in support of rhe views put forward
by rhe Legal Affairs Committee. 'S7'e must speak in
roral frankness: Mr Gouthier is quite right and I shall
vote against rhe request by the Imlian authorities for
action to be instituted against him.

But the question which we must ask and which is in
rhis instance indirectly being put to the Imlian Parlia-
ment also, is wherher 

- 
had the violation of the same

law been committed by a citizen who does not enjoy
immunity - in a similar case a private citizen would
have to submit to the force of the law and face crim-
inal proceedings. I do no[ accept the corollary of Mr
Pannella's statement but I do accept the substance of
his concept; we are in effect voting for a justified
privilege which we believe Mr Gouthier should enjoy
since he has the sacrosanct right to express his opinion
even if it conflicts with the law of his own country. But
we must recognize that if the law of his country were
applied to an ordinary citizen the latter would face
criminal proceedings. Ve cannot therefore say that we
are adopting our position because the Italian Parlia-
ment would have adopred a similar position. It prob-
ably would have behaved in the same way but it was
the self-same Italian Parliament which enacted a law
prohibiting any citizen from speaking in a public place
if the evenr ar which he speaks has not been author-
ized. That is a principle which we cannot overlook if
we are to consider the true nature of the facts.

President. - I call Mr Ghergo.

Mr Ghergo. 
- 

(17) Madam President, Mr Pannella
sard that all Members of the Icalian Parliament are
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Ghergo

corrupt. He was rhen kind enough to say that only the
overwhelming majority are corrup[.

The Italian Parliament does not need anyone to speak
in im defence and I have neirher the authoriry nor rhe
desire to do so. I jusr want to point out that Mr
Pannella expressed his view and I shall now pur my
own view which has at least the same value as his: I
maintain that the overwhelming majority of the
Members of the Iralian Parliament are honesr, correcr
and dedicated to the public good. My opinion has one
advantage over his namely rhar it is sancrioned by the
freely expressed vote of rhe Italian people whom he
has insulted today.

President. - I call Mr Ferri.

Mr Ferri. - (17) Madam Presidenr, I wish, indirecrly,
to raise a procedural point.

'We are discussing a delicate and serious subject and it
seems to me that we have strayed from the true point.
The explanatory statement accompanying the report
by the Legal Affairs Committee stares, and I quote:
'The Legal Affairs Committee has also established that
the Chambers of the Italian Parliament do not grant
authorization . . . in the case of events of a clearly and
exclusively political nature. This may not however
prejudice the final decision to be taken by the Euro-
pean Parliament in accordance with the Treaties.'

That is not a mere gloss but an element of judgement
which is not arbitrary, ladies and gentlemen, because

Anicle 10(a) of the Protocol accords to the Members
of this Assembly, on their national territory, the same
immunity as is granted to Members of the parliament
of their ov/n coun[ry. Given that reference is made to
the legal situation in their respective countries, I
believe that the Legal Affairs Committee was quite
right to rake as an element in its judgement 

- not as

an absolute consideration but as one which is useful in
reaching our decision - the practice followed by the
respective national parliament in similar cases.

My second point, Madam President, is that Mr
Pannella has disrorted the sense of the Legal Affairs
Committee's proposal. The fact that the Committee
states that amendments are not admissible obviously
does not imply that there can be no discussion of the
reasons for which Parliament says yes or no.

Our only point is that those reasons cannot be set

down in the resolution. I shall quore a different
example to show why it would not be acceptable to
include in rhe decision considerations relating to the
facts arrributed to the individual member concerned.
In a panicularly serious case or where the offence
concerned is one of common law only, someone might
propose that the waiver of immunity should be stipu-
lated in the resolution, but by doing so we should be

exceeding our authority because we should be passing
a kind of anticipated sentence which would do serious
harm to our colleague who would have ro face rial
following out decision to waive his immuniry.

All the argumenr and reasoning pur forward in rhe
debate will be duly recorded but rhey musr nor be
embodied in the resolurion whose text will subse-
quently be forwarded ro the competent authoriry.

President. - I call Mr Pannella.

Mr Pannella. - (17) Madam President, I wish ro
make a personal sra[emenr on the basis of Rule 3l (a)
of the Rules of Procedure.

Mr Ghergo attributed to me words which I did not
use. If you read the record of rhis sirting you will see
that I did not say 'all members of parliament' but a

broad section of the Italian leadership.

However, since Mr Ghergo has really invited me to do
so, may I, by way of example, remind you rhar rhe
administrative secrerary of his own political pany, Mr
Micheli, is facing a whole series of requests for
authorization ro face proceedings under common law
on the grounds of corruprion, fraud and similar
offences which are so numerous that not even the
bandim of the Abruzzi or of Sardinia could have
committed them in the whole of rheir career . . .

President. - Mr Pannella, all that is irrelevanr here !

Mr Pannella. - (17) .. . Madam President, I was
merely trying to point out that the man in rhe srreet -from the Abruzzi, Sardinia or any'where else in the
south - is consrantly being charged with responsibili-
ties which are not his: that is how things are in my
region. But at the same rime Iralian Members of
Parliament enjoy immunity.

(Protests)

President. - Mr Pannella, you do nor have the right
in this House to make a personal attack on someone
who is not a Member of Parliamenr.

It is not clear whether your amendmenr can be
received. The chairman of the Commitree on the Rules
of Procedure and Peririons will deliver his opinion and
the Bureau will consider it.

The debate is closed.

The motion for a resolution will be pur to rhe vore ar
the next voting rime.
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IN THE CHAIR: MR POUL MOLLER

Vice-President

S.Question Time

President. - Thp next item is the first part of Ques-
tion Time: Questions to the Commission (Doc 1-92l
81).

Ar the author's request Question No I will be held
over until the May part-session.

Question No 2 by Mr Flanagan (H-691l80):

Is the Commission aware of repons and the opinion of
nuclear experts that a radioactive cloud produced by
China's last nuclear test on l6 October 1980, will
produce radioactive fallout that will affect the entire

Nonhern Hemisphere next spring?

Mr Narjes, Member of the Commission.
(DE) Depending on the prevailing meteorological
conditions, the influence of nuclear tests carried out in
China on environmental radioactivity in EC-Member
Srates cannot be detected for at least one week.

In the case of the nuclear test on 16 October 1980 a

slight rise in environmental radioactivity, particularly
in the iodine 131 level, was already recorded on
25 October 1980. The funher trend of environmental
radioactivity was carefully followed by the measuring
cenlres which have been set up on the basis of
Article 35 of the Euratom Treaty to ensure permanent
monitoring of the level of radioactivity in the air,
water and soil of the Member States.

The increase in radioactiviry resulting from these

Chinese nuclear bomb tests has been a temporary
phenomenon and the levels have remained far below
rhe maximum concentration level. From the angle of
health protection, this marginal increase in environ-
mental radioactivity can be treated as insignificant.

The temporary increase was also well below the level
measured after several nuclear explosions in the early
1960s in the United States and in the Soviet Union and
in those cases too the levels were below the maximum
concentration level.

Mr Boyes. - The biggest threat to the peace and the
people of Europe, both inside and outside the EEC, is

undoubtedly the possibility of nuclear war. There is

litile doubt that there are leading political and military
figures who would not hesitate to use such weapons.
Consider, for example, the recent computer failures in
the United States of America which led to nuclear
weapon-carrying aeroplanes taking to the air against a

non-existent enemy. Funher, modern weapons, even
rhe so-called small ones, have many times the fire-
power of the atomic bombs dropped on Hiroshima
and Nagasaki, bombs dropped to the everlasting
shame of any civilized person. Does the Commission
agree that the only answer to the problem, as posed by
rhe question of Mr Flanagan, is multilateral disarma-
menr, and that the countries of the EEC should set an

example by unilateral disarmament but, above all, by
not allowing cruise missiles on European soil?

Mr Narjes. - (DE) Pursuant to Anicle 24 of the
Euratom Treaty the arguments put forward by Mr
Boyes do not fall within the terms of reference of the
Commission.

Mr Marshall. - Vould the Commissioner not agree
thar it is the nuclear deterrent which has preserved an
uneasy peace in the world and that those who seek

unilateral nuclear disarmament are offering an invita-
tion to the Russian gauleiters to invade !7'estern
Europe and display a masochistic desire to suffer the
fate of the people of Afghanistan, Czechoslovakia,
Hungary and East Germany?

Mr Naries. - (DE) The honourable member asked
me for my personal view. I fully agree with the point
made by him in his question.

President. - I call Mr Boyes on a point of order.

Mr Boyes. - On a point of order under Rule 32. Vhy
can rhe Commissioner make a reply to the last ques-
tion and not make a reply to my question?

Mr Narjes. - (DE) Mr Boyes asked for the Commis-
sion's view and I referred him to Anicle 24 of the
Eurarom Treaty.

President. - Question No 3 by Mr Hutton (H-704/
80):

In December, Commissioner Burke told the Parliament
that 'the Commission is currently examining the most
effecrive way of organizing the work of the Forestry and
environment Divisron . . ' Since a thorough review was

undenaken in 1978 and implemented in 1979, what is

the purpose of another examination so soon?

Mr Tugendhat, Vice-President of the Commission. -Mr Hutton refers to the answer which Mr Burke gave

in December, to which I can only add that it is a

permanent feature of the work of the Commission
serv-ices that their organization should be reviewed
with a view to improving efficiency and that this is the
case also with the Forestry Division.
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Mr Hutton. - Vould the Commissioner not agree
with me that the effect of the reorganization which
took effect in 1979 was to enhance rhe Forestry Divi-
sion by giving it additional environmental responsibil-
ities and that in that new role two years is really far too
shon a time to judge whether it has been efficient or
not, considering that for a large pan of that time the
division has been without a head? And would he not
agree with me also that another reorganization so
soon is only an excuse for unduly delaying the filling
of the post of Head of Division in charge of Forestry
and environment in DG VI, which has been vacant
since 28 April 1980?

Mr Tugendhat. - As the House knows the Commis-
sion is extremely shon of saff - indeed points such
as rhis have been made frequently by myself during the
budgetary procedure, but without avail. I hope thar
Mr Hutton will raise the mqtter again during the
budgetary procedure. !fle do attach imponance ro the
work of the Forestry Division. I agree that one cannot
make a judgement after two years but I think that in
rhe circumstances in which the Commission finds itself
it is not unreasonable to keep the work of all depan-
ments under continuous review. It was to that which
my former colleague, Mr Burke, was referring.

Mr Purvis. - Could I ask the Commissioner if the
lack of proBress in increasing or finding the relevant
saff has anything to do wirh the lack of interest in
forestry policy or lack of progress in achieving any
son of Community forestry policy, and what are their
intenrions in this area?

Mr Tugendhat. - The problem for the Commission is

thar it is always having to try to fit a quan into a pint
pot. !7e have a great many interests which are dear to
our heart and there are a great many subjects on
which we would like to do more, but the fact of the
matter is that our resources are very limited and that at
any given point one has to make painful choices. 'We

cannor simply recruit somebody and give them ajob to
do - we always have to have a sufficient number of
posrs ar the righr level in order to enable appointments
to take place. So I would ask the honourable
gentleman ro accept that it is not because we are unin-
terested in forestry but because we have a number of
responsibilities that are more pressing and more imme-
diate and that have had to be filled in the interim.

President. - At the author's request, Question No 4

will be held over until the May pan-session.

As the aurhor is not present, Question No 5 will
receive a written answer.l

Question No 6 by Mr Vi6 (H-699/80):

Can the Commission confirm rhat it authorized Italy to
impon 4 million connes of maize free of duty, despite
rhe fact that Community maize production is in surplus,
and that during the GATT talks it aurhorized the impon
into Community countries of 8 800 million francs wonh
of competitive produce from third counries? If so, does
it not consider that it has thus arrogated to irelf the
power to turn the Common Market into the reverse of
what was intended?

Mr Haferkamp, Vice-President of the Commission. -(DE) The Commission has not granted authorization
to Italy or to any other Member State to import maize
freely from third countries. The suggesrion that the
Community has a maize surplus is not correct. The
Community in fact has a shonage of maize. I am not
endrely clear what is meant by the 8 800 million francs
as the equivalent value of imports authorized by the
Commission or as the value of actual impons inso the
Community: That amount is rhe equivalent of I 500
million EUA or three rimes as much as the actual value
of maize impons into the Community in 1979. There
must be a misunderstanding. There have been no
recen[ new discussions or arrangements in GATT of
the kind referred to in the honourable Member's ques-
tion.

Mr Vi6. - (FR) I am afraid that there may be some
confusion in the Commissioner's mind due perhaps to
the wording of the question. The reference to 8 800
million francs of competing production does not solely
cover maize. As to the anxiety expressed in my ques-
tion abour the figure of + million ronnes, I obviously
did not invent that figure, Commissioner; I found it in
an economic journal which has a reputation of being
perfectly serious. That is why I asked this quesdon
and, if I have understood you correctly, you are saying
that my information is incorrect.

Mr'Velsh. - Could the Commission confirm that, if
the European Community is to expand ir world trade,
sooner or later it has to accepr that it has to buy prod-
ucts from other countries that they want to sell us, and
therefore would Vice-President Haferkamp confirm
that the constant restriction of agricultural impons
from third countries is not necessarily in the best inter-
ests of all Community citizens?

Mr Haferkamp.- (DE) I have already had frequent
opportunities to state my view that trade is not a one
way affair and that an economic entiry like the
Community which is dependent on impon-s of energy
and primary commodities must naturally also expon.
This two way craffic of expons and impc,ns must be
taken into account in our overall commt:rcial policy
for trade in agricultural and industrial products alike.I See Annex of 8. 4. 1981.
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Mr de la Maldne. - (FR) I am rather worried by the
Commissioner's answer. The Commission seems ro
believe that considerations relating to energy and
other imports prevent priority from being given to
exports of agricultural products. It seems ro believe
that agricultural producr must be imported rather
than exported. I am of course exagerating but that
seems [o be the way the Commission is moving and I
would like further information on this point.

Mr Haferkamp. - @E) Ir is quire rrue rhar we niust
not give priority [o exports of panicular producrs or ro
particular sectors. \7e must have the overall picture in
mind. Then again nobody can possibly claim that rhe
Community has not always made strong efforts to
promote agricultural exports on the world market.
That is part of the overall machinery of our agricul-
tural policy in the same way as domestic market policy
is also an integral factor. Considerable amounts of
money are spent each year to enable agricultural prod-
ucts from the Community to be offered on the world
market at suitable prices so that they can actually find
buyers.

Sir James Scott-Hopkins. - !7ould the Commissioner
bear in mind that during this most estimable exporr
drive the Commission must adhere ro the decisions
which it took, and which it announced to Parliamenr,
concerning exports to the Soviet Union and orher Iron
Curtain countries of agricultural produce? They must
not - I repeat not - exceed the amounts which they
agreed would be the traditional rrade ro [hose coun-
rries, as indeed they did exceed it during 1980, ro
which further reference will be made later on rhis
mon[h or next month.

Mr Haferkamp.- @E) I just made a general obser-
varion on our general policy for expons of agriculrural
products. In the specific case of exports to the Sovier
Union there is a Council decision of l5January 1980
whrch lays down the principle rhar in the case of agri-
cultural products the Community would nor make
good shortfalls on rhe Sovier marker resulting from
the United States embargo. Reference was made in
that connecrion to traditional trade patterns. The
Council's decision on rhis marter is still binding on the
Commission.

Mr Marshall. - \flould rhe Vice-President of the
Commission nor agree rhat exports of 147 000 ronnes
of butter and burteroil ro Russia last year are far in
excess of the assurances given by rhe Commission
during 1980?

Mr Haferkamp. - @E) The United Srates have
exported no butter or other producrs mentioned by rhe
honourable member to rhe Soviet Union. The facr

are therefore such that the principle ro which I jusr
referred, namely that rhe Community would nor make
good shonfalls resulting from the embargo, could nor
be infringed.

President. 
- Question No 7 by Mr Geronimi ha} been

withdrawn.

As rhe author is not present, Question No 8 will
receive a wrirten answer.l

(Mr Chambeiron stated that he utished to tahe ooer the

question)

I call Mrs Kellett-Bowman on a point of order.

Mrs Kellett-Bowmann. Has the honourable
gentleman got it in writing that he may take the ques-
tion over?

President. 
- 

Point 9 of Annex II of the Rules of
Procedure states:

'A question may be answered only if the questioner is

presenr or has norified the President in writing, before

Question Time begins, of the name of his substrtute '

Mr Chambeiron rherefore cannot take over the ques-
tion.

Question No 9 by Miss Hooper (H-761/80):

Vhat is the European Communrty doing for the United
Nations Internauonal Drinking Vater Supply and Sani-
ration Decade, given that hatf the world's population
(2 000 million men, women and children) are suffering
from water shortages or disease caused by defective
water supplies?

Mr Narjes, Member of tbe Commi55isn. 
- 

(DE) A few
weeks ago in its answer to Mrs Squarcialupi's oral
quesrion Number 2716/80, the Commission already
drew attention to the programme which it is proposing
to implemenr jointly with the Member States within
the framework of the cooperation agreemen[ with the
developing countries. However, the Commission
welcomes this opponunity to give supplementary and
complete information today.

The Commission is aware of the serious situation of
certain population groups in the Third Vorld who are
suffering from inadequate drinking water supplies and
unsatisfactory conditions of hygiene. It therefore
unreservedly supports the measures taken by the

I See Annex of 8. 4. 1981.
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Narjes

developing countries and Member Srares in the frame_
work of rhe Unired Nations inrernarional development
decade. The Community's cooperation policy is based
on the priorities of rhe beneficiary counrries and on
their own efforts. From the financial angle ir is
intended ro supplemenr other sources of finanie.

The Community's conrriburion ro the projects carried
out d.uring.rhe decade in the area of 

-drinking 
warer

supplies and hygiene therefore depends on the impor-
tance arrached ro this secror by rhe individual coun_
tries and on rhe financial resources which are other-
wise available. The Commission's policy is inrended
primarily ro sarisfy rhe needs of rhe popularion groups
which are the most seriously affecrej. That is alio
reflecred in rhe financial aid paymenrs; some 1OO
million EUA are earmarked for rhis purpose in the
fourrh European Developmenr Fund.

Miss Hooper. - I am glad to nore rhe Commissioner,s
concern for the programme; but would he nor agree
that this is a situation where some concerred acrioi on
behalf of rhe Community would be more effecrive
than simply allowing each member counrry ro initiare
and organize a separare programme?

M1 Naries. - (DE) I would not deny rhat a solution
ot rhar kind mighr be best. Bur beiause of the in_
terest felt by each member Srate as an individual
member of the United Narions in independenr parrici_
pation in rhis programme, we musr be contenr with the
present procedure as I have described ir.

Mrs Kellett-Bowman. - 
!trflhen the EEC assisrs in rhe

installarion of water supplies in under-developed
countries, will it please make sure thar they are simple
and require the minimum of maintenance, iince skilied
malntenance men are rarely available in the remo[er
parts of the leasr-favoured countries to which rhe
Commissioner referred, and it could be and indeed is
the case rhar some of rhese insrallations are now our of
use for lack of mainrenance?

Mr Narjes. - (DE) I do not underesrimare the
imponance of the marrer of subsequent costs and
maintenance requirements resulring from initial invest-
ments. But I must poinr out that coverage of those
costs would very rapidly deplere rh; available
resources and leave no room for funher investmenm.

President. - Question No l0 by Mr Seligman (H-43/
81):

Does the Commission consider that different narional
prices and raxes on heavy fuel oil are disadvanrageous ro

some narlonal industries, panicularly relarive ro their
Japanese, US and EEC competitors, and does the
Commrssion propose measures of harmonization in this
matter?

Mr Davignon, Vrce-President of the Commission. -(FR) That quesrion has several different aspecrs. The
first rs the influence of rhe price of crude oi[, and thus
of heary fuel oil, on producr prices. In that respecr we
have observed in recenr years a rendency fo. iavour-
able c.hanges ro. occur in the United Stares alrhough
there is a special situarion, wirh which the honourable
Member is familiar, in Canada where a srrucrural
difference in prices exisrs. The action underraken by us
in Tokyo and Venice seems ro have brought some
resulrs and we shall have to conrinue on the sime lines
in Ottawa: thar capiral has been panicularly well
chosen.

The second more specific aspecr is rhat of raxarion.
Are tax sysrems in the various counrries so differenr as
to creare distortions? There are of course differences. I
have a table showing those differences but it is difficult
to analyse their economic impact accurately at thrs
stage because taxation is also a measure of iconomic
policy - in orher words it determines rhe choice of
one rype of energy rarher rhan anorher. It is therefore
wrong to suppose thar a high rate of raxarion is disad_
vantageous ro industry if rhe very fact that ir is high
encourages that indusrry ro use a different sor... of
energy and ro effecr invesrments in order ro make
savings and use energy rationally, thus increasing irs
long-rerm comperiIiviry.

This is a highly complex and important matrer. At the
last Energy Council meering I obrained an assurance
that it would be dealr wirh most carefully and I
consider ir more urgenr today ro define the economic
impact of rhis policy on industry rather rhan to effecr
rmmediate price harmonizations wirhout knowing
what their impact on the economy will be. Thar is wh!
the Commission has chosen rhe firsr prioriry rarher
than rhe second.

Mr Seligman. - The Commissioner gave a very full
answer and he referred to a table of tax differences. I
would very much like ro see rhat rable. Does rhe
Commissioner agree thar in countries such as Britain,
Ireland and Denmark which impose a heavy [ax on
residual fuel oil, industry would benefit if this tax
were rmposed as a value-added tax which can be
recovered later and no[ as a srraight tax; and would he
consider proposing harmonizarion on rhe basis of
VAT throughour rhe Community for heavy fuel oil?

Mr Davignon. - (FR) I shall pass my figures ro rhe
honourable Member and ro ,i,. ,..i.r^Ii"r so rhar
they can be shown in my answer; I rhink ir would take
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too long to read out the relevanr statistics now.r That
is my first point. The second point is that the question

is rhe subject of considerable discussion in the Unired
Kingdom because of the industrial policy followed by

that country. At this juncture before the Commission
has had an opportunity to finish ir analysis of the
various documents, in particular the document
published six weeks ago, I am unwilling to Pronounce
on the most advantageous solution for industry.
Reverting to what I said in my first answer, to the

extent that .we have a shon-sighted view of energy
policy by seeking to ensure oil based enerBy supplies

to industry at the most favourable prices, we are

pursuing a misguided economic policy because we

should now be turning to other sources of energy.

Steps must be taken to ensure that taxation systems do

not create distortions as between countries. '!fle are

not able to say at present whether the existing differ-
ences in raxation create a disadvantage for one parti-
cular fraction of oil production, namely residual fuel

oil. I therefore repeat that we do not intend to make

fiscal proposals before determining the economic
impact in relation to the objectives of energy policy
going beyond that of supplying energy to industry at
the cheapest possible price.

Sir James Scott-Hopkins. - 
In view of the obvious

necessity to have a common energy-pricing policy in

the future, would the Commission undertake to do a

study in greater depth rhan aPPears to have been done

now. of the ua.ious contract prices which all types of
industry are enjoying in all the various countries, in

order to have a comparative table? Ir would be very
complicated, I agree, but it is necessary if funher
progress rs to be made. 'Would he, when that is done

- 
if he will say yes, and I hope he will 

- 
give an

undertaking to publish it so we may study it as well, if
possible before the end of the summer recess?

Mr Davignon.- (FR) '$7e have undertaken this work
wirh a specific view to obtaining clear information on

rhe price jungle. \7ith the agreement of the various

countries concerned at the last Energy Council
meeting, it was decided that our officials would visit
rhe capitals in order to ascertain the significant

I Prices rn US dollars per tonne in January 1981 except
where otherwise stated :

Before tax aftcr tax
2J7.2r 237.2r
244.41 311.08
221.15 228.65
219.26 219.48
229.17 259.02
208.51 209.56
226.91 233.87
222.54 241.80
128.47 128.47
239.27 239.27

elements - I do not say all the elements - 
for the

major categories. 'We shall be doing that and, Sir

James, my intention is to keep the Committee on

Energy informed as our studies progress. \7ork of this
kind is an ongoing process. I do not believe in
publishing documents which need amending and

updating every three months and also have to be trans-
lated into a large number of languages: that costs a
great deal of money and is not particularly efficient.

Vhat I would like to do on the other hand is to
arranBe a briefing, perhaps three times a year for the

Committee on Energy on the various work which has

been done and I gave an undertaking to tha[ effect to
the Committee on Energy at our last meeting.

President. - Question No 11 by Mr Adam (H-769/
80):

It has recently been stated by the Energy Depanment of
the United Kingdom Government thar the coal demand

in the year 2OOO is likety to fall to 155 million tonnes,

whrch represents a downward revision from the previous

figure of 170 million tonnes. This comes at a time when

future demand for coal is reckoned by all the experts to

be increasing. Does the Commission accept that this is a

realistic assessment?

Mr Davignon, Vice-President of the Commission. -(FR) The honourable Member has asked me what

demand there will be for coal in the year 2000. I
would be quite happy if I even knew what the demand

for coal would be in 1981.I readily concede that my

answer is inadequate but I cannot give accurate infor-
mation because two factors come into play here: the

first is the level of future investments in the coal

mining infrastructure, at the level of supplies, i.e'

.*po.it, and also at the level of reception structures in

thi Community. That is a first point. France is at the

moment making very considerable investments in this

area. \7ill that be done elsewhere? \fle believe that
investments of this kind should be encouraged. The
second factor is the need to determine whether we are

creating the financial conditions which will enable

industry to revert rapidly to coal if that should prove

necessary. There are thus two unknowns in the present

siruation. \7e in the Commission have complained to

rhe energy ministers about the inadequacy of the

nat.ional inr.strnent programmes in this area. Our
document on supply and demand as compared with
1980 indicates our view that, given the necessary

investments, coal consumption could increase in the

order of l5 to 20 percent. But a necessary condition is

that these investments must be made. Vithout the

investments nothing can be done.

Mr Adam. - I appreciate the very great difficulties
that anyone has in trying to estimate what the coal

supply or demand is likely to be in any given year, but

Belgrum
Denmark
FR of Germany
France
Ireland
Italy
Netherlands
UK
USA (June 1980)

Japan (June 1980)
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ttre problem seems ro be rhat, while all rhe expens say
thar demand is going to increase in the futuri, we do
not seem to have any means of ensuring rhar rhe coal
to. meer .rhat likely demand is going to be produced
within the Communiry. I theiefoie welcome very
much rhe commenls the Commissioner has made wirir
regard to the national programmes. Can the Commis_
sioner state wherher rhere are any funher iniriadves
thar the Commission has in mind to try and encourage
the invesrment in rhe coal industries of the Commu.,iiy
that he has referred to?

Mr Davignon.- (FR) I referred to the problem of
coal as a whole in my answer. I did nor draw a disrinc-
tion between domesric coal producrion in the
Communiry and imported coal. I believe that a policy
which was confined ro encouraging domestic produc-
tion of coal in the EEC would have two effects: the
first is thar we would nor make the investments neces-
sary for coal to be used in a number of industries, wirh
all the problems rhar enrails as regards masrery over
environmenral technologies and so on, because rhe
costs exceed those of conrinued use of oil. Thar is the
firsr difficulty.

I believe on rhe orher hand that if we srep up our
impons from rhird countries, rhe mere facr of ensuring
adequate reserves wirhin the Communiry for reasons
of dependence would enable an additional domestic
effort to be made. The two factors are linked. If we ry
to isolate one of them or concenrrare on either rhere
will be real difficulries. The Commission's firsr rask -on which we shall be working between now and che
Energy Council mee[ing in June - is ro determine
whether for the firsr time for many years rhose
Communiry countries whose interest in principle
conflict, namely rhose which have no coal mines and
those which do have mines, can in fact now be recon-
ciled. I think thar rhis is not impossible if we approach
the problem in irs entirery, as I tried ro suggesr.

Mr Seligman. - Does the Commissioner not agree
that we musr make Communiry coal more comperi-
tive? I do nor see why rhat should pur up rhe costs of
other industries. Thar is where the invesrment is
needed in modernization and in expanding the marker
for of our own Community coal.

Mr Davignon.- (FR) If rhe marter were as simple as
Mr Seligman has suggesred we should be guilty of an
unpardonable omission if we did not rake the neces-
sary action. Unfonunately the siruarion is more
complicarcd because, as the honourable Member
himself pointed our, we are seeking to change the use
of our energy resources but we want [o do so in a

manner which will nor immediately handicap the
competiriveness of the user indusries. In other words
the investments made musr be logical invesrmenm in
relation [o our economic and industrial policy. Thar

raises problems because ar this particular juncrure rhe
price of an imponed tonne is well below the price of a
tonne produced wirhin the Communiry.

\flhich rypes of invesrment should take priority? I
think rhat the emphasis mus[ be placed on inuestme.,rc
enabling coal to be used in rhe infrastrucure and by
industry; once rhe market has expanded a balance can
be struck berween those who wish ro import low price
coal and rhose who on the contrary wish ro rltain
their own production capaciries: that is our aim. I
think thrs is an exrraordinarily complex problem, rhe
reason being rhar positions have remained sntic within
the Community for fifteen years.

Mr Kirk. - (DA) Is it rhe Commission's view rhat the
energy situarion in the Community is so complicared
as -to prevenr rhe Commission from submirting
uniform provisions which could help to solve thi
energy crisis in the Member Srates? One mighr draw
that conclusion from the Commission's answer.

Mr Davignon.- (FR) Let us not confuse a discussion
of coal wirh a debare on energy. Quite clearly coal is
one aspecr of the energy debate bur it is nor rhe whole
problem. \7hy did I say that there has been a deep
disagreement within the Communiry for fifteen years
on the subjecr of coal? Because one group of Member
States wishes the Community to have a coal policy
which will benefit imports from rhird counrriei, the
reason being that this policy may, ir is felt, besr ensure
the comperitiveness of Community indusrry which
should be rhe aim of solidarity wirhin the Communiry.
On the orher hand those counrries which still produce
coal in the Communiry consider rhar solidariry should
help them to produce still more coal. This divergence
of views has resulred in perfect deadlock.

On rhe substance of rhe marre., il. p..ridenr, my
v.iews are perfecrly clear and they have been stared by
the.Commission: firstly, in the absence of an energy
policy there can be no policy for economic renewal ln
the Communiry. Ve have arrived ar rhe clear conclu-
sion chat, [o rhe extent that there is no increase in
energy investmenrs ro promore rhe more rational urili-
zation of enerBy, rhe economic conditions necessary
for. a genuine renewal of the Community economy
and indusrry cannor exisr. There could be no srronger
argumenr ar this poinr in time given the highly critical
situarion of our economy and the imperarive need for
a dynamic policy of economic renewal to solve rhe
employment problem. Once we have concluded rhat
the lack of a genuine energy policy is an obsracle ro an
effective economic policy, it is criminally negligent not
to pursue such an energy policy. Thar is why the
Commission is determined in its artemprs ro bring
about a common a[ritude and srraregy on energy,
including rhe fundamental and priority problem of
invesrment incentives.
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May I add that in recent weeks I have not heard a

single Head of State or Prime Minister speak of
economic policy without placing emphasis on the

problem of energy investments. Mr Brandt, various
speakers in the French election campaign, the Italian
Government, indeed everyone, consider that an uPturn
in energy investment is essential to a coherent
economic and industrial policy. The Commission
shares that view and will make representations to the

governments.

Mr Purvis. - 
\7ould the Commissioner confirm the

figures we were given by his predecessor for the

energy objective for 1990, which were then expanded
up to the year 2OOO, and which estimated that coal
requirements in the Community would be in the order
of ooo million ronnes; estimated, I agree roughly?
'!floutd he not agree that coal is therefore going to
play a very major part in any energy strategy and
within that scale of coal consumption there must be

ample room to satisfy the needs of those Member
States which wish to use rmponed coal and those

which also are producing coal? Can he not hang a

policy for coal on that mutuality of inrerest between
all rhe Member States in the coal sector?

Mr Davignon. - 
(FR) There is at present no

community of interest between the Member States in
the Council of Ministers on the subject of coal, that is

my first observation. I regret this fact but it nevenhe-
less exists.

The second point is that until a rational investment
policy has been defined to enable coal to be used more
u'idely in the Community, I am sorry to say that all the
forecasts will be entirely arbitrary because I am
convrnced that without these investments as things
stand at present lhere can be no increase in the use of
coal in the Communrty.

Our studies do not enable me to confirm the figures
quoted by my predecessor; on the contrary, we have
arrived a[ the conclusion rhat these figures will not be

attained without a determined investment policy. !fl'e
must now bend our efforts towards the attainment of
such a policy.

President. - Question No 12 by Mrs Ewing (H-784/
80):

'What progress has the Commission achieved in its

discussions with the United Stares' adminrstration on
the problem of the upsurge of United States' rmpons
into the EEC and panicularly into the United Kingdom;
what actron is proposed and to what extent will it meet

rhe Council's requrrements that their discussions should
cover the whole range of problems and all possrble solu-
trons?

Mr Haferkamp, Vice-President of the Commission. -(DE) Ve have already had several opportunities do

discuss this matter, with particular reference to
imports of certain tex[iles or [extile fibres from the

United States. The Commission has indicated how
seriously it takes the problems arising from the impor-
rarion of certain products, Particularly for certain
regions of the Community.

It has discussed this *",,.. in great detail with Amer-
rcan Government agencies and the necessary contacts
were made as soon as the new administration look
office.

One essential factor which has been mentioned in the

ralks as having an impermrssible influence on comPeti-
rion, was and still in part remains the special price
system for petroleum and narural gas which secures a

competrtive advantage for American industry. Impor-
tan[ progress has recently been made on two points.

The American Government has put an end to its price

controls for petroleum. Secondly, it is removing the

restrictions on exports of naphtha. The Commission
hopes that the American Government will also shortly
put into effect its announced intention of ending price

controls on natural gas. As regards the steep rise in

imports in some textile and clothing sectors, we have

the impression - and this is confirmed by the figures

- 
that the peak was obviously passed in the first half

of 1980. 'We have also discussed these problems with
our American interlocutors. 'We have been assured

that the attenuon of the American textile industry

;::lr.:. 
drawn to these problems in an appropriate

Mrs Ewing. - 
I thank the Commissioner for his

detailed answer and for his comments on the degree of
deconrrol of oil; although the problem of gas remains.
Bur it did not seem to me, as I listened to the answer,
rhat the Commission is proposing any action. I would
ask the Commission therefore whether, in the light of
rhe gravity of the problem and the jobs involved here,
and the restriction by the US on imports, whether the
Commission rakes the view that, if it cannot solve this
problem, it would be up to Member States with many
jobs at stake to restrict their own level of impons?

Mr Haferkamp. 
- 

(DE)'!7e have often been asked
what measures we were taking for petroleum and
naphtha. !fle have negotiated and achieved success.
Ve shall pursue these efforts for natural gas.

Mr'Welsh. - Does Vice-President Haferkamp believe
that the United States administration fully and
completely understands the simple fact that, if the
Community is expected to continue to run trading
deficits with the United States of $ 25 000 million or
more indefinitely, the open trading system simply will
not be able to survive? Can he therefore assure us [hat
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the Commission is putting rogerher a position paper
ztis-d-ais the United States for the Ortawa Confeience
in which the ministers can discuss seriously how rhese
vast rrading deficirs can be limited by voiuntary and
not compulsory agreement ?

Mr Haferkanp. - @E) I am grateful for the
honourable Member's reference to th-is Conference ar
which rhe inrention is to deal with these problems in
the general conrexr of world rade policy. Virh rhe
world rrade sysrem as it is roday, bilarcral rrade
patterns canno[ be considered in isolarion in terms of
surpluses and deficirs. As the Honourable Member has
stated, rhere is in fact a problem which requires
general discussion and an overall approach.

It was wirh an eye ro the overall aspecrs of world trade
that we conducted the Tokyo-round negotiations and
are following up implemenration oi rhe resulrs
artained; we rherefore also welcome the opponunity
to discuss rhese problems ar [he new !7orld'Economic
Summit Conference with a view ro the expansion and
not to any limitation of world trade. The Lommission
will be. making irs preparations for the Conferenpe in
that spirir.

President. - Question No 13 by Miss euin (H-794/
80):

\7ill the Commission make a sraremenr abour the
progress made in consideratron of rhe Commissron
proposal to provide income support for workers aged 55
and over leaving rhe shipbuilding industry - a proposal
which was welcomed by the European Farliament ir its
December 1980 part-session?

Mr Davignon, Vice-President of the Commission. -(FR) As the House already knows, the Commission,s
proposal which was given a favourable recep[ion by
Parliamenc and by the Economic and Social
Committee, did not gain rhe Council's suppon: [he
Council did not wish to follow rhe Commission's
ideas.._Secondly, rhe Commission's proposal ro enrer
six million units of accounr in rhe lggl budget was
replaced.by a- token entry in the draft budgei and it
was in thar form that rhe budger was ap[roved by
Parliament. In other words no appropriirions are
available for 1981. Finally, in a statement by our
former colleague, Vice-Presidenr Vredeling, to parlia-
ment lasr December, he indicated why he filt it wrong
for the Commission to amend its proposal or maki
new proposals since he could discern no change in rhe
Council's posirion. '!7'e are rherefore in a poiition of
deadlock. The atdrude adopred by the Council on
social measures for the steel industry involving
conventional acrion in the social sphere, does not
presage for the time being any change in the Council,s
position on new measures, particularly in the ship
building sector. The Commission gre"tiy regrers rhis
situation and will be rerurning to rhe marrei when ir

prepares the preliminary draft budget for 1982; parlia-
ment will be duly informed.

Miss Quin. - This is deeply disappoinring! I would
just like ro ask whether rhe Commissioner is aware of
the extenr ro which hopes have been raised by this
proposal amolg workers leaving rhe shipbuilding
industry. \(ill rhe Commissioner give us 

"n 
,ssr.rn..

that rhe Commission will do everything ro ensure rha[
these hopes, which have been raised, 

".e 
not wholly

disappointed and thar the matrer will definitely be kept
on the agenda?

Mr Davignon. (FR) The Commission will
obviously keep rhis marler in mind. But I think ir is
unfair ro criricize the Commission. for disappointing
hopes - legitimare hopes given rhe situarion facin[
workers in the shipbuilding secror. parliament did no-t
enter the necessary appropriarions in the budget: how
c.an we expec[ [o change the Council's posirion when
there is no money in rhe budget? Thi Commission
cannor fighr the battle on its own.

President. - Questron No 14 by Mrs Kellett-Bowman
(H-808/80):

In June 1976, rhe Commrssion stated rhat 2.4a/o of rhe
staff in rhe A4 grade of the Commrssion were women,
and 4.70/o rn the A5 grade were women, *h..e"i
83.374/o in the Cl grade were women. \flill the
Commrssion now grve the up-to-dare percenrage frgures
of women employed rn these grades ?

Mr Tugendhat, Vice-President of the Commission. _
Mrs Kelletr-Bowman is asking for figures ro compare
wirh those given when she previously asked the ques_
tion. The relevant figures on 28 February were:
3.570/0, 6.770/o and 76.680/o of female A4, A5 and C3
officials respecrively.

Mrs Kellett-Bowman. 
- \7ould the Commissioner nor

agree thar.rhis is a disgraceful rate of progress since I
quesrioned his predecessor in 1976? If women are
capable of being Prime Minisrers of Member Stares
and the Presidenr of rhis Parliament, surely they are
capable of filling rhe higher posts in rhe Commission
y9 1.fa.r grearer exrenr rhan rhey do ar [he presenr rime.
Vill the Commission please make a far greater efforr
to recruit and promote women to these posts?

Mr Tugendhat. - I agree on the role played by
women in the public life of our Member St"ies ,.,d
indeed in some non-member European Stares as well,
such as Norway. But I would poinr out ro Mrs
Kellert-Bowman rhar rhere has been an increase of
around 500/o in the number of female A4 and A5 offi-
cials between 1976 and 1981, which represents a good
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start. The figures at the momen[ are, as she says,

deplorably small; but in a civil service it takes time to

right balances of this sort, and I think the fact that

th-ere has been this significant increase at the A4 and

A5 levels between 1976 and 1981 does show that we

have made a good start - although we do, of course,

need many mo(e women in the higher ranks of the

Commission.

I think, too, that we need to consider the relatively
higher proportion of women now in grades A7 and

A6, which amounts to 14'200/o and 13'700/o respec-

tively, which suggests that we should be able to make

further improvements in the years to come' However,
I can assure the honourable lady, and indeed the

House, that I very much agree that we do need ro
have more women in higher ranks in the Commission.

Mr Seligman. - Does the Commissioner not agree

that women should give priority to the honourable

career of bringing up a happy and successful family,
and that they ihould not be tempted into high office
by economic necessity or naked ambition?

(Laughter)

Mr Tugendhat.- My own view is that women should
have freedom of choice, and that those women who
wish to pursue careers ought to be able to do so

without suffering from any form of discrimination.

(Applause)

Mr Kirk. - 
(DK) I gladly subscribe to the last state-

ment by Commissioner Tugendhat but the question by

Mrs Kellett-Bowman clearly implies that there is

discrimination against women in the Commission's
services. I do not have the impression rhat this has

come about by chance and I would like to ask Mr
Tugendhat whether the Commission is now making
special effons to facilitate the advancement of women
to higher grades in the Commission. Also, is the

Commission taking special measures to create employ-
ment opportunities for men in C3 positions? At that
level too there would seem to be reverse discrimina-
tion against men.

Mr Tugendhat. - 
As I said in answer to Mrs Kellett-

Bowman, I am very conscious and the Commission is

very conscious of the need to have more women in
high-er ranks in our service. As I also said, it is not easy

to adjust these balances very quickly. I think the 50%
increase in the levels which I referred to earlier is quite
impressive, and there is, of course, now a higher
proportion of women in the lower A grades who will
coming forward for promotion into the higher A
grades.

'!7e have also undertaken a number of studies within
the Commission to see what can be done to facilitate
the promotion of women, but there are particular
diffiiulties in a multinational service bf our sort. If one

rhinks for one moment. that in London, Copenhagen,

Paris or any other capital of a Member State it is not

at all unusual ro find a woman pursuing a career in the

civil service while her husband is pursuing a career of
some other sort in the same capital, it becomes clear

rhat in the case of Brussels, where one is dealing with
non-Belgians - 

for Belgians, of course, Brussels does

no, p..r.nt the same problem - there would be a

diffiiutty for women who come to Brussels and who

pursue " .r.... 
there to maintain a family life with

'husbands who might be pursuing a career in a

different capital. This is the sort of difficulr social

problem to which, I must confess, we have not yet

found an answer.

I would point out, too, that with regard to the propor-

tion of women in our service, one should not comPare

it only with countries such as Britain and Denmark,
for instance, or with France; where there is now a very

high proportion of women in the public service; one

oughi ,tio to compare ir with some other Member.

States which take, perhaps, rather more the view of
Mr Seligman; so there is a balance to be struck'

Ho*euer, I can assure him that we shall look at the

matter with a very oPen mind and indeed would be

very interested to hear of all and any ideas for
increasing the proportion of women in our service,

whrch is something which we believe needs to be done'

Mrs van den Heuvel. - 
(NL) I listened to the Com-

missioner's answers with interest. If family life and

the bringing up of children are considered so impor-
t"nt, *orld it not be desirable, in the context of the

Commtssioner's campaign, to make senior male offi-
cials aware of the importance of that task? Perhaps

they would then make their posts available to permit
promotion of their female colleagues.

Mr Tugendhat. - I quite agree with Mrs van den

Heuvel that bringing up children is certainly not a task
which devolves only on one of the parents. Indeed I
can assure lic: that my wife has very strong views on

this matter which are brought constantly home to me.

Mrs Baduel Glorioso. - UT I understand the diffi-
culties which arise today because a very bad start was

made when the first competitions were opened for
recruitment to the Community public service''We note

roday - 
as Mrs Kellett-Bowman has quite rightly

stressed - that there are very few women in grades

A4 and A5, to say nothing of grades A3 - 
where I

think there is only one head of division, the Dane, Miss
Nielsen - and A2 and A1. This situation will however

change rapidly despite the social and psychological
probGms involved, including the obsolete attitude that
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women should remain in rhe home. But those arrirudes
are not very imponant.

The situation will be changed because it is nor repre-
sentative of rhe electorare, of the taxpayers and indeed
of the people of Europe, 53 percenr of whom are
women. '!7omen attend schools and universides bur
they have enormous difficulry in reaching high office
in the Commission. I would like this to be made
perfectly clear ro rhe Members of the Commission
rcday - who have raken over rheir msks from their
predecessors - because, in Europe, the functions and
responsibilides of women have always been considered
complimenrary. Ir is ruly shameful rhar rhis siruation
should have arisen in rhe Commission of the European
Communiries which has only been in existence for
thirty years.

Mr Tugendhat. - In answer ro Mrs Baduel Glorioso,
let me go rhrough rhe lisr. There are rhree women at
rhe level of A2. There is Mrs van Hoof who is Belgian
and who is the head of the Service des Inrerprem
which, I think I am righr in saying, is rhe largesr inter-
preting service in the world. Ir is cenainly larger than
that of rhe Unired Narions and of course it hasa much
greater spread of languages wirh which ro contend. So
it is by any standards one of our more importanr
services. It has, speaking from memory, somerhing
between four and five hundred people in it. There ii
then Miss Inger Nielsen, who is Danish and who has
played a very prominenr and responsible role in the
enlargemenr nego[iarions. Then, of course, my own
Chef de cabinet is a woman roo. '!7e have no women
at A3 level, I am sorry ro say. Ve have 30 at A4, 52 at
A5,69 at A5 and 43 at A7. At A4 the proporrion is
3.57, ar A5 it is 6.77 , ar L6 13.70 and ar A7 14.20.

I do not for one moment suggesr rhar rhese figures are
sa[isfactory. As I said earlier, I believe rhar wedo need
to have more women in rhe higher ranks of rhe
Commission. But I think ir is importanr ro nor.e rhat rhe
proportions ar the lower end of rhe A scale are signifi-
cantly higher rhan at the higher end and rherefore
there will be an increasing number of women coming
forward for promotion during the years [o come.

I would also poinr our, if I may, since the questioners
have been of a variety of differenr narionaliries -Dutch, Iulian, British, Danish - rhat, of course, a
number of officials at the Al and A.2 level in our
service are people who have come in from rhe outside.
That is perhaps panicularly true of rhe newer Member
States, but it is true of officials of all nationalities. A
number of those ar the higher levels are people who
have come in from their narional services. It is-striking
perhaps thar rhe national civil services have nor been
nominating women. I do nor know why that should
be, but I think rhat when one looks ar rhe proporrion
of women. in the higher ranks of the Commission
service, it is importanr ro bear rhat point in mind as

well.

Mrs Maij-Veggen.- (NL) I should like to draw rhe
Commissioner's artention ro rwo poinrs and pu[ rwo
questions to him. '!7e often inquire abour rhe reasons
for which women so rarely reach high office. I rhink
that in the Commission's case one of the reasons - ro
which frequenr reference has been made here - is
that an age limit has been introduced for the recruit-
ment of new sraff. Thar age limir is particularly
unfavourable in rhe case of women. Many women who
have followed courses of education and rhen worked
actively for some time go on to devote themselves
entirely to rheir families - and I consider rhat in itself
highly desirable. The real pity of it is rhar this form of
activity is so badly paid and carries such poor srarus.
Many women then become available for professional
employmenr again ar about the age of 38 or 40. They
then have no chance whatever of recruitment ro the
European Commission for the simple reason that they
are too old. And precisely because of the specific
employment parrern of women, they have far fewer
opportunities than men in the Commission since men
do not have the same family commitmenrs. May I say
in passing that I myself devoted a few years of my rime
entirely to my family obligadons and I consider that
extremely imponant both for the development of a
woman herself and for society.

I want to add a second quesrion: what possibiliries
exist at che Commission for parr-time employment of
women? Often it is perfectly possible to combine work
in the home wirh part-rime employment for a cerrain
period in a woman's life, but I have the impression rhar
this is practically impossible ar the Commission. If
q/omen who have family commirments were given an
opportunity of working parr-r,ime for a period of say
six to eight years before rerurning to full-time employ-
ment, they would rhen remain in contact wirh rhe
employment world and would not have to inrerrupt
their career or see their career made totally impossible.
The fact of the marrer is rhar siruarions of rhis kind
constirure a definirive break in the employmenr of
many qualified and skilled women; I find rhat a pity
for women themselves and above all derrimenral ro rhe
interests of society.

Mr Tugendhat. - The honourable lady has raised the
question of the entry age with me before and we have
had exchanges on it. Cerrainly it is a marrer which, I
know, is a source of concern to many people. Ve, of
course, are in the difficult position of having ro try ro
maintain equality of oppo,rtuniry, nor simply between
men and women bur also berween women with family
obligrdons and women withour family obligations. I
must confess that it is not always easy ro strike an
appropriate balance. I am very conscious of rhe prob-
lems which women have in the sense rhar rhey
frequently have to break their careers, as rhe honour-
able lady has pointed our. Bur much as I would like to
see more women in higher posirions in rhe Commis-
sion, I find it difficult to conceive rhat one could easily
have ryomen doing pan-time work ar rhe son of levels
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that we are talking about here; or indeed men either. I
think that the nature of tasks a[ the top end of the

Commission or the top end of a national civil service
would not permit it. I do not think any national civil
service has parr-time people at the Al, A2, A3 levels or
indeed at any orher A level, and I think it would be

very very difficulr to have part-time employment at

these levels. I repeat, since I think this is the last ques-

tion on the sub;ect, that we do attach great importance
to securing a greater number of women in higher
levels of the Commission and I hope that this is some-
thing which Member States will bear in mind when
they nominate officials or put forward officials for
posrtions in the Commission on those occasions when
we recruit outside.

Mr Koutsocheras. - 
(GR) 1 would just like to say

thar I feel a compelling moral duty to point out thar
rhis is a real disgrace in this day and age when you
consider that we are approaching the year 2000. I
remrnd you of the discussions which took place
recently in Luxembourg and Mrs Maij-\Teggen's
report in which those discussions on the unequal treat-
menr of women were backed up by hard facrs. Despite
rhe fact rhat the constitutions of different countries
talk about sexual equality, sexual inequaliry is still a

sriking feature. I am surprised to hear it said in this
House that unequal treatment of women has been
eliminated and I want to s[ress once again that rhe
Commissioners should view the question of bringing
about sexual equality as one of their prime considera-
tions as women have many qualities and in particular
therr sensitivity and foresight are two qualities which
can, when used in the national interest, raise the social
and cultural standards of our society.

Mrs Dekker. - 
(NL) I want to put a specific question

to the Commissioner although I welcomed the
previous observations.

Firstly, the problem of age limits. The Commissioner
probably knows that the Maij-Veggen report which
was debated and adopted in Luxembourg, contains a

clear statement on this point. Ve consider it important
from the point of view of Participation by women in

rhe employment process, for deliberate age limits to be

abolished. I should like the Commissioner to say when

rhat will be done in the case of the Community institu-
tions beginning with the Commission itself.

The Commissioner also made a remark about part-

time work. His opinion is that senior jobs do not lend

themselves to such an arrangement. Might I then draw
his attention to the length of the working week as we

know it today. Ten years aBo the duration of the

working week was different and fifty years ago the

siruation was totally different. There would seem to be

many reasons for examining whether men do not in
fact devote too much of their time today to purely

professional activities. That is of course the underlying
consideration and I do not think it is good enough to
say, in 1981, that nothing can be done. I wonder if the

Commissioner himself is open to certain patterns of
thought, developments and experiments. Could he not
consider whether some adjustments could be made to
permit some part-time working for senior officials.

A further point mentioned by the Commissioner is the
fact that the Member States themselves apparently
appoint rhe most senior officials in the Commission. I
find the Commission's attitude on this extremely
passive. It might at [east make representations to bring
about a more balanced composition of the Commis-
sion's adpninistrative apparatus. Clearly the Commis-
sion has some responsibiliry of its own, not merely in
the sense of geographical distribution but also in rhat
of ensuring a more balanced distribution between men
and women. I would like to hear from the Commis-
sioner whether he sees any possibiliry of drawing the
attention of the Member States to this factor in their
appointments policy.

President. 
- 

I call Mr Marshall on a point of order.

Mr Marshall. - 
Mr Presidenr, could I ask that, in

future, supplementary questions be shon, sharp, to the
point and actually questions?

President. 
- 

I share your view and have said the same

thing before. However, I hesitate to interrupt speakers
who have interesting personal points of view to
exPress.

Mr Tugendhat. 
- 

The Commission is certainly ready
to consider each and every suggestion for trying to
improve the position of women within its own service
and, indeed, within the public service of the Member
Srates. Certainly one has only ro look at the different
Member States to see that a Breat deal more progress
has been made in some than in others. I would,
however, say as a personal expression of opinion, that
I do not think that the cause, either of women's rights,
or of efficient administration, would be well served by
having part-time directors-general or pan-cime heads
of division. Indeed, if I might keep this on an entirely
feminine basis, I simply do nor believe that Madam
van Hoof could run her extremely difficult and
complicated empire if she was doing it part-time and if
she shared the responsibility with somebody else who
was doing it pan-time, be that person male or female.
I do not think that the result would be as effective as it
is at present. So I think that in the interests both of
women's righrc and of efficient administration, we
really ought to stick to the general principle that the
rop posts should be full-time.
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President. - As rhe author is nor presenr, Quesrion
No 15 will receive a written answer.r

At the author's request Question No l6 has been held
over until the May part-session.

Quesrion No l7 by Mr Clinron (H-835/80):

Is the Commisslon aware as to the exrent whrch imporrs
into the EEC of canned and prepared meats, which rn
l98O amounted to ll0 000 ronnes carcase equivalent of
300/o of toral imports under rhe EEC regulatrons
concernlng imports, are mrlrtating agarnst the meat
canning industry in Ireland and is the Commissron
prepared to implemenr measures to amehorare thrs srtua-
tron ?

Mr Contogeorgis, Member of the Commisston. -(GR,) Imports of tinned and processed beef from rhird
countries in 1980 amounred ro 119 000 ronnes
expressed in carcass weight. The Commission does not
have any figures to show rhat rhese imports were rran-
sac[ed at reduced prices. In fact, rhe volume of imporrs
during the past year was less rhan in the four previous
years in which they amounred [o 150 000 tonnes on
average per year. In accordance wirh the beef canning
industry's marketing condirions, the Community
arrangement makes provision for differen[ possibiliries
included in the balance (Bilan) for imports of frozen
meat for processing and for sales of Communiry inter-
vention stocks for processing at reduced prices.

Mr Clinton. - I am sure thar rhe Commissioner
knows why I put down rhe quesrion. I am sure he is

aware that we have more [han 120/o of our workforce
in Ireland unemployed and have a very large number
of redundancies in the mear-processing indusrry. In
the face of rhis, is ir right or proper thar rhis quanriry
of canned and processed meat should be allowed into
the Community, where employment is so badly
needed parricularly in the mear-proce ssrng
industry?

The Commissioner seems to be sarisfied with the facr
that the quantity of canned mear was lower last year
than the previous year, bur surely in circumstances
where things are complerely changed in the
Community, we should rake a serious look at this.
May I say I was quire surprised ro hear the Commis-
sioner say that he did not know ar whar price, ar how
low a price, this meat enrered the Community. That is
an extraordinary admission ro come from rhe
Commission.

Mr Contogeorgis. - (EL) h is a fact thar Ireland is in
a special position on accounr of irs stricr sanitary regu-
lations. Since Ireland's sanirary regulations are pani-

cularly strict, it cannor, easily import cheap meat from
third countries or from rhe Communiry's stocks for
sale to the meat canning and processing indusrry.
Another factor which makes the siruation in Ireland
even worse is rhat prior ro its accession to [he Euro-
pean Communiry meat prices for rhe meat-processing
industry were much cheaper. Unfortunately rhe
Community cannor, a[ least for the presenr, deal with
the situation any differently other than by importing
cheap meat from third countries at reduced rates of
duty and, as I said previously, by selling Community
intervention srocks to rhe industry ar lower prices.

Mr Clinton. - I think rhe Commissioner has misun-
derstood my question. '!fl'e are nor looking for more
imports of meat to pur in cans. V'e have too much
meat already of our own to put in cans, but we can'r
sell it. That is our problem. \7har we want is the
employment of workers ro process this meat and put it
in cans, but we simply cannot achieve rhar because of
the flood of impons into the Communiry. That is the
question I was rrying ro put.

Mr Contogeorgis. 
- 

(EL) The volume of cheap mear
imports from third countries was no greater lasr year
than it was in the four previous years. Ireland's prob-
Iems is that its canning industry cannor be comperitive
because it is forced ro buy meat from the Irish marker
at high prices as cheap meat cannor be imported from
third countries or from the Community because of rhe
sanitary regulations. One of rwo things can happen in
Ireland: either imports of cheap mear from third coun-
tries or from the Communiry's stocks will be
rncreased, in which case rhe industry will be competi-
rive, or imports of cheap mear will be resrricted, in
which case rhe indusrry will have no chance of being
competirive since it will be paying higher prices for
meat on the Irish marker.

Mr Maher. 
- 

I think the Commissioner still misun-
derstands Mr Clinton. Ve do have a surplus of meat in
the European Communiry produced within the
Community, and still we are imporring mear into the
Community. I think that is basically rhe point that Mr
Clinton has been making. \flhy do we do that?

I would like ro follow up with my own quesrion. '!7har

does this cost us? \flhat does it cost rhe Community to
expon irs own meat and to import meat from orher
countries when already we are in surplus? \flhac is rhe
cost to the Community of doing rhat kind of trade?

Mr Contogeorgis. 
- 

(EL) The Community has ro
import a certain amounr of cheap mear for [wo
reasons: first, in order to provide the canning indusrry
with cheap raw material for certain lower quality
canned goods and second, because the Communiry
has relations with many third countries which in many1 See Annex of 8. 4. 1981
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Contogeorgis

cases have nothing ro expon bur mear. Furthermore, President. - 
The first part of Question Time is

since it is in rhe interesrs of the Community to main- closed.r The next sitting will be held tomorrow,
rain economic and commercial links with these coun- Tuesday, 7 April 1981.2

tries, the Community is forced to accept certain meat
imports from these countries. I would like to cite the The sitting is closed.

case of Yugoslavia as an example. The Yugoslavian
market can only expon a few products, one of which (The sitting was closed at 8.10 p.m.)

is meat. Of course, the Community has a beef surplus,
but for many reasons of which you are aware, and

above all for political reasons, it is necessary to main-
tain economic and commercial links with Yugoslavia
and consequently it has to agree to import a certain
amount of meat. There is no other option. The
Common Marker cannot close its doors to the third I SeeAnnexof 8.4. 1981

world. 2 See Minutes for agenda for next sitting.
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ANNEX

Commission action on opinions on its p,'oposak delioered by European Parliament at Marcb
19i I part-sessions

I . As agreed with the Bureau of Parliamer t, the Commission informs Members at rhe beginning of
every parr-session of rhe action it has taken on opinions delivered at the previous pan-session in the
conrexr of Parliamentary consultation.

2. At its two part-sessions in March the European Parliament delivered nine opinions on Commis-

sion proposals in response to Council requests for consultation.

3. Three repons were debated in connectir>n with which the House either gave an opinion in favour
or did not request formal amendment, with reference to the following proposals:

Repon by Mr Poniarowski on rwo Cornmission recommendations concerning relations between
the EEC and the Republic of Zimbabwe (COM(S0)783 final);

Repon by Mr Josselin on a proposal for a Regulation laying down cenain fish stocks conserva-
tion and managemenr measures applying ro vessels flying the flags of cenain third countries in
the area 200 miles off the coast of rhe l;rench depanment of Guiana (COM(81)20 final) ;

Repon by Mr Nielsen on proposals for

(i) a decision on the conclusion of the agreement, by exchange of letters, instituting an under-
sranding on fisheries for 1981 between the European Economic Community and the
Kingdorn of Norway (COM(81)21 final), and

(ii) a Regularion laying down cenain fish stocks conservation and managemenr measures

applying rc vessels flying the No-wegian flag (COM(81)81 final).

4. In six cases Parliament asked rhe Con,mission to alter its proposals under the second paragraph

of Anicle 149 of the Treaty, and adopted proposals for amendments.

In the debate on

the report by Mr Hofnann on a drafi tr'.esolation concerning tbe priorities and timetable for Coancil
decisions of, trunsport by end 1983(cold(80)582)

thc Commission explained why it preferrec to adhere rc its proposal.

.In the consolidated debate on

(i) the report by Mr Ga*ier on the proposal for a decision to conclude the conoention on future muhi-
lnteral cooperation in respect of north-east Atlanticfisheies (COM(80)668 final),

(ii) thq repolt b7 Mr Kirk on the proposai for a Regulation on the apPortionment and monitoing of
cenain 1981 catch quotas allotted to ,uessels flying the flags of Member States and fishing in the

NAFO Conoention reguktory area (COM(80)720 final) and

(iii) the report by Sir Henry Plumb on the propssalfu a Regulation determining the 1981 total allouable
catch and Community share of certain fisb stocks in the Community fishing area and the rules uith
respect to such cdtcb, andfor an amendntent thereto (COM(80)722 + COM(80)881 final)

the Commission explained why it was adh:ring to im proposals.

ln the debate on

the report by Mr Bocklet on the proposil for a Regulation on the co?nmon organization of the market
in sugar (COM(80)553 final)

rhe Commission stared that it was adhering to its proposal.

In the case of

the report by MrLigios on tbe propo;akfor the prices ofcertain agicaltural products and certain
re lated measure s (COM(8 1 ) 50 final)

the Commission bore this in mind in the cliscussions in the Council machinery.

5. The Commission also expressed its views in debate, and took note of the European Parliament's
opinions, on
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the Resolution on rhe composirion of Parliamentary commitrees;

the repon by Mrs Clwyd on the economic, social and occupational absorption of handicapped
persons in the Community in 198 I ;

the repon by Mr Lalor on the'lTestern Sahara;

the repon by Mrs Castellina on various poinrs in connection with Stabex;

the repon by Mr Sprnelli on Parliament's approach with respect to the European Communities'
1982 financial and budgerary policy;

the repon by Mrs Pruvor on youth acriviries;

the repon by Mr Prag on youth sandwich training in the Community;

the repon by Mrs Lenz on relations between the EEC and Romania, having regard in panicular
to the EEC/Romania Agreement;

the repon by Mr Lusrer on compensarion for victims of violence;

the repon by Mr Lanagre on the Brirish Governmenr's planned immigration controls;

the repon by Mr Curry on disruption of the European apple market;

the Resolution on the attempted coup in Spain.

6. The Commission takes the opponunity to inform Parliament of the aid accorded to disaster
victims since rhe last pan-Session.

As regard,s food aid for disaster areas,

(i) the provision of 11 000 ronnes of cereals to Somalia (to a value of 295+ 600 EUA) was
approved on 30 March 1981;

(ii) the provision of 1 050 tonnes of cereals to El Salvador (ro a value of 283 Ol0 EUA) was
approved on 20 March 1981.

The following emergency aid has been granred:

300 000 EUA to Kenya;
50 000 ro Tibuti;
200 000 EUA to Mali;
40 000 EUA to Seychelles;
200 000 EUA to Senegal.
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Mr Bonaccini;

Almirante

Mrs Kellen-Bowman; Mr

Procedural motion: Mr Israel

Expknations of oote: Mr Filippi; M'r

Martinet
Adoption of the resolution

Mr Klepsch; Sir tames Scott-Hophins;
Mrs Van den Heuoel

mers, because you have to live near pons to take advan-
tage of the system, but shopkeepers in these areas also
feel discriminated against because they do not have
rhis opponunity of offering their customers cheap
goods on which export refunds have been paid. By
abolishing this limited import opponunity, the
Commission wishes to remove all the problems arising
in this connection. After all, allowing limited imports
from third countries does not in fact solve the
problem, since EEC products on which export refunds
have also been paid can again be used via third coun-
rries. The Committee on Agriculture therefore recom-
mends Parliament to agree to the Commission's
proposal, while making it clear that there must be

srrict checks [o ensure that this system has been effec-
tively abolished so as to prevent the removal of this
fraudulent practice resulting in other fraudulent prac-
rices creeping in by the back door.

President. - I call the Group of the European
People's Pany (C-D Group).

Mr Tolman. - (NL) Mr President, I should like to
comment briefly on the Commission's proposal that
Regularion No 3023/77 should be repealed. This
proposal is generally approved by my group. Over the
years various abuses have emerged, which might give
rise to fraudulent practices. I am choosing my words
carefully.

There is another side to the matter. The rapponeur
has just poinrcd out that these activities also result in
discriminarion against other consumers and problems
for others who sell these products.

Another facror is tourism. Certain groups take advan-
rage of rhese 'butter-ships' for a day out to buy some
food on the cheap.

The problem is not so serious as to cause anyone
sleepless nights, of course, but there may be various
fraudulent practices involved. So if this is costing the
European Community money, we must take action.
My group therefore feels that this proposal must be
approved. But I should like rc say one thing. I quite
see why the list of the products involved includes
butter and meat and other producm on which refunds
are paid when they are exponed. But it also refers to

96

96

96

94

95

IN THE CHAIR: MR VANDE\7IELE

Vice-President

(The sitting was opened at 9 a.m.)

Prcsident. - The sitting is open.l

l. Sale ofagricultural products on board ships

President. - The first item is the report by Mr
rVoltjer, on behalf of the Committee on Agriculture,
on:

the proposal from the Commission of the European

Communities to the Council (Doc. l-629/80) fot a

regulation repealing Regulation (EEC) No 3023/77 on

cenain measures to put an end to abuses resulting from
the sale of agricultural products on board ships (Doc.
t -953 / 8A).

I call Mr \floltjer.

Mr \floltjer, rapporteur. - (NL) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, the Commission proposes that Regula-
tion No 3023/77 should be repealed. This regulation
permits the re-import of goods such as cheese, but[er,
meat, wine and so on in quantities of one kilogram or
rwo litres per product and per traveller free of import
levies. The Community has usually paid export
refunds on these products, which means that travellers
on butter-ships can buy a cenain quantity of these

products cheaply at the Community's expense. Consi-
derable quantities of such products are now involved:
6 000 tonnes of butter, I 600 tonnes of cheese and
I 000 tonnes of meat, for which the Community pays
several tens of millions of units of account in expon
refunds. And panly because adequate checks when
passengers disembark are impossible, this has devel-
oped into a proper business. Not only, therefore, does
this arrangement discriminate against cenain consu-

I Approoal of minutes, see Minutes
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Tolman

some I 600 ronnes of cheese. The situadon is some-
what different here. Cheese is not an inrervenrion
product, and the position as regards this product
therefore differs somewhat from butter and meat,
although this is a minor aspect of the problem.

My group approves this proposal, and we shall there-
fore vote in favour of the motion for a resolurion.

President. - I call the European Democratic Group.

Mr Curry. - Mr President, we have looked with
interest at this proposal ro do away wirh whar is one of
the few obvious advantages to the Community
taxpayer from the surpluses of certain agriculrural
products, and we think that on balance we do not like
it very much. Ve believe that if there are people who
have used their private enterprise in order to organize
these expeditions and if it affords not simply a touch
of sea air but also a chance to bring back a certain
amount of agricultural produce into the bargain, rhen
this is precisely the son of venture we oughr to
encourage. Afrcr all, when we travel from airpon to
airpon in the Community we get our duty-free
alcohol and we may buy perfume for our wives, and it
seems to me perfectly normal that we should be able ro
buy butter for our grandmothers at the same rime.
Therefore this seems to us be using a sledgehammer
to crack a nu[ or rc kill a small mouse, and thar is not
something which either can be imposed with any great
efficiency or, if it is imposed, can be presenred as

anything other than a piece of rather silly meddling in
order to close a no[ very serious loophole in our regu-
lations. Therefore, Mr President, we think that the
amount of time and effon which has been devoted ro
this is wholly unnecessary and thar what we should do
is to wish bon ooyage to those who go on rhese boars
and hope they benefit from the journey and rhar rhe
very small amount of produce which they bring back
may help after all to boost consumption in products
which almost invariably are declining right throughout
the Community. !fle shall therefore oppose this
proposition.

(Laughter)

Presidcnt. - I call the Commission.

Mr Tugendhat, Wce-President of the Commission. -Mr President, I thought I was going to be in the happy
position of summing up a debate in which Members
from all pans of the House found themselves noc only
in agreement with each other, but also in agreemenr
with the Commission.

(Laughter)

But unhappily, as a result of the last intervention, I
find that that is not the case, and so I will speak for

slightly longer than I had intended, because I do want
to assure Mr Curry and indeed anybody who reads
this debate that we are nor taking a sledgehammer ro
crack a nut bur rhat butrer-ships, as they are
commonly called, are in fact a rarher serious abuse
that needs to be broughr'ro an end. They are, of
course, also a subject which has been followed wirh a

certain amount of interesr in rhis Parliament, and the
Commission is grateful for rhe supporr is has received
from so many secrions of the Parliament.

Let me just explain exactly whar rhey are, because I do
not think the matter is quite as innocenr as Mr Curry
would seem to suggest. Burter-ships are ships which
leave a Member State and come back ro rhar Member
State without calling at a porr in a third country. The
essential difference between that enterprise, rherefore,
and picking up your duty-frees at the airporr is that in
the latter case you do not srart at Hearhrow, fly up
into the air and then land ar Hearhrow!

(Laughter)

You set off from Heathrow - or you hope to - and
you fly to Brussels or Strasbourg or some orher delecr-
able spot, whereas in the case of she butter-ships you
simply go out into the Nonh Sea and rerurn ro the
port from which you came. And that I think is an
abuse. Indeed, I undersrand thar these ships sometimes
spend no more than an hour ar sea.

Now on board these ships products are sold duty-free

- and indeed not only butrer, as Mr Tolman, I think,
said. A number of different products are sold, but
butter is the most imponant. According to our esti-
ma[es, the quantiries of burter sold on board these
ships returning to porrs in nonhern Germany corre-
spond to more than l0/o of the total consumption in
the whole of Germany. So we are not talking about a
negligible amounr.

One can look at this marrer from two poinm of view:
the exemption from imporr duties and the granring of
export refunds. The provisions as regards the exemp-
tion from import duties are laid down in Council
Regulation No 3023/77 , on cenain measures ro pur an
end to abuses resulring from rhe sale of agriculrural
products on board ship. The application of rhat regu-
lation is nor limited rc a specific period, but rhe
Council, when adopting rhe regulation, undenook to
review the measures in the light of experience gained.
Subsequently, the Commission made arrangemenrs !o
ensure that Community producers were not put at a
disadvantage as against third-country producers and
the regulation was suspended on 3l December 1980,
since when no refunds have been paid on imponed
produce.

Now, we feel that this is an abuse. Ve feel that the
system of refunds was not designed for this purpose.
\7e feel that the whole principle of duty-free
purchases is something which ought only to apply in
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certain specific circums[ances and thar therefore this
particular abuse ought to be broughr to an end.

Though there may be other aspecr of Community
policies - and I use the word in the plural - in which
greater savings and more economy would be benefi-
cial, I would ask Mr Curry and anybody tempted ro
follow his advice to accept that, when rhe Commission
does actually act to bring about an end to an abuse ro
save taxpayer's money and put a policy on to a more
sensible footing, it really is a pity when those who are
for ever telling us to do that do nor actually supporr us

on the day. But I am grateful to those Members of the
House who are doing so.

(Laughter)

President. - I call Mr Valrer.

Mr Valter. (DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I should like rc make a few comments
principally on my own behalf. Various things have
been said in the debate which require comment. Refer-
ence has been made here to abuses in connection with
rhe present practices on what are known as butter-
ships. I do no think this is a case of abuse but of some
9 to l0 million pensioners, members of the lower
income brackets in the Federal Republic of Germany,
taking the opportunity to buy cheap foodstuffs on
board ships.

Ladies and gentlemen, if you see this as a scandal or
an irregularity or fraud, let me say this: the only
scandal in the European Community is the production
of surpluses of dairy products, of the butter surplus.

(Applause from oarious quarters)

Until it becomes possible to get to grips with this
scandal or there is a will to do so, this harmless prac-
tice of trips on butter-ships in the Federal Republic of
Germany should be tolerared.

The Commission has obviously not yet been able to
solve the other problem of dury-free purchases ar
airports.

( Ap p laus e from o ari o us q uarte rs )

It has been said that legally this is a different problem,
but as long as Members for the European Parliamenr
are ab[e to make duty-free purchases at airports,
German pensioners should be allowed to buy cheap
butter on German ships.

(App laus e from o ario us q uart e rs )

President. - I call Mr von Hassel.

Mr von Hassel. - (DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I should also like to make a few comments,
because I too am extremely dissatisfied with the debate
so far. I should like to add to what the previous
speaker said, thar this question of butter-ships has to
do with the frontier regions of the European
Community.

There is doubtless no one in this House who is not in
favour of the frontier regions being strengthened.
Apart from what Mr \Talter has said about the
pensioners, what these butter-ships can do for the
weak peripheral regions of rhe Community is provide
an incentive for tourists. If this practice was stopped,
the weak peripheral areas would have one fewer
attraction and would suffer as a result. That would, I
feel, conflicr with the view of the European
Community and this Parliament, which would like to
srrengthen the peripheral areas. The butter-ships
provide a living for about 2 000 people in my own
home area alone - 2 000 jobs, in other words - and
I would therefore be grateful if this matter could be
reconsidered in the light of my remarks and those of
the previous speaker.

(Applause from oarious quarters)

President. - The debate is closed.

The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote at
the next voting time.

2. Renewal of tbe Multifibre Arrangement - Directioe
on the indication of tbe origin of certain textile and

clothing products

President. - The next item is rhe joint debare on:

the report by Mr Velsh, on behalf of rhe
Committee on External Economic Relatrons, on the
renewal of the Multifibre Arrangement with pani-
cular reference to the srtuation of the European
textile industry (Doc. 1-51l81)

the report by Mr von !7ogau, on behalf of the
Committee on Economic and Monerary Affarrs, on
the proposal from the Commission of rhe European
Communities to the Council for a directive on the
approxrmation of the laws of the Member States on
the indication of the ongin of cenain textile and
clothing products (Doc. l-73l81)

Also included in the debate i, th. o."l question wirh
debate (Doc. l-62/81) by Mr Delors and orhers to the
Commission:

Subject: EEC Textile Industry

1. Vhat progress has been. made by the Commission
ln prepanng a comprehensive srrategic plan for
the textile industry in rhe EEC?
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2. \7ha1 is rhe present srare of progress in preparing
the y'rafr negoriaring mandare for rhe Community

. conterning rhe reniwal and improvemenr of rh!
Mulrifibre arrangemenr for a furrher period?

3. Has rhe Commission had conrinuous cooperation
on rhis subject with the European Trade Unions
for texriles and clothing? \fhar are the results of
the most recent talks?

4. Vhat has rhe Commission done ro secure an
acceprable agreemenr with the US aurhorities over
future EEC-USA texrile trade?

5. \fhar is rhe present position concerning the
second mulri-annual research and developmenr
programme for the EEC in rhe field of texriles and
clothing?

6. !flhat Community aids are currenrly available for
the EC texrile indusry?

7. .!flhat is rhe posirion concerning aids for [exrile-
producing regions from rhe non-quora secrion of
the ERDF?

I call Mr'!7elsh.

President. - I call Mr \7elsh.

Mr Velsh, rapporteur. - Mr President, before I srarr
to present rhis repon, may I please move rhree quite
small technical amendmenrs for rhe record?

The firsr is that in the preamble there is a reference ro
the Muldfibre Arrangemenrs of 1976: thar should read
'l97g' .

At the top of page 6 rhere is a reference ro 'R6le of the
United States': rhat should be deleted.

Finally, paragraph 15 in the English rext should read:
'Recommends that the Medirerranean preferential
counries be invited ro accepr a market discipline along
the lines of the 1971 MFA and in rurn ro improve
access for Community rexrile products'.

I would ask rhe secrerariat ro kindly nore rhose rhree
technical amendmenm.

Mr Presidenr, we are engaged on exrremely imponant
business this morning. The Multifibre Arrangemenr is
the most highly developed sector of the Communiry's
common commercial policy, and there is no doubr that
the attitude thar the Community takes in these impor-
tan[ nego[iarions will acr as a model for future
dimarches in the field of foreign rrade. It is not too
much to say rhar the developing countries, our various
bilateral trading panners and, indeed, rhe orher
OECD Srates are looking very carefully today to see
what we are about.

Our business roday is also imponant because ir
provides an opporruniry for Parliamenr ro make a
constructive contriburion ro rhe negoriaring process.

It has been established quite clearly rhat the Commis-
sion will wait unril rhey receive rhis opinion from the
Parliament before submitring their proposals for a
mandare to re-open negoriarions to rhe Council; and I
should like ro pay rribute ro rhe courresy and good
sense that Mr Haferkamp and his colleagues have
shown in reaching rhis happy accommodarion. The
fact is thar the Commission have made it clear rhat
they wish to rake rhe political views of Parliament on
board. This, however, imposes a responsibiliry on
Parliament as well. If we wish our opinions ro be raken
on board, then we must be sure that they are respon-
sible opinions. If we wish ro provide a polidcal plat-
form for the Commission to use in these negoriarions,
we must be sure it is a platform rhar will stand up. I
would therefore ask those colleagues who have been
pressurized by rhe many special inrerests that are
concerned in these matters, to have a carc. It is very
easy for us !o come out with an opinion rhar makes
extravaganr demands for protection. Ir is equally easy
td come our with an opinion that makes exrravagan[
demands for free trade. Bur I ask you, Mr President,
whether either of those extreme positions would be' 
really in rhe rrue inreresrs, nor jusi of the Community
but, whar is most imponant, of the Communiry's
textile indusrry; and those who have tabled and moved
amendments which would tend ro rhrow us inro eirher
of those exrreme positions, I would ask them to have a
care.

Mr President, your commirtee, when invesdgaring this
matter, held a hearing. Ve invited five representarives.
They came from the industry irself, from the rrade
unions, from a major low-cost supplying counrry,
from rhe consumers and, last but no means least, from
the major importers and retailers. They presenred rheir
views, and very effectively they did so. In fact, I
suspect that if you had lisrened ro any one of those five
points of view - vigorously expressed - in isolation,
you would have felr thar ir was absolurcly right and
proper for the Community ro rally behind rhar point
of view. Unforrunately, when you pur rhose five poinrs
of view side by side it is quite clear thar they are
murually incompatible; and I would say to you, Mr
President, rhat ir is nor possible to produce a posirion
that will at rhe same dme satisfy the industry, rhe rrade
unions, the rerailers, the consumers and our panner
countries. Ir is jusr not possible. Vhat c/e have ro do
today is ro find a middle posirion, a consensus around
which these various interests can rally. I accept rhat
your commitree's resolurion will give nobody every-
thing he wants; whar it will, however, do is ro give
everybody somerhing, and I submir ro you rhat the
somerhing thar it gives is rhe minimum acceprable to
preserve their posirion. Any one who tries to destroy
thar balance by leaning rco heavily rowards the
industry or to the suppliers will in facr be devaluing
the nature of the polirical sreer that we are offering to
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the Commission. And this political steer is very impor-
[ant, because it will not have escaped your notice, Mr
President, that the Member States have not been able

ro produce a considered position to offer the'Commis-
sion. I very much doubt whether the Commission itself
internally has a coherent position. They are subiect to
all sorts of strains and tensions. Here we are, the

European Pailiamenr, giving them the consensus posi-

tron, the agreed political stand on which they can base

rheir actions, and I hope that this resolution will be

taken with that degree of seriousness.

I now turn to the substance. No one can deny that the

textile industry throughout Europe has suffered more
grievously than any other from industrial adjustment.
In my own country - 

the United Kingdom - over
60 OO0 people have lost their jobs in the last nine
months, and in no sense can lheir needs be under-
valued: there is indeed a crisis.'!flhat we are concerned
with today is how we can best serve them, how we can

best deal with the crisis in order to protect their long-
term interests.

Ve use the word 'protection' 
- 

rhere are thosi who
think that protection is the same as original sin. I do
not accept that. '!7e in this Community have no diffi-
culty in protecting the interests of our agricultural
workers - 

indeed, we have an elaborate set of safe-

guards to do just that - and I do not see why, if it is

alright to protect the agricultural workers, one should
not also be entitled to protect the interesrs of the

texrile workers. So let us have no silly and extreme talk
of free trade for the sake of free trade. Let us see what
we have to do for our own industry.

The most important thing that we have to do - and I
say this very seriously to the Commission - 

is to
improve our understanding with the United States'

You will find a passage in this resolution that refers to
the underpricing of oil and gas and to the extreme
surges of American textile imports into the

Community. I do not propose to deal with this today,
because I do not regard it as part of the Multifibre
Arrangement ircelf; that is a bilateral question to be

solved by the Community and the United States. '!flhat

I do say, however, is that it is absolutely critical that
the United States be rnduced in these negotiations to
take an increased share of low-cost imports, thus

easing the pressure on Community markets. And I
would say that the liberalization measures that we

propose later on are entirely contingent upon the

ability of the United States, and indeed other OECD
countries, to take a fairer share of the burden.

As for our bilateral partners, these, particularly the

more hrghly developed ones, have aheady achieved a

significant share of Community markets. The right
rhing to do is surely to ask them to exercise a degree of
resrraint in their own interest. Ve all believe in the

open-trade system; we are all committed to lhe resto-
ration of growth: but if cenain counlries are deter-
mined to capture aggressively all that growth for

rhemselves - if they are determined to swamp our
markets, to put our people out of work 

- then we
have ro face the fact that politically we shall no longer
be in a position to defend the open-trade system. And
I say to those representatives of Korea and Taiwan
and Indonesia and Brazil and the other developing
and newly industrialized countries that are building up

masslve textile exports: in your own interest, do not
force us to put up protectionist barriers that will in fact
slow down the recovery of world trade, because that
can be neither in your interests nor in the interesrs of
our own workers I

This resolution recommends that these bilateral part-
ners should on the whole accept a freeze on their
imports at current levels for at least a rhree-year
period. That is perhaps the most imponant negotiating
point that we ask the Commission to deliver in these

important negotiations.

There is no reference in this resolution to the needs of
the less-developed countries. The reason for that is

simply that the committee was unable to reach a

consensus, and therefore I do not propose to comment
very much. I would merely say this to those who advo-
cate complete freedom of access for developing coun-
tries: we have to convince our own people, the
workers in my part of Lancashire who are losing their

,1obs, that freedom of access for developing countries is

a good thing and is in their own economic interests. I
believe it is.

But I think we must face the fact that, if we were to
say that rhere should be no restraints wharever on any
developing country's exports, politically we would be

unable to support that view back home and result
would be thar the pressure on us would compel us as

politicians - and after all we represent our electors
and we propose to do what our electors want 

- to
erect the sort of protecrive barriers against developing
counqries' imports which would put the whole Lom6
process back for at least ten years. I would ask those
of you who feel strongly about these thin'gs and who
regard the Lom€ Convention as some sort of article of
faith if ir is really what you want. Do you wish to whip
up such feeling in Europe rhat no less-developed
country is going to be allowed to send anything in at

all because, politically, we will not be able to sell the
idea to the electorate? Is that what you wanr?

Mr Presidenr, I have dealt with what is in the resolu-
tion. I would like to mention two things that are not.
You will find no reference here to what is known as a
recession clause. A recession clause means that impons
should be tied rigidly to consumption and if consump-
tion in rhe Community drops then impon quotas
should be positively cut. Your committee rejected this
and there were tc/o reasons for doing so. The first is
ractical. Realistically, there is no way that the
Commission is going to be able to negotiate such a

clause with our bilateral paftners. Vhy should they
sign such a thing? They have better protection under
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Article 19 of the GATT. Asking for a cur in quoras -and I emphasize rhe word 'cur' - from their presenr
levels is [anramounr to asking for somerhing that is not
going to be delivered. It is crying for rhe moon. It
might very well impress public opinion back home, bur
that, with respect, Mr President, is nor what we are
about today.

Thb second reason why rhere is no menrion of a reces-
sion clause is because we do not feel that it actually
reflects rhe true long-term interests of the indusrry
itself. After all, rhe Mulrifibre Arrangement is

supposed to supply a period, a breathing space, for
restructuring, and if one permanently reserves -because this is what a recession 6l4u5g rn6xn5 - 2

fixed portion of a market for rhe domestic industry,
then you remove one of the major incenrives rhe
industry has ro adapr and resrrucrure itself.

You will also find in here no reference to whar is
known as a social clause, The social clause works like
this: it is a means of saying to supplying counrries 'If
you sign rhe ILO Labour Convenrions, ans t.hus raise
your workers' srandards to something like ours, we
shall give you some sort of increased access because
then you would be able to compere fairly'. Now, I
know rhar that line of thought appeals a great deal to
some people. But there are again two reasons for
rejecting it. The firsr reason is rhat rhe Community
countries, the Member Stares themselves, have signed
rather few of rhese ILO convenrions. Grear Britain has
signed five, France has signed seven, Holland has
sigded six; so we are nor actually in a particularly
good position ro demand that developing counrries
should sign a grearer number of rhese conventions
than we are actually prepared ro do ourselves. It
smacks ever so slighrly of hypocrisy. The second
reason is more serious. The proposal is that we should
use the social clause as a means of providing improved
access from developing countries. In orher words we
say perhaps to the sourhern Mediterranean counrries
'If you sign rhese convenrions we will increase rhe
amount of imports thar you are allowed ro send us'. I
do nor think it is right, and the Trades Union move-
ment does not think ir is righr either, rhar this should
be used as a bargaining counrer in negoriations as
imponant as rhis. Vhy should we accepr greater
amounm of impons from developing countries, thus
affecting the futures of our own workers, simply
because we want to use ir as a device ro raise working
standards in other countries? I do not rhink that is
right, I do not think it is in the interests of our workers
and I do not think ir is in the interesrs indeed of rhe
workers of the developing countries rhemselves. So we
reject the social clause.

I should like briefly, Mr President, ro call rhe
Commission's arlention ro [he recommendarions in rhe
body of this repon which we believe would play a
considerable pan in improving the operation of the
mechanism itself. This is not really a subjecr for debate
today because we are concerned, of course, wirh the

mulrilateral negoriarions, and rhey wilI cenainly not be
negotiating abour rhe way we, rhe Community, apply
the system. I would however say to Vice-Presidenr
Haferkamp rhar it is extremely important rhat the
system is seen ro work. \(/e believe rhat our sugges-
tions as ser our. in rhis reporr will make a substanrial
contribution to it being seen ro work better.

So I conclude, Mr President, by saying that: it is a day
to be responsible, it is a day for Parliamenr ro be
sensible and realisric. Your commirree, afrer great
thought and considerable efforr, has produced what
we consider ro be a perfecdy balanced resolution, a

'credible position for rhe Commission ro adopr and a
credible political message for Parliamenr to give rhem.

I hope, Mr Presidenr, rhat we shall nor allow ourselves
to be moved off this point of balance and come out
with an extreme report and extreme resolurion which
will not be respected, which cannot be delivered and
will merely devalue the imporuant voice rhat Parlia-
ment has acquired for itself in rhese importanr marrers.

President. 
- I call Mr von \flogau.

Mr von Vogau, rapportettr. 
- 

(DE) Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen, rhe reporr I am presenting to
you on behalf of rhe Commirtee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs is very closely connected with the
Multifibre .{,rrangement, since the events described in
the report show rhar the quotas we have imposed on
exporters ro rhe Communiry in rhe Multifibre
Arrangement also have a direcr effecr on rhe
functioning of the internal European market.

The directive rhe Commission is proposing is based on
the fact thar certain Member Srates 

- or a cerrain
Member State, France 

- have introduced a new
system whereby rcxtiles crossing the fronrier musr bear
an indication of their origin. Alrhough this system has
not yet been applied ro products from other Member
States of the European Community, it could be ar any
time. Other Member Stares have prepared and in some
cases have already approved arrangemenrs providing
for this kind of indication at rerail level. The Commis-
sion has reacred ro rhis and pur forward a proposal for
a directive calling for rwo rhings: an indicarion of
origin at rhe frontier, which mighr acr as a rrade
barrier, is not allowed. On the orher hand, provision is
made to permir the Member States to introduce
certain arrangemenrs regarding indication of origin in
the retail trade.

The Committee on Economic and Monerary Affairs
has decided by a majority ro recommend rhe House to
reject the Commission's proposed direcrive, because
we are convinced 

- as is the Commission 
- rhat the

requiremenr rhat the origin of rexriles should be indi-
cated on the goods rhemselves when they cross rhe
frontier is clearly in conrravention of the Treary of
Rome, and specifically Anicle 30. This view is also
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shared by the Commission. I feel that the arranBement
for the retail trade may also infringe Article 30' A
funher danger, in my opinion, is that, if we introdu.ce

arrangements in the texti[e sector, corresponding
arrangements may be made in other sectors also in
difficulty, thus leading to protectionistic measures in

Europe. I feel we must nip this in the bud and that the

European Coun of Jusdce should examine these

arranEements.

I should also like to say a few words about the

economic policy context of this arrangement.. Protec-
tionistic measures taken against third countries - and

there is a very strong temptation to resort to this in the

European Community - also have an effect within
the Community. A system applied by a single Member
State to third countries may also result in the barriers
going up around the European Community's internal
markets.

This is particularly clear in the context of the Multi-
fibre Arrangement. 'W'e all believe this arrangement
should be renewed. But I see here one difficulty,
which is also recognized by the Commission and

others. This quota arrangement in respect of third
countries may also lead to quota arrangements being

applied internally. For example, Germany would rhen

receive a quota of 280/0, the other Member States

correspondinB quotas. Each Member State would say

that goods are coming into cenain countries of the

European Community and then being passed on to
others and that appropriate checks should therefore be

carried out at the frontiers. This would desrroy the

internal market, which in the past has worked quite
well in the textile sector.

At rhis point I should like to make it quite clear that,
as I see it, the future of the Community very much
depends on the functioning of the internal market. Ve
need this larger market panicularly when it is a ques-

tion of companies developing new products in order to
remain competitive.

Only yesterday I had a very interesting mlk with a

rextile manager. He told me that he has had to Pay
DM 40m for the development of a new fabric, without
having any guarantee at all that this product will in the
end be successful. Of course, he may achieve a

turnover of some DM 50m in a few years, throughout
the European Community. But if we now reverled to
national markets, if this new product could only be

sold on the German or French market, it would mean

that such investments would no longer be made in the

Community. Then only Japanese or American
companies with a large internal market at their
disposal could introduce such innovations. It would
also mean that new jobs would be created in those
countries while jobs would be lost here.

My personal opinion is that we must adopt a clearer
position in our foreign trade policy. !fle should do a

very great deal to strengthen the Community's

external frontiers. I take very seriously what the

French in panicular repeatedly say' that the customs

authorities should be strengthened to ensure that
goods do not enter unchecked. Ve should also have

greater uniti de doctrine as regards the tasks of the

irsro-r authorities. Ve should standardize the sanc-

tions imposed when the arrangements are infringed
and demonstrate very much more solidarity with
regard to foreign trade than in the past. At the same

rime, this means for me that the internal market must

be kept open or become more oPen.

The European Community may be more than a

Common Market and an internal market. But I am

convinced thar this Community will have no future if
we do not succeed in maintaining and funher
extending our internal market.

President. - 
I call Mr Macario on a point of order.

Mr Macario. - 
(j,7) Mr President, I listened to Mr

\7e[sh's report with great interest, but I notice with
regrer that in this repon, which is rightly judged to be

of special imponance - there are also questions of
principle for this new Parliament to be decided here -the rapponeur examined and defined, with a some-
what disconcening nonchalance, a series of issues

which, to tell the truth, I found rather astonishing.

I am convinced that Parliament has not sufficiently
considered this resolution. In panicular, two impor-
tant committees have not expressed opinions, the

Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs and

the Committee on Social Affairs. I had already spoken
wirh the chairman of our committee concerning the
need to deliver an opinion on this matter, and under-
srood rhat some members of the Committee on Social
Affairs wish to study this problem thoroughly. I must
also point out tha[ rhe number of amendments tabled
already indicates that Parliament has not made a suffi-
cient examination of the issues.

I therefore present a formal procedural motion
requesring that this discussion be postponed to allow
rhe Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
and the Committee on Social Affairs to express their
opinions, in a month's time perhaps. Provided with
opinions from not only the Committee on External
Economic Relations but also from the two Committees
jusr mentioned, Parliament can then reopen the
discussion of this question at the next pan-session.

If we do otherwise, this repon cannot, even with the
aid of amendmenrc, be adequately representative of
rhe will of Parliament, and we run the risk of pro-
ducing a legislative misfit instead of a mature product
capable of attaining the desired objectives.

President. 
- 

Mr Macario is exercising his right under
Rule 32 of the Rules of Procedure to request referral
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back to committee. This request rakes precedence over
the debate which is thereby suspended.

President. - I call Mr Velsh.

Mr Velsh, rapporteur. - Mr President, I speak as rhe
rapporreur for the Committee on Exrernai Economic
Relations in the absence of our chairman, Sir Fred-
erick Catherwood. I would first of all like ro point out
to the honourable genrleman that of course rhe
Commirree on Exrernal Economic Relarions did
produce this repon, so rhar ir is hardly right ro say it
should now produce an opinion.

Mr Presidenr, this marrer was raised on the agenda last
night. The President specifically put it to the House
and it was decided to take rhis report today. The
reason we are raking it mday is, as I have already
explained, thar the Commission are meering ro pur
[ogether their proposal for a mandate tomorrow and
this they have to do if they are to conform to their
own timerable. Therefore unless we pass Parliamenr,s
opinion roday there will be no opinion of Parliamenr
for the Commission to have raken into accounr and we
will have failed seriously in my judgment in our dury
to our electors.

The second point is rhis. As I said lasr night, rhe multi-
fibre negodarions are a long ongoing process and
there will be plenry of time and plenty of opporrunity
for other commitrees ro presenr their ionsidered
opinion on rhese mar[ers as [hose negotia[ions go on.
No doubt when the House finally. comes to debare rhe
settlemenr which will come ar rhe end of the process
those very imponanr opinions will have been devel-
oped and finished.

The third point I would make concerns the amend-
ments. I have examined the amendmenr rhar are avail-
able with a grear deal of care and I find rhar mosr of
them have already been tabled in the Commirree on
Exrernal Economic Relations and rejected by rhat
committee. So I do not rhink it is open ro the honour-
able genrleman [o say thar Parliament has not given
due conSiderarion ro rhem because rhey have alieady
looked ar these amendmenrs in the commirree and
rejected rhem.

Finally I would say rhis: if we are ro discharge our
responsibilides s/e musr rake rhose responsibilities
seriously. If we put off now rhe opponuniry we have
to deliver an opinion, then I rhink we shall have sadly
failed in our dury ro our electors. I therefore woulj
ask the House most sincerely ro rejecr Mr Macario,s
motion.

President. - I call Mr Bonaccini.

Mr Bonaccini. - (17) Mr Presidenr, yesrerday I
introduced some similar considerarions from a formal

point of view, rhough in a somewhar more concise
manner rhan Mr Macario has just done. I was
answered with subsrantive arguments such as those Mr
\7elsh has just advanced. I think rhat rhere are several
observations to be made: first, that rhese subsranrive
argumenrs have no definite morivation, because as we
know the mulrifibre negoriarion is a long one, and we
will therefore have plenty of rime ro discuss rhe matter.
'\trflhar counts is to adopt rhe correcr approach, nor
simply a commercial one which is questionable in
itself. Second, from rhe procedural standpoint, I stand
by my view, even rhough yesterday the President did
not take my observations into account.. For this reason,
I suppon Mr Macario's proposal.

President. - I call Mr van Aerssen

Mr van Acrssen. - (DE) I am opposed to the referral
of this reporr ro committee for two reasons. Firstly,
despite what Mr Bonaccini has said, we have had
enough time ro consider rhe marrer. Secondly - and
this is an important argumenr - this directly elecred
European Parliamenr is rrying ro srrengrhen its posi-
tion. Ve have repeatedly said that, before rhe
Commission enters into difficult negoriarions, we
should join with ir in defining rhe framework wirhin
which such negoriarions should take place, so rhat
Parliament can in facr perform its control funcrion. If
we intend ro say anything ar all to the Commission
before rhe negoriarions actually begin, we musr decide
on this report roday. Consequently, Mr President, I
am opposed to irs referral ro [he commirree and call on
Parliamenr to do its dury.

President. - I call Mr Mi.iller-Hermann ro speak on a
point of order.

Mr Miiller-Hermann. - (DE) Mr Presidenr, I should
like to take this opportunity ro address a few words ro
our Bureau. There is undoubtedly a need for grear
speed in this case. Bur again and again we find rhat
reports are not allocated to the committees as a func-
tion of the matter in hand, but that a commirtee is

made responsible, while orhers which are in fact
affected by the marrer are nor involved. I would there-
fore ask the Bureau to consider whether there is not
an urgent need for a change in the present pracrice.

President. - Mr Mtiller-Hermann, I agree with whar
you have said. I shall nor commenr funher, but your
statement has been noted and the Bureau will consider
ir.

(Parliament rejected tbe request for the referral back to
committee of tbe lYekb report)

President. - I call Sir James Scort-Hopkins on a poinr
of order.
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Sir James Scott-Hopkins. - 
Mr President. Could you

make quite certain thar when we are going to have a

vote rhe betl which is sounded beforehand really does

work in the corridors? !fle had a small meeting in

Room No 1 on the second floor and we could not
have heard the bell unless one of our secretaries came

in and told us. !7ould you please ensure that the bells

are heard throughout the building before a vote takes

place and that it is displayed on the television screens?

President. - The matter will be looked into'

Ve shall now proceed wirh the debate.

I call the Committee on Development and Coopera-
tion.

Mr Lezzi, drafisman of an opinion. - U) Mr Presi-
denr, unlike the other committees, the Committee on

Cooperation and Development was instructed deliver

an opinron. It hastened to respond to the requests it
received, particularly from the Committee on External
Economic Relations which wanted to draw up its own
report before the Commission began the negotiations
for the renewal of the Multifibre Arrangement.

The Committee on Developmenl believes it is neces-

sary to renew the Multifibre Arrangement' even

though its results have not been positive uP to now.

There are still serious difficulries persisting in the

textile and clothrng industries in the industrialized
countries, and particularly in the EEC, and there is

still considerable dissatisfaction in the developing
countries over the voluntary limitations they have been

obliged to adopt.

The Committee on Development believes however
that it would be a serious mistake to attribute the diffi-
culrres in the textile sector exclusively to the volume of
imports from the developing countries. There has in
fact been no global industrial policy in this sector; the

Council of Minrsters rejcted proposals by the Commis-
sion in 1978, if I am not mistaken; the Community has

been weak in the face of the aggressive Japanese trade
policy and the persistence of trade barriers erected by
the United States.

Although in the last decade there has been an appreci-
able increase in the production and export of textile
products in the developing counrries, this has not
given rise to the hoped-for new international division

of labour. The increase is due only to the dizzying one

sided industrialization of certain countries in South-
East Asia, particularly Hong Kong, South Korea, and

Taiwan, by means of foreign investments, American,

Japanese, and European as well, and is encouraged by
a completely uncontrolled freedom of invesrment, by
the repatriation of profits, and by a legislation harsh

towards labour and its organizations. Such laws have

created no better conditions for workers and have not
conrributed to the development of a national industry,

bur rhey have caused serious disturbances in the
market

The renewal of the Multifibre Arrangement should
guaranree the existence of a textile industry which is

vital for the Communiry, and at the same time reesta-

btish the textile trade balance between the various
exporting countries and the individual areas of impon.
It is well known that the Community impons one out
of every three products, while the Unired States

imports one out of five and Japan one our of eight. It
is necessary to guarantee access !o textile Products
from the developing countries, but access to the

market alone is not enough to ensure development.
The conditions of industrial development must be

created in these countries before access to the Euro-
pean market can be fully exploited.

A Communrty industrial policy is therefore necessary.

The policy of cooperation in development must be

reinforced, encouraging investments and savings in the
developing countries and promoting uade. In orher
words, we must harmonize the demands of develop-
ment and the demands of restructuring by correctly
carrying out the consultation procedure. In this diffi-
cult sector, conditions are more favourable between
the EEC and the ACP rhan between the EEC and the

rest of the world. During the period 1977-1979 there
was a 2Oolo increase in textile exports for the group of
products covered by the Multifibre Arrangement, and

an llo/o increase for hypersensitive products. Never-
theless, the ACP's share in the total imports of the

Community remains very small - 
l'60/o.In any case,

your rapporteur knows very well that the EEC must
respect commitments freely entered into through the

Lom6 agreement and ratified by nearly all of the

narional parliaments.

In conclusion, the Committee on Cooperation and

Development pointed out that the European Trade
Union Confederation, in its criticism of the formula-
tron and application of the Multifibre Arrangement
once aBarn declared it necessary to include the social
clause rn the new agreement.

In principle the social clause is accepted as sacrosant,
valid for the developing countries bur especially so for
the Community, which has serious responsibilities
concerning this particular problem. On the other
hand, while admitting the need to consider this aspect,

some object that in this particular circumstance there is

a risk that the social clause could be invoked not in
order to encourage growth and development for the
populations of the developing countries but rather for
protectionist purposes.

This point of view cannot, in my opinion, be

subscribed to by Parliament. Vhen, if not in a

circumstance like this one when a trade agreement is

to be initiated, can the problem be discussed? If we do
not face it now, we run the risk of speaking in a

vacuum, as occured in the previous legislature, when
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in a May 1979 d,ebate Parliament approved by a large
majority the respecr of rhe minimum srandards sanc-
tioned in the ILO's convenrions and recommenda-
tions, only to have the Council of Ministers refuse to
act on Parliament's recommendarions, as it had
already refused ro ac[ on a recommendation by rhe
Commission concerning illegal immigrarion.

This should make us all the more ready ro call upon
the Commission once again and urge rhar in the nego-
tiations and in bilareral relarions arrenrion be paid to
this question which, however complex ir may be, must
be concretely dealr with sooner or later.

IN THE CHAIR: MR KATZER

Vice-President

President. - I call rhe Legal Affairs Committee.

Mr Dalziel, ilrafisman of an opinion - Mr Presidenr,
on behalf of our commictee, which was responsible for
the drafting of an opinion on the von \flogau reporr, I
should like to make one or rwo remarks which I hope
will add to rhe debare.

First of all, ir was rhe unanimous view of my
Committee rhat the responsibiliry for the marking of
origin should lie eirher with the manufacrurer or wirh
the importer, bur not wirh the retailer.

The second poinr we discussed - and here one really
has to criticize rhe Commission quire severely - was
the mediocre drafting of rhis panicular directive.
There is, of course, in the directive no obligation upon
the Member Srares ro make the marking of origin
compulsory, and rherefore ir is rather difficulr to find
in the directive a legal basis for rhe kind of argumenr
which they are purring forward. Certainly, the view
that the retailer, or, as rhey word it, rhe 'final stage in
the commercial chain', should be responsible does nor
lie very well wirh the inconsistency of the drafting of
the directive.

Thirdly, what we found most inreresting and most
worthy of comment from rhe legal affairs poinr of
view was thar this draft direcrive seemed to be a depar-
ture from the norm of Commission policy on drafting,
for although the directive is addressed to all rhe
Member Srares it does not require them ro legislate in
any panicular way.

So, in conclusion the Legal Affairs Committee
attached a great deal of importance to the principle of
origin marking. Ve believe rhar nor only national
legislation should be in place to make origin marking

compulsory but legislation should also be adopred and
enforced at Communiry level. \fle did not, because ir
was not within our brief ro do so, go as far as

Mr von'!7ogau went in the Commirtee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs and urge a rejection of rhis draft
directive; but we certainly felt rhat the directive should
be amended to require Member Stares to impose on
manufac[urers a duty to mark rhe origin of clorhing
and textile goods.

So, in conclusion, whar we would say is rhis. \7e have
severe reservations on the drafting of the directive.'S7e
do not go so far as Mr von Vogau, but certainly we
would urge a very heary redrafting of the directive.
Finally, it raises issues of general legal importance,
particularly in the artitude presenrly being adopted by
the Commission on draft directives, which we in the
Legal Affarrs Committee would like ro look into at
some [ime in the near future.

President. - I call Mr Seal.r

Mr Seal. - Mr President, I should like ro emphasize
that this debate on texriles, whilsr on the agenda as a
joint debate on the rwo repons, does include the oral
question wirh debare thar we have had tabled for ar
least six monrhs. This is therefore a full-scale debate
on textiles and will, I hope, cover much more ground
than merely the MFA, although rhat is very importan[,
and the report on origin marking.

Before I go into the oral quesrion in derail, Mr Presi-
dent, I should like to recall some of the background
situations regarding rexriles in the EEC. The texrile
industry, whilst it is no longer regarded as an exciring
new industry, must nor and cannot be written off,
because it is still one of the mosr imporrant indusrries
in the EEC. Ten percent of rhe working populadon is
employed in the rexrile industry, and in terms of net
yearly output, the textile indusrry in rhe United King-
dom, for which I have the figures, conrributes f 4 500
milhon. In comparison, the car industry conrributes
only ! 4 400 million; the coal indusrry which we all
regard as important, 9.2600 million; and the iron-
and-steel industry S I 300 million. This puts the texrile
industry into its proper place as regards the production
of wealth. Despite losing something like 800 O0O jobs
in the last 5 years, in rhe Unired Kingdom, for which I
have the figures, we still employ 530 000 people in
textiles. In comparison, only 388 000 are employed in
the car industry, 280 000 in rhe coal indusrry and
163 OOO in the iron-and-sreel industry. So rhe iexrile
industry, whilsr not glamorous, whilsr nor exciring, is a
very importanr indusrry in the EEC.

Moreover, whilst in the lasr 5 or 6 years in rhe EEC
we have lost something like 1 million jobs, we must

I Co-signatory of Oral Question, Doc 1-61l81
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compare that with some of the other major trading
blocs in the world. The US textile industry, for
example, in that time has lost only 25 000 jobs. In
terms of numbers therefore, we cannot ignore the
rexrile industry or the massive contribution that it still
makes to the wealth of the EEC. At the same time, we
mus[ remember, when we talk about millions of jobs

lost, that each one of them is a personal ragedy for
the person concerned. I can only quote with certainty
knowledge derived from my own constituency, where
there are no jobs available to replace those that have
been lost in the textile industry, but this is true
throughout the whole of the EEC at present. !7e are
losrng jobs in textiles and there are no others available
ro replace them. Moreover, we tend to be losing jobs

in the areas which already have high unemployment.
In the UK, this applies to Yorkshire, the North-East
and South Vales, and in Italy to the areas where there
is high unemployment. This is something that we must
very much bear in mind in this debate.

(Interjection from certain quarters of the European
Democratic Group: 'And the North-1Jl'est'?)

In Bradford, my own constituency, which was once, I
may say, the heart of the wool textile industry in the
world, we are rapidly approaching the point where
there will be no wool textile industry left at all. \7e
have the highest youth unemployment figure in the
United Kingdom.

Unfortunately, we have a very high number of Asians
unemployed, and the ironic situation is that these
Asians were admitted to the United Kingdom or
encouraged to come there by previous governments in
order to work in the textile industry, which is now
facing these massive job-losses. It is not good enough,
I am afraid, to treat the textile industry in the way the
Bridsh Government is doing at the moment, on the
principle of laissez faire. The Commission must note
and follow the excellent example set by the Belgian
and French Governments in their approach to the
textile industry. \(e must decide the size of the
indusry we require; we must. then ensure that this is
maintained and rhe industry strengthened. I feel, and
certainly the trade unions and many employers feel,
that the Commission should be much more aggressive
about promoting EEC-produced textiles in the rest of
the world. Our share of the world market over the last
five years has not increased in line with the increasing
demand for textiles throughout the world. As for the
situation within the EEC, may I remind you that one
in three textile garments sold here is made outside the
EEC, whereas the corresponding figures for the USA
are one in five and for Japan only one in ten.

It is against this background that we must be looking
ar our textile industry, because our aim, whatever is

said, must be to secure a framework in which our
rexrile industries can be allowed firstly to survive and
then to reorganize and expand. The level of access to
the, EEC markets must be determined only by the state

of our Community market and the forecast - 
and

rhere are many forecasts - of consumption of textiles
over the next five years vary from 0'050/o ro 1'50/0,

depending on which figures you are looking at. The
problem in the UK, of course, is more severe because

our figures there are even lower than the overall fore-
cast of increased demand for the EEC. Consequently,
Mr President, whatever we say about the MFA, the
growth in imports must be adjusted to take account of
our low increase in the growth of demand and also, of
course, to take account of our expons. The Commis-
sion must give a lead in this. They must give a lead in
producing a comprehensive Community strategy for
our textile industry as a whole. This must include a

global ceiling for imports and suggested national
market shares. It must also include areas of national
distinctive compe[ence.

Now all these can be put forward,by the Commission
and hopefully will be put forward by the Commission,
after thorough discussions with the industry and with
the rrade unions. It seems to me, and to many of my
colleagues, that not only do the Commission not
appear ro have any kind of strategic plan for textiles,
bur they go out of their way to antagonize at many
meetings the European trade unions. This is something
rhar musr not continue. Unless the Commission make
an effort to use the holistic system's approach for
rexriles, they cannot be regarded as the competent
body ro renegotiate the next muldfibre agreement.
Trade policies and industrial policies must be linked
rogerher for the EEC. If the Commission refuse the
responsibilit! for drawing up such plans, then the EEC
market will not only be disrupted by impons but it will
also be disrupted by the governments of the EEC who
are mosr determined to protect their individual textile
indusrries. The Commission, without such a strategic
plan, however difficult this plan is to prepare - and I
do accept that ir is a very difficult plan to prepare 

-cannot possibly competently negotiate quotas. They
cannot. plan their research and development
programmes and neither can they be in a position to
allocate aid to the industry or to the workers who are
being made redundant in the industry. I cannot stress

too much the importance of such a strategic plan for
rhe industry.

Now I am nor suggesting a permanent, blind total
protection, and I would agree with Mr Velsh on this.
Bur I want Europe - and here I quote a past
Commission document - 

to have a highty efficient
rextile and clothing industry which is capable not only
of compering inrernarionally, but also of providing a

large number of jobs over a long period. As demon-
strated akeady by governments of the EEC this can
only come about if we have forward government
economic planning. !7'e must support the principle of
shared growth in textiles, not only for the benefit of
rhe developing countries, but also for the well-being of
the individual Member States.
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As this is a joint debare, Mr Presidenr, I would briefly
like to refer ro rhe rwo reporrs which are under discus-
sion. Firsrly, as far as origin marking is concerned I
cannor agree with rhe whole of Mr von !fl'ogau,s
reporr,. I feel that ir is very imponant thai the
consumer should be as fully prorected and informed as
possible on the origin of the goods which he or she is
buying. Certainly rhe new United Kingdom srarurory
instrumenr in rhis field goes some way, although nor
far enough, rowards achieving this. It is cenainly abso-
lutely unacceptable for us thar rhe EEC should take
action which could override such decisions which are
made narionally. Cenainly we could nor accepr rhat ar
all.

Another point I would like ro menrion is rhat measures
such as the Unired Kingdom are proposing will apply
only at rhe poinr of retail sale and therefore, in spite of
the allegarions made in Mr von \fogau's reporr, rhey
are in no way an obstruction ro any kind of inra-
Communiry trade. This musr be borne in mind.

Ler me now briefly rurn ro rhe Muldfibre Arrange-
ment. As a member of rhe Commirtee on External
Economic Relations I cannor disagree wirh most of the
proposals which have been pur forward in the \7elsh
motion, particularly since many of the amendments
suggested by our commirree have acrually been incor-
porated. \flhere I can rake issue is with rhe omissions
from the morion and the lack of emphasis which ha,s

been placed on rhe morion. As far as the British wool-
-textile industry is concerned, rhe nexr Multifibre
Arrangement is an academic exercise because, unless
action is taken now, rhere will be no British wool-
textile indusrry by the rime the nexr Multifibre
Arrangement is negotiared. I call here both on rhe
Commission, but panicularly on rhe British Govern-
ment, to take action now to save [he British wool-
textile industry. I would like to emphasize the ren-year
extension of the Multifibre Arrangement which Mr
Velsh suggesm in his repon and morion. This is parti-
cularly imponant ro rhe indusrialism and to the
workers of Europe and panicularly imporrant ro rhe
developing counrries of rhe world. The reporr concen-
trates [oo much on the trade aspects. It completely
neglects the interesrs and problems of the rcxtile
workers in rhe EEC. I know Mr Velsh feels
concerned abour the texrile workers in rhe EEC - he
has said so many rimes - but unfonunarely this is not
reflected in his report or in the morion. The repon
does nor emphasize enough the positive role in
markering rhe EEC rexriles rhat could be played by the
Commission. This is somerhing thar we must srress. Ir
does not emphasize enough rhe problems caused by
the USA in the field of man-made fibres. Vhilst this
has been menrioned in the repon, I feel that it must be
stressed more.

The repon, as Mr'!flelsh has already poinrcd our, does
not recommend rhe necessity either for a social cause
or for a recession clause. Both of these are accepred as
necessary nor only by the trade unionists but also by

the indusrialists and the employers in Europe. In spite
of Mr Velsh's explanarions on rhis subject, I feel that
we must insist thar rhey are incorporared in the nexr
Multifibre Arrangement. In addirion - and rhis is
going one step funher - I feel there should be a revi-
sion clause which regula[es rhe siruarion as far as
outward processing is concerned. Ler me outline, Mr
Presidenr, rhe situarion as far as Sri Lanka is
concerned. The workers rhere are working 60 hours a
week for one dollar a day. This is the place where
Germany is sending a lor of rheir cloth ro be made up
into shirts. There is no way rhat we in the EEC can
compere with rhat kind of p^y ot those kind of
working hours. Ourward processing musr be slowed
down; ir musr be included in the impon quotas and a
maximum limir musr be ser for rhis. I also feel, Mr
Presidenr, rhat rhe morion does nor give enough arten-
tion to rhe problems of the Medircrranean countries or
to the differenr approach in rrade rhar should be used
as far as the newly indusrialized counrries, the USA,
and the developing countries are concerned. I feel thar
the developed countries are quire right when they say
that the existing MFA is a chaner for rhe developing
countries ro penerrare rhe markers of the EEC.

Now the proposals I have menrioned are not academic
proposals. They have been discussed with rhe Euro-
pean rrade unions and the European employers. I can
warn the Commission and the Member Srates that in
future the rexrile [rade unions are nol going to make
to governmenr the kind of concessions thar rhey have
made in rhe past in order ro try and proreit jobs
because they realise that rhis has failed, they have got
absolutely nowhere. The trade unions are going ro
take a much tougher line, and rightly so, in the fuiure
when ir comes ro netoria[ions. The rexrile indusrry has
lost millions of jobs 

- lirerally millions of jobs.
Approximately half of rhem have been lost through
improved technology, but half have been lost rhrough
cheaper imports. Certainly we musr keep our linls
with the poorer counrries bur we must also, ar all
times, consider our workers in the EEC. And rhis can
only be done by a sound, agreed, forward economic
plan.

President. - I call rhe Commission.

Mr Davignon, Vice-President of the Commission. -(F) Mr President, rhe Commission felr thar ir could
present its case ro Parliamenr in this debate more
effecrively by adopring a sysremaric approach. I shall
start the ball rolling by talking briefly about our view
of the internal situation, Mr Narjes will then respond
on behalf of the Commission to Mr von Vogau's
report, and finally, ro round off the debare, Vice-
President Haferkamp will deal wirh all the points that
are outstanding.

Mr President, the Commission made the point very
plainly in its posirion paper that before considering rhe
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Multifibre Arrangement it is essential to have, at the

outset, a clear conception of the future development
of the textile industry in the Community and of the

Communrty's external policy in this sector. It is true to
say that an external policy is a reflection of the objec-
rives we set ourselves on the basis of what are our
interests and of our perception of trade structures. An
external policy is not an end in itself, it is the reflection
of what the Community sees as its political expedients'
'When, at [he time of the last Multifibre Arrangement,
rhe Commission developed these argumenrc before the

Council and presented them with a strategic plan for
the textile industry, the Council were not disposed to
pursue the Commission's arguments to their logical
conclusion. Accordingly there has never been any real
discussion on the textile industry between the

Commission and the Council. It is intolerable that the

various governments, while being prepared to reflect
on the position of the textile industry in their own

countries, are not willing ro engage in multilateral
discussions with che Commission, especially as so

many economic interests and the lives of so many
people are at stake.

I should add that as a result of our efforts in recent
monrhs the governments, realizing finally that ad hoc

policies would be unlikely to produce the kind of
economic solutions the Community needs, have at last

agreed to think in terms of an overall strategy for the

textile industry. This means that we shall now be able,

when we attend the forthcoming meeting of Industry
Ministers, to discuss in more general terms problems
relaring to the strategic plan for the textile industry,
and other problems besides. Ve see this, then, as a

gesture on the part of the states and for this reason the
Commission will be submitting to the Council, and to
Parliament, before the summer recess, a document
serting out our objectives for the textile industry based

on our needs. And let me say to Mr Seal that the

suggestion that, rf it were left entirely up to the

Commission, there would be no strategic plan for the

textile industw is a suggestion without basis in realiry
or in fact.

Another factor to bear in mind is the extraordinary
complexity of the textile problem. There is no such

rhing as a textile industry. \(zithin the textile sector
there is a variety of activities, each quite different from
the others. Clothing is one thing, yarn manufacture is

another. It is impossible to generalize about this sector.

Mr Seal mentioned the problems of the wool indusry.
The problems of the wool industry and the problems
of the man-made fibre industry are entirely different'
There are, however, two considerations that I believe

must be highlighted in that they are indicarors of
change.

The original intention behind the Multifibre Arrange-
ment was to give the European textile industry abrea-
thing space, because the Commission thought it desir-
able, for economic, social and regional reasons' to
preserve certain imponant areas of activity in the

Community. And let me make it clear, once and for all,

that the Commission does not subscribe to the notion
that the natural trend is to get rid of certain parts of
the textile industry in the Community and let them be

taken over by countries outside the Community. Our
policy is a policy of adjustment that will enable us to
protect our industry as much as possible' \(/ell now,
what have the last four years taught us? They have

taught us rhat the Multifibre Arrangement has worked
for the developing counrries but that our comPetit.ive-

ness has deteriorated in relation to the other industrial
nations. That is the danger signal for the Community.
From the point of view of the cooperative framework
that we have tried to establish, the Multifibre Arrange-
ment has worked satisfactorily.

On the other hand - and this is the question we really
have to ask ourselves - 

why has the Community's
rextile industry become less competitive compared
with other industrial nations, that is to say our normal
competirors? !7hat are the reasons behind it? Is it
because our industry has become capital-intensive and,
given the present state of the markets, capital is diffi-
cult to get hold of? Is it a problem peculiar to small

and medium-sized undertakings? Secondly, is it that in
our countries - 

Mr Velsh referred to this in
presenting his report - 

we cannot match the funds
made available to the industry for research and

development that the industry elsewhere might
enjoy? Is it not strange that in a country like the

Unired Srates, by the use of new technology, they can
manage to keep production costs and prices at a lower
level than in the developing countries whilst we can

not?

It is our intention - 
and this is the second point 

- 
to

make provision for some of the industries in this sector
within the Community's overall research and develop-
menr programme. I believe our attitude in this respect

has changed.'!7e have to build research and develop-
ment into the overall strategic plan so that we need no
longer be confronted with unforeseen demands on our
budget, as has been the case in the past.'$7e have to try
to submit separate programmes with their own budget
appropriations. It would be as well therefore, as I see

it, to incorporate these programmes in the

Community's overall research and development policy.
Thirdly, Mr President, we need to come to grips with
rhe social problem, whether it calls for training or for
redeployment aid.

These are the three fundamental questions to which
the Commission's proposals will have to supply the
answers. Let me run through them again. First ques-

tion: !7hy are our industries uncompetitive in relation
to industries in countries comparable to our own?
And, by the same token, how are we going to be able
to expand our exports - 

which is something we wan[
to do - 

if we cannot compete with other industrial
narions? That is the first ques[ion we have rc look
into. Second question: The problem of the use to be

made of data processing and the role of resgarch, not
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forgetting the financial problems that may be entailed.
Third question: This is to do with firstly training and
secondly retraining. Because 

- 
make no mistake 

- 
if

we are successful in the textile sector, as we intend to
be, our exports and our output may increase in value
but not in volume. And that is the fundamenral point. I
believe that the most recent survey of rhe French
textile industry spells this out very clearly. It indicares
that while in terms of value French texriles have shown
an improvement, in terms of volume they have losr
ground. To put it another way, although the effect on
employment of such a situation may be negative, in
value terms the French textile industry is becoming
increasingly comperitive. Mr President, those are rhe
three points that will form the basis of the Commis-
sion's proposals to the Council and rhat are in any case

central to our other actions in the area of external
trade.

In conclusion, Mr President, we have to ask ourselves
how we can take the fullest advantage of the prorec-
tion that the European texrile industry will conrinue
to receive thanks solely to Community action in the
area of external trade. There, I have explained ro you
what the Commission's policy is and I believe rhat on
these various points it is quite srraightforward.

President. 
- 

I call the Commission.

Mr Narjes, Member of the Comrnission. 
- 

(DE) |
should like to begin by thanking the rwo rapporreurs
for their excellent reports, for their accurate and
concise introduction to these difficult problems and
also for their efforts to establish a practical basis for
the by no means easy decisions that have to be taken
soon.

This morning's debate 
- 

like the discussions in the
committees concerned 

- 
has shown how grear [he

difficulties are and how the situation in the rexrile
sector differs from one Member Stare to another and
that the economic and social effects of these various
aspects of the European textile crisis musr be consid-
ered very carefully. As another 20 Members are down
to speak in the debate, I shall not discuss these aspects
in detail but concentrate, firstly, on the link between
the Multifibre Arrangement and rhe inrernal market
and, secondly, on a number of details in Mr
von'!7ogau's report.

First, there is an economic link berween the two
reports, that is, between the Muldfibre Arrangement
and the internal market. Ve must realize rhar the
Muldfibre Arrangement is limircd in its uses and above
all in its period of application and that it is designed ro
give our textile industry a breathing space ro effect the
necessary changes and restructuring and so to become
internationally competitive again. \tre musr nor forger
that it is an exceptional arrangement and represenrs a

departure from the general rules of GATT. The exten-

sion of the prorection of the rcxtile sector against rhird
countries must therefore be accompanied by a cohe-
sive policy within the Community, and this should be
primarily geared to maintaining and developing the
internal Communiry market to assure our companies
of the climate they need to take advantage of their
innovation potenrial under conditions of fair competi-
tion.

I therefore feel that the conclusion of the new Multi-
fibre Arrangement and the consequent. continua[ion of
the protection afforded by this arrangement at
Community level againsr third countries must be

accompanied by a clear declaration of war on the
internal protectionism now emerging in the textile
secror. At the same time, the internal frontiers should
be opened to Boods imported from third countries
under quota arrangements. This means a gradual
change from national to Community quotas, accompa-
nied by a reduction of the 'protection at the internal
frontiers' for which Article 115 provides. I therefore
very much hope that this interplay of protection
against third countries on the one hand and the
internal market on the other will be a decisive issue in
today's debate on the Multifibre Arrangement. Unfor-
tunately, the importance of this link is alI too often not
appreciared, deliberately misunderstood or intention-
ally rgnored as too over[ an instrument of self-interest.

Secondly, I should once again like to thank Mr von
\7ogau and the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs for their report on the proposed directive,
which concerns a difficult border line area of the rules
that are essential if freedom of movement and the
inrernal marker are to function satisfactorily and reli-
ably, in a way, therefore, which the economy can
predict in the long term. The various votes taken by
the committees concerned and by the Legal Affairs
Commrttee have already been referred to this morning
and demonstrate the considerable need for clarifica-
tion of the grey area between freedom of movement
and the protection of the consumer. There can be no
doubt that any legislative action taken, any require-
ment 

- 
whether imposed on the manufacturers or on

the trade 
- 

may have the effect of obstructing the
development of the division of labour in the internal
market and, if applied more vigorously externally, of
preventing the development of the division of labour
in the world economy. Any action taken must there-
fore be fully ;ustified, especially as the consumer for
whom the protection is designed is also interested in
being offered a wide range of cheap products.

The Commission's proposal, which was carefully
examined by the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs, is basically motivated by the following
considerations:

Above all, we are rrying to prevent a situation in which
national legisladon planned or already introduced in
various Member States on indications of origin
becomes an obstacle to trade in the intra-Community
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movemen[ of goods. Perhaps this reflects a funda-
mental difference of view from that held by the

majority of the Legal Affairs Committee, which fails to
realize, in advocating that the manufacturer be made

responsible for indicating the origin of goods, how
much such requirements can be abused by customs

authorities, thus seriously obstructing intra-
Community trade. A number of instances in the recent
past have shown us how true this is. In view of these

dangers there is a need for preventive action [o be

taken within the meaning of Anicle 100 and for
harmonized rules to be introduced at Community
level, that is to say, rules which are applied flexibly
and take the greatest possible account of the principle
of free movement of goods.

In view of the many different reactions to the
Commission's proposal, we have always been aware
rhat, as I have already said, there are grey areas and
borderline areas that need clarification. !7e shall
therefore take the criticism and suggestions for
improvement to our proposals panicularly seriously.
But we should realize that we cannot take any decision
here: after various important matters relating to the
basic principles of the Common Market have been

clarified, freedom of movement and other standards
must be our guides.

Let me put the basic questions another way: does the

indication of a product's country of origin meet a

genuine need for information felt by the consumer or
not? Is not proper use already being made of indica-
tions of origin, without there being regulations, where
this serves to indicare quality? Irish linen and Scotdsh
wool, Italian silk and all the others, each in itself an

indication of geographical origin used by the trade
when it seems useful as an indication of quality. \fhy
should governments intervene here? If the consumer
really does need to be protected, the question must be,

how does this need compare with other details of
price, composition, quality and so on?

Secondly, is there any need for an indication of origin,
and by this I do not mean an unreasonable one as in
the case of the Cassis de Dijon judgment, which I will
refer to again in a moment? In this respect there may
be something in Mr von 'Wogau's report tha[ might
give rise ro misunderstandings. In its communication
of 3 Ocrober 1980 on the effect of the Cassis de Dijon
judgment, which has been referred to several times,
rhe Commission in no way stated its views on the
problem of indicating origin. All the Commission did
in the communication of October 1980 was to point
our [hat, following the decision of the European Court
of Justice, obstacles to the Community's internal trade
resulring from differing national legislation on the
marketing of products need only be tolerated if these
provisions are necessary to satisfy essential require-
ments and specifically the requirements of effective
fiscal control, the protection of health, fairness in
trade and, of cou.se, the protection of the consumer.

In line with the view it has hitherto taken, the
Commission has now initiated proceedingp under
Article 169 of the EEC Treaty against Mernber States

on the grounds that their legislation on the compul-
sory indication of origin contravenes Article 30, and it
will continue to do so in the furure. One of these
cases, which concerns jewellery in Ireland, is already
before the European Court of Justice in Luxembourg.
In the case of the compulsory indication of the origin
of certain electric motors in France the Commission
will shortly have to decide whether to bring an action.
The action relating to the requirement. to indicate the
origin of certain textile products in France was
suspended after the French Government had given an
assurance that the legislation criticized would not be
used in intra-Community trade. Mr von'Wogau
pointed out that this measure does not ar presenr have
the effect of a measure within rhe meaning of
Article 30.

Such action against national measures should not,
however, generally prevent the Commission from
exercising the mandate conferred on it by the EEC
Treacy and preparing measures at Communiry level to
supplement and round off its repressive activities on
the basis of Articles l0 and 169. The Commission
should thus be in a position at all times to take preven-
tive action when it becomes clear that harmonization
measures are essential for legislation in the
Community.

All in all, very many questions remain unanswered.
After carefully examining the results of this debate and
taking note of the report and the opinion of the
Economic and Social Committee, which it is expected
to publish in the foreseeable future, the Commission
will be looking at the whole complex once again and
then adopring im final posirion on rhe directive we are
now discussing.

President. - I call the Group of the European
People's Party (Christian-Democratic Group)

Mr Filippi (17)- Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
I would first like to express my appreciation to the
rapporteur of the great effort made in drawing up this
demanding report; I would also like to express appre-
ciation for the good intentions repeated[y shown, even
rhough unfonunarely - I say it very clearly - they
remained but good intentions. The objective was to
put Parliament in a central position, so to speak:
Parliament's role, on rhe eve of difficult negotiations
on rhe MFA, was to provide the Commission with
indications which would permit it to abandon its indif-
ference and take up the positions first developed in
Parliament.

Mr '!flelsh's explanation this morning dealt a heavy
blow to this approach insofar as it has in some cases

upset the policy worked out in the Committee on
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External Economic Relations. Our rapporueur, in fact,
came to tell us frankly thar ir would be necessary [o
delete complercly paragraph 6, precisely rhe paragraph
which deals wirh relarions with the United Srates and
examines rhe difficulr siruarion of our relationship
with this country and our problems in dealing
adequarely with the rariff barriers erected by rhe U.S.

Virh equal frankness, our rapporreur said this
morning that references ro our preferential relarion-
ship with the developing countries, with the Mediter-
ranean coun[ries, and in parricular with the Lom6
countries should not be considered as an anicle of
faith. None of use had ever insisted thar rhis kind of
preferential relationship be considered as unassailable
dogma. It is a fact, however, rhar everything Parlia-
men[ has done has tended to emphasize rhe preferen-
tial relationship which should exist berween the Euro-
pean Economic Communiry and the counrries of the
Lom6 Convenrion.

This morning our rapporreur came to us again to tell
us that the repon should conrain no references ro
social factors. \7har had we said, Mr \7elsh? \7e had
only asked, social-democratic colleagues of rhis
Parliament, thar the reporr on the Mulrifibre Arrange-
ment contain a reference not to [his or that attitude or
this or that polirical group bur to the guiding principles
laid down in the rrearies and also supported by the
ILO. A severe reproof was issued in regard to rhe
demand to bind import policy to consumprion policy.

Mr Velsh will permit me ro say rhat his report, which
was intended to be imparrial, has become biased.

I know that appeals are often made here ro this or that
constituency, as you have explicitly made here to
yours, but permit me [o say rhar rhis is not rhe way ro
demonstrate a sense of responsibility, to transmir a
message of credibiliry - I use your own words, Mr
Velsh - nor ro prorect Parliamenr's reputar.ion. !7e
realize the inrerests Mr Velsh's report wishes to
prorect. \fle also realized ir at the hearings to which
the rapporteur so smugly referred. \7hat hearings do
we have in the Committee on Exrernal Economic
Relations? \(/e listened ro a consumers' organization.
Everyone here today knows what weight a consumers'
organization has, and how it is regarded. Referring rc
the organization in my own counrry, I must say rhat it
is simply laughable, ro use a euphemism insread of a
stronger but perhaps more accurare rerm. This is the
kind of organization which was heard, Mr President.
From among the many retail chains only FTA, a large
Dutch-German chain, was heard. Apparendy no need
was felt to consult La Fayette, or Innovation, or
Rinascente, only to mention the best-known names.

Our rapporteur told us this morning that rhe exponing
countries has been heard. Only one was heard, Mr
President: the represenrative from Hong Kong. The
result has been an artempr to give us a panial view-
point, which was reflecred in the Chamber this

morning. This we canno[ accept, and for rhis reason
we are very doubrful about the'Welsh report.

In substance, Mr Presidenr, [he objective was ro
favour large-scale rerailers, rhe large chains, and rhis
at the expense of the workers in rhe rextile secror and
ar the expense of the textile industry. For rhe first time
in the hisrcry of a labour controversy, workers and
industry were marching side by side, pursuing the
same objectives, working rogerher in a mutual effort
to save the ailing European textile indusrry. It was nor
considered necessary to take inr.o accounr rhe fact rhat
out of every hundred products consumed in Europe,
forty-one are imported. Mr Velsh, I ask you and I ask
myself : can we call protectionism measures u'hrch are
intended not ro create arrificial protectionisr brrrrcrs
but rather to safeguard products manufacrured rn ,rur
own Europe? I say then that the experience of thc prsr
has been tragrc, Mr Davignon, because the rndrcatrons
given by the Council ro rhe Commission were precrse
in urgrng the Commission in 1977 ro exerr itself rn
order to obtain, during rhe entire period of validirv of
the renewed MFA, 'a stabilization of the penerrarion
rates for imports, which are such as to bring about
imbalances in rhe marker in relation to rhe 1976 rares,
so that the producers of the EEC can be assured of a
fair share of rhe marker.' This was lhe message, rhese
the precise indications given to rhe Commission by the
Council. And whar have been the resulrs? In relation
ro the 60lo import ceiling respecred in 1978, we
climbed w 190/o in 1979 and reached 2Q0/o in 1980 

-these are global figures for all rhe importing counr.ries
in Europe. \)7har is more, each.year a furrher 250 OOO

workers are added to rhe already 4 million jobless esti-
mated in the EEC. These have been rhe results of rhe
Commission's policy in the rextile secror.

At this point, we canno[ be unaffected by the ufelsh
report, which conrinues in rhe direcrion of unemploy-
ment. Let ir be made very clear: we were not elected ro
create a Europe which produces unemploymen[. A
remedy must be found. Commissioner Davignon is
right when he says that the discussion cannot be
limited exclusively to the MFA, and that ir should be
extended to include research, rhe srudy of new
mechanisms and new industrial s[ructures so [ha[ [he
recession in Europe may be overcome. To confine the
great problems of rhe indusrial crisis and of rhe reces-
sion to rhe narrow limirs of rhe MFA is co be deplor-
ably shonsighted. To overcome the recession,
consumption must rise; extra-Community export,
which has been at a standsrill for three years, musr be
resumed, and import policy must be closely bound ro
consumption policy. Certainly, ir is also necessary to
revise the policy of import flow so thar it may be redis-
cributed, if we wanr ro be consistenr with whar we
have long been saying in Parliament concerning
preferences on favour of rhe developing and Mediter-
ranean countries. How have imports been disributed
in the last few years? ln 1977, as you will remember,
the developing countries were largely ignored in
drawing up the Multifibre Arrangemenr.
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1977 presented a very disturbing picture of the distri-
bution of imports: rmports from Hong Kong, from
Formosa, which rs under the rnfluence of American
capitel; imports from Korea, Srngapore, from Indo-
nesra, and again from Hong Kong, which to a certain
extent rs under the influence of Japanese capital; verv
few imports from the developing countries. Total
imports from South-East Asia equal 60-700/0, wrth no

compensarion of any kind; rmports of 30-400/o from
the Eastern countnes, still with no compensation.
Thrs, Mr Velsh, is why we firmly reject your attitude
tou,ards the Mediterranean and Lom6 countries, from
u'hich we rmport onll' 40/o and l0lo respectively.

Commissioner Haferkamp will excuse me if I ask what
this means. It means that no external industrial policy
of the European Economic Community exists.

Parliament - Europe - should be capable of
providing such e policy. This is why we have before us

a unrque opportunitl' which should not be wasted. I
was greatly relreved this morning as I listened to
Commissioner Davignon, whom courtesy obliged to
defend certarn senseless artitudes shown in Parliament.
'!fle are all aware of the demands of formal courtesy
tou'ards those who express opinions different from our
own. This mornlng, Commissioner Davignon substan-
tially contradicted what others had asserted elsewhere
and sketched a programme tending in the direction
opposite to that taken tn the \7elsh report. Mr Presi-
dent, ladies and gentlemen, European industrial policy
must be rebalanced, and measures must be taken to
prevent the multinationals in the textile sector from
acting solely in their own interests.

An urgent examination of the problem of productive
decentralizatron rs necessary. Mr Seal spoke very aptly
about outward processing traffic, which should be

contained so that rt may be included in a single import
quota. It is necessary however for the calculattons
made on outward processing traffic to be precrse. This
need for containment is contradicted by the rappor-
teur when in Artrcle l4 he adds the words 'or
acqurred' to the phrase 'demonstrate to have been

produced in the Community'.

Are you aware of what the introduction of rhe world
'acquired' means? I[ means, in fact, that any possibil-
ity of controlling the rate of production increase or
of making a contlnuous check on imports is denred to
the v"orkers in the textile industry; it means allowing
the retarl chains which you heeded, Mr'!flelsh, and the
businessmen whom you partially heeded, to disturb
the textile and clothing rndustry in Europe and there-
fore rntroduce a disruptive element which we oppose.

This report calls for many other comments, ladies and
genrlemen. I reiterate my appreciation for the effort it
represents, though certainly not for the results
obrained. I felt it to be my duty to present a number of
amendments, r,"'rth the intention of enriching thrs
debare and contnbutrng to rhis report, whrch comes a[

a \er\,'rmportant tlme, a period of severe cnsis in the
European textile rndustry.

IN THE CHAIR: MR FRIEDRICH

Vice-President

President. - 
I call the European Democratic Group.

Mr Stewart-Clark. - 
Mr President, I should like to

u elcome Commissioners Davignon, Haferkamp and
Nar.jes who have all been able to attend this important
debate here todav. I would also lrke to compliment my
colleague, Mrchael Velsh, on the comprehensiveness
and excellence of his report.

There can be few industnes rn the Community whrch
have been harder hit than that of textiles. There have

been frequent ad;ustments over the past l5 years to
modernrze the industry and to make it competrtive
with countnes employing cheaper labour. I speak from
personal experience, h4vrng reorganized a textile
companv rn Holland at the end of the 1960s. Yet
despite reorganizatron and restructuring, the current
recessron has seen a Breater loss of iobs in the spin-
ning, weaving and clothing industries than at any
other perrod since the war. In the United Kingdom
alone some 100 000 jobs have been lost in the past
18 months. This pattern has been repeated in France,
Belgium and elsewhere in the Community. It is not
surprisrng, therefore, that management and workers
engaged in textiles have increasingly clamoured for
more protection, since they see the risk of a substantial
employer and a vital industry effectively disappearing.
Ve cannot and will not allow our grea[ textile
indusrry ro be so beset by difficulties as to risk its very
future.

1We must, therefore, ask the Commissron to ensure
that conditions are created which help the industry to
further reorganize itself so as to improve its competr-
tireness. I v"'elcome the statements made by Commrs-
sroner Devrgnon this morning and hope these wrll
provrde effective help to the industry. Research and
deve'lopment and retraining are two vital elements in
ensuring the ongorng health of the industry and miti-
gatrng the effects of unemployment. But is this
enough? There must surely be a coherent, comprehen-
sive, srrategrc plan worked out for the textile indus-
tries in the Community and in this the Commission
can play' a vital role.

In the meantime, we wish to see no increase in import
quotas and no easing of present restrictions on
imports. None rhe less, we have to recognize that the
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ultimate aim of Community trading policy is ro
achieve a growth in world trade through the progress-
ive reduction in world rariff barriers and rhe encour-
agement of free trade. To do rhis we have ro accepr
that we must encourage trade with rhe developing
countries and we must be prepared to encourage [heir
development by trading with them in rcxrilei, as in
other goods, when they can produce the qualiry and
the prices that we require.

It would be wrong and hypocritical to encourage
developing countries on the one hand and to refuse
to buy their products on [he other. Ve, rherefore,
reject the demands of those who wish ro see rhe
Community retire within imelf by refusing ro rrade
wirh those emerging nations which need to develop
their textile industries.

'!7e wish to see a sense of realism and resrraint also
taking place amongsr our more prosperous rading
partners. Ve ask the Commission to bring parricular
pressure to bear on the United Srares of America to
trade increasingly with the developing narions. \/e
must also see that those newly indusrrialized counrries
who have achieved new-found wealth, should show
considerable restraint in their exporrs !o rhe
Community. The dme has come for rhose other devel-
oped countries of the world, including rhe United
States, Japan and Australia, to rake a grearer share of
the low-cosr imports of developing counrries by
reducing their uriffs. They musr see rhar rhe rextile
workers of the Community cannor bear the full brunr
of industrial adjustment unaided.

In supporting this resolution, my Group recognizes
the difficult negotiations which face Vice-President
Haferkamp and the Commission. The Muldfibre
Arrangement is one of the mosl developed elements in
our Community common commercial policy. If skill-
fully handled it can set a parrern for furure trade
development, for the problems of rextiles roday will
most surely be the problems of other industries
tomorrow. 'We, therefore, counsel a full recognirion
of the difficulties facing the rextile indusrry, a thorough
negotiatinB stance with our fellow developed narions
and with newly industrialized counrries, bur encour-
agement to those poorer countries upon whom the
future growth of world rrade will largely depend and
whose industry is in its infancy. !7e wish rhe Commis-
sion.well in its negoriations and we beg ro suppon rhis
motron.

President. - I call the Communisr and Allies Group.

Mr Frischma (FR) Mr President, the crisis in
the textile industry has become even more acute, parti-
cularly in France, where 200 000 .iobs have been lost in
the last 10 years. In 1980 alone, over 5% of rhe
500 000 workers in this sector lost their .iobs and
output fell by 4.50/o in texriles and by 10% in

clothing. And the prospects are even gloomier 
-according to the experts, clorhing industry employers

anticipate that they will have shed between 100 000
and 250 000 jobs by 1984.

'!/hat are [he causes, who is to blame? Here in this
House the finger is poinred ar the developing coun-
tries or at the workers in rhis industry. Vell, let us

look at the facts. Today France impons half the rextile
producrs it needs. That is [rue, we deplore it, we
condemn it, but where does it buy rhem from? Not
primarily from rhe developing counrries which are
trying to establish a new indusrry. France rs satrsfving
67a/o of its needs from wirhin the European
Community, from .West 

Germany in particular, and
only 150/o from the developing counrnes. Iirence's
main supplier in the Community is 'West Germanr',
and outside rhe Community rhe Unired States, whrch
have in fact doubled their exports ro the Communrry.
It must be added that of the 15% coming from the
developing counrries very litrle accrues ro rhese coun-
tries themselves, mosr of the rewards being reaped by
the multinational concerns, which are feathering their
nests as a result of paying poverry wages and a total
lack of social legislarion.

It has to be said that rhe French mulrinationals are in a

very strong position in rhis massive redeployment of
capital, which requires enormous financial resources,
and that is where the bulk of their profir goes. A
survey by Cr6dit Narional found, moreover, that 'the
improvement in the return on investments in 1979 was
in general probably most significant in the case of the
very largest concerns'. However, the same survey also
observed that the trend in invesrments has suffered a

substantial decline. The level of invesrment has effec-
tively fallen from an index of lO5 in 1972 to 55 in
1979; that is a spectacular fall reflecting the deliberare
decision to sacrifice the textile indusrry in France and
move it elsewhere, ostensibly because rhe industry is

uncompetitive, something we have heard repeared in
this House and ro whrch Mr Cheysson referred in the
following terms: 'The rexrile indusrry can only be
competitive in rhe developed countries if wages are
frozen'. And yet wage cosrs are higher for France's
main suppliers, 360/o higher in the case of \fesr
Germany, for example.

The rcxtile industry has rhe lowest rates of pay of any
sector, wages being on average 250lo below those in
other jobs, and rhe loss of purchasing power since
1973 is almost 18%. The vasr majoriry of the men and
women employed in the textile indusrry are semi-
skilled or unskilled, whereas using modern technology
it should be possible ro improve working condirions by
doing away with repetirive jobs, the frighrful mono-
tony, the noise and other nuisances to which these
workers are subjected, particularly rhe women, who
are exploited even more and in addirion have to suffer
the vulgarities and indignides inflicted on rhem. Bur
the only prospect for these men and women is a
further deterioration in the condirions of work and a
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reduction in earnings. They are even suggesting intro-
ducing night-shifts and week-end work. Now, the
crisis in the textile industry has been brought about by
the ausrerity policies implemented by each of the
Member Srates, with the Commission's active encour-
agemen[. As their real earnings have fallen, workers
have had to cut down on their purchases of clothing
and rextiles. It was all too easy to foresee.

And so it is not at all surprising that the textile
indusrry is in such a disastrous state. It is indeed the
result of a policy, the consequence of a deliberate
decision, and this is why, incidenmlly, the same causes
together with their inevitable effects - the very same
causes and effects that are at the root of the present
siruarion - hold our the prospect of an even gloomier
future. This policy, these decisions, are what unite the
texrile giants and the governments of the Ten. These
decisions have also been quite plainly endorsed in this
Parliament. There is in fact a majority view among the
Right and the Socral Dempcrats in favour of pressing
for restructuring plans that could have a devastating
effect on employmenr and on the economic potential
of our country. This is typified by our Socialist
colleague Mr Delors, when he calls for a more vigo-
rous stimu[us, an overall strategic plan for the Euro-
pean textile industry, just as was recently urged for the
automotive indusrry, for the coal industry, for the steel
rndustry, for shipbuilding, and so on. Vell, let us not
mince words; what this means is more redeployment,
bccause it is this European policy, adopted and, imple-
menrcd with panicular fervour by the French Govern-
ment, that is the cause of the present situation.

Quite another way has therefore to be found, and I
can do no betrer than refer to the resolution tabled by
Gustave Ansan. The solution to the crisis in rhe textile
industry calls first and foremost for national measures
to boost consumption and output of textiles, which
presupposes an end to the policy of austerity, raising
rhe wages of the low-paid and putting a stop to any
redeployment that has already begun. It is possible to
create thousands of new jobs in the textile industry, to
build a great modern industry that is nationally based

but receptive to the idea of cooperation on the basis of
murual interest. For the immediate future, it will also
be necessary to take any protectionist measures that
may be required, and obviously this applies not only to
Community frontiers but primarily to national fron-
tiers. This, at any rate, is what the men and women
working in the industry and the inhabitants of the
regions most closely involved in it earnestly want.

President. - I call the Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mr Delorozoy. - 
(FR) Mr President, if today's

debate on the problems of the European textile
indusrry is imponant 

- 
although I seem to detect a

certain lack of interest on the part of the Members of
rhis Parliament aqd the depanments of the

Community institutions concerned - 
it is because, as

several speakers have already pointed out, the Multi-
fibre Arrangement that expires at che end of this year
has proved incapable of resolving the problems of
adapting the textile and clothing industry or of prop-
erly regulating trade between Member States of the
European Economic Community and other countries.
The mechanisms have not worked satisfactorily
because the application of the safeguard clause in the
bilateral agreements has been too lax, and also because

- and here I am in agreement with Mr Davignon 
-of a lack of cooperation, once again, between some of

our governments, which consider it to be in their
inrerest to close their eyes to infringements of
Community legislation committed in their countries
and to the unfair competition engendered by such
practices.

You may have read in the press, as I have, the report
according to which the Commission has found no
evidence 'of any violations of the Treaty of Rome or
of any instances of unfair competition' in the case of
the exports to France of pullovers from a neighbouring
country, even though everyone knows about the fraud
and legal proceedings are to be taken in connection
with 96 infringemenrs uncovered by the French auth-
orities in respect of false indication of origin. It is high
time rhere was a change in attitude. This policy has

resuhed - as the industrial production statistics for
textiles and clothing clearly show - 

in the gradual
collapse of the indusrrial potendal of undenakings in
rhe textile sector through unfair competition on the
Community textile market. Faced with growing prob-
lems, these industries are unable to cope with the need
to readjust as they must if they are ever to overcome
their difficulties and if we are to see a full return, as of
course we hopefully shall, to free competition. But
what about the 4 500 undenakings that have disap-
peared with a loss of over 700 000 jobs? The others,
the ones that are just holding their own or that are
expandrng, and fonunately there are still some rhat
are, are very worried by the apathy of the Community
authorities and by the lack of any vigorous strateBy.
They are having doubts about the scope and effective-
ness of a third Multifibre Arrangement unless it
conforms more closely to the realities of European
industry. I will not embark on a technical disquisition
on rhe rather complicated machinery to be used to
arrive at a third arrangement that is more compatible
wirh a commercial policy of trade with third countries
and with the need to impose, during a transitional
period, certain essential protective measures. Ve think
the Commission should work out a new strategy and
consult with Parliament on the negotiating mandate
for a new Multifibre Arrangement and we are
delighted to hear Mr Davignon say that a draft should
be available before the summer recess.

But the Commission must not, in our view, wait until
1982 and the signing of a new Mulrifibre Arrangement
before uking suitable measLlres, measures that are
urgent and imperative, such as the harmonization of
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import procedures, an immediate review of rhe
product caregories concerned, an adjustmenr of rhe
impon quo[as, and a review of the quota allocation
sys[em. h is also viral thar something be done to
improve surveillance procedures to assisr in the detec-
tion of frauds, which apparently will have to wair unril
the Commission's proposed directive on [he approxi-
mation of rhe laws of the Member Srares on the indi-
cation of origin has been adopted. This proposed
directive is deah wirh in a reporr by Mr von Vogau,
who is well known to us for his invariably cons.ien-
tious approach ro his work. But I wish to draw parlia-
ment's arrention to rhe heavy responsibility ir would
have ro bear if ir adopted this unacceptrLl. ..po.t,
which rejecrs rhe Commission's proposal on rhe ialse
premise that indication of origin would consrirure a
technical barrier ro rrade, a ma[rer rhat would have ro
be referred for a decision [o rhe Courr of Jusrice and
would, given the lengrh of time such procedures rake,
involve a d,elay thar cannot be reconciled with rhe
urgency of the necessary measures. It is imperative
that we have a compulsory and uniform sysrem for rhe
indication of origin in order ro harmonize labelling in
the overall interisrs of rhe Communiry and of clon-
sumers. There will never be a Commmuniry policy in
this area, or in any orher area, unless we give our'full
backing to realisric resolutions rhar rise aLove indivi-
dual or narional interests and unless we display a kind
of European civic dury. By voring 

"grinrt the
v91 $flogau reporr you will be uking a step in the
righr direction.

In conclusion, I should like to say rhar rhe mosr
imponanr thing is r.o encourage and aid restructuring
in the rextile industry ro make it competirive. This
indusrry, like other indusrries, is undergoing a process
of profound reassessmenr and srructural ihange. A
new Muldfibre Arrangement is a necessary p".r of this
process, but ir musr be one of the instrumenrs of its
new-found vitaliry - a lifeline, if you will, rarher rhan
a hangman's noose.

President. - I call rhe Group of the European
Progressive Democrats.

Mr de la Maldne. - (FR) Mr President, having dealt
with the iron and steel indusrry, having dealr with the
automotive industry, we are now turning our thoughts
to one of the Community's orher,major indusrial
sectors which is experiencing very severe problems, as
it has done in the past and will conrinue to do in the
future. I am a little sorry rhar ir should have taken us
so long to come round to considering rhe situation in
the textile industry as a whole, leaving aside the purely
commercial problems that are covered by rhe repons.

Let me review the situation in the rexdle indusrry: I
have already been preceded in this by the rapporteurs
and by those who spoke before me, so I will not take
too much time over it. Everyone is aware of rhe

tremendous effons rhe rextile indusrry has made over
the past ren years ro modernize itself, to raise its pro-
ductivity, ro increase ir level of invesrments. Everyone
is also aware of rhe imporrance of the texrile industry
for employmenr in rhe Community: 9.50/o of all jobi
in indusrry, 8% of the gross domesric product.
Anorher facror in rhe situation is the jobs losr bver the
years. You have already been given rhe figures.
However, rhis indusrry srill employs 2.5 million
people in the Communiry and ir is rime, high time, if we
wanr ro safeguard these 2. 5 million jobs, that we did
something about ir, and the sooner the berrer.

'What are the main causes behind rhe disappearance of
jobs in rhe rexrile industry rhar overyone has referred
ro? \flithour doubr one could make the poinr, in rhe
first place, that whilst rhe 1977 rrade agreemen[s were
successful in checking the increase in the volume of
imporrs, the rate of increase was still considerably
greater rhan the rare of growrh in domestic consump-
tion. The rare of penerration of the domesdc markir
by producrs of non-European origin rose from l8% in
1973 ro 364/o in 1979. Another cause is thar rhe right
protective measures afforded [o rhe vasr ma.joriry of
the markers of other countries has prevented noimal
growth of European exporrs. A rhird cause is rhe
extraordninary dispariry in wage costs. Taking the
figure for rhe United Srates as 100, the hourly wage
costs are only 5 in Thailand, l O in India, 13 in
Morocco, whereas they rise to 77 in Spain, 80 in
Ireland, g0 in rhe Unircd Kingdom, 135 in France, 143
in Denmark and Iraly, 157 in Germany, 183 in rhe
Nerherlands and 186 in Belgium. Se we have hourly
wage cosrs varying berween 5 and 186! A fourrh cause
is the excessive preferences accorded to cer[ain coun-
tries, norably rhe Mediterranean countries, which have
distorted rhe prorection schemes introduced in 1977.

I shall nor go into the ourward processing traffic,
suffice it ro say [har ir has reached such proportions as
to completely distort competition between European
firms. Finally, the lasr poinr,, over rhe last rwo years
there has been an unprecedenred American offensive
on the European marker. Vhy? There has never been
a voluntary-resrraint agreemen[ wirh the United Srares
of the kind concluded wirh other counrries. The
Untited States have taken advantage of this to boosr
their exporrs ro Europe - by 7Oo/o in 1979, for
example - thereby triggering the all roo familiar crisis
in the European man-made fibres indusrry, which is
dependent on the chemical industry. As a result rhis
sector has lost a great number of jobs.

These are a few of the main causes ro which everyone
has referred in his individual assessment of the situ-
ation. The quesrion is, what can we do? \7har musr we
do? Firsrly, immediate prorecrive measures musr be
taken to check the rapidly dereriorating stare of the
textile industry and, secondly, a European policy on
textiles musr be laid down as quickly as possible by the
Ten at the highesr level, for our acrion musr be a joinr
action. This European acrion, which is not inrended ro
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replace but to be the Precursor of national

programmes, must as we see it concentrate on the

ioll6*ing aspecrs: Firstly, we must bring the growth in

imports into line with the level of domestic demand'

Secondly, we have [o enter into immediate negotia-

tions with the United States to persuade them in the

first place to restrict their exports of fibres and textiles,

and ihen to lower their tariff barriers in the textile and,

clothing sectors in respect of our own exports and

those of other countries, Particularly the poorest ones'

Finally, and this is the essential aspect of this new

policy, renegotiate the Multifibre Arrangement on

n.* i..tnt laid down in the Council's mandate'

\(lhat kind of new terms should we be thinking of?

Firstly, they should take into account the foreseeable

trend in domestic consumption within the Community
and each of the Member States. Secondly, they should

secure fair access to the markets of third countries,

both industrial and devoloping' Thirdly, they should

rake into consideration the price, and not just the

quota as hitherto, of the imported products in relation
[o that of European products, so as to put a stop to the

'social dumping' practised by some countries.
Fourthly, they should take account of the need to

maintain the present pattern of international trade and

to encourage exportrng countries, in panicular the

ACP countries of the Lom6 Convention, which are

amonB rhe poorest. Fifthly, they should take into
account the need to provide finance, through a Euro-
pean programme implemented in conjuncrion with
national programmes, for the restructuring and

modernization of the European industry, especially
where such indusrial conversion affects jobs and

demands vocational training and investment in alter-

native industrial activity. Ve believe that we could

finance these measures and bring impons down to levels

compatible with domestic consumPtion by imposing a

temporary tax on all imported producrs - 
fibres,

rextiles as such, and clothing - the system of quotas

and allocations being then used simply to distribute the

patterns of imports between third countries. This tax
would form part of the Community's own resources

and would have to be allocated exclusively for financing
the new European textile policy. Finally, we have to
take inro account the need to maintain stricr control
over the outward processing traffic and penalize the

numerous frauds uncovered.

Those, then, are the broad principles that have been

guiding our group's discussions and the measures that
i. ..*...nd. Accordingly, we accept most of the

proposals contained in the motion for a resolution but

we 
^want 

to take them a stage further, sooner and

further, especially as regards laying down a ProPer
common policy in the textile sector and as regards the

setting up of ad boc financing for this policy. All the

"-.nJ-int, 
put down by our grouP are along these

lines. I trust that the House will give chem its suPPort.

President. - I call the Group for the Technical Coor-

dinarion and Defense of Independant GrouPs and

Members.

Mrs Castelline.- (17) Mr President, this discussion

on the renewal of the Multifibre Arrangement could

have been the occasion for Parliament to make a more

general and more concrete study of .cenain topics

iut i.t in this Chamber are too often the Pretext for

empty words. The Nonh-South Dialogue is one such

,opi.l , truly common economic policy .for the

Community, internally and externally, is another' The
'\flelsh repon, however, does not permit us.to face up

to these problems seriously. It encourag-es instead the

oersistence of the belief that the Multifibre Arrange-

..nt, such as it is, suffices to define a Communiry

policy in this area, which is in fact something .quite
diff.i.nr, there is no Community policy, and the

report does not solve the problems now facing us'

Furthermore, the \flelsh rePort does not explain the

real dangers to the EuroPean textile industry nor does

it pinpoint their source: not the poor.developing coun-

tries tut the United States, protectionist towards its

own products and increasingly aggressive in external

.rrk.ts. The U.S. has the adrantage not only of mori
advanced technology but also of non-unionized,

unprotected .anpo*.t in the southern states, working

", "lrno* 
Asiatic costs, with salaries lower than those

in Italy, as American unions themselves confirm'

Perhaps we could apply a social clause in this regard'

It should not be forgotten that, among the imports

from the developing countries, rhose whichlndermine
European production are from three specific sources:

Singapo.e,'South Korea, and Hong Kong., which in

coribination enloy 750/o of Commmunity impon
quotas. \7e alt know that these countries are the Privi-
liged locations for multinational firms.

All these problems are suPPressed in the'\7elsh report,
with the evident intention of demonstrating that there

is an irremediable conflict of interests between the

employers and workers of the North and those of the

Third \7orld and that therefore one can only
manoeuver with half-measures within this contradic-
tion. This is not the case. Contradictions certainly do

exist, and they are complex, but to resolve them it
would suffice to adopt decisive measures to strike at

rhe threat not to capital - 
which goes where it wills

- bur to the textile workers, who cannot go else-

where. Above all, one cannot deal as Mr Velsh has

done with the question of the recession. It is indeed

necessary to revise the percentage - 
now 60/o - 

for
imports from Third '!7orld countries, but this should

be done with a view to aiding the developing countries
and closing off the places of refuge for western capital.
No longer 6010, then - 

because in the presen[ reces-

sion this would be tantamount to a complete liberali-
zation impossible today - 

but a differentiated revi-
sion, witliout involving the Lom6 countries, which
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export to rhe Community only a ridiculously small
percentage of textile production.

Secondly, it is necessary ro formulare a common Euro-
pean policy rowards the United States, accepting
Gilles Martiner's proposal. It is exrraordinary rhat Mi
Velsh allowed himself ro be sarisfied by the facr rhat
American cusroms mriffs for European expons have
been reduced. These tariffs are still very higli for prod-
ucts coming from the developing counrries whose only
remaining outler is Europe.

Third, the ofr-mentioned reguladon concerning
outward processing rraffic must be applied wirhoui
delay: cenainly not a regularion following Mr Velsh,s
sugBesrions, which favour big business, but rarher a
regularion which can succeed in prevenring rhe multi-
nationals 

- 
from by-passing the rules for impons.

Instead of moving againsr the needs of rhe developing
countries, we should move against the inreresr oT
businesses which rransfer their producrion to Asia ro
escape pressures from the unions.

There exisrs, however, a more general political
problem. If we want to avoid savage pror;crionist.
reactions or savage competi[ion, if we wanr ro defend
our employmen[ levels and suppon development in the
Third \forld, then, beyond these particular measures,
it is ultimarely necessary to call for a new global agree-
ment to determine a new inrernational division of
labour, inside and outside of the Community, in rela-
tion to the countries of the Third \florld. This globat
agreement, the essence of the North-South relation-
ship, is whar the Third \7orld is asking for and what
the North has always refused. Ve can see from this
debare how important it is ro move in this direction in
order to put the Nonh-South Dialogue on a concrere
basis and ro atrain a higher degree of solidariry
between the European working class and the Third'\7orld. 

This, Mr Frischmann, is a lirrle more compli-
cated than ir seems if we only rake a proiectionist line.
It remains to be seen how prorecrionism will fit inro an
aBreemen[ which mkes rhe inreresrs of Third \florld
countries into account.

President. - I call Mr Perronio.

Mr Petronio. - (17) Mr President, as ir does for all
other producr, GATT also recognizes the need in the
[extile sector for a gradual development of impons
which would prevenr rhe disorganization of the
market and be comparible with the serious economic
and social problems in this secror, borh in rhe
imponing and in the exponing counrries.

\7hile in the developing countries an effon musr be
made to avoid pushing an already dangerously polar-
ized industr.ialization funher towards an exluslvl reli-
ance on rhe rextile sec[or, in rhe indusrrialized coun-
tries and in panicular in rhe EEC funher increases in

unemploymenr and in the balance-of-payments deficit
musr be prevented, for in the Community texrile seclor
deficit is esrimared at around 7 billion lire for 1980, and
the rate of decline in employmenr over rhe last few
years has been abour 200 OOO jobs a year, as Mr Filippi
has already menrioned.

'!7e cannor therefore supporr rhe Velsh repon, which
examines the sector in a manner peculiar to itself and
not. - as Mr Filippi and Mrs Casrellina have already
said - from the viewpoint of a European Community
social and industrial policy. Of the Italian rextile and
clothing indusry it can be said thar it is a large-scale
employer wirh around I 2OO OOO workers, 7Oo/o of
them women, and ir possesses a clear internarional
orientation: 30% of producrion is exponed, and has a
currenr positive trade balance of +.s billion.

The Iralian righr, therefore, shares the open approach
adopted by the Community in regard to internarional
trade, bur lamenm rhe fact thar there is no reciprocity
on texrile rrade on the pan of the other countries
concerned, wherher they are industrialized, like rhe
USA and Canada, or wherher rhey are in a relatively
advanced sage of development.

In fact, if one considers rhe effecdve evolution of trade
in the rexdle secror over the last few years, one can see
that the Communiry's position in respecr ro rhe exrra-
Community counr.ries has been seriously weakened.
Not only has the much-talked-about penetration rate
for textile imports increased in the EE-C from 300/o to
40-410/o berween 1977 aod the present, but also Euro-
pean industry has been unable to find adequarc
compensarion through exports.

In this situation, and until real freedom of trade on the
international level and a full reciprocity of nationally-
imposed conditions on rexrile trade are achieved, the
Multifibre Arrangemenr musr conrinue ro exercise irs
regulatory funcrion. Upon the renewal of the contracr,
the EEC should make a more serious effon in rhe
negotiations wirh its rwo orher major industrial pan-
ners, the USA and Japan, examining trade berween the
three blocs and nor only rhat with the developing
countries, and formally requesrint action on thi
severest problems. This means calling for a real reci-
procity of conditions in respect ro rhe USA, for
example: the reducrion of protecrionist mriffs, which
are much higher than Commqnity ones, and the elimi-
na[ion of the non-comparative advantages due to
underpricing of oil and gas.

The Muldfibre Arrangemenr, as renewed ar rhe end of
1981, should permir a closer regulation of impons in
accordance with rhe new conditions and the stricter
rules now exisring in respec to its original formula-
tion, which has been in force since 197J. In panicular,
the Community will have ro continue to establish an
overall maximum level for each of the sensitive prod-
ucts and for all impons originadng in low-cost
supplying counrries in the context of a forecast as to
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the entire amount per product imponed by each

non-Community country. The annual increments of
such ceilings should be correla.ted to the increase in

consumption so as to stabilize the penetration rates of
impons in accordance with the sector policy estab-

lished by the Council of Ministers in 1977.

As for the Unircd States, a general understanding

should be firmty pursued among the industrialized
countries, and in panicular between the USA and the

EEC, so as to obtain a fair distribution of imports

from low-wage countries and a balanced development
of textile trade between the two regions. In particular,
it must be borne in mind that EEC sources concede,

although unofficially, that the USA has occasionally

resoned to dumping practices in regard to the EEC. It
is also true that in Europe there is a production over-

capacity, but it must be remembered that, as in the

case of steel, the USA is more advanageously placed

because of its lower prices for oil and natural gas,

which result in lower prices for ethylene, a major
component of fibres.

Ve are told that everything depends on President
Reagan's willingness to solve the problem of the

dispariry in oil prices in 1981 at the latest, or at least to
take action to hasten its solution. The same can be said

for the solution of the problem of the lower cost of
natural gas. The desired regulations will gradually be

put inrc;ffect by 1985, unless there is opposition from
the Congress. From this perspective, then, we are

waiting upon events in the US Congress.

At present, however, we must deplore Mr '!flelsh's

.eport for im failings, for its lack of a global vision of
social and indusrial problems, and for its complacent
tendency to listen only to the large retail chains'

President. - I call Mr Vernimmen.

Mr Vernimmen. - (NL) Mr President, ladies and

gentlemen, I will try to be as brief as possible because

io much has already been said and there is no need for
repetition. In the 50s and 70s it was suggested by
various quarters that the dismantling of the textile and

clothing industry vas the only real solution if the
Third Vorld was [o develop. According to certain
authorities, this sector should be transferred to the
developing countries. Its producm would then have

unhindered access to the 'Western markers' The Vest
would thus have made its contribution to the solution
of the development problem. This mad idea is not only
cherished by cenain professors but has, I believe,

becofie current even in certain services of the

Commission. It is high time, in my opinion, to call a

halt to this and similar views.

\flhat, after all, is at stake? Vhile the European
Community has millions of unemployed and there is

no immediate prospect of any real improvement, while

rhe Member States of the Community have to contend

with serious balance-of-payment deficits, while we

have a greater need than ever before for new industrial
developments in the Community to assure our young
people of a future, the Community is confronted with
the renewal of the Multifibre Arrangement.

And what do we find yet again? The workers in the

European textile and clothing industry are again in
dangir of being asked to foot the bill. It is obviously

notinough that tens of thousands of jobs have been

lost in thi European textile and clothing industry in
recent years. The workers in this sector already have

to put-up with working at a very high speed. The
introduction of microelectronics and other new tech-

nologies is also beginning to be an additional threat to
employmenr in this key sector.

As if atl this was not enough, the idea is again being

mooted of making trade policy concessions which

might well be the last straw for what is in my opinion a

''ritil sector. But be warned. The workers of the Euro-
pean textile and clothing industry have reached the

ind of their patience, and I should like to emphasize

that this is a sector in which in most European coun-

tries the trade-union movement can be held up as an

example. The European textile workers refuse to be

pushed around any more for the sake of the European

Community's liberal image, of a number of multina-
rionals and of a badly formulated development policy.
They call on the Commission to negotiate a new

Multifibre Arrangement in which not only employ-

ment in the European textile industry is protected, but
it is also guaranteed the margin for expansion it sorely
needs.

On 2 December 1980 the European textile workers
took action to defend their legidmate interests. The
Commission would do well to make very sure it
informs and consults the European textile workers.

Otherwise there is a danger that rhe social climate in

this sector and the political climate in the Community
will be seriously disturbed. A Community which can

only offer its own workers unemployment as a result

of ihe policy it pursues can hardly exPect to enjoy the

confidence of those workers. In this specific case, we

reject both a liberal approach and what is really
outdated protectionism. '!7e want to see a third course

adopted, that of common sense, with, above a[],

protection of employment in the Community and also

the assurance of real opponunities for development in
the genuine developing countries, but under accePt-

able and social conditions.

Ve must put an end to the uncontrolled increase in
the imports of cheap rextiles, often produced with the
help of \(restern capital in countries where child labour
is still very common, where minimum social standards

and trade-union rights are rrampled underfoot and

where maximum profit in the shortest possible time is

all that keeps the production process going.
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'!7e therefore expect the Commission to take the
following pracical acrion :

It must negoriare a new Multifibre Arrangement based
on the target of safeguarding employment in rhe
Community and offering the real developing counrries
a quanrirarively and qualitadvely genuine opponunity
to develop. This means rhar the arrangemenr musr nor
only contain agreemenrs on impon volumes but also
include a social clause guaranteeing the workers
concerned minimum social smndards and trade-union
rights.

Secondly, this time the arrangemenr musr also provide
a water-righ[ guaranree rhat the agreed maximum
lncreases in impons are acrually respecred. And here I
am referring in panicular to the clothing indusrry. Ve
find that rhe impon sysrem often affecis the interests
of people who have no more than a table and four
chairs to produce rheir goods. !flould ir nor be better
for these imports to be linked to rhe interesm of rhose
in the Member States who are concerned with a cenain
type of production and so provide a berter opponunity
of survival?

Thirdly, the Commission should not only be regularly
informing and consulting the trade-union committee
on textiles, clorhing and learher goods, which repre-
sents all European rexrile and clothing workers, on
progress in rhe negotiarions, as ir already does. Ir must
also ensure that rhis European trade-union committee
has some say in the final decision. I must admit rhat
Mr '\7elsh's repon largely reflects these legirimate
complainrs. I can only hope that rhe few amendments
the Socialisr Group has ubled will be adopted. There
will then be nothing ro prevenr me personally from
approving the repon.

President. - I call Mr van Aerssen.

Mr van Aerssen. - (DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I should like to thank Mr Velsh once
again for insisting with the urmosr vigour in recenr
months rhat this report should be pur before the
House in good time. Ve have thus made a funher
contribution to the improvemenr of rhe institutional
means available to us. 'S7'e said very briefly rhis
morning that rhe framework of imponant negoriarions
must be defined wirh the Commission in good time, in
other words before they begin. In rhe pasr we have
always panted along behind after negotiarions have
already been complered, thus having, as a Parliament,
no means of influencing them. Mr'!7elsh's report will
now make it possible for us to exercise such influence:
that is rhe firsr positive aspecr. Of course, it also enrails
a risk for Parliament, because we are forced to define
our positions accurarely. Bus this will also srrengrhen
Parliament, because parliamentary debares - as
today's has shown - reveal the different points of
view, and this makes it easier for the Commission to
conduct negoriations.

The second important point, Mr presidenr, is thar in
this debate we will reach rhe conclusion that confron-
tation with our negoriating parrners musr be avoided.
The renewal of the Multifibre Arrangement along rhe
lines. proposed by Mr'!flelsh, rhar is, with rhe appioual
of the Commirtee on Exrernal Economic Reiadons,
will result in rhere ulrimately being cooperation rather
than confronmtion. This will probabiy prevenr rhe
protectionism race. That is the second positive
ourcome of this repon and of our debare and it will
undoubtedly make rhe negoriarions easier for the
Commission.

Mr Presidenr, on behalf of many members of my
Group I should like m say to rhe Commission once
again rhar we sdll feel the basis of all action must be a
market-economy-oriented rrade policy, as laid down
in GATT. All I can say ro you is: 'Stick to your guns.'
The Muldfibre Arrangemenr is nor, in our viiw, a
permanent fixture. It is an exceptional arrangement, a
foreign body based on GATT. But we will tolerate this
foreign body, this exceprional siruation for the dme
being because we advocate on inrernarional social
market economy ro preven[ all those rhings that have
rightly been mentioned by Members here, [o prevenr
hardship or to ensure rhat in areas where there is no
alternative ro the textile industry the necessary rime
for adjusrment is allowed. The conclusion I therefore
draw is, once again, rhat rhis [extile agreemenr musr
not be a permanenr fixture, as Mr \7elsh has very
rightly said in his reporr.

A further aspecr [har is imponanr for us is that rhe
world textile agreement must give us the necessary
breathing space, as Mr Davignon has already said rhis
morning. Mr Stewart-Clark also referred to this, and I
do not therefore need to dwell on ir. Ve wanr gradual
adjuscment of our r.extile indusrry ro presenr circum-
stances and to rhe challenges we face.

Furthermore, Mr Haferkamp, you may rest assured
that we do no regard the Multifibre Arrangemenl as a
Trojan horse for introducing new prorecrionistic
measures. Ve shall make very sure rhar this Trojan
horse is not made ready for use during the negotia-
tions, and we shall also be observing these negotia-
tions, not just rhe beginning: we shall conrinue the
dialogue with you with grear interest.

'Sflhat we need - and here we can but endorse what
the Commission has ro say - is a forward-looking
srrateg'y for our textile industry. This musr begin with
encouragement of innovarion. Bur this also means -as Mr Filippi has rightly said - your calling on rhe
national governmen$ ro make appropriate arrange-
ments !o creare new jobs in the weak regions where
there is ar presen[ no alternative, so as ro facilitate this
restructuring process. This forward-looking sraregy
should also, in my view, permit rhe conrinuarion of
outward processing, because this represents a possible
alternative for our industry.
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As Mr Davignon has said - and I very much welcome

rhis - effons are now being made to find the basis for
an atreement between the national governmen$ and

the Commission. If today's debarc can exert any Pres-
sure in this respect, we have already achieved a great
deal for the Community. I must emphasize once again

that it is the duty of this Parliament to tell the national
governments that the Commission shares the responsi-
bility with Parliament for this matter and that it is not
right that the national governments should want [o
solve this problem on their own.

Of course, measures designed for specific areas will
not be enough. The \flelsh report gives, I feel, a very
balanced description of the strategy that should be

adoprcd. I thank our colleague from the Socialist
Group for his fundamental agreement in this respect.

It shows that there is obviously a general consensus in
this House when it comes to finding a balanced course

between protectionism and the danger of a flood of
cheap products.

In rhis we should, in my opinion, adopt the following
guidelines. Firstly, there must be a fair balance of
interests. This means that the Commission must be in
permanent contact with rade unions, employers and

consumers' associations in order gradually to Put an

end to this exceptional situation. This balance of inter-
ests must form pan of a Commission strategy. I believe

this will have your support, Mr Commissioner.

Secondly, we must be guided by the principle of
differentiation. Strong supplier countries must be

separated from the weak. Ve must talk to the strong
countries about their willingness to conclude self-
restraint agreements. But in this connection there is
one thinB we must not overlook, Mr HaferkamP: the

threshold countries are the biggest customers for our
exports. I would therefore - cautiously - question
the strong words that have been uttered here in some

cases against Taiwan, South Korea, Singapore and

other newcomers, because they are among our
induscry's strongest trading partners.

Thirdly, we must preven[ impons that enter the
Community other than by the accepted routes. The
Commission should make its negotiating position very
clear and announce - perhaps not threaten, but at
least make it perfectly clear - that we are not
prepared to put up with this kind of thing and that we
shall srengthen our legislation on controls.

Finally, Mr Commissioner, I would ask you to urge
rhat the recommendations of the GATT textile super-
visory committee become binding or at least that they
be applied more strictly chan has been the case in the
past. Consideration might also be given, I feel, to the

automatic issue of impon licences to replace the
present cumbersome procedure.

To summarize, I should like rc say that we should
abide by Article I of the Multifibre Arrangement,

which is based on three objectives: the removal of
obstacles to rade, the progressive liberalization of
world trade in textiles and the Promotion of the

economic development of developing countries and an

improvement of their export earnings. If we bear these

thiee objectives in mind and jointly adopt this course

in the dialogue on the basis of the !7elsh rePort, we

shall, I believe, have achieved a Breat deal.

(Applause)

President. - 
I call Mr Beazley.

Mr Beazley. - Mr President, I have submitted a reso-

lurion to close the debate on the oral question on
which Mr Seal has spoken, but as that question has not
appeared on the order paper my resolution, I under-
stand, has not been circulated. Nevertheless, while
welcoming the proposal to renegotiate the Multifibre
Arrangement, I, like Mr Seal, wish to speak on the
broader context of the textile industry.

One of the major challenges which faces our society
today is how it can adjust its traditional industries to
changes forced upon them by new conditions existing
in the outside world. This challenge lies at the basis of
rhe Community's competition policy and it is the
implication of the GATT system. No industry is more
dependent on trading than the [extiles and clothing
indusry and the European Community is by far the

world's largest trader. It must be recognized therefore
that trading is a reciprocal business. So no-one doubts
the need for change and few would doubt the need for
the development of a real[y viable, modern, European
synrhetic fibre textile and clothing industry.

Furthermore, the textile industry i3 "ery used to
change and very tolerant of change. Its management
and its workforce are probably Jnique in this respect.

That is why the textile industry accepts the need for its

reorganization, why it understands that it must accePt
that the underdeveloped world should have aPPro-
pnate and controlled access to its marker, even at a

time when its very existence is threatened by the

energy crisis as never before. But it must have change

under appropriate conditions and secrions of rhe basi-

cally national European industry must have help in
adjusting to the European context and the new world
scene. \7e cannot but welcome what Commissioner
Davignon has said and I must add that he has taken
our breath away. Let us hope that he can deliver the
goods. He will certainly get our support with regard to
the Council of Minrsters.

In the past there was a strong tendency amongst

Member States' governments and the European
Commission to take for granted the essential role
which industry, commerce and banking played in
providing the wealth-creation basis on which our
society has rested in the past and will rest in the future.
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Today our indusrry is threatened on rhe one hand by
the low labour cosrs of developing counrries,
combined in many instances wirh modern technology,
and on rhe orher by the high rcchnology and grear
efficiency of Japan and the USA. But ler us nor
imagine that Europe does not need a synthedc fibre, a
textile and a clothing indusry. Ler us nor imagine that
wealth and employmenr in Europe can be creared
solely by brand new high-rechnology industries and
that syntheric fibres, textiles and clorhing can be lefr to
Japan, the USA and rhe developing world.

Ve are pleased rhat Commissioner Davignon has
recognized this so clearly. For our pan we recognize
the need for the European Communiries ro mainrain
an up-to-dare and efficienr rcxdle and clothing
industry comperitive in price and qualiry, in rechnical
performance and design capability, market-orientared
and reconstrucred to meer the current European and
world needs.

On the orher hand rhe demise of rhe European [exrile
indusry would be a loss in quality and design capa-
biliry, fashion sense and technology which the USA,
Japan and the developing world could not replace. To
achieve this reconstruction the industry needs not only
reorganization bur investmenr. This implies that it
requires, more rhan anyrhing else, securiry and contin-
uity. Hence ir is essential, in recognizing the inrerde-
pendence of the Third \7or[d and Europe and thereby
providing access ro rhe Community's markets for rhe
Third \7orld counrries, thar this be done under secure
and controlled conditions and wirhin rhe capaciry of
the European market ro absorb such imports at levels
and under condirions appropriate ro orderly
marketing.

Meanwhile, however, this House musr regrer rhat rhe
Council of Ministers failed to supporr in the 1981
budget those measures proposed to provide for the
continuarion of rhe second srage of the indirect rextile
research and developmenr programme, budget irem
3722, as well as comparable assistance proposed for
the clothing indusrry. After rhis adverse decision rhe
House will have been amazed ar what Commissioner
Davignon had ro say ro us roday and I call upon
Commissioner Davignon and rhe Commission rhere-
fore to reconsider rhese programmes and ro advise this
House how they can still be implemented.

Mr Presidenr, the European rexrile indusrry and
clothing industry does nor need cosserring. It has been
developed by rough and resilienr people with good
management and an excellent workforce. It under-
stands the needs of sociery and the pan which rech-
nology must play in adjusring rhe European rexrile and
clothing industries ro rhe demands of roday. Therefore
in conclusion, whilst awaiting rhe deailed proposals of
Commissioner Davignon which his speech foresaw
mday, I call on the Commission to make specific
proposals to provide the minimum assistance proposed
in the 1981 budget.

President. - I call Mr Bonaccini.

Mr Bonaccini (II) - Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, our political party has repeatedly srressed
that, in the presenr crisis in world economy, rhe ques-
tion of the redistribudon of job opponunides in rhe
world takes on decisive importance. It is for this
reason tha[ we emphasize the necessity of developing
economic strategies and operational programmes
which in rhe perspecrive of this and other priorities
would allow Europe, economically and politically, to
play a leading role, in progress and developmenr.

I cannot deny that there have been shifts of power,
sometimes considerable, roward orher parts of rhe
world (*e have recenrly discussed this in the
Assembly), but rhey have been rhe result of a progress-
ive and some[imes rapid decline in Europe, a decline
in its ability to compere on rhe inrernarional markers,
and of im failure to choose an adequare response. rhe
motion for a resolution we are now debating examines
just such a case. Solicited by various legitimare
requests for information on rhe upcoming MFA nego-
tiations, it has had ro deal with problems which involve
the entire textile and clothing secror, a sector which,
by virtue of the number of irs employees, is srill in
second position in the Communiry indusrial strucrure,
and which has losr over 700 000 jobs in rhe last seven
years.

The consequences of this redistribution of job oppor-
tunities can only rhrow a disproporcionare burden on
Europe. It musr be remembered rhar this was the
essential reason for the exrension of rhe MFA and of
its reasonable and remporary depanure from the inter-
national rule. In reality, rhe burdens of imports from
developing countries have nor been redistribured, nor
have the compensarions of rhe advantages of
Community exporrs. The penetrarion of the USA and

Japan does nor exceed half and one third respecrively
of Communiry penerrarion, while rhe USA at rhe same
time, and with commercially quesrionable means, has
increased its presence on the European markets in
such a way as to appear almost destructive in some
secrors, as in that of artificial fibres.

The problem of a fairer distribudon of burdens with
the two other grea[ commercial regions - a problem
recently mentioned by Commissioner Davignon -thus retains all of its dramaric imponance, and not
only in the secror we are now discussing.

This situation would ar leasr be tolerable, however, if
we knew thar it was to the advanrage of rhe poorest
countries which are most closely bound to arrisanal
production. This is far from being the case. The ACP
have a ridiculous quora of paniciparion. The near-
rctality of expons is monopolized by rhree counrries,
which are no longer very poor and which now possess
a relatively high level of indusrial developmenr. Even
better: the sector is monopolized by highly-indusrrial-
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ized countries and by the multinational organization
of a wide market in which even the most elementary
standards fixed in rhe inrernational ILO guidelines are

disregarded. I request Mr Spencer not to be so uncon-
cerned in regard to these guidelines. An inquiry in
progress in Le Monde tells us that by continuing in the
manner the Community textile industry will produce
another 2 million unemployed between now and 1985,
with certain regions particularly affected.

This brings me to the second general consideration on
the \7elsh proposal. This proposal is approached from
an exclusively mercantile viewpoint. Mr \7elsh
ceruainly does not present a proposal which satisfies
everyone - on the contrary. It appears to me from the
way rhe debate is going that this motion, approached
with obvious procedural haste, amounts only to a

careless and hasty token entry in paragraph 2

regarding industrial s[rategy in the Community. The
document, moreover, makes no reference to the per-
sistence of the process of de-industrialization in this
sector.

Commissioner Haferkamp himself, before the
Committee on External Economic Relations, on
lO March, recognized that the renewal of the MFA is

not by ircelf sufficien[ to stimulare an organic indus-
rrial policy in the tertile sector. An hour ago Commis-
sioner Davignon was pointing out that it was necess-

ary to have a general outline including the various
aspects of the textile sector and what should be done
in the future.

If we were to limit ourselves to the mercantile aspects

alone, which are the subject of the Velsh report, we
would succeed in drawing down upon the Community
the resenrment of the ACP and other poorer countries,
the mistrust of the Mediterranean countries, the unfair
US exports, the subterfuges of outward processing,

the opponunism of multinationals, the degradation of
industrial regions, and an army of new unemployed,
specially women and young people. That is to say, we
would succeed in putting together all the worsr
elements the restriction of traffic, the unconsidered
opening of European markets, and the future weak-
ening of industry in the Community.

This is why we have fundamental reservations about
rhis motion for a resolution. This proposal - despite
the good intentions on Mr '!7elsh's part, which I
appreciate - runs the risk of provoking undesirable
reactions: that is, the strengthening of the forces
which push for a mere protectionist response, which
we totally reject as inadequate.

Some more specific observations on the motion itself :

it would have been desirable, on the basis of past
experience, to suggest an updating of the sensitivity
ratings of the products; to be less vague concerning
rhe relationship between internal consumption and
import quotas; to affirm clearly that outward
processing imports are an integral part of the overall

quotas; to extend the Multifibre Arrangement to linen
products; to suggest a better use of the opportunities
offered by the common market, in respect to which,
we repeat, it certainly does not seem wise to create
internal restrictions or to pursue a purely national
viewpoint.

It seems impossible to put countries like Turkey and

Yugoslavia on the same level - as is done in para-
graph 12- for political reasons already referred to on a
number of occasions. On rhe contrary, we have here

an opportunity to say clearly - 
as we once did with

Greece - that no aBreement favourable to Turkey
will be negotiated and undersigned by the Community
while the military dictatorship remains in power.

'\7e 
hope that Parliament will not permit this proposal

to become a model for reference, as Mr '!7elsh

suggested in his report. Ve also hope thar, if the docu-
ment announced by the Commission arrives on time,
the situation in this sector will be rapidly re-examined
in a global fashion in the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs and the Committee on Social
Affairs.

President. - I call Mrs Nielsen.

Mrs Nielsen. - 
(DK) Mr President, there are a

number of comments which I should like to make in
rhis important debate on the Multifibre Arrangement,
where I very much appreciate the balance which the
Committee on External Economic Relations has

succeeded in striking between free trade and protec-
tionism.

The position in Denmark is that our texdle industry
has been and still is traditionally situated in what we
often refer to as regional development areas, such as

central and western Judand and pans of northern

Jutland and Lolland-Falster. The level of unemploy-
ment in these areas and regions is higher than in most
other parts of Denmark, and the textile industry has
clearly helped to promote development and employ-
ment there. It has also made it possible for young
people to stay in these areas who would otherwise
have left to find work elsewhere, and regional
development grants have enabled new businesses to be
set up, thereby helping to ensure a more uniform
pattern of economic development in Danish society. In
addition, a dominant feature of the textile industry in
Denmark, as in other countries, is the fact that women
constitute the majority of the workforce.

This sector is highly labour-intensive, which means, of
course, that it has recently encountered serious
economic difficulties.

The texdle and clothing industry is one of the largest
industries in the Community, employing some 90/o of
the Community's toral industrial workforce.
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Obviously, the problems of the textile and clothing
industry would be solved to a large exrenr by devoting
a grearct proponion of capital to production, and thus
also by reducing the number of staff. In rhe presenr
situation, with unemploymenr in Denmark rising at an
alarming rate, a fact due panly ro the wholly inade-
quate industrial policy being pursued by rhe govern-
ment, we musr realize rhat ir is extremely difficult to
ffansfer labour from one secror of indusry to anorher.
That is why we in the Venstre and in the Liberal
Group are in favour of renewing rhe Multifibre
Arrangement. !7e believe thar it will serve the interests
both of the indusrry and of its employees if a further
period is provided in which the necessary restrucruring
can be carried our. Let rhere be no doubt, however,
that we cannot guarantee permanent prorcction
against outside competition, and I must emphasize the
fact that the resulrs of rhe first two Muldfibre
Arrangements have not been enrirely favourable in
terms of the increased level of comperirion faced by
the European textile industry rhroughout rhe world.

So now we can tell rhe parries involved thar they are
being given a funher period of grace; I would like ro
point out, however, thar rhe Liberal Group has
secured the inclusion of a passage in the resolution
which states rhar at the beginning of the 1990s we
must insist on free rade being restored in rhe textile
sector. '!7e do nor believe thar it is the responsibitiry of
the Commission or of rhe Community ro work our an
industrial strategy, or to draw up proposals on how
European indusry can be resrructured and how the
necessary rarionalization can be carried out. '!fl'e are
convinced that these problems can best be solved by
the managemenm of individual undenakings, because
the solutions are bound to depend on the products
which are being manufacrured, rhe degree of competi-
tion faced, and rhe other factors which influence the
market.

One of the main reasons why we, as Liberals, are
liable to be sceptical about the Multifibre Arrangemenr
in the first instance is thar rhe question remains of who
is actually going to pay for this agreement. Clearly, we
are introducing a Multifibre Arrangement of this kind
in order to maintain employment in the shon rerm in a

sector where we know that resrructuring has to take
place, whilst hoping rhat other indusrries will be able
to absorb large numbers of workers. '!7e must
encourage these industries to make full use of new
technology, and I would like to say ro rhe Socialist
speaker, who also mentioned rhe subjecr of rech-
nology, that we in the Liberal Group do not regard
new technology and the advent of microprocessors as

something which is bringing the world to rack and
ruin, nor do we see this happening in rhe Communiry.
On the conrary, we believe that ir is impossible to halt
a process which is already under way, and thar we
should take up the challenges which it presents. In our
view, new technology and microprocessors offer us a
number of imponant challenges, and ir is up ro us r.o

accept [hese challenges and m make use of them so
that we really do create new and better jobs, which

will release from tiring and laborious tasks those who
for centuries have toiled at work from which rhey can
now be set free.

I completely agree with Mr Davignon, who pointed
out that social considerations are a key factor in this
con[ext. Training schemes musr be adapred and made
more flexible, so rhat our workers are better equipped
to meet thesE new challenges.

But let us rerurn to rhe question of who is going to
foot the bill for rhe time being. As far as this agree-
ment is concerned, we are well aware thar during the
period which we Liberals are prepared to give our
industries and their workers ro allow them ro resrruc-
ture, it is the consumers who will have ro pay. Under
the quota system which operares in the Community,
textile goods which are produced ar a substantially
lower cost in third countries, and which consumers
would otherwise be able to buy ar lower prices, can
only be obrained ro a limired exrenr ar presenr; consu-
mers are thus forced rc buy goods at prices which, for
most of the goods involved, are higher than they
would have been wirhout such an agreemenr.

However, I am convinced that consumers are prepared
to play their pan in shouldering rhis burden - if one
can call it such - in a situation where we musr show
solidarity, where we mus[ pay special regard ro our
industries and help them through the difficult process
of reorganizacion. The Muldfibre Arrangemenrs
enable us to resrricr imporrs of cheap texrile goods,
panicularly from counrries where wages are low.
However, we must ensure that other industrialized
nations are also willing ro purchase a reasonable
proportion of the developing countries' texrile ourpur..S7'e 

must bear in mind thar for a large number of
developing countries which are in rhe process of
industrialization, textile production is an importanr
sector of the economy. \7e in the Community must
also seek to persuade a number of developing coun-
tries, especially those which are ofren described as
newly industrialized, ro minimize investmenr in those
sectors of industry where we already have sufficienr
capaciry to sarisfy world demand. This applies not
only to the texrile secror, but also to a grear exrenr ro
the steel sector. \flhilst we should not seek ro use arri-
ficial means ro prevenr certain countries from srarting
production of textiles, it would clearly represen[ a

considerable waste of resources in global rerms if rhere
were to be large-scale investment in the textile secror
in countries which were subsequently forced to accept
quota arrangements because our industries cannot be
reorganized quickly enough. In rhis respect, we in the
Community also bear a political responsibiliry.

The textile indusrry plays a major role in almost all rhe
Community countries. $7e must provide the industry
with the injection of capital needed to enable the
necessary restructuring to be carried out at a time
when market condirions have changed for the resr of
industry. The Community's domestic market is enor-
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mous, and offers plenty of outlets for high-quality
textile products. Clearly, this gives smaller manufac-
turers the opponuniry of establishing a share of rhe
clothing market, provided that they are given the
necessary time, and provided that the challenges are
met. By doing just that, a number of efficiently run
businesses have shown that the effects of the crisis can
be reduced.

'!7e in the Liberal Group want ro play our part in
ensuring that these businesses continue to have a

chance of survival; we mus[ also ensure that we do not
create, by one means or another, such anificial market
conditions that businesses in competition with them
are suddenly able to wipe out their profit-making
potential complercly. That would serve no purpose at
all. Therefore, any kind of agreement will inevitably
have to strike a balance, as does the new Muldfibre
Arrangement, between inroducing protective
measures for the whole sector on the one hand, espe-

cially for products which are under particular threat,
and maintaining a certain level of competition for the
Community's textile and clothing industry on the
other. For this reason, we are able to accept the text
now before us.

President. - I call Mr Coust6.

Mr Coust6. - (FR) I am speaking, Mr President, on
behalf of the 700 000 men and women who'have lost
rheir jobs in the textile industry and are demanding a

realistic renegotiation of the Muldfibre Agreement.
Hundreds of undenakings have also disappeared. Of
course we have to call a halt - right now - to this
whole deplorable businessl Europe cannot Bo on
imponing 80% of its sweaters and pullovers, 600/o of
its shirts and blouses, 550/o of. its woven fabrics, 370/o

of its jackets, 390/o of its brassidres and dghm from
ourside the Community. This really cannot be toler-
ated, it is no longer acceprable for employment and it
is no longer acceptable from an economic standpoint.
And that is why we are proposing five measures:
firstly, the introduction of ceilings on impon levels
based, not as before only on volume, but on percen-
tages, and with a link being maintained between
imports and the European market's capacity to absorb
them. Secondly, the reintroduction of customs duties
for cenain sensitive product categories. The common
external tariff is the lowest of all the industrial coun-
rries in the whole world. Thirdly, for the maximum
acceptable rate of peneuation rc be fixed at 330/o in
order to restore healthy competition. I should point
out that this rate would still be double the 150/o rate of
penetration allowed by the United States and three
rimes Japan's 100/o.l believe, founhly, that we should
fall in with the Commission's proposals and agree to
the harmonization of cenificates of origin. To that
exfent we cannot support Mr von 'Wogau's report.
Finally, it is essential to show courage by insisting on a

temporary tax being imposed on all impons for the

duration of the forthcoming agreement. This tax
would be used to finance the restructuring of the
rcxtile indusrry. These are the demands contained in a

document jointly drawn up by the European Textile
and Clothing Trade-Union Committee and by two
European employers' organizations. They are an abso-
lute necessity. The yield from the tax would form part
of the Community' own resources and would be

entirely set aside for its restructuring programme,
which Mr Davignon spoke of earlier.

Ler rhere be no illusions. This programme has to
embrace the complex whole of the European textile
industry, that is to say not just weaving, clothing and
spinning, but also knitwear and the textile machinery
indusrry, which no-one has mentioned but which is so
viral to Europe's development and independence.
Perhaps we should also include the footwear industry.
'!7e could then ask ourselves the question, as Mr
Davignon did, why are we in Europe no longer
competitive? Vell, this is due to the excessiqely high
interest rates. Everything possible must be done to
bring down interest rates, which are becoming exorbi-
rant and are discouraging investment. No effon must
be spared to promote research and development and
vocational training. Yes, all this is true, but true only
to the extent that this industrial and sectoral policy
serves to fulfil that other major objective which is to
bring real srability to the European Monetary System.
If not, more money will be to be made from specu-
lating than from producing. And that, ladies and
genrlemen, would be a scandal.

President. - I call Mr Vandemeulebroucke.

Mr Vandemeulebroucke, - (NL) Mr President, this
debate has really been a massive attack on the disap-
pointing policy pursued by the Community. Distor-
rions of 6ompetition have continued, the pressure of
impons has increased funher. Checks are very lax,
impons enter the Community almost unhindered,
safeguard meesures are taken far too late - the list is
vinually endless. The outcome is correspondingly
dramatic. In my country, for example, 800 textile firms
have been closed and 38 000 jobs lost. 200 firms
employing 27 000 people are now in difficulty.
Hardest hit has been Flanders, with the loss of
26 000.iobs and unemployment among young people
increasing eightfold.

If you look at these figures and compare them, for
example, with the situation in the steel industry, you
find thar less than Bfrs 9 000 m in suppon loans has

been granted ro the textile industry in Belgium, as

against 100 000 m [o the steel indusry, even though
the textile indusrry pays the lowest wages and is fur-
thermore principally geared to the employment of
women. These are disconcening figures. Perhaps they
are due to the fact that firms in the textile and clothing
sector are typically small or medium-sized, thus being
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unable to exert the kind of pressure that big capital
can bring ro bear. In Flanders 45 000 people are
employed in small and medium-sized firms.

'Sfle therefore naturally call for a renewal of the Multi-
fibre Arrangement, bur above all for ir ro be linked ro
a regional policy in view of the complerely differenr
industrial structures in the various regions. Practical
help can, we feel, be provided only by means of a

proper system of loans through the Regional Fund.
Loans should certainly not go to firms that even now
have no chance of survival bur to the small and
medium-sized firms, which always have to rely on rhe
crumbs, for new electronic and computer-controlled
technologies, on rhe basis of a clear-cur instalmenr
policy. Until we have this, the Commission will be
taking us from one disappointmenl ro anorher and
debates like this will serve no purpose, no purpose ar
all.

President. - I call Mr Vlahoroulos.

Mr Vlahoroulos. - (GR) Mr President, I have
followed the discussion on rhe \flelsh repon with a

good deal of interest as all the Member States of the
EEC have an interest in the textile industry. Likewise,
the producdon of texriles has a long tradition in
Greece and many thousands of people are employed in
factories and workshops connected wirh ir. I had,
therefore, prepared myself to speak on rhe ropic under
discussion but, Mr President and colleagues, I shall
not bore you by calking on the subject as I am
conscious that your time is valuable and I do not
underestimate your inrelligence, since my colleague,
Mr Filippi, has already given a clear and forthright
explanation - and I should add that he did so in a

very convincing manner - of what I myself inrcnded
to say. Consequently, I am in complete agreemenr
with the views and commenrs expressed by him. I
merely want to draw attention to a figure which, I
think, made an impression on us all, namely that700/o
of impons come from Far Easrern counrries and no
effon has been made to bring about a balance in our
exports or to restrict our impons. There is rherefore a
need for caution in the rcxtile industry and measures
should be taken on behalf of the textile-producing
sector and the workers employed in it.

President. - I call Mr Martinet.

Mr Martinet. - (FR) Mr President, Mr '!?'elsh's

intention was to produce a report reconciling a whole
range of opinions, and it must be said that he has very
largely succeeded in this. His object, if I am not
mistaken, and that of the members of the Committee
on External Economic Relations, is to try to secure
from Parliament a consensus on a number of impor-
tant points, in the same way as Mr Bonaccini did when

he presented his report on rhe automorive industry.
But, as Mr '!/elsh said when presenting his report in
committee, his own group would in all likelihood be
tabling a fuller resolution rhar spelt out a number of
poinrs more clearly. This is also rhe position adopred
by the Socialist Group. As I say, therefore, we hope
that we may, after discussing the amendmenrs, see our
way clear to voting in favour of this reporr, but we
also hope - and there is actually a problem in rhis
connection on which we trusr the Chair will be able to
give a ruling - to be able, like the Conservarive
Group, to submit our own resolution which seeks to
go deeper into the problems raised not only by Mr
'\7elsh but also by Mr Davignon this morning, and
which will find their place in rhe report that Mr
Haferkamp will be submitting on behalf of rhe
Commission to the Council of Ministers.

Vhat does it all boil down to? Firsdy, to an evaluation
of what has actually been achieved by the Mulrifibre
Arrangement and rhe agreements that have been
concluded in the context of it. Next, we have the diffi-
culties in which our textile industry finds imelf roday,
not only because of competition from the developing
countries, most of which are signatories to the Muld-
fibre Arrangement, but also because of world market
trends and changing technology. Finally, and most
imponantly, we have to consider the future of a sector
which, as several speakers have pointed out, in 1953
employed 3 124 000 people in the Community, and in
1980 employed only 2 330 000. Ve have to consider a

sector which is in danger of losing several hundred
thousand more jobs by 1985. That is the fundamenral
problem we are faced wirh.

On the basis of the resulrs we can say rhar they would
probably have been worse wirhour the MFA, but we
cannot claim that the targets we ser ourselves have
really been achieved. The MFA has had a moderaring
influence on so-called low-price imports, of Group I
and II, that is to say on imports of sensitive and ultra-
sensitive products, bur it has failed to prevenr a sharp
rise in impons of products belonging ro orher carego-
ries. Now this deep penerration of our markets which,
in certain cases, far exceeds the 60/o allowed for, places
our industry in an extremely dangerous situation. In
fact, whilst in the 1950s and early 1970s consumption
of textile products in Europe was increasing ar a

steady 3 or 40/o a year, rhe currenr growch rate is no
more than 7.20/o for rexriles and 1.10/o f.or clorhing
and it is highly unlikely rhat we shall exceed rhis level
of consumption in the coming years. Under the
circumstances how can we possibly absorb a 50lo

average annual growth in impons from low-price
countries without unleashing a new' unemployment
crisis? They will then say to us: Are you going ro
propose closing our markers ro counrries rhar are
living through the tragedies of under-developmenr?
That is not the answer. The problem is ro overcome
the situation, not to ignore it or over-react to ir. For
many years to come we are going to have to trade wirh
countries whose hourly s/age costs, including direct
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and indirect costs, are 5 to 15 rimes lower than in the
industrialized countries and where even the basic
social standards laid down in rhe recommendarions of
the Inrernational Labour Organization are being
totally disregarded. Taking 100 as rhe average for
Europe, the hourly wage cosrs in Hong Kong are 30
and in Egypt 6. That is why I ralked of hourly wage
costs being 5 to 15 times below those found in Europe.
Ve cannot turn aside impons coming from rhese
countries, but on the other hand we cannor - and rhis
is the essential point 

- 
open our doors in the same

way [o everyone. \7e have ro know how ro choose,
and we have to have the courage of our choice.

How then do we arrive at our choice? On the basis of
two factors that are today almost entirely lacking from
the European scene. By that I mean a proper indusrrial
policy, which Mr Davignon spoke of this morning bur
which for the moment does not exisr, and also some
kind of international strategy for the European
Community. The truth is that our countries have been
going and continue to go their different ways in rhis
area. Some have thought they could sacrifice the lower
end of the market in favour of the upper end, while
others wanted to keep rhe whole marker for them-
selves at all costs. \fle find that attirudes differ
depending on the form that penerration of our
markets takes. It is rime we pooled rhese various
experiences and got down to establishing a joinr posi-
tion, bearing in mind that the protectionist measures
to which we are forced to resorr in spite of our sworn
allegiance to the principles of free trade only make
sense in so far as they enable us to reorBanize and
expand our own industries. Protective measures in the
rextile sector, as in the steel sector, are not enough:
'!7e have to have common industrial policies and, on
the basis of these policies, make strategic choices.

Let us give preference to the poorest countries by all
means, but first and foremost let us give preference to
our natural partners, that is to say the Mediterranean
countries and the ACP counrries, and whar goes for
the developing areas must equally hold good for the
industrialized nations. '!?'e are told thar our trading
balance with these countries is still favourable, even if
it is deteriorating sharply, and rhat we musr therefore
do away with all protective measures. But, just as we
cannot [reat the Third Vorld as a single unit, so we
cannot place all the industrialized nations on an equal
footing either. The danger to us, let us be quite clear
about it, comes from the United Srates, where the
man-made fibre manufacturers have for a long time
enjoyed particularly advantageous terms in the matter
of raw materials, where research and redevelopmenr
projects have been largely financed by rhe Federal
Government and where, as Mr'!7elsh reminded us in
his repon, the Government declined during rhe Tokyo
Round to reduce ir tariffs ro [he same level as

ourselves. To negotiare a renewal of the Muhifibre
Arrangement without concurrently negotiating a

ceiling on impons from rhe Unired States would be a
very serious mistake, the more so when, taking rhe

overall level of imports of textile products into the
Community and not just those from the MFA coun-
tries, we find that the rate of import penetration was
70/0, yes,'70/o in 1978, 120/o in 1979 and 80/o in the first
six months of 1980. And rhis, let me remind you, when
rhe rate of growth in demand barely goes over the l0
mark.

Let no-one try to fling the sacrosanct principles of
GATT in our teeth, when we are in fact cheerfully
violating them with the Muldfibre Arrangement. In
1979 our rexrile imporrs represenred l5 600 million
dollars and rhe United States imponed only 7 000
million dollars' worth. Europe remains, quite clearly,
rhe most open area in the world. V'hat is preventing
rhe European Community from working out a

common industrial policy and a proper overall stra-
tegic plan? lfell, wirhout a doubt, egocentric nation-
alism, the weakness of our governments and also the
activities of those multinationals whose investments
frequently have a negative impact on employment in
Europe, without for all that doing anything to expand
the domestic markets of the Third Vorld countries, an

expansion that these countries cannot. do without if
they are ever [o drag themselves out of the mire of
underdevelopment.

There are many other points that we could mention to
do with, for example, improved surveillance and moni-
toring procedures, the drawing-up of stricter rules on
outward processing, and the extension of the MFA to
include the flax industry as regards fibres and fabrics,
and the synrhetic textiles industry as regards discontin-
uous fibres and continuous flat yarn. But I should like
to keep to the essential: The negotiations for the
renewal of ,the Multifibre Arrangement will, as Mr
Haferkamp knows full well, be extremely difficult.
Parliament's role is to deliver an opinion to the
Commission. But it is also its role to impress the
Commission and particularly the Council with the
need to take as firm a stand as possible. This is why we
have presented together with Mr \7elsh's report a

resolution drawn up by the Socialist Group. I should
like this resolution to be put to the vote. In any event.,
we shall not allow the ideas we are putting forward to
be sunk without rrace. '!7'e are indeed ar rhis very
moment waging, in this arena and in others, a

campaign to stop the decline of Europe and to open
up a brighter future for our millions of inhabitanrc.
This campaign is only just beginning. I hope rhar this
directly-elected Parliament will take its proper place in
l t..

(Applause)

President. - The proceedings will now be suspended
until 3 p.m.

The House will rise.

(Tbe sitting anas suspended at 1 p.m. and resumed at
3 P.*.)
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Vice-President

President. - The sitting is resumed.

I callMr Diligent.

Mr Diligent. - (FR) Mr President, this has been such
a full debate thar ir is difficult for me, coming in ar this
late stage, to conrribure any fresh ideas. I shall content
myself, therefore, wirh underlining its interesr and
thanking those who instigared it.

To begin with, let me say rhar rhis debate has enabled
us to form a picture, and an appa[ing picture it is, of
the crisis in the European texrile secror, a crisis that is

not, as in other sectors, the consequence of a series of
upheavals but has really been more like a steady
draining of the life-blood which could ar any rime
spell the death of this essential sector of our economy.
Vhilst this debate has given us a chance to consider a
strategic plan and whilst Mr'!7elsh's reporu is excellenr
in pans, it is none the less too cautious and conservarive
in the way it develops this plan. In fact, rhis debate
should enable us above all ro give some rhoughr ro a

problem which I believe is a viml one for us Euro-
peans, that is to say rhe problem of communicarion.
Finding a solurion to rhis problem mighr help us
recrify a number of preconceived notions that could
prove damaging rc the European idea. Indeed, a part
of the faith in Europe hangs upon our being able ro
come up with a sdlution ro the problem we have been
discussing this morning. Now, the risk is rhat the
textile crisis will put inro the minds of the populations
most affected by it two extremely dangerous norions.

The first notion, which is becoming increasingly wide-
spread, is that this crisis is essenrially due ro the inva-
sion of the European market by products coming from
poor countries. Ve know and we have proved rhat this
is not true. The second norion is rhar this invasion has
been brought abour by the Mulrifibre Arrangement.
'!7e know that this, too, is unr.rue, even if it has failed
dismally in some respects. All rhe same, rhe rexrile
crisis is such - and the figures given this morning of
700 000 jobs lost is sufficiently frighrening - rhat we
should do everfthing in our power [o prevenr rhe
spread, with these rwo preconceived notions, of anri-
European and anti-Third \(orld feeling which may, if
we are not careful, gain ground in the sectors mosr
affected by this crisis.

There is another attitude which, in my opinion, is

more jusdfiable. It condemns rhe facr that in interna-
tional negotiations the rexdle industry has always been
regarded in recent years as a son of bargaining
counter, which has more often rhan not been sacri-
ficed. Nothing I have heard this morning has
persuaded me to change my opinion in this respect.

,n u,.* of the limited time I have available I shatl
confine myself to just three points. The firsr is ro do
with what I have just been saying, that is ro say rhe
apparent indifference, I was going to say devil-may-
care attitude, of some Community authorities ro rhe
problems of the textile industry. I will rake jusr one
example research. Mr Davignon spoke this
morning about the problems over rhe budget.

He was no doubt referring to rhe facr rhar, alrhough
17 million EUA were allocated for aid to the textile
industry in the 1979 budget, none of these appropri-
ations could actually be utilized. This is really quite
disgraceful given rhe curren[ crisis and the problems
we are having. The 1981 budget includes an approprr-
ation of 6 million EUA for aid ro workers in the rerrrlc
indusry but it seems that nobody yer knovv.s qurre
what to use it on. The Council and the Commission
may be sure that we are ready to give them one or rq,o
ideas and suggestions!

A second problem has been menrioned, namely the
attitude we should adopt ois-d-ois the Unired Stares.
Many speakers, and nombly my compatriors Mr de la
Maline, Mr Delorozoy, Mr Martiner and Mr Cousr6,
have quoted very precise figures. There is nothing I
can add to them, except to quote one example: The
United Srates, champions of liberalism, have decided
to limit textile imports ro their domestic market to
15%. The duty on rext.ile imports into that counrry is

on average 400/o higher, and on the most sensirive
products more than 400/o higher, than rhe common
external tariff of the Communrty. This example says it
all and I believe almost every speaker has quite rightly
called for an end to this dispariry.

There is a third point that is I feel particularly relevant
to the European polirical climare. In cenain areas of
commercial activity rhere seems to be raging berween
our nations a sort of mini-civil war. Accusations are
flying, one country condemning another of negli-
gence, of complacency, of turning a blind eye ro fraud
and above all to deflection of trade. In France, a srorm
has been created by the slogan: 'The Communiry is a
sieve'. \7ell, I believe we have to have the courage, rhe
honesty to look this problem full in rhe face. Now
there are some national authorities rhat have done
their duty, and I mke my hat off to the German courr
in Hof, in Bavaria, which passed a four and ahalf year
prison sentence on a dealer who brought inro 'lfesr

Germany textile products of another country under
the guise of intra-German trade. I believe prevenrion is

better than cure and if we do have a 'sieve' situarion it
is quirc simply because rhe regulations are badly
drafted, not enforced or nor observed because of a

lack of surveillance or authoriry.

The problem then seems to lie with the organization
of customs control, which is somerhing thar came in
for considerable criticism by the commission of inquiry
set up by the French National Assembly. The customs
departments of a Community wonhy of the name
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should, in my opinion, cooperate e great deal more
with each other. Personally, I have nothing against the
customs people, even [hough the seemingly endless

customs checks to which individuals are subjected
these days do end up by getting on my nerves.
'Whenever I take rhe train from Brussels to Paris and I
have to go through one check after another right up to
arrival at the Gare du Nord, I don't know whesher it is
just that I am dogged by bad luck or rhat I look like a
dope-peddler, but I always have to open my suitcase
because somehow they always pick on me ro check.
But, believe me, I am not out ro settle any scores and
shall not be calling for the scrapping of national
customs departmenrs 

- for the time being at leasr . . .

Vhat I will say is this: Given that we have common
tariffs and common Community frontiers, logically we
should also have common Community conrrols, and
whilst I am not immediately calling for rhe toral
removal of customs posts between our countries I do
say that sooner or later we are going to have to set up
a system of Community frontier controls, and these
controls would, by the force of circumsrances, be
effecdve and fair because they would be Community
controls.

These are just some of the thoughts, some of the
observations rhat I wanred very briefly ro put to you. I
should like to end by reminding you of the figures
given us this morning: more that 700 000 jobs lost,
almost 40 000 jobs lost over the last 25 years in my
own small region of Roubaix-Tourcoing alone! These
figures are sufficiently eloquent for you to have an
idea of the despair 

- 
that is not putting it too strongly

- that is increasingly overtaking the workers in this
sector. They have the feeling, believe me, that they are
coming to be a bit like the Third Vorld of Europe,
and if this downward spiral in which we are caught
were to be allowed to continue, it would be easy for
the enemies of Europe to convince our populations
that the Community is incapable of resolving irs mosr
vinl problems. You would not want that, we would
not want that, we shall never allow a Community of
hope to be replaced by a Community of despair.

President. - I call Mr Pearce.

Mr Pearce. 
- 

Mr President, I think thg report
prepared by Mr \7elsh is a good reporr. I think it is

good because it is balanced between the opposing
forces that are in operation here. The report supports
a measure of protection for the Community rextile
indusry. It supports the idea of a breathing space, of a

lifeline for this hard-pressed indusry which has lost a

lot of jobs. It suppons the idea of gaining stability, of
gaining a period to adapt to new circumstances. It
supports the aim of getting reciprocal treatment from
countries from whom we import textiles and it
supports the idea of raking a tougher line wirh the
United States and, by implicadon, with Japan.

But I think it also, on the other side of the coin, avoids
the wish to move towards total protectionism. And I
think that in view of the way most speakers have
spokpn in this debate I should dwell for a moment on
this. !fle cannot shut the doors completely in Europe
to imports from other countries. The way out of the
recession that we all face will include trade - the
expansion of trade - 

and I think Mr Velsh's report is

quite right to stress rhat.

'Sil'e must also avoid the risk of retaliation against our
exports if we are too restrictive on imports from other
countries. Ve cannot expect people to buy our Boods
if we will not buy theirs. I think we have a duty to try
to protec[ our good name as a trading entity by not
rushing into a system which is totally protectionist,
which seems to be the opinion of a number of previous
speakers.

Ve have an industry in decline in the Community -an industry which is in decline for a number of
reasons. I think that while rrying to cushion the effects
of loss of jobs and so on from sudden changes in
commerce we have to accep[ this: we have to accepr
that if we in Europe want rc pay ourselves wages
appropriate to [he end of the twentieth century and
twenty-first century, we cannot go on employing
people using the technology of the beginning of this
century and in some cases of the nineteenth century. I
think thar the choice we have to make is between safe-
guarding the jobs that we have got or replacing them
with jobs more appropriate to the modern technology
which Europe is capable of. I think we would do
ourselves a better service 

- 
we would do a berter job

for people living in textile areas 
- 

if we concentrated
more on trying to bring into those areas new rypes of
jobs, doing things that we can do and thar the devel-
oping world cannot do, than by trying [o stop hisrory
in its tracks. It is not, Mr Presidenr, that I am in any
way against the interests of these areas 

- 
I live in one

myself 
- but I want to go forward and not try ro srop

time in its tracks.

I now wish, Mr President, ro enrer a small nore of
realism as regards developing countries and ro draw
attention to Amendment No 11, which is in my name.
There is a danger thdt one or other of the developing
countries may suddenly export large quantities of
textiles the Community which could be highly
damaging to cenain sectors. The fact that only I .80/o

of textile imports comes from developing countries is

not the point. The point is whether there is a sudden
surge of imports of one panicular commodity into one
particular Member State. Ve have already seen rhis
happen in the case of Mauritius whose exports of
pullovers to the United Kingdom greatly upset rhe
British production of that product.

Now in the Lom€ Convention, Mr President, I would
remind you tha[ in Title 2, Anicle 12, there is a safe-
guard clause and as regards Lom6 Convention signa-
tory countries, the Community guarantees to provide
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free access to rheir manufactured goods wherever
possible. I myself strongly hope that free access will be
maintained. Bur I do see rhar situations may arise
where this will be difficult, as happened with Mauri-
tius, and where a clamour will arise for protection
even from impons from Lom6 countries. And I hope
that in order to avoid rhar siruarion the Commission
will mke the mosr efficienr steps possible to inform
ACP countries, signatories of the Lom6 Convention,
of the facts of life - thar rhere are circumsrances
where we would have to ask rhem to restricr or ro limit
their expons to us. And I rhink thar the same siruarion,
Mr President, should apply to other developing coun-
tries that are nor signarories of rhe Lom6 Convention
and not signarories of the Multifibre Arrangemenr.
There is a limit - I can see that - beyond which we
cannor go, and I think that consultation is rhe way ro
avoid this.

Mr Presidenr, I say this not in a spirit of protec-
tionism. Indeed consultation - exchange of informa-
tion - is rhe best way, I believe, of preventing sudden
upsets of trade which are bad for exponers and bad
for imponers. I think it is the besr way ro see rrade
develop. Ve can accep[ a gradual developmenr of
trade. !7har is difficult ro accepr is sudden surges and I
therefore hope that with appropriare consulration we
will be able to proceed ois-d-ais the developing coun-
tries with an expansion of rrade for our murual benefit.
And I hope that this argumenr will prevail against
those who would wish ro prorecr us from all imports

- a wish we have heard from some Membeis mday

- and will prompt us ro suppon the !7elsh reporr,
which, I think, is a fair balance between the interesrs
of Community imponers of texriles, Community pro-
ducers of textiles and people in rhe Community who
wish to expon orher products to the res'r of the world.

President. - I call Mr Kappos.

Mr Kappos. - (GR) There is no doubt, Mr Presi-
dent, that the rextile and clorhing indusrries are
passing through a severe crisis which is part of the
economic crisis of capitalism, which itself is character-
ized by cyclical economic crises and crises in irs
constituent pans, i.e. the energy crisis, the monetary
crisis, the crisis in raw marerials and foodstuffs. In the
textile and clothing industries in panicular the crisis is
being exacerbated by the irresponsible acriviries of the
multinationals which are situated in all the developing
countries where they exploit the cheap labour force,
especially young girls, and the cheap raw materials,
with the result that people in the developing countries
are robbed and workers in rhe large urban areas are
thrown onro rhe unemployment heap. This is rhe truth
about the position of the developing countries since
the implemenmtion of rhe Multifibre Arrangement and
not, as Mr Davignon said, that the situation in the
developing countries has been improved.

Seen from this point of view it is wonh noring that in
rhe period l97l-1975 employmenr in the Federal
Republic of Germany increased by only 11.30/0,
whereas employment created by Vesrern German
monopolies in the developing counrries increased by
65.70/0.

Funhermore, the crisis in rhe textile and clothing
sector has been made worse by rhe measures which the
United Srates has taken ro limit impons and ro streng-
then their expons to rhe EEC and other counrries.

In my opinion the measures pu[ forward in rhe report
do not deal with the real problems of the textile
industry, nor with the special problems of small and
medium-sized firms.

Mr President, the crisis in this secror is having a par-
dcularly harsh effect on Greece, Greek workers and
businessmen in small and medium-sized firms. The
fact that a number of firms have been closed down
recenrly is indicarive of rhe crisis in the texrile and
clothing industry. For example, in the texrile indusry
alone rhe following closures have raken place: Nelson
with 250 workers, Thomoglou with 120 workers,
Eriomar wirh 100 workers, Barkos wirh 650,
Martinou's Cotton Industry with 250 workers, Muko-
textil with 220, Marangopoulou wirh 300, Koule with
450, Farmake wirh 200, and Biorex wirh 1OO. And
there is, of course, a list of orher smaller firms. Some
firms have also carried our mass dismissals. This situa-
tion is undoubtedly due to rhe facr, and this should be
stressed, that Greece has joined the EEC. Small and
medium-sized firms are in dire srraits and are reaching
the point where they might disappear altogether on
account of the intense comperirion from large foreign
firms and from locdl firms funded by foreign capital,
and also because of rhe Greek authorities' desire to
keep in operation only those firms which are viable
within the EEC. The consequences are parricularly
harsh for Greek workers, especially in view of rhe fact
that this sector employs between 8O-85% women, for
whom it is difficult ro find anorher job once they have
been sacked, and also in view of rhe facr that unem-
ployment benefir in Greece is rorally inadequate. The
conditions under which Greeks are enrirled ro claim
unemployment benefit are parricularly harsh - they
only receive benefit for five monrhs and this corre-
sponds to about 750/o of rheir lowest level of earnings.
Greek workers, Mr Presidenr, in the texrile and
clothing industry are struggling [o overcome the harsh
consequences wroughr by the crisis and by Greece's
entry into the EEC, rhey are fighting for narional
measures to be raken to safeguard employment and to
improve the siruarion as regards unemployment
benefit.

The Communist Pany is beside them in their struggle
and suppons their demands and believes that the way
out of this situation will be achieved by Greece's with-
drawal from the EEC and by making international
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trade relations more responsive to people's demands
on rhe basis of equality and mutual interest.,

President. - I call Mr Irmer.

Mr Irmer. (DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the mere fact that we are today discussing
the Mulrifibre Arrangement in this House represents,
in my eyes, progress towards European democracy. As
Mr van Aerssen rightly said this morning, Parliament
is for the first time involved in the negotiation, the
prepararions for the negotiation of an international
agreement from the outset. I feel we should continue
along this course. Many Members of this House -including myself - complain that in the conclusion of
rnternational agreement by the European Community
somerhing of the democracy that should be a matter of
course has been sacrificed. The national parliaments
are often no longer competent to ratily such agree-
ments and this power has not yet been transferred to
the European Parliament. I feel changes must be made
in this respect.

I should also like to take this opportunity to state my
views on this institutional aspect. Vhenever the Euro-
pean Community concludes international agreements
rn future, this House should, in my opinion, take it
upon itself to ratify them. It would be a step in this
direction, I believe, if the problems connected with an

agreemenr were discussed before the Commission is

instructed to enter into the negotiations. I very much
welcome the fact that in its proposal to the Council
concerning the contenr of ir negotiating mandate the
Commission has expressly stated that it intends to take
accounr of the views expressed during today's debate.

Ladies and gentlemen, my group is not, of course,
very happy about the Multifibre Arrangement in itself,
quite simply because we believe in free world trade,
which in the long term is beneficial to everyone,
whereas restrictions imposed on free world trade can
only be harmful in the long term. In this case,

however, we are faced with a particular crisis, and we
feel thar this crisis in rhe textile sector justifies and
necessitates temporary restrictions on rhe principle of
free world trade. The exceptions are necessary so that
the principle, which we continue to endorse and to
uphold, has a chance of surviving. it is better to
impose temporary restrictions on free world trade
negotiated at Community level than to allow indivi-
dual Member States to impose unilateral restrictions
on account of the critical situation in this sector.

The problems facing the textile sector have been
discussed in detail during this debate. Hundreds of
thousands of jobs have already been lost. There is a

danger that as many again will be lost. I should like to
refer to two factors: many textile firms are located in
what are already underprivileged regions of Europe,
and che textile industry employs an above.average

number of women. That sums up the problems
connected with our regional policy and also the prob-
lems that we have discussed during the debate on the
report on the development of women's righm.

If the Multifibre Arrangement is to give the textile
indusry a breathing space, the time must be employed
to effect the restructuring that is needed. I do wonder,
however, after Mr van Aerssen's well-chosen words on
this problem this morning, how I should construe
amendment No 30 tabled by Mr Filippi, a member of
the same group. Mr Filippi calls for the deletion of
paragraph 18 from the \7elsh report. This says that the
arrangement should be such as to allow a return to the
principles of free trade when it expires. I ask the
members of the Christian-Democratic Group what
position they intend to adopt. Do you intend to
approve paragraph 18 and so take the same view as we
have advanced, that on the expiry of the arrangemenr
rhe principles of free rade should be reintroduced, or
do we go back to the Filippi amendment and adopt
that version. I call on you all to reject the amendment
your colleague Mr Filippi has tabled.

Experience has shown rhat protectionism is not usually
conducive to reasonable solutions, bu[ more often an

obstacle. The sectors of industry concerned have not
become competitive again, and the jobs that were to
have been protected have nevertheless been lost. Ve
hope that the renewal of the Multifibre Arrangement
will help to make the textile sector an exception to the
rule and thar the last opportuniry of bringing the situa-
tion under control can be seized. But we should not
shifr the responsibility on to the textile industry alone,
but in the next few years, while this arrangement is in
force, make of our social and regional policies a cohe-
sive Community policy, in other words take support
measures to ease the siruation, to make jobs available
in orher sectors and, in particular, to tackle the
problem of unemployment among women.

i should just like ro mention paragraph 7 of Mr
'lUTelsh's report, which refers to the new principles of
which account should be taken in this arrangement. I
refer in particular to the third principle, the need to
favour the poorest of the exporting countries, notably
the ACP Srates. I would recall in this connection that
the Joint Committee of the Lom6 Convention
expressly stated at its last half-yearly meeting in Free-
rown - and I quote from paragraph 50 of rhe conclu-
sions - that, of the European Community's total
rmports of textiles, only 1.80/o come from the ACP
Srates and that consequently the ACP States cannot be
held responsible for the general crisis in the European
textile industry.

Hard though we should negotiate with other countries
when it is a question of enabling our own textile
industry to solve its problems, we should also be very
careful to bear in mind and underline, where the ACP
States are concerned, our development aid efforts.
Provided this is done, a generally cohesive and
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consistent Community policy is possible. Ve shall rhen
have forged the links between our indusrrial,
regional and social policies to the benefit nor only of
this Communiry bur also of its partners in rhe world.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mrs Ewing.

Mrs Ewing. - Mr President, I would first congratu-
late the Commission on rhree iniriatives which they
suggested for the budger: rhe Centre for Texriles and
Clothing Statistical and Market Informarion, the
programme for scientific research, to be cooperative
among the Member States, and a long-term research
project. Alrhough two of rhese were cut back by rhe
Council, rhe Parliament, of course, supporrs [he
Commission in this marter and I should like to echo
that sentiment. There has been much ralk roday about
the problems of competidon: rhere is no doubi we all
agree that we wanr to increase our ability to be
competitive, and so for my parr any.lyay I am behind
those initiatives. I

Much of the speeches any of us would make has been
taken up already, because everyone has rehearsed the
problem and the smrisrical crisis. I would like some
assurance in the wind-up rhar rhe Commission do
accept the crisis, for although Mr Davignon said rhat
employmenr had been stabilized in rhis industry, I
think ir musr be clear thar ir has not. The job losses
have been menrioned already. Mills have been closed
in the UK, in Europe as a whole and, of course, some
of them in-my country of Scotland. The level of pro-
duction is falling, and rhe hopes that the Commisiion
expressed of price increase have not been justified.

Vhile we can symparhize with rhe EEC rextile
industry, I rhink we have in fairness also to give ir
some praise. '!fle know ir has adapted irself ro modern
problems. '!fle know that it has not only a large but an
open rnarket, with low tariffs, and rhar in the marter of
the Third Vorld rhe record of rhe EEC is a good
record with the 30% rhat we receive. And I should like
to follow Mr Irmer on rhe point rhat so small a
percentage of this comes from the Lom6 counrries,
which we are all pledged ro supporr: that is the
discrepancy I should like ro address myself ro in my
minure and a half.

I would ask why it is thar the Commission appears to
sanction, or ar leasr ro feel rhat it has done irs best wirh
regard to, the problem of the United Smtes. Vhy
should they be privileged when we know rhat they
have a patrern of low wages in grear pans of the textile
indusrry which really would shame a modern indus-
trial country? \7hy should they be privileged when

they put up such rremendous barriers againit impons
from the EEC and from the developing couniries?'!Vhy should they be privileged when rheir record of

receiving imports from the developing rextile indus-
tries .of the poorer counrries is so lamentable? Vhy
should rhe USA enjoy this privileged position in rhl
EEC when they have nor a good record as regards

lelpjng the Third lforld? Vhen we are considiring
the fixing of quotas in an ongoing situation, should wi
not take inro account the multinarionals of the United
States, who are using developing counrries? And yer
that is nor always reflected in our quoras. And I think
that rhar should all be raken into account in rhe
quotas,- I would suggesr that although ir is true rhat
there has been a decontrol of oil in the United States,
with respect to the Commission that was because of
the change of administradon. I really would like to
say rhar rhis is a happy change and I look forward to
the decontrol of gas prices, but the United Stares has
firmly said rhis is not going rc happen unril 1985. How
many EEC textile firms *'ill be out of business by
1985, leaving the United Srates to enjoy rhis unde-
served privileged posirion ?

'!fl'hen we turn to orher counrries such as Australia,
New Zealand and Sourh Africa, which have gor a very
strict quora system, or Brazil, Taiwan and Korea, with
their high tariffs, I rhink we also have to ask whar rhey
are doing for rhe Third Vorld. As a member of Lom€
I would like to emphasize my symparhy, where we
have got leeway, for the Lom6 counrries and the
poorer countries and nor for rhe more developed
countries, which have been very restricrive trying ro
help their own neighbours in penetrating their
markets.

I would like to end wirh jusr a word on rhe question of
origin. I cannor see whar is wrong with labelling by
origin unless the motive is not to indicate clearly ro the
consumer whar is happening. It should be a prorection,
not an inhibirion. I rhink one of rhe Commissioners
men[ioned the quesrion of Scotland and rhere are rwo
names there, Shetland !7ool and Harris Tweed, which
are probably known to many European consumers.
Those industries have spenr grear fortunes protecring
those names and I suggest it is in rhe consumers;
interest that rhey know rhat a Shetland jersey has
come from Sherland and not from Taiwan. I may be
naive, but I would have thought everybody would like
to know that the Shetland jersey came from Sherland
and not from Taiwan and therefore perhaps the
Commission could look at proposals of origin and say
that there is nothing wrong in helping rhe consumer
further with an indication of a panicular quality
product.

President. - I call Mr Dimopoulos.

Mr Dimopoulos. - (GR) Mr President, rhe biggest
problems facing rhe countries of the Community roday
are inflation, depression, the balance of paymenrs
deficit - $ 40 000 million in 1980 - and, the biggest
of all, unemploymenr. In previous part-sessioni the
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representative of the Commission has already told us

rhat unemployment is going to increase from 60lo to
7o/0, and we all know very well thar the sector which is

suffering most from unemployment is our textile
industry. America has already taken measures: impon
restrictions, incentives for increasing expons, reduc-
tion of foreign aid, increased interest rates and many
other measures. The Common Market countries are

dealing with this situation in whar I would call a

totally ineffectual manner. \7hat common industrial
policy do we have even for the short-term? Ve know
rhat investmen[ cannot take place and, naturally, since

there is no investment the GNP cannot be increased.

But can we not at least prevent existing textile firms
from being closed down and ease the problems of
small and medium-sized firms while new markets are

being opened up for these products? In the oil-prod-
ucing countries millions of people have akeady
changed their way of life because of the increase in
rheir srandard of living and they are also changing
their style of dress. 900 million Chinese are divesting
themselves of their uaditional Maoist uniforms and

are beginning to adopt new styles of dress and

clothing. \7hy on earth are our factories being closed?

The problem is simple enough to be put in a few
words: one month is all it takes to open, or to close, a

clothing factory. Consequently, thousands of these

industries have been built, are being built and will be

built by the developing countries because they provide
a swift and easy solution to development. The textile
industry, as we know, is a labour intensive industry
and not a capital intensive industry, in other words a

lot of workers can be employed with a little capital.
'\7oe betide us, dear colleagues, for if we do not take
drastic measures quickly to restrict imports, factories
and workshops of this kind will be springing up daily
like mushrooms in the developing countries. In a

period when rhe worldwide consumption of textile
products is not diminishing and the Common Market
countries are suffering severely from unemployment,
we have thrown in our hand ind are allowing textile
indusrries to be closed down thereby creating through
our own actions armies of unemployed.

The problem is serious and should be dealt with from
a [ong-term as well as a short-term perspective.

Mr lVelsh's moderate report, which we shall vote in
favour of, only touches upon this problem superficially
and does not go to the heart of the matter. It should
have been tougher and more positive. The despair of
the unemployed which was expressed here by a

number of colleagues should give the Commission and
the Council food for thought and make them act with
caution in future agreements.

Dear colleagues, we are paying a bad service to the
developing countries if we think that we are assisting
in their development by increasing textile imports
because, on the one hand, the developing countries are

being developed in a piecemeal and unbalanced

fashion while Europe is facing unemployment and

depression, but if Europe enters a period of even
greater recession, this will have a boomerang effect on
the developing countries.

President. - 
I call Mrs Castle.

Mrs Castle. - Mr President, there is really one very
simple question that we are debating this afternoon
and that is whether we believe that there should be any
rextile industry in Europe at all. Of course this is of
particular interest to the United Kingdom whose

rextile industry is the largest in the Community, which
has been experiencing in an intense form the problems
thar have been felt elsewhere among the Member
Srares. Now I believe we have gor co give a categoric
yes as an answer to that question. That is by no means

self-evident because there are quite a number of
people who either openly admit or secretly believe that
rhe rextile industry in rhe developed countries has got
to evacuate this particular area of industrial activity in
favour of the developing countries. The argument goes

this way - look, we had an industrial revolution
decades ago, the textile industry was irc first €xpr€s:
sion, the developing countries are following in our
wake, and therefore it is inevitable that we hand over
this whole area oI indusuial activity to the newly
emergent countries who are starting to industrialize.

Now I consider that is the siren voice of the European
multinational which is in effect saying to us, let us

invest in cheap labour overseas and we will leave you
to pick up the high technologies. I call this, Mr Presi-
dent, the theory of casr-the-victims-off-one-by-one-
off-the-sledge-to-the-following-wolves. It seems to me

to be based on a totally false indusrial analysis. It is

out of date, it takes us back to the last century, it fails
to recognize the pace at which technological develop-
ment is nking place today, not only here but in the

developing countries as well. I believe we live in the
age of the concertina economy. Technological leaps

are being made throughout the world at a rapid pace

which would have been inconceivable when the indus-
trial revolution started in my country many many
decades ago. It therefore assumes th4t we can with
leisurely pace surrender one industry after another to
the developing countries and indeed that this is our
post-imperial responsibiliry.

Now I totally reject that approach' Mr President,
because it is the antithesis of what we really need,

which is the planned development of world trade'
Heaven knows where it would lead us. It would lead
us from one piece of sectoral retreat in industry to
anorher. '!7e start with textiles, we go on to electronics
and by heaven it would not be very long before we
were also facing the same argument about microchips.
The simple fact is that in our country the textile
industry is still one of the most imponant manufac-
turing units we have got, employing 530 000 people or
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one-tenth of our manufacturing employees. Just to
say, in the context of a rotally laissez-faire approach,
oh well it is roo bad, it will have to go in rhe interests
of the develo.ping countries, is to say thar we have gor
to leave in the United Kingdom a great hole in our
industrial activiry. And that a.gu..ni applies ro orher
industries, ir is being applied all along-ihe line. you
apply it ro sreel, you apply ir ro anything in which the
developing countries begin to sho* 

-"ny 
kind of

masrery at all. I think that is to insult rhe developing
countries, because I think rhey are going ro ."t.I.l up
wirh us with a lirrle help far .o.. quicklylhan some of
us patronizin gly realize ar rhe presenr rime.

So I believe rhar is part of the totally discredited
laissez-faire economics which has been rhe curse of
this century. Ir is time we gor something a lirtle bir
more sensible which recognizes that rhere is a much
more equal parrnership both in opportunity and in risk
than we have recognized up to now and rhat we have
jointly rogerher to plan rhe deve,lopment of world
trade in the inrerests of every member of the world
community.

Now of course we musr face the implications of that
and of course I accepr it was inevitable thar the texrile
indusrries of the western world should shrink in the
post-war years. That is paru of partnership, rhat is part
of sharing manufacruring and industriil and tiade
activity throughour the world. Yes, but shrinkage is
one rhing, collapse is another, and as far as my
counrry is concerned it is the collapse of rhe rextile
indusry we are faced with at rhe prisent time. I have
been a member in the British House of Commons ever
since 1945 for a textile consriruency. From,45 ro'79 I
was irs Member of Parliament. I had ro accepr
contraction of the industry and up ro a poinr I repear
that was inevitable.

But suddenly the whole situarion has changed and I
believe.we ought this afrernoon ro be analysing far
more closely rhan we have been doing rhe ..mori fo.
this recent collapse. Vhen we do so *e find some
interesting rhings. First and foremost it is inreresting ro
note rhar the collapse is not due ro some sudlen
upsurge of imports from developing counrries, from
low-cost countries. That has nor taken place. On rhe
contrary there has been some reduction. No, it is due
to two other factors that hic the indusrry in l9gO.

The firsr of course, as innumerable speakers have
pointed our, is [he dramatic increase in imports from
the Unircd Srares inro the EEC in 1980. Zil% higher
rhan in 1979,111% higher than in 1978. \7e all kiow
why. The Velsh report says and I quote, .Ir.is nor
practical ro reserve a specific proponion of the
Community's market for the domestic producers,. Bur
that is exactly what rhe United Srates has been doing
lo1 her marker. It is happening all over in other placesi'!7hile we mourh rhe free-rrade shibbolerhs orher
pegple practise the planned economy. Thar is rhe
difference. President Caner made it clear thar he was

not only going to defend bur ro build up rhe rextile
indusrry by any insrrumenr that lay to hii hands. Ve
all know rhar the United Stares, mriffs on rexrile prod_

::rr L.: 34%.higher than rhose of the Community.
Ve all know that rhe United States only ukes l3% of
all low-cosr counrry exporrs .orpr..j wirh lO% in
the case of the Community. All rhar in addition ro rhe
other advanrages, such as the advanrage of the long
runs, [he advantage of rhe artificially tw prices sril
operaring in the field of gas. It really is not surprising
to find thar rhe low-cost counrriLs are absolutel|
furious!'!fl'e have been all of us looking ar them and
saying they have.gor ro show restrainr in their exporus
and they have done thar. And who has .eaped rhe
benefit? The richest counrry in rhe world. I believe
that a clear-cur message should go our of rhis debare.
\7e musr denounce with all our srrengrh that situarion
and demand that the Unired Srates as an advanced
counrry, rich, moralistically preaching at everybody
else,. starrs ro accepr some of rhe responsibilicy of the
burden sharing. I torally endorse the referencis in the
Marrinet resolurion - and I hope we shall have a
chance [o vore upon rhem - that her tariffs must
come down and she mus[ open her market more ro
imports from low-cosr. counr.ries. Ler us use all rhe
influence of the European Parliamenr ro make rhat our
firsr demand.

Mr President, rhe second factor which has caused this
sudden collapse in the rexrile industry is also wirhin
our control and not rhar of the low-cosr countries. It is
particuJarly in the control of my own country. That
factor is rhe economic policies rhat have been pursued
by the \Testern world. I was inrerested to reaj in the
Velsh report rhe admission that, and again I quore
'there has been a collapse of demanJ within the
Communiry'. Mr President, you can say thar again as
far as rhe Unired Kingdom is concerned. \7e.-know
what rhar collapse of demand has meant: the loss of
over 100 000 jobs in one year alone and some 2OO
mills closed. That collapse is due ro deliberate mone-
tarist policies.

Do not ler us spend this afternoon saying rhar rhe
salvatron lies first and foremosr in furrher ristraint by
che developing countries when the key criminal is
within the ranks of the developed 'Western world. If
we pursue policies that deliberately hold down
demand, deliberately give us high inteiest rates, deli-
berately give us an over-valued pound, then of course
we are going ro face a drop in consumprion. \flhen I
go round the textile mills in my area,I find rhat this is
the argumenr people pur ro me. They do not say .Oh,
my goodness, keep out the imports from here, there
a,nd everywhere in the developed world,, rhey say .It is
the collapse of home demand'. It is rhe high interest
rates. Ir is the over-valued pound. Ve cin ruin a
dozen cieveloping counrries in the Third Vorld and
still not save rhe British or European rextile industries.
That is what I wanr ro suggesr ro my own colleagues,
many of whom agree wirh me on rhis poinr. I believe it
is madly dangerous to ralk about a recession clause,
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because what does a recession clause mean? Once

again we pass the buck of our economic failures to

some of the poorest countries in the world. That is

what it means. I could not be a Pany to it. I under-

stand the alarm of many of my own constituents who
work in the textile industry. They bombard me with
their anxieties. They lobby me here and back at home'

My heart is with them and my will to help is with
them, but I am not prepared to say that the poorest

countries of the world should be made to bear the

burden of the economic folly of the \Testern world'

'\flhat do we get if we accept a recession clause? - an

endless alibi for the failings of our own economic poli-
cies. The best thing we can do to help everybody is to
expose the blatant failures of the monetarists and

demand that intelligent countries in Europe turn their
backs on those policies. So what I say is yes, there
must be an extension of the Muldfibre Arrangement,
for one simple reason - the Community and the

\Testern world have failed to use the last breathing
space. It is a confession of our failing and our defeat,
not of criminal invasion of goods from the developing
countries. \7e have failed.to use the space of the last

MFA to work out either a Community policy for the

survival of the textile industry or a policy of world
development. That is a fact. Ve should come here as

penitents and say to the developing countries we are

sorry, we apologize and we know we have failed you,
not for the first time. \(/e know we have been short-
sighted, unimaginative, unadventurous. Give us a little
more time. But further extension is only justified rf this
time at last we use the breathing sPace to plan the

expansion of world trade in the interests of all of us.

Again I am going to disagree with some of my

colleagues; I would be unhappy to see a ten-year

extension of the MFA. Surely, that would merely be

an encouragemen[ [o everyone to go to sleep. Of
course we have all been delighted to have Commis-
sioner Davignon come here today, and tell us yes at

last we are to have a strategic plan for the European
rextile industry. I remember seeing him way back in
1980 urging that. Oh yes, and may I say to some of my
colleagues, what brought Commissioner Davignon
also to the penitent's stool? Simply the fact that the

MFA rs up for renegotiation. If it had been ten years

you would have been waiting another five years for
Commissioner Davignon to talk about a strategic plan
for the European textile industry. The worst thing we

could do would be to give a blanket sedative for the

next ten years. 'We need an earlier review than that,
simply in order to see to what extent the Community
and the rest of the developed world have moved under
the MFA cover from a purely restrictionist to an

expansionist policy.

This is what I believe is the policy that alone will safe-

guard rhe textile industry anywhere in the world. First,
the western nations must plan for economic growth. It
sounds simple, doesn't it? But you know we have been
planning for the exact opposite. Economist after econ-

omist has denounced the deflationary policies not only
in my country but other western nations as well. \fle
have gor to throw away the policy of restriction,
because the policy of economic restriction breeds the

policy of trade restriction. It is no good pretending it
does-anything else at all. In a declining market and the

scramble for survival at anybody else's expense.

Secondly, I say this: economic growth will not come

unless we spread the purchasing power of the world

-o.. .qur[ly. That is how we got growth in the
'!fl'estern world: when ordinary working people at last

began to organize and assen either a voting Power or
an economlc power or an organized trade union
power and forced concessions from those who
believed in the unequal distribution of wealth. The real

pat[ern of hope for the future of rextile industries,
both rn the developed and the developing world, Iies in

rhe fact that there is a great unsatisfied market for
textiles. Ve say consumPtion is only going to increase

by lo/0. Of course it is, if, first, the developing coun-
tries have got no market potential. Thev do not enter
the world market: their incomes are too low. And
secondly if you then keep wealth down by restric-
tionist economic policies that reduce the consuming
power even of the '!flestern world. It is a simple philo-
sophy that has got to be extended from our own
national experiences to a global experience.

I was very interested ro read the paper produced by

Mr Tran Van Ting of the Commission on chis whole
rextile problem. In that paper he showed rhat in 1977

developing countries had 370/0 of the world-wide
exports oftextiles, but only 27 '50/o of impons. Yet that
is where the great unsatisfied demand lies. By ProPer
planning for expansion and the growth of world trade
instead of restrictionism, what we would be doing is

first and foremost concentrating on the increase of
purchasing power in those countries where demand is

obviously unsatisfied. !7e would encourage them to
trade more among themselves. It is no good having a

social clause, in trading relationships between devel-
oping countries, because developing countries are in a
vicious circle. They cannot reach the social standards

and social norms of the ILO until they have earned

some money. Of course they cannot! It is ridiculous!
But what that means is that we should be encouraging
like to trade with like. !7hat have we done in our
development policy to encourage intra-regional trade,
to encourage developing countries to exchange goods
with each other, to encourage them to take down the

barriers to trade between each other? Now we all
know why they turn to us. Because we are the sources

of the foreign exchange they need to buy many of the
high technology impons they need from us. I say to
you we should pay the governments of the \flestern
world to give them that foreign exchange free in order
to enable them to develop without exporling their
unemployment to us in the form of an excessive

concentration on low cost exports which put our
people out of work.
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Let nobody rcll me rhat is pie in rhe sky, I rell you it is
being done now, thank God, in Zimbabwe, a counrry
inrc which a consonium of advanced and wesrern
countries jusr agreed ro pump something like 800
million pounds in either granrs or inrerest-free or low
interest .loans, [o get her airborne economically! Of
course it is not money thrown away it is money
invested in rhe development of rhe world marker and
the developmenr of world demand, and rhat has gor to
be the solurion. It is parhedc that at rhis time any
country including my own should be curring down
overseas and rhen coming here and moaning about rhe
problems of some of our major industries. Of course
we must encourage the developing countries ro diver-
sify their indusrries. Ve are not going ro srand back
and go through thar miserable catalogue of rndusrrial
retreat. Let them diversify and take the pressure off
one or two industries. Above all, we musr provoke
convergence, nor only in rhe world but in our own
European Communiry. That is rhe answer ro rhe
problem of enlargement, you know.

One of our major rroubles is rhar we have a
Community rhar has no power to plan and no inreresr
in planning. It is inrerested only in trade policy, that is
all. It has no plan wharsoever for redistributing wealth
in its own communiry and this Communiry musr be
obsessed less wirh agriculture and more wirh indusry.
It must have a plan for lifting rhe purchasing power in
the new countries that are coming in - Spain and
Portugal - so they are not so desperate ro expor[
their goods and rherefore some of rheir problems ro
us. Thar is why I support a limited exrension of the
MFA; a brearhing space ro enable us to show thar we
have a plan for the expansion of world wealth and
world trade. Only wirhin rhar conrext can we give any
of our counrries what rhey oughr to have - i mixed
pattern of manufacturing acdviry. Virhout it we shall
create industrial desens in our own places and keep
poverty within the world.

in.the pasr, along the lines of burden-sharing, as you
called it.

However, I do nor find your appeal for grow[h
complerely credible, because wirh she liking foisubsi-
dies and narionalizarion you have demonstiared in the
past in this House and as British Employment
Minister, you have srood in rhe way of what is essen-
dal for increased growth in your own country. Ve
musr make rhat quire clear if we are to have a credible
discussion.

(Applause)

Allow_me ro say straight away thar we must always
make it clear in our debate that, even though we may
be in favour of the renewal of the Muldfibre Arrange-
ment, we are nor fundamentally opposed to free world
trade. Free world rrade in rhe textile and orher secrors
has in th_e pasr formed a decisive basis for rhe develop-
ment of prosperity in Europe. !7e musr rherefore
express our fundamenml opposition ro prorecrionism,
especially as 250/o of rhe rcxriles manufacrured in the
European Communiry are exponed and the European
Communiry as a whole very much depends on expons.
This position musr nor be jeopardized by too high a
level of prorecrionism.

Neverrheless, I am in favour of a renewal of the Mulri-
fibre Arrangemenr as a means of gaining rime for
economic and social ad.justments in strucrurally weak
areas and of avoiding major difficulties, particuiarly in
the social field.

This is nor aimed at the developing counrries. As Mr
\7elsh rightly points out in his report, only 1 . 2o/o of
texrile imporrs and I .50/o of impons of sensitive prod-
ucts come from rhe less developed developing coun-
tries. Vhat we musr do is discuss the problem of rhe
new industrial counrries or threshold countries such as
Singapore, Hong Kong, Taiwan Brazil and South
Korea, because that is where 7Oo/o ,of the European
Community's imports originate from. These countries
do not, in my opinion, have any right to be assisted as
developing counrries, which rhey no longer ,.e.

I feel I must also say this in rhe interesr of the textile
indusry of my own region - North Rhine-Vest-
phalia, where 120 O0O jobs are rhrearened. A quota
arrangemenr is therefore needed ro gain time for
adjustment. This does not, of course, mean that we
will not be offering countries like Taiwan fair polirical
conditions or rhat we cannor learn a few rhings from
these countries and rheir companies as iegards
mobility and willingness to be innovarive.

In this connec[ion, however, we must be more
vigorous than in rhe pasr in dealing with the dumping
practices of the State-trading counrries. I lisrened very
intendy to what our Communist colleague Mr Frisch-
mann had to say about safeguarding jobs. !7e should
take this opponunity to appeal to him to stop his

IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN

Vice-President

President. - I call Mr Brok.

Mr Brok. (DE) Mr President, ladies and
Bentlemen, I should like ro rhank Mr !(elsh and Mr
von _S7ogau for the balanced reporrs they have prod-
uced. But, Mrs Casrle, I have a few comments to make
on your statement. I was very pleased to hear you, a
Socialist, coming out so clearly in favour of growth,
because that is a new experience for me. I also agree
with you rhat rhe United Srates of America mus[ granr
developing countries more generous impon terms rhan
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friends in the Eastern Bloc, whom he supports in other
matters, from trying to solve the problem of a shonage
of foreign exchange at the expense of the workers of
the European Community by dumping their goods
here. This is another problem which we must tackle
vigorously in the interest of the credibility of this
House.

Another point^I should like to raise concerns the
European Community irelf. I am of the opinion that
many Member States of the European Community
have themselves impaired their competitiveness and
the development of their competitiveness by being too
ready to rake internal protective measures. As we
know from other sectors of industry, this has a cata-
strophic effect on job security in the long term. '!7e

must, for example, create secure external frontiers
wirh the Multifibre Arrangement, bu[ we must not set
up internal frontier barriers, which are in contraven-
rion of the Treaty and which are incompatible with a

genulne Common Market, as some Member States of
the European Community are doing in the textile and

clothing sector. Above all, subsidies must not be

allowed ro distort competition in the textile and

clothing industry.

In this context, I would refer, for example, to the

Claes Plan, under which DM 2 100 m is set aside in
Belgium for a programme in support of the textile and

clothing industry. The German textile industry has

made gieat sacrifices in the past to modernize irs facil-
ities. Ve cannot expect our workers and cheir trade
unions to go on sympathizing with the need for
modernization to ensure their counrry remains

comperitive in the world if they are subsequently
penalized as a result of protective measures being

taken by Member States where adjustments have not
been made.

This is, in my view, a basic issue if the Common
Market is to survive. '!fle first saw the emergence of
this subsidization trend in the steel sector, and we are

now wirnessing it in the textile industry. The question
is, when will they be joined by the next sector? The
European Community and the prosperity it enjoys will
be of shon duration if the Common Market is

replaced by a Community of subsidies, which will
inhibit innovation. If that should happen, I find it diffi-
cult to say how long we, as convinced Europeans, can
expect our citizens to agree that we must be net
contributors to the European Community.

Consequently, although I call for the adoption of
these two reports, I do feel that, in view of the Multi-
fibre Arrangement and of the attitude of Member
States, measures more conducive to competition
should be taken in the longer term.

President. 
- 

I call Mr Kellett-Bowman.

Mr Kellett-Bowman. - 
Mr President, I suppon the

renewal of the Multifibre Arrangement as an alterna-
tive to full protectionism. The report we have before
us looks after the consumer, the retailer is all right, the
merchant is covered and so is the wholesaler; but what
does it do for the manufacturer? !7hat of the spinners,

rhe weavers, the finishers? Vhat of the garment-
makers? These enterprises and the workers in the mills
have something to be worried about. The manufac-
turers and the workers have every right to say to poli-
ticians, it is our businesses and our jobs you are giving
away. They also have every right ro ask the polidcians
what is the true cost of giving away part of the market
which we have the capacity to supply internally.

Mr President, I do not think we have any answer to
that question. The economists are still trying ro find
out what the downstream costs and the loss of circula-
tion within the economy.

Lady Castle has complained about the working of the
present MFA; but she amongst all the speakers who
have taken part in this debate had something to do
with it. '!7as she not a member of the government who
renegotiated the agreement which became an

'arrangement'? In fact, I believe she was as important
as a Secretary of State. I support her request asking for
closer examiniation and closer analysis of the situation
arising from the MFA. \7ell might she ask, but I am

afraid the rest of her speech was mos[ly written for the

place from which she has retired.

Now of course lhe manufac[urers and workers believe
in free trade; they also want to share their prosperity
with the developing countriesl given the opportunity,
they would like to keep their jobs and give of their
prosperity: but they need some protection from cheap

imports when the home market is weak: that is,

protection not only from the developing countries but
from the highly developed countries who are able to
push stuff into our markets at a lower cost, including
America. How, Mr President, can that be said to be an

extravagant demand?

They also seek reassurance, when they lose their busi-
nesses or lose their jobs, that the MFA is working
fairly. This requirement cannot be said to be an

exrravagant demand either. It has been left out of the
resolution. Indeed there is a certain inconsistency of
logic in the resolution, in that the rapporteur has

already indicated that he will resist an amendment to
introduce proper policing and monitoring of a new
MFA. I look at a motion for a resolution which came
before Parliament on 18 November 1980 - 

Doc. 1-

604/80 it calls, under paragraph 5, on the Commission
to re-examine the system for surveillance and moni-
toring of textile products originating in third countries
established by Decision 47/80. And who is the first
signatory of that motion for a resolution? - 

The
rapporteur of this repon.
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There are three amendments down in my name: No I
implies the working of a recession clause; No l2 asks
for a full-blown recession clause; and No 13 asks for
the new agreemenr ro be policed and monisored prop-
erly. Mr Presidenr, we owe it ro the Communiry,s
businessmen and manufacrurers in rhe textile field that
we should supporr rhese amendmenrs.

President. - I call Mr Israel.

Mr Israel. - (FR) It is not uncommon in rhis Parlia-
ment for voices ro be raised - and nor jusr rhe least
among them - in defence of rhe interesrs of one
group or anorher of Communiry cirizens who have
fallen victim ro some aspecr of the crisis rhat Europe is
undergoing. Perhaps you will allow me, Mr presidenr,
to speak of the anxiery felt by rhousands of French
men and women who are suffering rhe consequences
of Community laxity with regard io fibre and textile
imports. I am ralking about the small dressmakers and
knitters who have to conrend wirh a form of competi-
tion it is no exaggerarion to call unfair. These imall
businesses whose furure is threatened today have ar
the same time a quasi-indusrial and an anisiic role to
perform. Fashion, even ar an indusrrial level, helps to
give each counrry that special charm which goes ro
make up our way of life.

The Communiry's import policy is responsible for the
difficulties we are presently experiencing in the rexrile
and clothing secror. This policy, insteid of crearing
the proper condirions for healrhy competidon, is in
fact leading ro definite disronion of competirion.
Countries using underpaid labour, which is an insult to
the principles of human righm that the Communiry
claims-to uphold, and refusing ro have 

"ny 
r.rponsi-

biliry for rhe social welfare of rheir peoplei, set about
making producrs ar unbelievably low prices. The
Arrangemenr which ties the Community to rhese
counrries neverrheless fixes a cenain quora - based
on volume - of goods admitred vinually dury-free.
Such is rhe drive of our comperirors thar asiessing
imports on volume no longer means anything. Vhar
we are demanding is that imports be assessed on value.
Thus rhe volume of imports will fall by vinue of the
increase in rhe value of the producm.

Furthermore, ir seems ro us thar imports should not in
any case be allowed ro outstrip the domestic demand
of the various Community counrries, including France.
As a marrcr of fact in France, in 1980, rhe rate of
impon penetrarion was 500/0, compared with 39%o in
1977. lf things go on like this, texrile production in
France will cease and more jobless will have rc be
added to the present figure of ZOO OOO unemployed in
the Community's textile sector.

Is there some sorr of fiendish plan for rhe international
division of work whereby the non-European counrries
would manufacure textile products and high-tcch-

nology would be lefr for Europe? Bur with Europe
already suffering severe unemploymenr, such a cure
would be worse [han rhe sickness. !fl'e are asking for
the rare of penetration ro be stabilized. Over and
above thar, ir is viully important to prorecr [he
Community by introducing a remporary tax high
enough ro acr as a disincentive. The Community must
not shrink from inrroducing such a tax. At stake is the
survival of an entire secror of the European economy
which still directly employs rwo and a half rtrillion
people. Fresh negotiations with our foreign parrners
are imperarive. A great many people in France, in
particular, are expecring us to take a firm and resolure
stand. We canno[ let them down.

President. - I call Mrs Vavssade.

Mrs Vayssade.- (FR) Mr President, I speak in rhis
debate for my friend Mr Percheron, as well as for
myself, in orher words on behalf of two regions parric-
ularly affected by the problems in the rextile industry:
Nord-Pas-de-Calais and Lorraine. The negotiations
for a renewal of the Muldfibre Arrangemeni seem an
ideal opponunity for us to discuss the problern of the
textile indusry in our country and in our regions. Ir so
happens that rhe first major strike to be organized on a
European scale rook place in December l98O in rhe
textile secror, and without a doubt we can take that as
a sign. A few weeks ago we discussed rhe automotive
industry, a few months ago rhe iron and steel indusrry,
this time ir is the turn of the textile indusrry, and again
it is the same regions of France thar are involved.
These regions are panicularly seriously affecred since
almost half of the jobs in textiles - in Lorraine over
half - have disappeared in just a few years. Inciden-
tally, rhe textile industry is perhaps a typical example
of capitalisr redeployment and it coulj give us an
insight inro whar could happen in other sectors of
indusry in rhe coming years unless our countries and
the Community as a whole decide to rake alternative
measures and conduct a proper industrial policy.

The textile industry was in fact rhe firsr to be inrro-
duced to the laws of unemployment. On the one hand
we have the fairly rapidly developing counrries like
South Korea, Taiwan, Malaysia, Hong Kong, which
open their doors wide ro foreign invesrmenr, and on
the other a group of multinadonal corporati
mainly American and Japanese, with the French and
Europeans no[ far behind - which take advantage of
the policy of these Srares, nor to help in the devilop-
ment of these countries, bul ro make a quick profir on
capital rhar it would nor be easy ro rurn over Jo profir-
ably elsewhere. Vhat we have here then is a deliberare
policy of uprooting industries which does little enough
service to [he counrry to which they are transferrid
and does a yery great disservice to rhe country in
which they were originally established. And since the
viabiliry of these transplanred industries, based on low
wages and shameless exploitation of the local labour
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force, depends on the expon of their products, they

export to the high-income countries, that is to say to
thi industrialized countries. Primarily to the European
market, officially or indirectly, and then to the United
States, because the United States being more Protec-
tionist than ourselves are less easy to Penelrate.

Ve know what the consequences of this are for our
industries. In the name of free trade, Europe tolerates
and sometimes even covers up for these companies
who have no inrerest in the development of their host
countries. In the name of industrial efficiency, or
ostensibly so, some States are assisting with the recon-

version of cenain textile undertakings by asking them
to 'change their trade' and as a result whole chunks of
our traditional industry are disappearing.

The Muldfibre Arrangement must be renegotiated in
such a way that it is not just simply a licence for the

multinationals to export to Europe and to continue rhe

policy they are now pursuing, but a response to the

problems of European industry and at the same time
to cenain development needs of the countries of the

Third Vorld. And I believe the textile industry should
be treated in a very specific manner' for the time being

excluding these products from the impon quotas of
Third Vorld countries. It is desirable therefore, as far
as these negotiations are concerned, that the

Community should not place too much reliance on
natural market forces but rather launch a new indus-

trial policy and a new commercial policy' Unless it
does this, we shall continue !o see our own multina-
tionals developing into direct competitors of their
industries sited in the Community.

Vith regard to the Multifibre Arrangement, I endorse

everything that has been said this morning, in parti-
cular by Mr Maninet and, in parts, what Mrs Castle

said a few moments ago. Ve have then to get to grips

with this phenomenon of transplantation of our indus-

tries and draw up a strategic plan for the development
of the European textile industry.

Finally, I have a word for the Commission. Since the

elections by universal suffrage I believe our European
problems are beginning to be more widely known and

Lerter understood by public opinion. People are taking
a greater interest in what is happening, and especially

the people of our regions of Lorraine and Nord-Pas-
de-Calais. I should not like the people of these two
regions to think of the European Community simply
as the place where they sell off pan of the iron and

sreel industry or sell off the textile industry. I should
like it to become a place of industrial development and

of social development for the entire EuroPean popula-
tion. lTithout that, all we shall succeed in doing is

increasing unemployment and causing the majoriry of
European citizens to turn their backs on Europe'

President. - I call Mr Deschamps.

Mr Deschamps. - (fR) Mr President, ladies and

gentlemen, since my return to this directly elected

Parliament, this is rhe first time I have asked my grouP
ro be allowed to speak in the House. The insistence

with which I made this request bears witness to the

fundamental imponance I attach to the subject we are

discussing, for which there are three reasons, which I
will explain in my brief s[atement.

Firstly, the textile industry is vital to the survival, and I
am choosing my words carefully, of a considerable
number of men and women in our countries generally

and in my own country, Belgium, in particular. I
should like to thank and congratulate Commissioner
Davignon on having stressed this human aspect of a

problem which it would be completely wrong to
discuss solely in economic and technological terms.
'$/e rherefore hope that the plan referred to by the
representative of the Commission will be implemented
resolutely. \flith this in mind and because of the confi-
dence we have in rhe Commissioners responsible for
this crucial policy we shall approve the report by Mr
'!7elsh subject to the adoption of various technical
amendments which will be moved presently. First, the
Multifibre Arrangement must be renewed after nego-

tiations conducted with firmness, and it must be

improved wherever necessary and reasonable.

Secondly, the way in which we face and conclude
these vital negotiations for the future of Europe's
textile industry is likely to be just as vital for Europe
itself. I should like to speak very plainly on this point.
In attempting to solve the problems facing the rcxtile
secror, we should avoid jeopardizing the very exist-
ence of a European policy by undermining its founda-
rions. That would probably be even more catastrophic
in social terms for all our industries and all our
workers than the present, very serious situation.

Let me explain what I mean. The whole future of
Europe is based on the freest possible access to world
markets, and any policy systematically opposed to this
principle would be suicidal for Europe' Of course -and the Multifibre Arrangement we are now
discussing is an illustration of this cenain
temporary barriers may prove necessary. Bur these

barriers must be provisional and limited in extent.
Vhile they may be indispensable in the absence of
other possible measures, they will be justified if we

Europeans take advantage of the time thus gained.

So - and I would draw your attention to this point -they are justified only if we are prepared to use this
respite to make an effort to restructure - 91 '1s61-

ganize and improve', as the report says - our textile
industry as pan of a global Community strategy. '$7'e

shall only save our textile industry, like our other
industries, by our own efforts.

I should now like to make two comments on previous
sratements in this debate. Not being personally
involved in an election campaign, I am able to make
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these commenm quite dispassionately and solely with
the basic interesrs of Europe and its furure in mind.

My first comment concerns those speakers who have
said: 'European agriculture is prorected. 'Why cannor
the European textile industry be similarly prorected?'
Ladies and gentlemen, the European agricultural
policy exists, and in fact it is rhe only European policy
we have. Unfortunately we do nor yer have a Euro-
pean textile policy, while our farmers are prorected by
Community mechanisms thar form part of a policy.
Are we prepared, and this is the question I wish ro pur
during this debate, are we prepared, and I would
welcome it if we were, ro have our texrile and orher
industries governed by a common indusrrial policy? If
so, this debate will have been particularly important.
And if that is what cenain speakers meant when
making this comparison, which at presenr is unfortun-
ately invalid, between our common agricultural policy
and the absence of a common industrial policy, then
this debate will have been essenrial.

The second commenl I wish to make - and I am glad
to see Mrs Castle is facing me, because I was referring
panicularly to her - the second commenr concerns
what has been said about American imporrs. Mr Presi-
dent, ladies and gentlemen, I know rhat in certain
countries, in cenain quaners and in cenain sectors ir
has become a habit, a rule and almost a necessiry to
question the United States of America. But I warn
those who thus choose what is in fact an easy way our,
and again I would ask them if they are prepared ro
make the essential effon ro achieve European unity, to
strengthen this unity so thar we are able to negotiate
with rhe United States on an equal footing. But I
believe that Mrs Castle, a member of the British
Labour Pany, is in a poor posirion in rhis field ro tell
us.

The third reason for my statement today is thar the
texrile industry and the way in which we negoriare rhe
renewal of this Multifibre Arrangement ro save whar
can be saved is just as vital for those abour whom a

Breat deal has been said, the developing countries, as it
is for a very large number of men and women in
Europe and for the very norion of Europe and its
substance.

Ladies and gentlemen, what I should like to srress is
that the developing countries - which, let us nor
forget, have essential raw materials - are just as much
a safeguard for the future of our industry as a whole
as the measures we shall be nking in rhe more limited
field of the textile industry. I say it would be insane ro
pursue a policy against the developing counrries. I say
it would be not only insane but also profoundly unjust,
because it would affect all rhe developing countries
and thus placing equal blame on countries which differ
widely and whose alleged threat to us, while real in
cenain cases, is completely illusory in others.

Mr President, [o sum up, I am in favour of the renewal
of the Multifibre Arrangemenr for a sufficient period
of time. I feel it should be renewed so rhar rhe basic
principles of our European policy as a whole are nor
compromised in the negotiarions. I therefore reject the
idea that all the developing countries should be
likened to those in which, it is true, various industrial
companies or organizations are endangering our own
textile industry and our workers. Finally, I urge all
those who have any say in European policy to take
advantage of this lasr chance we have of restrucruring
one of Europe's basic industries.

President. - I call Mr Lalor.

Mr Lalor. - Mr Presidenr, rhe ienegotiation of the
Multifibre Arrangement which is due for renewal late
rhis year may spell disasrer or salvarion for rhe Euro-
pean Community's textile indusrry. More than any
other sector of EEC rrade, rhe rexrile industry has
suffered by far the grearesr damage. The question is

what we can do [o manage this stagnating industry
better and to suppress the glaring face of unemploy-
ment.

Ve have seen how the rcxtile industry has undergone
profound changes over the years. It. represents 9.50/o
of industrial employmenr. Ir has undergone rhe loss of
700 000 jobs since 1973, and 4 000 enterprises in all
have closed down since then. Ireland, my litrle
country, has been very seriously affecred. Such losses
cannot be sustained any longer. The industry itself
empfoys more rhan 2Vt mrllion persons srill in the
EEC and a large proporrion of those are women. If
their jobs are to be maintained, we need effective,
consistent and well-applied European measures and
directives. If not, the indusrries will become even more
uncompetitive and be placed at even grearer risk.

Ve must resist rhe undermining of our market by the
cheap goods coming from Norrh Africa, fronl Eastern
Europe and from the Far Easr and, of course, the
flood from rhe USA. \7e must insisr upon, as I see ir,
Community preference. Vhile excessive preferences
have been granted to countries outside the EEC, rhe
time has now come for Europe to rake example from
that heretofore bastion of liberalism in economic and
trade matters, the United Stares, and prorecr our own
commercial interests and rhe future of our own citi-
zens, .both young and old. To this end, as I see it, we
must insist. on a rax on rextile imports, the proceeds of
which should go ro rhe EEC budget specifically to
finance the restrucruring of rhe Communiry's textile
industry.

\fle demand the introducrion of immediare protecrion
measures aimed at preventing the funher decline of
the textile industry in Europe. The ren Members Stares
of the Communiry musr, in addition ro rhe orher
signatory countries to GATT and MFA, elaborate a
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new European policy on textiles as such rhar will
establish once and for all long-term planning in the
industry. These four-year half-hearted atrempts are

iust not good enough. The necessiry to restrucrure the
indusry and to modernize it should be the first
priority of this European textiles policy.

The second priority should be to maintain a level of
imports that is compatible with the inrernal consump-
tion of the ten Members States. As I said before, rhis
can be done through the esrablishment of an appro-
priate tax system. Another aspect of a European taxa-
tron policy should be to,punish the number of fraudu-
lent people who are importing and dumping raw
material from developing and other countries. I appeal
[o the Commission to negotiate a proper agreement
and to introduce Community preference.

President. - I call Mr Nikolaou.

Mr Nikolaou. - 
(GR) Mr President, I must say that

the report of the Committee on External Economic
Relations drawn up by Mr lVelsh does not rake a

one-sided view of the problem. However, on the polit-
ical level and as regards rhe scientific basis for the
views which the reoort puts forward, there are some
imporranr conrradictions and omissions. First of all I
should like to point out thar the report deals in more
or less the same way wirh all the countries which
export to the Community despite the fact that there
are significant differences between Third \forld coun-
tries and rhe United States of America in terms of their
size and standard of living. The foreign deficit of the
Communrty, as reported recently in Le Monde and
other newspapers, doubled in 1980. The reason for
this is due mainly to trade exchanges with the United
States and secondly, I should say, to trade exchanges
with Japan and Canada. On the other hand, the
Community has a positive trade balance as regards its
exchanges with Third 'STorld countries. Also we
should not forget rhat the Unircd States is managing to
export its products at reduced prices because, first, it is

introducing false cost elements and, second, because it
is resorting ro the so-called black labour market
thereby violating all the international treaties such as

GATT and the Multifibre Arrangement (MFA). Like-
wise the '!7elsh report, despite the important amend-
ments made to it, does not give a clear description of
the role played in the crisis of the European textile
industry by the multinational companies which are
based either in America or Vestern Europe and which
have extended their activities to third countries, mainly
in North-East Asia.

Ir is clear rhat these firms have their eyes on the Third'!7orld where they are making investments clearly
designed for an export market. In other words their
aim is to produce products for expon only and not for
sale on the home market. The effect of this is negative
in two ways. On the one hand, they are not assisting

the development of these countries' regions by pre-
venting, on totally false prem ses I mighr add, the ven-
ical integration or, in other r,'ords, the self-sufficiency
of the economies of these co,rntries - 

since the prod-
ucts are limited, as I said, to the export marker rather
than the home market - 

whrch quite clearly increases
rhe social inequalities prevailing in these countries. On
the other hand, exports of products from these coun-
tries to European countries ard the highly competitive
nature of these products are leading to the decline of
many European firms thus intensifying the already
acure problems of depressicn and unemployment in
'Western Europe. In my opir,ion these are the conse-
quences of the unplanned an,l indiscriminate action of
the multinational companie, upon which there are'

essentially no restraints and rt is for this reason that I
take a guarded view of the V'elsh report.

Just a couple of words on the situation in Greece.
Textile production is one of r.he largest manufacturing
and craft sectors in Greecr'. Following the rate of
development in the ten-year period from 1960 to 1970
rextiles became one of rhe foremost manufacturing
and craft operations in Gret'ce. Since 1973, however,
rhere has been a significant downturn which we are

afraid will continue unless decisive protective measures
are taken directly, not just by the European Commu-
nities, but by Greece itself arrd its government. Furth-
ermore, and it is unfortunat,'that I have to make this
point, the position which ,ve are adopting on the
Velsh report must be the same as that which we
adopted on the question of 'he sugar and steel indus-
rries. In finishing I want to s:Ly that it is for this reason
that my party, PA.SO.K., w ll abstain. It will not vote
againsr but will abstain frorn the vote on the Velsh
report because, as I pointerJ out earlier, this report
does not make any decisive attempt to deal with the
fundamenral issues of the rnajor crisis in the textile
industry throughout !7'esterrL Europe. This crisis is due
to two factors referred to errlier which I will briefly
repeat again: the indiscrimin tte action of muldnational
companies and the untax :d, I repeat the word,
untaxed exports from the L nited States into Europe.
Commissioner, we should rot apply one standard to
others and another to ours,'lves and America should
not be in competition with Europe when Europe has

no intention of taking proter:tionist measures. In spite
of this, my party will vote n favour of the proposal
which Mr Martinec put fors,'ard this morning because
we are in agreement with mcrst of the issues covered by
it.

President. 
- 

I call Mr Deleau.

Mr Deleau. (irR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I shall speak only on the report that has

been presented by Mr von V'ogau which, as always, is

excellent. I therefore find ir all the more regrettable
that I cannot agree with all his conclusions. As my
spepking time is limited, I shall be very brief, even
though there is much to be said on this subject.
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The proposal from the Commission to the Council
concerning the indication of the origin of certain
textile and clothing products sers our ro standardize, at
Community level, the indication of the origin of such
products. !fle feel that, as rhe proposal is worded, it
will not achieve the basic objecrive, which I can
summarize very briefly as checks on the origin of
products and the prevention of deflections of trade. It
will, in our view, be ineffecrive unless ir makes such
marking compulsory in all the Member Stares withour
exception and at all stages, withour exceprion, of rhe
production, import and distriburion of textiles and
clothing. This requiremenr ro indicare origin must
apply both to imports originating in rhe Communiry
and to impons originaring in rhird counrries. Hence,
Mr President, the amendments we have tabled to Mr
von !7ogau's report, the intention being to make the
Commission's proposed directive fully effective, and
we hope that the Assembly will adopr rhem.

President. - I call the Commission.

Mr Haferkamp, Vice-President of the Commission. -(DE) Mr President, on behalf of the Commission I
should like to express my sincere thanks to the rappor-
teurs who have prepared the way for today's debate. I
am also grateful to the House for its great interest in
the debate. It has thus made it clear what importance it
attaches to the negotiations that we will shortly be

conducting on the renewal of the Multifibre Arrange-
ment.

'We face, as has become clear here, difficult and
important negotiations. I stress, Mr President, the
word 'negotiations'. \7hat we have here is an excep-
tional arrangement within the overall system of
GAT[, negotiations in which our partners will be

developing countries, with whom we have to come to
an agreement which they too find acceptable. A
number of contributions to [his debate have made it
sound as if we could go along and say: This is the
Community's view, and you had better agree to it.
Ladies and gentlemen, let us not delude ourselves:
rhey are preparing their negotiadng position as well.
'$(/e must therefore be clear about our own objectives,
but we must also realize thar we are not alone in the
world and that in the difficult economic and trade
situation facing the textile industry throughout the
world we must come to an agreement with one
another, that is with our partners in GATT.

The most imponant of our objectives are, firstly, the
prorection of the sector which is in difficulty and
whose economic and social importance has been made
very clear today.

As our second objective we must bear our own export
interests in mind. Le[ us never forget that the survival
of the Community depends on its exports.

Thirdly, we must. bear in mind and nor disrupt our
relationship with the developing counrries during rhe
negotiations. And finally - I mention this, although
very little has been said abour it today - we should
not forget that we have the interesrs of several
hundred million consumers in the Community to
Pro[ect.

I have a few comments ro make on rhese objectives. As
regards the protection of rhe rexrile sector, I mus[
stress what has been said here, thar this cannot be
permanent protection, but protection to enable the
sector [o adjusr. Bur I musr also srress rhar rhis adjust-
men[ must in fact be effected. People must not rely on
the fact that there has been a first Multifibre Arrange-
ment lasting four years, a second lasting four years
and another lasting perhaps even longer and so, with
protection like this, we can save ourselves the bocher
of adjustment.'!7e certainly cannot have thar.

As regards our export. interests, we export rextiles, we
export machines, rextile machines, for example, and
Mr Stewart-Clark issued a clear warning against the
impression being created thar we are nor being quire
honest, that we want ro sell capiral goods to devel-
oping countries but are not prepared to take their
producrc afterwards. This is not simply a question of
theory or morals: it is a very pratical question.

'We recently had the experience of a clear response
from a developing counrry - Indonesia - ro rhe
attempt to reduce the quotas on its expons of textiles
to the Community. These products had a value of
something less than 50 m dollars. Indonesia's reaction
was to cancel impons worth about ten times as much
from the Community Member Stare concerned. So the
response to the import f.reeze, rhe import barriers, the
plan by a Member Srate of the Communiry ro pur
obstacles in the way of cenain textiles from Indonesia
was [he immediate cancellation of purchases from that
Member State. I would therefore warn againsr
pursuing this course, against trying to ignore the inter-
ests of others. !fle would be harming ourselves if we
ried that.

Finally in this context, it must be remembered where
our relationship with the developing countries is

concerned, that the positive or negative outcome of
these negotiadons will undoubtedly have an effect on
the whole of the Nonh-South debate, that rhey are an
imponant matter for these countries.

I should now like to say something on a number of
specific prolrlems to which reference has been made in
roday's debate. Firstly, several Members put forward
an idea which in cenain quarters might be considered
an elegant, brilliant solution. I should like to say
straight away that it is not. It was suggested that a

supplementary tax or supplementary duty, perhaps
both - thar was nor quite clear - should be imposed,
with the tempting rider thar this could produce addi-
tional revenue for the Community that could be used
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to finance, modernize or restructure the textile
industry. If supplementary taxes on textiles were not to
be discriminatory, they would surely have to be levied
on all textiles. Everyone will realize that in the present
economic situation and the situation facing consumers
this would result in an even greater decline in
consumption than we already have. That surely cannot
be the object of the exercise.

If the idea was that 4 special tax should be levied on
imponed textiles or supplementary duties on imported
textiles, then, according rc the rules of GATT,
compensation at least would have to be paid, and the
authors of this idea have so far omitted to say who or
which exporting industries in the Communiry should
foot this bill. Thousands of millions would probably be
involved. That in ircelf is enough to show thar this idea
cannot be considered realistic. Not to mention the
general effect such action might have on the
Community's general position in world trade. Ve
should take a closer look at the patterns of trade in the
textile and clothing sector. 500/o of the impons of
every Member State in the Community come from
ano[her Member State, rhus constituting intra-
Community rrade. Of the remaining 500/0, about 360/o

come from the countries that are pany to the Multi-
fibre Arrangement,240/0 from countries with which we
have preferential arrangemenrs and 290lo from indus-
trial countries. I must bore you with a few more
figures. Ir has been said that the present Multifibre
Arrangement has not worked effectively. \(uhile the
first Muldfibre Arrangement was in force, we had
average annual growth rates of 190/0, as against
average annual growth rares of 2.50/o in our imports
during the life of the present arrangement. \flhen it is

remembered that the Multifibre Arrangement refers to
60/0, ir surely cannot be said that it has not worked
well.

Let me say something else about the relationship with
the indusrial countries. As has already been said, the
Community has over the indusrial countries as a

whole an expon surplus which has amounted to rather
more than I 600 m US dollars each year for the lasr
three years. In the past we have also had a surplus over
the United States, but not since 1979. Ve musr seek
bilateral solutions ro the problems rhat exist or may
occur in one sector or another in our relationship wirh
the United States. The Geneva negotiations on rhe
Muldfibre Arrangement will nor be the place for rhis,
because our interesls in these negotiations are largely
the same as the Americans. 'We must and will, of
course, urge the Unired Srates and also Japan ro srare
cheir willingness in these negoriations and in the case
of future measures taken under this new arrangement
to import more than they have done in the pasr.

But we should not simply take percentages and market
penetration factors as a basis in rhis respect. The
United States, for example, impon just about as much
clothing per capita as we do. They ake less in rhe way
of mass-produced manufactures such as cotton yarns,

because here the American industry is rhe most
competitive in the world. So this has norhing to do
with ill will or natural gas prices. It is principally a

matter of the effects on the chemical indusry. bur'*.
have often talked about this, and we shall continue to
seek reasonab[e and sound comperirive positions.

As regards the developing counrries, we shall suggesr
that a distinction be made berween developing coun-
tries which are developed and already competitive in
certain sectors or products and those which are only
now in the process of developing their industry, their
textile industry. Ir is reasonable ro expecr rhe devel-
oped countries to assume pan of rhe burden of helping
the poorer developing counrries. Vhere rhese coun-
tries experience any growrh at all, we musr expecr ir ro
be less than in the case of rhe poorer developing coun-
tries. '!7e also expect the developed countries ro open
their markers ro impons from rhe Communiry. Ve
cannot accept thar Korea or Brazil, for example
should have high impon barriers. In connecrion with
outward processing, we shall also have [o negotiare
with these countries on the purchase of primary marer-
ials from the Community.

\fith respect to illegal impons, we have already made
special arrangements for controls with a number of
countries, and panicularly with the ASEAN group, to
prevent such impons. In the fonhcoming negotiations
we will try to achieve agreement that in future, where
it is proved that illegal impons have taken place, the
quanrities concerned will be subracted in full from the
negotiated quoras. \7e have akeady done this several
rimes in the case of producers in Hong Kong and

Korea, even though the arrangement does not make
provision for such action. Ve want this set out in the
arrangemen[.

A.nother aspect is the need for close cooperation
among the customs authorities of the Community.
Unfonunately I have to say that a Commission
proposal of March 1980 on rhis subjecr has not yet
been adopted by rhe Council. It provides for closer
cooperation amont the customs authorities of the
Member States and also for the creation of a Euro-
pean control group at customs authority level to look
into any infringements. As I said, the Council has not
yet taken a decision. All kinds of resistance is being
put up by some Member States. As this question was
principally raised here by French Members, I must
unfonunately say that the French delegation in pani-
cular has caused difficulties. Perhaps the Members
who have referred to chis matter can do something to
remove what they described as a passoire. \7e would be
very grateful ro rhem if they could.

During the negotiations on the second Lom6 Conven-
tion and the general customs preferences, the
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Commission proposed the inclusion of a social clause.
'!fle 

shall be making the same proposal ro the Council
in our guidelines for the negotiations. I should like to
emphasize that this is not a prerexr for prorectionism.
Nor are we interested in interfering in rhe inrernal
affairs of our panner countries. But we do feel that the
development and expansion of a textile industry in the
developing countries must contribute ro the improve-
ment of the living conditions of the people in those
countries.

As regards the life of the arrangemenr, it is obvious
that the textile industry can best make plans and deci-
sions particularly on its invesrments against a back-
ground of longer-term subiliry of international trade.
But we must also realize that if the arrangement
remains in force too long, problems may arise for the
countries with which we have to negotiare this
arrangement. 

.We 
must realize that the question of rhe

life of the arrangement may trigger off various
material demands concerning the substance of rhe
arrangement, which will enable us to gain the accept-
ance of our panner countries.

'S7e have also found wirh bilareral agreements which
have existed for some years [har there have been very
frequent and rapid changes in the sensiriviry of the
various products. It should be our aim in the negoria-
tions to ensure the arrangement continues long
enough for the Community's indusrries to be able to
make progress in restructuring.

This very imponant aspect will undoubtedly be a

frequent subject of discussion this year, both in this
House and, without a doubt, with even greater interest
in the appropriate committees. As we have done in
recent mon[hs, we shall continue our talks wirh rhe
representatives of the textile trade unions and textile
firms during the negotiations.

If the motion for a resolution is adopted in the form
proposed by the committee and carefully explained by
Mr Velsh, it will add strengrh and suppon ro our
negotiating position. In the coming negotiations on
the problems of the textile sector, we shall be endeav-
ouring in panicular to make the European textile and
clothing industry competitive and to encourage this
development.

There are many examples [o show that European firms
in the textile and clothing sector can be compedtive in
the world market. So there are examples not only of
firms in difficulty but also companies which have
adapted and made the grade, which have not done
badly at all in the process and are creating new jobs
every year..!7e must reach the stage where this is true
of the whole of the Community's textile and clothing
industry.

IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT

Vice-President

President. - I call Mr von '!7ogau.

Mr von 'V'ogau, rapporteur. - (DE) Mr Presidenr, I
should like to refer very briefly to one or rwo argu-
ments which have been advanced during this debate. I
will begin with what Mr Haferkamp has jusr said
regarding the protection of external fronriers. If we
want European industry to remain comperirive or ro
become competitive again, the basic requirement. is an
internal market that functions. To march this, we must
also have secure external frontiers. My esteemed
French colleagues have variously referred ro rhe
problem of illegal imports. It is for this reason that the
Commission's proposals on the prorection of the
external frontiers, to which Mr Haferkamp has
referred, must be implemenrcd and rhe conrrol group
which will take acrion againsr offenders must be set
up. I feel our Parliament should also rake an appro-
priate initiative here.

The second extremely important quesrion rhar has
been raised concerns access to the common market
and the interpretation of the rules of the Treary of
Rome in connection with Anicles 30 ff. Mr Narjes
said in this contexr rhat rhe Commission was in the
process of considering how ic should proceed in rhe
future.

And I listened very carefully.

Mr Narjes said that any arranBement for rhe indica-
tion of the origin of rexriles might represent a possible
barrier ro trade. I feel this quesrion simply has to be
clarified - if necessary, by rhe European Courr of
Justice. The companies'which have to rake decisions
have, after all, a righr to know what sarisfies the provi-
sions of the Treary of Rome and whar does not. In the
forthcoming consultations the Commission should
therefore conclude rhat in this case an acrion musr be
brought pursuanr to Article 159.

President. - I call Mr \7elsh.

Mr Velsh, rdpporteur. - This, Mr President, has been
a long debate and I think rhar everybody who has sat
through it has probably learnt a greal deal, ir is

certainly not my intention now ro add unduly to its
length. I would, however, just make one or two obser-
vations on what various Members have said.

I have been accused in terms rhat can be only
described as vilifying of not having gone sufficiently
deeply into the subject. \7ell, I am very sorry rhar
people should feel that way, bur my remit from the
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commitree was to prepare a negotiat.ing brief for the
Commission for the Geneva negotiations. It is not our
competence to produce or discuss a strategic plan for
the texrile indusry - 

that is certainly the job of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs. It is

not our job to go into the question of development
and cooperation because we have a very fine
committee to do that and therefore to [hose who say
that the subject was not examined in sufficient detail I
would only say that as rapporteur I was very conscious
of my duty to keep within my brief and within the
competence of this panicular committee.

Now, no doubt, these debates will continue and no
doubr many interesting opinions will be brought
forward and many new policies launched. Today,
however, we are concerned simply and solely with
these negotiations. It may be very desirable that the
Commission should have a stategic plan for textiles.
The fact is that they have not or, if they have, nobody
has actually seen it yet and rhe fact is also that the
negotiations start in Geneva on 6 May so there is no
way that we can have a strategic plan for textiles in
time for the Geneva negotiations, because however
imponant it may seem to us, we have to remember
that the Community is pan of the rest of the world,
other people are going to be involved in these negotia-
tions, and time will nor wait for us. I also would like to
say a word or two about the United States.

Several colleagues, notably Mr Maninet and Mrs
Castle, arracked the United States and their enormous
exports to the Community. I share their view. Really, I
share rheir view. But the fact is thas the US exports to
rhe Community are not going ro be on the table in
rhese negotiadons. They are being handled now under
an entirely different series of bilateral nlks which go

on direcrly with the Community and the United States

- 
and that is the proper place for those expons to be

considered. And before colleagues loosely assume that
the solution to our problems is to embargo imports
from developed countries, may I lust remind them of
this; with the OECD countries as a whole the
Community runs a substantial surplus in textile trade.
If we start to impose restraints on one OECD
Member, who is to say other countries such as the
EFTA countries, with whom we run very favourable
trade balances, are not going to start seeing if they
cannor impose restraints on us? I ask those people

such as Mr Martinet and Mr Filippi, who have the

interests of their workers so much at heart, how they
are going to explain thar to the workers when they
find, in fact, that the balance of trade which the

Community now enjoys with developed countries has

been reversed? How will they explain that?

Many people have mentioned multinarionals. I agree.
Multinationals should be controlled. It is a very desir-
able end but it will not be on the nble at Geneva. That
is a matter for the Community's internal s[ructures and
for agreement with its other developed panner coun-
tries. 'We are not concerned with that today. To listen

to the debate, Mr President, one might have thought
that this was a wildly laissez-faire document. Mrs
Castle, in a way that could only be done by Members
of rhe Bridsh House of Commons, succeeded in
putring up a target and knocking it down again,
although in fact the target that she put up had abso-
lurely nothing to do with the debate. I can assure Mrs
Castle that nobody here suggested selling off the
textile industry sbmewhere else. I listened to the whole
debate, and as she missed a great deal of it I can give
her that assurance. So most of what she said was
completely irrelevant to what we actually discussed
today and the rest was, to say the best of it, meretri-
cious. The fact is that rhis resolution offers the
industry and the workers a degree of protection that
they have certainly not enjoyed before and which I
suspecr is well beyond their expectations in these
negouatlons. A number of speakers said we should
bash the South-East Asian countries. Some of those
speakers also course applauded the agreement that we
made a little while ago with the ASEAN States and
said what a tremendous thing it was that we were
opening up our trade with these countries. But let thar
pass.

Some people said we should bash the South-East Asian
counrries. Vell what we are doing, or what we are
proposing here, is to freeze the impons from the
South-East Asian countries and orher newly indus-
trialized countries for at least three years. Ve are
freezing them, stopping dead. Is that free trade? ls that
foolish playing around with the interests of the
workers of Europe? Absolurcly notl I tell you, Mr
President, if the indusry knew it could get that out of
these negotiations there would be bonfires all round
the textiles areas of the Community tonighr.

Then people said well then we must have reciprocity.
\flell of course we must,, and it is right here in rhe
resolution. In fact if the Commission adopts our
suggestion which is to have a ren-year MFA with
three-year reviews of quota levels, that gives us the
opportunity to reward those countries which give
better access to Community goods by increasing their
quotas.'!7e have a carrot and a stick. So reciprociry is

very much in here.

Finally, it was said we must encourage the developing
countries. Again I agree that we must. There is in fact
nothing in here at all about developing counrries of
the Lom6 Convention 

- 
nothing at all - so they are

on the face of it being offered rhe mosr completely
liberal access of any one. Their access is only restricted
by the terms of the Lom6 Convention itself. That is
very good; that is what we all want.

The most imponant item from the industry's point of
view 

- and I was a little sorry to hear whar Vice-
President Haferkamp said about this 

- 
is the question

of the cen-year MFA. Vhat this industry needs above
all else 

- 
in Europe and in the developing countries

- 
is a period of stability and calm. \fle all agree with
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that. The history of the last twelve years has been one
of constant netotiation and renegotiarion ar a very
high political level. !7e can all do with a resr from rhar.
So what I would suggesr ro the Commission is this: let
us have our ten-year MFA; but as par[ and parcel of
that let us also adopt the other suggesrion which is thar
of the three-year review of quotas which can be done
on an administrative level withour the great political
vibrations that surround this process now. The
Commission, civil servanm and the civil servanrs of rhe
partner States can sit round and agree quiedy on a

reasonable set of quotas, three times in this ren-year
period. That can be adjusted according to rhe realities
of the situation and can be adjusred in the interests of
all the indusries.

So I conclude, Mr President, by saying that I do nor
believe that shis document is a protecrionisr document
in the sense that Mr Filippi and his friends would like.
It is not so because it is not realisric, and we have
heard eloquent speeches from all round the Chamber
as to why it is not realisdc and why in fact it is in rhe
supreme interest of the Communiry to promote
growing and ordered trade.

Equally, it is not giving the shop away. It is not saying
that any developing country, and low-cost supplier can
come in here and wipe out our domestic industry or
threaten our workers. Absolutely norl As I have
already said, ir offers the industry a degree of prorec-
tion that they have never had before, and if rhey knew
they were going to get ir they would be delighted.

Mr President, this resolution is a middle way. It is a

way of sound, common sense. It is a resolution that we
can give to the Commission with every confidence and
say gentlemen, that is what we realisrically expecr you
to do and come back with. Anything else ro one side
or to the orher will destroy rhe credibility of rhar
important position.

Vice-President Haferkamp was kind enough ro say
that this resolution would be a po[enr factor in these
negotiations. !7e all agree on the importance of rhe
negotiations. So ler us give him his resolution; let us

give him his porent factor and let us say Vice-Presi-
dent, good luck and come and tell us you did it.

President. - The joinr debare is closed.

The motion for a resolution together with the amend-
ments will be put to the vote at the next voring rime.

3. Parliament\ adminis tratioe e xpenditure from
I /anuary to 31 December 1980

President. - The next item is the repon by Mr Price,
on behalf of the Committee on Budgetary Control, on

the administrative expenditure of the European Parlia-
ment for the period I January to 31 December l98O
(Financial year 1980). (Doc. 1-952l80).

I call the rapporteur.

Mr Price, rdpporteur. - Mr President, this report is

prepared in compliance wirh ArticleT4 of rhe Finan-
cial Reguladon, which requires Parliamenr ro forward
to the Commission the information necessary for them
to draw up the accounrs of rhe entire Community. It is
required to be prepared soon after rhe end of rhe
financial year, and so traditionally Parliamenr has not
used this occasion for a full review of the effecriveness
of its expendirure or the policies upon which irc budget
is based, but has limited imelf to considering the issues
which arise directly from rhe accounrs themselves.
Nevertheless, when the people of Europe elected us ro
this Parliamenr, they rrusted us wirh their votes and
they also trusted us with rheir money. So I think that a

few general comments about the size and nature of
our budget are called for when presenring rhe
accounts.

The expenditure of Parliamenr during l98O toralled
135.1 million European units of accounr. To put that
figure into perspecrive, it is abour half a unit of
account per Community citizen for the entire year of
1980. In Sterling, this is the equivalenr of a conrribu-
tion of 27 pence from each person living in rhe
Community [o meer Parliamenr's entire expendirure
for 1980. It is slightly more rhan the cosr of one single
copy of a daily newspaper, which most people seem to
find an acceprable cost 365 days of the year. Even of
that figure, however, a subsranrial parr is accounted
for by two very special factors affecting the European
Parliament. The first is thar we work in seven
Community languages - six in 1980 - because we
are a democratic body: the people of Europe have to
be free to choose as rheir elecred represenratives
whoever they wish, and we cannor expec[ rhem ro
limit their choice to rrained linguists. The result is rhat
about 400/o of our entire budger is attributable to our
language facilities. The second special factor is that we
have to work ar rhree separate places. This is nor
because Parliamenr has chosen an itinerant existence:
on the con[rary, Parliament has repearedly called upon
the Member Srates to fulfil rheir obligations under the
Treaty to fix a single seat for the Insrirutions. Nor only
have they failed to do so for more rhan 23 years, but
recently at Maastrichr they expressed rhe hope that
Parliament would continue ro wander around Europe .

This decision was reached in flagrant disregard of the
interests of the taxpayers of Europe.

(Applause)

But, of course, in pointing our rhese limirations, I do
not suggest that Parliamenr should be any the less vigi-
lant in its control over its own expenditure. As I
remarked earlier, the people of Europe, when rhey
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entrusted us with their votes, also enrrusted us with
their money. Ve must respect that rrust by ensuring
that we spend their money wisely and use as litrle of it
as is necessary in order to fulfil our functions properly.
'!fle must do this not only because we are responsible
people, but because we have to put ourselves in a posi-
tion of vinue if we are to be able ro criricize orhers.
This Parliament has imponant powers of conrrol over
the Community budger, but it can only criricize the
Commission or argue with the Council if im own
house is in order.

The other imponant reason for limiting our own
expenditure carefully is that we have critics who seek
every opportunity to divert public attention from what
is being achieved by the European Community
through this Parliament and its other Insritutions by
attacking this or that pan of Community expenditure.
These people have several advantages. The press finds
the very allegation of scandal interesting even if it can
be disproved. Funhermore, it is very easy to make
sweeping allegations in a few striking sentences. It is
very much more difficult to answer these allegations,
because it usually requires a mass of detail which most
of the press simply do not print. Mr President, I have
nothing but contempt for critics who behave like this.
They are like small boys who throw srones ro break
windows and then run away before the poor house-
holder can come out and catch them.

I know that this kind of activity is not common in
most Member States, but I am panicularly mindful of
this factor because it is common in my own country.
Very often stories emanating from rhere spread to
other parts of the Community, gaining an air of
authority through having been published elsewhere,
even if their intrinsic value is nil. Clearly we must bear
in mind that we should not be diverted from our main
task by detractors of this kind, bur we are less likely ro
find ourselves diverted if we exercise vigilant control.
The Budgetary Control Commirree is one of the
instruments of such parliamentary control. In this
motion for a resolution, we seek in paragraph 9 to
tighten up the existing situation by calling on rhe
Committee on Budgetary Control to examine carefully
the implementation of the budget on a regular quar-
terly basis with a view to ensuring rhat economy and
efficiency in the management of the Parliamenr's
servrces are secured. This scrutiny is already part of
our work, but the commitree wishes to ensure [ha] ir is

Pur on a more sysrematic fooring.

Now I wan[ to turn to the details of the motion for a

resolution itself and the amendments that have been
proposed. The first four paragraphs of the morion for
a resolution record the figures; they summarize rhe
detailed tables which are contained in the repon from
page 18 onwards. Then the motion makes comment
on these figures. The first point which emerges is rhar
1980 was a quite untypical year. The budger for 1980
was prepared partly by the old Parliament and partly
by the ne*, di.ecily Llected Parliament withour any

experience at that time of its needs, Funhermore, the
1980 budget was not adopted until July of that year,
with the result rhar addidonal staff, needed because
Parliament had more than doubled its size and greatly
expanded its activities, could not be recruited until the
latter part of the year. So 1980 is not in any sense a
typical year for parliamentary expenditure.

In paragraph 5, the morion records thar these factors
led to more one-fifth of the appropriations provided in
the budget being cancelled. However, although 1980
was untypical, in paragraph 5 we underline the fact
that great care should be taken when drawing up esti-
mates in future years and that only a level of appro-
priations which is essential to the economic running of
Parliament should be sought.

Paragraph 7 deals wirh rhe presentarion of rhe
accoun6, asking for an additional column in Table 2
showing the amounts carried over from the preceding
financial year, so that all the available appropriations
on each budgetary line can be seen in one table. There
are [wo amendments proposed by Mr Pannella ro this
paragraph. Amendment No I I am against on textual
grounds. Amendmenr No 2 I am more symparheric ro
in terms of ir objective, but I think im purpose should
be attained by having a separate list of transfers
appended to the accounrs rarher than by inrerposrng
very complicated matters in the existing Table 2.

Paragraph 8 of the mo[ion draws attention to the facr
that one-seventh of the appropriations automatically
carried forward from 1979 have been cancelled as

unspent. Only those appropriations which are legally
committed before the end of the preceding year
should be carried forward under the Financial Regula-
tion, and so our administration appears to have been
rather generous in their interpretation of rhis require-
ment. The motion calls upon them to adhere more
closely to rhe requirement of the Financial Reguladon.

Mr Pannella submitted an amendmenr ro rhis para-
graph. In the English version, there is no real differ-
ence from the existing text excep[ that it is nine words
longer. However, after considering all the other
language versions, I see rhat the correcr English trans-
lation should be to replace the words by: 'commitment
legally and effecdvely entered into by the end of rhe
financial year'. Again I have some sympathy with Mr
Pannella's point, bur it seems to add somerhing which
I think should be added to the Financial Regularion if
at all, and not included in this resolution.

I have already referred ro paragraph 9, which makes
the scrutiny of the Commitree on Budgetary Control
more systematic. There is an amendmenr by Mr
Pannella, which would require the commirtee ro
consider a report. on the implemenration of the budget
on a monthly rather than a quanely basis. I would
simply reject that amendmenr as being utterly imprac-
ticable and more likely to lead ro cursory mention of
the figures than to the demiled scruriny which rhe
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committee intends ro exercise. Finally, paragraph 10 of
the resolution emphasizes that Parliamenr posr.pone
its decisions on the discharge unril the administrative
expenditure has been verified by the Coun of Audi-
tors. In other words, this repon is limited in its objec-
tives: when our expenditure has received external
scrutiny from the Coun of Auditors we shall come
back to rhe financial year of 1980 and consider it in
greater depth.

Mr Presidenr, I commend the report and rhe morion
for a resolution ro the House.

President. - I call rhe group of the European People's
Pany (Chrisrian-Democraric Group).

Mr Aigner, chairman of the Committee on Budgetary
Connol - (DE) Mr President, ladies and genrlimen,
I should just like to add a few comments. But I will
begin by thanking rhe rapponeur for his presentation
of this report. This is nor a debate on rhe giving of a
discharge. ft concerns accounts thar have 

- 
been

presented in compliance wirh Article 74 of rhe Finan-
cial Reguladon. The commenrary on this will be given
during the debate on the giving of a discharge. Bur I
am very grareful ro the rapporteur in particular for
taking up rhe criricism thar has recently been levelled
at our financial conduct on various occasions.

Mr Presidenr, we are subject to no restrictions when
derermining our own budget. This, of course, imposes
on us a dury ro make very sure thar rhe budget has
been implemented in accordance wirh rhe principles of
economy, necessiry and legality. Mr Price, you your-
self know thar the tremendous workload has so far
prevented us from examining our own budger as we
really oughr ro do. Bur ar rhe very n.*r p"n-sission we
shall be beginning a very close examlnarion of our
budget. I believe that we shall rhen very soon arrive at
an assessment.

Mr Presidenr, on behalf of my Group I can say that we
feel the same about the amendments as the rapponeur.
I do not quite undersrand, Mr Price, what the purpose
of your amendmenr No 3 is. I feel that it roo muit be
rejected, because we have rhe corresponding wording
in the Financial Regularion, and we should stick to
that. Ve still have rhe opponuniry during the concilia-
tion meerings with the Council of making appropriare
changes to the Financial Reguladon if rhis is consid-
ered necessary. I therefore propose that all rhe amend-
men6 should be rejected, and I should like to express
my sincere thanks to the rapponeur once again for the
way he has performed this msk.

President. - I call Mr Roben Jackson.

Mr R. Jackson. - Mr Presidenr, I am rising to speak
in this debate on rhe Price repon for two reasons.

First, because ir concerns rhe European parliament
expenditure for 1980, rhe year in which I was rhe
rappor[eur for the Commitree on Budgets, on rhe
Parliament's budget, and second because i believe rhar
the examination of rhe Parliament's actual pattern of
expenditure last year, which this .epo.t .nabl.s us ro
undenake, contains an awful warning abour rhe pros-
pecrs for rhis year's spending by pailiamenmnj fo.
next year's European Parliamenr budget which is also
now under considerarion. I am sorry, Mr president,,ro
be a cuckoo in rhe nest of harmony rhat has been
expressed so far, but I believe rhat there are serious
criticisms that can be made of the way in which lasr
year's budger was conducted. I hope that the Budg-
etary Control Commirtee can follow up rhese criti-
cisms and rhat rhe Coun of Auditors will pay due
regard. But the real challenge for us all is in reiarion rc
furure budgers.

Mr President, the basic finding of rhe price reporr is
that in 1980 the European Parliament underspint the
appropriations provided for that year by no less rhan
22.30/0. The acrual our-rurn for the European parlia-
ment's spending in 1980 was only three-quarters of rhe
amounr appropriated. \7hat does it rell us, Mr presi-
dent, about the way in which the Parliamenl manages
its own internal finances? In paragraph g of ihe
explanatory memorandum which is attached ro [he
report, the rapponeur cites rhe varioup excuses which
have been advanced by the ParliamCnr's adminisrra-
tion. \7hat he has been rold, and he has believed ir, is
that all due to rhe fact that the 1980 budget was nor
finally adopred until the middle of the yeai. Vell, Mr
Presidenr, I do not believe rhis. The House will note
rhar by far the biggest irem of under-spending, some
26 million units of accounr related to Chapter I l,
expendirure on sraff. The cause of this under spending
was nor the lack of finance in the first half of th. yea..
Its cause was plainly and simply the inability of rhe
adminisrrarion ro carry out rhe necessary reciuirment
in 1980 for the hundreds of posts which we had
improvidently vored for it, an inability which was
insistently predicted by the Committee on Budgets and
its rapponeur for 1980.

Secondly, Mr President, I ask the House ro observe
the tables on page 8 of Mr Price's repon, which gives
a monthly breakdown of expendirure in 1980. this
shows that the rhythm of commitments in the first half
of the year was in fact higher rhan in the second half.
So much for rhe suggesrion rhar rhe cause of rhe
Parliament's underspending of its appropriarions in
1980 lies in rhe late adoprion of last year's budget.

Mr President, in spite of what has been said, the
course of evenm last year was alas by no means excep-
tional in the sorry history of rhe Parliamenr's budgit.
If we go back into earlier years we find even more
damning evidence of rhe way in which our budget
had, I am afraid to say, been mismanaged. Look ar the
1979 figures. ln 1979 144 million unir af accounr was
appropriated. How much v/as acrually spenr? In l9Z9
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only 115 million units of account were actually spent:

another 200/o underspending of the funds appro-
priated. And the equivalent figures for 1978 are even

worse. Mr President, we must face the fact that the
funds of the European Parliament are being grossly

mismanaged and the uagedy is that this mismanage-
ment shows every sign of continuing this year and into
rhe future.

Consider for a moment the techniques by which the

annual estimates are prepared by the Secretary-

General. The method is simple. It consists of taking
last years appropriations and adding to it! There is no

evidence of any regard for the amount actually spent

under each heading; still less is there any regard paid

to on objective assessment of concrete and specific
needs of each line of expenditure. You only have to
look at the complete failure of the administration to
respond to Mr Bonde's questions concerning next

year's proposed budget to see the vacuum that lies at

ihe hean of the European Parliament's financial
manaEement.

Mr President, it is becoming notorious that the Euro-
pean Parliament tolerates for itself budgetary practices

which it quite rightly refused ro accepr in other institu-
tions. No other institutions has a record as bad as ours.

The extent of out underspending over the years shows

conclusively that there is no shonage of money for any

reasonable activity that Parliament might wish to

undenake. In fact, every year we have been voting far
more than we have been able to spend. The consequ-

ence which the Committee on Budgets and ir rappor-
reur and others predicted, most powerfully in 1979, is

that the European Parliament's credibility as a budg-
etary authority has been gravely impaired and our
standing with public opinion seriously damaged. Mr
President, I and many colleagues around this Chamber
who are becoming increasingly concerned in this

matter, are dedicated to the European cause and to the

success of this Parliament. Let chere be no doubt about

rhat. For the sake of that cause, for the sake of this

Parliament, let us take a grip on our affairs and let us

take it now!

President. - I call Mr Leonardi.

Mr Leonardi. (IT) - Mr President, the study of the

budget of an institution like ours serves not only to
furnish elements for accounting PurPoses but also to
examine, by means of its expenditures, the principal
problems of the institutions itself. If this were no[ so,

there would be no reason for a parliamen[ary rePort

such as that presented by Mr Price: the work of the

Coun of Auditors would suffice.

'!flhat Mr Price says is cenainly true: that is, the items

concerning the Members of this Parliament consti-
ruted, witl more than 3 million EUA's, one of the

largest sources of annulment of the appropriations

made. The rapporteur does not point out however that
rhe basic reason for these annulments is that, despite

the availabiliry of appropriations over the last ye^r -
that is, in the first complete year of the directly elected

Parliament - no progress was made on regulating the

situation of ir Members, most of whom now dedicate

their activity wholly to this institution.

'Vi haue no wish to compare expenditures for the

Members of this Parliament to expenditures

earmarked for other items on the budget. '$7'e are not
interested in scandal. ln this area, it would be enough

to recall the enormous waste deriving from the plur-
ality of work places, which we, along with many

others, hope will be ended in the near future.

Keeping to the subject of expenditures for Members of
Parliamint, we will point out the almost total lack of
expenditure dedicated - I will not say to-equal
sa[aries for all - for which a draft statute was formu-
Iated a year ago - but at least for a decrease in the

enormous disparities existing today' The appropria-
rions which could have been used to reduce these

differences in salaries among the Members of a single

institution who do the same work have not been used,

and have therefore been annulled. On the other hand,

the appropriations for Members for secretarial and

orher-iimilar services were used almost completely;

rhese appropriations, together with different national

salaries,-increased the disparities among rhe members

of the same institution, who not only perform the

same work but who, though very often agreeing on

the need for common policies, are aPParently unable

to agree on salaries a little less divergent, if not
precisely the same.

Basically, the new Parliament has retained and even

enhanced the tendencies of the old, seeking panial
solutions through contributions granted to Members

for varying purposes, but making no provisions to

"rrr.. ih.. of righr basic for any worker, such as

health and retirement plans. The resulting situation is

unfair, confusing, and costly. It yields itself to scandals

of various kinds, yet no effon to correct it was made

in 1980.

Ve wish to insist on the fact that for some [ime a draft
statute for the Members of this Parliament has been

available, and that it has made no Progress' 
'!7e do not

know when and how an agreement with the Council
of Ministers will be reached. Such an agreement might
be postponed until the next legislarure. In this situation
I feel it is necessary to work out solutions within the

limits of Parliament's powers, even Panial or voluntary
ones, to the most urgent problems, such as those

concerning health and retirement benefits and legal
status, while awaiting an overall solution. Members
have the right to a dignified, clear position in the face

of public opinion, to which we should probably appeal
in order to overcome difficuldes raised by cenain
Member States, using all the means available in our
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budget, and avoiding annulme,nrs such as rhose which
occurred in 1980.

Ve think that rhe Price report should have examined
these aspecm as well, analysing rhe causes of the
non-utilization of appropriations earmarked for
members in the 1980 budget. The discharge of rhe
budget of a new Parliament can certainly nor take
place with observations concerning mere book-
keeping, seeking cover from other instirutions, like the
Coun of Audirors, which has no comperence in the
matter of parliamenrary expenditure.

(Applausefrom the Communist and Allies Group)

(Mr Pannella ashed to speak.)

President. - Mr Pannella, your Group has exhausrcd
its speaking time. However since you wish [o
introduce amendments and since the Rules of Proce-
dure stipulare that amendmenrs musr be moved, I shall
allow you to speak for one minute.

Mr Pannella. - Mr President, your kindness is an
exception in this Chamber. For 18 monrhs now I have
been calling for rhe right to move amendmen[s, and
this has not been granted ro me. I am now able rc do
so thanks to your kindness. Mr Presidenr, I thank you
for these few seconds. Mr Jackson's propositions and
observations seem very pertinenr [o me, and if I had
had the time, I would have emphasized rhat it is a
budget of the incomperenr rhar we are establishing
here. In any case, Mr President, I shall be giving an
explanation of vore for three minutes presenrly.

President. - I call Mr Balfe.

Mr Balfe. - Mr President, rhere are a number of
points I would like to make in connection with the
budget which we are talking about and concerning last
year. In fact I have eight separare points which I will
try and make briefly.

Firsdy, as has already been poinred out, one of the
greares[ costs of this Parliamenr is rhe facr that it meets
in three separate places. One of the tesrs as ro whether
other people outside this Parliamenr, and I am
thinking panicularly of the Council of Ministers, are
keen on helping us resolve our problems of expendi-
ture will be the atdtude char is taken towards the rhree
working places of Parliament. \Thichever place is fixed
upon I do nor think we can eny longer justify a sirua-
tion in which this Parliament, wherher it be as a band
of hope or a band of minstrels or, as some have
suggesrcd to me, a band of wastrels, moves between
three different cities in Europe, and moves behind it a
large train of sraff, equipment and the like. Ve are
looking to the Council for a much firmer sraremenr
than the one which came our of rhe last European

Summit. After so many years of this institurion it is no
longer acceprable ro rcll rhis instirurion that rhe marter
will be kepr under review. There has gor [o be some
action upon ir not only for polirical reasons but princi-
pally for expendirure reasons.

The second point I would like ro make is rhar what has
become known in this Parliamenr as the principle of
evening up is probably no longer acceptable. In rhe
early days of rhe Parliament I rhink it was acceprable,
or it certainly was ro our predecessors, rhar where
there were separare pracrices in separate national civil
services, one should always look for the best pracrice
and even up. I do not believe rhar this is any longer an
acceptable auromaric pracrice. The civil service of this
larliament and of this Community is adopting an
identity of its own. Thar identity musr leave it in such
a position that ir is open ro public scruriny. Pan of that
public scruriny will undoubredly be rhar people are
going to take much more inreresr in the benefits,
salaries and conditions of sraff and people are rightly
going ro rake a very close look if it is seen rhat staff of
the European Parliamenr are grossly our of line with
the equivalent grades in rheir own Members Srares. Ir
is right that rhey should do so and rhere is norhing ro
be ashamed of. As a minor poinr within thar I notice
rhat in the pas[ [he Council of Ministers has endorsed
the Court of Auditors' point regarding the fact thar
this Parliamenr pays a different level of rravel expenses
to its staff from thar which is normally obtainable
within the Community and I rhink this is a marr.er rhar
will be looked at.

Vhich leads me on ro rhe third point thar we as a
Parliamenr must take norice of. It is now widely
accepted in a large number of countries of the EEC
that this Parliament and its snff is living roo well. I
accept that it is very easy for rhe press ro make very
easy points abour this Parliamenr but they do have a
semblance of rurh in rhem. This Parliamenr garhered
together very quickly to pass the Key reporr on rhe
expenses of the Commission. One of the first things
we did was to look into rhe expenses of Mr Jenkins
and his Cabiner and ro ar[empr to regularc them. I
would pur ir to the Parliament that we cannor have
another rule for ourselves and that we musr apply the
same stringency ro ourselves rhar we applied to the
Commission during the rime when we considered the
Key report. So although there is a need to supply an
adequate level of supporr to Members, we musr keep ir
within reason.

And this leads me on ro rhe next poinr which I have to
make, which is that rhis Parliament, which often
protests about its three working places, is far too fond
of making extra-territorial visits ourside Brussels.
There are far too many Group meednts and committee
meetings that are being held on a regular basis ouride
the seats of the institurions. It is no good proresring
that you want one place of work if when you have
three places of work you spend a large proponion of
your time devising rrips to other cities wirhin the
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European Communities. There is now a perfectly
adequate system of travel allowances for Members
who wish to go and investigate problems in Member
States. There is nothing at all to stop groups of
Members going on fact-finding tours but I would
contend that the number of visits sponsored by Groups
and committees must be brought under control.

This brings me to the next point, Mr President,
namely the transparency of the budget itself. Mr
Jackson has made some very good points about last

year's budget and the previous budgets. Budgets which
are clearly drawn up on, shall we say, an unscientific
basis. It is my contention, and I think it would be

shared by this Parliament, that this Parliament has a

right to know what money is being asked for on its

behalf and how that money is being spent. The fact
thar even your Committee on Budgets finds it so diffi-
cult to find out the basic facr of expenditure within
this Parliament should be an object lesson to the whole
Parliament as to what needs to be done.

On now to the next point: the need for this Parliament
to be able subiect its own budget to investigation.
There is within this Parliament already an established

practice of questioning the Commission, of ques-

tioning the Council, of questioning the Foreign Minis-
ters. Indeed the only people who are not questioned
are the people who are responsible for drawing up and

deciding the policies of the budget of this Parliament
ircelf. I put it to the guardians of our parliamentary
traditions that they must surely allow the same rules

on questioning to apply to themselves as they seek to
apply to everybody else.

\7hich brings me to the final two points. The Group
within this Parliament raditionally are funded out of
rhe Parliament's money. A valuable necessity if these

Groups are to work. But, Mr President, the Court of
Auditors in looking at the 1979 budget did pass some

observations as to the use that Groups made of their
funds, and especially the use made of money during
the time of direct elections. I would hope that the
Groups within this Parliament will realize the necessity

of shaping their own financial affairs in a way which is

able rc be subject rc professional auditing and profes-

sional probit. If this Parliament is not able through irc

groups to set an example, it will find it difficult
through irc own self.

Vhich brings me to the very final point: it has been
righrly observed by Mr Jackson that there is a vacuum
ar the head of this Parliament and of its whole budg-
etary process. '!7e have seen a regular pattern of
underspending in the order of at least 200/0. You can
certainly get your budget wrong once but to consist-
ently underspend and to consistently draw up budgets
on what appears to be a basis of taking last years
figure and adding a few percent is not an acceptable
approach for a group of people who do at least
prerend to be the potential rulers of at least a part of
Europe. Although I would not endorse that panicular

desire on the pan of this Parliament, I would strongly
endorse and underline the points that have been put
forward about the need for us to bring our own
budget under control. Unless we can manaBe to show
the electors of Europe and our own national parlia-
ments and our own Members of Paliament in those

Member States that we are as capable of containing
and controlling our budget as they are, we will not
gain their respect or their cooperation in the other
areas of our work.

President. - I must now suspend the debarc on the
Price report until Thursday in order that we may
vote.l

4. Votesl

President. - The next item is the vote on the motion

for a resolution contained in the Neutton Dunn report
(Doc. 1-858/80): Protection of worhers fron harmful

exposure to metallic lead and its ionic compound at

utorh.

A very large number of Members have asked to give

explanations of vote. I would remind the House that a

vote was already taken on the motion for a resolution
and that the results were inconclusive. Explanations of
vote were made before that vore was taken. Under the
Rules of Procedure I am entitled to refuse any further
explanations of vote, however, in view of the long lists

of people I have decided to allow shon explanations.

I call Mr Collins.

Mr Collins, Cbairman of tbe Committee on the enairon-
ment, public health and consurner Protection. - On
what I consider to be a point of order, Mr President, I
should be grateful if you would make it clear to
Parliament, before we start even on an explanation of
vote, whether or not we are going to be able to vote
on this article by article. This is a very technical matter
and the reason it fell foul of Parliament the last time
was that there was a misunderstanding between the
Presidenry and the Members, and people then voted
and ended up with contradictory clauses in the final
resolution. I would be grateful, Mr President, if you
would rule that this time we shall be allowed to vote
on it anicle by anicle. That will make it possible for
people to express their views more clearly and for
Parliament to arrive at a decision today. It is very
imponant that we arrive at a decision today because

the Commission is hoping to bring this to the Council

Only those pans of the voting procedure which gave rise
to speeches are reproduced in the Repon of Proceed-
ings. A detailed account of the vote is recorded in the
Mrnutes.
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in June. If we do not arrive at a definidve statemen[
today rhen rhis may nor be possible, so I would ask
you, Mr Presidenr, to rule in rhis particular way.

President. - I will ask the rappor[eur, but in my
opinion we can vore by division on the resolution. It is
not possible to do so on rhe direcrive. Bur I call Mr
Newton Dunn on this poinr.

Mr Newton Dunn. - Yes, Mr President, on rhis exacr
point I suppon Mr Collins, the chairman of the
commitree. This Parliament has at no time had the
chance ro vote anicle by anicle on the committee,s
report. It is essential rhat Parliamenr siezes the chance
to do that. Otherwise ir will be losr. I believe Mr
Collins is right.

President. - I call Mr Sherlock.

Mr Sherlock. - I would like ro ask for one funher
ruling, if indeed we are going ro proceed on rhe arti-
cles and vore on each in turn. If any amended article
falls because ir is voted out will rhe original Commis-
sion text be restored in irs place?

President. - I rhink there is a misundersranding. !fle
are not voting anicle by anicle on rhe directive. Ve
arte vo[ing anicle by anicle on the resolurion. Other-
wise we should ger the same problem.

I call Mr Collins.

Mr Collins. - I am sorry, Mr President, but rhis is
exactly where the whole siruarion wenr wrong rhe lasr
dme. This is a very technical resolurion and if you
look at Anicle 5 and Anicle 8 these have ro remain
consisrent and we really must give Parliamenr rhe
opponuniry ro vore on rhese. I can rell you now rhat
my information is that there are Groups in this parlia-
ment who, unless they are allowed to vore on rhis
anicle by anicle, will vote the whole thing down. Mr
Newton Dunn was elected rapporteur on [his some
sixteen months ago and the Commission has been
waidng sixteen monrhs for this ro go rhrough Parlia-
ment. Now ir cannot be allowed to wair any longer.
Unless we are prepared to allow rhis anicle by anicle
vote then we will lose this today. I can tell you rhat. Ir
will not gor ro rhe Council and rhe Commission will
again have reason ro condemn Parliament for its slow-
ness. I appeal ro you, therefore, to break with tradirion
and break with your advisers there who were trying ro
persuade you just now rhar I am wrong. Break with
these advisers and vore on this anicle by anicle. I
appeal to you to do rhat.

President. - I call Sir James Scort-Hopkins.

Sir James Scott-Hopkins. - Mr President, surely
where the arricles are being changed, as rhey are in
this resolution as has been poinred our by rhe
chairman of rhe commitrees and my honourable ?riend
as well, surely we should be voting on those arricles
separa[ely one afrer the other. This would seem ro me
to be a logical conclusion. It is in the reporr rhere is no
reason why we should nor rake it anicle by ardcle, if
in poinr of fact they are being changed or recom-
mended to be changed. Therefore I would have
thought it would have made the job of the chair much
easier if, as is our normal practice, we vote to stan off
with the direcdve before we go on ro the actual report
by the honourable gentlemen himself.

So first of all, if I may suggest it to you, we should
vote on rhe articles, anicle by anicle as is laid out in
this repon here where the changes are, and then after
thar we should rhen go on ro rhe actual repon ircelf.
That would seem ro be logical and rhat *ould see. to
be the right way of going about rhings.

Presidcnt. - I have a complicated problem here. '!7e

have voted on rhe directive and we have adopred rhe
directive . . .

Sir James Scott-Hopkins. - Mr Presidenr we haven,[
done so. !7e have had the debate and we have had all
the amendmenrs moved, bur rhat is as far as we have
got. Now we are actually voting. This is why both the
honourable genrlemen who is the chairman of rhe
commirtee and my honourable friend have been asking
for these separate vores on the anicles which are bein[
changed. Thar is implicit in rhe actual resoludon of my
honourable friend, Mr Newton Dunn.

President. - All righr, we shall vore arricle by article,
however, we run cenain risks if we do so. Ve may
have to do so again, bur rhat is Parliament's own
inconsisrency; that is nor my worry.

Members may now give explanations of vore. I call Mr
Sherlock.

Mr Sherlock. - Mr President, rhe explanarion which
I shall deliver is largely given in case we should fail in
what you have now allowed us ro do, ar leasr I think
you are allowing us to do it. The last rime this was
considered there was a wrirren applicadon by the
rapporteur to rake it clause by clause, anicle by arricle.
It was unfonunare thar the President appeared to have
a plane to catch rhar day and took ir a gallop and we
did not, as the leader of my Group has said, have an
opponuniry to consider each clause.

If we fail to amend the offending clauses, my Group,
and I hope everyone else in rhis Parliament, will vote
against the directive as a whole .because it is , a
nonsense. It sem standards which are unattainable by
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industry. It sets at least one measured standard in
ALAU which is not reliably measurable. It would not
be accepted by, as far as I can make out, any one of
the ten member governmenr. I wonder, Mr President,
if you could perhaps shut up some of the House,
because what I am saying is well worth listening to.

(Applause and cries of 'bear, hear')

It is your environment or the environment of the
working people of this Community we are ralking
about. Vhy can't you give it the same degree of
seriousness as potential assassination in Uruguay,
about which you can do nothing. !flhy can't you even
give it the same seriousness that a dozen or so people
gave this afternoon to the Multifibre Agreement. If
you do the wrong thing on the Multifibre Agreement
you might lead to unemployment in the Community.
If you do the wrong thing on lead and on rhe limit
values proposed in the amendments you will for prac-
tical purposes create at least half a million unemployed
in the Community by shutting down the entire lead

smelting and refining side of the industry this side of
the iron cunain. You have been nattering about a few
jobs this afternoon, but think for a little longer and

listen to me about a few more. '!(i'e must amend this
directive. If we fail to amend the relevant figures and

restore, in my opinion, the sense which was shown by
the Commission when they made their original propo-
sals; if we fail to get back nearer to the Commission's
figures, I shall commend my Group and all the rest of
you to vote against this repon in its entirety.

President. - I call Mrs Maij-!7eggen.

Mrs Maij-Vegten. - (NL) Mr President, I shall be

voting in favour of the corrected Newton-Dunn
report, and many of my Group will be doing the same.

The Newton-Dunn report now advocates the equal
treatment of male and female workers as regards
prorection against the dangers inherent in lead. Equal
treatment is very important for two reasons.

Firstly, the introduction of more stringent rules on the
protection of women than of men would result in an

enormous number of women losing their jobs in many
industries. '!7e cannot accept that, particularly as

unempioyment among women is already far higher
than among men.

Secondly, the danger of lead is the same for men as for
women. But as the unborn child is particularly vulner-
able to the dangers of exposure to lead, there is a

tendency to provide additional protection for women
alone. That is not right because demage caused by lead

both to the woman's ovum and to the man's spermato-
zoon can result in an embryo developing into a handi-
capped child. The only difference is that it is far easier

to provide legal evidence in the case of women than in
the case of men.

Both the European trade union movements and major
medical organizations have therefore advocated that a

safe level of values should apply to men and women. I
can say that the Netherlands will certainly not be

protesting against these values because they are

already being applied in my county, Mr Sherlock,
and so in one of the ten Member States even now. In
addition, I must point ou[ that industry has ten years

in which to adjust to this arrangement. 'We are in
favour of this directive. It is a good proposal. A signifi-
cant proportion of my Group will be voting in favour.

President. - I call Mr Ceravolo.

Mr Ceravolo. - (17) Mr President, ladies and

gentlemen, I would like to draw the attention of this
Assembly to the Beneral meaning which this vote may
have. There are two problems which should be borne
in mind by those who wish to vote against this direc-
rive, panicularly with regard to the problems of discri-
mination between men and women. Two monrhs ago

this Chamber approved by a large majority an amend-
ment to rhe resolution on the position of women in the
Community which forbids discrimination between

men and women in the work place. It would be very
serious if we, at the first practical opportunity, intro-
duced discrimiiration which could mean lay-offs and

non-hiring of women in certain areas of production. I
rhink that Parliament does not want, to create such a

paradox. It is impossible to approve, general principles
and then betray these principles in panicular cases.

The second problem is a very serious one. Ve are

facing a technical problem: the large scientific organi-
zations, the lforld Healrh Organization, and a recent
congress of specialists in industrial medicine have

acquired knowledge regarding rhe levels of lead in the

blood affecting the safery of workers. It seems strange

to me that, after the Committee on Environmental
Protection had been informed of these authoritative
findings, some members, for reasons not based on
these technical factors, voted against the proposal to
lower rhe level of lead content to be allowed in the
blood of workers. This seems to me to be a very
serious technical and political discrepancy. After
having so frequently affirmed that the health of
workers is of central interest to the Community, it
would seem to me that in practice we are virtually
abandoning this stand in favour of economic interests.
This would be a serious contradiction which would
lower the prestige of our Parliament. This question
does not present problems of political opinion - it is

simply necessary to be consistent with the scientific
findings of the health organizations.

This is why I hope that the members wiil not act
against the workers; the unions have already called
Parliament's attention to rhe matter; let us put the
heahh of the workers first, even if some uncertainties
remain.
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President. - I call Mr Ghergo.
l

Mr Ghergo. - UT) Mr President, mosr of my Group
will vote in favour of this motion for a resolution for
very concrete reasons. In Italy, our of 3 000 cases of
lead poisoning diagnosed wirhin a l2-monrh period,
approximately 300/o of the persons affected had blood
lead contents of less rhan the maximum level proposed
by the Commission.

The Italian indusrrial medicine society in a study
conducted over a period of lOyears and in which
professor Berlin of the health bureau of rhe European
Community also collaborated, identified three levels
of lead and ALAU in rhe blood. These rhree levels are
called, respectively, non-intervenrion, surveillance, and
intervention, and rhey refer to rhe following figures:
for non-intervention, up to 40 mcg blood lead conrent,
up to 50 mcg for surveillance, and up to 70 mcg for
intervention. At this level rhe Commission has deter-
mined that the worker should no longer sray on rhe
job. The figure proposed by rhe Commission is
precisely 70. Parliament, with im social sensitiviry, can
hardly propose a safety limit which eminenr scientists
have determined ro be dangerous. Nor a single docu-
ment has been advanced from any docror or scienrific
institute saying thar 70 mcg of lead in the blood and
0.0006 of ALAU are rolerable without damage to the
human organism. For this reason I will vote in favour,
hoping that Parliament will share this position and
give funher proof of its social sensidvity.

(App laus e from t he ce n tre )

President. - I call Mr Kappos.

Mr Kappos. - (GR) Mr Presidenr, bearing in mind
the situation in Greece wirh regard ro prorecrion from
industrial diseases, I considir rhe content of rhe reso-
lution and the report to be very posirive.

Mr President, since the reporr does not refer to the
situation in Greece and since I rook no pan in rhe
discussion on the proposal I should like ro srate very
briefly what the situarion in Greece is.

Mr Presidenr, I have ro say rha[ the general siruarion
as regards protecrion of workers from industrial
diseases is totally unacceptable and particularly so in
the case of lead. Suffice it to say that no measures for
the protecrion of workers have been taken, no
measurements of the polludon in the working environ-
ment and atmosphere have been made, and, as
confirmed by che International Labour Office, no
Statistics on indusrial diseases in Greece are being
kept. Thus workers, in rotal ignorance, are being
exposed to the effecm of dangerous substances which
amounts to slow dearh. Employers are killing workers
without being called ro accounr and without being

viewed as murderers because there is profit at stake. As
regards [ead, private organizations carried out
measurement.s in 1979 in the area of Tauros near the
cenrre of Arhens. These measuremenrc showed rhar
the concentration of lead was between 7 and 8 micro-
grammes per cubic metre, in other words way above
internationally accepted levels. The situation must be
the same or even worse in steel founderies, battery
factories, mines and other workplaces where lead is
processed. Likewise in Thessalonika, there is a multi-
narional company, ETHYL, where there are often
explosions.

()

President. - I am sorry ro have ro cur you off, bur
you have used up your speaking time.

I call Mrs Scrivener.

Mrs Scrivener. - (FR) In this marrer, which, as we
see, is very technical and exremely difficulr and on
which it is nor easy to obtain completely reliable scien-
tific opinions, my group will be supporting rhe
Commission's proposal, and it will be opposing rhe
amendmenrc proposed in the report, particularly rhose
seeking rc fix the rare of emitted lead. At presenr, rhis
rate cannot be measured. Of course, we are in favour
of protection, bur proper prorec[ion which - as I have
said during other debates of rhis kind - consisrs in
making a sarisfacrory evaluarion and guaranteeing
what is measured. Ve shall therefore be voting in
favour of the Commission's proposal.

President. - I call Mrs Hammerich.

Mrs Hammerich. - (DA) The vote which we are now
going to have on rhe directive on lead is somewhar
problematic, since no one knows as yer whar the final
version of the proposal for a directive will look like. At
the moment, a working pany of officials from rhe
Council and rhe Commission is discussing the direc-
tive, and it is nor even cerrain that the working party
will have completed im discussions before the Council
of Ministers for Labour meets in June. The Danish
representatives in this working party have rhe atritude
of the rrade union movemenr ro the directive on lead
to use as a guideline. The rrade union movemenr is
calling for:

1. healrh surveillance to be made volunrary, so rhar ir
canno! be used as a means of grading the work-
force;

2. a guaranree thar men and women will 'be treated
equally;

3. the limit values ro be subsrantially reduced.
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The limit values contained in the proposal for a direc-
tive are wholly inadequate, and it is questionable
whether one should play any part in drawing up rules
on the working environment which are a health
hazard in themselves.

Ler us take the hygiene standards, for example the
limit value for lead dust in the air. In Denmark, we
have a standard of too micrograms per cubic metre of
air. The proposal in the direcdve - 

and this report
raises no objecrion - 

is for a limit of 150 micrograms
unril 1985 or 1989, and of 100 micrograms thereafter.
By way of comparison, it is worth mentioning that the
standard in Japan is 50 micrograms per cubic metre, a
target which the USA is also working towards, while
in rhe Soviet Union it is 10 micrograms per cubic
metre of air.

As regards the biological limit values, there are two
points to be made: firstly, the Danish trade union
movement strongly resents the fact that the directive
provides for the monitoring of a worker's body, which
is thus being used as a measuring instrument, rather
than for effecdve improvements in the environment.
Secondly, the limit values contained in the directive
are extremely unsarisfactory, since the latest research

in industrial medicine indicates that to be on the safe

side, the limit should be reduced to 30 micrograms for
both men and women.

But why do we object to this directive, when it merely
lays down the minimum requirements?'!7e are afraid
that in the long run, even these minimum requirements
will undermine our legislation on the environment,
panicularly at a time of crisis, when industries are
looking to cut down their production costs because of
the need to be competitive. Strict requirements for the
working environment make production more expen-
sive, and in this context a weak EEC directive such as

this one on lead can be used as a lever, so that what it
actually sets are maximum levels. This year, Danish
legislation on the environment is to be supplemented
with just such specific provisions, and there is a justi-
fied fear thar the Community wilI exercise an unwel-
come influence.

As far as we are concerned, it is undesirable for the
Community to have authori[y in this area. Ve have
frequently said that membership of the Community
entails a decline in democracy, and so for these and
several other reasons we shall abstain from voting on
this proposal.

President. - 
I call Mr Adam.

Mr Adam. - Mr President, I shall be voting for the
amended directives and for the resolution as will the
Socialist Group and I hope that this will have the
support of the Parliament. There are rwo principles
rhat are enshrined in the final version, one is equal

treatment for men and women and the second is that
we should try to achieve the highest possible standards
of safety in the working environment. Dr Sherlock
earlier said that the amendments were nonsense. I
would submit that the nonsense today was nlked by
him! Everybody knows that these limits are difficult to
achieve, but this does not make them any less desir-
able. If Members read the ameirdmenr carefully, they
will see that there are five years in which industry has

available ro achieve these standards. Ve know that
rhey cannot be achieved today, but we have a duty to
set standards for increased safety in industrial matters
for rhe future. If we look at Article 9 we shall see that
there is a funher five years for exceptional circum-
srances. So rhe problem of any possible unemployment
cannot arise for at least ten years. And it is very
misleading and indeed mischievous of Dr Sherlock to
raise that issue this afternoon.

There has been a grat deal of lobbying by the commer-
cial interests in this case. I hope that Parliament will
show that the working environment is the interest to
which we are going to respond.

President. - Ve shall now vote on the motion for a

resolution. Several Members have asked that we
should vote anicle by anicle. I can only pur the
amendments tabled by the House to the vo[e.

()

Article 6

President. - I call Mrs Kellett-Bowman on a point of
order.

Mrs Kellett-Bowman. - There are a number of people
outside who do not in fact know that the vote has

started. This is the point of order I wished to raise.

Article 7

President. - I call Mr Sherlock.

Mr Sherlock. - I know you agree that in general you
are taking the document article by anicle, but the next
article on which we have to vote contains two very
different matters. There is provision B m which I am
sure every one in rhis room could quite faithfully
subscribe. It does, of course, represent the law in the
United Kingdom ar the moment, apart from anything
else that might commend it. But part A bears such a

close resemblance in its recommendations to the part
which we have just voted down, that I suggest we
should give Parliament the opportunity of separating
them.
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President. 
- 

I think your suggesrion is reasonable,
namely that we split the amendments on paragraph 7

into amendmenrc 7 (a) and 7 (b).

(.)

Article 13

Mr Sherlock. - I would poinr out that despite the
schizophrenia which is manifesdng itself ar rhe
moment, that this refers back to rhe paragraph we
have just voted against. Just in case anybody else
happens to have read it, that is.

President. - I call Mr Rogers on a point of order.

Mr Rogers. - Thank you Mr President. I just
wondered who the rapporteur on this report was,

(...)

( Parliament adopted tbe resolution)

President. - I have still one request for explanation of
vote after the vote on the resolution.

I call Mrs Roudy.

Mrs Roudy. - (FR) I shall be very brief, Mr Presi-
dent. I simply wish to say that the text submitted to us

by the Commission quite obviously contained discri-
minatory provisions which were absolutely incompa-
tible with our principles and the votes we have
previously taken and which dealt too lighrly with the
health of workers. Some of us here wanted to put the
profim of the industrialists before rhe health of rhe
workers and the pro[ection of employment. It is to be
hoped that the Council, in its wisdom, will for its part
listen to the workers' demands and that it will allow
ircelf to be guided by a sense of justice.

'+

President. - \(e shall
report (Doc 1 -72/8 I ):
immunity.

I call Mr Pannella.

now consider the Gaspard
Ulaizting of parliamentary

I call Mr Pannella.

Mr Pannella. - (FR) Mr President, in agreement
with the chairman of the Legal Affairs Committee, I
withdraw the amendment, the enlarged Bureau having
been warned of this, so as [o avoid creating a prece-
dent one way or the other. I shall explain in an expla-
nation of vote, but I am withdrawing my amendment
because this matter really should be studied in greater
depth.

President. - I call Mr Ferri.

Mr Ferri, cbairman of the Legal Afairs Committee. -(17) Mr President, since this question can obviously
not be the subjecr of an agreement between Mr
Pannella and myself alone, it is my duty ro say to the
Assembly that, although I retain my poinc of view,
which is also that of the enrire Legal Affairs
Committee, I also realize thar the problem should be
precisely defined in the Rules. I therefore suggesr ro
Parliament that it accept Mr Pannella's decision to
withdraw his amendmenr, leaving the procedural ques-
tion unprejudiced.

President. - I call the rapponeur.

Mrs Gaspard, rdpporteur. - Mr President, although
our and Mr Pannella's opinions differ on this subject, I
thank him for withdrawing his amendment. I feel it is

better that way. As I said yesterday in connection with
a fresh case, one that is still under consideration, it is

time that the Legal Affairs Committee, which has
already done some work on this subject, rhe
Committee on Rules of Procedure and Peritions and
Parliament looked closely at the procedure for waiving
parliamentary immunity, and once again I hope that,
like the Legal Affairs commirtee, this Parliament will
unanimously approve the text we have proposed.

President. - I call Mr Muntingh.

Mr Muntingh. - (NL) Mr President, I have just
heard you ask: 'Has everybody voted?' then I heard
you say: 'The vote est clos'. I began to wonder what
language you were speaking. That was a question.

If I were an interpreter, I would now be thinking
about going on strike again.

President. - I call Mr Nyborg.

Mr Nyborg, cbairman of tbe Committee on the Rules of
Procedure and Petitions. - (DK) Mr President, I
would just like to inform you that the Committee on

President. - !fle shall now consider the motion for a

resolution contained in the Gaspard report (Doc. 1-72/
81): Request to waitte the immunity of a Member.
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the Rules of Procedure and Petitions held an extraor-
dinary meeting today, at which we reached the same
conclusion as the Legal Affairs Committee, which Mr
Ferri has just expressed so very well. In his speech, Mr
Ferri said that an amendment to the Rules of Proce-
dure was required, and we shall consider this at the
appropriare time; in the meantime, however, the
Commirtee on rhe Rules of Procedure and Petirions
will draw up a footnote to Rule51. Ve are in
complete agreement with the Legal Affairs Committee
as ro rhe interpretation of the Rules of Procedure.

President. - I call Mr Pannella.

Mr Pannella. - 
(FR) Mr President, I asked for the

floor to give an explanation of vote on the Gaspard
rePort.

President. - Mr Pannella, I thought that the state-
ment you made a momen[ ago was in fact an explana-
tion of vote. You now inform me that you were simply
withdrawing the amendment.

I shall allow you to speak for one minute on an

explanation of vote.

Mr Pannella. 
- 

(FR) Mr President, I have vored in
favour of this resolution. It creares an important prece-
dent. I believe that Mr Gourhier could nor be penal-
ized in any way for the act attributed to him. H. *"t
simply exercising his rights not only as a parliamen-
tarian but also as a citizen, and he did so 

- 
if I may

briefly refer to the heart of the matrer 
- by adopting

an attitude for which he has my congra[ulations.
Having said that, Mr President, I believe that we must
be very careful in the future. In Italy the public
increasingly feel rhat the Inlian Parliamenr may well
be covering up, through rhe insriturion of parliamen-
tary immunityr many cases of scandalous conduct:
cases of corruption and so on. Alrhough I have there-
fore agreed to vo[e in favour of this resolution and the
excellent report, I do fee[, Mr Presidenr, thar we musr
always be sure that the act which is the subject of the
accusation is of a polirical narure and rhat an arremp[
is being made to encroach upon lhe rights of a parlia-
mentarian through rhe applicadon of the penal code.
On the other hand, Mr President, we must rake great
care in the future to avoid rhe danger to which Italy
has succumbed of using parliamentary immuniry to
cover up acts which are subject ro the law of the land,
of creating immuniry for crimes thar are subjecr ro rhe
law of the land, as is happening in Italy and perhaps
elsewhere.

President. - !fle shall now consider rhe rnotion for a

resolution contdined in tbe \Voltjer report (Doc. 1-953/
80): Sale ofagricultural products on board ships.

Amendment No I by Mr Curry has been withdrawn.

I call Mr Luster for an explanation of vote.

Mr,Luster. - (DE) Mr President, what I have to say I
am also saying on behalf of Mr von Hassel, who was
very emphatic this morning in his opposition of the
report. I too call on the House to reject the report for
the following reasons: the butter-ships, as they are
known, operate in the weak peripheral areas of the
Federal Republic of Germany, for example. For one
thing, they increase the tourist trade, one of the most
imponanr sources of income in these areas. For
anorher, the people making these trips are for the most
part pensioners, including some from my home town
of Berlin, taking advantage of what is for them an
important source of cheap goods.

These butter-ships have been a real help rc these areas

and to these people for some thirty years. In the north-
ernmost Land of. the Federal Republic alone 2 000 jobs
depend on these small excursion boats, the suppliers,
the repair yards and the bus companies. The
pensioners and small-wage-earners concerned would
suffer unneccessarily if the repon was adopted. Funh-
ermore, the question of duty-free shops would also
have to be raised. Finally, it would be completely
incomprehensible if citizens of the Community in the
peripheral areas were not allowed rc buy foodstuffs
cheaply when it is remembered that our resources have
been used in the past to supply cheap foodstuffs in
large quantities to the Eastern bloc countries, which
rake a negative view of the development of the Euro-
pean Community.

President. - I call Mr Van Minnen.

Mr Van Minnen. - (NL) Mr President, I should like
to say why I shall be voting in favour of these butter-
ships being prohibited. This is admittedly a small, but a

very clear test of Qasic European principles. It is unac-
cepmble that the system of agricultural refunds should
be used to creale a new form of Regional Fund in dis-
guise. It must be made clear that we take very seriously
our contention that we are seeking European effi-
ciency and European thrift. I feel that anyone who
claims ro be opposed to the improper use of the Euro-
pean agricultural funds should vote for the elimination
of this abuse.

( Parliament adopted the resolution. )
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President. - Earlier roday I was prepared to allow a

vote to be taken on the Velsh report, but in view of
the number of amendmenrc and the time required for
the vote that is not possible. That means rhat the vote
will have to be held over until Thursday.

I call Mr Velsh.

Mr 'Velsh. 
- \fith regard to your ruling on my

report., I would earnestly ask you to consider it very
carefully indeed. I absolutely understand we cannor,
have the vote now. However, Mr President, as you
will know, we have been sruggling for monrhs ro
produce this report out in time to influence the
Commission in its decision which is going to be raken
tomorrow afternoon. Umpteen speakers today have
stressed how very imponant it is. I undersrand it
cannot be taken now, but I do not understand why it
cannot be taken some time tomorrow morning.

(Applause)

I appeal to you, Mr President, if you have any respecr
for the aurhority of this House; if you have any wish
to see its views taken seriously, rhar we will not let
ourselves be cheated at the last hurdle by a small
procedural problem and you will insist that we have
the vote sometime at your convenience tomorrow
morning.

President. - Mr Velsh, I appreciate your problem.
However my problem as Presidenr is that the House
adoprcd the agenda on Monday. There is no provision
for a vote tomorrow. That means that I have to rule
that the vote can only be taken on Thursday.

I call Sir James Scott-Hopkins.

Sir James Scott-Hopkins. -,As 
you are nor prepared,

Mr President, to put it on tomorrow's agenda may I
ask the House, with your permission, thar we should
vote on it now?

President. - I am greateful ro Sir James for his
suggesrion. This will enable us to lighren the agenda
since a vote on Thursday could have held up other
votes. I am therefore particularly grareful ro Sir James
for proposing this solution.

!fle shall now consider the motion for a resolution
contained in the Vekh report (Doc. 1-61/81): Reneutal
of tbe Multifibre Arrangenent.

A,frer the first indent of the preamble
No 17

Mr Velsh, rapporteur. - I am against this amendment
which was rejected in the committee. The reason is

that it implies that the Muldfibre Arrangemenr applies
to all importing countries, whereas of course it only
applies to a few.

?th indent of the preamble - Amendment No 1 8

Mr'\(elsh, rapporteur. - Mr President, this again was
rejected in committee, and of course under the Treaty
it is impossible for the Commission to give such an
undenaking. Therefore I am against the amendment.

',.,,,,

Afier tbe 9th indent of the preamble - Amendment
No 10

Mr Velsh, rapporteur. - Mr President, the,committee
did not discuss this precise point and therefore I leave
it to the good judgment of the House.

Afier paragraph 1 - Amendments Nos 40, 41 and 42

Mr Vclsh, rapporteur. - I am against Amendment
No 40, Mr President, because I feel that the general
poinr is akeady covered in paragraph 5 of the resolu-
tion and as it is phrased here it is not relevant to rhe
text.

41 and 42Iam against.

Paragraph 3 - Arnendments Nos 5, 19 and 37

Mr \(elsh, rapporteur. - I am against No 5, Mr Presi-
dent. I am against No 37 and I feel that No 19, which
is very close to the present text, should be left to the
judgment of the House.

Paragraph 4 - Amendments Nos 34, 3, 20, 38 dnd 141

- 
Amendment

1 'Withdrawn.
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Mr \Wclsh, raPporteur. - 
Mr President, I leave

Amendment No 38 to the judgment of the House as

it is in fact rather similar to the existing text. I am
against Amendment No 20 because, if carried, it
would weaken, no[ strengthen, the Commission's
negotiating position. I am against Amendment No 34
because it was rejected in committee and I am against
Amendment No 3 because I believe, again, that the
general point was covered in the text.

Paragrapb 5 - Amendment No 31

Mr l!/elsh, rdpporteur. - I am against, Mr President,
because I believe that it is not relevant to this parti-
cular motion for a resolution.

Paragraph 5 - Amendments Nos 7 and 21

Mr !flelsh, rapporteuf. - I am against, No 7, Mr
President. No2l actually adds the words 'in pani-
cular'to the English text, and I feel that people feel
sufficiently strongly about that they should be allowed
[o vote for it, and therefore I leave it to your judg-
ment.

Afier paragraph 6 - Amendments Nos 6, 44 and 4t

Mr 'Welsh, rapporteur. - I am against, No 6, Mr
President. I believe that the committee would accept
No 44, so I can be in favour of that. As for No 45, I
am against it because, as Mr Haferkamp explained, it
is quite impracticable.

Paragrapb 7 - Amendments Nos 8, 22 and 45

Mr Velsh, rapporteur. - I am against all three,
President. They are all rejected by the committee.

Mr Velsh, rdpporteilr. - Mr President, essentially
both these amendments are the same as No 22, which
the House has just rejected and therefore I am against
both rhese amendments.

Afier paragraph 8 - Amendment No 24

Mr Velsh, rdpporteur. - I am against, Mr President,
but I believe it is actually covered by paragraph 14.

(The oote, uhich utas taken electronically, prooed to be
ddectioe)

President. - I rhink we should vore again since I feel
that some Members pressed their butrons before the
ballot was open. According rc the machine only fifty
Members voted.

I call Mr Israel.

Mr Israel. - (FR) Something was wrong during the
last vote roo, because only one abstention was
recorded whereas at least ren of us absrained. I call for
a very careful check of all this.

President. - Clearly the machine is not working
properly. . . or perhaps it is the Members!

I call Mr Van Minnen.

Mr Van Minncn. - (NL) Can the Presidency perhaps
inform us exactly how ir rells at what momenr the
system is refusing to work and ar what momenr it is
again working perfectly reliably? How do you check
this?

President. - Mr Van Minnen ir appears rhar a
number of Members did not wait until the orange light
came on and thoughr thar rhey had voted alrhough
that was not rhe case, That is not rhe fault of rhe
machine but of the Members who did not look care-
fully. \7e shall therefore have to vore again.

Paragrapb 10 - Amendment No 2)

Mr Velsh, rapporteur. - I am against, Mr President,
because I feel this is already covered by the text.

Paragraph 8 - Amendmenis Nos 23 and 1

Mr
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Having said that, I think
political judgment of the
funher commen!.

it must now be left to the
House so I will make no

:.,.

|?

A.fter paragraph 10 - Amendments No 32

Mr '!/elsh, rapporteur. - Mr President, No 32 is a

difficult amendment. I think that before voting for it
Members should be aware that the Community coun-
tries themselves are in a very vulnerable position as

regards the ILO Conventions. The UK has actually
ratified five, so has Hong Kong. Hong Kong would
actually like to ratify two more but they cannot
because the UK has not.

France has ratified, I believe, six. Italy seven. I do not
think we are in a very good position to lecture devel-
oping countries on the ILO Conventions.

Mr'!(elsh, rdpporteur. - I personally prefer Mr Pinin-
farina's version, which I commend to the House, and
therefore I would have to be againsr rhar of Mrs
Pruvot.

After paragraph 13 - Amendments Nos I I and 33

Mr Velsh, rdpporteur. - Mr President, on Amend-
ment No 11 thi committee did'not establish a position
on this and therefore I would leave it m the judgment
of the House but I understand that the first two para-
graphs have in fact been withdrawn by the movers and
only paragraphs 13 (c) and 13 (d) are left.

On Amendment No 33 I believe this is basically a

matter of conscience and political judgment and
therefore I leave ir ro rhe House to decide.

Paragrapb 14 - Amendment No 28

Mr 'Velsh, rapporteur. - This was rejected
committee, Mr President. Therefore I am against.

After paragraph 14 - Amendments Nos 12, 29 and 36

Mr Velsh, rapporteur. - As regards Amendmenr
No 12, Mr President, I do not believe that this has
anything panicularly to do with the resolution and it
was in any case rejected in committee.

As regards Amendment No 35, I believe this a matter
for the judgment of the House because I do not think
it adds to or subtrac$ very much from the main reso-
lution and as regards Amendment No 29, I am against.

A,frer paragraph 17 
- 

Amendment No 13

Mr \flelsh, rapportet4r. 
- 

Mr President, I do not
believe that this panicular amendment, worthy though
it is, has any thing to do with the motion for a resolu-
tion and therefore I am against it.

Paragraph 11 - Amendment No 25

Mr Velsh. - I am against, Mr President, because I
believe it is already covered by the text.

Paragrapb 12 - Amendment No 27

Mr \(elsh, rapporteilr. - Mr President, this, was

moved in committee and rejected and I am therefore
against it.

*"'*

Paragraph 12

President. - I call Mr Pannella,

Mr Pannella. - (FR) Mr President, on behalf of my
Group I request a vote by roll call on paragraph 12. It
is solely a question of helping Turkey once again.
Yugoslavia has nothing to do with this, because the
Community has already concluded other agreements
with it.

ln

Paragraph 13 
-Amendments 

Nos 15 and.2
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Paragraph 18 - Amendment No 301

Mr Filippi. - (FR) I withdraw my
President.

amendment, Mr

A.fter paragraph 18 - Amendment No 39/reo.

Mr 'Welsh, rapporteur. - Mr President, rhis amend-
ment was originally tabled, I undersrand, as a motion
for a resolution to wind up rhe debate on the Oral
Question tabled by the Socialist Group. The European
Democratic Group also tabled a morion to wind up
that particular debate. It was understood because of
procedural problems rhar those rwo morions could nor
be voted on in the form in which rhey were originally
tabled. The European Democraric Group rherefore
withdrew their particular morion. I would ask the
Socialist Group most sincerely if rhey would nor now
consider also wirhdrawing rheirs, rhe reason I ask
them to do this is simply thar whatever one may think
of the sentimenrs expressed, rhe facr is rhat rhey go
way beyond rhe subject marrer of rhis parricular
report. It was discussed in the commirtee and I do not
feel it is directly relevant ro rhe rarher tight resolurion
we have now produced and therefore I would be
against it. I would frankly think the less of Mr Glinne
and his friends if he did not feel able ro wirhdraw
it.

President. - I call Mr Martinet.

Mr Martinet. - (FR) Mr Presidenr, rhis is clearly a

motion for a resolution, nbr an amendmen[, as I
explained this morning. '!fle agreed in the Commirtee
on Exrernal Economic Relations ro rable amendments
ro Mr '!/elsh's texr, bur the European Democratic
Group and the Socialisr Group reserved the right to go
further, with each tabling a motion for a resolution.
Mr \7elsh's text is regarded as an acceptable general
basis, but we feel rhat various imponant poinrs have
not been and could nor be deah with in it. \fle rhere-
fore decided that we should table a resolurion. I
personally am opposed ro rhis text being tabled as an
amendment because it is enough to read ir ro realize
that it is not an amendment. But I would like ro see
this text put to the vote as a morion for a resolution. I
really do nor undersrand why rhe Presidency has had
this motion for a resolution distributed under rhe
heading of 'amendmenr'. As an amendmenr, rherefore,
I withdraw it, but I insist rhat this text be put ro the
vote as a motion for a resolution.

President. - In other words, Mr Maninet, you have
withdrawn the amendmenr.

Mr Martinet. - (FR) As an amendmenr, yes. 
,

President. - Mr Maninet your texr has therefore
been withdrawn since I cannot pur rhe resolution to
the vote while rhe presenr vote is being taken. The
House would have ro take a fresh vore on the marrer.
The vote on the \7elsh repon is closed withour purting
your resolution [o the vote.

,i 
'r

President. - I can now only take explanations of vote.

I call Mr Pininfarina.

Mr Pininfarina. - 
(17) Mr President, ladies and

gentlemen, in these last few years [he effective evolu-
tion of trade in textile and clothing products has
weakened rhe position of the Community in respect to
non-Community counrries. Not only has the penetra-
tion rare of rextile imports increased in the EEC from
30% in 1977 ro 400/o wday, but it has also been
impossible to find adequate compensarion for the
European rexrile and clothing industries through
expons. In this situation, and until a true freedom of
exchange on the international level and a full reci-
procity in the conditions applied by the various coun-
tries regarding rcxtile trade are achieved, the Multi-
fibre Arrangement must continue its regulatory
activiry. It is necessary to avoid, in the developing
countries, a further, dangerous push towards indus-
trialization polarized solely around the textile sector.
At the same time in the industrialized countries, parti-
cularly in the EEC, the balance of payments deficit
and the unemployment rate cannot be further
increased. Therefore, while it is right to adopt a more
open policy toward preferential countries, we must not
allow a disruption of the Community market through
anomalous and rapidly increasing imports, which are
contrary to the host elementary principles of the
Multifibre Arrangement.

It should be remembered that the Mediterranean
preferenrial countries themselves have underwritten
general agreements containing safeguard clauses. This
is why I deemed ir necessary to present an amendment
to paragraph 13 of the \7elsh repon, since it would
nor do ro make a reference to 1973. The text of the
agreemen! signed in that year is anachronistic, unten-
able, and ir is in fact impossible to assert that, from
1973 ro 1977, the multifibre arrangement has been a

success. Should the interpretation of the arrangement's
legal texts allow the pursuit of the objectives set down
in the Parliament's resolution, it will not be necessaryI Amendmenr No 16 by Mrs Peuset was withdrawn
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rc modify these texts, but if the various contracting
panies do not agree an the interpretation desired by
the Communiry, the latter will have to insist firmly on
modifications in the text of the agreement.

In conclusion, Mr President, on the whole I am
favourable to Mr'$7elsh's report.

Presidcnt. - I call Mr Bonaccini.

Mr Bonaccini. - (17) Mr President, I will use less

than my three minutes, for the debate has confirmed
all our reservations: at the end of this debate,
Commissioner Haferkamp told us that it was only a

question of dealing with the problems involved in the
negotiations, while Commissioner Davignon told us

rhis morning that we were to discuss the global issues

of the textile industry.

Therefore, we will vote againsr, for three basic
reasons. First, our vote is meant to be a stimulus and a
control on an extremely serious problem, which we
will discuss again in the coming months. Second, this
debate has limited our objectives. Third, it has allowed
a cenain majority to assume a scandalous attitude on
the Turkish question. I must say that our approach
would have been different if certain of the amend-
ments tabled by members from other political groups

- those by Mr Filippi and others and the last one,
unfortunately withdrawn by Mr Martinet - had been
voted on.

President. - I call Mrs Kellett-Bowman.

Mrs Kellett-Bowman, - Mr President, there is much
of interest in this report, buc it has rwo serious flaws. It
lacks a balance of fairness and it ignores in rhe resolu-
tion, which is the important parr, the need for the
proper policing and monitoring of rrade flows ro
which, surprisingly, the rapporteur made no reference
in his opening remarks and which he acrually said
while we were voting, was no[ relevant to the resolu-
tion. Surely Mr President, supervising the sarisfacrory
carrying out of agreemenrs is at the heart of the
matter. It lacks fairness because it excludes a growth
recession clause.

The rapporteur referred to extravagant demands for
protection,'and yet it was the then Unired Kingdom
Trade Minister, John Knott, scarcely a rabid protec-
tionist, who said emphatically last year in an answer ro
me in the House of Commons that a growth recession
clause would be central to tour negotiations for a new
Multifibre Arrangement. This assurance has since bden
repeated by other United Kingdom Minisrers, so I
cannot understand why rhe rapporteur should take
such a defeatist attitude to the possibiliry of securing
such a clause. It is not an exuavagant demand to ask
our rrade par[ners if they wish to share in our market

when it is expanding, to be prepared to have their
quotas reduced when our market is conuacting. Lady
Castle, who was herself a leading member of the

Socialist Government in the United Kingdom which
presided over the collapse of the rcxdle industry in the

United Kingdom, though nobody would have guessed

it from her speech roday, said that it was the poorest

countries we would be penalizing. This is not so. Many
of them have industrialized very rapidly and are

among the most prosperous. I believe we can achieve

such a clause because the developing countries know
how strong is the tide of public opinion in Europe as

unemployment mounts. I believe they would prefer a

new Multifibre Arrangement with its orderly
marketing to erratic action under Article 19.

It was for these reasons that some of my friends and

myself introduced amendments to try and improve the

balance and the fairness of the report and to
emphasize the importance of surveillance. I am

surprised that the Christian Democrats voted against
this. I am sorry and many of our workers at home will
be sorry that we did not get these amendments
through. On the other hand I am glad we amended

paragraph 3 to take account of the heavy regional
tonclnr.ation of textiles. So because half a loaf is

better than nothing and though I regret the deficien-
cies in the report I shall in fact be voting for it'

President. - I call Mr Almirante.

Mr Almirante. - (IT) Mr President, our unfavour-
able opinion has already been concisely expressed by
Mr Petronio, and I only wish to make two very brief
observations. First, I was interested in paragraph 6
concerning the violarions of articles 6 andg of GATT
committed by the US Depanment of Commerce in
regard to dumping practices. Ve have no information
about the legal action raken by the Commission
against the US administration and we have no infor-
mation on the 150/o protective ariff which was estab-
lished in order to shelter the European textile indusry.

Second observation: I am against this report as an
Italian, and I am amazed that some Italian members
could have failed to approve certain amendments -those of Mr Filippi, for example - and that they
approved instead this report, which is simply cata-
strophic for the economic and social interests of my
country. Our rextile industry has I 200 000 employees,
of whom many are on redundancy and many have
been laid-off or fear to be laid-off. It is a disgrace that
Italian members can fail to protest such a repon.

President. - I call Mr Israel on a point of order.

Mr Israel. - (FR) Mr President, I am surprised thar
with your excellent knowledge of languages you did
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not hear me say three times in French: point of order.
I should not like to see this Assembly, Mr President,
transformed into a big city, but I should like parking
ro be banned in the aisle. Some thought should be

given to people who, like me, are absolutely cut off
from the oumide world when people are standing here.
I would therefore ask the ushers ro do rheir job and
forbid Members of this Parliament to remain standing
in the aisles.

President. - You are quite right, Mr Israel. I have

already tried, in vain, to call the House to order. I
have no wish to take the dramatic decision of clearing
the Chamber at 7.50 p.m. I shall simply insist that
Member clear the aisles. That is all I can do.

I callMr Filippi.

Mr Filippi. (17) Mr Presidenr, ladies and
gentlemen, I am obliged ro reirerate very briefly all rhe
reservations I mentioned in my speech this morning.
Even though some of my amendments were adopted, I
think that some elemenrs included in the amendments
which are fundamental in modifying the general char-
acter of the motion were lost along rhe way. This has
surprised and perplexed us, as Mr Bonaccini and Mr
Almirante have said. This evening, Mr President, we
were verging on the absurd, because a technical
amendment ilhich would have ruled our Yugoslavia
simply because Yugoslavia is already included in the
MFA list, was rejected. Ar this point, I really believe
that someone should take a momenr to reconsider.
Sometimes there has been irrarional behaviour here.'\flith these reasons, Mr President, I explain my vore
against.

President. - I call Mr Martinet.

Mr Martinet. - (FR) Mr President, of the six amend-
ments tabled by members of the Socialist Group, five
have been adopted. I consider that this has grearly
improved the text submitted to us by Mr \flelsh, and I
would be in favour of the adopdon of this rext if rhe
Presidency had not unfonunately decided to refuse to
put our own resolurion to the vote, a resolution on a

basic issue to which Mr Davignon also referred this
morning: the need for a link between an overall indus-
trial policy and the commercial poliry on which we are
delivering our opinion. As this resolution has not been
put to the vote, I shall not be vodng in favour of Mr
Velsh's motion but abstaining. In so doing, I am
adopting a purely personal position as a signatory and
author of this morion for a resolution. I am nor
committing my Group. I am sure ir will be understood
that the aim of rhis absrention is to make it easier for
agreement to be reached on a texr which represents a
minimum, achieved as a result of our discussions and
our debates.

( Parliarnent adopted tbe resolution)

President. - !fle should now conclude our business.

I call Mr Klepsch.

Mr Klepsch. - I had assumed that you would also be
putting the Von Vogau report to the vote.

President, - In accordance with the agreement with

*,:.t*t 
we are ending at 8 p.m. I cannot decide other-

Mr Klepsch. - (DE) Mr President, I do not quite
understand. The Groups are free until 9 p.m. This was
agreed just now. In other words, those interpreters
who should have been working for the Groups could
be here now.

Sir James Scott-Hopkins. - Mr Presidenr, I am nor
quite sure why you are waiting, because you have to
take a decision here. If the House has agreed to Bo on
and if the interpreters - you might ask them, I do not
know the situation there - can go on, I see there are
only six or seven amendments co the Von \7ogau
report and I would have thought the thing could be
finished in 20 minutes, as long as we have no explana-
tions of vote.

President, - Yes, Sir James, if the interprerers ere
prepared ro do this; But I have to hear that first.

Ve will vote on the Von'!flogau report.

I call Mrs Van den Heuvel.

Mrs Van den Heuvel. - (NL) Mr President, on
behalf of the Socialist Group I wish ro proresr againsr
this state of affairs. Many members of my Group have
already gone off [o rhe Group's conference room to
discuss lomorrow's agenda for half an hour. It seems
out of the question ro me rhar you should mke a vore
at this moment.

President. - I have no alternarive but to comply with
your request.

The decision of the political groups ro meer ar 8 p.m. is

in line with the agreement with the interpreters. Ve
shall, therefore, not vore.

The sitting is closed.r

(The siuing was closed at 8 p.*.)

I Request for urgent debate 
- 

Agenda for next sitting: See
Minures
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IN THE CHAIR: MRS VEIL

President

(Tbe sitting ans opened at 9 a.m.)

Presideat. - The sitting is open.r

l. Decision on urgency

President. - The nexr irem is the vote on the
Council's reques[ for urgent procedure for l0 modons
for resolurions concerning Greek accession ro the
Community (Docs. 1-35l81, l-40/81, l-41/81, l-42/
81, 1 -43 / 81, I -44 / gl, 1 -45 / 81, 1 -46 / gl, I -47 / 8l and
| -48 / 8t).

Since the texrs of rhese motions did not arrive until
shonly before the beginning of rhe sirting, ir has not
been possible to disribute any reporrs ro Members in
time, and several documents have not yet been exam-
ined by the appropriate commirtees.

I call the Group of the European People's Pany
(Christian-Democratic Group).

Mr Klepsch. - (DE) Madam President, on behalf of
my group I should like m oppose all the request for
urgent procedure on Greece, since we have already
agreed to discuss this entire range of quesrions during
the May part-session. In the Bureau, we have already
spoken about the provisional agenda.

As for the other requesrs for urgent procedure,
Madam President, my troup will only atree ro them if
the chairman of rhe appropriate committee can assure
us that they can be properly dealt with. Otherwise, we
shall reject urgent procedure.

President. - I call the European Democratic Group.

Sir James Scott-Hopkins. - Madam President, as you
have said yourself these documenm are not available ro
the House. Therefore I assume that you will not be
putting them to the vote of the House at all. Ir would
be quite out of order to do so. \7e will jusr postpone
the whole lot until next time.

But may I point out, Madam President, that I believe
these documents did in point of fact arrive in Luxem-
bourg something like twt and a half weeks ago. I must

Approval of minutes
minutes of proceedings

say quite frankly that it is the inefficienry of the sraff
of Parliament that they have nor been distriburcd. I
would like to have that made quite clear. Perhaps your
staff could check again to see whether the distribution
of these documenrs is as efficient as it should be
because I really do fear rhat they ger inro the cellars of
Luxembourg and do nor see the light of day undl
urgency is demanded and then it is too late.

President. - Sir James, rhese documenrs arrived in
Luxembourg on Friday and ir has nor been possible
since then ro rranslare and disribute rhem.

I call th'e Socialist Group.

ffi1 Qlinn6. - (FR) Madam President, given rhe siru-
ation, I think thar the only course of action is that
which already seemed to have been adopted by rhe
enlarged Bureau yesterday, namely, to place these
l0 items on Greece on rhe agenda for 4 May.

President. - Ve must nevenheless put rhem to the
vote now to enable Parliament, if it wishes to rejecr
urgent procedure.

I call Mr Lange.

Mr Lange, Cbairman of the Committee on Budgea. -(DE) Madam President, I did nor wanr ro speak about
Greece but only to reply to the question which Mr
Klepsch has just asked. The Adonnino reporr, in
which all the items to be discussed wirh rhe Council
are fixed, ought ro be adopred before the end of rhis
pan session so rhat rhe dialogue with the Council can
begin. If we wait until May, the Council will already
have begun to consider the drawing up of the 1982
budget, and the Council itself has said that it would
like rc be able ro discuss any outstanding questions
between it and Parliament at a rarher less busy rime. I
would therefore ask the House rc adopt urgenr proce-
dure. It will nor take much rime to deal with this
matter.

President. - Mr Lange, at
discussing solely the requesrs
concerning Greek accession.

moment qre are
urgent procedure

(Parliament rejected the urgency
resolutions)

the
for

- Documents received: See

President. - I call Lord O'Hagan.

of these motions for
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Lord O'Hagan. - Madam President, we have a large
and some might say ludicrous number of requests for
urgency this morning of which many have not been

disributed.

I have only one in my pigeonhole on the Bah'ais.

I should like to move that we defer all the others.

President. - Lord O'Hagan, the other documents
have been disriburcd normally.

Ve shall now consider rhe Lega Report (Doc. 1-87/81):
Recruitment of officials.

( Parliament adopted urgent procedure).r

President. - !7e shall now consider the lppolito
Report (Doc. 1-949/80): [Jranium exploration and
extraction.

( Parliament adopted urgent procedtre).|

President. - \fle shall now consider the repon by Mr
Adonnino and others (Doc. 1-77/81): Inteinstitutional
dialogae on certain budgetary questions.

(Parliament adopted urgent Plocedare ).1

President. - !7e shall now consider the motion for a

resolution by Mr Deleau and others (Doc. 1-20/81):
Small and medium sized undertahings.

I call Mr Deleau.

Mr Deleau. - (FR) As author of the resolution on

small and medium-sized undenakings, I ought this

morning to be moving the adoption of urgent proce-

dure before the House. It is obvious that urgency is

always called for when it comes to discussing the situ-
ation of these rypes of undertakings; it is always a

matter of urtency to try to discuss them in the

Community in the light of their economic imponance.

Let us not forget either that they have a job-creating
role, which nowadays is not inconsiderable.

Bur since the problems of small and medium sized

undenakings are so imponant, a number of colleagues

have made points of reminding me - quite rightly -that I was the rapponeur appointed by the Committee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs rc deal with the
whole range of problems affecting small and medium
sized undenakings. My repon is about to be drawn up
and I shall shortly have the honour to present it to
Parliament. This being so they did not omit to point
out to me that it would perhaps be more appropriate
rc add this motion for a resolution to the deailed
debate which the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary affairs will be holding on the subject. Since it
would be ungracious of me, Madam President, not to
agree to this request, I would ask Parliament to refer
this motion for a resoludon to the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs, thus renouncing
urgent procedure.

President. - This motion is therefore referred to the
appropriate committee.

President. - On the situation in Turkey, I have four
notions for resolutions :

by Mr Fanti and others (Doc. 1-85/81)

by Mr Pannelh and others (Doc. 1/90/81)

by Mr Glinne and otbers (Doc. 1-104/81)

by Mr Bangemarn and others (Doc 1-113/81).

'!7e shatl take a single vote on the urgenry of these

four documents.

I call Mr Glinne.

Mr Glinne. - (FR) Madam President, I think the
political basis is clear: we must state our position this
week. I am therefore in favour of a joint vote on the
urgency of all four motions for resolutions.

President. - I call Mr Pannella.

Mr Prnnelle. - (FR) Madam President, we also feel
that we cannot let another part-session pass without
Parliament assuming its responsibilides one v/ay or
another in the face of a situation on which the
majority of this House refused to express itself during
November and December, in the belief that demo-
cratic freedoms would soon be restored in Turkey.I This irem was placed on the agenda of 10 April.
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Pannella

This 
-has 

nor yer come about. As a Communiry, we are
sdll financing rhe situarion in Turkey as it ii. There-
fore, Madam President, we want Pariiament to assume
its responsibilides by simply repearing rhe decision it
took unanimously in 1967 on Greece under the colo-
nels.

President. - I call Mr Fanti.

Mr Fanti. - (17) Madam President, the Communisr
Group presented and explained rhis morion at rhe last
part-session, and we shall vote in favour of urgent
procedure.

I should like ro take this opponunity of drawing the
attention of all the polirical groups ro rhe need, siated
by ou-r group, for rhe European Parliamenr delegation
to refrain from going to Turkey in the presentiitr"-
tion. Ve consider rhar now is rhe time for the Euro-
pean Parliamenr ro srare im opinion in the form of a
warning to the forces now ruling Turkey rc comply
with rhe undenakings ir has given and resrore democ-
racy in thar counrry, which occupies a position of
major importance in the Mediterranean.

President. - I call Madam Le Roux.

Madam Le Roux. (FR) Madam President,,
immediately after rhe coup d'Etat the Communists and
Allies tabled a proposal in this House to break off rela-
tions wirh Turkey. This prosposal was nor adopted:
Mr Fellermaier stared that we should wair for democ-
racy to be resrored. As for the Secretary General of
the European Commission, he wen[ so far as to
describe this coup d'Etatas a'rerurn to democraqy'.

For_ monrhs people have been tonured, imprisoned
and sentenced rc death in Turkey. The junm had
dissolved democratic institutions, suppressed freedoms
and gagged the democraric press, while this House
has so far refused ro consider this srate of affairs and
to adopt the two specific proposals which we have put
forward to suspend all relations between Turkey ind
the EEC and to posrpone the visit to Turkey of a
Parliamentary delegation proposed by Mr Fellermaier
at the request of the milinry junta. All rhis ar a time
when several Turkish members of Parliamenr are
behind bars and the junta's prisons.

In Parliament's enlarged Bureau, the Conservatives,
European Progressive Democrars, Liberals, Socialists
and Christian-Democrars all voted in favour of
sending this delegation. Today we expecr you, over
and above mere words and over and above your
motions for resolutions, ro rake a decision on specific
proposals.

If you really supporr. rhe Turkish peoplE, then show it,
otherwise ir will yet again be nothing more rhan

demagogy and hypocrary. This delegation would be
tht: backing thar the Turkish junta has consranrly been
calling for and which it has so far only obtained from
thr: United States, the Federal Republic of Germany
an,i the Brussels Commission. Freedom is indivisable.
In this House you prefer to discuss Poland rather than
Turkey, where human rights are being flouted. There
is a more than pressing need for us to discuss these
serious arracks on freedom, and we are rherefore in
favour of urgent procedure.

President. - I call Mr Bangemann.

Mr Bangem4nn. - (DE) Madam Presidenr, my
Group has ubled a motion for a resolurion which
seeks - if I may point this our since nor every
Member has the rexr - ro send, as decided, a delega-
tion to Turkey and then to hold a thorough ilebate on
the situation in Turkey on rhe basis of a repon to be
drawn up by this delegarion. But we cannor ar':ange
for a delegarion ro go to Turkey with rhe specific task
of looking carefully ar rhe situation rlere and then
reporting on ir, and then, before this delegation has
even left and before it can repon on anything at all,
pass a judgement as demanded in a cenain number of
requesrs for urgent procedure. To go about it this way
would not be in keeping with rhe imponance of the
matter and would cenainly do Parliament no credit.

For shis reason we are in favour of urgent procedure,
and it is cusr.omary in rhis House to take a single ,rote
on the urgency of all the motions. That in oid.. to
avoid any misunderstandings, I would like ro sr.are at
the outset thar in Friday's debate we shall suppon only
our own morion proposing rhat a delegation be sent to
Turkey, and nor the motions which seek to bring
about a judgement on rhe subsance of the quesdon ai
this smge. In this connecrion may I say to the lady
from the Communisr Group that I fully juppon ro..-
thing she has just said this morning, namely that
freedom is indivisible. I now expect a corresponding
motion for a resolution by the Communist Group on
the suppression of freedom in communist countriis. If
they did so, rhey would gain a lot more credibiliry.

Lastly, I should like to spring to the defence of Mr
Fellermaier, who has been attacked here. He requested
exactly what the Bureau decided, namely rhat we
should send to Turkey a fact-finding delegation and
not a delegation to defend, explain or explain away
conditions which we cannor accepr. Mr Fellermaier,
Iike everyone else in rhis House, urged thar Parliament
should judge freely in full knowledge of the facts. He
in no way defended in any point awitudes which are
not in keeping wirh democracy or the principles of
freedom. I feel we owe it to Mr Fellermaier, who has
contributed a Breel deal to the defence of democrary
in Turkey, to make this clear.
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President. - I call Mr Klepsch.

Mr Klepsch. - (DE) Madam President, I am in
rather an unfonunate situation because our group
meeting had to be cancelled yesterday evening. But I
am convinced that I can still state my group's opinion.
This House has already debated the same subject twice
under the urgent procedure rule. On both occasions
we agreed to send a delegation of Members chosen by
the Bureau and then to hold a debate in plenary sitting
on the basis of a report by the Political Affairs
Committee. This position has already been adopted
twice by Parliament.

Now we have four motions before us, and at first sight
I would say that of these, Mr Bangemann's is the one
which corresponds to what we have had in mind so far
and in which we should persist. Ve cannot keep on
changing our minds. But since these motions must be

voted on en blog I have no alternative bur to agree to a

decision rc hold an urgent debate on all four motions
on Friday.

But I should like expressly to say that it is tonlly inap-
propriate to conduct in this House a kind of argumen[
by proxy. As all the authors of the motions have

srressed, our main aim is to work towards the full
restoration of democracy in Turkey as soon as

possible. That is our common goal. I should therefore

iik. to join Mr Bangemann in saying that we should

not pass judgment until we know all the facts.

I do not think it is right for us to keep on discussing

the same subject by urgent procedure, especially since

the Bureau has already made a decision on this matter.
Mr Fanti's motion, on the other hand, is also very
specific in that it demands that no delegaqion should
be sent. Of course we must also decide on this motion.
This means that we must really come to a decision on
two of the four requests for urgent procedure. I there-
fore suppon urgent procedure and expect the matter

to be clearly settled on Friday.

President. - I call Sir James.

Sir James Scott-Hopkins. - Madam President, I have

the same problem as the leader of the European
People's Party (EPP) in that it was not possible rc
have ,a meeting with my group last night because we
wished to get the votinB done. It was too late then to
hold it.

Having said that I agree with a lot of the things which
have been said by both Mr Bangemann and Mr
Klepsch but I come to a different conclusion. I think
we are liable rc fall into a trap here. If we do, in point
of fact, go ahead with urgency on [hese particular
issues of Turkey, without having the necessary infor-
mation, then I think we are making a grave mistake.

Of course honourable gentlemen, sitting at the back
rhere, or the honourable lady over there, would love
to have a debate on rumour, on suspicion, on things
which have been heard in the corridors, with no
factual proof behind them at all. Of course, they
would love to do that. And hit the headlines, I do not
doubu But if we are going to send a delegation, as has

been the decision of this. House in' the past, for
heavens sake let us send that delegadon; let us get the
facts and information, and then have a properly
constructive debate hele.

Therefore, Madam President, I say this. Looking at
these resolutions here, the only ones that I could
suppon are [he ones from Mr Bangemann and from
Mr Fanti, although absolutely opposite: one says send

the delegation, the other says do not send the delega-
tion. If we have to vote on urgency at all, those are the
only ones I would be able [o support - a decision
whether or no! to send a delegation. I do not believe it
would be in the interests of this House, or in the inter-
ests of the Turkish people, which the honourable lady
in the Communist Pany mlked about earlier on, to
have a half-baked debate here based gn suspicion and
rumours without any facts at our disposal. So I would
ask my honourable friends and my group to vote
against urgency, except for the resolutions concerning
whether or not to send a delegation.

President. - !7e shall take a joint vote on the four
requests for urgency since they all deal with the same

subject. This is the procedure we have always adopted.

Sir James Scott-Hopkins. - Madam President, I
really would not question your ruling. Of course not.
But I would ask you to look at it again because I
believe that those two motions - in fact there is only
one on thd order paper, (Mr Fanti's) because Mr
Bangemann's has not been distributed yet - concern
an entirely separarc and different issue, namely
whether or no[ to send a delegation. All the rest are on
substantive matters which are not proven and may or
may not be right and I would ask the House to take a
separate decision on rhem.

(Cries of 'Hear' hear)

President. - Since these questions overlap and deal
with the same subject, it would be illogical to declare
some urgent and others not.

( Parliament adopted urgent procedure)l

This item was placcd on the agenda for l0 April.
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President. - Ve shall now consider the motion for a
resolution by Mr Penders and others (Doc. 1-109/81):
Persecution of tbe Bahai community in lran.

I have received from Mr Nord, on behalf of the
Liberal and Democratic Group, a motion for a resolu-
tion on the same subject. If urgent procedure is
adopted, this morion will be debated together with
that by Mr Penders, but for the momenr it has not yet
been distributed.

I call Mr Penders.

Mr Penders. - (NL) Madam President, I should just
like to make one remark on this point. Six monrhs ago
Parliament adopted a resolurion on the Baha'i, which
made a great impression in Iran at the rime and also
brought results ro some exrenr. However that may be,
the situation for the Baha'i is now much worse again,
so much so that we considered ir necessary ro rable an
urgent motion. I can, however, inform you rhat
yesterday we consulted with a number of groups, in
fact the overwhelming majority of Parliament, which
resulrcd in a joint resolution. I should rherefore like to
ask you to vote now in favour of urgenr procedure.
This means that rhere would be anorher joint resolu-
tion supponed by the majority of the groups in this
Parliament.

President. - I call Mr Pannella.

Mr Pannella. - (l,7) Madam President, even if the
enlarged Bureau has not arranged for a delegation ro
be sent; even if our information on this subjecr is,
unfonunately, scanr because rhe problems of religious
freedom in our world are often relegated to the back-
ground; even if it means the humiliation of voting wirh
a pany in this House which with ever grearer cynicism
shows that it considers freedom only wonhwhile if it
serves im proper interesrs and has no qualms about
being the accomplice of murderers and totalitarians;
even if supponing religious freedom for the members
of this religious community means, therefore, joining
company with the eternal allies of fascism and of the
murderers of history; even if Vinston Churchill -while Pajewa and others were imprisoned in Italy -stated that if he had been Italian, he would have been
a fascist and gone along with Mussolini; and even if
we have to go along with those people once again, I
shall vote for urgent procedure because we are in
favour of freedom for all and nor - as some - in
favour of freedom for murderers who happen ro be on
the same side and of sentencing and prosecuting those
who intend simply to defend rheir own ideas.

President. - I call Mr Fonh.

Mr Forth. - Madam President, I would like to speak
against urgent procedure on this matter. I think we are
in great danger of falling once more into the rrap that
this House just simply cannor resisr falling inro, and
that is to be given a very emotive issue, get involved in
a debate and rush into print, so rhar we can all parade
our concern and our consciences. But this is not good
enough, because I do not think that this is going to do
this House any good and, whar is more important, I
'want to suggest ro colleagues that it will nor do rhe
people who are being persecuted any good either. Ve
really have to face this question: Did our resolution of
last September on the same subject have any effect at
all? If it did, has the effecr worn off and rherefore are
we going to have to renew it? If that is so, we presum-
ably have to repeat our resolutions every few months
in order to renew their magical effect. That is the ines-
capable logic. And if that is so, Madam President, then
we should really look et every point in the world
where there are persecutions of minorities. \7e should
pass resolutions on all of these and we should renew
them every few weeks or monrhs so rhar the effect
does not wear off. Now the logic of that, Madam
President, I think you and all colleagues will see: we
should set all other business aside, as we have just
indeed swept aside the business of the Commission,
for example, and decide to concentrare all our effons
on every trouble spot throughout the world, pass a
flood of resolutions every part-session and so keep
renewing our concern in the firm convicrion that rhis
will have an effect. If rhis is what colleagues wanr and
if they truly believe rhis is so, then of course rhey musr
support the request for urgent debare on this resolu-
tion; but I would suggesr to you that rhat simply is not
the case.

I would make one final suggestion. It is just possible,
as some of us suggesred when the first resolution was
passed last September, thar it will actually be counrer-
productive and that the increased persecution is

connected with our own resolution of lasr Seprcmber.
That, I suggest, is just as possible as the opposite effect
that some colleagues are sutgesring. So for all rhese
reasons, Madam President, I oppose urgent procedure
on this matter.

President. - I call the Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mr Nord. - (NL) Madam Presidenr, after what Mr
Penders has said, I can be brief. Our group supporr.s
the request for urgent procedure for rhis resolution.
'$fle are generally reticent about voring for the urgency
of resolutions. In our view it is not a good habit in this
House, when it is in session, to deal superficially with
a very large number of matrers which are brought up
under the urgent procedure rule.

But there are cases in which there is actually some
point in doing so and in which Parliament's voice must.
be heard. Ve think that the persecution of the Baha'i
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community in Iran is one of those cases, and so we
shall vote for urgent procedure.

I should like to draw attention to a misunderstanding
which somehow - for me inexplicably - has given
rise to the agenda in its present form. Ve tabled a

motion two days ago. After which the Christian
Democrats did the same. Yesterday, as Mr Penders
has just said, our groups held consulations and agreed
on a joint text, after which we withdrew our motion.
News of this obviously did not get throuth in time,
but in order to avoid any misunderstanding on this
point, I should just like to make this clear. Thus we are

in favour of debating this motion by urgent procedure,
Madam President.

President. - In reply to your last remark, I repeat that
so far only the motion by the Group of the European
People's Party has been disributed; the rest will be

distributed tomorrow.

I call Sir James on a point of order.

Sir James Scott-Hopkins. - I cannot quite understand
what is happening in the administration, because in
fact there was a joint and agreed document to which I
had put my name as well, Madam President, and that
does not seem to have seen the light of day either. It
was from all the groups - cenainly at least from the

honourable tentleman, the Christian-Democrats, the
Liberal Group and ourselves. It does not seem to have

seen the light of day. Is the administration making
mistakes? !flhat has happened?

President. - There is an initial document which was
ubled last week by the Group of the European
People's Pany; this document was translated and
distribured normally. The other one, sitned by the
various groups, was not submitted to the administra-
tion undl yesterday evening, and that is why it has not
yet been possible to distriburc it officially. It was too
late for it to be translated and disributed this morning.
It is being printed and will be distributed during the
day. This is why we are votint on urge nt procedure on
the basis of the document before us, since the joint
document has still to be distributed; it is this joint
document that Parliament will have to vote on at
Friday's sitting. Since the documents did not arrive
until yesterday afternoon, they could not be Eans-
lated, printed and distriburcd for this morning.

I call the Communist and Allies Group.

Mr Squarcialupi. - (17) Madam President, we also,
as a group, have tabled a motion with request for
urgent procedure on this most serious problem of the
violation of human righm.

I think that there is no need to explain our Position at
length, since it is the same as that of many other
Members in this House. It seems strange at this time to
hear it said that our actions in the face of the violation
of cenain human rights to she detriment of cenain
communities - such as a religious community like
that of the Baha'i - mey be counterproductive. If this
were the case, I think that our Parliament should shut
up shop if it thinks that any moves on our paft can

damage the cause we want to support, as we want to
suppon the struggle against the blatant violation of
these human righm, which has already sown the seeds

of so many struggles. It will suffice to point out the
recent death sentences on two members of the Baha'i
community passed with the approval of the Iranian
Supreme Coun.

President. - I call the Group of European Progressive

Democrats.

Mr Isracl. - (FR) \7e shall suppon the motion by Mr
Penders, but we shall so so as co-authors. In f.act, a
meeting held yesrcrday made it possible rc bring about
an overall agreement on the subject between most of
the main political groups; consequently for
tomorrow's urgent debate you will have a text drawn
up jointly by the main groups in this House.

Since I have the floor, Madam President, I should like
to point out that urgent questions must be dealt with
according to their political urgency and not according
to the urgency of Parliament's work or questions
arising from the application of the Rules of Prccedure.
If there is any time when feelings should run high and
the action of the European Parliament should make
itself felt as quickly as possible, it is when we are
dealing wirh questions of polidcal urgency. The matter
before us is both urgent and political. I therefore
request. that the debates on our attitude towards
urgen[ questions should take account of the fact that
politically, certain matters require the attention of all
responsible people in this House.

President. - I call the Socialist Group.

Mr Hiinsch. - (DE) Madam President, I share the
concern of all those who would like to prevent Parlia-
ment from dealing with such matters every fonnight. I
must point out to the speaker from the Conservative
Group that in recent weeks the persecution of the
Baha'i communiry in Iran has been greatly stepped up,
and so Parliament needs to deal with this question
again. For rhis reason the Socialist Group has joined
other troups in drawing up a joint motion for a reso-
lution which I hope will be abled on Friday, when we
are due to debate the matter. The Socialist Group is

thus in favour of urgent procedure.
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President. - I call Mr Klepsch on a poinr of order.

Mr Klepsch. - (DE) Madam President, there is

broad agreement in the House on rhe conrent.'$fl'e are
arguing only about matters of form because rhe rexts
have not been distribured, because rhere is a joint rext
and for other similar reasons. I therefore put forward
the following proposal. Tomorrow morning all rhe
documents will have been distribured, so ler us decide
to hold the vote on urgenr procedure romorrov
morning. The debate is scheduled for Friday, so it
does not matter if we do nor vore on urgent procedure
until tomorrow morning. As one of the aurhors, I
should like to mke the libeny of making this proposal
in order to put an end to the argumenr.

President. - Mr Klepsch, I fail rc see why we should
postpone the vote on urgen[ procedure until
tomorrow. Everyone agrees to the adoprion of urgenr
procedure, and we have always said - at leas[ mosr of
us - that if urgenr procedure was adopted, we could
replace the texts later. So w'e are agreed on rhe prin-
ciple of urgency. The EPP Group will withdraw its
motion and in its place we shall have the joint motion
which was submitted very lare with the result rhat it
has not yet been possible to translate iq but rhis will
have been done by tomorrow. I feel that if we again
postpone a vote until tomorrow, we shall lose more
time. I think we should nov vote on urgent procedure,
and those who are familiar with rhis documenr should,
if necessary, take account of it. If we again pos[pone
the vote until tomorrow we shall lose dme. The
opinions expressed show that most Members want
urgent procedure. So if you wish, we shall now vote
on whether urgent procedure is to be adopted, and the
actual subject will be decided on later, which is

perfecdy permissible. You will then withdraw your
motion and the vote will apply to the joint resolution
which almost all of the political groups will have
tabled.

(Parliament adopted urgent procedure)

The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote on
Friday, it being understood that the Parliament will
have to vote on the motion for a resolution which has
just been rabled since one group still suppons it.1

2. European Council meeting in Maastricbt - Food
supplies to Poland - Community aidfor Afgban refugees

in Pakistan - Joint meeting of the Council

President. - The next item is the joint debate on:

I Deadline for mbling
proceedings.

the statement by the Council and Commission on
the meeting of rhe European Council in Maasrricht
on 23 and 24 March 1981,

the motion for a resolution by Mr Klepsch and
others, on behalf of the Group of the European
People's Pany (Christian-Democratic Group), on
food supplies to Poland (Doc. 1-969/80),

the modon for a resolurion by Lord Bethell and
others on Communiry aid to Afghan refugees in
Pakistan (Doc. l-7 /81),

the motion for a resoludon by Mr Moreau and
others, on behalf of the Group of the European
People's Pany (Christian-Dernocratic Group), and
Mr Carossino and others, on behalf of the
Communist and Allies Group, on rhe joint meeting
of the Council (Doc. I - l4l81).

I call the Council.

Mr Van der Klaauw, President-in-Offce of the Council.

- (NL) Madam President, two weeks ago the Dutch
Presidency, the province of Limburg and the city of
Maastricht had the honour of organizing the first
meeting in 1981 of the European Council - the
summit meeting of the heads of state and government
of the ten Member States of rhe European
Community. I would add immediately that the Presi-
dency's responsibility for this evenr does nor end until
such time as the Presidenr-in-Office has reponed ro
the European Parliament and discussed the ourcome
of the meeting with the Members. The dialogue with
the European Parliament gives the necessary demo-
cratic element to rhis European consultation and also
represents ir final stage.

Allow me to stan my presentarion by giving my assess-

ment of this European Council. The ouscome of rhe
Maastricht summit was sarisfacrory, and in the light of
the objectives the Ten had set themselves.and of the
carefully selected subjects so be discussed - mking
into account the predominantly exploratory nature of
the agenda - it can be said that rhere were positive
conclusions. The atmosphere in which the mlks took
place, the mutual understanding thar was shown, and
the common appreciation of the seriousness of the
problems facing rhe Community undoubrcdly also
contributed to the relative success of this European
Council.

This aspect is all the more posirive in view of the fact
that there undoubtedly were tensions between the
Member States before rhey met in Maastricht. I would
mention the highly conr,roversial farm prices quesrion,
the differing interesrc in the steel secror, and the deli-
cate problem of the Community fisheries policy, which
promised [o be no less controversial. Under the polit-
ical impulse of the European Council and other
factors, the first question has been successfully settled
after a marathon sitting of the Minisrers of Agricul-
ture. Developments wi[h regard to the steel sector also
look fairly promising, and afrer the latesr meering of

amendmenr: see minutes of
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the ministers responsible for fishing the Presidency has

reasonable hopes that it will be possible to agree on
the common fisheries policy once the time is ripe for
that in a few months' time.

Before I go into more detail about the various subjecm
discussed and the conclusions, I should like first of all
to draw particular attention to a number of points.

You are aware tha[ one of the points on the agenda
for this meeting was the social, economic and financial
situation of the Community. This time the delegadons
had occasion to deal with this question with greater
urgency than usual, and this fact has left a clear mark
on the Presidency's conclusions. The discussions on
this point were marked by extreme oncern over the
alarming level of unemployment throughout the
Communiry. The Presidenry appreciated the need to
devote considerable attention to this depressing situa-
tion, which was all the more vivid in our minds in view
of the fact thar, on the morning of 23 March, the
European Trade Union Confederation had made its
concern on this point unmistakably plain to the Presi-
dent-in-Office.

On the other hand, the talk were marked by dercrmi-
nation and unanimity on the only propoer way of
tackling the recession. The unanimously agreed
conclusions regarding this point speak for themselves.
The economic weakness is structural in nature, which
means tha[ there will have to be a medium-lerm struc-
tr:ral policy if we are to make an economic revival
possible and create prospects of a better employment
situation. A shors-term policy aimed specifically at
stimulating demand will achieve nothing, or worse
still, it will spoil any prospects of long-term recovery.

This is the essence of the message which the heads of
state and government of the Ten wished to give to
Europe, as' set out in the Presidency's documents
familiar to you all. This common diagnosis and the
unity of views on the economic therapy rc be applied
reflect the determination and incentive to coordinate,
in the Member States, the policy decided upon at
Community level and aimed at achieving economic
recovery. In this context, the existing range of
Community funds and instruments must be applied as

effectively as possible, with a view to relieving and
combating unemployment, which has such a demoral-
izing effect on the young people in our society in
particular.

In this context, I can expect the quite understandable
question as to what the European Council thought this
time of the idea of convening a joint Council meeting
of the ministers of social, economic and financial
affairs - a meeting which the European Council had
already postulated at the surt of December last year. I
can assure you that such a meedng and its scope are
being given serious consideration by all the govern-
ments. This is the reason for the common conviction
that expectations as regards possible results of such a

meeting can be fulfilled only if there has been careful
and thorough preparation, and this must be based on
the economic guidelines which have been clearly
formulated at European level, and in panicular at the
latesr meeting of the European Council. The Member
States were obviously aware of this need, and the
Presidency is determined to continue with these
preparations - albeic without undue haste, which
would only lead to disappointment and frustration.

The talks in Maasrich, ,rr.rrgrh.rr.d the common
awareness and appreciation of the fact that the
Community is not alone with its economic problems.
The international context and the need for dialogue
with our partners in the free world were properly
emphasized. This European Council prepared the
way, so to speak, for more detailed talks to be held at
the same level in June of this year. The Presidenry's
conclusion with regard to stepping up the dialogue
with the United States on economic problems - with
paflicular reference to inserest rates - was formulated
with the necessary circumspection, and this wording
reflects the careful and cautious approach adopted by
the European Council to this problem of its relations
with our industrialized partners, and panicularly the
United States.

I would like to add at this point that, in our talks in
\Tashington last week, the Durch Prime Minister and I
placed panicular emphasis on the question of interest
rares and on the influence of American interest rates

on rhose in Europe, when talking with Vice-President
Bush and Secretary of State Haig. The importance of
this question was recognized by the American side. In
my view, American economic poliry will lead to a

lowering of interest rates, and the Americans are fully
willing ro enter into talks with Europe on this ques-

tion.

To turn now to another matter discussed by the Euro-
pean Council, I can inform you that the Council
looked into the question of the introduction of the
European passport. This was positively the last time
that this matter had to be discussed in the European
Council. The final and purely rcchnical talks within
the Council of Ministers ae now nearing completion,
so rhat the official decision can be taken at the next
official meeting of the Council.

By way of introduction to the debate on this question,
I should now like to move on to deal with the matter
which panicularly - and directly - affects your own
institution: the question of Parliament's seat, as

discussed by the European Council. As you know, the
conclusion reached by the Head of State and the
Heads of Government at [he end of their discussion
was a unanimous decision to remin the status quo as

regards the provisional places of work of the Euro-
pean institutions.
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To clarify this statement, I should like to detail some
of the facts and developmenrs to place it in its proper
contex[.

In September 1980 one of the Member States called
for a conference of the Member Srares with rhe aim of
amending the provisional agreement reached in 1965
by the Member States' represenrarives on the question
of the places of work of the European institutions. It
very soon became clear in the course of this confer-
ence tha[ most of the delegares felt rhat there were
serious administrative and financial objections to be
raised to the currens situation, which was detrimental
to the effecdve interaction of the Community institu-
tions. On the other hand, no unanimous view emerged
as to possible changes [o the smtus quo.

The Member States were well aware of the fact thar
the European Parliament had adopted a resolurion on
20 November 1980 which called on rhe conference to
take a decision not later than 15June 1981, after
consulting the European Parliament.

As discussions progressed, it became evident that views
still differed as to a solution to rhis problem, and at the
same time it became increasingly clear that of all the
possible decisions, the status quo - that is to say, rhe
designation of a number of provisional places of work

- was the least imperfect. To put it in a nutshell, the
Presidency failed to obtain acceptance of a formula
which would on rhe one hand have reconciled the
opposing interests and would on [he other have made
it possible to achieve optimum interaction and func-
tioning of the institutions.

There was talk of a total impasse, in which none of the
interested parties apparently wanted to force the issue.
That was the situation facing the European Council on
this issue when it mer on 23 and 24 March. The
impasse caused the Heads of Governmen[ to postpone
their request for a definitive solution. All in all, realism
dictarcd that things be left as they were for the time
being to wait for better times to come. That is the
background to, and the significance of, the decision
taken by the European Council on 23 and 24 March,
in the Presidency's objective view.

I should like to conclude my introductory comments
by rcuching on a question which has some,relevance
to the relationship between the Presidency and the
European Parliament. On behalf of your Political
Affairs Committee, Mrs Veil asked Prime Minister
Van Agr to report back here on the meeting of the
European Council in Maastricht. You will have
noticed from the fact that I am speaking here instead
that the Dutch Presidency decided otherwise in this
respect. \7e gave careful consideration to our poliry
on this matter, and came to the conclusion that it was
neither possible nor desirable to depan from the
agreement which has been in force for some years
now, whereby the President-in-Office of the Council

- in this case myself - takes on the job of reponing

back rc the European Parliament on what was
discussed by the European Council. This agreement by
no means detracrs from the imponance of the
exchange of views on the meeting of rhe European
Council, panicularly as the prime minister and rhe
foreign minister play a dual role in this respecr.

It is, incidentally, a specifically Dutch aspect of the
matter that, even if the prime minister were to be
speaking here, the foreign minister is still - according
rc the Dutch Constitution - exclusively responsible
for foreign policy.

Madam President, I should now like ro move on ro
deal with the comments made here on a number of
international political matrers. The European Council
discussed a number of political questions in great
detail, and our exchanges of views on these is reflected
in four statements. You have been sent copies of rhese,
so I assume that you are aufait with their conrcnm. I
should just like to add that I gave the Council a brief
r6sum6 of the situation in the Middle East on the basis
of what I learned in the course of my discussions with
the Secretary-General of the Arab League, Mr Klibi,
and during my visits to three of lhe countries in the
region. In view of the limited nature of my contacts,'I
was not able to give a detailed expos6 of the different
views held on this subject in the Middle East. Vhat I
can say, though, is that the Arab counrries I have
visited so far adopted a very open-minded and positive
attitude to my visit. A dialogue is now developing, and
I can only describe this as an encouraging depanure.
My colleagues' reactions to what the Durch Presi-
dency has done so far and the way I am serting abour
the task was likewise decidedly positive. In view of
these developmenm, the European Council reiterated
ics resolve to study - at its meeting on 29 and 30 June

- what conclusions could be drawn from the series of
visits which will probably have been complered by
then.

As regards the Lebanon, and in view of the dramatic
and tragic developments of the last few days, I believe
that the European Council was right to presenr the
European view ar an early date and wirh all due
clarity. The atnck on the Nigerian contingent of the
UNIFIL force, and the tragic resulm thereof for some
of the troops, also prompted the Council to issue a

statement. I should like rc draw your arrenrion pani-
cularly rc the final paragraph of the staremenr, in
which the European Council associates irelf with rhe
sratemenr issued on 20March 1981 by the acdng
President of the Security Council, warning rhose
concerned against doing anything else ro prevenr
UNIFIL from fulfilling irs mandate.

The satement on Afghanistan was prompted directly
by the increasing mass of refugees leaving Afghanisran
and placing e greet burden on the neighbouring coun-
tries, especially Pakistan. The European Council also
took the view that if it failed to come up with a joint
statement on Afghanistan, this could be misinterpre-
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tated by cenain countries. The Europe of the Ten is by
no means prepared to accept a fait accompli in
Afghanistan, and especially not now rhat the Soviet
troops have resumed miliary operations against the
Afghanistan people in full force. On the other hand,
the European Council wanted to give clear expression
to its willingness to support any initiative which might
result in a genuine solution to this serious problem.
The Council believes that a positive view should be

taken of the initiative ser out, in the United Nations
resolution of 20 November 1980 and also the recent
French initiative.

Let me move on finally to deal with Poland, that
country which has been so much in our thouthts
recently. The Council devoted a great deal of rime to
the Polish question. Mr Genscher reponed on the visit
he made to Poland just before the meeting of the
European Council, in the course of which he

expressed his concern at the inrcrnal developments in
that country. It emerged from the ensuing discussion
in the European Council that the other delegations too
took the view that the situation in Poland - both
economic and political - gave very serious cause for
concern. In the light of this, the European Council
attached great importance to reiterating its view that
the Polish people must be left to come to terms with
rheir internal problems by peaceful means and without
outside interference. The European Council mok the
view that the Community should reiterate its willing-
ness to respond to any requesm for economic assist-

ance from the Poles. Such requests have in fact been
received, and discussions have taken place in Paris on
ways of alleviating the burden of debt on Poland.
These discussions will be continued this week, and I
hope that they will soon reach a conclusion. In view of
rhe serious food supplies situation in Poland, a fresh
request for food aid has been received from the Poles,
rhe Community has reacted positively and aid is on its
way. I hope that this will enable the Polish people to
solve its own problems peacefully and independendy.

President. - I call the Commission.

Mr Thorn, President of the Commission.
(FR) Madam President, the President-in-Office of the
Council has given us an account of the work done and

the resulw achieved during the last European Council.
I shall therefore try not to duplicate what he said by

simply making a few remarks, as some speakers asked

me to, and by adding a few commenr.

After the meeting in Maastricht, a grea[ deal of criti-
cism was directed in the Community at the outcome of
rhis European Council. One might almost say that it
had become fashionable m label the results obained
insignificanr, and ro stare that Community decision-
making procedures had seized up and that political
considerations of a national character had gained
ascendancy over Community objectives.

\7ell, I must openly state thar it is my opinion, Madam
President, that those people were exaggerating. Of
course, the last European Council was not panicularly
inspiring. It is true that no historical decisions were
made there, but was anyone expecting any? Given, on
the one hand, the problems existing - and we all
know that one cannot work miracles where they are

concerned - and on the other hand the general polit-
ical timetable I should like to sress now, as my
colleague the President-in-Office of the Council did,
rhar rhe meeting in Maastricht was important, for the
very reason that it demonstrared at this time of diffi-
culties - we need only think of the fisheries and agri-
culture questions - that our Community exisrcd and
was sdll united. This meeting reaffirmed the faith
which the Governments of the Member States - at
their highest level - put in the Community. It gave

further proof that they have gained the habit of
discussing major problems together, wharcver differ-
ences and conflicts of interest might have appeared
during the discussions.

I should like rc stress, ladies and gentlemen, the
norion of faith in the Communiry. Ve are, naturally,
well aware that the Community mechanism is not
really perfect, and - I must admit - is doing little
more than marking time. Nonetheless, with the raging
economic crisis in which we are now caught up, and
with the uncenain world we now live in, the
Community - and this must be said - remains the
only credible way our of our difficulties. The fact is

that - at a time when problems are world-wide and
when national governments cannot deal with their
own problems it is little wonder that the
Community of Ten, when asked to take unanimous
decisions, not just on broad objectives but on the
demiled means of achieving them, should not be able
automatically to reach such decisions.'We must not let
ourselves be chiwied down a path which some people
would like us to follow, which is that of stating that at
national level things are going well and that it is only
the Communiry which is making no progress. '!7hat

we oughr ro be doing, on the contrary, at the June
session and during the meeting which we have with
Parliament to discuss the institutions, is trying to learn
something from what has happened so far. You are all
aware, and many of you have already said as much,
thar we will have to face up to [he fact that
Community procedures must be changed.

If we weigh up the last European Council, I think we
can say that it follows on directly from previous ones.
If we take the roughly six hours of discussions which it
amounted to, [hey can be broken down into chree

main topics, one third to examine the economic, finan-
cial and social situation, one third to examine the sate
of political cooperation and one third for rcpical prob-
lems. It is true that the Summit perhaps produced
more views and exchanges of opinions than it did
spectacular decisions. It did, however, make a major
contribution in three fields in which the European
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Council's stimulus has become an intrinsic pan of
progress towards European unity.

First of all, ladies and gentlemen, rhere are farm
prices, which Mr Dalsager will speak about shonly.
On this point ar least, the European Council clearly
stressed the need to keep trade flowing and rhe dead-
lines were met, ar leasr for this sector. On I April, a
decision was taken and the Commission amended its
proposals along the lines of what Parliamenr had
requested, as I feel sure you will admit. I think ir right
that it should be stressed rhat even if the Commission
may take some of rhe credir for rhis, such a rapid
conclusion could cenainly not have been reached if,
during the European Council in Maastrichr, all the
Heads of State and Governmenr had not been able to
express themselves and make plain rheir desire ro
funher a rapid conclusion to this problem.

Similarly, as concerns monerary policy, we signified
our determination to arrive rapidly at a common
stance on monetary policy and interesr rates. The
President of the Council referred to this during his trip
rc the United Smtes with the Irish Prime Minister,
when he was also speaking on behalf of the European
Community. 'S7'e stressed the need for a logical and
united stance wirh respec rc rhe United Srares, whose
influence is, as you all know, decisive in such ma[rers.
The European Council invited the Finance Minisrers
vigorously to pursue such negotiations, in panicular in
order to gain the best possible advantages from the
mechanisms of the EMS in order to offset the ill
effects of the economic crisis.

One other aspect of the work of the European Council
which I should like to draw your atrention to, is rhat
of a common diplomatic attitude by the Communiry
Member States. To an increasing extent, as you have
all noted, it is the European Council which really
shapes European foreign poliry.

The President of the Council has already given details
of this. The European Council devoted a large amount
of its discussion time to the'situation in a number of
nerve cenres in the news ar the momenr, and I shall
simply name them, Poland, the Middle East, Afghani-
stan. As you all know, following the European
Council, the Commission, in a very shon space of
time, one week, took the necessary measures which
the Council had requested in order to enable the
Polish Government to purchase a cenain amount of
food produce which Poland urgently requires. Ve
may have a funher opportunity to discuss this matter
this afternoon.

I should like briefly to refer in passing to relations
with the United States and Japan which were also
discussed in Maastricht. For such matters, it is the
Community as such which must take on all the respon-
sibilities which the Treaties confer on iq and I should
like to sress two points. Firstly, and this is absolurely
essential in my opinion, there is the need for us, in our

relations with our major industrial trading partners, ro
preserve our uniry as a Communiry during the tricky
negotiations made necessary by rhe presenr imbalance
in world trade, and this means that we must. not work
separately, every counrry for itself.

Secondly, there is rhe need to maintain a world free
trade sysrem and to resisr the remprarion to impose
protectionist measures. In saying this, it is not my
intention simply to repear an.anicle of faith but rc
show that I think prorectionism is rhe most delusive
and illusory way our of our problems. If we hide
behind anificial barriers, rhen we can hope ro save
firms under threat for a shon time, bur this is no more
than a stay of execution especially if, as is the case for
the Community, one is rhe world's top exporter.

There are, of course, some less rosy aspects to this
European Council. You might for insance mention
unemployment. A delegarion from the European
Trade Unions actually came and expressed this criti-
cism last week in Brussels ro rhe Commission. The
final statement issued by the European Council is a
clear expression of the extenr ro which the high and
continually rising level of unemploymenr in rhe
Community is a marter of concern for us all. This
question was the one on which rhe Commission and its
spokesmen brought most of their attention to bear
during the Maastricht summit. \fle did rhis firstly in a
written text and then in our speeches. But, ladies and
gentlemen, you are well aware that there are no
miracle solutions to this problem. In fact, some people
are nov/ accusing us of having said roo much in Maas-
tricht, whilsr others are criricizing rhe little which was
said. !7hat does this show? This shows that on this
subject no new ground can be broken. !/hat must be
done, is carefully to prepare rhe ground. Ir also shows
that the present political schedule in which rhere is nor
only a dispariry berween the policies applied by the
various Member States, but in which several of the
latter are now involved in elections, meant thar it was
impossible to expecr a unanimous decision on the
measures which should be applied.

'!7e, the Commission, held the view thar auromaric
stabilizing forces should be allowed ro operarc, rhar is
to say that increased budget deficits should be toler-
ated if the economy falls off. Bur, we must also admit,
ladies and gentlemen thar there are limirs to rhis and
that there are some countries which are already faced
with a deficir of such magnitude that they musr reduce
it. Ve argued that we should accepr rcmporary
balance of paymenrs deficits and not try at all cosrs ro
achieve a drasric and immediate reduction of them.
This is whar the Commission said but, for some
Member States, these deficits musr be cur back fairly
quickly which means economic readaptation with all
that involves. \fle should also note that the Council -the President-in-Office of the Council Mr van der
Klaauw mentioned this just now - decided that the
fight against unemployment ought to be waged not
just by the separate Member States but also at
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Community level, and a meeting was fixed to discuss

rhis in mid-year. On the same subject it was also

decided to convene a joint meeting of the Economic
and Finance Ministers, and of the Social Affairs and

Employment Ministers in order to look into these
questions. The Commission's main concern here is to
ensure that the groundwork for this meeting is care-
fully prepared, panicularly with the European Trade
Unions, we promised them as much last week. In addi-
tion, the Commission will be making a very real
conrribution to the mee[ing. The Council stressed the
need to bolster employment in the private sector.

Ladies and gentlemen, the Commission's work is

perhaps not always spectacular, but I should like to
make.quite clear that by ensuring monetary stabiliry
wirhin the Community, and the convergence of
national policies, panicularly on interest rates, by
ensuring concerted acdon on the major economic
steps taken in the Community, as we do, by setting up
and developing new Community instruments and

encouraging investmen[, selective investment in

specific sectors, we are helping to strengthen the
framework within which the various economic forces
can renew and expand the Community's industrial
structures, and I take not a little pride in seeing that
Member States slowly but surely are following our
lead.

One negative aspect of the European Council was,

naturally, the question of fisheries. The European
Council examined the fishery question. It realized
clearly, as we all do, that over and above its key

significance for the economy, this problem had

assumed a symbolic value, and the Council asked the
competent Ministers to meet again during the same

week with a view to solving the problems Preventing
agreemenr on a common fisheries poliry. Unfonun-
ately, and why should we hide the fact, this meeting
was a failure. It is not our task in this House to aPPor-

tion the blame for this failure, but I can assure you
that the Commission for its pan is ready and willing to
resume discussions. It has unstintingly devoted its

energies and its inventiveness - and will continue to
do so - to the task of finding a suitable basis for the
agreement which must be reached. !7e do however
regret the fact that major deadlines, nay even vital
ones for the fishermen of Europe, were not properly
observed, with all the loss of income and damage to
the industrial sectors concerned which this implies,
and also with the harm this has caused rc the political
situation.

'!7'henever one tries to apportion the blame, there is a
strong temptation to ake one or other section of the
Commgnity as a whipping boy. I should like rc
denounte in the strongest possible terms before Parlia-
ment today any such action which would jeopardize

the very foundadons of our Communiry. You well
know, Madam President, ladies and gendemen, that
we have some imponant appointments with each other
in mid-year. There are the problems of the budgetary

mandate, proposals which have to be made after what
is known as the 'Jumbo-Council' on the economic and
financial situation in the Community, there is the insti-
rurional meeting. All these are linked. At those meet-
ings, and in order to meet these major challenges, a

,odi.rr of trust must be generated and we must pull
[ogether, especially where Parliament and the

Commission are concerned, in order to give full
weight to our effons. To stick toBether and to keep

our Community united at this time, must, more than
ever, be our overriding concern, this being panicularly
true at a time when we are startint to consider how
financial smbility may be restored in the Community
fotlowing the decisions aken at the European Council
before last.

(Applause).

President. - I call Mr Langes.

Mr Langes. - (DE) Madam President, my Group is

extremely pleased that our motion for a resolution on
food aid to Poland is being debated as part of this
debate on the European Council meeting in Maas-
tricht, and we welcome the fact that Lord Bethell's
proposal on aid to Afghanistan is being considered
likewise.

Our motion for a resolution, Madam President, dates
from 23 February 1981, but despite the fact that it is

more than six weeks old, the points it contains are still
basically fully valid. As the President-in-Office of ,the
Council just said, the question of aid rc the Polish
people was one of the central elements in the discus-
sions held in Maastricht by the ten heads of govern-
ment. In this motion for a resolution, we iegard aid rc
Poland as aid for the Polish people, which is why we
call on the Member Ssates to seek ways of making aid
available rapidly. I would ask all Members to support
our motion, panicularly in view of point 3. I call on
the Commission to give a clear answer rcday if at all
possible, and I appeal rc the President-in-Office of the
Council to make it clear that he gives his full suppon
to this point on behalf of the ten national govern-
menr. The imponant thing is that the Communiry
should not only be prepared to finance the food aid -both the Community as such and the ten Member
States - but should, in view of the difficult foreign
exchange situation facing Poland, also be prepared to
finance fully the ransport costs for this food aid.

Ladies and Gentlemen, that is the central point of our
motion for a resolution. Over recent weels, private
institutions - like the churches - have made a

massive appeal for direct aid for the Polish people, and
the peoples of Europe have donated millions of marks
ro enable the food to be sent to Poland.

'!(i'e realize that, after Maastricht, the national govern-
ments once again - but unfonunately very late in the
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d^y - went into the question of why ir had become so
difficult to get this food aid to Poland quickly. As we
have seen, things have improved after Maastrichr, and
we therefore think it necessary ro go a step funher so
that everyone realizes thar the European Community
regards the Polish people as a parr of Europe and is
prepared to make a supreme effort when aid on this
scale is needed.

Madam President, I should rherefore like to ask Mr
Vandemeulebroucke to wirhdraw Amendment No 2. I
think it viml rhat our motion for a resolution on food
aid should arouse no suspicion wharever in the minds
of the Communist leaders in Prague and Moscow of
polidcal motives on our pan. Ve have all read what
Brezhnev and Husak said in Prague yesterday and the
day before. 'We have read how the difficulties facing
the Polish people have been interpreted as a kind of
anti-socialist campaign. But I do nor think thar we
Europeans have any need at all ro make our humani-
tarian aid dependent on cerrain political conditions.
'!flhat we are after is purely humanitarian aid, which is
why the motion for a resolution mbled by the Group
of the European People's Pany has been kepr simple
and clear enough so thar anyone of goodwill will
interpret it as nothing more than aid to the poor Polish
people. I would therefore ask for Amendmenr No 2 to
be withdrawn on the grounds that ir may prove to be
more of a hindrance than a help.

Ladies and gentlemen, I believe that rhe Commission
and the President-in-Office of the Council could show
us all here today how quickly governmenrs and the
Commission can act. If borh rhese institutions were
today to give their supporr ro rhe cenrral element in
the European People's Pany's proposal for the
Community to take full responsibility for financing the
transport costs for the food aid, no harm would have
been done by the fact rhat our morion has remained
undebated for so long. On the contrary, the long delay
would have turned out to be a good thing.

I would ask you, ladies and genrlemen, to suppon rhis
motion for a resolution, and I would ask the Commis-
sion and the Council to give their approval today if ar
all possible.

(Applause)

President. - I call Lord Bethell.

Lord Bethell. - Madam Presidenr, I would like at the
outset. [o say that I suppon every word that was
uttered by the previous speaker on rhe question of
food aid from the Community rc Poland. It is no coin-
cidence, I believe, rhat these two items should have
come up on the agenda so close together, because the
need of the people of Poland and the need of the
people of Afghanistan have a common cause and rhis
cause, of course, is the belief entenained in the

Kremlin and by President Brezhnev that the Soviet
Union is entitled to surround itself by a ring of buffer
States and to occupy with its military forces countries
on im borders. Now, of course, in Poland the result
has been a suppression of freedom over many years,
and it is the struggle againsr thar which has creared the
food difficulry in that country.

But whereas in Poland there is a difficulty over food
and while there is a lack of variety and a problem for
the ordinary man and woman to feed himself, in
Afghanistan rhere is a disaster and rhe results of the
Soviets' activities come closer ro naked aggression and
genocide.

In Afghanistan, 100/o of rhe population have been
obliged ro cross their southern border into Pakistan.
At the end of February 1981, I .65 million people had
been forced to flee across the fronrier, and this enor-
mous exodus finds itself under rhe care of rhe Unircd
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, supported
mainly by the United Smtes, by rhe Islamic world and,
of course, by the European Community. This is where
we come in, and I was sorry not to hear any reference
to this in Mr Thorn's opening remarksl I dare say
however, that he will refer ro it when he comeb to
wind up this debate. He will be aware thar rhe High
Commissioner for Refugees on 13 March senr an
appeal to the Commission ro make a substantial
contribution towards rhe relief of famine in the
refugee camps of Pakistan.

The United Narions referred [o a 'carastrophic situa-
tion with dire consequences'. They referred to the fact
that this continuing exodus from Afghanistan at a rate
of 100 000 refugees a monrh during the early monrhs
of tggt had not been predicted. The numbers were
expected to stabilize at about 1.4 million; in fact, the
rate has been almost twice as high as expecred, and
there -are now close on 1.7 million refugees in the
north of Pakistan entirely at rhe mercy of the outside
world, for Pakistan can in no way cope with such a
problem - it is not a rich country. The Soviet Union,
of course, has not found it possible to occupy the
whole of Afghanistan; so it has contented imelf with
making life nor wonh living for the people, and 10%
of them have been forced to flee.

The United Srares, as I indicate in my resolution, has
already given 23 million dollars for the relief of rhis
tragedy, and I am advised rhar it has pledged now a
total of 56 million dollars. The British Government, ir
was announced by rhe Foreign Secremry, Lord
Carrington, who was in the refugee cemps only a few
days ago, will conribute l0 million dollars on a bila-
teral basis over the nexr year. These are substantial
contributions on a bilateral basis, bur I believe thar the
Community can be even more tenerous and can make
an even more subsmnrial contribution to rhe relief of
the appalling problems of the refugees.
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I speak only personally in making one funher point,
and that is that it seems to me equally right that this
contribution should be made because I believe that the
armed struggle against the Soviet occupation of
Afghanismn must and will continue. I have been
recently in Vashington with a number of representa-
tives of the armed struggle, and they of course main-
tain that it will be far easier and more realistic to
continue the fight for their libeny if they are sure in
the knowledge that their wives and children are being
taken care of in Pakistan. So there is that element in
the problem as well.

I should like to thank all those who signed my request
for urgenr debate and to point out that representatives
of every group agreed to put their names, to this reso-
lurion with rhe exception of the Communist Group. I
note that Mrs Baduel Glorioso is leaving the hall: well,
she was not able to support the problem of refugees in
Afghanistan. I am very sorry about that: it would have
been, I think, more pleasant and more agreeable if all
groups,could have supported this clearly humanitarian
move. Nevertheless, the Communists have their own
axe to grind, and so they refused to cooperate.

Finally, I would point out that this son of resolution
and the one we have heard presented by rhe previous
speaker are surely in the highest raditions of the
Community. They are based on the principles for
which our Community must stand, for we are not only
trying to relieve hunger, though this is a very impor-
tant issue and one to which committees of our Parlia-
ment and directorates of our Commission address
rhemselves on a day-rc-day basis; we are also
concerned to make it clear that those who fight for
their freedom against tyranny in any pan of the world

- I do not mean just against the Soviet Union but in
any part of the world - will have the suppon of the
peoples of the ten countries of this free and demo-
cratic Community and will have the suppon of the
elected Members of this free and democratic Parlia-
ment.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Moreau.

Mr Moreau. - (FR) Madam President, the European
Socialism warned the Council of Ministers, warned the
Commission and all the governments of Member
Ssates about the risks of a serious recession in the
wake of the interest-rates war begun by the USA, of
the second oil crisis and the disturbing decline in inter-
national trade which is mainly the result of financial
difficulties amongst those developing countries which
do not produce oil. Those warnings, like those issued
by the rade unions, were ignored. The same is true of
our proposals which involve amontst other things,
without abandoning the atack on inflation, firstly
supponing indusrial activity and development by

Community loans, secondly coordinating monetary
policies amontst Member States and giving a serious
warning to the USA whose rising interest are largely
responsible for the difficulties of the Deutsch mark
and the economic difficulties of the Federal Republic
of Germany, and thirdly aking specific joint measures
against unemployment, panicularly by implementing
rhe recommendation of the Peters report on the iron
and steel industry, by opening netotiations with the
trade unions on work sharing and by using the
regional fund rc increase aid rc the regions.

'!flhat we find rcday is that despite the declarations of
intent and the communiqu6s which are drafted with
such care and precision is that our suggestions have
been ignored. As far as we can see, the result is disas-
trous. '!7'hat, in fact, is there to see? Diminishing
indusrial output, rapid and disastrous -rise in unem-
ployment affecting panicularly young people, women
and older workers who are near to retirement. And
what is more, restructuring work is becoming more
difficutt and, producing less and less wonhwhile
resu lts.

\flith rhese trends, an atmosphere of scepricism and
resignation is spreading in Europe. I think you will
agree tha[ such a situation is extremely dangerous and
quite unacceptable. It is the result of a lack of will and
of action and of an absence of choice in the institu-
dons. The question we have to ask ourselves is

whether Europe will always be one war too late. The
President of the Council summarized in his speech the
work of the European Council of this presidency
connected with calling a joint session of the Ministers
of rhe Economy, Finance, Social Affairs and Employ-
ment, and made the point that such a session should be
very thoroughly prepared. That is scarcely a satisfac-
rory answer. Ve would be the last to neglect the need
for such preparation for such a meeting: everything
must be done to ensure that the best possible resulm
are achieved for the people of Europe, and the notion
of consulting trade unions is of course a positive one
to us, but I would like rc point out to you that the
information is already available, locked away in your
files. All that is needed is to ask for the reporti on the
srare of Europe, on medium term planning, delibera-
tions of the committees on monetary policy and on
economic policy, minutes of the Committee on
Employment and all the others I could mention. There
is nothing in what the President of the Council has
said to us this morning, or in what the President of the
Commission has said, which indicates chat either
Council or Commission has any will to speed matters
up. This, as I said a moment ago, is no time for being
resigned. The people of Europe are disturbed and
their doubts are forming, their scepticism growing.

The problem which we have to face is to find out
, whether we are in fact going to be able to build the

Community which now appears so necessary to over-
come the difficulties which we face. Such a joint
meeting would be one token, amongst others, of a will
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to reverse rhe trend and give ourselves the means ro
control our economic and social developmenr during
our presenr difficuldes. The European Council ai
Maastrichr has done norhing to alleviate our fears and
that is the reason why rhe resolution before the House
is rhere: ro indicare Parliament,s determination that
things should not remain as they are and ro make it
plain thar employmenr musr be at the hean of our
economic.policy. If we are no[ heard, there is every
reason to believe that solidarity amongs[ the people of
Europe will wear even rhinner tnd rhat scepticism will
continue its spread. Our time is limircd. Let us hope
thar.our cry is heard and rhat rhis meeting will mark a
turning poinr for the Community,s economic and
social policy.

(Applause)

Mr President. - I call rhe Socialisr Group.

Mr Glinne. - (NL) Madam President, Minisrer, I
particularly appreciate the words of Minisrer Van der
Klaauw as the represenrative of a small counr.ry which,
like its Benelux panners, is making an effon towards
European unity. I appreciated all the more the words
of Under Secrerary of State Van der Mei yesrerday
evening when he said rhat rhis parliamenr is rhe
conscience and rhe hope of the Europe of Ten.

(The speaher continued in French)

Having said rhis, I regrer that I cannot say I am as
pleased wirh the Maastrichr European Council and
with rhe Councils which are ro come. I am sceptical
about the European Council as an instirution, and I
shall refer ro rwo of the guidelines ser out ar Maas-
uicht and ar rhe meering of Ministers for, Indusrry on
indexation and on iron and steel.

Iron and steel first of all. In paragraph 6 of the press
release issued after rhe Industry Minisrers, Council
held on 26 and 27 March lasr ir says, and I quote:

. . Vhere unlusdfiable burdens would be imposed on
cenain groups of workers, the appropriate social
measures will have to be introduced ro mitigate the
effects of capacity reductions resulring from resrruc-
turing. To this end, the Council will examine in detail as
soon as possible the appropriate social measures ro be
taken by the Community with a view to reaching rhe
necessary decisions in parallel with decisions on funher
restrucruring and the aids code . . .

'!7hat precisely does all rhis mean? Has the Council in
fact decided to do something and to give itself rhe
necessary financial means? !flhar is more, what we
Socialism understand by the social implications of the
iron and sreel indusrry means nor jusr the payment of
early retiremenr, redundancy pay and retraining, but
above all the provision of new jobs in new compititive
industry. . .

. . . !7e observe that though the Council of Ministers
has nor been able to decide on anything to help the
steel workers, the Agriculture Council-was able ro
reach firm decisions on agricultural prices which I do
not wish to discuss now. \7hy rhen are we waiting for
a Council of Social Affairs Minisrers to be held which
could likewise take firm, encouraging decisions rc help
workers, particularly steel workersl \7ill we have tb
wair for the unemploymenr level to have doubled
before.we finally show some derermination in dealing
with the problem? For our group such a wait ii
unthinkable.

To return to the Industry Ministers' Council, poinrT
of the press release gives me some concern. I quore:

Proposed measures of Srate aid will be examined with
regard. to the degree of resrructuring and net capacity
reduction involved in relation to the Community;s
general. restructuring objectives by a Vorking party
under the aegis of the Commission. The Council ECSC
Vorking Party will examine on a regular basis how rhis
resolution is being implemented, in panicular progress in
restructuring, capacity reduction and phasing-out of
aids.

'!7e 
Socialists would like to know what this means in

plain language for rhe sreel making areas which are in
real rrouble. Does ir mean rhar a time limit is to be put
on all Srate aid rc rhe least fortunare areas? Doei it
mean thar Communiry aid will be turned down or does
it mean the opposite that a special effon will be made
for the areas which are mosi severely affecred by the
crisis and where employmenr is at greatest risk?

Now on the question of indexarion, after the concern
of rhe Maastricht Council in its press sratement about
the negarive effecrs of narional sysrems which index
incomes in line with retail'prices, the finance Ministers
of the Community and the governors of the narional
banks devoted a large pan of their time ro rhe quesrion
at the merting which rhey held on 3 and 4 April. pres-
sure is being brought ro bear on all sides to dismantle
the sysrem of wages indexing in those countries where
it exists. The signal ro srarr was given at Maastricht,
the finance Ministers rook it up- ar Breda and thi
foreign Ministers took it ,p 

"i 
B.urr.ls on 3 and

4 April. It was even wrirten in the press, and I quorc:

The ren referred to the possibility of asking rhe Commis-
sion ro draw up a sysrem which would replace the
arrangemenrs currenrly in force in some countries.

It all seems to have been stage managed. The Council
of Ministers gives its vague agreemenr to rhe Commis-
sion's.assisting rhe political authorities in Belgium and
in Italy 

- rhose are the rwo countries whiih would
appear to be mainly concerned 

- ro dismantle a
wages indexarion sysrem which has been in force for
years and which is now rhoughr to be responsible for
all the evils on eanh. The fact is though, that for a
large number of reasons, big business has not been
able to move wirh the economic rimes of the 70s and
80s, just as is shown by the sreel and texrile secrors, for
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example. And now everything has reached a standstill

a scapegoat has to be sought: under the present

circumstances what could be better or easier than

wages indexation?

My own feeling is that too much faith is being put in a

single economic and social lever. And yet the Commis-

sion itself - and its views on economic and social
policy are not generally what might be called left of
t.n,r. - in its most recent economic repon for
l98O-1981, was much less fonhright, and I would like
ro quote the report:

It is not appropriate to make simple, sweeping judg-

men$ on the effects of indexation mechanisms as such,

because they can exist with differences in degree which

at the limit b..o.. hardly distinct from the problems of
general pay bargaining.

Much more imponant than the indexation system is

the prices and incomes policy operated by the govern-

menr and by employers, and the question of collective

bargaining. In an economy such as our own, where

growth has generally been measurable in Percent,
iage indexation does not of irelf have any infla-
tionary effect. \flhat does matter for a country's
economic and monerary balance is the ratio between

real wages and productivity, and that ratio is much

more seriously affected by what I describe as the

general social climate, or by the quality o-f social

i*"r.n.st based on social justice, inequaliry of income

and of wealth, tax evasion and so on'

Vhat is more, I believe that those who would like rc
do away with wage indexation for economic policy
reasons are wrong because they are at the same time

denying themselves a valuable means of bringing about

social ha.mony. And it is ac times like our own, when

we have to adapt to the new world economic order
and adapt quickly, that we can make the enormous

invescments needed to adapt much more easily and

much more quickly if we have social harmony than if
we have a climate of tensions, of strikes and to demon-

strations.

Ladies and gentlemen, it is my belief that as a general

principle we must be very careful when using social
ieu.rs. lust as it would be difficult to transPose the

German system of worker panicipation into other
Community countries, serious thought must be given

before any attempt is made to dismantle wage indexa-

tion systems. Vhat I am saying receives suPPort from
the communiqu6 issued by the European Trade Union
Confederation after the meeting of the Council of
Finance Ministers in Breda.

This was the reaction of the Confederation - again I
quote:

'To the all-out atack on wage indexing systems which is

being conducted by the finance ministcrs; the European

TUC p.oposes an alternarive policy to deal with the

crisis, and- it is because this policy is not implemented

within the Community that there is no way out of the

present problems.'

In effect, as I was saying, the guidelines adoprcd at

Maastricht relate only to Italy and Belgium. As far as

Belgium is concerned, wages indexation has not -
despirc claims made by the Netherla-nds Finance

Minister - had any harmful effect on inflation. Quirc
the contrary: the rate of inflation in Belgium is about

7o/0, and is one of the lowest in our Community which

has an average oI l1o/0. 
'S7hat, on the other hand, ip

extremely worrying is that an attack on the indexarign

system currently used in my own country would open

,L. *"y to devaluation. The consequences of both
these actions together - doing away with indexation
and devaluing the franc - would be very severe both
for my corntry directly and for the Community indi-
rectly. The inevitable Practical consequences would be

a reduction in the purchasing power of small and

medium incomes which have already been reduced by
voluntary wage restraint and in social security benefits.

That would tLreaten the home market, and with it the

Belgian economy and the level of employment on a

count.y where unemployment is already extremely

high and which cannot afford, either politically or
roii"lly, any funher increase in the number of unem-

ployed. Any continuadon of this could lead to serious

social problems in Belgium after the political crisis we

have just been rhrough. It could also be the case in

other Community countries. Funhermore, to many

people the priority in Belgium seems to be reducing

the cost of energy as a way for reducing business costs.

Mr Presidenr, we Socialists have frequently been

disappointed by guidelines laid down by the European

Council and specialists Council meetints, when they

ignore workers legitimate hopes or attack them

dlrectly. Ve are the largest group in this Assembly.

Many'of the suggestions and proposals we made have

still met with no response. The Europe we wish to
build is, and will remain the Europe of the working
man. Vere we to continue along the route set out at
Maastricht, at Breda and at the Social Affairs Council

- amongst others - the Europe we are building
might well remain the Europe of the privileged, and in
our view that would be a disaster.

(Applause)

IN THE CFIAIR: MR KATZER

Vice-President

President. - I call the Group of the European
People's Pany (Christian-Democratic Group).

Mr Klepsch. - (DE) Mr President, ladies and

gentlemen, the result of the Maastricht Summit satis-
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fied no one, and the public reacdon to it was rightly
unfavourable. I am afraid that *e cannot illo*
ourselves many more such failures if we are to avoid
shaking the confidence of our people in rhe continued
existence and development of rhe European
Community.

There are two main things which prompr me ro make
these critical observations. From rhe insdtutional point
of view, I deplore the fact that one of rhe rhree
Community institutions - the Council - occasionally
comes up againsr major problems in reaching deci-
sions. The fact is, rhough, rhar a sensible system of
cooperation between the European Parliament, the
Council and the Commission is essential if we are to
fulfil our European mission.

That mission - moving on from rhe institurional to
the substantive point of criticism - is clearly mapped
out as far as my Group is concerned. Vhat we winr is
a politically unified Europe of free people. Anything
that is done to take us closer rc this goal will receive
our suppon. Likewise, anything that is done to diven
us from that goal will meet with our criticsm.

(Applause)

Ve are facing major problems which will have ro be
solved by the time Spain and Ponugal become
members of rhe Communiry in 1983 or 1984. The
topics of the future - Economic and Monetary
Union, development of European Polidcal Coopera-
tion to uke the form of a common foreign and
security policy, and the Community's own resources

- will demand our full concenrrarion. It is rherefore
all the more imponant that the summit should at last
turn to ics main political tasks once again.

The European Council does not exist ro discuss a
plethora of denils. Its job is to reach polidcal deci-
sions. The members of the Council are nor high-
powered bookkeepers. Their job is ro ensure rhat the
European Community develops - nor. to hamper that
development . . .

(Applause)

. . . That means thar national self-seeking must be
replaced by a European view of things, and rhat the
search for the lowesr common denominator should be
replaced by the pursuit of aims which are in the unan-
imity principle, as it is being applied ar present, is one
of the main obstacles on the road ro a more
Community-orientared policy . . .

(Applause)

. . . Let us not forger, though, that in view of the multi-
tude of speeches, we need something akin to leader-
ship, otherwise the whole rhing will fall apan. I trust
that this appeal will nor go unheard. Ar the moment,
Europe is experiencing critical developments in various

spheres. Unemploymenr, recession and inflarion on the
one hand and an unstable balance between rhe major
power blocks on rhe orher hand are rhe main problems
we shall have to come ro terms with.

\7hile the threat of invasion still looms over Poland,
Europe cannor indulge in the outrageous luxury of
speaking with ten voices rather rhan wirh one voice.
The conclusion we must draw from all rhis is that
European polirical cooperarion mus! once again
become our major polirical concern, and ve must act
politically rather rhan going ro the Coun of Justice to
refight a budger barde which has already been losr . . .

(Applause)

. . . The lack of any agreement on fisheries policy,
which Chancellor Schmidt righdy complained so
bitterly about, illustrates all rhe opponunities and limi-
tations of intergovernmenralism. Only an intergovern-
mentalist could be really disappoinrcd at the fact thar
his financial concessions did nor meet with sufficient
respect from his British counterpan.

Any attempt to bundle differenr interests into a single
package is bound to fail in a Communiry of Ten
because it is inevitable rhar nor everyone will find
precisely what he is looking for in the package. The
dilemma can only be resolved by a more federalist
spirit. Another thing broughr our by the Maastricht
Summit and rhe likewise ill-smrred Fisheries Council
of 27 March is rhar the whole concept of a common
fisheries policy was wrong. Before we can successfully
negotiate wirh third counrries on marrers to do with
fishing, we musr firsr of all reach atreemenr on fishing
in Community waters, and nor vice versa. The blame
for the damage done to rhe Community should be
placed at the door of those who have blocked an
agreement to Communiry warers. The fact that the
same people are now also blocking fishing in extra-
Community warcrs is merely a resuk of the fundamen-
tally wrong approach.

For the first time, the European Council idendfied rhe
causes of economic mistakes made by the Communiry

- with admirable clarity - and gave norice of a
nasty but necessary medicine. Structural strength-
ening of the European economy by reducing produc-
tion costs and increasing productive investment and
producdviry are all bywords which have long features
in resolutions adopted by the European Parliament.

The problem is only who is ro administer the medicine
to the patient. Nothing was said about this. Of course,
it is right thar steps be taken against the poliry of high
interest rates and that it is wonhwhile studying the
inflation-fuelling effecr of indexed incomes. However,
the European Parliament has a right ro expecr therapy
to follow on from diagnosis. The same applies to the
attempts being made to bring about structural reor-
ganization in certain industries. The basic problem
here is one of competitive distonion, which has come
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about as a result of the excessively liberal use of
national subsidies: The vague declarations to the effect
rhat rhese are to be eliminated srcp-by-step are of little
use. Vhat is needed is a binding timemble.

Ladies and gentlemen, these are only a few examples

of what I mean. However, we should not be too Pessi-
misdc. There is after all a basic fund of common Euro-
pean endeavour which we should conserve at all costs.

There is a consensus of opinion between Parliament,
the Council and the Commission on the cen[ral polit-
ical issues like practical solidarity with Poland and our
assessment of the CSCE follow-up conference in
Madrid. The fact that a decision has been taken on
agricultural prices is, in my opinion, an imponant step

forward. I am pleased to note that the European
Parliament lived up to its reputation as a trendsetter in
this respect too.

This is the basis on which we offer our cooPeration to
the Council. Our thanks are due to the Netherlands
Presidency, and especially to you, Mr President-in-
Office, and to Mr Van Agt, for consistently seeking a

dialogue. Ve appreciate what effons the Dutch Presi-
dency has made to achieve genuine results, despite the
fact rhar, on the whole, success has eluded you.

'S(hat we want is cooperation rather than confronta-
tion, but - as in the past - we shall not hesitate to
act if others prove to be incapable of acting and

reaching decisions. This applies to the question of
Parliament's seat as well as to budgetary poliry. Ve
shall not solve the problems by putting them on the
shelf. The people of Europe do not appreciate lofty
srarements followed by minimal results, or by no
results at all. Allow me to make one small plea.

Remember the European passpon, and let us have that
ar least by the beginning of t982. Surely we shall not
have to explain to our voters again in 1984 that the
Council decided on the introduction of the European
passport from I January 1979. Ler us make a fresh
start at this critical moment in time. You may rest

assured that the Group of the European People's Party
will take whatever initiative is necessary.

(Applause)

President. - I call the European Democratic Group.

Lady Elles. - Mr President, the presence of the
Foreign Minister as President-in-Office of the Council
of course explains, but does not excuse, the absence of
the Prime Minister of the Netherlands. Vhile my
Group thanks most warmly the President-in-Office
for his statement and the explanation on this point, he

will no doubt be aware of the underlying reasons for
this decision and the refusal both to implement the
proposal contained in the repon of the Three \flise
Men and to accept the invitation of the Political
Affairs Committee is more than regrettable. On the

maintenance of the status quo regarding the provi-
sional seat of the Parliament, to which of course many
colleagues have already referred, my Group regard
this as simply a non-decision. The Council still have

until June 15 to make a decision but if they fail, as the
President-in-Office well knows, the Parliament will
take the matter into its own hands.

The President-in-Office cryptically referred to the
administrative and financial objections to the present

situation. That, as the President-in-Office will accept,
was a very diplomatic statement. He knows perfectly
well, as do all my colleagues, that the situation is intol-
erable. The continuation of the peripatetic and
nomadic existence of this institution, if it is to be taken
at all seriously, must cease, together with the conse-
quent ineffectiveness, incompetence and unnecessarily
excessive expenditure. If this Council meeting at
Maastricht was to give a time for reflection, as has

been said, the Council must also recognize that what
the citizens of the Community are asking for are lead-
ership and decisions and guidelines on matters which
affect their daily lives. The very fact that there was

such a wide variety of subjects discussed meant that
there could not be any of these much-needed decisions
nor these major guidelines, and I concur wholehean-
edly with what Mr Klepsch has said about the failure
of the Council to give any feeling of leadership to the
citizens and which they are so much wanting.

Two matters however, I think, do deserve comment.
The first is that there is through the mist of all this
rather vague verbiage one gleam of hope. That is that
at last the Council have looked, as I understand it,
more critically at some of the economic and social
shibboleths which have been destroying our economies
for so long. I am referring to the fact of wage
indexing, which undoubtedly is a contributory cause

of the maintenance of infladon. I very much welcome
the fact that the Council have accepted that infladon is

the major cause of unemployment and of lack of pros-
periry and lack of economic growth. Certainly my
Group strongly agrees with that aspect of the policy
starement of the Council.

But as Mr Klepsch also said, let us not forget when we
make all these statements about the situation of the
economy in the Community that the Community now
has the highest GDP in the whole of the world. Let us

not continue to run ourselves down as though we were
a socialist or marxist economy. Thank God we still
have a free market economy which does enable our
citizens at least to live comparatively well, compared
with any other part of the world.

I think that note should also be taken of the Council
commen[, and I quote, that the Community can
funher contribute to economic recovery by ensuring
that the existing funds and financial mechanisms
contribute as much as possible to agreed social and
economic ob.jectives and the reduction of unemploy-
ment. Bur, Mr President, how on earth does the
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Council expecr us to do that when rhe Agricultural
Council has jusr raken a decision on farm prices which
is going ro mke about 700/o of rhe existing own
resources of the Community? I do nor question the
decision on rhe farm prices; if we are ro give an equi-
table deal to our farmers, all righr, but then the
Council musr accepr that if we are [o use rhe economic
funds and mechanisms available they must consider
new ways of raising own resources.

I put ir ro the Commission rhat if they are considering
restructuring rhe policies of the Communiry, one of
the first things rhey will have to look at is where the
money to implemenr rhose policies is to come from.
They will obviously consider raising a very arbivary
figure of an additional 1% of VAT. There is norhing
miraculous in a figure of l0/0, as I believe I heard rhe
President of rhe Commission say nor very long ago.
Perhaps he will renew rhe miracle and remove rhe lo/0,
if the Parliament and if rhe Community are rc be able
to contribute effectively to the improvemenr of pros-
perity and progress.

I just want ro r.urn for two minutes to the question of
the pressure of exrernal evenrs, panicularly rhe troop
movements in and around rhe rerritory of Poland. If
ever there was evidence of a need for a Community
foreign policy, for joint decision and joinr acrion,
surely that is it. The Sovier Union should be formally
and specifically reminded of im international legal
obligations under the Charter of rhe United Nations,
in particular rhe respect of territorial sovereignty and
independence and non-inrerference in rhe internal
affairs of Stares. How ofren have we heard in the
United Nations these words being glibly ripped off
the tongue of Soviet diplomats when areas of their
concern and interest have become the object of scru-
tiny from 'Wesrern powers. Let rhe scruriny now be
turned on them and rhe comments thrown back at
them. They, after all, supponed by vote and by state-
ment in 1970 the declararion on friendly relations and
cooperation among peoples which specifically refers to
non-interference. After all, rhe Helsinki Final Acr, as
we know, was originally a crearure of Soviet foreign
policy. That again re-emphasizes rhe dury on all signa-
tories not to interfere in internal affairs, to say norhing
of reporting on major maneuvres which apparendy
the Soviet Union has nor borhered ro do in the case of
Soviet troops in and around the rerritory of Poland.

To those of us who have always recognized that rhe
Soviet Union regards no reary as legally binding
except on grounds of expediency and remporary
advantage, and ro rhose who know perfectly well that
d6tente only means keeping the \7esr quier while the
Soviet Union conrinues its inexorable global and
imperialistic expansion either by subversion or by
force of arms, the present situation is nor a surprise
but it certainly demands action and reacrion from the
Community. I do not think that so far rhe Council has
shown itself willing to take on rhar responsibility. The
situation does, however, reinforce rhe fact that

socialist States ukimately can only be kept on the
socialisr road by force of arms and oppression and nor
by democratic means. Socialism does nor mean peace,
it means destruction of human freedom and the world
has had too many examples, including Hungary and
Czechoslovakia, to believe anything else.

In facr the condemnation has come from rhe mouth of
Pravda ircelf - trurh, as I believe rhe ranslation is of
Pravda. Free trade unions are a serious threat to the
foundations of a Socialist sysr.em in Poland. I am sure
Mr Glinne has raken note of rhat one. The harsh
realiry is that the socialist States have objected to the
Polish Congress, which is hoping to have a secrer
ballot in July and a pluralist number of candidates.
That again they object ro. So much for our Socialist
and Communist friends in rhis Parliament, if rhat is
really what Socialism means.

But, Mr President, the Community must decide and
act [ogerher in its reaction. Urgent study should be
made of the weapon of trade in technological and
agricultural producrs as an arm of foreign policy, as a

compelling instrumenr againsr the Soviet Union in an
atrempr ro prevenr that country from using more
harmful and more oppressive weapons against a proud
and independent people. The need for food aid is
recognized by the Council. Ir is recognizedby all of us
in this Parliamenr, as has already been movingly made
clear. But I would request the Commission to control
the distribution of rhar food aid and see that it is
known to rhe Polish people rhat it comes from rhe
!7est and nor from the East and ro take every measure
to ensure thar these measures are implemented. Also
that the Polish people should be informed by every
means, by the mass media of radio, relevision etc. or
whatever orher means are available, that rhe \flest is
supponing them in rheir struggle ro rerain some
measure of independence against what we can only
deplore once more as the threar of a Soviet invasion.

(Applause frorn the Liberal and Democratic Group)

President. - I call rhe Communist and Allies Group.

Mr Pajetta. (17) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the President-in-Office began his speech
with some oprimism bur then he seems rc have become
rather sad, even ironical, since if ir were not lhe case I
would not be lisring all the internal problems -fishing, passports, sears - which he referred to,
becoming more and more mournful as he did so.

I should add thar after him, Mr Thorn was rying to
say the same thing whilst saying norhing, bur in a more
lively way, as an attempt to justify rhe words he used
with the journalisrc ar rhe press conference, when he
said that he didn't know wherher at Maastricht the
glass in front of him had been half full or half empry:
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one thing which is certain, Mr Thorn, is that it u/as no
glass of wine.

Ve have got to tackle the crisis within the Community
and the crisis around Europe. I even find myself in
agreement with Mr Klepsch, when he says that we

should not be behaving like accountants but that we
should be dealing, if we can, with policies. '!7e have to
define a role for Europe. As we have said before, the
problem is not that of being a third block, but of not
wairing apathetically, alking about passpons and
seats, whilst the real blocks, that is those whose deci-
sion-making is that of blocks, make their decisions for
Europe.

Ve must not for the fusure preclude any specific role
for Europe by using the excuse that the world is

divided rigidly into two and that any attempt by our
Community to seek responsibiliry and independence
would be desening or beuaying our allies. 'We must
make it plain that such a division does not already
exist, is not inevitable. It should be our view rhat
internal dialectic is not harmful rc an alliance and that
as such it is a responsibility to us as a Community. The
process of European integration must not wait on
what the Americans decide or on what the Soviets do.
This, I think, is rhe main problem, and it explains what
was called by some the Maastricht 'disaster', whilst
others merely called it 'lethargy'. 'Sfle cannot continue
with the present situation in which there exists only
the confronration between she Atlantic Alliance,
increasingly influenced and conrolled by the Unircd
States, and the Varsaw Pact: by doing so we deny
ourselves something we should be regarding as essen-

tial. Europe must not be afraid of standing alone, it
should feel duty-bound to do so: we must not aPPear

capable only of vague policies and of general hopes
stemming mainly from our pursuit of formal balance.
Somebody - I think it was the President-in-Office or
perhaps Mr Thorn - said that some decisions cannot
be taken because they would have effects on the elec-
toral campaigns of such and such a future Presidenc. It
is my belief that in such circumstances we cannot
afford the luxury of being so besotted.

No mention has been made so far - perhaps because

it is the only subject on which something ought to be

said - and done - about Spain. I would like rc
remind the Netherlands' Foreign Minister of that. A
word of respect has been addressed rc the king of
Spain, and we have congratulated ourselves that the
coap d'6tdt failed, but if we do not help Spain to join
the Community quickly, we believe that some effective
help may be given with one of these pieces of paper -one of the mountain of documents in which urBent
debate is requested only the day before the vote.

Spain will never make any progress unless its entry
into the Community is speeded up. However, ladies
and gentlemen, we must, not go backwards for the
Middle East either. And on the subject of the Middle
East, I am gratified by the visit of the President of the

Commission to the Middle East, and I am gradfied by
what he has said, except for the fact thas after listening
to his speech I know absolutely nothing more than I
knew beforehand, and I think we have lost ground,
because we did not reac[ when the US described

organizations such as the PLO, which have been

recognized by some Member States, as rebel, even

rerrorist movements. Even though I belong to the
Italian opposition I can say that our Foreign Minister
met Mr Khadumi for four hours, the Foreign Minister
of the same PLO that we are so scared of mentioning.

As for the question of Poland, I join in the wish for a
'Polish' solution - which is the only possible solution

- and for action (I address myself rc the English
lady) which benefits not our electoral aims, which will
not help win another vote or two, but which will
benefit the people of Poland, and, if possible, the
cause of peace in Europe. This is why I find it strange
that no-one has considered exactly what lies behind
Brezhnev's words. I am not asking you to accept them
just because he is Brezhnev and I am a communist, but
I would ask you to consider them, to understand that
when we speak of euromissiles, when we are

concerned by relevance, and by the problems of the
escape clause - as the Italiari socialists are - we are

facing a problem which we cannot skim over.

Precisely because our English lady colleague raised the
question in this debate, I should like to conclude with
a word about inflation, which we all agree about,
Inflation is something to be feared and to be fought,
bur I should like to remind our conservative colleague
rhar when there is inflation, it is perhaps the conserva-
rives who pay least for it. Having said that, we do not
believe, as certain conservative Italian elements do,
that rhe problem of indexation can be mckled interna-
tionally, and that is why you should be aware that
every Italian worker, no matter what parry he belongs
rc, will be united in the fight rc befend automatic
wage rises and indexation.

President. - I call the Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mr Berkhouwet - (NL) Mr President, I should like
ro divide my remarks up into three sections, dealinf
with the insritutional situation, the question of Euro-
pean citizenship and the world political situation,
concentrating on Poland.

Let me begin with the institutional situation. The
superficial extent to which the concept of the Euro-
pean Council as an institution has taken root in [he
European scheme of things is best illusrated by the
fact that no less a person than Mr Thorn - along with
Mr Klepsch, who is now unfortunately not. in the
Chamber - referred [o the recent meetint as a

summit. In other words we are still referring to these
meetings as summits and meetings of the 'European
Council'. \7hat are we supposed to make of all this?
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'What's the point?'l7harever it is, I should like to ask
the Dutch President-in-Office of the Council - a
Council which is an integral pan of the Community
set-up and a Community institution in its own right -why Mr van Agt is nor here today. Let us make no
bones about this, Mr President - the fact is thar Mr
van Agt could not obmin a mandate ro appear by the
European Council acring as the Council. That is the
truth of the matter and it is somerhing we musr srare
quite clearly and categorically, because the Dutch
Foreign Minister perhaps cannor do so, no matrer
what hat he happens ro be wearing. It is righr and
proper that we should make this point, because rhat is
the way to ger a dialogue going wirh the European
Council as such, which is afrcr all a para-Treary insri-
tution. 'Sfle acknowledge the good inrenrions of the
Dutch Foreign Minisrer, but when he comes here and
says that Mr van Agr is with him in spirit, we are
bound to reply that that is really nor rhe point. Ve are
also perfectly well aware rhar the Durch Foreign
Minisrcr is responsible for Dutch foreign poliry, but
the real poinr ar issue is who should represent rhe
European Council as a para-Treaty insritution here
before the European Parliament. The positive aspecr
of Mr van der Klaauw's speech was his conrenrion
that a dialogue must take place and that the European
Parliament is the appropriare parliamentary and demo-
cratic institution to act as the Council's counterpan in
this dialogue.

I share this view with Mr Jenkins. That is the line we
must take, because in order to have parliamentary
demoratic control there is no alrcrnative to having, not
the President-in-Office of the Council of Ministers,
but the President of the European Council appear
before us here. I believe that, in this respect, my views
are similar ro those of Lady Elles.

So much for my remarks on the European institutions.

Before moving on ro my second main poinr
concerning European citizenship, I should like to
comment briefly on the question of Parliamenr's sear.
All there is to say abour this is that the European
Council was not really very well advised ro come our
and say quite blundy that things would stay as they are
and that was all there was to it. Is rhar the way rc go
about seeking a dialogue or does it not rather amounr
to fanning the flames of conflicr? My Group is still
willing to discuss ways of terring out of the imminent
impasse, because it seems ro me rhar there is little
chance of the Member Srates' governments complying
with our 15 June ultimatum.

At least in the question of European citizenship - a
Europe of the people - there are some promising
signs. I still hold out the hope of ascending into the
European firmament side by side with Mr van der
Klaauw - I as the initiator of this project and he as its
final implementer right at the end of his period of
office. \7e shall be discussing this point again this
afternoon at Question Time, and I hope rhar my

words will inspire rhe ministers to adopt a positive
stance this afternoon.

Mr President, Poland has often been the tinder-box of
great conflagrations throughout the history of Europe
and the world. The Polish people are in a desperare
situation. According to latest reporrs, rhere are now no
longer queues outside the shops because there is no
longer any point in queueing * the shops have been
cleaned ous. Meanwhile, we are [hrou/ing millions of
loaves of bread a ye^r aw^y into the rubbish bin, at a
time when bread will very soon be rationed in Poland.
That is the sad reality of life roday. Vhile our chil-
dren's teeth are rotting because of all rhe chocolate
they eat, the Polish children are to be rarioned to a
little bar of chocolarc a month as part of a hand-out.
\flhat we have here is the quesdon of guns or burter
which people were confronted with in the Third
Reich. The totalitarian countries, Mr Presidenr, tend
to forget butter and meat, but never forget such things
as army boots and the guns and tanks for soldiers to
man. The Council srarcmenr had an outsnnding
comment to make on the Helsinki Final Act - and
here I would go along wirh what Lady Elles had to
say. But Europe must srand four-square behind these
fine words uttered by the European Council meeting
in Maastrichr There musr be deeds to match these
words. As regards the sending of food m rhe hungry
Polish people, Mr Presidenr, ler us prove tha[ rhe
Europe of Ten is not a rich businessmen's club, but a
humanitarian organizarion. Let us show rhat our sense
of Europeaness extends to the ancient European
nation of Poland. And if rransporr is proving ro be a
problem at the moment, Mr Thorn and Mr van der
Klaauw, for God's sake do everything in your power
to get things moving. Ler us bear rhe cost of sending
food aid to Poland so that food and drink can be sent
on its way from the hean of Europe, from '$7'esrern

Europe, to the Polish people ro show those people rhat
they can rely on us here in Europe to satisfy their
hunger and quench their thirst. The Poles will rhen
realize that, in this respect, we differ fundamenttally
from other totalitarian powers elsewhere in the world.

(Applause)

President. - I call the European Progressive Demo-
crats.

Mr Nyborg. - (DA) Mr President, on behalf of my
Group I should like to say a few words about the
Summit in Maastricht. I must say that we are nor
hopeful about seeing any results in rhe form of polit-
ical directives following the meerings of the European
Council. As I understand it there was ralk of Europe,
but not so terribly much about a European policy, a

common poliry.

Once again we have witnessed a meering of the Euro-
pean Council where the focus was on national inter-
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ests. The British Prime Minister once again displayed
obvious contempt for agreements entered into. Last
year when the eight other governments allowed them-
selves to be pressed into reducing the British contribu-
rion to rhe Communiry budget, one of the conditions
was rhat Britain would not block a common fisheries
policy.

In my intervention here on l8 June last year I
expressed misgivings about Britain's intentions. Today
I must unfortunately observe that my worst prophecies
have been fulfilled. It seems that my conservative
colleagues here in'the House have not been able to
convince the British Prime Minister of the irresponsi-
bility of this attitude. The Chancellor of the Federal

Republic, Mr Helmut Schmidt, has expressed his great
'disappointment and his unwillingness to continue
footing the lion's share of the bill.

For the little Member State that I come from, we are

not talking here of a small sector's working conditions.
Traditionally, Denmark has had the biggest fishing
fleet in the EEC and the fishing industry plays a very
large and imponant role in the country's economy,
while in the case of Greenland it is predominant. For
this reason, it.must be made clear that rhe Community
does not exist to allow one country to grab as much as

possible at the expense of the other countries. By her
behaviour in Maasrricht, Mrs Margaret Thatcher has
jeopardized the whole Community's existence. But for
all I know perhaps that was what was inrended!

The general lack of resolve was unfortunately also

evident on the question of the seat of the European
Parliament, where it was vinually decided not to take
any decision. There is no other way of describing this
so-called status quo solution. Ve must find a fixed
seat for the institution. It has been evident and will be

evident also during this pan-session - this is panicu-
larly true of tomorrow's agenda - that our workload
is so great that it is impossible for individual members
to express their opinions on the very important polit-
ical issues which arise in any adequate manner. For
this reason I must continue to urge that we aSree on a

single seat for Parliament so that we can have a

reasonable work routine and a reasonable political
dialogue.

President. - I call Lady Elles on a point of order.

Lady Elles. - Mr President, I just wish to Protest
against the way the last speaker, Mr Nyborg, spoke of
my Prime Minisrcr. He spoke without knowledge and

in total ignorance of what went on at the Council. He
was not there. My'Prime Minister acted not only on
behalf of the interests of the United Kingdom, but also

in the interest of the European Community. I hope
very much that when he speaks of his own fishing
villages and fishing problems he will do so in his own
country and not in this Parliament.

President. - I call the Group for the Technical Coor-
dination and Defence of Independent Groups and

Members.

Mr Capanna. - (17) Mr President, Mr Van der
Klaauw has been rclling us about the satisfactory
outcome of the Maast4icht Summit. I shall have to
disagree with him. Apart from the physical upset
which attacked a number of camp followers at the
Summit, we also saw signs of an attack of mental
upset. Mr van der Klaauw has just rcld us that we
have adopted a 'cautious approach' in our policy
towards monetary questions in our dealings with the
United Staces - and that at a time when the streng-
thening of the dollar against western currencies is

being used as a sort of death ray to liquidate European
currencies. In other words, it is basically a policy of
servility now that. the icy Atlantic wind of the new
Reagan administration has staned to blow on Europe
too, where we are cairying out a policy of deflation,
not least in my own country. That means, as we all
know, an increase, and not a decrease in unemploy-
ment. Other Members already know that official stads-

rics, approximate thought they may be, already indi-
cate almost nine million unemployed in the ten
Member States of this Community.

As regards the Middle East, Mr Van der Klaauw said

that we are having 'an encouraging dialogue' with the
Arab world. It isn't truel Here I must agree with what
Mr Pajetta has already said. As far as the Arab world
and the Middle East are concerned, Europe is

pursuing an elusive dialogue, and that is the kind way
of describing it: Europe is not talking with the Middle
Easr, it is stammering. Europe, in fact, is determined
nor to tackle the real question, which is recognizing
the rights of the PLO. The fact is that, in the Lebanon,
the UN forces are not being attacked by Palestinian
fedayeen but by the right-wing supponers of Beshir
Gemayel and by the fascists of Major Haddad, who
are being supplied with arms and finance by Israel.

So, ladies and genrlemen, it is now no longer my own
poor voice alone which says that the Ten should
recognize the PLO as the legitimate representatives of
rhe Palestinian people. Alas,'though, what can be

heard apan from my voice is the rumble of guns in
Beirut and Zahle.l trust that this will be the beginning
of our understanding that Europe needs to play a deci-
sive role in bringing about peace in that pan of the
world, recognizing the PLO in the'knowledge that
that is the decisive gesture without which the flame of
war will never be extinguished in the Middle East.

President. - I call the non-attached Members.

Mr De Goede. - (NL) Mr President, if we take a

peep behind the veil of simularcd satisfaction at the
'result of the Maastricht Summit, we shall find a
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number of things which give this Houoe ar least very
little cause for satisfaction. Ve still have no solurion to
the fishery problem, once again thanks to Mrs
Thatcher, who can think of nothing berter to do rhan
continually throw spanners inro the European works.
First of all, she used the quesrion of the British contri-
bution to the budget ro paralyze rhe process of
Community cooperation; then she went her own way
on [he question of sanctions against Iran, and now she
is stubbornly refusing to provide any help towards
finding a solution ro rhe fishery problem. For Lady
Elles's sake I am sorry ro have ro say fiis.

There is also disappoinrmenr ar the renewed failure to
find a solurion ro rhe problems of rhe steel industry.
But above all, there is bound ro be serious concern ar
the fact rhat there is srill nor rhe slightesr sign of a
solution to the major economic and social problem
facing us today - the inexorably rising level of unem-
ployment. The Community's off-hand arritude in this
respect is alienating our own cirizens, and rhat is a

dangerous developmenr. Ex-Commissioner Vredeling
gave a summary recently in a Dutsch newspaper of all
the sratements that have been issued on lhis poinr since
1972, and the sriking poinr was their close similariry
to each other. Mr Vredeling went on ro say thar one
did not necessarily have to be suffering from food-
poisoning ro feel as sick as a parror at the'foot-drag-
ging attitude of the Council on this prioriry matrer. I
wholeheanedly suppon Mr Vredeling's remarks. Ve
have had plenry of fine words. Vhat we need now is a

well-prepared meeting of the Jumbo Council, but whar
has the Dutch Presidency done so far in this respect? I
should appreciate an answer rc [his quesr.ion. As a
Dutchman myself, I am slowly bur surely beginning to
feel ashamed at this lack of action. No-one has been
canonized yet for professing his European beliefs.
'$7hen are we going [o see [he good works?

Things are no[ much berter as regards a permanenr
seat for the European Parliament. On the contrary,
the situation has deteriorated. It was with a sense of
amazemen[ and disillusionmen[ rhar I rcok nore of
what the communiqu€ had ro say about the mainre-
nance of the status quo. !flhat this boils down to is the
affirmation of an untenable situarion. And all this
came about without any heed being paid ro rhe urgenr
request formulated by this House in irs resolurion lasr
November for it to be consulted on the marrer. At the
time, I tabled an amendment ro try ro ger a decision
taken in a cenain direction. Parliamenr's permanent
seat must be where the executive is. Of course, this is a
difficult matter, and I should like to ask Mr Thorn ro
explain in a litde more detail what he meanr by his
public statement to the effect that a final decision was
in the offing.

Mr President, it is my view that this House should
now move quickly, take the iniriadve and have the
courage and sense to put an end to [he enormous
wastage of dme and money caused by our itinerant
working habits, which have now rightly been

denounced in public. For heaven's sake, let's nor make
the situation any worse by moving commirree meetings
which have raken place in Brussels since 1958 ro
Luxembourg. Anyway, what precisely is meant by the
status quo? I would very much appreciate more details
on what is a very urgent matter.

On Poland, the Middle East and Afghanistan, I agree
that we should adopt a common arrirude. Especially as
regards Poland, a clear and vigorous stance in concert
with rhat adopred by the US Adminisrration is essen-
tial to ensuring rhat rhe enslaved but courageous Polish
people can a[ las[ enjoy the fruits of a little more
freedom, a little less poveny, a little more indepen-
dence and a lirrle less oppression. Nor would it have
done any harm for somerhing to be made known as
regards our views on Turkey. \flhy was there no srare-
ment on Turkey along rhe same lines as rhar on Spain?
Are we only sadsfied if something undesirable is
avoided, as in Spain? And are we nor dissatisfied ar rhe
continuation of an undesirable situarion, as in Turkey?
I would appreciare a more detailed sraremenr from rhe
Presidency on this point.

Mr President, I should like ro conclude by expressing
the hope thar the Durch Presidency will, in the second
half of its six monrhs in office, manage to avoid what I
can only call the reprehensible foot-dragging which
has characterized irc so-called leadership so far, and
instead show a little more courage and inspiration. Ir
would seem that Mr van Agt will not be appearing
before us in this House. So be ir, but we would prefer
to see some definite sign of effective leadership in the
formulation of European policy.

President. - I call Mr Arndt.

Mr Arndt. - (DE) Mr President, as the Presidenr-
in-Office of the Council said in his inroducrion, the
Province of Limburg and rhe City of Maastricht had
the honour of playing host to the meeting of the Euro-
pean Council, but I must say rhat such a beautiful
province and such a charming city do nor deserve rhe
opprobrium of being linked with the inepdrude of rhe
European Council. \7hat happened ar rhe summit was
profoundly disappointing for most Europeans, gener-
ating enthusiasm only among rhe opponents of rhe
European Community.

Mr Thorn said that, in view of the circr.lmsrances
surrounding the meeting, the result was quite praise-
wonhy. I can only assume that he was talking about
some other meeting than the one the press reponed on
and the Federal German Chancellor reponed back on
to the German Bundestag. There has been some
discussion here as to whether the meeting should be
referred to as a summit at all. Mr Berkhouwer stated
his views quite clearly to the effecr thar,ir was decid-
edly not a summit meeting. Personally, I would say
that it was indeed a summit of a kind - the very
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epitome of national self-seeking and of cowardly
failure rc find a soludon to difficult problems.

(Applause)

I should like to urge Mr Thorn and his colleagues in
the Commission to take a hard line. There is no point
in trying to use fine words to steer a safe course
around the towering rocks between you and the
successful pursuit of the European ideal - rocks
which look all the more menacing in view of the
Council's abject failure. I beg your pardon for saying
so, but at the moment, the Commission gives a some-
what jelly-like impression. !7hat you really need is a
will of iron in your pursuit of the European ideal. Let
me illusrare what I meant just now by the case of agri-
cultural prices, which had some part [o play in this
whole affair.

The President-in-Office of the Council described the

mee[ing as a success. The Commission said before the
meeting that their proposals were to be regarded as a

package which could only be adoprcd as a package,

and not piecemeal. Now, though, after the decision
taken by the Council of Agriculture Ministers, the

Commission says quite happily that progress has been

ma{e. I must say that I was profoundly disappointed at
the decision taken by the European Parliament, but
compared with the decision taken by the Agriculture
Ministers on agricultural prices, Parliament cenainly
did a good deal better than the Council.

I

Here again, it is my view that no proBress has been

made.

Moving on to the steel industry, the fact is that no
European solutions have been put forward so far, and
that the forces of national self-seeking are having a

field day. \7hile I am on this point, I must add a word
or two about fishing, precisely because this is a classic
instance of how - in a basically simple matter -anti-European sentiments can suddenly be aroused in
many parts of Europe, because those directly affected
feel that it must surely be possible to reach an agree-
ment.

Ir is perhaps fonunate that Lady Elles is not in the
chamber at the moment, because if she were, she

would probably protest angrily about what I am about
to say now. Ve made a show of European solidarity
on the issue of the Bridsh conribution to the
Community budget, but it is about time someone told
rhe British Prime Minister in no uncertain terms that
solidarity is not a one-way street. Her attitude in this
matter is cold-heaned, narrow-minded and unfair in
rhe extreme. It would appear that Mrs Thatcher
regards money and not people as the central elements
of her policies, otherwise she would surely take more
of an interest in the farc of fishermen in France and
Germany.

Ir was said that the European Council had found a
number of forward-looking formulations on unem-
ployment, but we have had plenty of them in the past.

I should just like to draw your atrcntion to the fact
that, right from the first meeting of this House, many
of rhe Members have said that one of the major Euro-
pean problems facing us is the need to tackle uneni-
ployment. But what response have we had over rectint
years from the Council? Fine words, indeed, but no
acrion. That is a criticism which can justifiably be

levelled at the Council of Ministers and the European
Council.

The decision on Parliament's permanent seat is typical
of how things are done in Europe. The President-in-
Office of the Council has stated that there is to be no
change to the provisional status quo, adding that the
European Council had thus demonstrated a sense of
realism in that no other decision was open to it. The
realities the European Council is.apparently so well in
touch with are that, whenever a problem arises
any*,here in Europe, the European Council and the
Council of Ministeres keep their heads down and

decide rc make no decision at all. By doing so, though,
they are doing Europe a disservice. I am not a nomad
and I have no desire to spend my life on [he move. I
am a citizen of Europe who enjoys the sense of being
settled, and I include the European Parliament in this.

Ladies and gentlemen, the only real conclusion v/e can

draw from this meeting of the European Council is

that - as my Group and I have said often enough
here in rhe past - the European ideal can at the
present time only be salvaged - salvaged, you will
note, not furthered - if Parliament rcognizes that it
must fill the vacuum left by the indecisiveness of the
Council of Ministers and the European Council, and
rhar it is our duty to take decisions insrcad of those
institutions which have failed to do so.

However, we shall only be in a position to do that if
we are prepared to seek elements of harmony within
the House rather than deliberarely pursuing devisive-
ness. This House can make a major contribution to the
European ideal if it is prepared to endeavour - in
place of the European Council and the Council of
Ministers - to seek large majorities in favour of what
Europe needs most urgenrly. I should like rc address
this appeal to all the Members of this House as the real
result of the meeting of the European Council.

President. - I call Mr Rumor.,

Mr Rumor. - (17) Mr President, I should like if I
may to address myself to the President of the Council
of Ministers and reply to his statement, since it was in
my capacity as chairman of the Political Affairs
Committee that I asked you, Mr President, to ask the
President-in-Office of the Council to speak in this
debate.
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I have heard your speech, Mr President-in-Office, but
I cannot genuinely share your views. Indeed, I feel
that even at the highest levels of political office, the
weight and authority of the Parliament elected by the
people of Europe, which is thus the most representa-
tive embodiment of their will and their independence,
should be valued.

There is a second point which I should like rc make. I
share the opinion of Mr Klepsch on the disappointing
outcome of Maastricht, an opinion which is moreover
held by others. He has pointed out .iust how close
Europe is to being swamped - if indeed we are nor so

already - of entering a period of stagnation, of para-
lysis. And we are concerned that from such high levels
of political responsibility, where we expect to find
good will and agreement, what we find insrcad is like
a drop in voltage, a failure of the political will to help
Europe escape from the labyrinth of international rela-
tions and help our continen[ emerge as the grear polit-
ical, institurional and economic development of this
century. For this reason I am in agreement with Mr
Arndt: the power of this Parliament. to propose (legis-
lation) should be extended. I should like m dwell for a

moment on one particular point here: the question of
institutional policy.

Ve are truly now at a point where decisions have to be

taken. It is now 24 years since the Treaty of Rome
and it is high time that we looked hard at our ov/n
views about the institutions. Ve have to ask ourselves
where the Treary has still not been fulfilled, and where
it has been distoned, and get back to its lecter and its
spirit; where we find that it is inadequate or equivocal
we must mckle the problem of how to clarify it and
complete ir; if it turns our thar the Treaty is insuffi-
cient for the development which has taken place so far
and that which we shall need .for the first moves
towards European union then it will have to be

amended. The repeated statements of the 1972 and
1973 summirs and the European Council of 1974
make it clear that unless there is a coherent institu-
tional base serving its intended purpose, and unless

there is real progress towards true European democ-
racy, the grand design will never be achieved. Unfor-
tunately the political will that has been expressed is not
being reflected in polidcal acdvity. Both have rc be

re-esnblished quickly, and before we can make any
further progress the whole of the Treaty and what it
established must be respected and implemented.

The Commission must defend 
^nd 

e*e.cir. fully its
responsibilities to propose and manage within the
rights conferred by the Treaty. The Council must
abandon its paralysing, irritating, sometimes black-
mailing practice of deciding by unanimiry. No-one
fails to recognize a major and political interest of any
individual country as paft of the general interest of the
Community, but no such respect is due to the mighty
egotism which hinders the already difficult way
forward for the Community wich long drawn out
quarrels. An irresistible change has come over the

status, the power and the political rights within the
Community of the European Parliament since its

direct election by the people of Europe. It is from this
aspect that the polidcal and institutional basis of the
Community must be reconsidered.; without haste,
without a radical upheaval, without posturing and
demagogy, but also without abandoning or betraying
the fact that a new page of hisrcry is about to be

written.

One last thought. \7e must involved national parlia-
ments in this great plan. \7e must put. to [hem now,
and make all the citizens of Europe who we represent
aware of it at the same time. That is to say that we
must suggest the ways and means by which we should
obmin the wholeheaned interest and panicipation of
national parliaments in the working and the develop-
ment of progress within the Community.'We must do
it and we ought to do it, because those parliaments
have their own strong influence over the economic
and social provisions of their own individual countries
both in day-to-day affairs and in the long term.

Mr President, Parliament's initiatives on [he institu-
tional front to which I referred first are already being
prepared. The Political Affairs Committee will
during the coming months be presenting to this
Assembly its first series of proposals, which have been
carefully drawn up and which will have a profound
and innovatory effect on relations between institu-
tions, particularly as regards the Parliament itself and
its central political role. The way in which these
proposals are received, not only in this House bur in
rhe other institutions, will be the first real test of the
will to give our Community, little by little, a hean and
a soul - the heart and the soul which it needs for
Europe to become itself and to become a force for
humanity and for peace in the world.

President. - I call Mr Fergusson.

Mr Fergusson. - Mr President, I think we are in no
doubt this morning that the world has akeady become
a much more dangerous place than it was, and must
have seemed, in Maastricht when the Heads of
Government of the Ten drew up the largely
non-committal report which has been presented to us

once more, second-hand, mday. It may be that if the
President of the European Council were himself here
to tell us more, for example, about the satisfaction
with which they noted this, or the conviction with
which they stressed that, or the concern with which
they viewed the other thing, we would have had a little
more to go on. It may be that the Maastricht
exchanges were as benevolent as represenrcd, or occa-
sionally as acid ds some of the press reports suggested.
But somehow there remains a gap between what the
ten leaders can agree to say in public and the realities
which concern and at worst alarm the public as a

whole.
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Among the matters that righdy came up at Maasrrichr
one was the seat of Parliament and we all knov., of
course, that it is intensly difficult and an emotional
and political problem which has daunred the
Community for years. But rhis is all the more reason
for tackling it rather than let rhe Parliamenr carry on
as we have seen, especially during the last 3 or
4 weeks, in a situation of increasing muddle and
ill-feeling and mounting expense. !7hat Mr Klaauw
called the least imperfecr solurion was, in facr, a

non-solution.

It is one thing for Mr Thorn ro warn againsr false
expectations and instant decisions, but ir is impossible
not. to contrast the lack of decision on vital marters
with the single positive decision mken by the Euro-
pean Council on a tentative step rowards having a

common European passport. It is invidious and odious
on the marrer of fish for the gentlemen opposire ro
have taken that panicular view and ro have expressed
it in such a way about the United Kingdom Prime
Minister, saying, I think, thar she thoughr abour
nothing excep[ money, or that she was unreasonably
intransigent over refusing ro combine a financial
settlemenl with a settlemenr over fish. There are orhers
who regard the settlement over fish as being held up
equally by the fact that the French elecrions are upon
us and believe that nothing will be done until those
elections are over.

'\fle all know as well that if you take the Ministers of
Fisheries or the Agriculrural Ministers aside privarely
and ask them what is really behind it, they will say rhat
the problem over fish dates righr back rc the fisheries
agreement reached by the Six nearly ten years ago, a
mere 24 hours before the accession ro the Communiry
of the two largest fishery narions in Europe, one of
which, in consequence, refused ro join rhe
Community. It should not really surprise anybody that
the other nation, the other fishery narion, now insisrs
on a package sertlemenr rarher [han a piecemeal settle-
ment to suit immediare political condirions among rhe
partners. But it should worry us much more thar, these
national considerations apart, with rhe fishing commu-
nities of half-a-dozen countries desperately needing an
aBreemen[ now, the Heads of Srare could do no berrer
than express concern and invite rhe Fishery Ministers
to try again, which, of course, rhey did, wirhout result.

The Communiry does nor ye[ have a governmenr
elected on a programme. That is why it is possible for
a European Council programme and a Council of
Ministers' programme ro be so self-evidently missing,
just as the Commission's programme is sdll missing so
far as we are concerned. Even if, as Mr Thorn says,
miracles are impossible, ir is nor a policy on, for
example, unemployment simply to disapprove of it.

Now thar was rhe fisheries and that was the sear.
Another matter I want to bring up - ir has been
brought up before - is Poland. As I say, events have
moved on since the Council reponed on 24 March. Ir

was with relief and approval that we noted the
German Government's assurance that it regarded the
continuation of aid and credit arrangements with
Eastern Europe as contingent on Poland's territorial
integrity. But as for the Heads of Government, while
they spoke severely about the principle of non-inter-
ference and their willingness co give economic aid and
material suppon to Poland, the strongest warning they
gave to a Russia which even then was engaged in iq
most overt campaign of bullying and organized intimi-
dation since 1968, referred to the very serious conse-
quences for international relations. That was all. That
is rhe way of communiqu6s; but it means that it is up
to us who believe that the Ten should act as one,
should be seen to act as one, and to be seen to act
firmly and effectively as one, to put some backbone
into our joint leadership.

I submit that the resolution on Poland we are consid-
ering today has, like the Maastricht talks, been over-
taken by evenrs. The level of military activiry in
Poland has gone far funher than rourine man@uvres.
The menacing gestures of rhe puppem of Eastern
Europe have been more preparatory rhan threatening;
more preparatory than admonishing. If this morning
tension appears to have relaxed a little, ir is on order,
perhaps, to ler the rhrearc of Prague sink in, but rhat
seems no good reason for leaving any doubts in Soviet
minds about where we stand. Ir is perhaps unfonunate
rhar rhis Parliament cannor take decisions abour how
Member States of the Communiry should reacr if a
threat to Poland marerializes. If the frighrened bunch
of old, old men clinging to poc/er in Moscow should
decide once more ro sramp our rhe spark of liberaliza-
tion which, if they knew ir, is rhe single dim hope for
the economic survival of their empire in general and of
Poland in panicular.

But we can prepare rhe ground; prepare Europe's
minds for the right decisions and ir is for us ro srate
firmly that because of what happened in Hungary in
1956, in Czechoslovakia in 1968 and in Afghanisran in
1979, and is srill continuing rhere, if there is any hope
left for the revival of d6tente in the world, the use of
force in Poland now would finally crush ir. For the
reason I believe ic to be essenrial that unless, and unril,
the abnormal milirary activiries and operations of rhe
Varsaw Pact cease and undl rhe $7'arsaw Pact forces
resume their previous deployment, the SCE Confer-
ence in Madrid should remain in session and no final
communiqu6 for that conference should be agreed.
Here is the touchstone of d6rente: what is happening
and what has happened in Madrid, and I hope that rhe
President of rhe Council of Ministers will rake nore of
what I have said.

That brings me to what I believe should have been
high on the agenda of the European Council in Maas-
tricht. Mr van der Klaauw spoke of an 'intensifying
economic dialogue' - I think he put it like rhar -with our other partners in the free world. That is fine;
but we should at least be as inrerested in our economic
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connections with the unfree world, and notably with
the Soviet bloc, to whom'Western credirs amounr now
to nearly $ zO billion - $ ZO billion to Poland alone.
Of these credits, 'West German lending, at nearly
$ gOO million, is considerably above America's.
Yesterday's newspapers stressed again the French
Goverment's attemprs to srep up wheat exports to
Russia: today's newspapers speak of a new '!7est

German loan being considered ro Russia of tO OOO

million marks. None of us, of course, is innocent in
this panicular matter, but in view of Afghanistan and
Poland and the Soviet military build-up in the world as

a whole, is it not time we urgently considered what we
are doing, joindy and severally, [o encourage Moscow
in its aggression?

I shall not again go into the question of high tech-
nology, of liberal credits and for our overdependence
on the Soviet Union for energy and many vital mater-
ials. Because of its aggressive policies abroad and its
oppressive policies at home, the economy of much of
the Russian empire is in a state of collapse. It is in as

vulnerable a state now as it has not been for years.
Poland:yes, while she is left alone, let us help her; but
could not the European governments meeting together
reconsider how freely we should be helping Moscow
out of im difficuldes? It is one thing for our
Communist colleagues over the way to call for under-
standing and a study of Mr Brezhnev's motives, but
this must be a two-way process. It remains so that in
failing for three years to respond to the signals of
alarm expressed by the Vest over its policies, the
Soviet Union has ignored the basic criteria for
ensuring stabiliry in a nuclear world.

Mr President, I will finish. I am never quite clear,
when we are debating a repon produced by people who
are nor with us, to whom these remarks should be

addressed. But I hope that whoever I am supposed to
be addressing them to will hear them, and I hope they
take note of what I have said.

'Pr.rident. 
- I call Mrs Le Roux.

Mrs Le Roux. - (FR) Mr Presidenr, the European
Council of Maasricht did not arouse the enthusiasm
of any of the pro-European circles, from the right to
the Social Democrats. To judge by the various reac-
tions, it is considered that this Council decided
nothing, that ir did nothing to advance European poli-
ctes.

Vith your leave, let us look at things more closely: to
this end I have carefully examined the official
summary of the activities of this Council. It is not
consoling.

However, judge for yourselves. This meeting of Heads
of Government was devoted rc the current situation in
rhe Community, and whar is that? It is a serious one,

as you well know. Unemploymenr and infladon are
increasing. A substantial ponion of industry is in ruins.
The external uade deficit with industrialized countries
is increasing, particularly wirh rhe Unircd States. I will
not go into greater detail, but as you know, the overall
picture is one of unrelieved gloom..Faced with this
situation, whar is the response of the Heads of State
and Government of the EEC? It is to conrinue on rhe
same course, to proceed even funher along this road.

They dismiss first of all any revival of the economy,
and I quote: 'The short-term stimularion of demand
would prove ineffecdve'. This means maintaining and
intensifying austerity measures, and, to make their
itnentions quire clear, rhe European Council attacks
the sliding scale of salaries in countries where it exists.
Again I quote: 'The European Council has examined
the effect of cenain rigid systems of wage indexlinking
and has requested rhat they be adjusrcd.'

In the European Council's view rhe solurion ro the
crisis is to introduce an even more drastic austerity
programme, and of course once again it is the workers
who have to pay for it. As againsr this, the European
Council has clearly reaffirmed its keen concern for rhe
profits of the economic giants which dominare the
EEC. 'It is necessary' - and I quore - 'ss 1sdug6
costs so that productive investments and productivity
can be increased'. These formulae are strangely remin-
iscenr of the views expressed by a German Social
Democrat, Helmut Schmidt, who said a few years ago
that today's profits represented tomorrow's invesr-
ments and the jobs of the day after tomorrow. The
peoples of the European Community can judge for
themselves the effectrveness of such a policy geared
solely to the interests of big business.

The result, as I said, is rhe increasing scourge of
unemployment, declining purchasing pov/er, a
worsening of the crisis. Entire sections of indusrry
have also been swept away. Mr Davignon can congra-
rulate himself on rhe fact rhat Mr Giscard d'Esraing
gave him the green lighr ar Maasrrichr ro conrinue his
destruction of the French sreel industry, a rask which
is considered as having priority. Towards rhis end an
attempt has been made to abolish national subsidies
and to eliminate so-called non-comperitive capacity. In
truth, the lack of enthusiasm which I have noted
simply reflects rhe disappoinrmenr of rhose who would
like this policy to be even more drastic.

On furure plans, the European Council merely stated
that proposals [o restructure Communiry policy would
be examined at the next meering. There is no doubt
that such restructuring will not be popular. It will
involve stepping up the policies ar European level.
However, you must have observed that the workers
are not indifferent. In France, but also in Belgium, in
Great Britain, in Italy, they have recenrly demon-
strated their opposition to [hese policies. And let me
add also that at a rime when France is involved in an
electoral campaign which will have an importanr
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bearing on his future, Mr Giscard d'Estaing, out of
political expediency, is being somewhat cautious. The
same cannot however be said of this Assembly, which
yesterday, with the exception of the French Commu-
nists and Allies, expressed itself in favour of a Euro-
pean plan to restructure the rextile industry, at which
Mr Davignon was understandably pleased. In a sector
where he cannot, as in the steel industry, force the
closure of French factories, it would appear that the
support of this Parliament is precious, panicularly
since a consensus was reached here, extending from
Mr Delors to Mr de la Maline, to proceed at full
steam along this path. It is a consensus in favour of
restructuring and therefore, once again, in favour of
unemployment.

Indeed this word 'restructuring' reappears like an

obsession hoth in the communiqu€ of the European
Council and in the proposals put forward yesterday in
the debate on the textile industry by the powers which
dominate this House, and here I will mention in pani- .

cular the UDF, the RPR and the Socialist Pany. As
you see, the European Parliament is not remaining
inactive. Ir is fitting in with the wishes of the Heads of
State and is helping them to impose unpopular poli-
cies. Perhaps even this is not sufficient. Indeed it is for
this reason that Mr Gaston Thorn spoke unambi-
guously in favour of abolishing the unanimity rule in
the Council of Ministers. However, Mr Giscard
d'Esming in particular must reckon with rhe opposi-
tion of the workers in my country, he must reckon
with deep national feelings and with the desire for
economic and social progress. In addition he must
reckon'with the resolute opposition of French
Communists as can be seen from the interventions by
the Communist and Allies Group in this House.

President. - I call Mr Calvez.

Mr Calvez. - (FR) Mr President, I am prompted to
speak before the small number of Members at present
in the House by the terms of the motion for a resolu-
tion on the organization of a joint meeting of the
Ministers of Social, Economic and Financial Affairs of
the Member States to analyse the situation and draw
up measures designed rc halt the current fall in
employment and, what is very important, and I quote,
'to put forward an.economic policy aimed at creating
full employment'. This is a very wide-ranging
programme. I have listened carefully to the President
of the Council and the President of the Commission.
Now, the question which arises for us today is the
following: is it advisable, without serious preparation
with Parliament and the Commission, [o hold a

meeting of Ministers who are very well briefed on the
current situation and who, in the Member States, are
doing what rhey can in this period of economic
warfare to avoid new closure of factories and to urge
the heads of companies to create jobs? !7ill these
Ministers be able to succeed in achieving at

Community level, what they have been unable to
achieve at national level? This is a question which one
must ask oneself.

A labour market policy must be backed up by a better
use of the financia[ instrumenrc available m the Minis-
rers of Economic Affairs, by greater integradon of the
Community labour market and by the effective appli-
cation of legal measures which is the province of the
Minisrers of Social Affairs. Do you believe, ladies and
gentlemen, that a 'Jumbo' Council will be able to draw
up, in ont day, concrete measures to restore the
activity of our enterprises, to stimularc employment
and to define a Community economic poliry? \7ill
these Minisrers be capable of agreeing on a single text
for the final communiqu6 which reflects the spirit of
the meeting? In recent months, as you all know, we
have witnessed several disagreements within the
Council of Ministers. There have also been disagree-
ments within the European Council. For three months
we have been waiting for the Council of Ministers
responsible for fisheries to settle an imponant
problem, a problem which however is not of the same

magnitude as that of employment, in that now we have
more than eight million unemployed.

\7e have no economic policy, no industrial policy, no
energy policy, no Community environmental policy
and, consequently, we have no Community labour
policy at EEC level. Is it not rrue that the Minisrcrs of
Finance who met at Breda at the end of last week were
pessimistic about the chances of success for a joint
meeting? The Commissioner, Mr Richard, let it be

understood in the Committee on Social Affairs that
there was very little likelihood of such a conference
materializing. Is not the European Parliament the
privileged forum where a debate could be held, at an

extraordinary session, on all aspects of employment,
and could this not be done before the next summit of
Heads of State and Governmen[ in June? You all
know that several reports are being drawn up in
various committees. They can be concluded rapidly
and discussed at a plenary session of our Parliament. A
broad consensus will also have to be reached on a

medium-term structural policy and on economic policy
guidelines which take account of the attitude of Japan
and the United States. To do this, it is indispensable
that the Community also address itself to a wider audi-
ence. The time has come to involve all the organiza-
tions representing forces active in Europe in the
defence of employment, in panicular the small and
medium-sized undenakings, trade organizations, small
businessmen and the trade unions without exceprion.
The rigid attitudes of the two organizations which
carry on a permanent dialogue with the Council and
the Commission, UNICE and the ETUC, have not
always encouraged dialogue between both sides of
industry and this is regrettable, In this Parliament,
minorities can express their opinion, and at times have
interesting suggestions to make. !7e say we are
tolerant, that we respect the convictions of others, but
why do we not invite the Commission to hold a
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meeting of those who perhaps think differendy, but
whose ambition is to construct a stronger and more
fraternal Europe? Any initiative of this nature which
resulted in a failure would be a hard blow rc the
Community.'We must avoid disappointments and frus-
trations amongst those who may tomorrow be the
victims of new redundancy measures and, if a 'Jumbo
Council' is convened in June, everything must be done
now to ensure its success so that no tears will have to
be shed in July when we meer again in rhis Chamber.

President. - I call Mr Israel.

Mr Israel. - (FR) Mr President, the European
Council is the highest authority in the Community
strucrure, although it is not pan of the Community's
institutional system and this makes it rather difficult
for us when we want to enter into a dialogue with it.

So as not to appear like the confidantes in Molidre's
plays, we must try to find a more structured approach
than that which is generously accorded to us during
the present discussion which, let it be said in passing,
does not appear to arouse the enthusiasm of the
Members of Parliament since there are so few of them
present today. The worst thing, Mr President, would
obviously be if two Parliaments were to emerge: one
mee[ing occasionally to deal with economic and social
affairs, and the other concerned with polidcal issues

but meeting at other times. This would obviously be

the worst outcome. But let us drop all modesty and
try, as ordinary Members of Parliament, to enter into
rhe holy of holies, that is into the realm of political
cooPeration.

Mr President, the most serious, the most urgent issue

facing us is obviously Poland, which is suffering, not
surprisingly, from the inevitable consequences of
oppression. \7hat is in fact happening? Quite simply
what is happening is that the evenm which took place

in 1945 are moving to their nacural and logical conclu-
sion. Mr President of the Council, the worst thing we
could do would be to accept, not a de facto si[uation
which exists and which is unfonunately only too real,
but the hypothesis that, since Poland is hemmed in
between East Germany, the USSR and Czechoslo-
vakia, its geographical location is such that it is impos-
sible for us to give it the aid it appears to exPect. I
know that the situation is very difficult but we should
not accept this idea that Poland is pan of a universe
into which we cannot penetrate. Because, in the final
analysis, the danger threatening Poland is far more
rhan one might believe. Perhaps there will nor be a

repetition of the situation in 1955 in Budapest, perhaps

there will not be a reperition of tgog in Prague, but it
is very probable that we will have a new scenario
designed to starve Poland, to strangle this country
which longs for freedom of expression. This is why,
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, the resolution
before us today proposing food aid for Poland is very

welcome and is precisely the approach which one
would expect from a European Parliament which is

aware of its international responsibilities.

Afghanistan, Mr President, is the second topic which
.has claimed your attention. Herg again we are f.aced
with a classical situation. Vhat is happening? There
has been an incernational show of armed strength the
sad result of which is evident: hundreds of thousands
of refugees are pouring into a neighbouring country.
'!flhar 

should we do with these refugees, how can we
help them? Lord Bethell has abled a resolution which
has, obviously, our full suppon. However, we must
find a way of providing humanitarian aid for men and
women who are fleeing from oppression. But here is

also the polidcal aspect and this political aspect can be

summed up, in my view, in a single question: what
inconvenience has the USSR suffered since its invasion
of Afghanistan? \flhat political scientist can outline
clearly for me the real disadvantages suffered by the
USSR since the Kabul takeover? There are none. The
USSR is trying to gain acceptance for the idea shat irc

use of force on different occasions is not answered by
any matching response from the'$flest. Now, the vigil-
ance rvhich is expected of the European Council must
also be shown by this Parliamens which musr,
whenever necessary, make it clear that, apafi. from
denouncing the conflict and the human tragedy caused
by oppression and war and seen in the suffering of the
refugees, we must also condemn in all our statements a

totally unacceptable polidcal siruation.

I come now, Mr President, to the third point: rhat of
the Middle East. You told us, Mr President of the
Council, that your dialogue with some Arab sates,
and in panicular with the Secretary of the Arab
league, Mr Klibi, was encourating. For my part I am
willing to accept this, because I have faith in you, and
I am sure that if you say it was encouraging, then it
was encouraging. But encouraging in what sense,
towards what end? The aim of course is peace in the
Middle East, it is to settle the territorial dispute, to
achieve the establishment of a Palestinian entity but
also the recognition of the State of Israel by all irc
neighbours and all the Arab panies concerned. I hope
that your feeling of encouragement is inspired also by
this third point of the three-part plin, without which
there can be no solution in the Middle East.

Mr President of the Council, you remember that I was
verT critical of your predecessor Mr Thorn, saying
that the Venice Declaration has been, in my opinion,
extremely imprudent. In fact you bear me out in
retrospect because now you say that the Council is

going to try rc define in greater denil the concepts is

has been applying up to now. It is about time, Mr
President! And when you ask what self-determination
really means, I for my part ask you, self-determination
for whom? Allow me a sardonic smile - this question
should really have been asked earlier. Of course, as

regards self-determination, I will give a small piece of
advice: the most imponant thing is rc know if this
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self-determination is of interest to the inhabitancs of
the Vest Bank and Gaza. h is there that the feasibility
or otherwise of the exercise will be proved. During his
trip, Mr Thorn did a very interesting rhing. Srcpping
outside his recommended programme, I believe, he

slipped into the !flest Bank and Gaza and met a

number of prominent and influential Palestinians. In
all modesty, Mr President, I would suggest that you
follow his example instead of going to some Eastern
palace to discuss this conflict, which in effect will only
truly be setded in one place in rhe world, that is in the
\7est Bank and in Gaza.

Finally, you must consider what guarantees Israel
would receive; this is the nub of the question and
deserves your most careful attention, but you must
realize that the best guarantee which the Hebrew State
can expect is a guarantee arising out of the recognition
by all the Arab States of the State of Israel, as a legiti-
mate Hebrew State embodying the political and reli-
gious values it has chosen for itself.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Bogh.

Mr Bogh. - (DA) Mr President, by this time it has

been openly acknowledged that Maastricht was not a

success. I do not believe that such an assessment goes
far enough. I believe that we should acknowledge that
Maastricht was no[ only a crisis, but that it reflects a

condition, a chronic illness within the EEC. Mr Thorn
made some attempt at a diagnosis in his comment on
the fishery conflict, when he pointed out that while the
fisheries question was in ircelf a very limited problem it
was precisely this limited nature of the problem which
demonstrated that the will to meet each other halfway,
to renounce national interests, does not exist, in any
even[ not amongst the big powers. In this case it is a

small country which suffers because the big powers
have so many commitments both abroad and at home
that it is impossible to get a decision through.

I believe that we must be clear about the fact that the
illness which is ravaging this Assembly and this body is
that the EEC is geared to growth and success and has
no proper tools to tackle a crisis situation or a reces-
sion such as u/e are now experiencing. As we see, the
reaction of the EEC is a purely psychological one, in
that the more paltry the results - indeed in a world
where problems pile up, we reach the point where we
are content with a mere symbol such as a common
passpon - the grander the oratory. High-flown
phrases about union are bandied about and we in the
Committees especially are familiar with such puffed-
up language. Indeed there are two types of inflation
raging in the EEC, the one is financial, the other
verbal. !7e should be able to tackle this latter type
ourselves.

It is possible to preen oneself when there is growth,
when there is success, but one must be more modest in
times of adversity, and that means that the big powers
must pay a Ereat deal of considerarion to events at
home, with the result that the whole decision-making
process grinds to a halt. This means thac rhe small
countries get into difficulties because rhe condirions
for their survival differ from those of big countries and
this is whar this House musr rry ro understand.

It was a very strange experience for my country [o
hear, as the Maastricht Summit was drawing to a

close, that our Nonhern sister countries, Norway and
Sweden, were abou[ to enter into a form of extensive
economic integration, under precisely the conditions
required for a small country to survive. It was indeed a

rude awakening for Denmark to discover thar ir was
left out and it sounded cruelly ironic when our Prime
Minister returned home from the fiasco in Maastricht
and said that we should be glad ro be a member of rhe
EEC.

President. - I call Mr Bournias.

Mr Bournias. - (GR) Mr President, before the
Maastricht Summit there were grounds for various
suppositions, ranging from the mosr optimisric to rhe
most pessimistic. After it was over, while some political
commentators painted the blackest picture of its
outcome, others - as is the case today, moreover -saw it in a spirit of hope and optimism. Vhich view is

the righr one?

It is cenain that rhis 19th Conference of Community
heads of State, like most of the previous ones, did not
produce anything very remarkable, especially as

regards today's serious international problems. In facr,
the appeals . for closer cooperation were confined
mainly to the economic sector, which is currenrly in an
extremely precarious situation because of the problems
facing both the Communiry and the various Member
States (unemployment, inflation, fisheries, agriculrural
policy etc.), and were extended to rhe political sector
in only very small measure. These appeals are indeed
sound and useful, but they do nor convince the ordi-
nary European citizen when he can see on all sides
immediate threats to peace imelf: the Middle East,
Afghanistan, Poland. The change of President in rhe
United States cannor be regarded as a reassuring
factor. Obviously the political line of the USA is clear,
but as a result of the recen[, fonunarely unsuccessful,
attempt on his life, President Reagan has nor had time
to take up contacts with the European leaders. The
ordinary European citizen does not forger that both
the last Vorld Var and the Soviet Union's expan-
sionisr and repressive actions since then, as in Afghani-
stan, were to a large extent the result of the vague and
hesitant attitude of the \Tesrern powers. Funhermore
it has not proved possible to arrive at a common and
uniform policy on terrorism. Clearly the economic
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problems are just as serious and directly affect the
internal affairs of the various Member Srates, and so it
is very natural that rhe leaders should be primarily
concerned with finding a solution to these problems in
order to bring abour internal peace.

The problems of infrastrucrure and rhe restrucruring
of the Community are also extremely serious and will
have to be mckled in good rime in order to ensure rhat.
the Communiry funcdons betrer. The role of the Euio-
pean Parliamenr musr be clarified and srrengthened,
because only if the Communiry is able to function
normally and tackle the various Community problems
will the ordinary cirizen really feel that it exists. As far
as the European Parliament is concerned, there is no
doubt that its decisions, nken by rhe majority of the
directly-slsded MEPs, free fom the resrriciions of
national obligadons, will meet wirh a far greater
response in the minds of the peoples of Europe, rhus
making it easier rc keep to a single polidcal line, which
in any case is only difficult to achieve for rhe leaders
of those Member States whose policies are ar presenr
conceived along narrow narional lines. Ler us hope,
therefore, thar the sittings and decisions of rhe Euro-
pean Parliament will be able to give real being ro the
European family so thar the voice of Europe is held in
esteem everywhere and avens the dangers and tribula-
tions which, let us make no mistake, exisr at this
moment. all over rhe world. In any case, ir is a fact that
the outcome of this Summir was positive in chat it
inspires the Communiry insritutions to take specific
decisions on imponan[ marrers such as the sreel
industry and the new farm prices. Unforrunately,
however, rhis does nor apply to fisheries. As for aid ro
Afghan refugees and Poland, I would ask you, if rhere
is time, to allow me ro add a few words, Mr President.

If Rule 14 of the Rules of Procedure did nor provide
for urgent procedure, it would have to be invented and
introduced for subjects such as the one under discus-
sion, namely aid to the Polish people and Community
aid for Afghan refugees who have fled to Pakistan.
Three Greek Members of the New Democrary Pany,
Mr Gondicas, Mr Vlahoroulos and Mr Zardinidis,
have put their names ro rhe morion for a resolution
mbled by Lord Bethell and others, bur the remaining
eleven Members of our group are deeply conscious of
the tragic situation of Afghanistan's civilian popula-
tion, a large pan of which, over one and a half million,
have been forced to leave their counrry and to flee in
dramatic circumstances to neighbouring Pakistan,
where they are live in the care of the UN High
Commissioner for Refugees.

As regards Poland, we have an obligation, both as a
Communiry and as countries with a concern for peace,
to help the heroic Polish people to overcome the
present crisis, which is the outcome of many factors,
but mainly of the drop in production which has been
continuing for years in thar counrry. Of course there
are problems, but these can and must be overcome.
Despite its own problems, which have increased

tready as a result of the eanhquakes which struck
various pans of the counrry last February, Greece has
already offered to help - as Poland had requested -by supplying food and raw and semi-processed mater-
ials and a[ rhe same time to reschedule Poland's debts
favourably via a clearing sysrem which provides for rhe
opening of an 80 million dollar credit for long-term
rePayment.

Presidcnt. - I call Mrs van den Heuvel.

Mrs Van den Heuvel. - (NL) Mr President, before
going on ro discuss rhe meering of the European
Council in Maastricht, I should like first of all rc make
a few commenrs on the situation in Poland. In his
introductory speech rc this House, rhe minisrer
confined himself to repeating what is already ser down
in the Maastricht communiqu6. He made no reference
to recent developments in and around Poland, which
to my mind illusrates yet again rhe limpness of this
Presidency. You restrict your remarls to the bare
bones of the agreed texts without adding anphing in
the way of personal comment, even when the circum-
stances cry out for ir.

The minister has in the past tried to ward off my criri-
cisms of the Dutch Presidenry here in this House by
claiming that the spokesmen for opposition parries are
by definition obliged to criricize. But I promise you,
Mr van der Klaauw, I should dearly love to have
something favourable to say about the Dutch Presi-
dency. I srill have that much nationalism in my Euro-
pean blood. The entire world - and I am nor exag-
gerating here: what is going on in Poland is not
merely a European matter nor even an Atlantic matter

- the enrire world waits wirh barcd breath to see what
will happen in and around Poland. The Varsaw Pact
troops were assembled around Poland's borders, and
in such a siruation, one is bound to think back to the
even6 of 1956 in Hungary, 1968 in Czechoslovakia
and 1979 in Afghanistan. Today's reporrs rhar the
manoeuvres have finished seem ro have cleared the air
somewhat, but it would be rashly optimistic to rhink
that the momenr of danger has now passed. To Lady
Elles, who in her speech here today lumped Commun-
ists and Socialisr rotether, but who has not stayed to
listen to the reactions from her colleagues, I should
jusr like to say that she may rest assured that we
democratic Socialists have nor the slightest intenrion
of acting as apologists for dictarorships anywhere in
the world. Nonetheless, we should be reasonably
optimistic on the grounds thar any glimmer of light on
this menacing political horizon is welcome. After all,
the repercussions of a Soviet invasion hardly bear
thinking abour

The effects would be felr most immediately by the
Polish people rhemselves, who are fighting for the
right to conrrol their own destiny. The second victim
would be d€tente in Europe, which my Group feels
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must be persevered with in the interests of all the
peoples of Europe. The shock-waves would be felt
thirdly in terms of the situation in Latin America, in
that a Soviet intervention would confirm the present
US Administration in she black-and-white view of the
world in apparently holds, and which in my opinion,
can be best summed up by the idea that Vest is good
and East is bad, and the only good fight to be fought
is against the gigantic Communist conspiracy which is

oppressing and threatening the endre world.

As you are no doubt aware, Mr President, any
development which does not suit Mr Reagan is slotted
into this conspiracy theory. It may be that a favourable
course of events in Poland will bring about some
change in this simplistic view of world affairs and will
in turn persuade the United States to suspend its own
interference.

As regards the question of aid to Poland, the minister
said that consuliations were being held in all quaners.
To be quite honest, I do not understand this. Appar-
ently, at a time of acute emergency, private institutions
can provide direct aid, but the European Community
cannot do so. That is a disgraceful state of affairs, and
I should like to ask both the minister and Mr Thorn -following on from the motion for a resolution which
has been tabled by the Group of the European
People's Pany - what short-term measures the
Community can in fact take. I rather doubt whether it
is true that - as was claimed here this morning -none of those advocating food aid have political
motives too. There are bound to be people among
those who advocate aid who do so for political
motives. All too often, the victims of other regimes get
less attention from cenain political quaners than do
the victims of these regimes, but that will not stop the
Socialist Group from urging the granting of aid.
People in Poland we are in contact with are asking for
help, and they have a right to our solidarity.

I should now like to move on, Mr President, rc deal
with the question of Parliament's seat. There is no
need for me to repeat what other Members have
already said about the disappointing decision on the
part of the European Council to take no decision at all
on this matter. It is well nigh incredible that heads of
government who were in pan responsible for the
direct elections to the European Parliament insist on
saddling that same Parliament with working condi-
dons hardly worthy of the name. By so doing, they
bear a hear.y burden of responsibility ois-ti-ois rhe
people of Europe in that they are jeopardizing the
very future of democracy in Europe by their short-

'sighted squabbling. All they could manage at the
Maastricht meeting was to keep their'heads down and
pray for better times [o come.

(Applause {rom certain sections of tbe European Demo-

cratic Group)

I have always been taught that government is fore-
sight, and not simply a matter of sitdng back powerless

and watching the world go by. Even if the gentlemen
and the solitary lady in Maastricht did decide on
something, we do not know precisely what it was. Any
number of interpretations can be put on a decision of
rhat kind. I should appreciate a few more details on
what ir amoun6 to. The minister had nothing what-
soever to say about the request formulated in our reso-
lution of 20 November that Parliament be consulted. I
should like the minister to tell us quite simply whether
or not we many now proceed on the assumption that
no decision will be fonhcoming from the heads of
government on Parliamen['s permanent seat before
15 June this year. If that is indeed so, we at least know
where we are, and we shall then have to take a deci-
sion ourselves on our working conditions.

(Applause from certain. sections of the European Demo-
cratic Group)

In my opinion, the Zagari report, which is now being
discussed in the Political Affairs Committee, gives us

an excellent opponunity to do just that.

I should like rc conclude by commenting briefly on the
absence of the Durch Prime Minister in this House. In
his speech, Mr van der Klaauw referred to the long-
standing agreement whereby the European Parliament
was kept informed of what was discussed in the Euro-
pean Council. So far, though, no one has been able to
tell me where I can look up this decision which is

supposed to have been taken in Dublin in 1975. Must
we assume that, when the Dutch Prime Minister
unveiled his ambitious plans, he knew nothing of this
decision? Can it be that he once again spoke out of
[urn, a not altogether unfamiliar occurrence, coming
from him? And did he not perhaps give in over-hasdly
to an objection raised by the French President, whose
foreign minister has made it clear that he considers
that the European Parliament has no political signific-
ance whatsoever?

I am not suggesting, Mr President, that we do not
appreciate the chance to enter into a debate with Mr
van der Klaauw in his capacity as Dutch Foreign
Minister - quite the contrary. I take it therefore that
there is no truth in the rumour which is currently
circuladng in the lobbies of this building to the effect
that Mr van der Klaauw's Secretary of State will
shonly be coming to deputize for him. It would, after
all, be quite absurd if we were to hear from Mr van
Agt via Mr van de Klaauw and from Mr van de
Klaauw via Mr van der Mei.

Mr President, Mr De Goede has'already expressed
our disappointment at the Dutch Presidency so well
here today that I have little to add on that score. The
Dutch Presidency still has a chance to redeem ircelf,
though, and I would address an urgent appeal to the
minister not to dismiss the criticism out of hand, but to
srcer a different course in the second half of the Presi-
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dency's period of office. After all, what is at suke here
is far more than a mere internal Dutch party political
struggle.

Vhat we are talking about is the future of Europe
irelf.

President. - I call Mr Mtiller-Hermann.

Mr Miiller-Hermann. - (DE) Mr President, I should
like to be very brief and confine myself essentially to
expressing the serious concern felt by my Group at the
increasing tendenry to renationalization within the
Community, a tendency which was brought out very
clearly at the Maasrricht Summit, the common fish-
eries policy having something of a symbolic signific-
ance in this respect.

'We are all aware of the reasons behind this trend.
Nadonal coffers are empty, there is a high level of
unemployment and our economies are facing enor-
mous restructuring problems. There is little or no
room for manceuvre for the redisribution of wealth or
social welfare programmes. However, I think it is
fundamerttally fallacious of the Community, the
Commission, the Council of Ministers or rhe national
governments to think they could solve these problems
by purely selfish means. On the conrrary, we take the
view that what is needed is a major Community effon
as the only means of coping with sructural problems,
energy problems and shifm in the pattern of interna-
tional competitiveness. Basically, what we need is a

major effon of political mobilization, a sense of a new
beginning, which musr emanare from the Council.
Unfonunately, though, all the Council has to offer is a

pret[y threadbare vision, wirh the genrlemen from the
Council busily putting a few desperare srirches here
and there in the final remnanrs of consensus.

I should like to give expression to this concern we feel,
and at the same time call on the Council ro show a

greater sense of awareness of its responsibility for
finding a common solution to the outstanding prob-
lems, more farsightedness and more solidariry in rhe
decision-making process.

President. - The list of speakers for this irem on the
agenda is new closed.

I call the Council.

Mr van dcr Klaauw, hesidenrin-Offce of the Coancil.

- (NL) Mr President, thank you for giving me leave
to speak at the end of this morning's session. As you
know, I shall be unable to atrend this afternoon
because of other commitments in connection with the
conference on African refugees.

It is an extraordinary fact that whereas criticism has
been voiced from many sides on the resulm of the
meeting of the European 

'Council, rhe heads of
government and the foreign ministers were unani-
mously agreed that although they had gone to Maas-
richt withour any grear hopes, they had returned
home with a feeling of some satisfaction. I think rhat
those Members who have said that the European
Council should have aken decisions and so on are
ignoring the process the Community is going through
at [he moment. Everyone - including the Dutch Pres-
idency - had agreed that the European Council in
Maastricht should be a Council of reflection in which,
nationalisdc tendencies norwirhstanding - and these
have been referred to in the course of this debarc -, we would try rc give pride of place once again rc the
Community ideal in an ar[empr ro bring the
Comrnunity closer rogether. And that is precisely whar
we managed to do, Mr President - thar was the great
significance and success of Maastricht.

I realize that we failed to find a solurion rc rhe fish-
eries problem, but I think we did at least make some
progress. Ve agreed that the Fisheries Council should
be convened sooner. That was a proposal pur forward
by Mrs Thatcher with the support of the French Presi-
dent. Unfortunately, the .meering of the fisheries
mrnlsters came ro nought, but the European Council
did at least show its good will.

To put the current process into perspecdve, the
meeting of the European Council in June this year is

the one at which decisions will have to be taken. It is
then we shall have rc decide on rhe restructuring of
the budget, and for thar we shall need the Commis-
sion's proposals. Only then can rhe Council decide on
its position. \7e shall also have ro take decisions in the
economic sphere wirh a view to what I might call the
summit in Ottawa. Then we shall have to decide on
whether we can draw cenain conclusions from the
results of my mission ro rhe Middle East. And if
anyone claims here that my mission is irrelevant and
even delusory, rhar is cenainly nor rhe reacrion ir has
evoked in the countries whose representatives I have
spoken to so far. It is a sincerely-intended mission, as

one is entitled to expect from a Dutch Presidenr.'Sfe
must also decide what stance [o adopt in the Nonh-
South negotiations, in respec of which the European
Council has given a mandate to the foreign ministers.

The June meeting of the European Council will
doubtless be a difficult one with all this on the agenda.
But we are working towards decisions on all these
points, and in this respect the Maastricht meedng was
one step along that road. Vith all its limitations, it yas
nonetheless a success, as I said earlier. You can judge
the degree of success from the fact that the final
communiqu6 was brief and to the point. It was not a

woolly apology padded out to disguise the fact that
rco litde really happened. It is a communiqu6 full of
very specific points, like the question of indexation.
'!7'hatever you may think of this the fact remains rhar a
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very specific view emerged from the discussions. It is

in fact one of the best declarations - particularly as

regards its contents - the European Council has ever
produced.

Moving on to the so-called Jumbo Council - i.e. the

Council of Minisrcrs of Finance, Economic and Social

Affairs - there is a certain degree of tension as

regards the presidency issue. The Dutch Presidency-

*intr to have the Council meet during its period of
office. As the motion for a resolution which has been

nbled on this point indicates, the problems relate to
the need for thorough preparation. The meeting of the

Jumbo Council must be a succes, and I can rcll you
that we are working on it unceasingly. I had long
discussions in The Hague yesterday on what should be

on the agenda, and preparations are thus well in hand.

\7ork is in ptog.ess, and we shall try to make sure that
a thoroughly prepared meeting of the Jumbo Council
will take place under the Durch Presidency.

As regards the European passport, the Europe of the

people to which Mr Berkhouwer once again referred
with such ardour, the major difficulties have now been

overcome. There remains one minor rcchnical denil,
the question of precisely where a cenain page should
figure in the passpon, but that too can be resolved.

The European passpon will become a fact under the
Dutch Presidency.

Moving on to [he question of Parliament's permanent
seat, what is meant by the status quo is the 1955 situa-
tion, as laid down in the 1965 aBreement. It is of
course regre[table rhat we failed to reach unanimous
agreement on this point, as I said in my introductory
speech. Clearly there were differences of opinion here,

which we were simply unable to overcome. In such
cases ic is better not to let things drag on, but to admit
that we cannot reach agreement on amending the 1965

agreement, and so will sdck to [hat agreement, at the
same time stressing its provisional nature - although
it must be conceded that the provisional has a way of
becoming very long-term. Anyhow, the fact.is that the
agreement remains unchanged, and I hereby inform
Parliament of that fact. If Parliament thinks differently
about the matter, I have no doubt that it will inform us

accordingly.

Moving on to the question of why the Dutch Prime
Minister is not here today, I should like to read out
what Mr van Agt wrote in reply to Mrs Veil's invia-
tion. After acknowledging receipt of her letter, Mr
van Agt went on to say: 'In my opinion, I would be

perfectly entitled in my capacity as President of the
European Council to accept the invitation issued by
your Political Affairs Committee. However, in view of
the lack of unanimity on this point, I am unable to
accept the invitation to repon back in Person to the
European Parliament.' In vievr of the lack of unan-

imity on this point Mr van Agt was unable to accePt

this House's invitation, although I agree with him that
he was fully entitled to do so. However, that is how
things stand, and I am afraid you are going to have to
put up with me instead.

Mr President, it seems to me that most of the criticism
of the Dutch Presidency has come from Dutch
Members. One of the speakers said he was ashamed to
be a Durchman, and Mrs van den Heuvel went along
wirh that sentiment. I am not ashamed of the achieve-

ments of the Dutch Presidenry. I believe that the

Dutch Presidency is doing a very good job of work in
close cooperation with the Commission. The meeting
of the European Council at the end of June will show
what our persistently hard work has achieved.

There is one final comment I must make about
Poland. I have dealt with this matrcr. I spoke twice
about Poland only yesrcrday in The Hague. Poland is

constantly ih our heans and minds, but I felt that it
was so crystal-clear what we all thought about this
problem - our hopes and prayers that the Poles

themselves can find a solution within the relative
freedom they enjoy - that it was not necessary to
refer to the matter at great length every time.

President. - I call Mr Moller on a point of order.

Mr Msller. - (DK) Mr President, it seems to me that
v/e are being subjected to very high-handed reatment
here. The President of the Council gives up a morning
of his period of office in this Parliament and has to
hurry off to another meeting. He knew for a long time
that this sitring would be held and that v/e were to
have an opponuniry to discuss the Maastricht negotia-
tions; but we who are down to speak in this after-
noon's debate will have no Council President to
address our remarks to because he has undenaken
duties other than those which he has in relation to the
European Parliament. That is all, Mr President. I
think it is an example of high-handedness which we
cannot put up with from the Durch Presidency.

President. - Mr Moller, I am sorry, but we must
adjourn at some point if we are to have a break from
one o'clock to three o'clock. You are down to speak
first this afternoon.

The proceedings will now be suspended until 3 p.m.

The House will rise.

(Tbe sitting was suspended at 1 p.m. and resumed at
3 p.*.)
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Vice-President

President. - The sitting is resumed.

3. Agricultaral pices

President. - The next item is the statement by the
Commission of the European Communities on agri-
cultural prices.

I call the Commission.

Mr Dalsager, Member of tbe Commission. - (DA) Mr
President, two weeks passed since Parliament debated
and gave an opinion on the Commission's proposal on
farm prices and related measures. I myself was the first
to congratulate you on the speed and efficiency with
which you fulfilled your obligations under the Trea-
des. In this you were obviously a good example for the
Council of Ministers, which only a week later reached
ir decision remarkably quickly. For the first time in
many years the annual agricultural prices were fixed
sufficiently early ro allow them to be inroduced
simultaneously with the commencement of the
marketing years for milk and beef and veal on 1 April.
Obviously, as a Member of the Commission respon-
sible for agriculture, I am very pleased about this. I
therefore take this opponunity of thanking Parliament
for its contribution ro this positive ou[come and at the
same time of providing funher details and insights into
the Council's decisions on agricultural prices last
ureek.

I regard the proposal which was adopted last week as

representing a victory in three imponant spheres:
firstly with regard to the price level and price hier-
archy it creates a fair balance between our farmers'
income demands and the need to maintain the market
equilibrium. Secondly, the Council acknowledged and
agreed that the co-responsibility principle should be

developed in many imponant respects. Thirdly, budget
expenditure was maintained within the necessary
limits, not only for this year but also for next year.

On all these points I believe that the Council, with the
assistance and backing of the Commission, took
account to a very large extent of the remarks
contained in the resolution adopted by Parliament on
25 March on the basis of Mr Ligios' reporr. Allow me
to go into a few funher points in greater detail.

Firsdy there are the prices. Here it should be sated
first of all that the prices for most products will be

about 1 to 20/o higher than originally proposed. The
average increase in the common prices in the

Community is estimated at9.40/0. Vhat is very impor-
tant hou/ever, and this one is obviously inclined to
forget if one calculates too much in averages, is thar
the price scale and price structure largely correspond
to the Commission's proposal. For example, increases
for cereals are in most cases limited to 60/0, whereas
the price increases for animal production which is of
course divided into [wo groups, are comparatively
higher ar 90/o for milk and 10% for beef and veal.

Next there is the decision in the agri-monetary sphere.
As I explained to Parliament a fonnight ago, [he
devaluation of the lira together with the simultaneous
revaluation of the unit of account as a result of the rise
in the value of the English pound within the ECU,
meant that we were able to include new, positive
elements in the price package. Not only were we able
to avoid introducing new monetary compensatory
amounts, but we were also able to fulfil two objectives
of our original price proposals, namely to abolish
monetary compensatory amounts in all countries apart
from the Federal Republic of Germany and the United
Kingdom and to reduce the compensatory amounts
remaining in these two countries.

The devaluation of the green rates means [hat eight
Member States, that is Italy, Ireland, Denmark,
Greece, France, Belgium, Luxembourg and the Neth-
erlands will receive price increases which, expressed in
national currencies, will be higher than the common
price increase of. 9.40/0, since the average price
increase in national currencies in the Community as a
whole will in fact be about 10.90/0. All in all these
various factors mean that we now have a price system
which can be regarded as positive compared to the
EEC's expected inflation rate in 1981, which is esti-
mated at 100/0. At the same time its influence on
consumer prices will be relatively small since food
prices will only increase with a lirtle more than 30lo

and the consumer price index as a whole with only
upwards of. lo/0.

I would also like to say a few words on the measures
which are linked to the prices. I have explained in
denil previously here in Parliament why the Commis-
sion lays such importance on the co-responsibility
principle in its agricultural policy. ft is no accident or
no whim, elaborated and proposed for technocratic
reasons. Nor is it a shortsighted pretext for avoiding
budgetary difficuldes arising out o1 the limit of 1% on
our receipts from VAT. In the long rerm rhe principle
of co-responsibility is of fundamental importance for
our poliry, in which are obliged ro introduce
economic responsibiliry on the part of producers so
that we can make the price adjustments are necessary
to maintain our farmers' income level. Nothing
emerged during the price negoria[ions to make the
Commission change its opinion on this proposal. This
is also the opinion which rhe Commission expressed in
the document it presented a few months ago, enrirled
'Reflections on the common agricultural policy',
namely that at the present level of technology in agri-
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culture, it.was neither healthy for the indusrry or
possible from an economic viewpoint to guaranree a
price and supporr level for unlimircd quantities of
different producr.

I therefore welcome the fact that the Council has
agreed to introduce the co-responsibiiity principle this
year in several imponant sectors and has given an
undenaking to Bo even funher next year. The
co-responsibiliry levy for milk will increase from 2 to
2.50/o in the new production year, and it has been
agreed that if milk deliveries increase by over 10/o in
198 1 the additional expenditure will be covered in a

suitable manner, either by a levy on rhe increased
production, a partial suspension of intervention, a
change in intervention prices, the introduction of a

progressive levy or in some other way which the
Council will decide at the time on a proposal from the
Commission. Meanwhile the Commission will
continue to look into possibilities of inuoducing a

higher co-responsibility levy for farmers whose prod-
uction exceeds a certain level.

Co-responsibility measures have been decided for
cereals, but it has been agreed that the intervention
price will not be adjusted in the presenr inrroduction
year but in 1982-1983. This decision of principle nken
for the cereals sector is also fully in accordance with
the wishes expressed by Parliament in its resolution of
26 March. Likewise the Commission is ar presenr
working ou[ the necessary adjustments to the interven-
tion system for beef and veal. In the case of processed
fruit and vegetables the principle to limit supporr was
taken in a form which does not affect the financial
framework of our original proposal.

Finally the Council has adopted a new market organ-
ization for sugar, which includes new quotas and
economic responsibility for producers. I can rherefore
say that the co-responsibility principle was accepred
and extended for these five producm. Ve will conrinue
to discuss how it can be inroduced for rhe remaining
products. I realize that there must be room for reflec-
tion and discussion of the most appropriare merhods
for each sector, bur I am fully convinced rhar this new
principle in the agricultural policy is the correct one
and that it musr be followed up with renewed vigour
in the coming months and years.

Time does not allow me to make a complete review of
all the details contained in the price package for the
remaining products, as for example burter imports
from New Zealand, structural measures etc. Let me
therefore conclude my intervention with a few brief
remarks on the financial aspects.

Parliament undoubtedly remembers rhat during the
debate we had set ourselves two goals, namely nor to
overstep che agricultural budget for 1981 and to avoid
all unjustified increases in expenditure in rhe coming
year. In your resolution of 25 March you yourselves
stressed this principle and I am glad to be able to say

that it has been possible ro srick rc it. To be quite
precise I can say that we estimate the additional
expenditure as a result of the Council's decision at
343 million ECU for the 1981 budget and ar 1096
million ECU over twelve months. That is more, but
not excessively more than our original proposal would
have involved; namely 218 million ECU in 1981 and
844 ECU over twelve months. !7e believe that the
additional expenditure in 1981 can be financed by the
savings we have been able to make and which we will
continue with. For 1982 we believe that rhe addirional
expenditure, which only represenm an increase of
8.50lo over 1981, can be combined with the goal we
have set ourselves, namely that the increase in agricul-
tural expenditure should lie as close as possible to, and
preferably under, the increase in our own resources.

I thought it could be useful for Parliament to hear why
I feel that the agreement on the agricultural prices is
satisfactory and why in many ways it corresponds to
Parliament's own viewpoinrs. I believe that our
Community institutions have acted effectively and
resolutely, and welcome the fact that rhese decisions
could be taken in rhis difficult situation.

IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN

Vice-President

President. - I call the Committee on Agriculture.

Sir Henry Plumb, Chairman of tbe Committee on Agri-
culture. - Firsdy, Mr President, I would like to thank
Commissioner Dalsager for his statemenr bur in pani-
cular for his pan in enabling rhe price package to
commence at the beginning of the marketint yeer.
That, in this year in particular, I think is quirc a feat
and the whole of the Commission should be rhanked
for their part in it as well as the Council.

Perhaps the first point I oughr to make, Mr Presidenr,
on behalf of my Commirtee on Agriculture and indeed
the Parliament as a whole, which had largely followed
the committee's advice, is thar clearly the Council
arrived at a lower average price increase than we
believed was necessary for Community farmers to
maintain their incomes in rhe face, panicularly of this
year, of their increasing costs. S7'e of course had real-
ized that 120/o was not really sarisfacrory for the
farming industry but at the same rime it represented a
reasonable compromise between the interest of the
farmer and the wider economic policies. Ar the same
time we can admit that if we take rhe green-rare
adjustment into account rhe final figure of the'Council
is not far off the Parliament's recommendation of
120/o - slightly more of course for some counrries,
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slighdy less for orhers, panicularly the United
Kingdom. And on the green rate adjustments rhe
Council decided rc follow the pragmatic approach
suggested by the Parliament and this, I think, repre-
sents the most realisdc way to proceed.

Similarly on the other main elements of the package,
the co-responsibility levies on which Commissioner
Dalsager has concentrarcd some of his remarks roday,
the Council also followed the path of caution
proposed by the Parliament, which had expressed a
number of reservation concerning the extension of
co-responsibility into other commodity sectors and, in
panicular, the super-levy. The Council's decision on
the sugar sector will, I believe, bite effectively and ir
will ultimately restrain production - although of
course for this year plandng in mosr areas of the
Community is well under way.

Ve are all aware that effective action musr be taken
where serious market problems exist. And I nore,
Mr President, that the Council has formally under-
taken to adopt a number of funher measures should
the imbalance continue in cenain secrors. \7e will of
course watch with great interest to see whether this
undenaking will ever be given effect to or remain, as
has happened so often in the past, merely a dead letter.

Finally, the Commissioner is aware, and rhe Council is

also aware, that the Parliament's Committee on Agri-
culture is undenaking a review of the common agri-
cultural policy. It will, I hope, be proposing a number
of considered improvements.Ihese,I would recommend
to the Commission and to the Council. !7e of course
will have the occasion in the future to discuss these
proposals [ogether with Commissioner Dalsager and
with the Commission, as well as have a general discus-
sion in this Parliamenr. I am very hopeful, Mr Presi-
dent, that we can bring a report before Parliament in
June which will be acceptable both rc Honourable
Members and to the Commission and I very much
look forward to discussing its content with Commis-
sioner Dalsager during the next few weeks.

So, Mr President, on behalf of my committee and on
behalf of the Parliament, which considered the many
amendments which were put forward to the repon
that came from the Committee on Agriculture, [he
Ligios report, I thank the Commissioner again for his
repon today and for his continued effons on behalf of
agriculture in the Community.

Prcsidcnt. - I call Mr Gautier.

Mr Gautier. - (DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, listening to Mr Dalsager's comments just
now, I could have sworn blind I could not read prop-
erly. The Council's communication on its decisions is

completely at variance with what Mr Dalsager just
said to the effect that the aim of the new agricultural

prices is rc bring the market back into balance. I do
not know what economic analysis he is basing his
remarks on - and I have a few questions to ask him
on this - when he claims that the Council had
supported the concept of co-responsibility and that the
budget was in balance.

It is my view that nothing of the kind is true. If we
sake a look at the actual decisions taken by the
Council, or at least what the Council has published on
these decisions - and that, after all, is all that is avail-
able rc us - v,.e are bound to conclude that the
Commission simply failed to maintain its own posi-
tlons.

Hence my first question to the Commission: it says in
the Commission's document that you expressly
regarded the whole thing - i.e. the agricultural prices
and the accompanying measures - as a package, and
that the Commission would take appropriate steps if
anyone tried to change any aspect of it.

The Council would now seem to have increased the
agricultural prices, but to have decided against the
accompanying measures. !7hat price the Commission's
honesty how?

Secondly, can the Commission claim to have any cred-
ibility any more in, shall we say, the milk sector? Here
we have had price increases of 90/o and an increase in
the co-responsibility levy from 20/o to 2'5010, which
you claim to be a major success. On the other hand,
the Council has expressly rejected the super-levy it
decided on last year, and that being so, I do not see

how the Commission can claim any success for itself.

Exactly the same point applies to the cereals sector,
where the Council has indeed agreed in principle to
restrictions on volume, but not for this crop year.
Perhaps - perhapsl - for the following year. Or let
us take the olive oil sector, where you claim the results
to be 'excellent' because cenain measures have now
been taken. However, it says in the text of the
Council's decision, or at least in the text drawn up for
the press, that: '. . . . the Couneil did not accepr [he
Commission's original proposals on co-responsibility
for regional support measures . . .'and:'. . . did not lay
down any guaranteed maximum production levels . . .'

- which were originally supposed to be 700 000
tonnes !

There are more such examples where these came from,
and our conclusion is bound to be that the Council has
failed to adopt any accompanying measures for all the
products for which we have structural problems, i.e.
beef, cereals, milk and olives. Does the Commission
believe that this policy is tenable in the long run? How
does the Commission propose to implement the 1981
budget, in which the Guarantee Section is allocated
175 million EUA from the super-levy? Vhere is this
money supposed to come from? After all, it is the
Commission's job 

- at least on my reading of the
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Treaties - to implement the budget which had been
worked out by the European Parliament and the
Council. It can expect to get nothing from the addi-
tional 0 . 5 0/o co-responsibility levy, though.

Finally, I should like to ask whether the Commission
can let Parliament have its budget calculations in
writing, and what I have in mind here are [he reper-
cussions on rhe budger years 1981 and 1982. In orher
words, in precisely what world market conditions does
the Commission think that agricultural expenditure is

rising less rapidly than the Community's own
resources? Until this House is given something black-
on-white, [ogether with the other conditions, I shall
remain sceptical, Mr Dalsager.

President. - I call Mr Clinton.

Mr Clinton. - Mr President, I too would like to
thank Commissioner Dalsager for coming to Parlia-
ment at the earliest opponunity to talk about what has
been decided in relation to prices. I fully understand
Commissioner Dalsager's commitment to the agricul-
tural industry and his understanding of the problems
within that industry at the present time.

But I have the feeling that he is rctally outnumbered in
the Commission by those yho have no contact with
the industry and who consequently have, no under-
standing of these difficulties. I regret that a week after
prices have been declared and decisrons have been
made, the directly-elected Members of this Parliament
have nothing on paper as ro what decisions were
arrived at. My past experience leads me to undersrand
that the small prinr in these decisions can be extremely
imponant and I think it is wrong that the directly-
elected Members haven't got this sent ro them directly
from the Council meeting and that they have ro
depend purely on what they see in the neq/spapers.
Then today Commissioner Dalsager hadn't as much
time as he would like to devote to rhis in giving us the
details and consequently we don't know the demils ar
this point.

But on the main question decided by this Parliament,
the average level of prices, I have to say lhat that deci-
sion of the directly-elected Members has been almost
totally ignored and reduced by as much as 250/0, that
is if we forget about the green pound changes which in
fact are only compensating Members States with weak
currencies for these weaknesses. But, as I say, the main
po.int has been totally ignored, and that is the average

Pnce.

A number of other things thar have been ignored and I
wonder when the Commission are going to make a
declaration that in future their intention is to ignore
the objective method as a means of arriving ar fair and
reasonable prices. 'We made our decision here in this
Parliament after very carefule scrudny of all the

circumstances, the appalling drop in farm incomes in
the past two years, the increases in world prices and
the savings arising from these increases, the increases
in the cost of inpur and also of course the need for
adequate supply of food in the Community at stable

Pnces . . .

President. - Mr Clinton, I must remind you rhat
under the procedure we are following the Rules of
Procedure only allow shon, precise questions. \7hat is

more, there are many Members down to speak.

Mr Clinton. Thank you, Mr President, for
reminding me. I did want to ask a quesrion on rhe
Commission's future intentions with regard to the
objective method. Are they going to completely depart
from this, or in what w4y are they going ro look at it
in future? !7e all know what has happened on this
occasion. \7e all know what has happened on previous
occasions and we still go in referring rc the objective
method, which I think is completely wrong.

I think perhaps I had betrer finish at this point because
I know I would be out of order in continuing. I am
glad ro have been able to make rhe couple of points I
have made. I think ir is a totally inadequate package.

President. - I call Mr Curry.

Mr Curry. - Mr President, when I read the results of
the price package I am reminded very much of St
Augustine who said: 'Oh Lord, please make rhe
virtuous, but please Lord, do not make it yet'. That is

exactly the spirit in which the ministers have arrived at
their conclusions.

The Commission, Mr President, and this is my first
question, said that rhis price package was closely
linked with a package of reform and that if the minis-
ters did not achieve a balanced result the Commission
would withdraw, or consider withdrawing, their
package. Did they consider withdrawing it? If they did
not, why not? And by what stretch of a poeric imagin-
ation can we conceivably claim rhat the minisrers did
anything other than accept rhe grearer part of the
reform measures?

(Applause)

There is the most meager vestige of co-responsibiliry
retained in this package. Oh yes, cereals - well, next
year - and rhe dairy sector - well, next year - we
have heard that before, Mr President, and Mr
Dalsager, last year, was one of those who made the
promises. Does he believe his former colleagues any
more than we believed that time his former colleagues
because we were proved right?
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The Commissioner's predecessor came our of the last
negotiations complaining he had been raped. Mr
Dalsager should know because he presumably took
pan in it. Mr Dalsager has suffered what I can only
describe as a'gang-bang'.

(Laughter)

Now can the Commission confirm that it is going ro
continue its attempts to end the open-ended guar-
antee? If it is, how is it going to do ir? !flhat happens if
the budget situation deteriorares this year? !flhat then?
Sugar is now being subsidized again onto the world
market. Is the Commission going ro introduce
renewed proposals for co-responsibiliry before the end
of the marketing year upon which we are just
embarking in the lighr of changing circumstances on
the world market? And its predictions for the budg-
etary cost: are they based upon rhe presumprion of a

stable output? Are they based upon the presumption of
stable world prices?'S7hat are the statistics which have
gone into arriving at those figures? And finally, may I
take this opponunity of asking the Commissioner
whether he has received from rhe French Government
a reply to rhe query yhich he addressed to ir on the
national aid package. If he has received a reply, may
we know what is in the reply, and may we rherefore
know what decisions and what acrions he intends to
take as a consequence of the reply, which I presume he
has received ?

President. - The list of speakers is closed.

I call Mr Davern.

Mr Davern. - The Council of Ministers have unani-
mously rejected the super-lerry and also the introduc-
tion of the Fonh principle that of a generalized
co-responsibility. It is obvious that the existing
co-responsibility in the milk sector has failed to
achieve its original intentions. Does the Commission
now accep[ that there are other methods better
adapted to improving the CAP, such as the develop-
ment of a coherent expon policy and, indeed, the
immediate introduction of taxes and levies on the
importation of fats and oils? These are just two possi-
bilities that the Commission might like to consider. I
believe they would contriburc greatly to easing some
of the budgetary restraints that are on Parliament.
Indeed, it also might help to modify Commissioner
Tugendhat's blatant anti-farmer stand in his recent
speech to the Parliament here on prices.

President. - I call Mr Skovmand.

Mr Skovmand. - (DA) Mr President, Commissioner
Dalsager's speech was very optimistic. This optimism is
based on the fact thar present world market prices are

quite high. This reduces EEC expenditure by gerring
rid of surplus production rc rhird counrries. But as we
know from previous years this situation can change
very quickly - and is already changing, as Mr Curry
mentioned - and what then?

Commissioner Dalsager said that in principle agricul-
tural expenditure should nor increase more rhan rhe
increase in the EEC's receipts, and should preferably
be somewhat lower. If this principle is observed, and if
world market prices fall, it can mean rha[ agricultural
prices next year will only increase with a few percenr
or perhaps indeed be reduced. Vill that happen, Mr
Dalsager?

One funher question concerning the co-responsibility
levy. Commissioner Dalsager expressed grear sarisfac-
tion and interest in this and would like to develop it in
several sectors. \7ill one then in return have more
regard than hitherto for those counrries who have
made an effon to keep down producrion, as for
example Denmark has done in the milk sphere?

President. - I call Mr Tolman.

Mr Toknan. - (NL) Mr President, we too are
delighted at the early decision, but we should like rc
have two points cleared up. The first of these concerns
the co-responsibility levy. I assume thar this point
remains completely open until after the debate on rhe
Plumb repon on the reform of agricultural srructural
policy in Europe. Can the Member of the Commission
confirm rhar? Secondly, I assume that the super-levy
which has been referred ro here today has now been
shelved altogether in view of the lack of agreement
between the authorities concerned. However, the
Member of the Commission has now said rhar, in rhe
event of overproduction in the dairy secror, either
consideration can be given rc a lery on animal fodder,
and I assume also on oils and far - he did not
expressly say so, bur rhat is a logical extension of his
ar8ument - or there could be intervention buying. Is
this really still an either-or quesrion, or has considera-
tion also been given to decisions over and above these?

President. - I call Mr Blaney.

Mr Blaney. - I would like to join with the others in
welcoming the early decision that has been taken this
year but I am afraid that is as far as I can go by way of
agreemen[ or of being complimentary.

Vhen we consider that the decline over the last two or
three years in farming incomes in many pans of the
Community has been as much as 500/0, how can we
with any sense of responsibility suggest that an average
9.40/o increase really meets the case? That is the first
point.
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In regard to co-responsibility I would add to whar has
already been said by funher asking the Commissioner
why it is that the Commission apparently denies that it
ever considered there being any other way our of the
dilemmas that they seem ro find themselves in other
than co-responsibility and super-levies. \7hy not have
a look at the other means of doing so and in panicular
the multi-tier pricing, or two-tier pricing, as rhe case
may be, or variations thereof? Could I also ask why
this new sacred cow of co-responsibiliry applies only
to the produce within the Community and why what is
imponed from outside under various arrangements
which are rather obscure in certain cases carries no
such levies?

Finally, while it is good to appreciate what little has
been done for the agricultural indusry in the
Community at the presenr rime, it has been done ar a
cost of no more than approximately l7o ro the
consumer. Might we jusr once again remind all
concerned that if the consumer who is a non-farmer

- xnd, of course, farmers are also consumers, which
people conveniently forget very often - was asked to
take a cut in his income, he would not be at all
concerned as to what it did or did not cosr [he farmer,
whether it was 10lo or anything else. It seems an illog-
ical approach

President. - I call Mr Ligios.

Mr Ligios. - 
g7) Mr President, I too would give up

my speaking time were it not rhar I felt obliged as

rapporteur rc thank Mr Dalsager and the Council of
Ministers'for their devotion and energy in concluding
the question of agricultural prices within the time
limits that had been set.

\7e had previously become accustomed to those mara-
thons which took up so much time and energy and
which had become one of the least attractive aspecr of
Community life.

I am no longer speaking as rapporteur, but I would
like to draw artention to the fac rhat the Council -and the Commission, therefore - have taken nore bf
many of the comments and proposals which we made
in our repon as a parliament, and we should acknow-
ledge the fact. Naturally, I am not satisfied with an
increase of 9.40/0, for reasons which I need nor go
into now since I have already explained them during
the lasr session.

I would like rc put one question to the Commiss'ioner
about co-responsibiliry. I think that the Commissioner
is convinced, as I am, that many of our problems result
from the fact that we have a structural surplus of a

number of products, panicularly in the dairy sector, -a surplus which for five, seven years has been plun-
dering - that was the word which I used last time -the Community budget. This linear rate has now been

increased from two to 2.50/0. Does the Commissioner
really believe that this will result in any reduction in
milk production, or even in a halt in its increase? I am
sure it will got. I have to stress once again that we
must at least change the co-responsibility system for
this product. It is not sufficient to impose a linear levy
of 2.5 or 30/o; that ir is inequiable: we must do some-
thing about the intervention price and go for those
people who are really responsible for the surpluses.
Otherwise we shall be in the same position every year.

President. - I call Mr Patterson.

Mr Patterson. - Mr President, I would like to ask
one precise question. Vhat is being done, if anything,
for bee-keepers, and specifically the winrcr feeding of
bees? I seem to remember that in the original Commis-
sion proposals the old system of denaturing premiums
was to be phased out and a new system of making
sugar.available at cheaper prices was to come in. Has
this been decided upon and if not when will it be?

President. - I call the Commission.

Mr Dalsager, Member of the Commission.
(DA) Thank you for the many comments on rhe
various proposals contained in the price package. I
should like rc say to Mr Clinton that of course I
totally agree that Parliament should be fully informed
as to the Council's decision on rhese problems, and I
assume that Mr Clinton realises that his anger in this
matter should be directed ag6inst rhe Council and not
against the Commission. It is the Council's decision
and it is the Council which should inform Parliament.

I would now like to deal with the crirical remarks
levelled at the Commission. In Mr Blaney's case it was
co-responsibility, that new sacred cow, and he asked if
one hadn't considered other possibilities. I would like
to say to Mr Blaney and others who criticized rhe
Commission's proposal or the Council's decision, that
one must take into consideration that ir is nor simply
that the Commission proposes. If the Council cannot
reach agreemenr on this proposal then of course one
must try to arrive at a compromise, and this is also
what happened. I would like to say both rc Mr Curry
and Mr Gautier who is also a little critical, that of
course the Commission must reconsider rhe proposals
in the event that the Council absolutely refuses to take
cognizance of the Commission's proposal or proceed
with it. In such a siruation one cannor obviously insist
on all or nothing. In many cases it is a question of
negotiation, where the Commission must rry to change
its proposal in such a way rhar the Council can adopt it
unanimously, as was necessary in the case of this
proposal.

I believe, and let me say this to Mr Ligios, that all of
course agree that a linear levy does not reduce prod-
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uction. For this reason rhe Commission also proposed
anorher system which the Council of Ministers could
not agree to implement, nor could it agree on another
similar system based on a levy on increased produc-
tion.

Let me say to Mr Curry that I acknowledge my
responsibility of last year where, as a Member of rhe
Council, I panicipated in deciding that there should be
a co-responsibility levy on increased production, a

super-levy ifyou like, and I also feel that this feeling of
responsibility finds expression in the proposal which I
put forward on behalf of the Commission. I should
like rc say thar the Council of Ministers and the
Ministers stood by this but they could not approve a
common method, a common draft on how to
introduce this levy, and for this reason it was not
possible, unfonunarcly, ro implement rhe Commis-
sion's proposal, which I think would have helped ro
limit production more. This of course I regret.

On the question which was raised about sugar, may I
say that this week is the first time that we are paying
out export subsidies for sugar from rhe Community.
And may I say also that the proposal on the new
organization of the market in sugar which the Council
has agreed on incorporates co-responsibiliry levies
both for A-sugar and B-sugar, in such a way that sugar
market org,anizations should be self-financing through
the system which the Council has endorsed in connec-
tion with the price package.

Let me say to Mr Skovmand, that the proposal which
has now been adopted provides no possibility for any
sort of reward for any country which has deliberately
kept production down. I do not know how deliberate
ir is that Denmark has kept its milk production down;
I am not sure that it is so deliberate. In any event it has

not been the result of a deliberate policy. Rather it has

been the result of some very unfavourable economic
conditions in the dairy production sphere and this led
to quite a number of farmers in Denmark having
recourse to the scheme for the slaughter of dairy cows.

May I assure Mr Tolman that this is not the final deci-
sion to be taken on [he co-responsibility system.

I regret that Mr Gautier as it were quite deliberately
disregards a large portion of the Commission's
proposal which has in fact been agreed on.

If it is not deliberate, then it is perhaps because he

does not know that in actual fact in five important
spheres the Council has agreed [o [he Commission's
proposal, if not exacdy as it was put forward, at least.

with cenain amendments, and in each case it has gone
quire a long way in the direction proposed by the
Commission as regards the co-responsibility system
for cereals, milk, fruit and vegeables, beef and veal
and sugar. For this reason I cannot accept the inter-
preration that the Commission has completely aban-
doned its proposal. I can only repeat the view which I

expressed earlier: the Commission was obviously not
in a position [o say - and it would not have been
sound policy to say - that its proposal should be
adopted as it stood, all or nothing. This is not the way
to get one's proposal through, and this is not the way
the Community works or has ever worked.

Mr Clinton, who I believe has now unfonunarcly left
the Chambgr, asked why the Commission was is aban-
doning the principle of the objective method. I cannot
put a question to Mr Clinton, but I can inform him
that, as he knows very well indeed, the Council has
never accepted the objective method, as demanded by
the agricultural organization. I was a colleague of Mr
Clinton's in the Council, and he will be able to
confirm that when he himself sat in that Council, the.
objecdve method was not used to fix agricultural
prices.

President. - I call Mr Gautier on a point of order.

Mr Gautier. - (DE) Mr President, if my reading of
the Rules of Procedure is correct, the Members of
Parliament should put specific quesrions. I assume
from this that the Commission must also give specific
answers, otherwise there would be little point in
asking specific questions.

Among other things, I have put two specific quesrions
on revenue. I would ask you to give your view of this
interpretation of the Rules of Procedure, as otherqrise
there is no point in asking specific questions.

President. - The Commissioner has answered as he
saw fit. !(/e cannot go back over what was, in any case,
not intended to be a debate.

I call Mr Patterson.

Mr Patterson. - It is, of course, always possible ro
interpret the Rules to mean that we can only ask ques-
tions and that the Commission does not have to
answer; but I did put ir precisely according to the
Rules - a specific question. And I have had no answer
whatsoever on bee-keeping. Could the Commissioner
please reply? Perhaps he overlooked the question.

President. - I call the Commission.

Mr Dalsager, Member of tbe Commission. - (DA) I
can assure Mr Patterson that the Commission's
proposal on bee-keeping has been approved.

4. European Coancil meeting in Maasticbt - Food
supplies to Poland - Community aidfor Afghan refugees

in Pakistan - Joint meeting of the Council (continua-
tion)
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President. - !7e shall now continue rhe debate on the
statements by the Presidenr of the Council.

I call Mr Msller.

Mr Moller. - (DA) Mr President, the fact is that the
European Council, about which we heard something
this morning, is not provided for under rhe Treary of
Rome. It is not one of the institurions which is
mentioned there. It is an institution that came into
being because another institution, namely the Council
of Minisrers, could not rake rhe necessary decisions.
Since the Council of Ministers had ro throw in rhe
towel because it could not use rhe majority vore ro
take decisions, rhe responsibiliry was shoved over on
the Heads of Government and so it ended up rhere in
the European Council as ir was called.

This European Council has now come to the stage
where it cannor reach decisions eirher. The speech of
the President of the Council this morning demon-
strated clearly that the European Council is not
equipped to take decisions either; even if it is

composed of Heads of Government. The discussion
on unemployment yielded nothing concrere, .jusr
words, words, and more words. The same was true of
the question of inflation. On fisheries we did nor hear
even words, since after a long discussion no conclu-
sion at all was arrived ar because a majoriry decision
could not be reached.

However, one may say, a decision was reached on
Parliament's provisional seat. Yes indeed, Mr Presi-
dent, Parliament's provisional seat, but for the last
tv/enty years this Parliament has lived in provisional
conditions. The provisional seat is rhis House, the
provisional seat is Luxembourg, and rhe Council
kindly and generously left it ro Parliament to decide
itself where it wanted to hold its meetings within the
limits laid down. Provisional. Srarus quo, provisional.
All that is being done is ro sweep the problems under
the carpet in the hope that nobody can see rhem. But
we can see them because we are living with them. In
contrast to the members of rhe Council of Ministers
we are living with the problem and we do not know
where we will end up. !7e are [he wandering nomad
Parliament. The gypsy Parliament as it is also called.
'We are living with the problem ro an even grearer
extent now than we did earlier because now we know
that our staff cannot live with the situation eirher and
does not wanl to live with the situation. For this
reason we musr now take the decision ourselves. Ve
cannot wait any longer for a decision which the
Council cannot agree on. Parliament itself must do it.

However, it will be said, agreemen[ was finally
reached on the passpon issue. Yes, but an agreemenr
which comes into force in three or four years. Forgive
me for saying so Mr President, but this is a rarher slim
achievement to be the big European result, and I fully
agree with Mr Klepsch when he asks why it cannot

come into force on I January 1982? All that is necess-
ary is a stamp in the present passport statinB 'Euro-
pean Community'. It is as simple and easy as that and
the passport authorities remain the same. I feel this
would be an excellenr solurion, even if I suppon the
form of passport union which we have within the
Scandinavian countries, where Scandinavian citizens
can move freely about without a passporr,. A passpon
union should be a union which does not demand a
passport. but gives Community citizens freedom to
travel within Community territory. However, while ir
was not possible to go as far as thar, ir could have been
decided that in future the national passporr was also a
European passport.

I have not much more speaking time left and for thar
reason I will say finally that rhere is one problem
which we are all very concerned about these days,
these weeks, these months, and that is Poland's farc. Ir
is indeed a little painful to think that the Second
Vorld lVar in 1939 broke out on behalf of Poland's
freedom, broke out because one was nor prepared to
accept an encroachment on Poland's independence.
Here we are today and can only offer the Poles one
consolation, which the Council of Ministers fortun-
ately agreed on, namely food aid, and in addition rhe
consolation which lies in the words which we all said
in the aurumn of 1939: Poland is not yet losr !

President. - I call Mr Kappos.

Mr Kappos. - (GR) Mr President, we shall not
comment on the distonions made by various Members
who have spoken in anti-Soviet and anti-Communisr.
terms. However, the lessons which some speakers tried
to give the Communists on freedom and democracy
are unacceprable to us, because we have been moulded
by struggles and sacrifices for democracy, freedom
and national independence.

Mr President, the communiqu6s issued after the Euro-
pean Council in Maastricht contain nothing of sub-
stance abour the viral problems of unemploymenr,
inflation and rhe economic crisis facing the
Community. To the exrenr rhar rhese problems were
touched upon, it was only a ques[ion of how to imple-
ment lhe poliry of austerity. For insrance, the farm
price increases are norhing shon of contemprible, ar
least for some countries. Nor do the sraremenr. say
anything abour rhe serious problems of peace 

-and

disarmament, nor about the Unired States' attempts to
set up new nuclear veapons in Europe. And all this at
a time when rhe Soviet Union has made' specific
proposals on talks, on an armaments freeze and on a
system of inspection and so on.

Finally, the Council did not concern itself - nor
could we expecr ir ro - with rhe fact that the funda-
mental rights and freedoms of the Turkish people are
being trampled underfoot by the military junm of a
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counrry direcdy linked to the EEC. And, of course, we
could not expect it to consider the fact that, for seven
whole years now, Turkey has been occupying 400/o of.

the rcrritory of an independent and sovereign State,
the Republic of Cyprus.

The Maastricht statemenrc concen[rate their attention
on events in Afghanistan and Poland. They talk about
Soviet and foreign intervention, and about the resis-
rance of the Afghan people, and shed crocodile tears
for the peoples of those countries. The climax of all
this is rhe sraremenr in the speech by the President of
rhe Council that the Council's aim is to rescue Poland.
'We wonder, Mr President, whether the peoples are

waiting to be saved by the EEC and, in any case, how
we can save ourselves from these saviours of the
peoples.

Mr President, it is clear that these statements represent
oven interference in the internal affairs of these two
countries and give encouragement to countries such as

Pakistan and the United States, as well as to anti-
socialist elements, to undermine the socialist countries
and strike at the liberation movement. At the same

time, these statements show the increasing suppon of
the EEC for the aim of the lunatic leadership of the
United States to return mankind to the cold war.

Finally, these statements increase the danger of inter-
ventions. Their aim is to ensure the cohesion of the
EEC and to justify the increasing subjugation of
'S7estern Europe to the objectives of the United States.

For us, the Maastricht declarations and today's
speeches by the Presidents of the Council and the
Commission are totally unacceptable.

President. - I call Mr Romualdi.

Mr Romualdi. - (17) Mr President, I should like first
of all to deplore our quite improper habit of adapting
our debates to the more or less acceptable obligations
of the President of the Council, and giving him -quite wrongly - the right of reply before the debate is
over, and thus establishing a system of first and

second-class speakers governed by the order in which
they speak.

It has been widely reponed, and also said here by a
number of speakers, that the Maastricht Summit was
dominated not so much by national interest - which
may not be Community interest but is undersmndable
and sometimes justified 

- as by national egotism,
which is something far less acceptable and is certainly
contrary to the interests of our European Community.
It seems to me that this is unfonunately true, despite
the contrary opinions voiced, more out of duty than
conviction, by Mr Thorn, and Mr Van der Klaauw's
speech this morning confirmed it, couched though it
was in the most delicate and colourless terms, as such
circumstances dictate. Once again we have been told

that the Community as such counts for very little in
the decisions which are taken, and for even less in
their practical application. Is this the fault of the Neth-
erlands Presidency? I would not like rc join in the
quarrel on this point between Dutchmen, but I can say
without doubt that the Council \s not to blame,
although it will have escaped no one that, as on other
similar occasions, the role of the President-in-Office
of the Council at Maastricht was noticeably subordi-
nate, deprived as he is of all initiative wonhy of the
name and restricted to an unmisnkably secondary,
minor role.

This is unacceptable in a Communiry of States such as

ours ought to be, in a Community which really wishes
to be seen as a Community rather than the birthplace
of private understandings, agreements and alliances
which, by their very nature, are diametrically opposed
to what we should understand by the Community
spirit. Under these circumstances, in a Europe which is
dominated not only by the polidcal will and initiatives
of a few States and a few men motivated by their
obvious electoral concerns or their concern at internal
quarrels and undercurrents within their own parties
and their own majorities, but also by the desire to
remain in Moscow's good books, although they still
do not deny the spirit of their raditional alliances they
are tending to withdraw from them and have prac-
dcally imposed their own decisions and choices on the
Community - or rather their failures to decide as is
the case with rhe seat of this Assembly.

Under these circumstances, I say, ro continue speaking
of Community policy has very litde meaning - nor
least because the United Kingdom, governed by a
woman who is not panicularly communauraire
anry\ray, and not used to submitting to pressure from
her own partners - as she herself has said - and
unwilling, therefore, to submit to the policies of whar
is threatening to become the Paris-Bonn axis, rhe
United Kingdom, I say, is going its own v/ay without
any concern for even the most basic rules of
Community life, whilst the other minor panners,
amongst whom I regret I must include Italy which,
despite its political, geographical, historical and
economic size, no longer has the political weight or
will rc count for anything - the minor parrners are
condemned to a role of extras or, to be more accurate,
more or less paying spectators. And so we have arrived

- and by the worst possible route - at the idea we so
dreaded of a two, or rather now three-speed Europe.
This is confirmed in clear and dramaric, nor ro say
impeninent terms by the announcement, if it is true, of
the joint agreement reached yesrcrday between France
and'West Germany and the OPEC countries who have
agreed rc lend them 5 000 million dollars to finance
research projects into energy saving; this is a loan
which excludes everyone else, which will help the
industry of the rich Community countries to recover at
the expense of the poorer countries, with technolog-
ical and economic consequences which will be quite
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simply disastrous for individual counuies in rhe
Community and for the Community irself.

Under the circumstances our artitude towards the
crisis in Poland, the crisis in Afghanistan, the crisis in
the Middle Easr, and our concern at what is happening
in Lebanon and what nearly happened in Spain -what nearly happened nor because of the king - as
some ill-informed persons say - since it would
perhaps be better ro say 'despite the king', who,
together with his closer and more disrant advisers, was
far from being in the dark about what was happening

- all this, for berter or worse, is no longer
Community policy bur simply the policy of a few
Community countries and of rheir leaders, who are, of
course, highly respectable people, and who may well
have a thousand perfectly good reasons for doing
what they do. The Europe of the Community, though,
canRot and must now allow them either the preced-
ence or the duties of leadership, nor indeed rhose of
control.

If the Europe of the Communiry wishes ro become a
political reality and not sim.ply remain a geograp.hical
expression, it cannot remain as it is, and for this a
great deal depends on this House and on rhe capacity
which we have, together with the Commission -provided that the Commission does not propose ro
meekly accept the decisions of a Council which,
despite contrary opinions voiced here, is no longer a
Council so much as a totally unacceptable 'directoire'

- it is up ro us ro pur ro good use the strength and the
allegiance to uniry with which we were endowed by
the people who elecred us; that is an endowmen[, Mr
President-in-Office, which makes us differenr from
the old Parliamenr, alrhough rhere remain in this
House a number of people who refuse to accept the
fact. Ve are a parliament with which there musr be
many associations, a parliament which must not
become the rubber stamp of approval for the might of
some of our ten governments and the weakness of
others, even less of parties; a parliament which must
be a steady and firm guide along the road towards
political unity, which is the only realiry which we
should be aiming for: the reality which, beyond all
national and beyond all pany-political vanities and
crazes and egotism, can reasonably defend ircelf and
lead us towards a future of libeny, of independence,
of security and of peace nor only for a few nations bur
for all our countries.

Presidcnt. - I call the Council.

Mr Van der Klaauw, President-in-Offce of the Council.

- (NL) Mr President, I should like first of all rc
make rhe point that I am indeed still here. There was
apparently some misunderstanding over whether I
would be here or nor, bur there is one thing I should
like to say on this point. The European Council is an
imponant institurion. You may be disappointed at the

results achieved, or you may think that something
wonhwhile has come out of rhe meering, but the facr
remains that it is an extremely serious business when
the Heads of Government and one Head of State meet
three times e year. Of course, rhe European Parlia-
ment wants to debate what went on, but allow me to
make rhe point thar I am spending pracrically the
whole day sitting here in what is a vinually an empry
chamber. I want ro take pan in your debate, and I
want to continue these debares, but I must say that
ministers - and this is somerhing that needs saying -and Members of the Commission have a lot of things
rc do. I said earlier thar I cannot sray until the end of
this debate because ronighr I have to be in Geneva,
where tomorrow sees the smn of a conference on aid
rc African refugees - 5 million people who need help.
The European Parliament rightly refers ofren to the
question of human rights. These people need our help.
Tonight I am going to have a preliminary discussion
with Kun \Taldheim, the High Commissioner and a
number of ministers, and I think ir is a good thing that
the President-in-Office of the Council should be at
that meeting. That is why I must leave early. Ir is not
inrcnded as a snub to this House. I explained the posi-
tion in advance, and I was assured that rhis debate
could be restricted to a cenain length. That is why I
got up to make a few points before the adjournment
for lunch, alrhough Secretary of Srare Mr Van der
Mei is of course perfectly able and willing ro reply to
any specific problems for which the Council of Minis-
ters is competenr and which are not connecred with
matters discussed at the European Council, such as

steel, fisheries and agriculture. After all, this debate
covers more ground rhan was covered in the discus-
sions held by the European Council. In some respecrs,
it is a general debare on European poliry and the situ-
ation in Europe. I had nor actually asked for the floor,
but I am grateful to you, Mr Presidenr, for giving me
this opponunity to make this point. I shall continue to
follow what the honourable Members have to say.

President. - I would point our ro you, with great
respect, that what you have just said about the number
of Members present is somewhar surprising. Vhen you
speak in this House, you are addressing rhe European
Parliameht as a whole, and the imponance of what
you have to say musr not be measured by rhe number
of Members present at any given moment.

(Mixed reactions)

You can resr assured rhat all our colleagues -whether they are here or prevented from attending by
other parliamentary obligations or activities - will
note with grear interesr the statements which you care
to make.

I call Mr Ripa di Meana.

Mr Ripa di Meana. - (17) I would like, Mr Presi-
dent, on behalf of the Socialist Group, to make a few
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brief comments both on the motion for resolution by
Lord Bethell and others on Community aid for Afghan
refugees in Pakistan and on the European Council
meeting of 23 and 24 March in Maastricht about
Afghanistan.

I believe I am still the only Member of this house who
has had the opponuniry of visiting a number of
Afghan refugee camps in Pakisran recently, having
been aro'und Peshawar in the north-west frontier
province and around Quema in Beluchistan.

First of all, as regards the number of refugees, the last
reliable figures from the United Nations High
Commission on Refugees indicate that there are more
than 2 million Afghan refugees in Pakistan, to which
should be added several hundred thousand more who
have fled to Iran. If these,figures are confirmed they
mean that the number of refugees has gone up from
one tenth to one sixth of the entire population of
Afghanistan. This massive exodus has taken place in
barely 15 months of Soviet invasion and occupation,
and irc scale brings with it not only the dreadful prob-
lems of physical survival of this tide of humanity which
consists largely of women, children and the old, but is

also producing disastrous effects on the whole of this
province of Pakistan, which is a poor and vulnerable
country. Lord Carrington, the British Foreign
Minister, 

'observed 
personally recently that in the

valley of Surkhab, the refugees' need to find food to
feed themselves, wood to heat themselves and grass to
save their flocks from survation has left a valley which
was once one of the richest in Pakistan without a

single tree and without a blade of grass, as though the
land had been swept clear with a razor. It is easy to
imagine the tensions which have been raised between
the refugees and the local populadon.

This is a true biblical scourge and it calls for our
Community to give not only the generous and real
help proposed in [-ord Bethell's resolution - a resolu-
tion which we support. wholeheanedly - but at the
same time to start political and diplomatic manoeuvres

aimed at a peaceful solution to the Afghan crisis with
the immediate, total and unconditional withdrawal of
Soviet occupation troops and the recognition of the
right of this heroic people to self-determination. The
refugee problem is not only that of their survival but,
in the longer term, must be their return to the native
land from which they have been hounded by an all out
var. 

.

In order that we may make a stan on finding a solu-
tion to the very serious crisis in Afghanista4, which is
jeopardizing the whole of East-Vest relations, our
Community must not simply give its theoretical
support to the United Nations resolution of
20 November 1980 and President Giscard d'Estaing's
proposals; both of them have been thwarted, the first
by the unwillingness of some of the surrounding coun-
tries and second by Babrak Karmal in Moscow in
February 1981 on behalf of the Soviem. If, like the

previous proposals put forward by the Community,
early in 1980 that Afghanistan could become neutral
territory and that of January this year put forward by
the government of Pakistan, it is largely due rc the
Soviet wish to open negotiations only after the
country has been 'normalized', as it is also due to the
fact that the real negotiating panies, that is the Afghan
resismnce who are fighting in the country, are no[
invircd to the negotiations.

For the first time the European Community recognizes
in the Maastricht statement the existence of such
forces and the legitimacy of the resistance which they
are leaving:

... the European Council notes with grave concern that
military operations by Soviet troops against the Afghan
peop.le,.who are resisting this externa[ interference, are

conunurnS . . .

This is an imponant statement and its s[rength and
logic lie in its giving political and diplomatic recogni-
tion to the Afghan resistance as one of the essential
panies in any negotiations, essential so that the
Afghan problem can be resolved before there is any
risk of escalation with the indirect presence of another
super power, namely America.

This is why the Socialist Group is addressing to the
President of the European Council and more particu-
larly to the President of the Commission Mr Thorn,
an urgent appeal firstly that adequate aid should be

given and dispatched urBendy rc the 2 million Afghan
refugees; secondly that all the necessary steps are

taken to set up an Afghan bureau able rc deal with
some of the enormous humanitarian problems posed

by this continuing exodus; thirdly that conncm should
be made with individual groups afid representatives of
the Afghan resistance, panicularly with the Islamic
alliance, with a view to its furure negotiating role;
founhly that delegations should be sent from this
House to Pakistan and Iran to look at the areas

affected by the Afghan refugee problem and lastly that
we should send observers to the session of the Interna-
donal People's Tribunal from the first to the fifth of
May in Stockholm, which will be presided over by
Professor Rigaux of the University of Louvain who
will be hearing reports, witnesses and evidence and
will give judgment on the Soviet invasion of Afghani-
stan, just as, some years ago, the Russell Tribunal
enquired into and gave judgment on American atroci-
ties in Vietnam.

President. - I call Mr Van der Gun.

Mr Van dcr Gun. - (NL) Mr President, first of all, it
was with some surprise that I learned this morning of
the interpremtion placed by the President-in-Office of
the Council on the results of the Maasricht meeting.
Of course, it is only natural for one person to place

higher advance hopes than another in a meeting of this
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kind, but unless the answers to the questions I am
going to ask turn out to my sarisfaction, I am bound to
say that, from the point of view of employment policy
and the fight against unemployment, I am anything
but satisfied. The European Council has declared imelf
seriously concerned at the scale of the unemployment,
especially amonB young people. That is of course in
itself perfectly understandable and admirable, but rhe
Council then goes on to say that this whole problem

- especially as regards young unemployed persons -should be ackled at both national and European
levels. Vhat I should like to know is what form the
European approach will take. I have come across [his
phrase on a number of occasions, but every time in rhe
past the Commission has tried to put cenain proposals
into effect, we have come up against the problem rhat
certain Member States want ro have nothing to do
with a European approach. Then again, there are the
cases of foot-dragging, whereby nothing actually gets
done in pracrice despirc prior agreement. That is why I
should like to know what is meant by an approach at
Community level. Is the European Council prepared
to accept the financial consequences and thus make it
possible for a stan to be made at European level?

Secondly, the European Council claims that it attaches
great importance to consultations with the two sides of
indusry. Indeed, these consultations are said rc be of
vital imponance. But the European Council should
know perfectly well that consultations with the two
sides of industry in Europe have practically no chance
of success because of the lack of a European indusrial
poliry. There is no such thing as a European policy on
uckling unemployment and improving the employ-
ment situation. It is only possible to conduct mean-
ingful and vitally imponanr consultations if the
subjects dealt with are of equivalent imporrance. So far
the two sides of industry have hardly paid any atten-
tion to consultations of rhis kind, panly due ro the fact
that, generally speaking, none of the subjects discussed
are of the fundamental or vital imponance rhe Euro-
pean Council referred ro.

The Council then goes on ro refer to the Jumbo
Council, a subject which Mr Beumer will be going into
in more detail. I shall rherefore confine myself to
asking whether there is any truth to the informarion I
have received from a fairly reliable source ro the effect
that certain Member States are of the opinion that the

Jumbo Council should not be convened on the
grounds that this may lead to the problems of employ-
ment and unemployment being tackled at European
level.

The statement goes on to say rhar coordinated efforts
must be made in the industrial field. Thar is a senti-
ment ] can only endorse, but I am sure the European
'Council has not overlooked the facr that there is no
question at the moment of a European approach ro rhe
problem of strengthening Europe ois-ri-ois Japan and
the United States. I do nor wanr [o use the word
'protectionism', but the fact is that more and more

Member Sates are busy protecting their own indus-
trial interests as far as possible, which may well
improve competition between the Member States, but
which do'es little or nothing to improve the position of
European business ois-i-ois the United States, Japan
and other countries.

\

Mr Van der Klaauw said this morning that he was
very pleased at developments regarding suppon for
the steel indusry. That is something I really cannot
fathom out. 'V'e have now spent two years discussing
social measures in the steel industry, but even now it is

by no means cenain that these will in fact be adopted.
On the contrary, some Member States have clearly
raised objections to this scheme in the European
Council, including the Netherlands, to name only one
Member State that I know about. Ve must realize
that, if this kind of thing is going to be commitred to
print, it will automatically give rise to expectations
which we shall then have to fulfill. So far, I can find
no cause whatsoever for satisfaction with what the
Council of Ministers has done to, solve the problem of
the social measures to back up restructuring plans for
the steel indusry.

From the point of view of empldyment policy and the
fight against unemployment, there is no cause for
sarisfaction whatsoever. There is, however, cause for
disappointmenr, because the Maastricht meeting pro-
duced neither shon nor long-rerm prospecr for
8 million unemployed in the Communiry.

President. - I call Mr Spencer.

Mr Spbncer. - Mr President, you have already been
very kind by marking my binhday with three botdes of
wine, so the addidonal gift of one minute is graciously
accepted.

I just want to apply myself rc this wonderful word
'jumbo'. Members may actually nor know that Jumbo
was the name of a Vicrorian elephant, who was exhi-
bited in London for financial gain. Vhen rhis elephant
grew old, his owner sold him to an American. '!7hen

he was sold to America it became a marrer of public
outcry. Pariotic songs were wrirren abour Jumbo. He
became a political freak, a political exhibit. I jusr hope
that the jumbo Council will nor go the same way as

Jumbo the elephant. If the Council, whatever its good
intentions, is to work if 30 minisrers are really to
produce a strarcgy on unemployment, ir must be prop-
erly prepared. Now, there is an amendment down in
my name deleting the reference rc June and insening
'proper preparation'. If the Commission and the
Council can assure me that such a meeting will be well
prepared, that it will lead to some acdon on unem-
ployment, I shall of course happily withdraw that
amendment. There could be no crueller deceprion
than to raise expectations and then disappoinr rhem.
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President. - I call Mr Papaefsrariou.

Mr Papaefstratiou. - (GR) Mr President, ir is a
fortunate coincidence thar rhe European Parliament is
today discussing imponant political matters which
only a few days ago were being considered by the
Heads of Governmenr ar rhe Maastricht Summit. Let me
begin with an internal Community marrer, rhe seat of
the European Parliament. !fle all appreciate rhe polit-
ical problems which make ir difficulr ro reach a deci-
sion on rhis question, but all those involved must also
appreciate that establishing a permanenr sear wirh the
necessary operating facilities will make Parliamenr's
role considerably easier, and we must therefore all try
to find the besr possible solution in the near future.

Let me turn now briefly to the two major problems of
foreign policy, on which resolurions have been mbled
in Parliamenr - Afghanistan and Poland. Some
people have doubts as ro rhe exrenr [o which the coun-
tries of the European Community can have a decisive
influence on international problems, in view of rhe
arms race between the superpowers and the expan-
sionist role they frequently want ro play. However, I
think I can express the conviction rhar rhe unity of rhe
free countries of Europe, demonstrared by the setting-
up of rhe European Community and accompanied by
the universal hope thar ir will make even faster
progress, gives Europe a special standing and the
moral weighr ro play a major role in solving interna-
tional problems, and particularly those which threaten
peace. As regards the problem of rhe Afghan refugees,
I do not think anyone can deny that a way must be
found of giving them more and better suppon, while
at the same time pressure musr be brought ro bear to
obtain a withdrawal of Sovier rroops from that
country.

On the subject of Poland, I should like to propose to
Mr Haferkamp thar a delegation be sent to Poland
consisting of Members of the European Parliament
and a represenrarive of the Council of Ministers, so
that the Community can play a major role in view of
the threat [o peace which has become evident in that
sensitive region.

Ve must cenainly find a way of speeding up material
aid. At the same time, however, ir. musr be appreciated
by all that this aid is being given to the Polish people,
which is currently facing so much suffering and hard-
ship, in the hope rhar rhis will be linked to even grearer
political aid on the part of the Community. I sincerely
hope that this major problem, which is causing
concern to all of us, will soon have a positive ourcome.

President. - I call Mr Van Minnen.

Mr Van Minnen. - (NL) Ladies and genrlemen,
those who want to carch sighr of an exrraordinary

phenomenon speeding through our European institu-
tions these six months will have to keep rheir eyes
peeled, because the body in question is barely visible,
let alone rangible. Vhat I am talking about is not a
new comet - rhar at least gives off some light to
betray its flighrparh. No, the prematurely defunct
heavenly body I have in mind bears the ritle 'The
Durch presidenry', rhat much-heralded apparidon
which, it was said, would show us the way out of
many an impasse, rhe saviour promised ro the
Community in days of yore.

The Durch Prime Minisrer - doubling as the Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council - [he same genrleman
who was very welcomq here in March and would still
be welcome here in April and who would sdll be a
little bit welcome here even in May - bur whom we
shall not have to bid welcome any more because of his
failure to placate the French Super-President-in-
Office - as I was saying, Mr Van Agr had so proudly
given notice of his intention ro come here and spread
the word of his presidency and ro scarrer initiatives
left, right and centrel initiatives like the combined
meeling of the Council going under the comical name
of the Jumbo Council. 'Whatever became of this
'Jumbo' jet? It would nor even take rhe Concorde to
show it a clean pair of heels now - even a glider
would move faster. '!7'har, after all, does rhis Jumbo
Council amounr to? No matrer what complex inrer-
pretation is pur on rhe term, all it amounr to is rhar, at
a given momenr, the Ministers for Social Affairs ger a
chance to make their voices heard in the economic
debate which has so far practically dominated the
Community to rhe exclusion of all other concerns.
That was the Dutch presideng/s chance rc do what
the others had so blarantly left undone.

But in fact what happened was that we - and when I
say 'we', I mean nor only this House, but also the
millions of unemployed - were simply sold down rhe
river. Now we have heard rhe represenrarive of rhe
Presidency announce - I am sure againsr his own
better judgmenr 

- thar the Council will be having
another go at solving the problems in June. \7ell, I am
sure that once June has been and gone, we shall see
that we have nor moved a srep funher forward in the
direction of a common, integrared policy on unem-
ployment, in the direction of a slightly more social
policy, while at the same time rhose rhings the
Community institutions can do are dealt wirh by way
of instruments dating from rhe 1930s, to wit deflarion
and austerity policies, and that ar a rime when unem-
ployment has now taken on a form we would once
have regarded as inconceivable in the rwentierh
century. Meanwhile we have been listening ro
Mr Klepsch and Mr Berkhouwer pur rhe case for a
son of European passpon as a sop to the voters when
our main concern should be the 10 million unem-
ployed we shall have at the next European elecions in
1984 if things carry on like this. Vhat do you think
vorcrs' reacrions are likely to be then? All the time, the
economic aspecrs of this crisis are left untouched.
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Here and there - as in the steel industry - we have

managed rc admit that there is a manifest crisis, but it
is just as manifest that the social aspect of the anti-
crisis measures works one way only - that is to say,

making workers affected by the crisis redundant.

Of course, we cannot make the Durch presidency

responsible for everything. After all, it makes enough
of a mess in the Netherlands alone. But we can at least

blame the Dutch presidenry for telling the people -
cenainly those in the Netherlands - that something
would be done about unemployment in Europe, and

then subsequently doing as little as the Dutch Govern-
ment has over the last six months, which have been

replete with all manner of opportunities at European

level. The Durch presidency probably assumes that the

Dutch people are not aware of how little is being done
over these six months. Perhaps the Dutch presidenry
is speculating on the fact that this meaningless inter-
regnum will be forgotten as soon as possible. But in
the final analysis, I think the most tell-mle explanation
is to be found in the way in which Mr Van der Klaauw
first of all himself asked the question what the Dutch
presidency should be aiming for, and then supplied the
answer himself : to do the honours. I can think of no
more accurate statement of a bankrupt policy.

President. - I call Mr Ligios.

Mr Ligios. (17) Mr President, ladies and

gentlemen, I do not think it would be an exaggeration
to say that, in some respects at least, the Maastricht
meeting of the European Council ended up being the

final authority on questions which the usual institu-
tions had not been able to solve within reasonable time

- fishing, iron and steel, the seat of this Parliament
and the European passport, to name but a few of
them.

Economic and monetary problems were Particularly
imponant, but only because of the promise it holds for
the meeting in June and not because of any effective
decisions mken. This is how it appears to us.

As regards questions of international policy the
Council restricted itself, to a cenain extent at least, to
confirming the opinions it had already expressed.

This would seem to be a very serious prospect, if only
because of the number of problems which remain

unresolved and which were not tackled with enough
determination.

The principal European newspaPers spoke of disagree-
meni, of frustrated hopes, of breakdown and of disil-
lusion. It does nor seem to me that we should regard

rhese judgmenrc as correct. They are too severe when

we recalllhat the whole hisrcry of the Community is

one of a long and tortured compromise. I do agree

with the appeal which MrThorn made this morning:

now, when we are about to reach so many imponant
decisions in the Communiry, we must reach an agree-

ment. And I pay willing tribute to the Netherlands
presidenry for the effons made to ensure that the
Maastricht session retains some political relevance . On
the orher hand, there is no denying that the European
Council has gone its own little way and lost efficiency
these last few years to the point where we can be

calling for a debate on the very role and purpose of
such a body. At this last session its role was largely -not entirely but very largely - reduced to calling on
the usual institutions to intensify their effons to find
some agreement on problems which generally belong
on their own doorsteps, like that of the European
passport, which has been with us for ten years now. AII
this happened just at the time when problems of quite
different significance needed solving - problems like
defining new policies for the future development of
rhe Communiry, like increasing resources to allow new
policies to be implemented and enable the Community
budget to have some real effect on economic conver-
gence. Problems, lastly, like changing the common
agricuhural policy in order to eliminate the distonions
which we know so well, and which now seriously
threaten the breakup of the Communiry.

The citizens of Europe are unable to understand how
decisions of great significance, solemnly uken in the
past, such as bringing about an economic and mone-
tary union, transforming the European Community
into a European union, increasing the powers of the
European Parliament, the need to bring about better
balance between the various regions of the
Community and the implementation of a common
energy policy should be disregarded or abandoned,
with serious implications for the Community and
damage to the image of the institutions and of the
European Council itself.

Vhat is most worrying, however, Mr President, to
rhose of us who believe in European unity is the veil
which has been drawn over the question of developing
the institutions, particularly as regards the authority
and the role of this assembly and as regards relations
berween the institutions. The sad fact is that our
governments are nowadays presided over by men,
illustrious though they be, who do not have the Euro-
pean viewpoint of their predecessors whom we
remember and who are quite rightly considered the
founding fathers of Europe. And so, though they half
understand that the only possible answer rc the prob-
lems of our people mus[ be sought in greater European
unity and consciousness, they have neither the time
nor the imagination needed to ensure that this
Community is rhe most imponant subject of their
labours.

President. - I call Mr Pesmazoglou.
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Mr Pesmazoglou. - (GR) The results of the Maas-
tricht summit should nor be judged only by the proof
of cohesion and by the decisions which have been
communicared up till now, although I do not wish ro
underestimate rhese. The decisions were worrhy of
atrention, and I believe that both rhe Maastricht
communiqu6 and the proposals on Afghanistan and
Poland, as well as the suggestion that rhere should be
a meeting of the Council of technical ministers ro
mckle the problem of unemployment, should be

?pproved, and I myself shall certainly be voting in
favour of them. However, at lhe moment, the rezulm
of the Maasrrichr Summit sh'ould be judged in the light
of the seriousness of rhe inrernarional iconomic and
social problems facing the Community and the rest of
the world. And it is in this light rhat rhe resulrs of the
Maastricht meering mus[ be considered very meagre. I
believe rhar it will be impossible for us to achieve whar
our peoples and rhe resr of the world expecr from rhe
European Community unless there is a declararion of
policy, unless there is a polirical resolve on rhe pan of
the Communiry - and hence on the parr of rhe
Council of Minisrers - to give a new imperus to rhe
European Community both in internarional affairs and
in tackling rhe economic and social crisis. To achieve
this, I think our decisions should be along the following
lines: Firstly, rhere is the reorganization of the insriru-
tions of the Community and rhe strengrhening of the
functioning of all of thim in increasing"ly closi .oop-
erarion with rhe European Parliament. Secondly, rhere
will have ro be a decision to tackle both unemploy-
ment and inflation, and rhis will require a new
economic srraregy. I noted that rhe President of the
Council of Ministers said thar strucrural problems
could be tackled only in rhe medium and long term,
and not in rhe shon rerm. This is unacceprable. '$7e

could have a new economic policy based on rhe
regional development of Europe, thereby strengrh-
ening the economically weaker regions and coun-
tries of rhe Community, and this would prevenr a
further increase in inflation. The third line of approach
would be a political decision by the Community ro
revive and promore understanding between rhe rich
and the poor countries of rhe world, wirh particular
reference ro an understanding with rhe oil-producing
countries.

I think, Mr President, that only if rhere is an indica-
tion of such a political decision, of such a political
impetus, will what Mr Thorn, President of rhe
Commission, so rightly said turn our ro be justified 

-that the European Communiry is the only interna-
tional body which has the political and economic
weight and rhe conviction necessary ro achieve rhese
resuIts.

President. - I call Mr Puletri.

Mr Puletti. - (17) Mr President, I listened very
closely this morning ro rhe speeches by the President-

in-Office of the Council and by the president of rhe
Commission and ir occurred ro me suddenly that rheir
views on the Maasrricht European Council were
somewhar different. In fact, the president-in-Office
spoke of solurions and constructive results whilsr Mr
Thorn spoke of the disappointments so far. In rhis
connection I do not think it worth referring again, as
the leader of my group has already done so,loihe fact
that this Parliament is both the heart and the con-
science of Europe.

\Tithin the limited dme available ro me I propose ro
pur ro you one or two critical commenrs. The Italian
Governmenr wenr ro the Maastrichr meering with rhe
intention of fighting what is considered to be an
elemenr which is working against the strengrhening of
our economy, namely rhe infladonary process.
Measures followed immediarely, with restricted credir,
a call on banks to deposit 2Oo/o of rheir reserves, a
300/o rise in interesr rares, all of which is a direct artack
on the small and medium undertakings which we in
this Chamber so frequently speak of supponing. It was
also confirmed thar as a second phase it will be necess-
ary to se[ about changing [he sysrem of indexing, and
more particularly to atrack the 'sliding scale' which has
been referred ro in debate as the fundamental cause of
inflation, although no thought has been given ro the
fact that in our counrry if indexadon and the sliding
scale are rurned off indiscriminately - and ;
Community direcrive is proposing precisely rhis - it
would throw inro confusion rhe sysr.ems for norional
rents, for the repayment of treasury bonds, for the
public finance of political parties and for prices admin-
istered by rhe Imlian inrerministerial commir.tee on
pnces.

Vhat we also noticed was rhar ar the same time as
there is a jusrified concern in Europe ro resrore rhe
European economy to health, lirtle or nothing is being
done by way of controlling the largesr compinies. \7i
have only to consider the facr that there is in Italy at
this very momenr a serious argumenr with Fiar, who
raised their prices immediately by 3.3% and wiped
out any advantage gained by the 6% devaluation of
the lira. The Council must rherefore look ar rhis
problem ro ensure that it is not the weakest classes, the
working classes who have to pay the price of restoring
the balance of our economy.

One second and very rapid point, to which one of my
colleagues has already referred. Various press organs
have published a repon, which, if ir is irue, should
cause real alarm. It is reponed that the Federal
Republic of Germany and France have obtained a loan
of S OOO million dollars from OpEC in order to
research inro rhe subject of alternative energies, which
those two parricular States were very retice;t abour in
the debarc on the budger. Ir this is rrue, ir will be one
more attack on rhe credibiliry of rhe Community insti-
tutions. It would mean [har nor only does a two-speed
Europe continue to survive, but that the economic role
of the Franco-German access, which was already
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conspicuous, is now changing into a political role
which not one of us would be prepared to endorse.

I believe that the European Council should rackle this
problem in its June session in this year, which we are

told is the make-or-break year for the European
Parliament. Indeed, there is already talk of reviewing
and renegotiating the Treaty of Rome which estab-
lished this Community, and of which this House is the
true voice of the people.

'!7e must scrive in the months to come to defeat this
rise in national egotism, to ensure that this House and
all institutions of the Community remain as something
more than a monument to a noble ideal.

President. - 
I call Mr Beumer.

Mr Beumer. - 
(NL) Mr President, the European

Council gave a demonstration in Maastricht of enfee-
bled political will. Those decisions which could have
provided more justification for the meeting of Heads of
Government were in fact not taken. The fact is that the
Heads of Government vere present in body in Maas-
rricht, bur had stayed at home in spirit. I must say,

rhough, that the criticism Mr Van Minnen unleashed
on the Dutch presidency was conrrary to the spirit of
collective responsibility of this House. I must say that I
detected in his arguments not a single substantive
suggestion which would help the people whose case he

was stating. He used to do exactly the s4me kind of
thing when Mr Vredeling was here, and his target this
time was the Dutch presidency. I do not see how he

can keep up this kind of woolly-minded thing.

The current unemployment situation is extremely
damaging to both individuals and the Community as a

whole. Of course, there are no short-term solutions to
the problem. Of course, inflation is an imponant,
fundamental factor. But my Group is dissatisfied with
what has been done so far. \fle feel that more could
have been done. At least the Dutch presidency can

claim credit for having brought up the idea of holding
a meeting of the Jumbo Council, credit which it shares
with the European trade union movement and the
European Parliament. All too often in the past, deci-
sions taken by the Council of Ministers for Social
Affairs have been given the thumbs-down in the
Council of Ministers for Finance and Economic
Affairs, often after the two sides of industry have been
consulted. That kind of thing must stop, and for that
we need more effective policy coordination. The room
for manoeuvre is restricted, but I think the chances
would . be improved if we were to put our heads
together, and that is something which could be done
by the Jumbo Council.

I think there are opportunities open to us. The Euro-
pean Council's report speaks of thorough preparation,
but the basic material is not what is missing. '!flhat we

really need is the political will to put that material to
use. '!fl'e are afraid that thorough preparation may
mean that the necessary coordination will go by the

board. That would be an intolerable situation. Taking
the Commission's repon in isolation, it seems to me

that there are enough points there to make a meeting

of the coordinated Jumbo Council a meaningful event.

For instance, the Commission's report refers to the
importance of a coherent joint programme. That is the

kind of thing we need a coordinated Council for. The
Commission's report - 

which figures far too little in
the Council's repon - 

also refers to increased invest-
ment grants and a properly organized restructuring
programmme. Surely that kind of thing is impossible

without a coordinated Council?

But even in the Council's report, there are enough
points to get staned on. For instance, the repon refers

to the need to improve policy coordination and to

make more use of the existing mechanisms. It also says

that the existing funds must be applied and

coordinated better. Mention is also made of the vital
imponance of consulting the two sides of indusry, but
if the process of consultation is really all that impor-
tant, what policy proposals does the Council have to
offer? The repon also refers to a coordinated
approach in the field of indusuial policy, but surely all

these things are impossible without a coordinated
Council? That is why I take the view that by not
wanting a coordinated Council, you are in fact
rejecting joint policy as such. That is the only possible
conclusion to be drawn. You can draw up the most
marveflous timetables, but chat does not necessarily
mean [hat the rrains will run. Then there is the ques-

tion of interest rates. Calculations produced by the
joint planning authorities have brought out once again
the close correlation between interest rates, economic
growth and employment. The Commission says in its
repon that the monetary authorities in Europe must
work out a joint strategy ois-d-ats the very high and
flucruating interest rates in the United Stares and the
dollar exchange rate. In doing so, it also rightly draws
atrention to the danger of our exchange rates lagging
too far behind as a result of inflation. The real signific-
ance of the rise in interest rates is that the process of
economic recovery will rake that much longer. It also
means that budget deficits will be felt all the more
keenly, that structural reforms will have to be left to
much later and that there is less we can do about the
rising level of unemployment. That is the real signific-
ance of the interest-rate developments we are seeing at
the moment, and that is why I think that what the
Council's report has to say is inadequate and not clear
enough.

The dialogue with the United States must be intensi-
fied...

(The President urged the speaher to conclude)
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. . . \7hat we need is a whole series of agreemenrs as

suggested by Belgium. Can we nor srudy this possi-
bility in more demil?

President. - I call Mr Fich.

Mr Fich. - (DA) Mr Presidenr, many people have
expressed grear pessimism afrcr the Maastricht
meeting, bur one must really ask what these people
expected. At rhe meetings of the European Council ir
is sdll more the rule than the exception that there are
in fact no particularly concrete resulrs. There have
been very few occasions on which rhe European
Council has actually reached concre[e decisions nor
has it in fact ever been intended rhar ir should do so.
Mr Moller poinred rhis out earlier today and I agree
with him. The idea behind the European Council was
that it should lay down the broad guidelines and rhat
then it was up to qhe Council of Ministers to do rhe
concrete work. It has nere. been intended that rhe
European Council should develop inro a rype of coun
of appeal to which one could go whenever something
could not be achieved in the Council of Ministers.

In my opinion the problems originate in realiry in the
Council of Minisrers, in thar one can relevanrly ask: is
there any Council of Minisrers at all? In my view rhere
is no Council of Minisrers; rhere is a long succession
of Councils of Ministers which work alongside each
other but wirhour adequare coordination between
them. \fle have seen on many occasions how the
Council of Agricultural Minisrers rakes one decision
while the Council of Finance Ministers takes another
decision, and in spite of the fact that the rwo organs
should really be one and rhe same, rhe rwo decisions
have not very much in common.

But apan from these procedural problems one can of
course also ask why no results emerged from Maas-
tricht? Are there other reasons for this? In my opinion
there are other reasons. There are structural reasons.
Ve must not forget that rhe EEC was set up in rhe
1950s to solve regional problems in 'Wesrern Europe,
problems such as agriculrural sys[ems, rhe customs'
union, the coal and steel union, and during the fifties
and sixties the EEC vinually solved these problems.
But the problems which we face nowadays are of a

different nature. They are in fact much bigger, they
are worldwide, and it is now becoming evident thar in
fact, the EEC does no[ function pardcularly well when
it comes to solving these problems, because it does not
have the competence, so to speak, to solve them. For
that reason I think that it is a purely structural problem
which is now coming to light so clearly in connection
with the EEC.

The conclusion [o be reached after rhe Maastricht
meeting must in my view therefore be that the EEC
obviously cannot solve the very crucial problems such
as unemployment, energy, and others which we are

facing. Ve know also thar these problems cannor be
solved at national level and our bitter conclusion must
therefore be that we in fact lack adequate and effi-
cient, different and wider international organizarions
which can mckle these problems and solve them.

President. - I call Mr Estgen.

Mr Estgen. - (FR) Mr Presidenr, like all my
colleagues, I have lisrened with very grear artenrion ro
the statements by the Presidenr-in-Office about the
meeting of the European Council in Maasrricht, and
also to his statement rhat during rhe present economic
difficulties rhe Community srill represenrs something
of fundamenral importance; a srarement which rhe
Council endorsed unanimously. That is a comforting
thought, but they are more fine words rhan anyrhing
else, and I am inclined ro think of Dr Faust's words: 'I
understand the message well enough; what I lack is
the faith'.

I am speaking here today as a member of rhe
Commirree on Youth, Culture and Information and, so
to speak, on behalf of the youth of Europe who are
likely to be losing their fairh and their confidence in
the Commuhity and its insritutions. I am afraid that
the Maastricht Summit has, alas, done nothing to
dispel their scepticism in the face of an uncenain
future where the spectres not only of unemployment
but of endangered peace and libeny, are presenr.

Quite the conrary, in fact: the Maastricht Summit has

added to the disillusionment felt by the young people
of Europe; we must be candid about it and not hide it
from ourselves.

Vhat is more, rhe summit has not brought one inch of
progress to the European cause. All of the great prob-
lems still remain without any precise answer, and wirh
no real polidcal impetus. It may be rrue rhal agreemen[
has been reached on a number of points such as
dialogue with the Unircd Srares, rhe Council's
performance as regards rhe Middle East, panicularly
on [he question of a common approach ro monetary
policy, is very meagre. Other questions of foreign
policy - Poland - show some more convincing
agreemen[. Those, however, who look for some joint
strategy on security and defence will look in vain-

As for the question of the seat of this Assembly, as a
Member of this House I find myself scarcely sarisfied
by the solution - if solution it is - of retaining the
status quo. The problems are merely being deferred,
not resolved. On rhe orher hand, I am a Luxem-
bourger too, and ] have a[ leasr the satisfaction of
seeing that the European Council has neirher attacked
nor broken previous agreemenrs made wirh a small
member country, and has respecrcd the reasonable
interesr and acquired rights bf that country. I hope
that the Ministers of Foreign Affairs will be able to
decode by the 15th of June the message which at least
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one of us has found sybilline, and inrerprer ir plainly.
And in any event I hope that the dialogue on this point
with the European Parliament will noq be a dialogue
between the deaf; I am convinced rhar this House
itself will help find an equitable solurion which can be
taken in full knowledge of rhe political consequences
and financial implications of any proposed solurion,
and taken with an eye ro the legal comperences which
are set out in the Treaties.

Come what may, we must, I feel, abandon the idea
that a European summit can be any true reflection of
European policy, or can give any real impetus to such
a policy. Too much propaganda and too much show-
business surrounds this meeting of the Heads of State.
Of course, it is very good thar from rime to time rhey
should meet around the fireside for an exchange of
views and to think things our rogerher. Indeed, it
would be better done without any official commu-
niqu6 at all, and we are quite right to ask exactly what
such a vague communiqu6 as we have is worth. The
lesson of Maastricht has been all too plain: in future
we must not expect anything too precise from a Euro-
pean summit, over and above the general goodwiil
which blows around such meerings.

For our part we must consider ourselves lucky that no
ill wind is blowing around us. Mr Thorn did well to
remind us that we must change, direct our thoughts
elsewhere, change our procedures, and that the Euro-
pean institutions set up by the Treaties musr set out to
exploit to the full the powers granted to them by those
Treaties. Parliament and Commission must close ranks
to face the challenge of this day and age, together wirh
a Council which is not split amongst Ministers with
different responsibilides who not infrequently conrra-
dict each other, when for example the Ministers of
Transpon block the way of the Ministers for Energy,
and those for Finance obstruct the plans of their
colleagues for Agriculture and so on. So that we can
get out of the impasse, out of this stagnation we have
at present, governments must agree that each will set
up its own office responsible for coordinating Euro-
pean affairs, just as Mr Klepsch, the President of our
Group so rightly advocated rhis morning when he
spoke of centralization ('Federftihrung'). It is my
belief that proper ministries for Communiry affairs
should be esmblished by each governmenr, and that
those affairs should not be left to be dealt wirh by
second-division departmenr. This Parliament and the
Commission must have for dialogue a proper college
of government ministers empowered ro bring about
advances in the European Community.

It is with this in mind that I will close by saying rhar
never again, shall I expect too much from so-called
summits. That, however, is also why they will never
shake my faith in the idea of European advance. Vhar
is needed is for the other authorities established by the
Treaties to give ro the young people of Europe a belief
in the vitality of our Community; vitality which, even
during this time of great difficulties, and above all

now, should not show signs of stagnation, and even
less of recession.

President. - The President-in-Office of the Council
has to leave us now, and has asked to speak for one
last time by 5 p.m. at the latest. I call Mr Van der
Klaauw.

Mr Van der Klaauw. - (NL) Mr President, I am
sorry, but as I said earlier, 5 p.m. is my absolute dead-
line. Following on from what I said just before lunch, I
should like to deal with just one point, and the Secre-
tary of Snte will be replying to the whole debate after
the last Member has spoken. As I said earlier, it has

become evident in this debate that what we are
concerned with is not merely the report on what
happened at the meeting of the European Council, but
the whole range of European politics, for which the
Secretary of State in my Ministry is responsible.

As regards unemployment, I should just like rc say
that this problem dominated our discussions in Maas-
tricht, as is only logical and self-evident. The problem
of unemployment will of course not be solved at a

stroke at a single meeting of the European Council,
but one thing is sure, and that is that it cannot be

solved at national level. The problem of unemploy-
ment must be tackled in a Community context, and the
European Council meeting in Maastricht had a

number of discussions on this point, in the course of
which reference was made to striking out along new
paths in the context of industrial innovation and the
imponance of providing technical training for young
people, to equip them to work in such future-orien-
tated industries. If I may speak as a Minister in the
Dutch Governmen[ for a moment, I would say that we
have of course a high level of unemployment, bu[ on
the other hand we are crying our for suitable, rrained
staff to work in our advanced industries. I rhink rhe
same applies to many of rhe countries of Europe.
Technical training for young people is one of rhe
things the European CounciI came out in favour of.

Moving on to the overall approach to rhe problems
facing us, Mr Beumer had some very notewonhy
things to say on this score, especially with regard to
the Jumbo Council. He was indeed right in saying thar
this amounced to an integrated policy. '!7e already
have an integrated policy in a number of sectors, but
not in the social field. Thar is the weak point of rhe
Communiry, and that is whar we musr do something
about. It is precisely for that reason thar we intend to
convene the Jumbo Council to tackle the social prob-
lems in conjunction with economic and financial
policy - in orher words, the whole thing at one go.
But that is nor something we can do from one day ro
the next, and for that reason, the motion for a resolu-
tion rightly calls for thorough prepararion of this
meeting. Something musr come out of the meeting.
The discussions must be specific. But the Council does
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not necessarily have to cover the full range of prob-
lems, if it can only do a certain amount of ground
work which we can then build on. 'Sfhar we have here
is a completely fresh approach, a Dutch proposal
adopted at the meeting of the European Council in
Luxembourg and continued here. Of course, rhere is
some degree of scepticism - rhat is only to be
expected. S7'henever you start anyrhing new, people
are bound to ask whether anything will come of it.
Our aim must be to rry ro give priority ro specific
elements, which is why I am pleased at the text of the
motion for a resolution and deplore the lack of agree-
ment on it in this House. Listening to Mr Van Minnen
going on about the fact rhar the Jumbo is even slower
than a glider - and bearing in mind roo that a number
of Socialist Members have joined in tabling rhis
motion for a resolution - I feel bound to point out
that Mr Van Minnen is entirely ignoring the reference
[o thorough preparation. But the Dutch presidency is

endeavouring to convene the Jumbo Council during irc
period of office. !/e cannot put off the Council
meeting for too long because unemployment has
become too serious, and we must do something about
it as quickly as possible. Ve therefore intend to put
our shoulders to the wheel to make a success of the
meeting. And I can promise you that the Dutch presi-
dency will do just that.

There is one more comment I must make before
concluding. It may be injudicious for a minister to say
anything about a parliamenr, but I believe in the Euro-
pean Parliament, I believe in the furure of a demo-
cratic Europe, and with thar in mind I should like to
address this appeal to you in all sincerity: if we are to
have a European Parliament, then let it speak with a

European voice.

(Applause)

Too much priority is being given ro national interests.
The European Parliament must be European in spirit

- 
just like the European Council - however difficult

it may be for this House, for the European Council
and for the ordinary Councils of Ministers to think in
European terms.

Mr President, I shall look forward [o the next debate
with che European Parliament. Once the last Member
has spoken in this debate, the Secretary of State will be
glad to go into a[[ the questions which have been
raised, and I can assure you tha[ you will receive an

excellent reply from him,

(Applause)

President. - On behalf of the House, I should like to
thank the President-in-Office of the Council for
staying here so long and for his statements and
remarks.

I call Mr Penders.

Mr Penders. - (NL) Mr President, I should like to
begin by congratulating the Minister on what he had
ro say at 4.10 p.m., especially his complaint that so few
Members of this House were present in the Chamber. I
think this was an excellent poinc, and in my opinion,
he was quite right.

I should like to deal with two questions:the matter of
the European Parliament's permanent seat and the fact
that it was the Minister who reported back to us on
the meeting of the European Council rather than the
President of the Council itself.

\7hat the European Council did as regards Parlia-
ment's permanent seat has left me totally baffled.
\7hat it boils down to is that the European Council
decided to take no decision at all, and this despite the
fact that France had asked for a final ruling on the
question and the European Parliament had asked to be

consulted in any decision on the matter. The inter-
esting point now, Mr President - and I trust you are
listening carefully here - is whether we are to inter-
pret this non-decision as a defeat for France. If so, that
would explain the nervous haste with which Paris
sought rc bend the status quo decision in Strasbourg's
favour immediately after the European Council. I
would also say that the intrigues surrounding the
question of Parliament's seat justifies this House's
wish ro decide on its own place of work. The voters
have no sympathy whatsoever for this House's ineffi-
cient wanderings. For that reason, I believe that the
European Parliament should reach a decision as soon
as possible on the basis of rhe Zagari report, and inci-
dentally, my Group goes along with me in this. I may
add in a personal capacity that I am not prepared to
tolerate a situation whereby the European government
and the European Parliament meet at places hundreds
of kilometres apart. To my knowledge, there is only
one other place in the world where a similar situation
exists, and that is South Africa. I am sure you will
understand my desire not to take the comparison any
funher.

The second point I should like to make, Mr President,
concerns the absence in Strasbourg of the President of
the European Council. It is evident from Mr Van Agt's
reply to Mrs Veil that he was quite willing to come
here but that he did not do so because he failed to
obtain the Council's unanimous approval for it. On the
other hand, it seems to me that he thereby forfeited an
opponunity to do something for European unity. It is

a pity that had to happen. It need not be disastrous,
but we are bound to ask what he got back in the form
of European - not national - change. Perhaps it was
that which persuaded him to stay away from Stras-
bourg. Unfonunately though, I can see no sign of any
such quid pro quo, and for that reason I have to say
that it is in my opinion unfonunate that he let this
chance to improve the image of this House and thus of
the democratization of Europe slip through his
fingers.
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President. - I call Mr Michel.

Mr Michel. (FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I would like first of all to make three
observarions, and then to propose to you three things
which can be done. My first observation:the Council's
self-sarisfaction with what went on at Maastricht. The
Council notes that the Community has a healthy and
stable infrastructure which would give us cause for
rejoicing if it were true; that there is sustained
economic growth, that employment levels are satisfac-
tory, monetary policy is prudent, that there is healthy
managemen[ of budget and public and private invest-
ments, and they are productive and dynamic, and
finally that economic structures are tending towards
renewal and efficiency. At the same time the Council
observes that the inflation rate varies widely and is

serious and, it says, threatens the future not only of
grow[h bur also of our economic and common mone-
tary coherence. As regards monetary policy, the
CounciI wishes to inrcnsify its dialogue with the
United States particularly as regards interest rates, so

rhat a joint arrirude can be adopted. Let us wish the
Council good luck and all success in this tricky business
of monetary discipline . . .

The second observation: to say that all of rhis is posi-
tive quite simply because ten Heads of Sate or Govern-
menr have confirmed that in the present difficult
economic and social situation they still believe thar
Community development is useful is to tell only half
the story, because to do so is not to do anything about
the European challenge of today and the future, and
with good reason. At the very time where Europe has
finally achieved balanced solutions to the problem of
agricultural prices, after debate in this House, with the
agreement and positive assistance of the Commission,
and with the support of the Council, afrer all the
negotiations which we know all too well, with an
increase of about 120/o in agricultural prices and some
monetary adjustments - all this is posirive and we can
and should be delighted - but at rhar very momenr
we also have to observe that rhough we may well have
given some satisfaction ro some 8 million people in
agriculture, we also have 8 million unemployed.

A third observation. These 8 million unemployed
include two million young people, and we musr learn
what the position is in rhe economic and financial
crisis, because levels of wages, unemploymenr benefit
and social security are being challenged through an
attack on indexation. Vhen we talk of high and
widely varying inflation rates, which are a threar to
growth, we must of course do somerhing about ir. Mr
Glinne said this morning and others have said since,
that wages and benefirc are being attacked not only in
Belgium and in Italy but in other countries. Ve need
some real proposals from the Commission which we
can evaluate together with our opposite numbers.

As a result, Mr President, we also have a problem with
our Community budget. Our of 17 814 million EUA,
3 299 million will go to science policy, energy, rrans-
pon induStries, the Regional Fund, the Social Fund and
cooperation and development. I would now like ro
finish my speech by purting ro you briefly the three
proposals I have. First, it is our belief that ministers for
the economy, for finance, for social affairs and for
employment must meet at Council level to draw up a
plan for relaunching the economy when rhey have
made contact with all sides of industry, and that they
should propose a number of measures which should be
submitted to the opinion of this Assembly as Jacques
Moreau and I requested in a mo[ion for urgency.
Secondly, we believe that if rhe employmenr siruation
in the Community is to be improved, we musr be able
to take new technology on board straight away and ar
every level: electronics, telematics, cybernetics and
microprocessors in particular; at the same time we
must also have job training to retrain workers. An
integrated programme must be staned involving,
workers, employers, governments and the Communiry
together: we all share those responsibilities.

My third proposal, lastly: we believe that if this
Community does not accept its responsibility rowards
Third \7orld countries then it has no future as far as
young people are concerned. The economic crisis is

certainly hard and frequently burdensome for our
people. However, it is even more so for the popula-
tions of developing counrries, panicularly those who
do not have any oil resources. This means that the aid
which we have to give those counrries is crirical, and
we must have not only a coherent poliry but we must
speak with a single voice, for, should our foreign poli-
cies remain uncoordinated we risk acting in conflict and
inefficiently. If we wish to avoid the rebinh of the
individual nationalism which has been mentioned, we
must learn to acr togerher: in rhis particular area it is

critical. W'e must establish ambitious Community poli-
cies and commit a minimum budget ro them for iggz.

President. - I call the Commission. I

Mr Haferkamp, Vice-President of the Commission. -(DE) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I have a

few comments to make on the motions for a resolution
on Poland and refugees from Afghanistan and on rhe
various references made to these matters in the course
of the debate.

I shall not dwell on the political statemenrs. You may
take it as read that the Commission agrees whole-
heartedly with what has been said on this score. In
neither case have we ever wasred much time on
making political statements; insrcad we have always
endeavoured to ensure that acrion follows hard on the
heels of any such statements. That, as far as I am
concerned, is all that malters.
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For instance, we have acted fast on the situarion in
Poland, both now and in December of last year, as

was pointed out this morning. On the Poland issue,
our action is dictated by two fundamental considera-
tions. First of all, we are paying heed to the wishes and
suggestions of the Polish Government. Secondly, we
are doing our best to ensure that decisions are taken
quickly and implemented likewise. Acting on these
principles, the Commission and the Council were very
quick to take their decision on the basis of the political
guidelines laid down by the European Council in
Maastricht. This decision concerned food supplies
with some 200 million EUA, as requested by the Polish
authorities. The idea is that some 150 million EUA of
this money should come from loans from the Member
States and some 33 million EUA from Community
funds. As a result of this arrangement, it has been
possible to buy in the supplies at prices up to 150/o

lower than the world market prices for the products in
question.

I shall not bore you with the details here, but all this
amounts to some 500 000 to 500 000 tonnes of food.
The project is now under way and is based in pan on
tenders and purchases of products held in intervention
stores. However, a considerable proponion of the
supplies have to be bought in the normal way on the
Community market, which is not an easy matter and
which requires the conclusion of hundreds of
contracrs. This is something that should not be over-
looked because there is also the matter of transport
costs and refunds thereof. 'S(/'e must avoid anything
that makes what is already a technically tricky opera-
rion even more complicated. '!flhat .we are talking
about, afrer ail, is a marter of 500 000 ronnes, or some
30 000 railway trucks full of food. You can imagine
how much work is involved in moving that amount of
stuff around. It all requires an administrative effort on
rhe lines of a milinry operation.

And let us not ignore the matter of budget resources.
The fundamental point here is that the Polish side has

requested nothing in this respect.'S7e want at all costs
to avoid any'thing which might stand in the way of the
rapid implementation of this project. This question
could if necessary be dealt with in terms of the discus-
sions which are being held in any case with the
Member States on loans for the whole project. !7'e are
working side-by-side with representatives of the Polish
Government, who are responsible for the entire opera-
tion.

The Poles know that, should problems or delays occur
at any time and we can be of assistance, we shall
always be available to give our wholehearted support.
So far we have come across no such problems which
could not be overcome by way of cooperation. Our
aim is to find unbureaucratic and practicable solutions
to the problems in line with the political decisions
taken and with the Poles' own needs.

As regards Afghanistan, we have received an applica-
tion for supplementary food and financial aid from the
UN High Commissioner for Refugees. The Commis-
sion agrees that it is essential for us to increase our aid.
The situation is more critical than it was last year. The
number of refugees has greatly increased, as has

already been mentioned in the course of this debate.

The Council is currently studying proposals for food
aid in the form of 20 000 ronnes of cereals, 3 000
tonnes of powdered milk, 500 ronnes of burter oil and
a quantity of sugar as pan of the 1981 programme.
The Commission is currently examining what facilities
exist for supplementary urgent aid - especially in
cash terms - which could be made available to the
High Commissioner for Refugees. As I said, we are
examining this matter, because the fact is that it is not
an entirely unproblematical question in view of the
budgetary situation. The main problem facing us is to
find ways of financing this kind of thing from our own
budget. You may rest assured that we shall try every-
thing we can to find a solution, and we would ask this
House - in view of the political suppon which has

emerged here today - to help us by making addi-
donal budgetary resources available if necessary. Let
me stress that we shall do everything in our power to
resolve this problem without calling for your assist-

ance, but should it prove necessary, we would ask you
to stand ready to help out.

In conclusion, I should like rc make the point that the
Community and the Member States have made
substantial sums available over the last two years to
provide aid and to alleviate the suffering of refugees
resulting from military interventions. For Cambodia
and Afghanistan alone, for refugees who have been

plunged into misery as a result of miliary aggression,
the Community and its Member States have together
expended more than 200 million dollars.

IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT

Vice-President

President. - I call Mr Van der Mei.

Mr Van der Mei, President-in-Office of tbe Council. -(NL) Mr President, in the time available to me, I shall
try to make a few points which will, however, of
necessity be very brief. Let me start by expanding on
what has already been said about the Jumbo Council. I
think it is generally agreed that the unemployment
problem should be at the centre of our attention. That
is the atdtude adopted by the nadonal governments,
the European Parliament and the national parliaments
in many respects, and panicularly with regard to
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unemployment among young people. That is why we
are rightly taking great care in our prepararions for
the meeting of the Jumbo Council. After all, whar we
have here is a very complex subject with both short
and long-term aspecrs. As time goes on, it becomes
clearer and clearer that what we have to conrend with
here is a structural problem with mainly long-term
effects, which means in turn that we musr. nor give the
impression that the problem of unemployment can be
solved by pioneering work in rhe short term.

Let me also add in rhis conrexr that I norcd the
remarks of the Chairman of the Committee on Social
Affairs and Employmenr to rhe effect that it was vitally
imponant that the two sides of industry be involved in
the search for a solution to the problems to which the

Jumbo Council will be addressing imelf. Thar is a

sentiment I wholeheartedly endorse. And no doubr the
honourable Member noted what the European
Council communiqu6 had to say about rhe grear
imponance which the European Council arrached ro
cooperation with the two sides of industry. I can
assure the honourable Member that we have nor
confined ourselves to mere words, but that at an
informal meeting of the Council of Minisrers for
Social Affairs held recently, rhe Ministers discussed
ways in which rhe two sides of industry could be
involved in finding a solurion to rhe whole problem.

The second point I should like ro make concerns whar
was said about the indexing of incomes. The European
Council discussed this matter as well as rhe conse-
quences of the applicarion of rigid sysrems for the
indexing of incomes. The European Council was of
the opinion that the virrues of this sysrem should be
reconsidered. !(ie have heard rhis morning and this
afternoon comments borh for and against the system. I
think we are agreed, though, rhat rhe problem of infla-
tion must be tackled at European level. I also believe
that we can agree on rhe fact thar rigid indexing
mechanisms tend ro tighten the inflation screw srill
further. Views may differ as ro rhe exrenr to which rhis
is true, as emerged from roday's debare. I am rhinking
here of the contributions of Mr Glinne, Mr Klepsch
and Lady Elles.

In view of the fact that there are such differences of
opinion, was ir not right and judicious of the Euro-
pean Council to say thar these rigid sysrems for the
indexing of incomes should be reconsidered? After all,
if we want to rackle inflarion ar European level -which is the case here, and rightly so - we cannor
ignore this question.

Moving on to rhe problems facing the steel indusrry, a

number of speakers have asked what is actually being
done. Especially with regard to the social measures, ir.

has been pointed our thar it is apparenrly easier for the
Council to take decisions on agricultural prices than
on social measures. From rhe point of view of timing,
that is of course perfectly rrue. However, taking a
decision on agricultural prices is somerhing enrirely

different from meeting the social needs of the sreel
industry. It is generally agreed in the Council rhat
somethinB h4s to be done in the social sphere, and
comparing what the Council has decided ois-ri-ois rhe
steel industry with our expecrarions ayear ago,I think
it can rightly be said that subsranrial progress has been
made in this field. And I would invite the honourable
Members to rake a fresh look ar rhe press release
issued by rhe Steel Council of 26 March this year, and
especially point I on the aims, point 3 on comperirion
policy and point 5 on prices. Ir was also said at rhe
meeting of the Steel Council rhar the Commission
would be coming up with new documenrs in May
containing detailed proposals for a new code of behav-
iour as regards supporr measures in the sreel industry
and the social aspect. In other words, somerhinB is
indeed happening as regards the sreel industry, but to
underestimate the problems facing rhe steel indusrry
would be to overestimate the opporrunities available to
us. As we all know, rhe problems go very deep, but at
least something is happening.

Mr President, may I conclude with a commenr of a

somewhat playfuI nature ?

I listened with great inrerest ro rhose Members who
passed judgemenr on the Dutch presidency. Many
Durch speakers and others from other Member Stares
used a wide variety of phraseology to give expression
to their feelings.

I get the impression from what I have heard from my
compatriots - fortunarely this does nor apply to
anything like all the speakers; thar is another thing I
carefully noted - thar they are suffering from a sorr
of shortage of national elections. Various speakers
have tried a variety of ways of appearing more-disap-
proving-than-rhou. Mr Van Minnen, for instance,
came out with a nurpber of commenrs of whar I would
term a somewhat condescending narure. Mr De
Goede, on the other hand, indulged in much eanhier
expressions. I can assure him rhar I shall not be
repaying like *'irh like. But may I perhaps quore you a

few facts in defence of the Durch presidency?

Let me begin by making the point that, like all orher
presidencies, rhe Durch presidency too has made
mistakes and will no doubr go on making misrakes. No
doubt about that - thar is the way things are in poli-
tics, and they are cenainly unlikely to change. But I
should like to point our rhat, in the sreel 5s6161 - 25 [
just said - significanr progress has been made under
the Dutch presidency. Significant progress has also
been made in the field of agricultural prices as a resulr
of the price decision raken on or around I April.

Mr President, I should also like ro draw your atrenrion
to the fisheries policy. Of course, the common fish-
eries policy does not yet exist. No one would claim ir
did. But it was evident at the last meering of the Fish-
eries Council thar rhe political will exists to take deci-
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sions this spring in the highly-complicated fishery

sector.

Let me conclude by referring to the Jumbo Council
and by making a point which will, I am sure, meet

with the approval of the Members of this House. The
motion for a resolution calls for thorough PreParation
of the meeting of the Jumbo Council. The fact is that
the European Council decided precisely that, and the

Dutch presidency supports this view wholeheanedly.
Of course, people always want a little more than they
are getting, and in politics it is a good thing to adopt
that kind of attitude to a cenain extent. But we must
retain a sense of realism. I have the impression that
certain speakers' contact with the real world is some-

what tenuous.

President. - The debate is closed. The motions for
resolutions will be put to the vote during the next
voting time.

5. Question Time

President. - The next i[em is the second part of

Question Time (Doc. l-92/81).'!(i'e start with ques-

tions to the Council.

I call Question No 53, by Mr Seligman (H-664l80):

The Venice Summit called for a major inrcrnational
effort to help the developing countries increase their
energy p.oduition and expressed the belief that this view
was gaining ground among oil exporting countries.
'![hat steps have the Council taken to implement this call

in the dialogue wrth oil-exponing counrries?

Mr Van der Mei, President-in-Ofice of the Council. -(NL) The many developing countries which do not
have their own oil resources are, as we all know,
amongst the countries to be hardest hir by the steep

oil-price increases of recent years. For that reason, the

Community - 
and the other industrialized countries

too - have acknowledged the need to help such

developing countries increase their own local energy
production, wherever possible in cooperation with the

OPEC countries. In the Community's view the proper
forum for discussion of these problems and for the

development of pragmatic solutions thereto is the
globat UN negotiations currently being prepared in

New York, in which it is expected that probably all the

developing countries and the OPEC countries will
participate as will the industrialized countries.

The draft agenda for these negotiations, which is

currently under discussion in New York, already
makes specific provision, under the item on 'energy
problems', for discussion of the panicular problems of
the developing countries without their own oil

resources, with the aim of agreeing on international
assistance measures in various sectors.

Mr Seligman. - 
I must say I doubt whether the global

negotiations are making much progress at the
moment. Does the President-in-Office not agree that
there is a complete interdependence of energy policy
between the Community and the developing coun-
tries? Ve both have to reduce our dependence on
imported oil and we have to do this to conquer the
oil-induced inflation. Does he therefore agree that the
policies of the Community and the Third Vorld
should be treared together? Research should be joint
research. Finance for energy and investment should be
joint finance in collaboration with the oil-exporting
counrries. \7ill he therefore instruct the Commission
to make a thorough investigation of the energy invest-
ment requirements of the ACP nations as well as the
Community and have recommendations ready for the
Community to put forward at the mini-summit in
Mixico, which is due to take place in the autumn?

Mr Van der Mei. - 
(NL) The honourable Member

suggesrs that both the Community and the various
developing countries are greatly dependent on imports
of oil and that, in view of the difficulties involved in
getdng at the oil 

- 
if I may put it as colloquially as

that - the Community should join with the third
countries in developing alternative sources of energy. I
think the provisions of the Lom6 II Convention give a

particularly clear example of what the Community is

doing in this respect. Under the heading 'Indusrial
cooperarion' in the Lom6 II Convention it is stated
that great importance must and will be attached to
cooperation in the field of energy. This means that the
Community is cooperating with the countries covered
by the Lomd Convention.

Secondly, the figures from the European Investment
Bank and the European Development Fund show an

increasing involvement in projects concerned with
energy supplies.

I therefore largely agree with what the honourable
Member said about the importance of this subject.

President. 
- 

Since their topics are related, the
following two questions will be taken together:

- Question No 54, by Mrs Ewing (H-783l80):

\flill the Council make a statement on the state of nego-
tiations for a common fisheries polrcy?

- Question No 80, by Mr Kavanagh (H-58/81):

Vill the Council outline the results of its most recent
deliberatrons on a common fisheries policy?
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Mr Van der Mei, President-in-Offce of the Council. -(NL) At im meerings on 10 and 27 March 1981, rhe
Council continued its discussions on all the questions
raised by the introduction of a common fisheries
policy. At the end of these discussions, which once
again demonstrated the complex and controversial
nature of the quesrions involved, the Council nored
that ir was nor able ar rhar srage ro find an overall
solution. However, as indicated in the statemenr made
public following the Council meeting on 27 March
1981, the Council reaffirmed irs polirical resolve ro
reach final decisions this spring on all the issues
involved. Any further delay in taking decisions would
leave those who work in the fishing industry in uncer-
tainty for too long. Particularly for fishing fleer
dependent on catch possibilities in third counrry
waters, final decisions cannot be pur off any longer.

The Presidency will convene a meeting in this connec-
tion as soon as the necessary preparations are suffi-
ciently advanced. Furthermore, pending adoption of a

final Communiry policy, the Council has raken a

number of interim protective measures. Ir has also
adopted the Regulations concerning fishing arrange-
ments between the Community and Norway and off
the coast of Guyana.

Mrs Le Roux. - (FR) Has the'Council had occasion
to discuss the recent boardings of Breron trawlers by
the British Coast Guard? If so, have any decisions
been taken?

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) The Council has not been
informed of this.

Mr Battersby. - How can the Council be so confi-
dent that aBreement is possible by mid-year - as was
said earlier on by the Presidenr-in-Office - when the
next Fisheries Council is nor scheduled unril
mid-June? Does the Presidenr-in-Office confidenrly
anticipate agreemenr at thar Fisheries Council
meeting?

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) To rake the last quesrion
first, I am confidenr rhat this will in facr be achieved.

Secondly, a number of derailed aspecr have sdll ro be
discussed on rhe basis of new proposals. This will
require time, bur in view of the fact that rhe Council of
Fisheries Ministers has expressed the political will to
reach a final decision on rhese marrers in June of this
year, we can be confidenr thar they will succeed in
this.

President. I call Question No 55, by Mr
Berkhouwer (H-785l80) :

Is ir rrue that the introduction of rhe European passporr,
whrch is already long overdue, rs ar presenr being held
up on technical grounds by the Unired Kingdom?

Mr Van der Mei, President-in-Offce of the Council. -(NZ) Considerable progress has been made recently
with regard to rhe inrroducrion of a European pass-
port. At irs lasr meering the European Council
expressed satisfaction at this situation. The Presidency
hopes thar it will be possible for rhe Council ar its nexr
meering of rhe Ministers of Foreign Affairs to adopr
the Resolurion of rhe Representatives of the Govern-
ments of the Member Stares on the introduction of the
uniform passpon.

Mr Berkhouwer. - (NL) Has the President-in-Office
any idea when rhe European passporr can be intro-
duced in all the countries of the Community? Can he
give an approximate date?

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) The honourable Member
asks wherher I have 'any idea', which indicates that he
too is being caurious. To follow in the same vein, I
think I can say that 1 January 1985 should be the latest
date.

Mr Van der Minnen. - (NL) Does the introduction
of this scintillaring European documenr mean rhar rhe
frontier checks which mosr average travellers have to
put. up wirh will also become simpler, fasrer, less
obstructive and more inspired by the European ideal?

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) The European ideal will
undoubtedly be promoted by the European passporr,
but it is not the case [hat there will be a corresponding
decrease in frontier checks.

Mrs Hammerich. - (DA) Mr Presidenr, I fail to
understand the point of a new passporr, since we
already have one wirh which we are perfecrly conrent.
However, I should like to ask you about something
specific. In my country there has been a great deal of
concern about plans to have a machine-readable front
page in every passpon. May I rherefore ask you if
there will be a machine-readable page in this European
passport, so that each person can be idendfied by his
identity number?

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) There are rwo quesrions
involved here, if I understood correcrly. Firstly, there
is the question of whether rhere will be a second pass-
port. No, there will be no second passpon, there will
be only one passport. As to whether rhere will be a
machine-readable page, rhis is in fact rhe intenrion.
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Mrs Le Roux. - (FR) As regards this machine-read-
able aspect, can the Council give us an assurance [hat
the use of data processing will not make this European
passport into an abstacle to human righm?

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) I do not think the new
passport will contain any more information than that
given in the old passport, so I do not feel that the
honourable Member's point arises.

Mr Habsburg. - (DE) Mr President, why was

1 January 1985 chosen as the deadline? Now that
agreement in principle has been reached, it would be

much easier to issue the European passport at an

earlier date.

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) It is not as from I January
1985 but by January 1985. Transirional measures will
therefore have to be taken in the various Member
Stares, and this takes time - probably more so in
some coun[ries than in others.

President. - I call Question No 55, by Mr Pesmazo-

glou (H-800/80):

A substantial number of subjects of Member Srares

reside in other Member States. Giving these persons the
rrght to vote in municipal elections would not only be a

contribution towards European integration but would
also make municipal aurhorities more sensitive towards
the problems of these people. Does the Council share
this vrew?

Mr Van der Mei, President-in-Ofice of the Council. -(NL) The granting of the right to vote in local elec-
rions to nationals of Member States resident in other
Member States has been examined as part of the

dossier concerning the granting of special rights to
citizens of the Member States. Although the exchanges
of views which are held regularly on this subject have
revealed advantages, they have also shown that diffi-
culties exist, particularly. in the. case of cenain
communes or regions in the Member States. This is

why it has not yet been possible for all the Member
States to reach agreement.

Mr Pesmazoglou. - (GR) Thank you for the reply. I
should like to ask why it is not possible to lay down a
deadline by which, in all the communes and munici-
palities in which the difficuldes rc which the Presi-
dent-in-Office has drawn attention do not exist, the
right to vote is to be granted to workers coming from
one Community country and living in another. Apan
from the major imponance to the workers of our
countries, this is of major imponance for strength-
ening social cohesion between our peoples.

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) Mr President, I should like
to reply to the honourable Member as follows. Vhy is

no deadline seq for this question? I think that, in some
countries, this raises constitutional problems. In other
countries there are no such problems, and in these
countries moves are afoot to take measures along the
lines described by the honourable Member.

Mr Marshall. - !7ould the Presideni-in-Office of the
Council not agree that it is more a question of will-
power than of difficulties? \fould he not agree that all
rhar is necessary is to draw up an electoral list of all
those eligible to vote in local government elections and
rhat that should not be an insuperable difficulry if
rhere is one ounce of will-power in the Council?

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) It is always extremely diffi-
cult to say whether or not the will-power is lacking. If,
however, constirutional objections are involved - and
we all rightly attach great imponance to our constitu-
tions - then I think it is somewhat rash to speak
about a lack of will-power.

Presidcnt. - I call Question No 57, by Mr Hutton
(H-707 /80):

Vilt the Council now implement the agreement reached
at the Paris Summit in 1974 that it is necessary ro
renounce the practice of making agreement on all ques-

rions conditional oh the unanimous consent of the
Member States, while retaining a right of veto, as was

orrgrnally foreseen, only for substantial questions of vital
national interest?

Mr Van der Mei, President-in-Ofice of the Council. -(NL) The Council can assure the honourable Member
rhar all Council decisions are taken in accordance with
the provisions of the Treaties.

Mr Hutton. - Has the President-in-Office noted the
views of President Giscard d'Estaing which he

expressed after the European Council in Maastricht,
that a move away from the Luxembourg compromise
was now necessary, and will the President-in-Office
say when the Dusch presidency will come forward
with some proposals rc bring this about?

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) I would remind the
honourable Member of the repon of the Three !7ise
Men, which discusses this question. After studying the
proposals in the repon of the Three '!flise Men, the
Council's view is that there is no reason to esmblish
new principles for the method of voting. I think, Mr
President, that that is an authoritative answer.

Mr Israel. - (FR) Under those circumstances, Mr
President-in-Office, do you intend to take any srcps to
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ensure better applicarion of the repon of rhe Three
Vise Men? The facr is thar this repon is nor based on
the concepr of a return to unanimous voting. It speaks
of majority voting. Does the Dutch presidency intend
to initiate moves ro promore the Three \flise Men's
proposals?

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) The Council's reaction ro
the report of the Three \7ise Men is not something
dacing back to the remote pasr, bur was esublished
fairly recently. I rhink ir would be realistic ro accepr
this reaction for the time being as an esrablished facr.

Mr Patterson. - Listening to rhe President-in-
Office's answers, I take it that he is accepring a shift
towards a greater use of majoriry voting, and that is

very welcome.

In this case, how many of the unimplemented propo-
sals - the dossiers which are on his table - anrici-
pating the answer ro the nexr question, I believe it to
be about 200 - does he consider can now be got
through under the Durch presidency using majority
voting?

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) I should have liked to be
able to give an answer in the form of a figure. Unfor-
tunately, I am not in a posirion ro do so, and I musr
therefore disappoint the honourable Member.

President. - I call Question No 58, by Mr Marshall
(H-738l80):

Can rhe Council indicate the number of Commission
proposals on which it srill has to make a decisron? How
many of these irems have been pending for over rwo
years ?

Mr Van der Mei, President-in-Ofice of tbe Council. -(NL) The Commission regularly draws up a list of its
proposals oursranding before rhe Council. The
Council acknowledges, as ir did in im reply in
February 1979 to a Question by Lord Bruce of
Donington, rhat in some cases a considerable period
may elapse between submission of the Commission
proposal and the Opinion of rhe European Parliament.
In the case of some of these proposals, work is con[inu-
ing in the Council. However, the complex and rech-
nical nature of these proposals means rhar work is not
yet completed. I would, however, draw rhe honour-
able Member's arrention ro rhe [rend, which has been
becoming evidenr for some time, towards a balance
between rhe number of proposals submirred by the
Commission each year and rhe number of decisions
taken by the Council. For example, during 1976, 1977,
1978, 1979 and 1980, i.e. over a five-year period, rhe
Council adopted 2974 regularions, directives and
decisions on the basis of proposals submitred to ir and

received 3 1 14 proposals from the Commission. In view
of these figures and the fact rhar rhe Commission
regularly withdraws some of irs proposals, ir seems to
me that the number of proposals outstanding before
the Council, as mentioned by the honourable
Member, is likely to fall considerably.

Mr Marshall. - I may have misheard the Presidenr-
in-Office of the Council, bur I do not actually
remember hearing him answer either of rhe two parts
to the quesrion and perhaps he would do so.

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) I think my initial reply to
the honourable Member did answer his question. I
poinrcd out that the Commission regularly draws up a
list of its proposals currently outstanding before the
Council. The honourable Member can find his figures
there.

President. - I call Question No 59, by Mr Adam
(H-770/80):

It has recently been stated by the Energy Depanment of
the Unued Kingdom Governmenr that the coal demand
in the year 2000 is likely to fall to 155 million tonnes,
which represenr a downward revision from the previous
figure of 170 million tonnes. This comes a[ a rrme when
future demand for coal rs reckoned by all rhe experrs ro
be increasing. Does the Council accept that this is a real-
istic assessment?

Mr Van der Mei, President-in-Office of the Council. -(NL) The problem raised by the honourable Member
has not been submirred ro the Council, so rhat I am
unfortunately unable to answer his question.

Mr Adam. - Can the President-in-Office tell rhe
House if he expects the Council ro agree ro any
measures to stimulate coal producrion in the
Community during the presenr year of 198 1 ?

Mr Yan der Mei. - (NL) Ve have jusr been speaking
about the problem of oil supplies and of rhe posirion of
the Community and rhe developing countries. In my
answer I drew atrenrion ro rhe need to develop alter-
native sources of energy, and in this context coal has a

major and significant role ro play. I think that close
attention is being paid in the Community to plans to
use more coal.

President. - I call Quesrion No 60, by Mrs Pruvot
(H-776/80):

The plan to insul rhe Communiry archives at the Euro-
pean Instirute in Florence would make ic possible to set
up a research centre which will be very useful for histor-
ians and for the work of the European Parliament; it
would also make an imponanr conrribution to the
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formatron of a model of European society. Can the
Council confirm that the archives will be transferred to
Florence next year?

Mr Van der Mei, President-in-Ofice of the Council. 
-(NL) The quesrion of public access to Community

archives after a certain period of dme is currently
being studied. The Commission undenook in 1980 to
propose to the Council a suitable solution to this
whole question. The CounciI is awaiting such submis-
sion from the Comrnission and is not therefore able to
adopt a position at rhis srage on specific aspects of the
file such as that referred m by the honourable
Member.

Mr Patterson. 
- 

Can the President-in-Office confirm
that if and when these archives are moved to Florence
this would provide an admirable basis for a documen-
tarion centre; and secondly, would it also not provide
an excellent opponunity to put the finances of the
European Institute on a proper basis, by which I mean
their inclusion in the Communiry budget?

Mr Van der Mei. - 
(NL) The honourable Member's

idea strikes me as being particularly attractive.
However, this idea has not yet been discussed by the
Council, since it does not yet have the Commission's
proposals on the matter. Once it does have rhem I
assume that, when it comes to asking the European
Parliament for its opinion, the honourable Member's
idea will undoubtedly play a major role in that
opinion, and that it will then be given due considera-
tion, if necessary and if possible, in the Council's deli-
berations.

President. - I call
(H-7e5/80):

Quesrion No 61, by Miss Quin

Vrll the Council make a statement about the progress
made in consideration of the Commission proposal to
provide income support for workers aged 55 and over
leaving the shrpbuilding industry - a proposal which
was welcomed by the European Parliament at its
December 1980 pan-session?

Mr Van der Mei, President-in-Ofice of the Council. -(NL) The Council, which noted in the course of its
initial exchange of views on 27 November 1980 that
this proposal raised cenain problems of principle,
proposes to place the matter on the agenda for its
meeting on 9 June 1981 following funher examination
by the competen[ bodies. It cannot therefore now
prejudge the outcome of this discussion.

Miss Quin. - I am very glad to hear that the Council
is going to consider this matter again in June, and I
would like to ask the President-in-Office of the
Council if he will tell his colleagues, in panicular those
governments who were unhappy about the proposal in

the first place, that a continued failure to act and to
implement the Commission proposal will cause wide-
spread disillusionment and cruelly disappoint the
hopes of many workers in rhe shipbuilding industry
who would hope to benefit from this proposal.

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) Mr President, the point
raised by the honourable Member is naturally of great
importance, and I am sure that it can and must play a

major role in the deliberations of rhe Ministers of
Social Affairs when rhey come [o discuss rhis matrer.

Mr Van Minnen. - (NL) The speed with which this
matter is being handled bears no relation to [he rate at
which workers - and not just those of 55 or over -are being laid of by the shipbuilding industry. Now
that the latest statistics show just how serious the
employment situation in shipbuilding is, and that ship-
building production in the Netherlands was 560lo

down last ye^r - with all the consequences [his has

for jobs 
- my question is whether it is not all the

more urgent to work out a socially responsible
manpower reduction policy for this sector as soon as

possible and with particular reference to older
workers.

Mr Yan der Mei. - (NL) I appreciate Mr Van
Minnen's concern, but he will be aware that this is not
the only sector facing this problem. As regards rhe
urgency of the question, I already said in my initial
reply that the Council of Ministers of Social Affairs
will be discussing this matter on 9 June.

Mr Caborn. - The situation in the industry is

extremely grave, and whilst the President-in-Office
refers to other industries, I would suBgest that the
shipbuilding industry is in fact in severe recession.
Vhen one considers the latest OECD figures for
1980, we see that the Japanese have achieved a 300/o

increase in rheir ship completions and now have . . .

(Tbe'President urged tbe speaker to put his question)

. . . percent of the market. Therefore the urgency has
increased in the last 12 months. Could the President-
in-Office indicate that pressure will be placed on those
Member Sntes which were no[ prepared to accept the
agreement last year?

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) The honourable Member
made a distinction between industries which are in
severe recession, industries in less severe recession and
industries in the severest recession, and he included
shipbuilding in the last category. However, I would
point out to the honourable Member that it is not only
the shipbuilding industry which is affected. No matter
how urgent the problem may be, we must therefore
consider it in a somewhat broader context.
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President. - I call Question No 62, by Mr Lomas
(H-828/80):

In vrew of rhe report of the European Parliament on
Chrle, whrch urged Member Srates to suspend economic
and miluary aid, has the Councrl any comment to make
on the recent sraremenrs made by the United Kingdom
Government that they hope for improved rrade and
economlc relations with Chrle and that rhey have
reduced tariffs, lifted credit cover, lifted some embar-
goes and re-established diplomatic relarions with rhe
fascist;unta of General Pinocher?

Mr Van der Mei, President-in-Ofice of the Council. -(NL) k is nor for the Council ro commenr on any
sratemenrs made by authorities in the Member States.

Mr Lomas. - I must say I find that quite an incredible
reply. The Council seems to spend most of its time
commenting on what happens and does not happen in
the Member States. I wonder whether the President-
in-Office is aware that there is not only a close affinity
between the policies of the governments of Chile and
the UK in that rhey both carry out monerarist policies.
They both cut social spending. They both create mass

unemployment. They both artack the living standards
of working people.

(The President urged the speaker to put bis question)

But the Government of the UK is actively supporting
fascism in Chile in the way which I have outlined in
my question. And the simple question I put to the
President-in-Office of the CounciI is: is he reaily
saying that he is not prepared to make any comment
whatsoever in view of Parliament's decision, taken a

few monrhs ago, to suspend economic and military aid
to Chile?

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) The honourable Member
opened by saying that he found my reply incredible. In
that case, I for my part must say that I found the
honourable Member's remarks incredible. I said -and I will repea[ it - that it was not for the Council to
comment on any statements made by authorities in the
Member Stares. And now the honourable Member
goes even further and asks whether there is not a close
affinity between the economic policies of the United
Kingdom and the economic policies of Chile. I can
only repeat, Mr President, thar it is not for the
Council to comment on such matters.

President. - I call Mr Patterson on a point of order.

Mr Patterson. - !7hat the President-in-Office of the
Council says is quite clear also for this Parliament.
That last supplementary question contained assertions
or opinions, and you should not have allowed it under
Annex 2 of our Rules of Procedure. I am not sure you

should even have allowed the original question, Mr
Presidenr. If this is the sort of thing that Question
Time is coming to, I am not surprised the President-
in-Office bf the Council finds difficulty in replying.
'!fle must abide by our own Rules and not have inad-
missible questions.

President. - !7e do our best, but it is sometimes diffi-
cult even with Anglo-Saxon Members'to run Question
Time reasonably.

(Laughter)

Mr Van Minnen. - (NL) I am absolurely astonished,
because this concerns Community policy, and that
certainly is something for the Council. In view of the
United Kingdom's present stance and the stance
adopted by the European Parliament in the past, and
in view of the fact that the contributions paid back to
the United Kingdom are apparently being passed on ro
Chile, does the Council not think that any funher
economic and financial aid to Great Britain must be
stopped ?

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) I think the honourable
Member knows full well what my answer will be. This
question has not been discussed by the Council, and it
will not be discussed by the Council, since it is quire
simply not for the Council [o answer such quesrions.

Mr Marshall. - !7ould the President-in-Office of rhe
Council not agree that it is somewhat-ironic that Mr
Lomas, who is allegedly a defender of British narional
sovereignty when he is in the Unircd Kingdom, should
ask for the Council to intervene in a Bridsh internal
matter; and would the President-in-Office of the
Council not agree that the way to Buarantee the mass
unemployment which Mr Lomas allegedly dislikes is

to have a trade boycott of every r6gime in the world of
which he disapproves, which I suspect means some-
thing like 900/o of the world.

(Loud laughter)

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) Mr President, I think the
honourable Member appreciates that I cannot give my
views on the motives for questions.

Mr Habsbur1.- @E) Does rhe Council not rhink
that, in the present serious economic siruarion, it is the
duty of all European governments and of the
Community to protec[ the inrcrests of their own
peoples, insread of taking ideologically-inspired
measures against counrries which do nor [hrearen us

- measures which only endanger our economies and
our jobs?
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Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) The governmenrs of the
Member States of the Community felr rhar they could
best serve the social and economic inrerests of their
peoples by joining the European Economic
Community.

Mr Israel. - (FR) Since I am slightly bemused by this
debate, may I put a quesrion which may appear super-
fluous. Is the Presidenr-in-Office trying rc say rhar rhe
question is misdirected because it has been pur to rhe
Council, whereas it ought to have been put ro the
foreign ministers meeting in polirical cooperation? I
cannor for one minure doubt thar relarions with Chile
are not pan of political cooperarion.

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) The difficulty here is that
the honourable Member is well aware rhat rhe point at
stake has been raised not in rhe framework of Euro-
pean Political Cooperarion bur in the framework of
the Member States' cooperation within the European
Economic Community on the basis of the Treaties.

President. - Since the aurhor is absent, Question
No 53 will be answered in writing.r

I call Question No 54, by Mr de Ferranti (H-8a3/80):

Is it correct that no less than 20 directives affecting
billions of units of accounr of intra-Community rade
are held up because some Member States believi that a

Community rype approval tesr would restrict impons
from third countries, whereas other Member Stares
believe rhat it would make imponing roo easy, and is ir
not true that the lack of a decision is depriving the
Community of an imponant reduction of internal
barriers affecting billions of units of accounr of trade
and of a powerful negotiaring position in relation to
impons from and expons [o rhird countries? .

Mr Van der Mei, Presidenrin-Offce of the Council. 
-(NL) Mr de Ferranti's quesdon relates to the full

implementation of the internal marke[, rhereby
touching upon a serious problem which is of major
imponance. There are a[ present 18 proposals for a

directive in existence 
- 

and there may soon be more

- 
relating to the abolition of technical barriers to

trade in industrial produc6, the adopdon of which is

still being blocked. Some Member Starcs take the view
that the Community certificadon sysrem should not be
made available without genuine reciprocity for prod-
ucts from third countries. Others consider thar there is

no need to impose other decisions than the Council
Decision of 15January 1980 laying down provisions
on the introduction and implementation of technical
standards and regulations. This decision was mken to
ensure tha[ the agreements relating to technical
barriers to trade, concluded within the context of the

GATT multilateral negoriarions, arc applied ar
Community level. This situation undoubrcdly has irs
effects on rhe elimination of technical barriers ro rrade
and at an external level.

Mr de Ferranti. - I cannot possibly emphasize
enough how anxious people are to learn from the
Council what real progress is going to be made. So,
could I ask rhe minister to consider again his reply ro
the question and to give us assurance this afternoon
that he will no longer be caught up in the mumbo-
jumbo of bureaucratic jargon that he has jusr given to
us and that he will, instead, put some real pressure into
making progress in forming a common market which
is what we all need ro raise the living srandards of the
people and to reduce unemployment?

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) I think Mr de Ferranti was
somewhat annoyed by what he feh obliged to describe
as bureaucra[ic jargon. Let me put it this way. I believe
what I said describes the situation as it is ar present.
However, I went funher. Before giving my reply I said
that this was rightly considered ro be a serious
problem and one which is of major importance for the
proper functioning of the internal market. From these
remarks, I think the honourable Member will realize
that my effons to find a solution to these problems are
to be taken seriously.

Mr Simpson. - \7ill the President-in-Office of the
Council urge the Members of the Council to give full
weight and effect to the decision of the European
Coun of Justice, known as the 'Cassis de Dijon case',
and will they both, in keeping wirh rhe spirir and letter
of the law, admit as freely as possible all goods inro
their Member States which are lawfully in circulation
in other Member States, without putring up or
creating any anificial barriers?

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) Implemenring the decisions
of the Coun is of course an extremely imponant
matter, since we place great store by rhe Coun of
Justice and its role in the Community. However, I
think this is more a task for the Commission than for
the Council.

President. - Since the author is absent, Quesrion
No 55 will be answered in wriring.r

I call Question No 55, by Mr Turcar (H-7 /81):

The question of the USSR-EEC gas pipeline has recently
been raised on several occasions.

See Annex. See Annex.
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President

Can the Council state plarnly whether it considers that
the supply of Member States with Soviet gas on a very
large scale leaves no opening whatever for political pres-

sure by the USSR, and whether Community financial
instruments can be used for this project?

Mr Yan der Mei, Presid.ent-in-Ofice of the Council. -(NZ,) As far as the first part of the question is

concerned, the Council has not had occasion to
discuss this matter.

Concerning the second part., it should be recalled that
the decision to apply Community financial insrruments
is taken on the basis of definite projects and in accord-
ance with the procedures laid down by the provisions
in force. In particular, where the new financial instru-
menr is involved, the eligibility of a project 

- 
i.e. its

conformity with the general criteria laid down by the
Council in the primary legislation - 

is decided by the

Commission, and the decision regarding the grant of
the loan is taken by the EIB in accordance with im

usual rules.

Mr Isracl. - 
(FR) How is it possible, Mr President-

in-Office, that the Council has not discussed the ques-

rion of the political advisability of a project of this size

wirh rhe USSR? I would also like to ask whether these

ulks will one day be restarted, and could you tell me

what loans may be granted to the USSR at reduced
interest rates to complete this project?

Mr Van der Mei. 
- 

(NL) As I said in my initial reply,
this question has not been discussed within the
Council. I therefore cannot reply on behalf of the
Council to the honourable Member's question.

Mr Galland. - 
(FR) In view of this, do you think the

matrer is imponant enough to be discussed at a forth-
coming European Council?

Mr Van der Mei. 
- 

(NL) Although I do not wish to
play down the importance of the matter, I nevertheless

doubt whether it should be put on the agenda for the
nexr meeting of the Council.

President. - I call Question No 57, by Mr Dalziel
(H- 10/81):

Vhen does the Council intend to introduce measures,
whether in the context of the draft insurance services

directive currently being considered by it, or otherwise,
to ensure that third pany insurance for motor vehicles
may be provided by an insurer established in the
Community but not esrablished in the country in which
the vehicle is normally based?

Mr Van der Mei, President-in-Ofice of the Council. 
-(NL) The Council's subordinate bodies have reached

an advanced srage in their examination of the proposal
for a Directive containing measures to facilitate
freedom to provide insurance services within the
Community.. The question of whether to include third
party insurance for motor vehicles in the scope of this
Directive is currently under discussion. If the Council
were to decide to exclude this type of insurance from
the scope of the Directive on the provision of services
for purely technical reasons, it is likely that the
Commission would submit a proposal for a specific
Directive in the very near fulure.

Mr Dalziel. - Could I ask the President-in-Office to
urge both. hrs colleagues in the Council and the
Commission not to exclude this panicular possibility.
Does he agree [ha[ the introduction of third pany
insurance to coincide with the introduction of the
European passport would be one of the greatest steps
forward to creating a common identity throughout
Europe?

Mr Yan der Mei. - 
(NL) I think I said that this is in

fact an important matter. There is no difference of
opinion on that. I think I also said that there are a

number of difficulties of a more technical nature.
Moreover, as I said in my reply, this directive is likely
to be adopted in the not too distant future. I agree
with the honourable Member as [o the imponance of
this matter.

President. - 
Ve turn now to questions to the Foreign

Ministers. At the author's request, Question No 81

will be answered in writing.l

I call Quesdon No 82, by Mr Velsh (H-832l80):

Vhat is the combined number employed in, and the
approximate combined annual cost of running the
embassies of the Member States in the other Member
Srares )

Mr Van der Mei, President-in-Ofice of tbe Foreign
Ministers. - 

(NL) I am afraid I have to reply that the
Presidency is not in a position [o answer the honour-
able Member's question. This question has not been
looked into either by the Foreign Ministers meeting in
political cooperation or by the Council.

Mr Velsh. 
- 

Vith great respect to the President-in-
Office of the Council, does he not think if political
cooperation is to mean anything at all, this is just the
sort of minor housekeeping matter that the Foreign
Ministers should be discussing, because it would
grearly reduce the costs to Member States and their
representation and indeed would enhance the rcgeth-

See Annex
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Velsh

erness of the Communiry if there could be some
mergers of representation? So can he on behalf of the
Netherlands Presidency undenake that he will raise
this at the very nexr meering of rhe Foreign Ministers
meeting in political cooperarion?

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) In his supplemenrary rhe
honourable Member says thar European political
cooperation musr mean something. I rhink rhere is no
difference of opinion on that poinr, and I agree fully
with the honourable Member. However, does it logi-
cally follow, in rhat case, tha[ this question has to be
discussed by the Foreign Ministers meeting in polirical
cooperation? The connecrion escapes me, Mr Presi-
dent.

President. - I call Question No 83, by Mrs
Hammerich (H-lal81):

Vhat informarion can the foreign ministers give on the
cooperarion that has taken place berween the US
Depanment of Defense, the European Community and
NATO? In a letter dated 14 May 1979 the US Secrerary
of Defense stated that such cooperation had taken place.
(This letter was reponed in the periodical Sigplan
Notices, Volume 14, No 6, lune 1979).

Mr Van der Mei, Presidenrin-Ofice of tbe Foreign
Ministers. - (NL) On rhe basis of a magazine arricle,
Mrs Hammerich asks abour cooperation between rhe
US Depanmenr of Defense, rhe European Economic
Community and rhe NATO counrries.

The subjecr raised by the honourable Member has
never been discussed under European political coop-
eration, and the Presidency canno[ rherefore answer
the question.

Mrs Hammerich. - (DA) Does rhar mean that the
foreign minisrers mee[ing in political cooperarion do
nor know what rhe Commission is up ro when, for
instance, it enrers into negotiarions with the US
Depanment of Defense on the development of a mili-
tary EDP language for use in NATO? Do rhe Foreign
Miniscers nor know what the Commission is up to? -

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) I can only repeat whar I just
said. This matrer has never been discussid in European
polirical cooperarion.

President. - Since the author is absent, Quesrion
No 84 will be answered in writing.r

I callQuesdon No 85, by Mrs Lizin (H-38/81):

Have the ministers agreed ro makb and have they made
represenutions on behalf of the Chilean trade unionists
Mrs Miriam Onega Araxa, Mr Victor Onega Araxa,
Mrs Carmen Escobar Gonzales, Mr Carlos Garcia

Herrera and Mr Rodolfo Rodriguez Moraga called for
in the resolution adopted by Parliament in March?

Mr Van der Mei, Presidenrin-Offce of tbe Foreign
Ministers. - (NL) The honourable Member will
undoubredly meantime have learnt rhar the five
Chilean rrade unionism have nol been condemned to
death. They are suspected of having made an arrempr
on the life of the commander of the Chilean securiiy
service, and preparations are being made for rheir riai.

Mrs Lizin. - (FR) I would ask the President-in-
Office of the Foreign Ministers ro excuse the formu-
lation of my quesrion, which is no longer quite up to
date, but this massive administrative machinery pre-
vented my changing ir in time. May I ask whether the
situation in Chile has been discussed recenrly under
political cooperarion. Have you raken stock of the
situarion in thar counrry since Pinocher imposed his
constit.ution on ir?

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) European polirical cooper-
ation frequently deals with subjects which are of great
topical imponance for Latin America. Ar panicular
times, rherefore, the situation and developmenr in
Chile are narurally also discussed.

Mr \7elsh. - In view of rhat answer, Mr President,
could the President-in-Office go on ro answer rhe
question because since Chile was discussed in the
Council, could he'now tell us whar was said?

(Laughter)

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) Chile has not been
discussed in the Council.

Mr Schwencke. - (DE) Do the Foreign Ministers
consider rhe situarion in Chile to be so normal rhar it is
no longer discussed at rheir meerings?

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) It is probably my faulr, but
I tried to make ir clear in one of my previous replies
that the situarion in Latin America is discussed ar
panicular times under European political coopera-
tion. I wenr even further and said thar the situation in
Chile was somerimes discussed under European polit-
ical cooperation.

President. - I call Quesrion No 87, by Mr Hurton
(H-a5l81):

Have rhe Foreign Minisrcrs discussed the closure of the
Times of Malta and rhe arresr of the deputy leader of the
opposition?I See Annex.
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Mr Van der Mei, Presidenrin-Ofice of the Foreign
Minister* - (NL) Mr Hutton will undoubtedly
meantime have learnt that the Times of Malta has not
been closed down and that the opposition leaders have
not been arrested.

President. - I call Question No 88, by Mr Israel
(H-57 /81):

Can the Ministers say whether or not the assenion that
rn the view of the Ten the organizadon known as the
'Palestine Liberation Organization' must, whatever the
circumsrances, be unconditionally involved in the peace

negotiarions is consistent with the Declaration of Venice
(une 1980)?

Mr Van der Mei, President-in-Ofice of the Foreign
Ministers. - (NL) Mr President, the honourable
Member's question relates to the European peace

initiative in the Middle East. In reply, I would point
out that point 7 of the Declaration of Venice of
l3June 1980 states the following: 'The achievement
of these objectives requires the involvement and
support of all the panies concerned in rhe peace settle-
ment which the Nine are endeavouring to promote in
keeping with the principles formulated in the declara-
rion referred to above. These principles apply rc all rhe
parties concerned, and thus the Palestinian people,
and to the PLO, which will have to be associated with
rhe negotiations.' The formulations 'whatever the
circumstances' and 'unconditionally' contained in the
question touch upon procedural considerations,
namely the question of how y/e are to arrive at peace
negotiations. The Ten feel that, since they are
currently establishing contacts with the panies
involved in an attempt to create a better climate for
negotiations, it is not advisable to express an opinion
on this subject at the moment.

Mr Isracl. - (FR) Do the principles established in
Venice nor include the concept that all countries in the
region are entided to political recognition and to
security, and in that case have you impressed suffi-
ciently upon your negotiaring panner from the PLO
thar, to be involved in the negotiations, it is necessary
ro recognize the principle of the political independ-
ence of each country in the region?

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) The honourable Member is

aware that we are currendy involved in talk with all
parties in the Middle East. At the end of my initial
reply I also pointed ou[ that it was not advisable, for
[he moment, to go into this matter too deeply, and I
think the honourable Member will appreciarc this.
Funhermore, I think he should read the Declaration
of Venice carefully again, where he will find the
precise ansver to his first quesdon.

Mr Marshall. - \(iould the President-in-Office of the

Council not agree that it is absolute nonsense to
expect Israel to welcome a peace in the Middle East to
which rhe PLO is linked when the PLO is committed
ro the extermination of Israel? Is the President-in-
Office of the Council not. aware that the PLO is

currently waging war on Israel from bases within
Lebanon with the connivance of the United Nations
Organization?

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) The honourable Member is

making a value judgment, and I would draw his atten-
tion to what I consider to be the extremely balanced
declaration made in Venice on l3June 1980. I think
he will find there all the information he needs to
provide a reasonable answer to his question.

Mr Galland. - (FR) To be honest, I do not think my
predecessor, Mr Marshall, was making a value judg-
menr. You have only to read Anicles 19 and 22 of the
Chaner of the PLO to see that it is not a value judg-
menr but a fact. Do you no[ think, as has been repeat-
edly stated by Parliament, that there would be a

grearer chance of success if, before the PLO became
associated in any negotiations, it was made a condition
rhat ir should abrogate Anicles 19 and 22 of ic
Chaner?

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) The honourable Member is

going into this subject more deeply than I consider at
the moment opportune, desirable or wise. I therefore
stand by what I already said - look at the Declaration
of Venice and you will find a balanced presentation of
the elements involved.

Mr Velsh. - Could we ask the Foreign Ministers
meeting in Polidcal Cooperation whether they
envisage any lasting settlement in the Middle East to
which the PLO in some form or o[her is not a party?

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) I think the honourable
Member is looking too far ahead to the resulm of the
ten Member Sates' current talks with all the inter-
ested panies.

Mr Prag. - Is the President-in-Office not aware that
there could be no possibility of peace in the Middle
East without a clear and genuine expression of a desire
for peace from any conceivable party to the negotia-
tions and from anyone who in the terms of the Venice
communiqu6 would be associarcd with any netoda-
tions and are the minisrcrs not also aware that any
trace of a recognition of the PLO as the sole represen-
tative of the Palestinian people would be the surest
means of torpedoing any European attempt at media-
tion?
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Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) The honourable Member
will be aware thar the aim of the Ten's nlks with all
the involved panies is ro conrribute, if possible, to the
achievement of peace in the Middle East.

Mr Hord. - I wonder wherher rhe President-in-
Office of the Council would agree that in view of rhe
fact thar the Venice Declararion has served [o upse[
one of the principal panies would it not be better for
the Camp David initiative to be allowed ro proceed
without the EEC itself being involved?

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) As I already said in my
reply to the previous question, rhe aim of rhe Ten is to
contribute to the achievement of peace in rhe Middle
East.

Mrs Fourcade. - (FR) If I understand your replies
correctly, the EEC has asked the PLO to recognize
Israel as a condition for ir panicipation in the nego-
tiations. Is that righr?

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) I am nlking about Euro-
pean political cooperation and not rhe EEC.
Secondly, talks are being held with all rhe panies
involved in an effort to contribute to what I have
already mentioned three times - the achievement of
peace in the Middle East.

Mr Schwencke. - (DE) Since the President-in-Office
has repeatedly referred to the Declaration of Venice
and advised us to read it again, I should like to ask
him whether he and his colleagues are continuing to
take the Camp David agreement into accounr when
they make new statements or new moves.

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) If the honourable Member
would mke the trouble of carefully rereading the

Declaration of Venice, he would see rhar it does not
conflicr with the Camp David agreemenrs.

Mrs Lizin. - (FR)To wind up this debate, I should
like to ask the Presidenr-in-Office wherher he thinks
that the kind of answers he has been giving us for the
last quarter of an hour represents the contribution of
the Dutch presidency ro promoting 'conciliation'
between the European Parliament and European
political cooperation.

(Laugbter)

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) This is a familiar quesrion
and one which I think is pur ro every presidincy -sometimes in one way, sometimes in the other. Ir is a
subject which is dealt with in a letter from Mr Thorn
dated, I think, May 1976 and containing all the poinrs
which can be raised in contacrs between rhe European
Parliament and whoever has the honour ro be Presi-
dent-in-Office of European Political Cooperarion. All
these points have to be borne in mind, and I am fully
aware, Mr Presidenr, thar it is frequently somewhat
discouraging for some Members to have to listen to
these answers. On the orher hand, if the honourable
Member reads that lerter again carefully, she will
undoubtedly appreciate that the person answering
these questions can give no other answer rhan the one
he does.

President. - Quesrion Time is closed.r

The sitting is closed.2

(The sitting utas closed at 7 p.m.)

See Annex.
Urgent debate - Agenda for nert sitring: see Minutes
of proceedings.
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NNEX

Questions which could not be ansutered during
Question Time, with written ansu)ers

I. QUESTIONS TO THE COMMISSION

Question No 5, by Mr Langes (H-1/81,formerely 0-66/801

Subject: Bureaucrarrc resrrictions on small and medium-srzed undenakings exponing goods and

services

The object of the Europe3n Community is ro remove barriers between the individual countries of the

Community.

This is the goal we have been working towards since the Community's inception.

However, anyone who looks into this question carefully wrll be surprised to find how high the
barriers between the individual Community countnes still are. There is a mass of bureaucratic restric-
tions whrch particularly affect exports of goods or services by handrcraft businesses, i.e. small and

medium-sized undertakings.

I should like to illustrate this point with an example involving Luxembourg and Germany:

In the annex ro my quesrion I have given a broad outline of the bureaucratrc formalities still required
to obtarn a work permit for a handicraft business, where it is also necessary to arrange for the provi-
sional export of the tools of the trade.

1. Does the Commission take rhe view that these bureaucratic restrictions are self-evident and

necessary?

2. Vhar approaches will the Commission make to the governmenm concerned to remove these

bureaucratic restrictions ?

3. Vhat support does qhe Commission require from the European Parliament to put a stop to this
nonsense ?

Answer

I The Commission shares the honourable Member's annoyance at the many barriers to trade which
strll exist in the rnternal market. It is obvious thar firms in the border regions are panicularly affected
by such barners. That such barriers still exist about a quaner of a cenrury after the Treaty of Rome
was signed is for all of us a drsgrace ro rhe Community.

Thrs means that small and medium-sized undenakings are indeed panicularly handicapped since,
unlike large undenakings, they do not have full-scale expon depanments. It is therefore more diffi-
cult for them to do the administrarive work required ro overcome the barriers to trade.

2 The overall state of progress with regard to the Common Marker should not, however, obscure
the fact that the Commission has managed, by persistence and tenacity, [o remove a large number of
barriers, panicularly with regard to rcchnical and health srandards.

A1 the same time the rmplementation of programmes to simplify cusloms formalities has also brought
about some easrng of restrictions in cross-border trade within the Communities' borders.

Also with regard to the right of establishment and the freedom to provide services, it should not be
forgotten that the 1964 and,1968 Directives on industry, the craft industry and commerce have estab-
lished almost wrthout exceptron freedom of movement for all business and professional people.

In the annex to hrs question, the honourable Member has lisred a number of bureaucrarrc formalities
which must be observed when a Community citizen wanm

to obtain a work permit

to set up in a craft trade.
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and many other things for which freedom of movement is of interest. I should like here to confine
myself ro a few general statements with regard to the general quescions which figure at the end of the
honourable Member's question.

Owing to the large number of technical aspects referred to, it would seem advisable to have this pan
of the question answered in writing.

Vith regard ro rhe honourable Member's general questions, I should like to point out that rhe

Commission employs firm measures to deal with any restrictions of the freedom of movement by
bureaucratic regulations. I am convinced that in cases where rnfringements of the Treaties are noted
rn rhis area, ir is the most natural rhing rn the world to open disciplinary proceedings and, if neces-

sary, ro refer the case ro rhe European Coun of Justrce. I am determined [o pursue this course vigo-
rously.

Vith regard ro the quesrion as to how exrsting bureaucratic restrictions can be removed, there is

nothing more s'e can do - as mentioned above - than to pursue the painstaking course of harmoni-
zation.

3. In rhrs way - and here I refer to the honourable Member's third question, the Commission
counts on the active support of the European Parliament. To thrs end I am prepared, subject to the
wrirren srarement which I shall soon be forwarding on the detailed aspects referred to by the honour-
able Member, to enter into a more detailed exchange of views.

Questrcn No 8, by Mrs Le Roux (H-841/80,formerly 0-81/80)

Subject: Frxing of frsh quotas

According ro information concerning the proposals submitted by the Commission to the Council on
frsh quotas, the French quota has been reduced in recent weeks, falling to a figure of 120/o on
2llanua.ry 1981, while those of the Federal Republic of Germany and the United Kingdom have

been substantially increased -by 20/0.

The.Commrssion has also announced that it intends to review these figures and that in the case of
France it feels the quota should be reduced still funher. Does the Commission intend to proceed
funher on those lines?

Question No 38, by Mr Kirh (H-19/81)

Subject: Catch quota for fisheries in 1981

Do the proposals for catch quotas for fisheries in 1981 made by the Commission on 23 October 1980

still stand as the Commission's proposals?

Ioint ansuer

The informarion of the honourable Members of Parliament does not correspond to the proposals
made by the Commission. In actual fact, in its draft Resolution on 1981 quotas, submitted to the
Council on 9 February 1981, che Commission has, for the seven main species (cod, haddock, saithe,
whrting, plaice, redfish and mackerel) proposed for France 13.60/o oI the total share available to the
Communiry for these specres.

The information ro which the honourable Members refer probably derives from the satistics
contained in rhe working document of the Commission services concerning the allocation of quotas
for 1981. This document, as modified at different times, constitutes a purely arithmetical approach to
rhe combined application of cenain criteria taken into account by rhe Council in im declaration of
30 May 1980 on rhe common fisheries policy; as the Commission has emphasized, this document
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cannot be regarded as representing the final position for the allocation of quotas but only as an objec-
tive basis from which to stan to take into consideration the other factors which it is agreed to build
into the process of distributing the resources. It is in this sense and in the tight of all rhe recent modi-
fications made to this working document in order to rake account of the resulm of negoriations with
third countries as well as the decisions of the Council in respecr ro rhe TAC for '!7est Greenland
shrimp, that the Commission will formulate at the appropriate time its formal proposals for 1981
quotas.

Question No 34, by Mr Hune (H-12/81)

Subject: Price controls applied by the US Government

Vitt the Commission repon on the discussions it has had with the Governmenr of the United Stares
about the continuing price controls being maintained by that Government in respecr of gas, and the
repercussions of these price controls upon the textrle rndustry in Europe?

Answer

1. The Commission is fully aware of the problems created in panicular regions of the Communrty
by the relatively sharp rise rn impons of cenain goods from the United States. It is keeping a close
watch on developments ln the various sectors. It has raken every opportunity to discuss these matters
with rhe American authoritles. In panicular, it contacted the new American admrnistration immedia-
tely after ir rook office and entered into detailed discussions.

2. The sharp rise in impons in rhe textiles and clothing sector seems to havg peaked by the first half
of 1980. The Commission drew rhe arrenrion of the American authoririea to the harmful effects in
partrcular regions of the Community. The latter agreed to bring these problems to the attention of the
American textile industry.

3. Major progress has been made on two points relatrng to petrochemicals as a result of recent
intensive drscussions between the Community and the American authorities:

the removal of oil price controls as a result of which the American price now reflects world
market levels;

the removal of existing restrictions on exports of paraffin and naphtha.

4. The Commrssion hopes that the American Government will put into practice in the very near
future rts plans to remove price controls on natural gas thus abolishing existing distonions of compe-
tition.

Question No 15, by Mr Blaney (H-810/80)

Subject: Meat factories

Given that the derogation granted to meat factories in the six counties of Nonhern Ireland as regards
rhe basic index for calculating variable premiums has led to distonions, rs rhe Commission prepared
to take urgent steps to ensure application of a uniform system for the calculation of premiums, in
pafticular for Great Britain, Ireland and the six counties?
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Answer

The Commission rs satisfied that, up to now, the regulations concerning beef premiums have been
correctly applied in Nonhern Ireland. For the future we shall ensure that the system is operated on an
equitable basis.

Question No 18, by Mr Scbinzel (H-838/80)

Subject: Steel quotas

Is it true that steel quoras allocated to the Unircd Kingdom amounting to 300 000 tonnes are not
berng used)

Answer

It is the case that a considerable quantity of the production quoras accorded to Britrsh steel companies
for the founh quaner of 1980 was not used because of the relatively very low level of steel demand in
the United Kingdom.

Question No 22, by Mr oan Aerssen (H-84 t/80)

Subject: Trade disputes under GATT

In vrew of the fact that the GAfi is currently faced with a record number of dispurcs berween the
world's largest trading nations, can the Commission state how many of the cases being dealt with by
the GAfi committees are directed against the Community, and whether rhere is any prospecr of
solutions to forestall the danger of'rrade wars'?

Ansuter

There are ar presen[ only two cases pending which are direcred against the European Community
under the GATT general conciliation procedure. The Commission does not consider rhar there is any
risk of a trade war as a result of these [wo cases.

++

Qaestion No 23, by Mr Ferguxon (H-846/80)

Subject: Anti-dumping procedures

Does rhe Commission consider rhar a proper yardstick for initiating an anti-dumping invesdgation in
respect of a given product could in any circumsances be a comparable product from a single
non-EEC manufacturer whose producrion is incapable of significant extensions, would not be profit-
able in isolation from other products from the same plant, and is imelf too small to affect significantly
the world price?
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Anszoer

If impons originate in a country with a market economy, the evidence of dumping necessary to
initiate proceedings must be based on the supplier's normal price for the goods in question irrespec-
tive of whether the supplier is the only manufacturer of the producr in questign in the country of
origin or whether he can increase his production capacrty or influence the world market price. If sales

are made ar a loss, rhe normal price may be calculated on the basis of production costs with an appro-
priare mark-uf for overheads and profir. If the imports are from countries which do not have market
economies, evidence of dumping may be based on a comparison with prices or costs in countries with
market economies.

Question No 24, by Mr Johnson (H-847/80)

Subject: Deep-sea mining

Can the Commission indrcate whether or not the deep sea mining bitl now being discussed in the
Bntish Parliamen! was norified ro rhe Commission in accordance with the Environment Information
Agreement of March 1973, and also indicate whether it now intends to prepare proposals for a

Community deep-sea mining regime on a rcmporary basis while waiting for the conclusions of the
Unired Nations Law of the Sea Conference?

Ansaner

The honourable Member's quesrion concerns an area of vital imponance to the industrialized coun-
tries as a whole and the European Community in panicular.

The future exploitarron of natural resources located on and under the seabed is ofvital imponance to
the Community, which has few raw materials of its own; this is panicularly true in the case of
manganese and cobalt.

One of my first priorities therefore is to ensure that the Commission is more closely involved in the
United Nations' negotiations on the law of the sea. These will be decisive to the future of our conti-
nent and the social and economic well-being of our great-grandchildren.

One imponant aspect of this problem is environmental prorection. Resources in and under the oceans
are far too imponant for future access to be jeopardized by irresponsibly dumping dangerous sub-
stances nou. The Commission regre6, therefore, that it has not been informed of the UK deep-sea
mining Bitl referred to in the honourable Member's question. It will ask the UK aurhorities for infor-
marron on this Bill pursuan[ to the information agreement of 5 March 1973.

Question No 25, by Mr Cecoaini (H-848/80)

Subject: Use of computers in marine navigation

There have been repons in the media that the Community is providing finance for computers which,
when used in marine navigation, allow subsuntial savings to be made of both time and energy. Does
not the Commission feel that, in order to reduce transport cosls, consideration should be given as a

matter of priority to such projects as the 'Adriatic Seaway', which would make land/sea communica-
tions between Munich, Greece and the Middle Easc shoner by 5 days than alternative routes?

Answer

1. It is true [o say that the time expended in the transponation of goods via the'via adriatica'is
shoner than by any other route.
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However the choice by shipowners between the Adriatic and other routes depends on a variety of
consrderations, including in panicular, the preferences of their cusromers, in addition to voyage rime
and energy consumption factors.

2. The major objective of the shipping concerns Association EASIT is che application of new
computer technrques to increasing the efficiency of utilization of a fleet.

The work, which is carried out entirely by shipping concerns participating in EASI assisted by
specialist consultants in relematics is pan-financed by the Commrssion of the EC under im quadrian-
nual plan for financial support to the data-processing industry.

Questron No 26, by Mr Courell (H-2/81 )

Subject: Severn estuary port. zone

The port of Bri.stol shares the Severn estuary with a number of pons in South Vales which have
recerved and continue to receive assistance from the Regional Fund. All the ports are equal in
competitive status except that Bristol is disadvantaged by lack of Unired Kingdom Assisted Area
status, thus denying the pon of Bristol access to the Regional Fund. A certain competitive advantage
thus moves to ports rn South !7'ales, which is unfair in effect and represents a disronion of competi-
tion. The ratepayers of Bristol have made an enormous investment in new pon facilities and would
reasonably expect equal [reatment with South Vales pons where Commission resources are
concerned.

Vill the Commrssion therefore recommend to rhe British Government that for the purposes of
Regional Fund rnvestment, a'Severn Estuary Zone'should be declared under which all pons sharing
the estuary wrll enjoy access to the Regional Fund? In the case of Bristol, such a declaration should
apply to the port zone only.

Answer

The Commission reminds the Honourable Parliamentarian that, according to An. 3 of the European
Regional Development Fund Regulation, 'regions and areas which may benefit from the Fund shall
be limited to rhose aided areas esrablished by Member States in applying their sysrcms of regional aids
and in which Stare aids are granred which qualify for Fund assisnnce'. Therefore, it is not up rc the
Commission to recommend to Member Smtes the regions or areas [o be designated for financial
assistance from the Fund.

Question No 28, by Mr Moller (H-a/i1)

Subject: Mutual recognition of test standards

Can the Commission state what effons have been made to ensure uniform and mutually recognized
test standards, provisions on testing, for example in respect of water and sewage, and consequently
mutual rccognition of the repons by nationally authorized test institurcs covering all Member Sates
of the Communiry?

Ansuter

In its initiatives to reduce cechnical barriers to rade, the Commission has so far based its proposals on
the principle of the mutual recognition of examinations and entry procedures and cenificates.

I European Association for Shipping Information.
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'!7ith regard to the directives on the harmonization of technical provisions, the realization of this
principle of mutual recognition is one of the basic preconditions for ensuring free trade withrn the
Community.

In this connection, the Commission would draw the honourable Members a[tentlon to its answer to
the written questron by Mrs Schleicher, No 1859/80.

'!?'ith regard to the specific area of water and sewage technology, the Commission is currently not
engaged in any harmonization work.

The European Commitree for Standardizarion is the only body which is at present carrying out such

work, e.g. on the srandardization of drainage appliances outside buildings, companion dimensions for
sanitary equipment, and dimensions and quality of sanitary fittings.

The Commission's depanments do, moreover, conduct regular discussions with senior government
officials responsible for standardizarion and with the heads of the national standards institutes

Question No 29, by Mrs Maccrocchi (H-5/81 )

Subjecr: Suspension of Community food aid to EI Salvador

'Vhar is ro be the Commission's final decision on food aid to El Salvador, which was suspended in
February, apparently as a result of American pressure; for what reason has the Commissron decided
ro posrpone shipment of such aid, bearing rn mind that food aid constiturcs humanitarian assistance

and hence provides an opponunity to demonstrate that political considerations can be subordinated
ro the urgent need to help meet the food requiremenr of the Salvadorian people?

Anszoer

The Commission has taken a number of decisions on aid to the people of El Salvador.

On l8 December 1980 it granted 250 000 ECU emergency aid to the UNHCR for Salvadorian refu-
gees in Honduras, and this was followed up shonly by food aid.

On 9February 1981 the Commission took a decision of principle to grant emergency aid of
400 000 ECU for the people in El Salvador itself and at the same time planned to provide food aid in
the form of cereals, powdered milk and butter oil. This decision drd not specify the distriburion chan-
nels to be used, since the Commission did not at the time have all the necessary guarantees of the
non-discriminatory and balance distribution of the aid: and it is the Commission's constant concern
to check that humanitarian aid is distributed to all the victims without drscrimination.

At that smge a move by the Americans cast doubt on the neuraliry of the proposed distribution chan-
nels. The Commission rherefore had checks carried out on the spot, and since their results were posi-
tive, the decision was taken on l7 March to allocate the proposed food aid and emergency aid to the
International Committee of the Red Cross. Additional food aid is planned.

The food aid and emergency aid already adopted or envisaged for the people of E[ Salvador amounr
ro 2 416 000 ECU (food aid calculated at world prices) or 4 364 000 ECU (at inrcrnal EEC prices).

Question No 3 1, by Mr Vlachopoulos (H-8/8 1 )

Subject: Special fund for disasters

Vould the Commission srare whether it will in the future establish a special fund or a special service

ro provide financial and technical assistance when disasters such as eanhquakes, floods, avalanches,
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etc., occur, so that, with special resources thus available in advance, the special Community fund and
not individual Member Srares will bear the financial burden of such disasters?

Ansuer

The Commissron has no intention of proposing that the Community should replace the national au-
thontres in bearing rhe burden of aid to the victims of natural disasters.

The Commission has i budger appropriation (Chapter 59 of the Budget) to finance emergency aid ro
the victims of natural disasters in rhe Community.

In view of the budgetary limitations, in each case such aid can only represent a small percenrage of
the funds allocated by the national and regional authorities.

Question No 32, by Mr Fanton (H-9/81 )

Subject: Long-term conrracr for the provision of food aid to developing countries

\flith whrch developrng countries does the Commission intend to conclude these contracts, the
poores[, the ACP, or Mediterranean countries?

Can the present common agricultural policy meet the entire demand for rhe supply of food aid;
should not a common policy for the expon of Community agricultural produce be put in hand
straight away?

Ansuer

The Commission considers that the Communiry musr pursue im already successful effons in the field
of agrrcultural expons by provrding instrumenm similar ro those enjoyed by other exporters on the
world market, and rn panicular the possibiliry of concluding long-term agreements.

As regards the countnes with which such agreements could be concluded, rt would be premature to
draw up a lisc at this stage, since exploratory conmc$ are still under way.

Question No 35, by Mrs Hammerich (H-13/81)

Subject: Conversion language between ADA and other compurer languages

'Vhat information can the Commission provide on the conraos wonh abour DKR 50 million ir has
concluded with varrous computer firms. Two of which are Danish, for a conversion language between
ADA and other computer languages; and can it confirm the repon in the Danish periodical'Ingen-
ioren'of 20.2. 1981, according to which'The primary aim was to obtain'a common language for the
many computer systems used by the armed forces . . .'?

Ansuter

I am very grateful for this question which allows me ro explain briefly the imponant role of the
conracr for the ADA computer language within the framework of the four-year informatics
programme.

The Commission has approved two contracts for the development of software for rhe ADA compurcr
language under rhe Community four-year protramme in the field of dam processing. A grant of 50%
up to a maximum of 3.74million ECUwill be given ro a French/German consonium consisdng of
CH-Honeyvell Bull, Alsys and Siemens. A Danish/Ialian consonium will receive a 500/o grant of up
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ro 2.66 million ECU. This consortium comprises of Olivettr, Ch. Rovsrng and the Danish Datamatics
Centre. System Designers Limircd of rhe Unircd Kingdom is an imponant subcontractor in the
Danish/ltalian project.

Both contracts received the full support of the advisory committee for the management and coordina-
tion of the four-year programme. This committee has members delegarcd by all Member States
government's.

The decision to suppon developments for the ADA computer language was reached because ADA
supports very closely the requirements for a European systems language identified in a previous study
conducted for the Community.

It is a good language that allows the exchange of computer programmes between machines of
different manufacturers. It will be of benefit to the European computer industry and to computer
users alike.

ADA, which is the result of an American-sponsored international effon with an imponant European
contriburion, is a high-level general purpose computer language. Although the language was initially
intended mainly for computer systerns typical in military applications, the resulting language, as it is

now defined after an extensrve and open scientific debate, is applicable in wide areas of industry and
science.

Although the international competitive development was sponsored by the US Depanment of
Defense, it was the European-led team headed by the firm C Il-Honeywelt Bull with experm from
many Community Member States which won the competition.

{.+

Question No 3e, by Mr Kappos (H- I 5/8 I )

Sub;ect: Guarantee of voting rights for Greek emigrants in the countries of western Europe

Is the Commission aware:

that for Greek emigrants in western Europe the right to exercise their voting rights is not guar-
anteed ?

that the agreements have not been signed that would allow emigrants wishing to travel to Greece
to exercrse their voting rights to benefit from facilities such as reduced fares and special leave
from work during the elections?

that no other steps have been taken to guarantee their right to vote?

How could the Commission help solve this pressing problem that now faces Greek emigrants?

Answer

At present the Commission has no power to intervene in rhe exercise of voting rights by Community
workers living in Community countries other than their own, and wishing to accomplish their civic
obligatrons in their home country. National legislation applies, both rn the field of the nght itself, and
in the exercise of it.

If indigenous workers enjoy cenain advantages in order to exercise the right to vote in their place of
origin, such as special leave or reduced fares, the Commission considers that srmilar advantages
should be applied to Community migrant workers who want to return to their country of origin for
elections.

Question No 37, by Mr Dalahouras (H-15/81)

Subjecr: Passpon control discriminarion in the Unircd Kingdom
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Is the Commission aware that, despirc Greece's accession from l January 1981 as a full member of
the European Communites, passport control officials at points of entry into the United Kingdom are
continuing to treat Greek travellers in the same way as persons coming from outside the Community
and that even the arrival sign 'From EEC Countries' has been replaced by another one bearing the
names of the nine Member Srates only, excluding Greece?

'What is the Commission's position with regard to this inadmissible discrimination?

Ansuer

The Commission has hitheno been unaware that Greek nationals entering the United Kingdom are
treated as nattonals of third countries despite their country's accession to the European Community.

The Commissron was equally unaware that Greece does not yer figure on the 'Counrries of the Euro-
pean Community'sign used in the United Kingdom.

The Commrssion obviously regrets this situation and will conracr rhe United Kingdom so that rhis can
be put right as soon as possible.

Question No 39, by Mrs Van den Heuoel (H-26/81 )

Subject: Upper limit per family on social security payments

Is the Commission now willing to answer the third paragraph of my written question No 17561801 by
statrng whether, in its view, the setting of an upper limit per family on social security paymen$ consti-
tutes indirect discrimination (by reference to family status) wirhin the meaning of the directive?

Anstaer

In confirming the reply already given to lTritten Question No 1756180 I would like to add the
following.

The idea of placing a ceiling on social benefim which would vary according to household rncome is

perhaps not in iuelf contrary to Directive 79/7/EEC (on the progressive implementation of the prin-
ciple of equal treatment for men and women in matrcrs of social security). The idea does, however,
risk becomrng so in fact if by this means there is the intention of indirectly excluding the award of
social benefirs to women. In effect the directive forbids that any measures be taken that would result,
even indirectly, in discriminatory trea[men[ of either sex. If this idea was applied it would, therefore,
be necessary to avoid such results.

On this subject I must say that the question of indirect discrimination linked to mariul or family
starus is one of the problems which remains ro be solved to implement the direcrive. It is for this
reason that although the implementation dare has been set for rhe end of 1984 the Commission
already intends, during the coming year, to study these problems in cooperation with representatives
of all the Member States with the objecrive of attaining a proper and coordinared application of the
directive when the delay set for its implementation expires.

Question No 40, by Mr Fernandez (H-27/81)

Subject: Deterioration in the position of pig producers.

I Bullctin No 57l80 of 17.12.1980, p. 9.
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In vrew of rhe substantial fall in the prices obuined by pig producers, does the Commission plan to
increase aid for storage to support the markets?

Ansuer

I am pleised to inform the honourable Member that market prices for pigmeat in the Community
have rmproved in the first months of this year. Moreover, as regards aids for private storage, the
Commission has recently introduced such measures for the French depanment of Cotes du Nord
whrch has been affected by foot-and-mouth disease.

Question No 41, by Mrs De March (H-30/81)

Sub;ecr: Ard for Medrterranean-type glasshouse crops

Does the Commission intend to exercise stricter control over and limit aid for Mediterranean-type
crops grown in glasshouses in nonhern Europe and which are in direct competition with produce
from the South?

Ansuer

The Commrssion asked rhe Council in 1979 to suspend the granting of aids for investment for glass-

house production under Council Directive 72/159/EEC on the modernizarion of agricultural hold-
ings. This proposal was made not only in the context of our policy for Mediterranean regions, but
also in recognition of the need to save energy. It has not yet been agreed to by the Council.

As ro energy costs of glasshouse production the Commission does not envisage repeating the authori-
zation which was given to Member States in 1980 to grant aids to fuel costs.

Question No 43, by Mr Bangemdnn (H-34/81)

Sub;ect: Marketrng standards for poultry and poultrymeat

Under Anrcle 2(2) of the regulation on the common organization of the market in poultrymeat
(Council Regulation No2777/75 of 29.10. 1975, OJ NoL282, 1975, p.77), the adoption of
markering srandards is compulsory for dead poultry and edible offals thereof, fresh, chilled or frozen.

These standards may relate in panicular to gradrng by quality and weight, packaging, storage, trans-
porr, presentarion and marking. The adoption of markedng standards for the other products covered
by rhe market in poultry is, however, optional.

Can the Commission say what measures it has taken to date to implement this binding order from the
Community legislator; what circumsunces have so far prevented the adoption of marketing standards
and what effons is rhe Commission prepared to make to ensure chat the national barriers to trade
which sull exlst owrng to the lack of European marketing standards are removed as soon as possible?

Ansuter

The Commission submitted to the Council already in l97l a proposal for common marketing smnd-
ards for poultrymeat, but it has not yet been adopred. Ve deplore the slow progress of the Council in
this matter.
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However, the Counctl has accepted the need for common standards for the water conlenr of frozen
and deep-frozen poultry, and regulations were adopted n 1975. As a result, the warer conrent of such
poultry has been controlled at all stages of marketing in the Communrry since 1 April of this year.
This measure will help to improve quality and [o prorecr consumers.

Answer

The Commissron ts somewhat surprised to see this question on the agenda of rhe present pan-session
of Parliament. In fact, the Committee on Transpon has just adopte*d the excellenr repon by Mr De
Keersmeker on the same subject and has examined a motion for a resolurion to be pui befoie parlia-
ment shonly

Thrs work, undertaken as a resuh of the motion for a resolution tabled by Mr Berkhouwer himself,
concerned.all the aspects of this question and permitted a summing up oirhe means of action to be
employed by the Community to give practical expression ro rhe suplpon of the Commitree on Trans-
port for a rail tunnel project.

The honourable Member will understand that in these circumsrances he is placing the Commission in
a delicate situation by asking it to anticrpate in its reply the outcome of a debaie which has not yer
taken place.

I should like even at this stage, however, to smte clearly rhat the Community could in no way take the
place of the Member States directly concerned in taking rhe initiarive and carrying out rhe consrruc-
tton work. The debate in Parliament on the above-menrioned resolution rhould1or...n the active
but well-defined role in the development of infrastrucrures.

Question No 44, by Mr Berkbouwer (H-39/81)

Sub;ect: Channel Tunnel

Does the Commrssion not agree that the question of a link between the Unted Kingdom and the
contrnent is a matter that concerns not merely France and rhe United Kingdom but is in fact panicu-
larly important for the transport infrastructure of the Community as a whole and does the iommis-
ston therefore not feel that it should take steps to develop as a Community projeo the new initiatives
for the building of a Channel Tunnel which have nor been raken by the Iiritish and French aurho-
ritres ?

Question No 45, by Mr Boyes (H-41/81)

Subject South Africa's energy supplies

In vtew of the South African Government's poticy of apanheid would the Commission commenr on
the recent statement by Mr G. \7. H. Relly (deputy chai.man of the Anglo-American Corporation of
South Africa):

'As far as energy is concerned South Africa's supply to the EEC has already assumed considerable
importance and this is tikely to grow. Emphasis on coal as an energy ,.rou... is growing and South
Afnca now equals Poland as the major exrernal supplier rc the EECI'. .'?

Ansarcr

It_is.rue that Community impons of coal from South Africa have increased in recent years from 3.4
million tonnes in 1976 to some 19.2 million tonnes in 1980, when impons from Poland toulled 14
million tonnes.
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The growth of imports is attributable to two factors:

1. rhe electricity generating authoriries of the Member States have embarked on a major

programme for converting power stations from oil to coal;

2. rhe price of South African steam coal is attractive because of the favourable geolog.ical condi-

,,on, in th"t counrry and the existence of pon facitities which makes it possible to load very large

mineral carriers.

Vhite the volume of impons from South Africa is high - 25ok oftotal impons in 1980 - it actually

represenrs only 60/o of the community's total gross domestic coal consumption.

Question No 49, by Mr Colla (H- 5a/8 1 )

Subject: Adjustment of exchange rates withtn the European Monetary System

A spokesman for the Frankfun institute for economic and financial research (lFO) has stated that an

"ailt,..n, 
of the exchange rates within the European Monetary System (EMS). is inevitable and will

;;; p1;;; in May at th. iat.sr, involving a revaluation of the German mark and a devaluation of the

French and Belgian francs.

Does the Commrssion agree with this view and does it feel that such measures are really necessary?

Ansuer

Independent research instirutes frequently express opinions which are based on their own research

and, as rhe case may be, on different opinions. In any case, it is not customary for the commission io

srar; irs views publicly on sratemen$ *hi.h a.. onty binding on their authors.

Question No 50, by Mr Pearce (H-56/81 )

Subject: Information regarding the ERDF

'!(zilt the Commissron undertake from now on to put into the hands of Members of the European

parliament, before irs relase to rhe press, informarion regarding all grants. from the Europ"an

Regional Development Fund (ERDF) to projects and p.ogrammes in the.ir Member States' giving, for

."Jh p.oject and programme,'rhe vaiue of th. gr"n,, the toral cost of the project or programme, its

nrtr.e ,nd pu.poi. and the planned starting and completion dates?

Ansuer

The Commission after each decision concerning grants from the European Regional Development

Fund, sends the lists of assisred projects to the Comhittee on regional policy and regional planning of
the European Parliament well bifore embargo date for the press. Iurthermore, the list concerning the

United Kingdom is sent by the Commissiont London office well before embargo date for the press to

all Bltish Ifie-b..s of rhl European Parliament. In addirion, the list is sent to the European Parlia-

ment office in London.

Such lism include individual 'granrc to each project of 10 m ECU or more. Global grants are

menrioned for smaller projecti, as these are grouped in the requests for assistance, according to

Anicle 7 .2 of the ERDF Regulation.
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In the present circumstancesl the Commission is nor in a posirion ro include in the lisrs informarion
on total cost of projer;m, their purpose, and rheir staning and complerion dates.

Question No 51, by Mrs Desmond (H-59/81 )

Subject: Community action in the field of adult education

'$7hat role can the Commrssion play in the evolution of a Communiry policy on adult and permanenr
education, and does ir intend ro make any proposals in the area of paid educational leave?

Answer

The Commission believes rt essential to develop a srrategy of action at Community level in the field of
continuing education and training..Preparatorywork in this respect is being focused on rhe following
aspect: the need for continuing education and training at local level as aiatalyst for economic anJ
social development and the scope for expanding opponuniries for educational leave panicularly in the
contexr of moves towards more flexible patterns of work, educarion and leisure.

The Commission is interested to build upon the work done on linked work and training for young
people to extend this principle throughour adult life. I

The Commission considers it has a role to play in achieving these aims in the firsr instance by promo-
ting the exchange of experience, the dissemination of informarion and evaluation studies on innou"-
tory measures. The Commission envisages making proposals in this direction before the end of 1981.

Question No 52, by Mr Pice (H-60/81)

Sub;ect VAT and chantables bodies

Are the Commission willing to propose a Directive on VAT which would permir Member Stares to
exempt charitable bodies from the payment of VAT on goods puchased by rhem or services supplied
to them?

Answer

The Commission does not consider it appropriate to propose, ar rhe presenr time, a directive on the
lines requested by the honourable Member.

In giving this reply the Commission would underline tu/o panicular aspecrs of the marter. Firstly, rhe
common value added tax system conceives the tax as designed ro pursue rhe freedom of movement
goals enshrined in the Treary and to establish the Community's VAT-based own resources and nor to
serve as an instrument for pursuing other policies, such as those in the social sphere. Secondly,
Community VAT legislation does not prejudice in any way the right of a Membir Sure to grant
direct financial suppon to charitable bodies, whether in proportion ro VAT borne by them or oiher-

II. QUESTIONS TO THE COUNCIL

Question No 53, by Mr Oehler (H-833/SO)

Subject: Applicatrons for loans under Anicle 56 of che ECSC Treaty
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Does the Councrl agree rhat rt is not clear from the answer to my Oral Question IH-7 12/80 what the

basis was fo. the appticarions by the Member States under Anicle 56 of the ECSC Treary, bearing in

mind that the ECSb budget ioes not conrain the necessary funds for these apphcations; that the

Council is opposed ro the-transfe. of approprrations from the budget to-the ECSC budget; and that

eren rf such a transfer could be carried out the Commission assesses the funds available to meet these

applicatrons ar 157 m.u.a. over rhree years, whereas the total of applrcations from France, the Unrted

Kingdom and Belgium amoun$ to over 600 m u.a.

Answer

As the Commissron rnformed rhe Council, applications were ln fact submitted by three Member States

- 
Belgrum, France and the United Kingdom - 

for Community asststance under Anicle 56 of the

ECSCireary in rhe form of a financialiontribution towards early retirement measures which they

are undenaking [o ensure the rehabilitation of workers affected by restructurinB operations in the

rron and steel indusrry. Belgium also asked for assistance under Anicle 95 of the Treaty for measures

in connection wrth partral unemployment

These appfications do in fact amounr ro over 600 milhon ECU. As Community assistance rs only

partial, rie Commission felt that, on rhe basis of the criteria usually applied tn such cases, the
'Co1n-uniry 

contriburion should be li2 million ECU for 1981 and 45 milhon ECU for the following

[wo years. beta,ls of the grounds for these amounts should be requested from the Commissron, whrch

proposed them.

Question No 65, by Mr oon Wogau (H-844/80)

Sub;ect: Full rmplementation of the internal market

Does the Councrl prefer commercral agreements with the ma,or third countries to the proposal from

the Commrssion ro rnrroduce special Community specification procedures for products originating in

third countriesr and what are the prospects of obtaining such agreements?

Does rhe Councrl consider rhat its decision of 15 January 1980 laying down provtsions on the intro-

ducrron and rmplementation of technical regulations and sundards2 is a useful instrument in commer-

cral negotiations with Japan and other rhrrd countnes concerning rmpon and expon of especrally

motor cars, chrps and television tubes?

Anszoer

The quesrion has not hrrheno ansen in these rerms for the Council. Although there have been talks

with a number of major rrade panners on the problems met with in cenain areas, the Communrty has

nor entered into proper negotiations with these countries in the full sense of the term.

The Decision of l5January 1980 on the inrroduction and implementation of technical regulations

and standards can Cena,.rly consrrture a very useful instrument in checking whether, in sensitrve

secrors, the reciprocity required by the Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade concluded under

GATT does rn fact extst.

Subject: Law of the Sea

OJ No C 54 of 4. 3 1980

OJ No L 14 of 19 I 1980

Questrcn No 69, by Mr Johnson (H-24/81 )
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In view of the repons that the United States intends to block possible agreement ar che current session
of the United Nations Law of the Sea Conference apparently under pressure from deep-sea mining
companles whrch regard the existing draft treaty as unfavourable to thelr interesr, can the Council
rndrcate what stance is being adopted by the EEC to indicate their extreme disapporntment at rhrs

development?

Ansuer

During the present session of the United Nations Conference on the Law of Sea, the United States
delegation announced that the United States Government was currenrly carrying out a full review of
its position; it was unable to accept any formulatron of the draft Convention during the current
sesslon, as several months were needed to complete the review.

In a statement made in the plenary session on 17 March, Professor Riphagen, head of the Nether-
lands delegation, speaking on behalf of the Community and the Member Srates, expressed rhe hope
that the outcome of past work would not be .jeopardized, and stressed that it was essential to make a

concentrated effort to bring the Conference proceedings to a conclusion as rapidly as possible.

Question No 70, by Mr Martin (H-28/81 )

Subject: Intra-Community trade in wine

For several weeks, massrve lmports of Italian wrne into France have depressed sales and the prices of
French wines. It would appear that Community measures are not fulfilling rheir function in Italy but
are benefiting the large French and Italian wine merchants to the detriment of the French and Italian
wrne growers To counreract this situation, does the Council intend to introduce a minimum price for
intra-Community rrade, as provrded for under the regulations?

Anszoer

Aware of the problems currently affecting the wine-growing seoor, rhe Council has discussed this
matter three times rn recent months. It has asked the Commission to implement the measures for the
economic rationahzation of the market provided for by Community reguladons on the wine-growing
sector. The Commission has also stated ics willingness, after a thorough examination of this situation,
to forward to the Council proposals for other measures which appear necessary. These would mainly
concern the application of Anicle 15 of the basic regulation, namely distillatron under exceptional
circumstances. The mrnrmum price system provided for in Anicle 15 a of the same regulation can
only be rnstrtuted on a proposal from the Commission and as a last reson.

At present the crireria for the application of this system have thus not yet all been met. Vhen the
above-mentroned proposals are made to the Council, it will not omit to take the necessary decisions
in accordance with Community regulations on the wine-growing section.

Furthermore, the Council has just adopted, on 2 April 1981, a regulation laying down general rules
for the implementation of Anicle 15 a for the period to 15 December 1981. Thus, if it is decided to
apply Anicle 15 a, the Council will have a ready-made rnstrument wrth which to apply this decision
and will only have to take account of the economic and financial factors on the basis of whrch rhe
minimum price rn question must be fixed.

Question No 71, by Mr Pranchire (H-29/8 1 )

Subject : Co-responsibilrty levy

Could rhe Council clarify whether rhe mandare of l0 May l98O provided for the adoption of the
pnncrple of generalized co-responsibility to hmrt agricultural expenditure?
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Answer

The mandare of 30 May 1980 whrch was published in Official Journal No C 158 of 27.6.80, page I
contains general guidelines, but does not provide specifically for measures such as rhe principle of
generalized co-responsibility to limit agriculrural expenditure.

The mandate, which is set in the conrext of the Council conclusions on the financing of the
Community budget, specifies that for 1982 the Community is pledged to resolve the problem by
means of structural changes and that in this connection a mandate has been given to the Commission
(to be futfilled by the end of June 1981) to examine the developmenr of Communiry policies without
calling rnto question 'the common financial responsibility for these policies which are financed from
the Community's own resources or the basic principles of the common agncultural polcy'.

Question No 72, by Mrs Poirier (H-31/8 1 )

Sub;ect: Respect for the Community preference in respect of robacco production

Community tobacco production is facing increasing comperition from impons of tobacco at preferen-
tial rates in defiance of the princrple of Community preference and wirh serious consequences for
planters 

- 
reduction in acreages, fall in incomes. Does the Council inrcnd to rntroduce a tax based

on the percentage of Community tobacco in manufactured products so as ro ensure thar Community
preference rs respected?

Anr-r,

The Council has not received any Commission proposals on the introduction ol a rax based on the
percentage of Community tobacco in manufactured products.

Question No 74, by Mr Pintat (H-36/81)

Subject: Research programme in the ceramics sector

Following the favourable opinion delivered by the European Parliament on rhe Community research
programme in the ceramics sector, can the Council indicate the obstacles which are preventing the
adoption of this programme, which should have entered into force in January 1980?

Answer

The Council has not staned im examination of the Commission proposal for a research and develop-
ment programme in the ceramics sector as it is awaiting the opinion which the Scientific and Tech-
nical Research Commirree (CREST) has been asked to give on the matrer.

Question No 75, by Mrs Lizin (H-37/81)

Subject: Socral measures in rhe iron and steel industry

At the March pan-session the Council starcd that rhis matrer would be raised ar its meering of
26 March and that every effon would be made to reach a decision. '\7hat is the outcome and what are
the prospects ?
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Ansuer

Reaffirming the objecrives previously defined on the restructuring of rhe iron and steel industry, the

Council agreed on 26 March ro 'examine in detail as soon as possible the appropriate social measures

to be taken by rhe Community with a view to reaching the necessary decisions in parallel with decr-

sions on further restructuring and the aids code'.

Question No 76, by Mr Boyes (H-46/8 1)

Subject Male midwives

Virh special reference to rhe rraining of male midwives would fhe President-in-Office inform Parlia-

ment which Member Stares are not carrying out Council Directive 76/707 /EEC of 9 February 1976?

Answer

I would remind the honourable Member that ir is for the Commission, as guardian of the Treaties, rc
ensure rhar Member States fulfil their obligations with regard rc the application of Communiry legis-

lation.

Question No 78, by Mr Kappos (H-51/81)

Subject: Consequences of the imposition of steel production quotas

Is the Councrl aware rhat the imposition of steel production quotas rs having distressing consequences

for rhe Greek steel industry and those working in it?

Is it aware that the Greek indusrry is planning to dismiss 30 to 500/o of its workers in order to achieve

this it is getting rid of the union officials?

Is the Council able to inform us whar subsidies have been given to the Greek steel undenakings and

on what terms?

Answer

The Council is nor aware that the introduction of production quotas has in itself had an unfavourable

effect on the Greek steel indusrry and those employed in it. Similarly the Council has no information
on the Greek industry's intentions as to employment.

Ir is the Commission which the national authoriries must inform as regards specific aid projects for
rhe steel industry and as regards the regions in which this industry would qualify for other types of
aid, be they regional or general.

+

Quesuon No 79, by Mr Colla (H-53/81)

Sub;ect: Adjustment of exchange rates within the European Monetary System

A spokesman for rhe Frankfun instirure for economic and financial research (IFO) has stated that an

adjustmenr of the exchange rares within the European Monetary System (EMS) is inevitable and will
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take place in May at the latest, involving a revaluation of the German mark and a devaluation of the
French and Belgian francs.

Does the Council agree with this vrew and does it feel thar such measures are really necessary?

The evolutron of internatronal monerary
comments. The honourable Member will
Councrl to react to such comments.

Answer

relations is quite frequently rhe sub;ecr of very diverse
realize that it would be altogerher inappropnate for the

III. QUESTIONS TO THE FOREIGN MINISTERS

Question No 81, by Mrs Eutmg (H-454/80)

Subject: United Nations' Convenrron on eliminatron of drscriminarion against women

Vrll the Council deplore the failure of the Unrted Kingdom to sign the United Nations' Convenrron
on the eLmination of all forms of discrimination against women adopred by the UN Assembly rn
December 1979, and state whether they wrll seek to rnfluence the UK to sign the Convention 

"s 
oihe.

EEC Member States have done?

Anszoer

The honourable Member is no doubt aware that the rules on European politrcal cooperarion gener-
ally preclude answers being given to questions relatrng to the indrvrdual policres of one or-more
Member States, as only answers approved by all ten Menber Srates can be grven in this forum.

For the record, I should like, in my capacity as Presrdenr-in-Office of rhe Councr.l of Foreign Mrnis-
ters meeting in political cooperation once again to draw the attenrion of the honourable Member and
her colleagues to the fact that the agenda for discussions within the framework of European political
cooperatlon is also drawn up on the basis of rhe consensus princrple.

Questton No 84, by Mr Balfe (H-1 7/81)

Subyect: Violation of human nghts wirhin the Community

Followrng my question H-818/801 and realizing the grave concern of many European citizens
regarding the violation of human rights by Member Srares, will the minrsters undenake to look at
ways in which human righm violations within the Communiry can be afforded the same level of publi-
crty and debate as violations of human righm ouside the EEC?

Answer

The Presidenr has nored this question with interest.

Questron Trme, March l98l
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He would remind the honourable Member that the ten Member States are signatoies to the European
Conoention on Human rRtrri, which provides for checks on its implementation. He rherefore sees no
reason to rarse this matter in the context of European polirical cooperarion

Question No 86, by Mr Berkhouuer (H-40/81 )

Sub;ecr: Arms supplres to the People's Republic of China and Taiwan

Are rhe Ministers aware of the fact that the People's Republic of China is takrng diplomatic sanctions
agarnsr the Netherlands because of the delivery of two submarines to Tarwan by a Dutch shrpyard
whereas, as a rule, Chrna does not react to arms supplies to Tarwan from other Member States and
would the Minrsters therefore not consider it appropriate for the Ten to agree on a common policy in
this respect in the context of political cooperation?

Answer

The matter raised by the honourable Member has never been discussed by the Foreign Minisrcrs
meering rn polrtical cooperarion, and the President-in-Office rs therefore unable to provide the author
of this question with an answer.
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IN THE CFIAIR: MR ROGERS

Wce-President

(Tbe sitting utas opened at 10 a.m.)

President. - The sitting is open.r

l. Agenda

President. - I call Mr Seefeld.

Mr Secfel4 Cbairman of the Committee on Transport.

- (DE) Mr President, I should like rc ask you and
the entire House to agree to a posrponement of items
44, 45 and 46 on today's agenda until rhe May pan-
session. As I stressed at the beginning of Monday's
sitting, these items concern very importan[ questions
of transpon. I feel we would be deluding ourselves to
think that we could ever ger through the agenda as

printed. This means that imponanr rransporr quesrions
could only be dealt with - if at all - towards the end
of tomorrow's sining.

The development of transpon infrastructure or the
problem of the weight of goods vehicles are marrers
which we cannor deal with before an empty House.
'!7hat is more, a number of amendments have been
mbled. Mr President, I feel that the dignity of this
House requires that these marrers be discussed when a
large number of Members are present and thar all
Members have the opponunity ro panicipate in the
decisions through their votes. I would therefore ask
you to remove these three items from the agenda and
assure you that the rapponeurs Mr Klinkenborg, Mr
Moreland and Mr Carossino are in complete agree-
ment with me. Ve should discuss these imponanr
questions during the May pan-session before a well-
attended House.

President. - !(i har we can do is wirhdraw them from
the agenda, as the rapponeurs have agreed to this.
They will then have ro go r,o the Bureau for a final
d'ecision as to when they will appear again.

(Parliament agreed to this reqaestfor utithdrawal)

2. Decision on r.trgency

President. 
- The firsr item is the vote on requesff for

urgent debate.

'!7e shall begin with the motion for d. resolution by fioe
political groups (Doc. 1-112/81): Crisis in Lebanon.

I call Mr Hansch.

MrHiinsch. - (DE)MrPresident, the SocialistGroup
is a co-signarory of rhis motion. I do not wish to delay
proceedings in the House by giving a long list of
reasons for urgency, since the news reaching us daily
from this strife-torn country is reason enough. The
sufferings of the people in the horror of the constant
outbreaks of war and the dury of all of us to do all we
can to achieve an immediate cease-fire are reason
enough. The Socialist Group will vote for urgent
procedure.

(Parliament adopted urgent procedure - The item anas

placed on tbe agenda for I 0 Apnl I 98 I )

*oo

President. - Ve shall now consider the motion for a
resolution by Mr Oebler and others (Doc. 1-120/71):
Pollution of the Rhine.

I call Mr Oehler.

Mr Oehler. - (FR) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, a thorough debate on the pollution of the Rhine
has already been held in this Parliament.

On that occasion all other groups roundly condemned
the present situation, in which there is a heavy concen-
tration of pollution in the Rhine. I shall therefore not
go back to the facts of the matter, but I would remind
the House that it adopted three resolutions and that
since then we are bound to note that, as far as chloride
polludon is concerned, [here has been no specific
Community initiadve.

The governments of the Member States are responsi-
ble for this paralysis. The Commission has itself recog-
nized thar it is possible ro ser up a salt. works in Alsace
with a capaciry of a million [onnes, which would
absorb a considerable pan of the salt at present tipped
into the Rhine. The serting-up of this salt works is
awaited with justifiable impatience by the workers in
the Alsatian poussium mines, whose jobs are threa-
tened. These workers and the entire population of
Alsace consider that the dpping of salt into the Rhine
is an unprecedented waste which they condemn, and
they call on the public authorities to take advantage of
this raw material by putting it to industrial use.
Besides, those who live along the Rhine, whether
German or Dutch, only want one thing: that the
pollution of the river should stop. lVhy have the
ministers yet again postponed the date of such a
long-awaited decision? Vhat is the siruarion regarding

I Approval of minutes 
- 

Documents received: see
Minutes of proceedings.
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the 'salt cartel' which has been widely referred to in
rhe press and on which the Commisqion decided to
open an enquiry?

The European Parliament would be failing in its dury
towards the people who live along the Rhine if it did
not decide today to state the problem clearly, to clarify
the question of responsibilities and to demand that a

solution be found as soon as possible which mkes
account of the economic and social interesm of the
regions concerned.

President. - I call the Group of the European
People's Pany (Christian-Democratic Group).

Mrs Maij-Veggen. - (NL) Mr President, my Group
is against dealing with this motion by urgent proce-
dure because it is not at all concerned with putting a

stop ro the pollution of the Rhine but with an attempt
ro ser up in Alsace a toally unprofitable salt indusry
a[ the Community's expense. That is at the route of
this motion and is also at the route of the difference of
opinion between France and the other countries along
the Rhine when it comes to trying to solve the prob-
lems of salt pollution. The people of Alsace have been
kept quiet for years with the promise of a salt industry,
an idea mainly put about by French Socialists and
Communrst.s. I hc only real reason for this request for
urgent procedure is the approaching French election
campaign, in which this false promise has to serve yet
again. Vhen the French Socialists table a motion like
this, you would not be far wrong to think of it as a

lerter from the fox offering to look after the chickens.
I regret that Dutch Socialists should lend suppon to
such a motion. It would be better to refer the matter to
the Committee on [he Environment for a balanced
opinion which is not inspired by an election campaign
but by a real concern about the pollution of the Rhine.
This is why my Group is against urgent procedure.

President. - I call the European Democratic Group.

Mr Johnson. - Mr President, we regard it as being a

matter of great importance - the pollution of the
Rhine - economic, environmencal and political. The
Parliament adopted, as the first speaker mentioned,
three resolutions last year. The Rhine is not noticeably
cleaner. Ve think the right procedure is to refer this to
the Committee on the Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Protection to urge the rapponeur on
the Committee on the Environment - and that
happens to be me - to proceed with all deliberate
speed with his work so that this Parliament can have a
full debate on this subject of major imponance in the
near future.

President. - I call che Liberal and Democratic
Group.

Mr Galland. - (FR) Mr President, the Liberal and
Democratic Group will also vote against urgen[ proce-
dure, since we feel that this is a serious misuse of the
urgency rule. In your motion for a resolution, Mr
Oehler, there are things which are true and others
which need to be very carefully checked. The two
problems are mixed: an environmental problem and an
economic one. 

'What we must do is therefore refer the
matter to the two appropriate committees of Parlia-
ment, namely the Committee on the Environment for
the problem of pollution and the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs for the problem
regarding the setting-up of salt works. These commit-
tees must carry out the enquiries you demand, and it
will be much more effective to demand enquiries into
the resuh of the Council and the results of the studies
carried out by the Commission than to demand them
by means of a motion for a resoludon to be adoprcd
by Parliament. This House must give effective expres-
sion to its views on the matter after it has been
thoroughly investigated. This is why we feel that it is a
misuse of the urgency rule; furthermore, [o say that it
is urgent to find ou[ the reasons why the Environment
Ministers rejected the salt factory project really is a
strange way to go about things, and we are sure, for
our part, that once the Rules of Procedure are revised

- and that will give the Socialist Group a chance to
choose its urgent questions itself - this is a request.

for urgent procedure which it would not have mbled.

(Parliament rejected urgent procedure. Tbe document
utas refened to the appropriate committee)

3. Situation in the Community utine-growing sector

President. - The next item is the continuation of the
debate on the repon by Mr Colleselli, on behalf of the
Committee on Agriculture, on the present situation in
the Community wine-growing sector (Doc. l-680/80).

I call the Socialist Group.

Mr Oehler. - (FR) Mr President, ladies and gentle-

men, Mr Colleselli's report shows a clear desire rc find
measures acceptable to all European wine-growers.
One must admit that this is not always easy, and I wish
to speak in this debate precisely in order to stress that
European policy on the wine-growing sector must
take full account of the problems and situation in all
wine-growing regions, whether in the south or in the
north of Europe.

Mr Colleselli's repon rightly stresses the excessive

taxation imposed by some Member States under the
heading 'excise duties'. Ve think it is totally scandal-
oi.rs that the Community should provide distribudon
expenditure to get rid of what it calls 'over-produc-
tion', while some Member States maintain a low level
of consumption by duties which discriminate against
wine.
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This report also has our approval and suppon in that ir
expresses determination to implement a qualiry wine-
growing policy in Europe. Various aids and incentives
to wine-growers to encourage them to obtain the right
equipment for wine production and to train wine
specialism capable of using the most modern rech-
niques, must be widely used. Similarly, we think it is

necessary to improve storage facilities by increasing
aid for the construction of fermenting rooms. Indeed,
we think it is normal for a wine-grower to be able to
store two harvests. This is an imponant factor in regu-
lating the markets and the quality of the products
supplied [o consumers.

However, this repon contains some obscure poinrs on
which I should like to have clarification from the
Commission and the Council. I am thinking in pani-
cular of the problem of replacing chaptalization using
saccharose with enrichment using concentrated musts.
If it is true that rectified concentrated musts no longer
seem to pose serious problems of qualiry in rhe present
state of oenological knowledge - and my friend
Georges Sutra mbled in the Committee on Agriculrure
the amendmenm on [his subject which caution requires

- it is clear, on the other hand, that these musts cosr
more [han saccharose to achieve similar enrichment.
Up to now Community aids have covered mosr of the
costs of both operadons and I understand rhe concern
of Mr Colleselli and the Commission. Ar a rime when
sugar is in demand on the world market and stocls are
diminishing, it is only logical to propose to enrich
wine with a product of the vine. 'Sfl'e are told that such
a measure could in future lead to the wirhdrawal of
between 8 and 10 million hectolitres of wine from the
Community market for transformation into grape
sugar. Moreover, 'we are not unaware that aids for
concentrated musts represenr a considerable saving for
the Community budget in comparison with the distilla-
tion of surpluses.

But it is undersmndable rhat che justified anxieties of
French wine-growers should find expression here,
since up to now they had rhe righr to chaptalize with
saccharose and their position may now become preca-
rious if these aids are abolished or even reduced.

I would therefore like rc know if these aids are a
temporary or a permanent measure. The wine-grow-
ers, and I am thinking especially of the wine-growers
in my home region of Alsace, have rhe right rc know if
they can base rheir prospecs on rhe stability of their
incomes and their employment.

Another point raised by the rapporteur abour which I
would like funher information relates to fraudulent
practices. $fle are agreed in calling firmly for an inren-
sificadon of the fighr against fraud and its perpetra-
tors. The wine-growers of Europe realize that,they are
the victims of rhe laxiry of cenain Member States. Bur
when the rapponeur calls for an intensification of the
fight against fraud, the question arises of who will pay
for new checking procedures - the Communiry

budget, the budgets of the Member Srates or the
wine-growers themselves.

'!7e are therefore pleased wirh rhe good intentions
expressed by Mr Colleselli's repon, a reporr which -it must be stressed - was approved unanimously by
the Committee on Agriculture, all groups and nation-
alities having been represented there and having given
their approval. And we now hope it will be possible to
move on to action ro bring some order into the
Community's wine market ar lasr. At all evenrs it is

essential that a very serious effon be made to re-estab-
lish equilibrium on rhe wine market among the rhree
major wine-growing countries of the Community -France, Italy and Germany - et 

^ 
time when south-

ward enlargement has already begun wirh the acces-
sion of Greece, and Spain - a wine-growing country
with a surplus - has requested membership.

President. - I call the Group of the European
People's Pany (Christian-Democratic Group).

Mr Dalsass. - (DE) Mr President, I should like to
make a few funher brief points regarding the report
on the present situation in the Communiry wine grow-
ing sector. However, I should first of all like m
congratulate the rapponeur on his repon which is very
comprehensive and reflects considerable undersmnd-
ing of the matter in hand.

There can be no doubt abour the fact that wine pro-
duction is very imponant in our Community as is clear
from the production volume alone which reached an
annual average of tSO million hl in the years 1974 to
1980. !fline production is particularly imponant in the
case of Italy and France which produce more than
900/o of Community wine. Nor should we forget that
more than two million members of the agricultural
population of the Communiry have direc interests in
wine production and marketing.

The marketing of wine has run into various difficulties
in rhe last few years and for this reason rhe Council of
Ministers was right in adopting, in 1979 and 1980,
various measures which are of grear importance for
the future of the wine sector and which principally
involve promoting rhe sale of wine and providing
cenain guarantees, such as minimum prices and
performance guaranrces. Secondly, it was the intention
that there should be no funher increase in wine pro-
duction but rather a reduction. Vith rhis aim in view a
ban was imposed on all new plantings of vines and
abandonment premiums were introduced. The aim is,
quite correctly, that wine production should be aban-
doned in those areas which are least suitable for wine
production and in which only large amounrs of infer-
ior wine are produced. Still grearer effons are required
in this respect if a cerrain balance is to be restored in
the wine sector.
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One of the most imponant measures is aimed a[ pro-
moting the production of quality wines. The improve-
ment of qualiry is panicularly important as this makes
it easier for the producers to find outlets for their
product and enables them to earn a higher income.
These measures must be applied effectively in the indi-
vidual Member States if we are, as I have already said,
rc re-establish a balance in the wine sector.

'!7e must come to some effective arrangement as

regards wine production in the very near future if we
are to avoid excessive upheavals in this sector as a
result of the enlargement of the Community. Let us

not forget, that with the acession of Spain and Ponu-
gal, wine producrion will immediately increase to over
200 million hl. If we are to avoid upheavals of this
kind it is vial that something be done about the situ-
ation in practical terms without delay. All these
measures will cenainly bring a little more order into
wine producdon and marketing if they are applied
sensibly and in good time. Together with other
colleagues, I have ubled an amendment which also has
the approval of the rapponeur himself. In this amend-
ment, we describe in detail a number of additional
measures which would be useful additions to rhe
report. I hopc rhat firstly this amendment and then the
entire motion for a resolution will be adopted by a

great majority in the interests of the wine-growing
sector in the Community.

President. - I call the Communist and Allies Group.

Mr Martin. - (FR) Mr President, on I April more
than 6 000 wine growers from the south of France
demonstrated in Sdte, a cenre for the impon of wine,
at the insdgation of all the wine-growers' organiz-
ations, the trade unions and the cooperatives, to alen
the French Government and the European Commis-
sion to the worsening of their situation. Indeed,
despite a normal harvesr in 1980, surplus stocks
remained sizeable and prices abnormally low - hardly
reaching last year's level. The wine-growers' acrion,
which we continue to support and encourage, has
already caused the performance guaranree to be
increased to 100% for the quantities of wine under
long-term storage contract.

The first result is an encouragement to us to continue
and develop our action, for many problems remain to
be solved. The Colleselli repon takes some of these
problems into account and proposes solutions with
which we agree, such as the opening-up of a 'tranche'
for special distillation or the fight against fraud.

But there are serious omissions from this repon, for it
ignores two basic questions which directly concern
French wine-growers - impons and rhe enlargement
of the European Economic Community. It also advo-
cates measures which, while claiming to improve the
quality of the product - which is a laudable aim -

aim in fact to speed up the implementation of the
appalling poliry of grubbing up tens of thousands of
hectares of vines, which is unacceptable. Impons have
risen in the most recent period to the intolerable level
of ZSO 000 to 800000 hecrolitres a monrh. France,
which is the main wine-producing counry of the Euro-
pean Community, has thus become the leading
importer. Self-limitadon atreements have been tram-
pled underfoot by the very people who had under-
taken ro respect them. The tide of imports has had the
immediarc effect of a sudden slowing of ransactions
and a drop in prices. It is nor enough to note this, one
must also explain it. At present it is for all the world as

if there '*'ire two wine markets in the Community.
Indeed, price differences between Ialian and French
wines, which vary from 10 to 300/0, can be explained
only by the ineffectiveness of or the failure rc apply
che Communiry measures - which operates in Italy to
the profit of the large Franco-Italian trade and to the
disadvantage of the Italian and French wine-growers
themselves.

To correct this situadon we call for the fixing and
immediarc application of a minimum price for inra-
Community trade - a measure which is moreover
provided for by Community rules. This minimum
remunerative price would need to be guaranteed for
the enrire output of the small and medium-scale
wine-growers. The rapid increase in imports which we
have mentioned is accompanied by an accumulation of
stocks in our cellars and by the distillation of qualiry
wines. This is a sorry outcome for those who followed
the recommendations of the Commission by improv-
ing the quality of their vines by massive investments
and increasingly hard work. l7hether the harvest is

good or bad, whether they grow wine on the plain or
the hillsides, the wine-growers of the sourh of France
are fleeced in the same way by the policy followed by
the Europe of the multinationals.

This situation could only worsen with rhe enlargement
of the common market io include Spain and P6nugal

- something which the Colleselli repon ignores
entirely and deliberately. In order to prepare for rhis
enlargement the Commission is encouraging more
rapid grubing up ofvines. In three years, from 1977 to
1980, the wine-growing surface in France decreased
by 100 000 hectares. All the grandiloquent conversion,
modernization and restructuring plans are merely a

snare and a delusion. Their only aim is to clear the
way for Spanish wines. Enlargement means going out
of business for thousands of wine-growers in Fr;rnce,
panicularly in the south. In Brussels, the French
Commissioners nominated by Mr Giscard d'Estarng,
the Socialist Mr Cheysson and the Gaullist Mr Onoli,
drew up and are now applying this policy of elimina-
tion of our vineyards and dismantling of our southern
economy. The government in Paris accepts the Coun-
cil's decisions on prices, which can only lead to funher
worsening of the situation of small wine-growers. A
price increase of lOVo, which will apply only from 16

December onwards and which will only panially affect
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production is indeed quite inadequate to compensate
for the veniginous increase in production costs. Very
fonunately, the principle of generalization of
co-responsibility, i. e. taxing production, has been
rejected for this year, but the question has merely been
postponed. Those who wan[ to limit our production
on the pretext of surpluses have not given up their
plans. They will cenainly not fail to resume their
offensive during the fonhcoming debate on reform of
the common agricultural policy. For exanrplc, wc
must oppose the proposals of the Commrrtee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs chaired by Mr
Delors. The Moreau report, which it approved, calls in
panicular for a system of very sharply graded prices
for wine to avoid the accumulation of stocks without
outlets.

'$7'e are determined to continue our work with the
wine-growers to prevent the enlargement of the
Community and foil the plans of all those who wish to
destroy our viticulture, whether ir Brussels, Paris or
even in the south of France irceif. \flhether people
such as Mr Rocard like it or nor,, rhe wine-growers of
France and of the south in panicular, whom he has
just insulted by describing them as producers of poor
qualiry wine, are not prepared to be put out of busi-
ness. Nor are they any more prepared rc follow the
promoters of a European wine bureau, who would like
thereby to put our vineyards under the direct control
of a supranational European body under the aegis of
the multinational food combines. For us in the south-
ern regions of France in panicular, 'the vine is life'.
This is more than a slogan, it is the motto for our fighr
to prevent liquidadon of our vineyards and our wine-
growing economy, but also to rejuvenate our viticul-
ture.

President. - I call the Group of the European
Progressive Democrats.

Mr de Lipkowski. - (FR)Mr President, the Colleselli
repon righrly rakes inro accounr the fact that the
crisis resulting from the exceptional grape harvesr of
last year is still going on. Considerable quantiries are
being stored in France and Italy. The strengthening of
income guarantee measures for wine-growers through
the applicadon of a performance guaranree io srorage
contracts has improved the siruarion. None the less, we
regret thar rhis guarantee is not as roral as rhar granted
to other agricultural producm which benefit from an
almost complete price guarantee thanks to automatic
and permanent intervenrion ar a good level. S(e must
therefore conrinue with rhe policy of srorage
contracts, particularly for cognac, and extend these
measures for the current marketing year to try [o
restore the balance on rhe European markem, which
are faced with over-production problems. In other
words, we must take preventive action insrcad of
belated action. These measures musr be financed using
1981 credits and we supporr rhe idea of addirional

measures to encourage distillation, since the quantities
available on the market exceed the forecasts. Of
course, this restoration of the balance must be done on
the basis of a remunerative price for producers, equal
to at least 900/o of the guide price. ![e also wish to
have confidence in the minimum price measures, but
in this case the minimum price selected must be as

close as possible to the activating threshold price for
intervention. To sum up, taking account of all these
factors - performance guarantees for long_-term stor-
age contracts, minimum price for intra-Community
trade, panicularly between Italy and France, opening
of additional distillation a[ a remunerative price for
substantial quantities - it will no doubt be possible to
maintain the market effectively.

But, in addition, our Group wanrs rhe Commission to
propose to the Council measures to encourage
consumption, develop refunds for exports to thiid
countries and eliminare taxarion which discriminates
against wine. Bearing in mind what has happened in
France, and panicularly the duties which have been
imposed on cognac as a resuh of a decision by rhe
Coun which also seriously penalizes spirits obmined
by disdlling wine in all regions of France, I propose
the opening of a large-scale negoriation ar European
level on taxation of individual agriculrural and indus-
trial producm. That is somerhing which would help to
popularize the European idea.

Finally, we stress the need to promote quality prod-
ucts, and of course these measures go hand in hand
with structural measures currently in force. I do not
wish to be accused here of pleading in favour of grub-
bing up. !7e do not in any way favour a policy syste-
matically based on the grubbing-up of vines, if only
for the reason that a considerable reduction in our
wine-growing potential would encourage an increase
in the potential of applicant counrries which already
have record harvesrc. The fact remains that grubbing-
up must remain what it is - temporary and optronel

- and should concern, at any rate for the Cognac
region, panicularly the elderly wine-growers who
have no-one to succeed them. Optional and temporary
grubbing-up then, and - this follows on from whar I
have just said - we must provide the necessary addi-
tional incentives for replacement crops. Vhere the
elderly wine-growers have deliberately grubbed up,
replacement crops should be envisaged which should
benefit from long-term con[rac6, and I honesdy hope
that credim will be made available for rhis, making it
possible to find solutions for rhe shonage of vegemble
proteins and agricultural energy sources.

It is on the basis of this overall view of agriculture and
viticulture that by disciplining the market, adapting
production, and encouraging replacement crops by
special credits for the purpose, we should be able to

:::1"I,".-a.owing 
into a srrong European economic
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President. - In view of the length of today's agenda,
the list of speakers will be closed at 11 a.m.

I call the non-attached Members.

Mr Papaefstratiou. - (GR) Mr President, I should
just like rc say that Mr Colleselli's repon contains
many positive points as regards safeguarding the
wine-growing sector. However, I would ask both him
and the House to give due consideration to the fact
that no menrion is made in the repon of 200 000 or so
growers in Greece whose wine constitutes a sensitive
product and who are in urgent need of protective
measures.

In this context, I should like to ask Parliament and the
Council of Ministers to investigate the proposals to see

whether the protective measures can be extended to
cover two varieties produced in Greece. I am referring
to [he sweet wine of the island of Samos and other
regions and to ouzo, of which there are many pro-
ducers in Greece and which needs some special protec-
tion. The purpose of these brief remarks is to stress
how imponant this sector is for Greece, so that the
proposed measures in favour of wine-growers will
benefit Greek producers as well.

President. - I call Mr Gautier.

Mr Gautier. - (DE) Mr President, I should like to
make it clear that I am not speaking on behalf of the
Socialist Group but only for part of it. I should like, as

it were, to water down the wine a little . . .

(Intemtption: It\ been watered doun alrea.dy, but with
pure water!)

. . . The Colleselli repon v/as adopted in the
Committee on Agriculture with a large number of
abstentions and I am one of those who absuined.
However, I should first of all like to point out that the
repon also contains a positive point, i.e. that if the
Commission mkes additional measures it should do so
within the limirs of the 1981 budget. I do not think
that it would be possible to put all these measures inro
practice with the resources available under the 1981
budget. However, if the Commission thinks it would
be able to do this, it should go on and do it. Apan
from this, however, I am opposed rc the following
points.

Firstly, the fixing of minimum prices strikes me as

exremely dubious since the question arises as to the
level at which they should be fixed and, quite apart
from that, they would not be without consequences
for the wine drinker - and I will make no bones
about the fact that I personally am mainly a beer
drinker. It would also affect intra-Community trade as

a whole since fixing a minimum price would mean a

restriction on intra-Communiry trade. I wonder, as a
layman, what will happen to wine if intra-Community
rade drops as a result of minimum prices being
introduced?

In addition, I personally regard, for example, the
opening-up of special 'tranches' under the special
terms applied - i.e. the producers in the regions in
question receiving 85 or 90% of the guide price - as

really only one of many ransitional measures. I cannot
help getting the impression from this report, however,
that many people would like to see this introduced on
a long-term basis with a view to rationalizing the wine
market. From the point of view of energy policy,
funhermore, I regard it as absurd first of all to pro-
duce wine and then to distill the alcohol from it because
it cannot be sold. It would make more sense to start by
trying to re-establish a balance between supply and
demand. For this reason, the Commission should
concentrate on reducing the area under vines and
suchlike measures.

Thirdly, there is the question of the involvement of
Commission on wha; has been referred rc as publicity
campaigns etc. !7here, I wonder, will Community
involvement end. Couldn't the producers themselves
perhaps get around to doing something? '!7hat are
producer organizations for? Afrcr all, in various coun-
tries they have shown that they are capable of
conducting publicity campaigns themselves without
financial backing from the Community.

Finally, I should like to mention the question of the
campaign against excessively high taxes levied on
wine. In Germany, wine is not taxed. Everyone is end-
tled to their own opinion on this subject and I person-
ally would be in favour of levying raxes on wine . . .

(Intemqtion: On beer too, tben!)

... y€s, on beer too, since the taxation of alcoholic
beverages is fundamentally a question of social poliry.
I am not saying that individual countries such as

Denmark, for example, should be called on to reduce
their alcohol tax accordingly - since basically what
we are talking about here is the tax on alcohol . . .

(Interruption)

. . . wine is not alcohol, someone tells me. Vell, that is

news to me!

. . . so as to make it easier for some producers to sell
their products in those countries. For a whole range of
reasons of a socio-polidcal nature this would not, in
my view, be the right way of going about things.
However, we could, for example, discuss harmoniz-
ation, although one of the questions which would arise
would be the extent to which harmonization should
take place. For all of these reasons, I inrcnd to vote
against cenain paragraphs of the motion for a resolu-
tion.
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President. - I call Mr d'Ormesson.

Mr d'Ormesso n. - ( FR)Mr President, I too congratu-
late Mr Colleselli on his excellent report. In my speech

I would like to tackle the problem which lies at the
root of the malaise in the wine-growing sector.

However praiseworthy and substantial the aids for
srorage, distillation, grubbing-up, and improvement of
vine varieties or structures, however carefully worded
and complete the 692 anicles making up the
Communiry regulation on wine-growing, these

measures do not work in practice, because the problem
of wine production and consumption has been tackled
without making the effon to imagine their prospecm,
without the will to ensure respect for quality of the
product and without the courage to propose rules
which would gain the support of producers and consu-
mers alike, so obvious is the need for them.

A considerable increase in the 1979 and 1980 harvests,

conrrasdng with a drop of 2.50/o in consumption in
the Nine, characrcrize a market which has been

opened to Greece this year and which it is intended to
extend later to Spain and Ponugal. In this economic
situation, and also to meet the expectations of consu-
mers who are increasingly reluctant to accept blended
wines, the Council of Ministers and the Commission
devote their communications to encouraging
Community wine-growers to commit themselves

firmly to a poliry of qualiry. However, the facts belie
this desire [o encouraBe. On the one hand, the control
of grubbing-up, the ban on new planting and the rules
for trade in wine are respected, while on the other
no-one knows what is happening in the trade or even
less in the administration, except that the supply is

conrinuing to grow. On the one hand, distillation
takes place according rc the trancbe with the price
fixed by Brussels or on the basis of the performance
guaranrce, while on the other the aid received makes it
possible to sell wine in France at producer prices, even
if the price normally charged in the trade is less than
the distillation price. This policy is obviously a result
of rhe interminable delay in producing a regulation on
distilled Italian wines. Thus expons of wine to France
have doubled since the last harvest despite the self-
limitarion agreements agreed with the exponers.

However, everyone knows that if the threshold for
impons into France of 6 million hectolitres per year is

exceeded the market will be destabilized and plunged
into chaos, the wine-growers reduced to poverty and

sometimes ruined, with the result that they will
become bitter, despairing and angry. This scandalous,

irrational and deplorable situation must end. \7ine and

its producers deserve a better fate. The first action to
be taken is to admit that there is no vineyard survey in
one of the two main producing countries (although
there should be one in each counry under Article 1 of
Regulation No 24 of 4 April 1962). I would point out
that it exists in France since 30 September 1953. Next,
we must recognize the consequent need for measures

suired to a special situation, and made all the more
urgent since the enlargement of the wine market to
Spain and Ponugal depends on them. Let no-one
delude themselves about that. To that end, we should
decide to fix a production quota eachyear designed to
cover the internal and external needs of the
Community, which would benefit from the guide
price, the surpluses being distilled at the market price,
and to fix in parallel a quota for expons from a

Member State to another wine-producing Member
State. Next, we must ban the manufacture of anificial
and synthetic wines, imitation wines and watered-

down wines. !7hat an odd world, and what a strange

tradel \7hat strange people they must be who thus
sully the reputation of what Pasteur called 'the heal-
thiest and most hygienic of drinks'! In these circum-
srances the fall in wine consumption in the
Community is hardly surprising. Finally, we must
encourage within the q/ins.producing Member States
the development or creation of an anti-fraud service to
protect producers and consumers from profiteers and

other charlaans.

In chis context I have tabled two modest amendments.
The first expresses the hope that future harvest declar-
ations will be drawn up not merely, as hitheno, in two
columns, one for white wine and the other for red
wine, but in three columns, the third column being for
ros6 wines. Indeed, it is forbidden to make ros6 wine
by blending red and white wine. This measure would
close a loophole for fraud at no financial cost. The
other amendment, calling for the Community rc help
to finance the creation or strengthening of an anti-
fraud inspection service aims precisely to provide the
Community with the necessary instrument for enforc-
ing respect for regulations on production, vinification
and trade in wines. Ve shall be grateful for the chance
to help wine-growers and consumers, throuth these
two measures, to begin a reorganization of the market.

President. - I call Mr Kappos.

Mr Kappos. - (GR) Mr President, I should like first
of all to inform the House that the Greek farmers'
trade-union movement does not have an opportunity
to have immediate contacls with Parliament and irc

commiltees, because it does not participate in COPA
(Committee of Agricultural Organizations in the
EEC). The reason for this is that the Greek Govern-
ment, under a bill introduced and approved in the
Greek Parliament, appointed the cooperative organ-
ization PASEGES as the professional rade-union
organization to be represented in COPA. I should
therefore like the Bureau and the competent
committee to take this fact into account and to do
everything in their power to communicate with the
Greek farmers' trade-union organization, which is the
General Confederation of Farmers' Associations of
Greece. I should also like to hear what the competent
bodies think of this polidcal move on the part of the
Greek Government.
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Mr President, we appreciare rhe problems of wine-
Browers in the countries of the EEC, but we must
point out that the problems facing wine-growers in my
country are extremely serious. Apan from the fact thar
costs are much higher because of the much higher rare
of inflation and ihe fact thar a number of"nationil
support schemes are being phased our by 1985, pro-
duction costs for wine are also much higher because of
the smallness of the production units, the low level of
mechanization and the limircd use made of fenilizers
and other agricultural aids.

In Greece, moreover, there is a scarcity of select
varieties and a lack of standardization and wine-
bottling facilities. It is symptomaric rhat only about
20/o of the wine exponed by Greece is in bortles. After
Greece's accession to the EEC, while opportunities for
exporting have been resrricted - panicularly m the
socialist countries - there are no corresponding
opportunities for Greek wines to compete with equiva-
lent wines in the Communiry. As a resulr, the approxi-
marcly 200 000 Greek wine-growers will to some
extent be forced to grub up their vines, despite rhe fact
thar soil and climaric condirions are favourable. \7e
therefore feel that, in addition to the general measures
proposed in the report, special national measures
should be taken ro ensure rhe genuine development of
wine-growing and a sarisfactory income for wine-
Erowers.

President. - I call Mr Almirante.

Mr Almirante. - ( IT)Mr President, first and foremost
I thank the Committee on Agriculture and its rappor-
teur Mr Colleselli for taking accounr of rhe motion for
a resolution tabled by our Group, which was accepred
in substance by the Committee and rapponeur.

For my part I am glad ro be able ro express a favour-
able opinion, with special reference to a few points
which I shall now have the opponunity ro srress
briefly, and I am even more pleased that rhe only
tendendous, false and above all anri-Community note
was tonlly ignored by the majority of the Commitree.
I refer to the morion for a resolurion tabled by the
French Communist Members which states that Inlian
wine expons have harmful consequences, as if the
problems of European and especially Mediterranean
wine-growing, panicularly now after Greek accession,
could be solved by fratricidal battles rather than frater-
nal agreements.

The poincs in the Committee's motion for a resolution
which matter most to us are these: the prospect of
effective measures to promote exports rc third coun-
tries, to be implemenrcd with financial aid from rhe
Communiry; an intensification of rhe fight against
taxation which discriminates againsr wine in some
non-producing countries; vigilance towards the
excesses of the generalized anti-alcohol campaigns;

the gradual elimination of rhe practice of adding sugar
throughout the Communiry, together with the fight
against adulteration and fraud; -and promotion of
quality by continuous improvement of production and
marketing structures, especially those of the coopera-
tives.

Since I speak on behalf of the narion which is suffering
most at the moment from the wine-growing crisis, I
sincerely hope that this excellent motion for a resolu-
tion will not be a dead letter, but will be rapidly imple-
mented to safeguard the work and standard of living
of about one and a half million Italian wine-growers.

President. - I call Mr Frangos.

Mr Frangos. - (GR) Mr Presidenr, I come from and
represent a region - Attica - where there is a long
tradition of wine-growing. Ever since the times of
Bacchus, wine has been produced rhere and held in
high esteem. It is therefore only narural that I should
have a particular interest in the subject of Mr Colle-
selli's report, which I find fair and objective and
deserving of my congratulations. In the motion for a
resolution I panicularly welcome points a), b) and
c) of paragraph 1 calling for measures which rhe
rapporteur rightly considers ro be urgenrly needed.
However, Mr President, I am informed that rhe
Commission has already made it possible to distill
1000/o of the red wine under long-term srorage during
the period 1979-1980, so rhar point a) should be
deleted from the morion insofar as it relates to this
question. This does not apply, however, to rhe ques-
tions dealt with under points b) and c) of the motion,
i.e. the introduction of special disdllation and the
application of the minimum price mechanism. I should
like in particular to draw arrenrion ro the pressing
need to make it possible for producers to reson to
special disdllation for all types of wine. There are
various reasons for this: firstly, for weeks now the
prices paid to wine producers have been very low,
about 60 to 700/o of the guide prices, and this is pani-
cularly the case for whirc wines; secondly, producers
have large stocks of wine; thirdly, rhe market is show-
ing a disquietening slackness, and wine-growers are
concerned to nore that, while the new harvest is
approaching fast, there is no demand for the product;
fourthly, all the other measures ir was possible to take
with a view to reorganizing the marker have already
been exhausted - unfonunately without producing
the desired resuh. The fact is that wine-growers
regret having ro resorr, to distillation, since they
witness the destruction of the wine over which they
have taken so much trouble and care, but there is
unfortunately no other solution. It is necessary evil. In
our view, a decision on special distillation is urgently
required if the market is to improve, and I think this
should be emphasized in the motion, just as it should
be emphasized rhat ir is essential to esablish a sarisfac-
tory price to the producer.
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As regards the minimum price mechanism, I would
stress that it must be inroduced as soon as possible,

because I think it may help to stabilize the market and

ensure a fair income for wine-growers.

\7here I totally disagree with both the repon and the
motion for a resolution, however, is on point d) of
paragraph 1, relating rc promoting the widespread use

of concentrated musts for the enrichment of wines -and panicularly the fact that this refers not just to
normal musts but to rectified musu as well. This
proposal is at variance with the very medium and

long-term policy called for in point e) of paragraph 2,

which relates to the improvement of qualiry of wine
through the gradual abandonment of areas in the plain
where yields are high but qualiry is low. If increasing
the alcohol content by adding rectified musts is

allowed indiscriminately, this will lead to more vines

being planrcd in areas which give high yields but
low-qualiry wines poor in sugar, while in areas suiable
for wine-growing the vines will be cultivated like sugar
beet. If the qualiry of the wine is to'be high, it must
come from areas with suitable conditions, and not
from wet areas or areas in the plain. Let me point out
that if we encourate the use of concentrated rectified
grape must, all we are doing is replacing beet sugar -which is curren[ly used in some countries - with
sugar from the products of the vine. I even wonder
whether such a product is actually produced and
whether there are any scientifically-based data on this
question, since as far as I know the International Vine
and \7ine Office has not yet reached any decision in
this respect.

I therefore think this proposal is highly premature, and
I have serious reservations for all the reasons I
mentioned above. I thus propose that it be left out of
the motion for a resolution. In the final analysis, Mr
President, wine has to be 'prepared' and not manufac-
tured like any old industrial product.

However, as far as the medium and long-term
measures contained in the motion for a resoludon are
concerned, I find these generally very imponanc,
although there are a few points I should like to make.
Firstly, I panicularly welcome the proposal under
point a) of paragraph 2 that there should be a publicity
campaign to promorc exports rc third countries since,
as you know, the Communiry has a surplus of wine. In
this context I would propose that special reduced rates
should be applied for wine advenising - panicularly
by cooperadve organizations - in the State-controlled
mass media of the Member States and that there
should be financial aid to cover pan of the costs of
wine advenising in third countries. However, the
passaBe staning 'in this context . . .' and going on to
the end should, I think, be deleted, since the qualiry
standards for wine have already been laid down in the
relative regulations, such as Regulations 338/1979,
2247/1973,2236, etc. Secondly, as regards points b)
and c) of the motion for a resolution, I auach pani-

cular imponance to the proposal to harmonize taxes

- in the sense, of course, that excessive taxes will be

reduced - so as to make wine more attractive to the
consumer. I would particularly like to point out that, if
the harmonization leads to an increase in the taxes on
wine, this would immediately cause disruption on the
market as a result of the highly probable fall in
consumption. Thirdly, I am also interested by the
proposal in point c) that there should be round-table
alk on television and in the press to emphasize the
positive aspects of wine and to put an end to the unfair
campaigns against pure wine which, if used and not
abused, can produce only good effects - panicularly
in the case of diseases of the aneries - and reduces

rhe risk of hean attacks. Founhly, as regards point d),
I agree complercly that we must put a stop to the use,

throughout the Community, of sugar to increase the
alcohol content. Apan from other considerations, this
leads to illegal competition, since the sugar is sold at
prices lower than that of the natural sugars conrained
in the wine must,.'!fe are naturally also against the use

of concentrated rectified must instead of sugar, as I
said before. In conclusion, I would repeat tha[ the best

advenisement for wine would be to improve its
quality, and this will be achieved by forbidding new
plantings on plains or in wet areas - which, although
they produce high yields, could be put to good use for
other crops - by combating adulteration with puni-
dve fines and continuous and frequent checls, not
only in the areas of production but also during transit,
and, finally, by providing aid to those countries which
lack modern technology, machines and equipment,
and giving cheap EAGGF loans toiooperatives so that
they can protect themselves and compete against the
well-known firms.

President. - I now call the Commission.

Mr Dalsager, Member of tbe Commission. - (DA)Mr
Presidenr, I would like to take this opportunity to
compliment the Committee on Agriculture for its
initiative and the Committee's rapporteur, Mr Colle-
selli, for his repon on the present situation in the
Communiry wine-growing sector. The difficulties in
this sector must be seen against the background of the
record harvestin 1979, the effects of which can still be

felr. Although the problems dealt with in this repon
are by and large in my opinion dealt with in a yery
positive manner, there are a few points in the proposed
measures which I would like to comment on.

I realize that many members of Parliament are preoc-
cupied with the problems in the wine sector, as they
have shown by the many initiadves which have been
taken in this sphere. Let me just refer to the common
plans of debate on the subject which took place at the
pan-session in May 1980. These Members must
however also acknowledge the effon made by the
Communiry and the Commission, not least purely
administratively, to restore the equilibrium on the
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wine market after the record harvest of 1929. The
Commission of course used every possibility for inter-
vention ar its disposal. In addition in the spring of 1980
the Council decided to introduce extraordinary disdl-
lation and authorized the withdrawal of more than 8

million hectolires of the approximately 10 million
hectolitres which were distilled following the distilla-
tion measures which were adopted at the beginning of
the 1979-80 production year.

Another problem arose in connection with the 1980
harvest which, although it was only slightly above
avera3e, gave rise to difficulties because stocks were
already too high. In September 1980 distillation
measures were inroduced which, when they get under
way, will cover over 18 million hectolitres of table
wine. Recently the time-limit for applying for these
distillation measures was considerably extended, so
that the full benefit can be derived from all the possi-
bilities arising therefrom in an effon to rationalize the
market.

In accordance with the proposal for an amendment
Nr 3 by Mr Manin and others, the Commission has
just decided that the percentage quantity of red table
wine which can be distilled under the 'performance
guarantee' system will be increased to 100%. In this
connection may I however point out that the Commis-
sion cannot support the proposal for an amendment
No 4 by Mr Manin and others to the effect that such
distillation should also cover wines with an alcohol
contenr of.9.50/0. This would imply a step backwards
for the Commission's policy of improving quality.
Precisely with regard to quality and using quality
criteria as a starting point, the Commission, has
increased the alcohol content for table wines which
can be eligible for scorage contracts and distillation
with a performance guarantee to 10V0.

As regards the measures which are to be inroduced in
the very near future on two points proposals for
amendments have been put forward on which I should
also like to express an opinion. The first is that the
obligation to grub hybrid vines in certain regions
should be abolished This is the proposal for an
amendment No 8 by Mrs Poirier. This obligation is as

you know the result of a decision taken by the Council
in 1976 with a view to improving qualiry. The Council
fixed a period of four years in which this grubbing
measure would apply and granted subsidies for
conversion in accordance with Regulation 1163/76.
The second point is aimed at extending export refund
measures in the wine-growing sector to cover concen-
trated grape must. The Commission is willing to exam-
ine this proposal, provided that expenditure on this
does not become completely excessive and that it does
not exceed the sum applying to wines entitled to
refunds.

Vith regard to the proposed medium and long-term
measures I can say rhat to a large exrcnt I agree with
the rapponeur. This is all the easier for me in that the

Commission has already taken or will soon take a
series of initiatives on cenain points.

The Council's decision of February 1980 will be
implemented in respect of the provisions for planting
and replanting of vines and the abandonment and
conversion programmes in accordance with the
programme of action 1980-1985. This action
proBramme implies strict control over plantings in the
wine-growing sector and provides for a contribution
from producers towards effort to control surpluses.
This is also the reason why the Commission does not
intend to propose that a co-responsibility levy be
introduced in this sector.

I would like to say a few words also in connection
with the proposal for an amendment No 13 of Mr
Sutra on the setting-up of a European wine directo-
rate. As you know the Commission put forward a

similar idea in a proposal for a Council regulation
amending the basic regulation of the market for wine,
which was presented to the Council on ll February
1978. The Council however was nor in favour of the
idea and the Commission therefore withdrew the
proposal in May 1978. For the moment I find it
neither opportune nor possible to consider setdnt up a
body of this kind.

On the particular point of chaptalization might I point
out that the Commission has already snrcd in its
action programme rhat the aim is to prohibit the addi-
don of saccharose. Ve have proposed some inidal
measures on concentrated must which were adopted
by the Council in 1980. The Commission must now
work out and propose new measures so that steps can
be taken towards achieving this goal. In this connec-
tion the Commission is at present making a thorough
investigation into the possibilities of srcpping up
control measures within the wine sector, amongst
other things by extending the measures already in
force. The Commission inrcnds to take initiatives
along these lines in the next proposal amending basic
regulations governing the common organization of the
market in wine.

Finally I should perhaps add, Mr President, that just at
present the Commission is considering introducing
exceptional distillation in view of the extraordinary
low prices for wine at the moment, with the result that
the wishes which were also expressed during this
debate, may perhaps be proposed rc the Commission
in the very near future.

President. - I call the rapporteur.

Mr Colleselli, fttpporteuf. - (17) Mr President, I feel I
must thank the Members who have spoken for the
appreciation they have shown for this report. I like-
wise thank the Commissioner for the remarks he made
and the direct replies he gave to the speakers, as well
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as for the useful indications he has given to me in his
usual authoritative way.

Mr President, i[ seems imponant to me to sress once
more that this repon was not prepared merely on
paper, and was not the result of theoretical work but
of surveys made in the main wine-growing areas of the
Communiry.

It is clear that the countries mosr concerned with the
problem, on accounr of the scale of their production,
are France and Italy. None the less the repon was based
on the general picture of Community agricultural
policy.

Some questions which were raised i., th. 
"ourr. 

of th.
debate - such as the addition of sugar, among others

- may receive an answer d'uring the voting on the
amendments. However, I am pleased that all the
speeches, despite some reservations expressed here and
[here, were orientated towards qualitative improve-
ment of wine production in the Community - includ-
ing Greece, although when the report was drafted
Greece was not yet officially a member of the
Community.

If these short-term measures, as proposed in the
report, are approved - and I think the Commis-
sioner's speech leads us to think that rhey will be - it
will be possible to prevent a worsening of the crisis in
the Community wine-growing sector - somerhing
which seems to me of no mean importance.

President. - The debate is closed.

The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote at
the next voting time.

4. Improoement of publicfacilities in certain less-

faztoured areas of tbe FR of Germany

President. - The nexr irem is the report (Doc.
1-850/80) by Mr Friih, on behalf of the Committee on
Agriculture, on the

proposal from the Commission to the Council (Doc.
l-654/80) for a regulation concerning a common
measure to stimulate the improvement of public facilities
in cenain less-favoured areas of the Federal Republic of
Germany.

I call the rapporteur.

Mr Friih, rdpportear. - (DE)Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, rhe report currently before us has already
been included on our agenda on three previous occa-
sions and in each case ir was the last item. I should
therefore like to say rhat I deplore the facr that we
never managed rc have it included as rhe firsr item for

the next part-session after it had been included as the
last item for a previous one. It has suffered more or
less the same fate as the Colleselli repon and I should
like to urge the Presidency - and both the Commis-
sion and the Council of Ministers have also made
urgent requests rc this effect - to be a little more
flexible in dealing with repons which are right at the
bottom of the list but are nevertheless urgent.

Having said this - and I hope I uras not simply wast-
ing my breath - I should like to thank the Commis-
sion for having made a proposal of the kind currently
before us on which I should like to make some
comments. This proposals reflects, I think, something
that we have been calling for for a long time, i.e. that
the Commission is breakint avray a little from its

structural policy involving uniform guidelines for the
Communiry as a vhole and is placing greater emphasis
on special programmes which are more regional in
nature. Several special Community programmes have
now been introduced for the nonh of England,
Ireland and the south of France and the south of Italy,
and in the Committee on Agriculture, in panicular, we
were somewhat surprised in this connection, that the
Federal Republic of Germany of all countries should
now be the subject of a special programme. I should
like to thank all my colleagues in the Agricultural
Committee that they have managed to get over their
initial aversion to a programme for the Federal
Republic - I see that Mr Provan is nodding approval

- when it became clear that it was not a question of
drawing up a protramme for the Federal Republic
simply so that it should have one too, but merely
because a programme is being drawn up for various
regions which have already for some time been desig-
nated for this purpose in Community directives i.e.
less-favoured regions. I am really grateful to my
colleagues that, following a fairly heated debate in the
Committee during the Green Veek in Berlin, this
programme was adopted with no votes against but
only rwo or three abstentions.

And now briefly to the facts. The aim of the proposal
is simply to assist in the improvement of less-favoured
regions, panicularly as regards the agricultural struc-
tures. In particular, it has been decided to improve the
road systems and waterways in these regions and if I
mention a few specific areas you would immediately
realize that this is indeed necessary. The areas in ques-
tion are parts of the Black Forest, the Swabian Jura,
mountainous areas, the Bavarian Forest and the Sauer-
land i.e. areas some of which are also less favoured as

a result of the fact that they are situated on the inner-
German frontier and where we think ir is vital that the
agricultural situation should be improved. It would
naturally be much better with a view to stemming the
flow of the population from these areas if we could
also do something about creating non-agricultural jobs
in addition rc this purely agricultural programme.
That would be in fact the right thing to do from the
point of view of the people of these areas.
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As you know, the funds have been calculated for a

period of five years and the sums available for this
period amount to 45 million EUA. Naturally the bene-
ficiaries, the Federal Republic of Germany and the
Federal kinder must all bear pan of the costs of this
project. The beneficiaries must provide at least 10V0,

the Federal Republic of Germany at least 200/0, end
the Community as a whole approximately 300/0.

\[hat I find slightly disturbing, however, is that this
programme, for which we are grateful - is perhaps
coming at an unfortunate moment since the various
Ldnder and the Federal Republic as a whole are very
shon of funds at the moment. There is thus a risk that
this programme might perhaps not quite work out
since the Community will naturally only provide funds
if. the Ltinder and the Federal Republic get things
moving in the first place.

As you will realize, this is a very difficult matter.
People are counting the coppers everywhere and they
never have enough. Thus I should like here today to
make an appeal to the Lrinder and the Federal
Republic rc make a good start on this programme so

that the less-favoured regions may get something out
of it.

This is all I wanted to say as rapponeur, Mr President.
If I may, I should like very briefly to speak on behalf
of my Group. Ve decided to do it this way in order to
save time. I should like to say quite simply that the
Group of the European People's Parry has unani-
mously adopted this programme and these proposals.

President. - I call the Socialist Group.

Mr Gautier. - (DE) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, I can, broadly speaking, go along with the points
made by Mr Friih and say that the Socialist Group
intends [o vote in favour of this programme although
cenain members of our Group in fact wonder whether
programmes of this . kind are always sensible and
wherher there are noi other possible ways.of taking
greater account of cenain areas, determining the
financial capacities of the individual Member States

and deciding whether a programme of this kind is

really necessary. I should like to state quite clearly that
I myself am one of the people affected, as I come from
a region on the so-called inner-German frontier where
I know there are cenain sructural weaknesses.
Cenainly, we are not as badly off as cenain areas in
Ireland or Italy and we are therefore very grateful that
the occasional programme should be drawn up for the
Federal Republic too.

President. - I call the European Democratic Group.

Mr Moreland. - Ir{r President, first of all I would
say that my Group supports the Commission's propo-

sal, for reasons that are not solely related to agricul-
ture. The only points we wish to make are, first, to ask
the Commission what the implications are for other
areas in the Community designated under rhe 1975
legisladon - thas is, whether the other disfavoured
areas under this legisladon are to receive the same

attention and the programme to be extended to them;
secondly, to ask what coordination there will be with
the Community's regional programmes - in this
connection I would draw attention to Article 3 (Z) of
the Commission's proposal, which specifically
mentions that programmes have to be forwarded
under this panicular proposal under the Regional
Fund; and thirdly, to express the hope that the
Commission will look generally at the coordination
between the Regional Fund and this programme
related to the disfavoured areas.

I warmly support the Commission's propsals, and we
very much suppon the belief that these areas of west-
ern Germany should be developed and become econ-
omically srong and viable.

President. - I call the Commission.

Mr Dalsager, Member of tbe Commission. - (DA)Mr
President, I would like to say thank you for the
suppon given to the Commission's proposal on this
question. I feel that there is every reason rc thank the
rapporteur, Mr Frtih, for the patience he has shown on
seeing his proposal removed from the agenda on no
less than three occasions. It must be a big day for Mr
Friih now finally, for the founh dme, to have a chance
of seeing his proposal adopted. Let me say also to Mr
Fruh that the Commission is very grateful for the work
he has done and for the repon he is now finally
getting through Parliament. !7e in the Commission
are also pushing to have the proposal adopted, and for
this reason, I welcome Parliament's support.

President. - The debarc is closed.

The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote at
rhe next voting time.

5. Statistical suraEr on booine lioestoch

President. - The next item is the report by Mr
Provan (Doc. 1-859/80), on behalf of the Committee
on Agriculture, on the

proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. l-702/80) for a directive amending cenain provi-
sions of Directives 73/lr2lEEC and78/53/EEC relating
to the satisdcal surveys to be carried out by the Member
States on bovine livestock.

I call the rapporteur.
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Mr Provan, rdpporteul - Mr Presidenr, first of all,
in the very short time that I am going ro take to
introduce this repon, I wish to associate myself
entirely with what Mr Friih said when opening the
debate on his report, about the delay which has
occurred in bringing forward these repons. It seems
totally wrong to me that repofts which have been lying
on the mble waiting for formal ratificadon and which
are not really contentious issues should take so long to
reach the floor of this house and get through the legis-
lative process. It is absolutely wrong because it means
that we are seriously holding up forms of agreement in
other Communiry institutions. And if we wish, as a

Parliamenq rc gain any sffentth and recognirion
within the Communiry, we should use these delrying
Bctics selectively for those reports shat we actually
wish to hold up and make a point on, and not allow
delays to occur because of administrative bungles.

The repon itself is e yery simple one and I am nor
going to mke up much time on it at all, because it is
purely a matter of extending cenain smtisr,ical suffeys
which have been in progress since 1973. \7e are being
asked by the Commission to extend them for a funher
period of time; to bring some finer tuning into the
gathering of information on the cattle population
within the Community; to approve some greater
degree of definition berween cattle used for milk pro-
duction and caule used for beef production; and to
approve some greater degree of understanding on the
different age-groups of catde within the Communiry
so that we know what is in the pipeline of production.
It is only when we know the numbers of animals that
are going to be available for beef production, and
hence consumption, that we shall have any form of
undersanding as to how we can properly manag€ the
market in the beef and milk sector.

Vith those few words, Mr President, I lay this repon
formally before the House for its approval.

President. - I call the Commission.

Mr Dalsager, Member of the Commission. - (DA) I
would also like to thank Mr Provan for persisting and
getting his report presenrcd to Parliament for
approval. Sincere thanks also for the very positive
treatment which the Commission's proposal has
received in this repon of Mr Provan. In respect of
point 5, I would like to assure you that the Commis-
sion, in cooperation with the Member Stares, is

constandy rying to improve the qualiry of rhe satis-
tics. It is obviously a task on which a great deal of
effon is expended, and which should be intensified.

As stated in the Commission's second report, from
1979, to Parliament and to the Council, satisfactory
harmonization in this field was arrived at through
various agreement with the Member States. Once
again I thank Mr Provan for his repon.

President. - The debate is closed.

The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote at
the next voting time.

6. Cereak, ice and the Common Crstoms Taif

President. - The next item is the report by Mr Sutra
De Germa, (Doc. 1-71181), on behalf of the
Committee on Agriculture, on the

proposals from the Commission tc the Council (Doc. l-
846/80) for:

I.a regulation amending Rcgulation (EEC) No 2727/75
on the common organization of the market in cereals,
Regulation (EEC) No 3330/74 on the common
organization of the market in sugar and regulation
(EEC) No 950/68 on the Common Customs Tariff;

II.a regulation amcnding Regulation (EEC) No 2742/75
on production refunds in the cereals and rice sector;
and

III. a regulation amcnding Reguladon (EEC) No 2744/75
on the impon and expon system for producs
proccsscd from cereals and ricc.

I call Sir Henry Plumb.

Sir Henry Plumb, Chairman of the Committee on Agi-
oiltwo - Mr President, in rhe absence of Mr Surra,
I formally submit this report ro rhe House. It was fully
supponed by the Committee on Agriculture.

Presidcnt. - I call the European Democratic Group.

Mr Hord. - Mr President, my troup welcomes the
Commission proposals to transfer the producr caramel
from the sugar to the cereals sector, now that caramel
is manufactured from maize, and to increase the speci-
fication for maize groa6 in rhe manufacture of beer.

One of the poins that emerges here is that the
Communiry is not self-sufficient in maize. One or rwo
people feel that this proposal has shortcomings and
that the Communiry has a sufficiency of maize. That is
not so: American cheap imports have prejudiced the
Communiry manufacture of caramel to rhe point of
threatening the businesses concerned. I should,
perhaps, declare an interest insofar as there is a cara-
mel factory in my constiruency in Uxbridge: I can tell
you that the jobs of rhe people in that f.actory are very
much threatened and it is only because of the hope
that this change-over for this product called caramel is
going to go through in the Communiry that rhar
factory has the prospecr of carrying on. It is only fair
to add that maize processing has had a very difficult
dme and in the last year or so five factories in the
Communiry have had to close down.
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'!flith regard to the need felt by brewers to have a
recasting of the specification of maize groats, I should
like to tell honourable Members that there is no ques-
tion of maize groats' being used as a subsdtute for
barley malt, since the maize is used purely to improve
the quality of the beer.

So we welcome these proposals, and I should like to
pay a tribute to the Commission's staff for their help
and understanding in securing the change-over
concerning the substance caramel.

On the other hand, like Mr Provan, I am concerned
about the rime that is necessary for these ransfers to
take effecr In many ways, we shall find, I think, that
many firms who have vital interests will be substan-
tially prejudiced by the fact that rhese technical
change-overs take so much time.

In conclusion, my Group welcomes this proposal and
hopes that the House this evening will suppon this
vlew.

Presidcnt. - I call the Commission.

Mr Dalsager, Member ofthe Commission. - (DA)Mr
President, firstly I should like of course rc rhank Mr
Sutra De Germa for his repoft on rhese rwo difficult,
complicated and specialized questions. I regret that he
cannot be present but I ask his colleagues ro convey
my compliments on the repon he has presented to
Parliament for approval. It deals with rwo compli-
cated, specialized problems, caramel and maize groats
respectively, and I share the views just expressed by
Mr Hord on these rc/o issues. I am grateful for the
support given here to rhe Commission's proposal. I
would like therefore to ask that Parliament as a whole
react positively to rhe proposal presenred by the
Commission so that we can solve some of these impor-
ant problems to the benefit of the producers involved.

President. - The debate is closed. The motion for a
resolution taken will be put ro rhe vore ar rhe nexr
voting time.

7. Regulations on beef cattle production in lrehnd

President. - The next item is rhe repon by
Henry Plumb (Doc. 1-108/81), on behalf of
Committee on Agriculture, on rhe

proposals from the Commission to the Council (Doc.
1-58/81) for:

I.a regulation establishing a common measure for the
development of beef cattle production in Ireland;

ILa regulation introducing rcmporary financial aid from
the Community ro Ireland for premovemenr tubercu-
lin rcsting and brucellosis bloodsampling of cattle; and

III. a regulation on the granting of an addidonal premium
for maintaining suckling cows in lreland.

I call the rapponeur.

Sir Henry Plumb, rdpporteur. - Mr President, I
submit this repon and ask Parliament to suppon the
Commission proposal to apply income aid for Ireland
and for Nonhern Ireland.

My committee mer on Monday of this week. They
considered this proposal and fully supponed the
proposition, firstly, rc encourage farmers to take up
the incentive offered to eradicare disease, to finance
extra aid for suckling cows and to help maintain
stocks, to improve pastures rhrough rhe application of
lime, and to encourage silage making and, what is
more imponant, the better conservation of grass.

'!7e recently had a stark reminder of the falling
incomes in agriculture, particularly in these areas.
These measures will help in a small way ro alleviate the
problem and help incriase rhe businiss efficiency of
many of the small farms in Ireland and in Nonhern
Ireland.

The expenditure for this scheme is set out quite clearly
in the repon so that it should be seen as an incentive
for application. If it is approved by the Commission
and the Council, it should proceed on lhe basis of
1982/83 as a good incentive for staning up these
various schemes.

Mr President, because of the problem of our meering
on Monday and rhe shon rime we had to deal with
this, I have, in consulration with the Commissioner for
agriculture, set down two amendments, one rc the
preamble and she other seeking to add a new para-
graph 5A rherefore ro rhe reporr.

I inform the House that the first amendment which is
to the preamble seeking to add a founh indent which
urould say 'whereas the Commission is revising its
proposals so as [o extend their application to Nonhern
Ireland . . .' while the second after paragraph 5 seeks
to add a new paragraph 5A worded as follows 'notes
the fact rhat the Commission intends to revise its
proposals along these lines.' These amendments there-
fore are before the House together with the whole of
my report which I hope the House will consider
favou;ably, Mr Presidenr, and suppon when we deal
with it at voting time.

Prcsident. - I call the Socialist Group.

Mr Gautier. - (DE) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, I hope we will also receive the amendments
mentioned by Sir Henry Plumb in writing. The modon
rc the effect that the protramme should be extended

Sir
the
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ro cover Nonhern Ireland is likely, I think, to pose
problems. It is reasonable to expect that, in accordance
with our righrc, Parliament should actually be formally
consulted rather than some decision or other simply
being mken without the budgetary implications being
known. I have always thought that Nonhern Ireland
basically belonged to the Unircd Kingdom and would
be interested to hear what the Commission proposes.

I should now like to make a few remarks regarding the
programme for the Republic of Ireland. There has

undoubtedly been a dramatic drop in the incomes of
many farmers in Ireland over the last year or two and
special measures for the benefit of Ireland would thus
appear to be a sensible idea. However, the question is

simply whether the Commission's proposals are in fact
sensible ones deserving of our support.

Firstly, I should like to drau/ the atrcntion of the
House rc the fact that the Commission intends to
draw the funds mainly from the guidance section of
the EAGGF. These are supposed basically to be struc-
tural measures but if one examines the Commission
proposals, it becomes apparent that they consist

largely of direct aids to agricultural incomes. For
.*".p1., the Commission intends in the future to

increise the use of anificial insemination or the appli-
cation of lime to pasture land, etc. \7hat all this boils

down to is nothing less tlian a direct financial ransfer
from the Commisslon to cenain farmers in Ireland and

since our Chairman, Sir Henry Plumb, has just said

himself in his introductory remarks that these

measures will help to alleviate the problem of falling
incomes in agriculture we should, I think, call them by
their proper name.

Secondly, we should, I think, work on the basis of
social criteria and not simply across the board since
what good will it do simply to make out a cheque for
50 million EUA or so - which, after all, is not pean-
uts - and hand it over to Ireland for all farmers to
benefit from regardless of whether they are in difficul-
ties or not. The Commission should, I think, finally
make it quite clear that what we want, to do is help
those farmers who are in fact suffering as a result of
this situation rather [han just throwing money around
indiscriminately, so that we can avoid those who are

already comfortably off getting even more.

Thirdly, I take the view that the current situation in
Ireland is largely due to the high interest rates. In all
the discussions we have had with the Commission or
which I have personally had with my Irish colleagues,
it has repeatedly been pointed our that many Irish
farmers have taken out substantial loans for investment
purposes which means that the real problem lies in the
interest rates in Ireland which are currently very high.
Vhy then does not the Commission submit proposals
for interest subsidies for certain farmers in Ireland?
Surely something could be done to remedy this situ-
ation through agricultural banks or suchlike.

I should like to stress on behalf of the Socialist Group
that we have nothing against financial aid to Ireland.
Nevenheless, we have certain reservations regarding
cenain aspecrc of the protramme and urge the
Commission to revise its proposals accordingly. Ve
can agree to the amounts proposed but nevenheless
feel that these funds should not be taken from the
Guidance Section but, as far as I am concerned, from
the Guarantee Secrion, or the Social Fund or wherever
you like.

IN THE CHAIR: MR DE FERRANTI

Vce-Presi.dent

President. - I call Mr J. D. Taylor.

Mr J. D. Taylor. - Mr President, I should like to
rise in suppon of this proposal to aid the beef industry
in the Republic of Ireland and as member for Nonh-
ern Ireland I suppon the amendmenr which would
extend the scheme to Nonhern Ireland.

I must remind the House that we did have a debate in
December of last year in Luxembourg, when a motion
in the name of the Fianna Fail members, and by myself
for rhe Unionist Pany, asked especially for aid for
farmers in the Republic of Ireland and in Nonhern
Ireland. The present proposal in its initial stages only
referred to the Republic, and I am glad that it is now
being extended rc Nonhern Ireland. There has been a
dramatic decline in Ulster farm incomes .ln 1979 they
fell by 53% and last yearby 600/0. This compares with
rhe lower fall of 33'50/o in southern Ireland and 240/o

in Great Britain. So one can see at a glance that the
fall in incomes in Northern Ireland has been the great-
est yet quotrdl and Scotland is not far behind us.

To put it in another way, Ulster provides 6% of the
agricultural output of the United Kingdom, but the
net income to Ulster farmers is in fact only 1010. The
beef industry in Nonhern Ireland has declined by
one-third since 1975 - a reduction of 330/o in the beef
herd, and the intensive sector of agriculture, which is

somerhing special to Nonhern Ireland - the pork
industry and the poultry industry - has actually
declined by 50% since we entered the EEC.

The speaker opposite said that we should take into
consideration the social conditions. The social condi-
tions in Nonhern Ireland are that we suffer from one
of the highest levels of unemployment: 17r/20/o

throughout the province, and 300/o in the rural areas.

There is no alternative means of employment for small
farmers; and the farmers in Ulster are small farmers.
So I would commend this proposal both for the
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Republic of Ireland and to Northern Ireland agricul-
ture.

My final point is addressed rc rhe Commissioner
himself. 'S7e have not yet had specific details of how
the measure refers to Nonhern Ireland. Ve do know
that it will be somewhat idendcal ro rhar already
proposed for the Republic of lreland, bur I think he
does owe it to the House this morning to give some
further details of what is proposed for Nonhern
Ireland and especially if there will be anFhing for the
intensive sector of farming in the province. As he may
know, the structure of agriculture in Northern Ireland
is not identical to that in the Republic, and there may
be some variations needed to apply it specifically to
the problems of agriculture in Ulster. I supion the
proposal.

President. - I call Mr Maher.

Mr Maher. - I would just like to give a brief back-
ground in order that we may better understand the
need for this kind of measure. Agriculture is four times
as important to Ireland as it is to any other member of
the European Economic Community today. It is four
times as imponant. Ve expon per head of the popula-
tion a greater quantity of agricultural produce than
does any other country of the European Community
per capita. It is giving employment to 450/o of the
workforce: that is including those on the farms and
phose who are upstream and downstream from che

farms.

Now those few figures give, I think, an indication -and I have only time to do that - of the absolutely
cardinal imponance of this industry in a country like
Ireland. I believe that that is largely true not only of
the Republic but of the Nonh of Ireland as well, and
that is one of the reasons why I support the idea of a
measure of this kind spreading right throughout the
island, because we have to accept, eny way, Mr Presi-
dent, that there is not in effect a border rhat can be

manned. There is a border, but it really cannot be
manned, and products can flow back and fonh. That
is one of the problems that we have. If you introduce a

measure nonh of the border and do not do the same

thing south of the border, it is bound to have a bad
effect on the other side, on whichever side that
measure is inroduced. So it makes sense in fact to
inroduce a measure of this kind that will compensate
both north and south.

I think also it is interesting to point out, - and I take
Mr Gautier's point - that these measures to a large
extent would help the income of the farmers but, of
course, that is what they are inrcnded to do because of
the disastrous situation that farmers find themselves in
in our country. That is indeed what we want to do in
the short term, because structural measures take some
time before they can be of benefit. This is, in fact, a

rescue effon to try and put agriculrure back on the

track again of expansion. But I think it is interesting to
point out that only 2r/20/o of. all the farmers, cenainly
in the Republic, have more than 75 hectares so the vast
bulk of these farmers are in fact small farmers.

Now I think there is another reason why I would ask
for this measure to be passed. Ve are in a community
of nations and surely if one panicular country is in
rouble, it has a right to go to its fellows in that
community and put its case before them and ask if
there is something they can do to help us out of a
difficulty. Last year we had the situation of the UK,
which pleaded very strongly and very successfully that
it had problems and wanted to get a reducdon in its
paymenm and contributions to the European
Community. That was finally negotiarcd and Germany
and France and the other countries finally agreed that
Britain was in difficulties. Here are we making a

special case, and I do not like making special cases. Of
course it is a pittance from the point of view of the
budget of the Community as a whole, but nevertheless
it is a help to us and we would be very. grateful to get
that money because every little bit helps.

President. - I call Mr Davern.

Mr Davern. - Mr President, I too, would like to
welcome this motion and in panicular, would like to
say ro rhe rest of the members of the Communiry
here, by way of warning, that we have now less

income per farmer than we had in 1973. That is not a

healthy sign for the Community; it is not in line with
one of the commitmenrc that were given.

I would welcome what Mr Gautier has said this morn-
ing regarding money which can be borrowed at
Community rates. Vhite money can be borrowed here
at 6 or 70/o,with us, it can be as high as 170/o or 180/0.

I would ask the Commission, if they could not formu-
late a policy to give the Irish farmers a loan at that
interest rate and let the government of the country
guarantee the exchange rate. I think this would be

somethint practical and very easy to do - it would
not involve a structural measure of any son.

I also welcome the fact that the Commission and the
Council of Ministers have announced their intention
to give the same aid to Nonhern Ireland. This is

imponant because whatever differences there may be

between North and South, we are, in Ireland, on the
periphery of Europe and indeed we have the same

effects from the same problems.

So I would ask that this House pass this motion but
also that the Commission look at the problem of
interest rates. This is the kernel of it. I believe that
farmers can do so much themselves if they have a

lower interest rate but unfonunatelyr'at 170/0, with an
income less than they had in 1973, they cannot help
themselves in this situation.
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President. - I call Mr Blaney.

Mr Blaney. - I also would welcome the suggested

aids that are before us but I would wish to point out a

rwo-year programme for the revitalizing of beef cattle
production, while most laudable, is not realistic
against the background of the disastrous three years

thar have just passed in this panicular industry and in
the agricultural industry as a whole in Ireland. The
income drop over the last three years is probably
somewhere in the region of 50 o/o and, as has already
been said by some of my colleagues here, if they
consider the imponance of agriculture as a whole to
the Irish economy then, perhaps, it will be possible for
those who are concerned in the Commission, whoever
they may be, the Commissioner himself perhaps, to
realize just what a disastrous situation we now have
got in Ireland as a whole, mainly as a result of this
disastrous drop in agricultural income over the past
three years, and particularly when we realize that our
catde population in that dme had dropped from some-
where over 7 million to somewhere over 4 million.
\7hen we try to arrest that situation, to revitalize that
panicular aspect of our agricultural economy, then
realism must enter into the picture and it must be

recognized that the rwo-year programme, no matter
how atractive, will not retrieve the situation at all. So

I have been suggesting by way of amendment that this
should be realistically considered as a five-year and
not as a two-year programme. I think it is largely a

wasse of time to reduce it to a two-year operation. It is

nor attractive enough to have the desired effect.

Our agricultural exports have been mentioned here. In
global percentage figures, they amount to 430lo of our
total expons. This again highlights the absolute disas-

ter that can come upon us and, indeed, is already with
us in Ireland as regards our general economy but more
particularly our agriculture. The effon here is directed
in a fe* ways. One would be to enhance the qualiry of
breeding-stock, the eradication of disease, aids of
various kinds, progeny testing, etc. And I would make
the point here that anificial insemination is being very
attractively boosted by the proposed subsidy that
would be paid. But since we are talking about suckler
herds and beef production, surely we must be realistic
enough to realize that we should also try to encourage
the keeping of better bnlls by farmers who maintain
suckler herds, people who, for various reasons that I
have not the time to go into here, do not, cannot and

will not be availing themselves of anificial insemina-
tion. For them it will be natural service by retaining
their own bulls with their herds. Can these be enabled to
benefit in some way from the anificial insemination
incentive that has been mentioned and is in the pack-
age? Can this incentive be applied to ensure that a

better type of beef bull is available to the suckler-herd
owner who would run bulls rather than anificial
insemination? That is something that I feel might be
done.

As regards the extension of these matters to the six

counties of Nonhern Ireland, I can only say that, as

is said in Sir Henry Plumb's report, really the rwo are
the same in this respect. There is no doubt that our
problems are very similar, and anything that can help
on the one side of the unnatural divide can undoubt-
edly help on the other. I would appeal to the Commis-
sion, not only in regard to these measures that are now
being proposed but also to measures that are being
applied at the moment, to carry out a very careful
scrutiny of the manner in which the unnatural divide
which separates pan of our island, regarded for
various ways as UK territory, from the Republic of
Ireland has created disrcnions that are creating havoc
in various ways, within the whole framework of aids
to agriculture from the common agricultural poliry, so

that profits do not go into the pockets of genuine
farmers, but rather [o the smugglers, who have a

heyday every time there is any change. Vould the
Commission try for Breater harmonization to avoid
the distortions which not only now exist but may also
be created by the application of these new measures,
whatever may be their final outcome? Try rc get us

better harmonization to cut out the distonions,
because at present they are playing havoc with, for
instance, our meat factories. Much of our stock is

going across and being killed in the six-counry facto-
ries, so doubling the output they had a year ago, while
our decline and our unemployment increases, apan
altogether from losses in other ways.

President. - I call Mr Kavanagh.

Mr Kavanagh. - Mr President, previous speakers
have said more or less what I would have said, and I
can be fairly brief. Ve debated the crisis in the farming
industry in Ireland in December, we outlined the basis

of the problem and suggested solutions that the
Commission could consider, and I believe the
Commission's response [o that debate is contained in
these proposals. They are very limited; they are very
disappointing; and I do not think they will really serve
to reserve the trend that has occurred in Irish agricul-
rure over the last two years. Nevenheless, they are
welcome, because they are a response.

I was glad to note that when the ministers of agricul-
ture met at the end of March and beginning of April,
they too, were aware, that the response vras very
weak. In a statement they issued, it was interesting to
see rhat they noted the Commission's statement that it
would consider other methods of helping to resolve
the social difficulties and other problems resulting
from the reduction of incomes in the farming sector,
which are of panicular imponance to the Irish econ-
omy. It also stated that rhe Council invircd the
Commission to study methods of mitigating funher
the serious income problems at present being experi-
enced by Irish farmers, in panicular in the cattle-breed-
ing sector, and submit proposals so that the Council
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could take decisions before 15 July. As I say, rhis state-
ment acknowledged rhat this proposal by the Commis-
sion is totally inadequare in relation ro rhe difficulries
being experienced, and therefore we hope that the
suggestion made by Mr Gautier concerning a subsidy
on interest rates, which, as he said, are really crippling
the industry, can be considered between now and July.
Ve look forward ro a more adequate response ro rhe
problem by that meeting.

About 34 million Irish pounds over rwo years, as I
have said, is inadequate. It is welcome, because it will
aid certain sectors of the industry, but I am afraid the
response is very meagre. I therefore look forward to
the Commission's funher proposals and hope that they
will redouble their effons to bring funher measures
before us after July. Our Group welcomes whar is
being done, but looks forward to a much more inten-
sive discussion on the problems and a much trear.er
effort to reserve the trind that has occurred in l.irh
agriculture over the last two years.

President. - I call Mr Clinton.

Mr Clinton. - Mr President, as an Irish Member of
this Parliament, I first would like rc thank Sir Henry
Plumb, the rapporteur, for his repofl - it is concise
and to the point - and the Commission for putting
forward these special measures.

I have to say at the same time that these measures,
while welcome, represent an inadequate response to
the situation in Ireland's agriculture, not only as it is at
present but as it has been over the last rwo or three
years. I was sorry to see quoted somewhere the view
of the President of the Commission rhat he was
against special measures, special packages. He said he
was against them because this was a common marker
and he wanted to keep it common. Now, you know,
the only thing that is common, so far as agriculture is
concerned, is the average price level. After rhat every-
thing is quite unequal and anything but common. 'S7'e

have, for instance, the different levels of inflation in
the various Member States - and we have had a level
of inflation of approximately 200/o during the past few
years. 'S7'e have different bank interest rares - rhey,
too have been 200/o wirh us. '!7e have differenr
national aids - substantially different aids. !7e have
different MCAs. \7e have differences in rhe size of the
whole market and in the disrance from the marker,
and with the present energy cosrs this can have a
substantial effecr on profit and loss.

The sages of development of the different Member
States, the combination of producm in the different
countries and even the different weather - all these
differences make it essential to have special packages.
The only way to deal with this situation and to make
this market a common market is, in cenain regions, to
apply special measures.

Now, I have said that rhe measures before us rcday are
completely inadequate wirh regard to the situation
with which we are confronted in Ireland, but I hope
that we can regard them as just a first instalment of a
very serious reconsideration of the whole situation in
Ireland. In the pasr year, rhe wholesale slaughtering of
breeding-stock has reduced cartle numbers, as

described by Mr Blaney. Ve have ro ger carrle back on
to the land, because 900/o ol the land in Ireland is in
pasture, whereas in Europe generally it is.the other
way round: there is only abour 10% in pasrure. So you
can see that we cannot easily switch from livestock.

Mr Gautier, for whose conribution I am also grateful,
said that this was all income assistance for farmers. I
can say that disease eradication is certainly nor purring
money into farmers' pockes. In fact, it is taking a lot
of money out of farmers' pockeb - and I am sure Mr
Gautier will understand that - because of the loss of
cows with brucellosis and one thing or another of that
kind. So that that porrion certainly of rhe package is
not an income supplement as such.

As I say, 900/o of the land is under grass, and therefore
we cannot switch. As well as rhar, livestock - that is,
cattle and beef and milk producus - represenrs prac-
tically 750/o of the total ourpur of Irish agriculture. I
am emphasizing these things simply to indicate how
dependent we are srill on 

'agriculture 
in Ireland. I

made the case in December, and I said thar there were
two very important things to give us in a package: a
calf subsidy to get cartle back on the land - and they
will not be got back on the land overnight, ir is going
to take a three-year cycle to do rhar - and the subsi-
dization of bank interest rates down to a level that can
be used by Irish farmers. They are the two mosr essen-
tial things, and I hope that when the Commission
comes [o consider further the situation in Ireland they
will bear them very much in mind.

I am very glad to supporr the extension of these
measures to Nonhern Ireland. I have always
supponed equal treatment for Northern Ireland with
the Republic of Ireland, and I think that this
Community can do a lot to bring the sides together, as
they should be broughr rogether. Ir was rightly poinrcd
out that there is in reality no border berween them, for
whenever there is an advantage on one side or the
other the smuggling goes on and cannot be prevented.

President. - I call Mr O'Donnell.

Mr O'Donnell. - Mr President, I join with my Irish
colleagues who have spoken here this morning in
welcoming the proposals before the House. Like rhem,
I, too, musr express my extreme disappointment at the
gross inadequary of the total response to what is
indeed a very difficult situation in Ireland.

The decline in Irish farming over rhe pasr rwo years
has been more severe than elsewhere in the
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Community, and since Irish farm incomes are well
below the Community averaSe, a drop in income
affects Irish farmers more severely than others.

Secondly, agriculture in Ireland has a much greater
r6le to play in the national economy than in any other
Member State. It contributes 170/o of. the gross
national product, while the Communiry average is

40/0. The agricultural labour force comprises 200/o of
the total labour force in Ireland, while the Community
figure is 8%. Agriculture-based indusries account for
a tunher 200/o of the industrial labour force. Funher-
more, exports of agricultural produce account for
about 430/o of Ireland's total expdrs. It is clear, then,
that the imponance of agriculture in the economy is

such that the sharp decline in farm incomes affecr not
only the farming sector but the economy as a whole.
The combination of all three factors - ths 5gvg1s

decline in Irish farm incomes, coupled with their low
level, the exceptional imponance of agriculture to the
Irish national economy and the severe constraints on
the Irish budget - make Ireland a special case. It can
be rightfully said that no other Member State is

affected by these three factors to anything like the
same degree.

Parliament itself has been particularly conscious of the
situation in Ireland and in Nonhern Ireland also. In a

resolution last December, it called on the Commission
to take immediate steps to deal with the crisis in Irish
agriculture.

It has already been said here today that the measures
now proposed are for the most part of a structural
nature and do not go far enough to alleviate the
immediate income problems. I understand, however,
that the Commission itself is conscious that additional
measures on a broader plane will be necessary to cope
with a situation following on the reduction in farm
incomes. Furthermore, I am aware that the Council
envisages the necessity for addidonal proposals to
assist Irish agriculture, panicularly in the livestock
sector.

As a very final comment, I would say that I, too,
welcome the suggestion of Mr Gautier, which has
been referred to by other Irish colleagues rhis morn-
ing, regarding the dire need for an interest subsidy. I
support also what my colleague, Mr Clinton, has said,
that this is a vital factor, the most urtent need at this
moment. The high interest rates are crippling Irish
agriculture, and I hope that in the next extension of
the package - this is only a first insmlment, as Mr
Clinton has said - there will be provisions for an
interest-rate subsidy, for a calf subsidy and perhaps for
a lime and fenilizer subsidy.

Ve welcome the proposals; we hope the House will
approve them. Ve look forward to hearing much
better and much more realistic proposals in the not too
dissant future.

President. - I call the Commission.

Mr Dalsager, Member of the Commission. - (DA|
Mr President, first I should like rc thank both the
Committee on Agriculture and the Committee on
Budgets for agreeing to dcal with this proposal as a

matter of urgenry and for the speedy work that has
been done. It was emphasized by several speakers, not
least by the many Irish speakers, that at least today
Parliament and the Commission are being informed of
the very serious decline in incomes in Irish agriculture.
Let me say to the many Irish speakers that it is quite
clear that both the Commission, the Council and
Parliament are aware that conditions in Ireland are
panicularly difficult. I do not need m stress either for
the many speakers here or for others that agriculture
in the whole Community has been experiencing a very
difficult situation, but that it is particularly difTicult in
Ireland because of the Irish economy's great depend-
ence on the agricultural sector. This is also the reason
why we have taken initiatives such as the one we are
discussing here. I should like rc say rc Mr Gautier and
others who claim that all that is involved is a simple
transfer of funds, that there is far more to this propo-
sal that a simple transfer of funds from the
Community to the Irish Republic and to Nonhern
Ireland.

There are three measures which can help ro improve,
rationalize and increase the efficienry of catde and
milk production which are of such imponance for the
whole Irish economy. The repons I have received, and
not least the discussions I have had with Irish
colleagues here in Parliament and Irish agricultural
organizations have in each case given me the impres-
sion that the panicular difficulties involved in catde
production, milk production and meat production are
precisely those which the Communiry is rying to help
the Irish Republic to solve. As regards Northern
Ireland, ir is true, as was said, that it is planned to
extend the proposals to cover Northern Ireland. This
applies to all the proposals with the exception of the
proposals on the eradication of cattle diseases, since
these programmes to eradicate disease have already
been carried out successfully in Nonhern Irland. Since
these diseases have already been eradicated it is not
necessary for this proposal to include such 

^programme for Northern Ireland also.

There was talk of interest subsidies and also of differ-
ent inflation rates. It is obvious that interest rates and
inflation levels in the various countries also contribute
to creating situations which vary for farmers from one
country to another. It is obviously natural to raise the
idea of an interest-rate subsidy bur we must remember
that there are other farmers in the Community who
pay interesr rares which are at least as high as rhose
paid by Irish farmers, perhaps even higher. There are
also farmers in the Communiry who ape subject to a
higher inflation rare [han rhe average. Therefore when
looking at interest rates and the rare of inflation one
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must recognize tha;' it is very difficult for the agricul_
tural policy in the Community to neutralize the iffects
of the economic policies which are carried out in the
various countries using differenr merhods and with
varying results. But of course I undersmnd that the
problem of interest levels is an imponant reason why
farmers in the Community, ar least in several coun-
tries, have these difficulties.

The Council and she Commission are in favour of
including Nonhern Ireland in these measures because
the same problems exist there. The Council was in
favour of the proposals last, week when they were
discussed and I think rhat the decision should be taken
very soon so rhar Irish farmers can benefir as quickly
as possible from rhe measures we have proposed. I
thank Sir Henry Plumb for his repon. I would like to
recommend rhar Parliamenr approve rhe proposal.

President. - The debate is closed.

The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote at
the next voting time.

8. Fisheries agreenent betueen Canada and the EEC

President. - The next item is the report by Mr
Gautier (Doc. l-39/81), on behalf of the Committee
on Agriculture, on the recommendation to the Council
for a decision concerning rhe conclusion of an agree-
ment on fisheries berween the Government of Canada
and the European Economic Communiry.

I call the rappofleur.

Mr Gautier, rd,pporteur. - (DE) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, I should first of all like ro srress rhar I
am speaking in my capacity as rapponeur of the
Committee on Agriculrure nor as a German Social
Democrat and do not intend to adopt any position
regarding the specific conflicts which have arisen
berween the Federal Republic and the United King-
dom. However, I should like to point out that the
Committee on Agndulture adopted the repon on rhe
agreement between the EC and Canada regarding
fishing in Canadian waters with 24 votes in favour and
one abstendon, which shows that c/e are able in rhe
Committee on Agriculture ro overcome national
differences and arrive at solutions which are genuinely
in the interests of Communiry fishermen.

Secondly, I should like to point our that rhe Council
has a habit of consulting Parliamenr only after it has
aheady decided something. In this parricular case,
however, it has not consulted us at all and we reserve
the right to srare our opinion before the Council
decides anything. For this reason, we have akeady
produced this repon pending consultation.

Thirdly, the agreement with Canada is in effect a
framework agreemenr on which the Committee on
Agriculture and Parliamenr are consulted. The real
points of contention, however, were dealt with in the
accompanying exchange of lerters which we have also,
for this reason, included in our repon.

I should now like, by way of introducdon, to comment
on paragraph 2 of our morion for a resolution in
which we poinr out that this agreemenr could improve
and strenghten economic relitions with Canaja in
general. It strikes us as a little strange therefore that
the,Council of Ministers should give the Commission
a negodating brief, that the Commission should nego-
tiate with rhe Canadian Governmenr and come rc an
agreement and that the Council of Ministers should
then say, "Oh, all that was nothing! Now we'll link
the results of those negoriarions to various intra-
Communiry problems". This kind of behaviour jeopar-
dizes rhe credibiliry of the Community as a whole as
regards foreign poliry. If things go on in this way,
future Councils may perhaps link a uranium agree-
ment with Canada ro rhe tomaro production in Italy.
One day, I think, we are really going ro reach the
point when sensible Communiry foreign rade policy
becomes an impossibility.

Secondly, the Committee on Agriculture would like to
point out that the fact that Communiry fishermen can
fish in Canadian warers makes the distribution of
catch quotas within Community waters far easier since
a catch of tS OOO t cod is a very imponant facror,
panicularly for the Communiry deep sea fleer, as it
subsantially reduces the pressure on rhe internal quota
distribution. !7e should also take inro accounr the fact
that the atreemenr provides for rhe possibility of a
quota'of even more rhan 15 000 t cod being fished if
the Canadian fishermen do not exhaust rheir stocks.

Thirdly, we must look into the implications for intra-
Community trade of the tariff reductions on impons
into both Canada and the European Community, ir
has frequently been maintained that these reducrions
would lead to considerable market disturbances.
However, the Committee on Agriculture would point
out rhat the actual quanriries of reduced tariff impons
would represent only a fraction of the total
Community impons and consumption. For this reason,
we do not see any great problem in chis respect.

However, we should like ro make a few criticisms
regarding the Commission's negoriations. !7e would
have preferred if rhe tariff quoas for fillets, be it cod
or herring, but mainly cod, had not been fixed so high
and those for whole frozen fish somewhat higher so that
as large a proportion as possible of the import quoras
could be further processed within the Community.
This point strikes us as parricularly imponant. !7e
should also like ro point out rhat re-opening
Community waters for herring fishing will have impli-
cations for future negotiations with rhird counrries
and that, for this reason, the question of herring fish-
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ing should not automatically be included in ariff
negotiations with third countries.

Finally, we would point out that agreements with third
countries are also important for investment planning
on the part of the fishermen.'!7'e in the $florkinB Parry
on fisheries of the Committee on Agriculture recendy
held a hearing with Community fishermen who
repeatedly pointed out that it was vitally imponant for
them that they should have some cenainty as regards

the situation. They had to know what they would be

permitted to catch within the warcrs of the
Community and those of third countries over the nex[
five years. Probable price developments were also

extremely imponant for them so that they could sensi-

bly plan their investments and fishing acdvities within
the producers' organizations.

I have by chance noticed today that there is an amend-
ment to the framework agreement with Canada, i.e.

the addidonal Commission Document No 81/91 fin,
in which an article has been changed - which I find
somewhat surprising. Ve were not able to take
accounr of this in the repon and I should therefore
Iike to speak on this point now. It is proposed that the
second paragraph of Article 13 of the Agreement
should be deleted. This paragraph states that, accord-
ing to the Agreement, the Community would take
over all negotiations with Canada even if bilateral
atreements between Member Starcs and Canada still
exist. This paragraph was, in my view, sensible and

consistent since we assumed that negotiations with
third countries were no longer conducted by the indi-
vidual Member States but by the Communiry. I simply
do not understand why the Commission now wishes to
delete this paragraph thus re-opening the possibility
for individual Member States to conduct negotiations
with third countries with the result that they will no
longer be matters for the European Community.

Presideqt. - I call the Socialist Group.

MrvonderVrinB. - @E) MrPresident, theSocialist
Group wholeheanedly suppons the motion for a reso-
lution by Mr Gautier regarding the fishing agreement
with Canada. At the requesr of my Group this House
had, as far back as January of this year, already
addressed an urgent appeal to the Council to the effect
rhar at least this element of a common fisheries poliry
should be ratified without delay. Mr President, it is

not my intention to place undue emphasis on the
conflicting economic interests of individual Member
States which have arisen in this connection. Conflict-
ing interests of this kind arise in connection with prac-
tically all matlers we deal with here and the very
purpose of the Community institutions is to find a

balance between conflicdng national interests. The
inability of the Council rc agree on the ratification of
the agreement with Canada should not be understood
as a problem of fisheries policy but rather a devastat-

ingly clear demonstration of the ineffectual starc the
Council is currently in.

I should like, in view of the non-ratification of the
agreement with Canada, to remind you that there are
no French, British or German etc. waters. There are
only the Community vaters which all the fisherman of
rhe Community are basically at libeny to fish on ident-
ical terms. If we grant cenain privileges or exclusive
rights, we do so with a view to ensuring that everyone
gets a fair deal and not in order to demonstrate rights
of ownership. Fishing in Canadian waters is particu-
larly imponant for the German deep-sea fleet.
However, we should not lose sight of the fact that it
was only these rights to fish in Canadian waters which
enabled the German fishermen to renounce their right
to equal access to the Communiry waters.

The agreement with Canada is an element which helps
us in striking a balance between national fishing inter-
ests, and anyone who refuses to support the Canada
atreement should also be prepared to aBree to higher
catch quotas in Community waters for German fisher-
men. These should have been the alternatives at the
Council meeting. The fishing season in Canadian
warcrs ends in April when the icebergs come and the
postponement of the ratification of the agreement
until after the French presidential elections means that
the German deep-sea fleet has rcnlly lost any chance

of fishing off Canada in the 1981 season, which repre-
sents a loss of a Breat proportion of its catches for this
year. For this reason, the Council, in blocking this
ratification, is directly jeopardizing the continued
existence of German deep-sea fishing and the process-
ing indusry in that country.

In May 1980, the Heads of State and Government of
the Community undenook rc decide on a common
fisheries poliry by the end of tg80 and our fishermen
relied on this promise when making their arrange-
ments. This was a promise which enabled us to hope
that the Ministers responsible for fisheries might be

more prepared to compromise than we had come to
expect from them. \7hat else should have been the
point of an undertaking of this kind on the pan of the
Council in May 1980? Is there anyone in this House
who does not think that the Council has quite
disgracefully failed to keep this promise? The govern-
ment of the United Kingdom agreed to the Council
decision in May 1980 in return for the concessions on
the so-called British contribution which represented an
enormous financial sacrifice for the Federal Republic.
In order to be able to finance its share of the British
contribution, rhe Federal Republic was obliged
recently to increase the tax on mineral oil substan-
tially. Thus, as from April, every German motorist will
be paying 8 Pfennig more per litre of perol in order to
finance the Bridsh contribution.

'!flhat do you rhink, Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, the people of the Federal Republic feel, panicu-
larly my constituenc in Bremerhaven and Cuxhaven,
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when on the one hand they are prepared to make a

direct sacrifice in the interests of the equitable
development of Europe without a murmur and then
see the compensation promised in fishing policy
refused? \flhat are we to do when they ask how
imponant and enormous the problems were which led
to this promise being so shamelessly broken? If these
people find out that it is a question of whether or not
30 000 t fish, i.e.. a tiny fraction of Community- fish
consumption, is imponed into the Community from
Canada, they will be shocked at the scale of the issue

and I say, therefore, that this Council is totally unpre-
pared to come to compromises between conflicting
interests.

Mr President, these Council meetints on fishing,
oumide which I too spent a few days between Decem-
ber 1980 and April 1981, have been an object lesson
on Europe for German fishermen. They have been a

great shock to the people of Germany and have led to
growing embitterment and contempt regarding the
Communiry, and a prevalent resurgence of nationalis-
tic feelings - indeed nationalistic egoism. This has

direct consequences for the current steel debates in
which it is vital that the Federal Republic too should
be prepared to compromise in the interests of Europe.
How do you think Germany can possibly be prepared
to compromise in the currenr difficult siruadon in the
steel sector if people want to cut our throats over such
a small issue? Small-scale nationalism leads to large-
scale nationalism and this will ultimately lead to
Community being dashed to pieces. The failure of the
Council on fisheries shows that even when questions
and situations where the existence of thousands of
Community citizens depends on its decisions, the
Council simply goes off for its Christmas holidays
without coming to any decision and leaves these
people to their fate, since its ability to compromise has
shrunk to negligible proponions.

This failure was the characteristic feature of the
summit in Maastricht. This is what the Council looks
like in reality. It shows that the Council is incapable of
effectively bearing even its everyday political responsi-
brlity ois-d-ois the people of the Community and there
is unfonunately, not a word to be said to excuse [hem
in this respect.

Mr President, there is a German saying to the effect if
a fish is rorten, it is the head which starts to stink first.

President. - I call the European Democratic Group.

Mr Battersby. - Mr President, first of all, I should
like to congratulate Mr Gautier on, as always, a mos[
excellent report. The near-unanimous vote in the
Committee on Agriculture bears witness to the quality
of the work done and the results we have achieved. I
should also like to congratulate him on his highly
technical and very statesmanlike presentation of his

report. I must also protest against the emotional and
inaccurate distortion of facts by the spokesman of the
Socialist Group, and I should like him to listen to the
facts as I progress.

The quantities in this panicular trade agreement are
not infinitesimal. Good relations with Canada are, of
course, essential to this Community. Fony-five percent
of world trade is either by or with this Community,
and trade is a major vital component of our political
an economic raison d'€tre. Trade agreements with
Canada are essential in these relations, but they must
be good agreements and we rely on the Commission
to achieve the best possible deal it can. However, to
agree ro impons from Canada of zo ooo tonnes of cod
fillets, over 5 000 tonnes of frozen roundfish and
5 000 tonnes of herring butterfly fillets, or 75 000 or
more tonnes of roundfish equivalent, for permission to
fish for 21 500 tonnes of roundfish at a high energy
cos! - an agreement which shows a ratio of 3.5 in
Canada's favour - is, I submit, not the best we could
have hoped for. This provides work for five to ten
faaory rawlers of the large German rype. That is all.

Now, there is an arithmetical error in paragraph 5 of
the motion on which I have tabled an amendment and
to which I hope the rapporteur will agree. If we mke
the Community frozen cod-fillet impon requirement,
based on the 1979 figures given in Annex 3 of the
repon, at 49 512 tonnes, the 20 000 tonne cod-fillet
impon from Canada is 400/0, not one-half of lolo of
our cod-fillet import into the Community. The phras-
ing of this paragraph 5, as it stands, indicates that our
population of zzo million people eat 15 million
tonnes of fish. In fact, we eat about 3 million tonnes,
or one-fifth of this rctal. I therefore submit that this
particular paragraph should be corrected to reflect the
rruth.

It is also imperative that, wherever possible, the
processing - that is, the filledng of fish - should
take place in the Community or on board Community
faaory vessels, and we must ensure that the processers

in Germany, France, Britain and Denmark keep their
men in work for when we import fillet, we are impon-
ing the labour of that panicular sector of the fishing
indusry. This is the thrust of my second amendment
and also of Mr Gautier's paragraph 5.

I have also endeavoured to sffengthen paragraph 14.

In all matters affecting our fishermen, who are looking
more and more to us in this Parliament for help and
support and understanding, we must knoqr what is

going on before and not after negotiations take place.
If we have this consultation before negotiations take
place, we shall avoid, as Mr Gautier has pointed out,
the need time and time again to atack the Commis-
sion for not consulting us in time, and y/e may also be

able to conuibute to the debate in the Council through
our recommendations and our opinions before these
agreements come before them.
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Finally, it is in my opinion essential that a fair common
fisheries poliry be concluded as quickly as possible, so

that all our Communiry fishermen can have a secure
future in a properly-managed market, so that the
processers and merchants will know where they are
going, so that the consumer can be offered reasona-
bly-priced fish, and so that agreements with third
countries can uke their proper, balanced place in the
overall supply structure of our Communiry fisheries
policy. The European Democratic Group, and I am
sure the whole House, wants to see this fisheries
policy agreed and enforced as quickly as possible, and
so the European Democratic Group will vote in favour
of the repon on the fisheries agreement with Canada.

President. - I rcall the Group for the Technical
Coordination and Defence of Independent Groups
and Members.

Mr Blaney. - Mr President, far be it from me to
insen myself berween the two heavyweights that have
been talking just now, one on the German side and the
other on the side of the UK. I don't want to Bet
involved in that at all.

Vhat I would like to say is this that I fully suppon the
idea that the processing up to the point of filledng is

somerhing that should not be done outside the
Community if at all possible, and that the fish quotas
for the EEC fleets represenr only one-quaner in
rerms of actual whole fish of the toal amount that will
be brought in in the form of processed or semi-
processed fish from Canada. More over the duty is so

small that I cannot for the life of me see why we
should have to incur the cost of collecting it at all.
Vhat purpose do duties of 3.80/0, 4o/0, 60/o which
apply rc most of the fish, serve when only a small
quantity is subjected to a duty of up to 10%.

Now I have no quarrel with any of these things. As I
said, why should we have them imponed processed or
semi-processed? Vhy should we accep[ quotas in
Canadian waters which amount to only one fourth of
what is being imponed into the Communiry under this
agreement? \7hy should the duties be so insignificant,
why should they be there ar all unless they are
inrcnded to be a regulator, which they have not
proved themselves capable of being in the past? Since
we have within the Community fishermen whose live-
lihood has in fact been demolished as a result of
impons from third countries, and panicularly Canada,
we should be very, careful about what arrangements
we should now be making with them. Vhile I have the
greatest possible sympathy with what has been said
here in regard to the German fleet, nevenheless, we
have got ro try and realize that there are orher lirtle
fleets, of small craft rhat are being deprived of their
livelihood because of the complere upser that has aken
place on many occasions in the recent pasr as a result
of uncontrolled impons from rhird counrries -

uncontrolled in the sense that they are not properly
monitored. Although in themselves the quantities may
be small, by being thrown into a panicula( market on
a particular day or week, they can cause havoc for
days and even weeks thereafter.

I have sressed this in the Committee on Agriculture. I
am speaking about it again today in the same rcne. I
don't agree with what is proposed because I think not
enough consideration has been given to the impact of
rhe impons under this agreement, and for that reason
I am still against it.

President. - I call Mr Fich.

Mr Fich. - (DA) Mr President, I should like to
express my suppon for the Commission's proposal on
a fisheries agreement between Canada and the
Community. Aaving said thlq however, I think it
imponant to make the point that we are not wildly
enthusias[ic about this arrangement, but we have come
to the conclusion that it is essential that we make more
progress in the general negotiations on a fisheries
policy. It is extremely important that everyone should
take note of the fact that, by supponing this proposal,
we expect in return that, when it comes to the ne8otia-
tions on quotas in the North Sea, due consideration
will be given to the fact that we were prepared to
accepr this agreement, with Canada at this moment in
time.

There are problems here, caused for instance by the
fact that not all of Denmark belongs to the European
Community. The Faroe Islands do not form pan of
the Community, and it is within the realms of possibil-
iry that Greenland may one day finish up on the
outside looking in. Mr Gautier's repon makes the
point that steps should be taken to ensure that there is
not a high level of imports from courltries ouside the
European Community. !7e should like to sress that
we of course agree with this point, but we do not
regard this as applying rc that pan of Denmark
outside the Communiry; there must be special
arrantements with that panicular region to ensure that
we remain viable as a fishing communiry and as a

country as such.

Ve should also like to stress the imponance - as

regards the agreement with Canada - of obtaining
adequate quotas of salmon for the Greenland fishing
indusry. '!7e very much hope that reasonable arrange-
ments can be made in this respect, but we are still by
no means sure that all the necessary steps have been
nken, and for that reason I should like to emphasize
this point once again.

In general terms, I think it is fair to say that the fishing
market in the Community as such is in'a reasonable
state. The earning potential is quite good, and all in
all, everything looks rosy, except perhaps for rhe situa-
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don facing fishermen in rhe UK. Bur in our opinion, ir
is not so much a quesrion of prices as much more a
structural question, which must be resolved by way of
the resources allocarcd ro it. Ve have therefore
accepted this recommendation because we wish to
make progress on rhe common fisheries policy. And let
me say that, in our view, it is high time we did. On
30 May last year, it was agreed that the fishing
arrangemen$ should be decided on by I January 1981.

That deadline has now come and gone, and as we said
earlier, a package was agreed on as long ago as
30 May. There were various elements in this package,
and we must insisr that all the elements be accepted as
soon as possible. Should the last elements in the pack-
age not be implemented in the near future, v/e reserve
the right to carry out a reappraisal of those elements
on which a decision has already been aken.

Prcsident. - I call Mr Kirk.

Mr Kirk. - (DA) Mr President, ladies and genrle-
men, as the rapponeur, Mr Gautier, said, no one can
blame this House for the failure to esablish a common
fisheries policy. As we said earlier, this House has on
every occasion managed to reach agreemenr - or at
least a compromise - on our attitude to the varioirs
elements of the common fisheries poliry. As regards
the specific proposal we are debating here today - the
agreement with Canada - I must admit that I am not
exactly over the moon abour it. Nor am I very keen on
Mr Gautier's report. Bur in view of the fact that we are
obliged to try to find a solution to rhe problems facing
European fishermen, and in view of the fact that one
Member State is facing serious problems with its
distant-water fishing fleer, we. have decided to accepr
the repon and we shall be voting for it.

However, we shall have quite serious problems to
contend with if we are nor extremely careful about the
agreement it is proposed we conclude with Canada.
The agreement is bound to have an effect on [he
whole world market for fish. Canadian fishermen are
clearly being subsidized - we see the same kind of
thing in Iceland - and rhese fish will subsequently be
appearing on some of the markets which have radi-
tionally been natural exporr markets for the
Community's fishing indusrry, and will be aking over
those markets. For that reason it is essential thar we
should not allow unrestricted access [o our markets
for fish coming from Canada and other fishing narions
which are currenrly building up rheir fishing indus-
tries. There musr be very stricr control of imponed fish
to make sure that the internal market is not ruined.

It is true thar, in some parts of the Community, the
market situation is very serious, and I am thinking
here especially of rhe United Kingdom, where some
fishermen simply refuse ro take boats out - nor
because they have no right to go fishing, nor because

they cannot catch the fish, bur simply because there is
no market for the fish. It is for that reason we should
be very careful about what we commit ourselves to. I
take the view at any 'rare that this agreement wirh
Canada musr be taken into consideration in all the
other agreemenm on what form fishing should take in
the Community, and on that understanding we are
prepared to accepr ir.

As regards general fishing policy, we still have a situa-
tion in which one Member Snte is obstructing one of
the more fundamental principles of fishing policy,
namely the right of access - equal access - a princi-
ple which should be basic ro any Communiry fishing
policy. I hope the Member Stare in quesrion will real-
ize before long that if we want to make any protress
and conclude all these agreemenrs on strucrural policy,
market poliry and conservation measures, and if they
are to take the form of a common fisheries poliry, we
must first of all solve the problem regarding the
criteria for access to fishing grounds.

Mr von der Vring from the Socialist Group launched a
very violent attacli on the United Kingdom, panly
because of the artirude adopted by the UK to the
atreement with Canada. In the counrry I come from,
we feel that the Germans too have not taken sufficient
account of the interests of other Community fisher-
men in Community warers. The same applies for that
matter to France, and I am rhinking here of the
compromise which was reached on 30 May last year

^by the foreign minisrers, whereby three main elements
were supposed ro form the basis of a common fisheries
policy: rhe question of hisroric rights, the question of
compensation for the loss of access ro third countries'
waters and the question of wherher rhe disadvanaged
areas of the Community should be given a preferential
deal. I feel thar rhe ardrude which has been fonhcom-
ing, especially from the Germans, in the face of
demands for 100% compensarion for the loss in third
countries' waters of the rights which Communiry fish-
ermen have raditionally enjoyed in Community
waters is an untenable one, and is just as much open to
criticism as the attitude for which the Germans criti-
cize the UK Government.

I should therefore like to conclude by appealing m the
German, French and British Members to be willing to
resped other countries' hisroric fishing rights, and rc
respect others' right to carry on their rade. There is
therefore an urgent need for some rhought to be given
rc how these historic rights can be enshrined in a
common fisheries poliry. I hope the Greek fisheries
Commissioner will succeed in this ask, because there
is an urgent need for early agreement ro be reached. I
hope he will succeed in achieving acceprance of a
balanced fisheries policy. I am sure that this House
will come up with a positive response and that, if any
objections are raised, they will nor be from this House.

President. - I call rhe Commission.
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Mr Contogeorgis, Member of the Commission.

- 
(GR) Mr President, I should like to thank the

Committee on Agriculture and its rapporteur, Mr
Gautier, for the extremely constructive and well-
researched report on the agreement on fisheries
between the Community and Canada. The report
shows an appreciation of the major imponance to the

Community of this agreement with Canada, and you
will be aware that the Commission agrees fully in this
respect.. As the honourable Members know, this
Community agreement with Canada on mutual fishing
questions is pan of a wider package of agreements

aimed at organizing and planning a common fisheries
policy covering all the sectors involved. Among other
things, this package - on which the Commission has

submitted proposals to the Council of Ministers -includes sectors touched upon in today's debate, such

as the organization of the market and the protection
of fisheries products within the Communiry. The
proposals also provide for restructuring measures and

for the granting of aid to increase producdvity in fish-
ing, as well as covering the quesdon of the
Community's relations with third countries - among
them Canada - and of a basic regulation on fishing
methods in the Community.

Unfonunately, despite the effons that have been

made, it has not yet been possible for the Council of
Ministers to reach agreement. As you know, the
subject was also one of the major items on the agenda

for the European Council in Maastricht on 23 and 24

March. The European Council decided to convene an

exrraordinary meeting of the Council of Ministers
responsible for fishing, in order to reach an overall
agreement on all she questions involved. The Council
met, there was a srong political resolve, and it was

esmblished without any doubt that all the countries
want to draw up a common fisheries policy as soon as

possible, but that there was still a need for certain
technical alks between some Member Sates. These
will be held before the next meeting of the Council by
the end of the spring. The Commission will provide all
possible assistance and will be involved in these talks,
so that, in the light of the political resolve which, as I
said, exists, the Community can draw up by the end of
the spring a common fisheries policy with which to
tackle all the problems touched upon - because they
are all covered by the Commission's proposals - and
so that we can help that wonhy group of people, the
fishermen, in the Community.

I should also like to point out that the Commission
rried to have the question of an agreement with
Canada dealt with separately, since we would other-
wise lose one fishing season, and this would obviously
affect the interests of fishermen in cenain countries.
Unfonunately, this proposal rc deal with the agree-
ment with Canada separately was not accepted, and
this specific question will therefore have to be solved
wirhin the framework of the decisions setting up a

common fisheries poliry. As I said, we hope that this
will be achieved soon because of the political will

which undoubtedly exists, but I cannot say when this
agreement. can be expected. I hope the represenntives
and rhe Member States will make the necessary effon
and show the necessary understanding with an eye to
the broader Community interest, so that we can reach
this agreement as soon as possible.

President. - The debate is closed.

The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote at
the next voting time.

Ve shall now suspend our proceedings undl 3 p.m.

The House will rise.

(The sitting was suspended dt 1 P.n and resumed at 3.00

P.m)

INTHE CHAIR : MRROGERS

Vice-President

President. - The sitting is resumed.

9. Adaptation of the cooperation agreement anitb
Yugos hoia fo llouting Gre e h acce s sion

President. - The next item is the motion for a reso-
ludon by Mrs Gaiotti de Biase and others on the adap-
tation of the cooperation agreement with Yugoslavia
following the accession of Greece to the Community
(Doc. 1-10l81).

I call Mrs Gaiotti de Biase.

MrsGaiottideBiase. - (/,7) MrPresident,ladiesand
gentlemen, we tabled this urgent motion because we
were convinced of the immense imponance of the
European Parliament's taking up a clear and precise
position on a question such as this which is not only
extremely topical and urgent but also decisive for the
Communiry's credibiliry.

A few months ago we greeted the cooperation atree-
ment between the Community, and Yugoslavia as a
grear political success. From the rcchnical angle, it is a
very special agreement in the sense that its economic,
financial and commercial clauses allow the rwo paflies
to deepen and consolidate their existing relations, in
such a way that the agreement has a broad scope, so

that it may be implemented progressively on the basis

of political needs which will be agreed upon by the
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two panies in years to come. The imponance of the
polidcal and economic possibilities offered by this
agreement was clear to everyone then and is even
more clear today.

Yugoslavia, linked m the Community by extremely
important interesm, is a country which, although
European, operates within the sphere of the Medircr-
ranean basin, has a decisive *eight in the Balkan
balance and, as a non-aligned country, helps to keep
the delicarc balance between East and Vest. The posi-
don of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia in relation
to .W'estern 

Europe is therefore characterized by an
extremely imponant and delicate equilibrium. For that
reason the Community and the whole 'Vestern world
must be particularly careful and solicitous - as indeed
they have been - to maintain peace and stability in
that country.

'!7ith regard to economic reladons between the two
parties, my first remark is that the Yugoslav trade
balance with the European Community shows a consi-
derable deficit. This situation is regarded as unsatisfac-
tory by the Yugoslav Republic itself, given that it has
very limited possibilities of exporting to the
Communicy. For that reason it is very difficult to
improve the trade balance.

The adaptation of the agreement between the EEC
and Yugoslavia following Greek accession includes, as

is well known, the fixing of a quota for expon to
Greece of Yugoslav baby-beef. The quantities involved
ere very significant, because Greece alone impons
from Yugoslavia as much of this product as do the
nine other Member States. For Yugoslavia, then, it is

an extremely imponant item in its expons. Given the
difficulties in the way of Yugoslavia exponing to the
Communiry, it is necessary to allow these expons to
be maintained at least at the level of previous years. If
this were not the case, the consequences would be very
serious for Yugoslavia's balance of payments and
economy. They would make even the agreement
between Yugoslavia and the Communiry seem like a

bitter defeat. I therefore feel it incumbent upon me to
draw the attention of all Members to the need to put
the weight of Parliament's support behind the
Commission proposal rc fix the quota for the impon
of baby beef into Greece at a level equal to consump-
tion. Such a measure would be in full accord with the
political spirit of the EEC-Yugoslavia agreement, the
aim of which is precisely to bolster up the Yugoslav
economy with a view to consolidating the political
links which have developed between the two parties.

At a time when Yugoslavia is encountering very
serious internal difficulties, which we cannot foresee
but which we have been able ro guess at behind last
week's even6, it would be absurd for Parliament to
stand by silently, without making its influence felt,
while the Council of Ministers continues to postpone,
or find difficulty in reaching, aBreemenr on these
matrcrs.

Ladies and gentlemen, there is a tendenry amont the
Member States of the Community to give pride of
place to polidcal cooperation and to regard it as more
effective and auspicious, more pretnant with future
developments, than economic integration. But how
can the Community increase political cooperation in a

world where the economic crisis, the trade imbalance,
the problems of development of economies which are
lagging behind, are increasingly a central issue in
international relations? Ve shall not have political
cooperation or play a sabilizing role in the world
unless we can transcend mundane accounting and a

limited view of the future of the world economy and
of the economies of our countries.

These are the aims we have proposed in our motion
for a resolution on the economic questions. I would
also like to draw your attendon to an amendment
designed to clarify the technical aspects of the motion,
which the tablers of the motion ask you to vote on
toBether with that motion. I think that Parliament's
initiative, at this time of great difficulty for the Yugos-
lav economy, bears witness to the consistency of the
argumenrs we pur forward at the time of radfication of
the cooperation agreement. !7e feel ourselves to be the
guarantors of that agreement's implementation.

(App lause from the centre)

President. - I call the Socialist Group.

Mr Hiinsch. - (DE) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, the Socialist Group supports the motion for a

resolution and the Commission's proposal for. the
adaptation of the cooperation agreement with Yugos-
lavia on the assumption, however, that the amendment
to the motion for a resolution proposed by iis author
herself is also adoprcd, since this describes the nature
of the problem at issue. It also makes Parliament's
demands in this respect much clearer than the original
motion for a resolution.

I should like to add a few remarks to the points made
by Mrs Gaiotti de Biase. \7e suppon the motion for a

resolution for the following main reasons. Firstly, we
think it is vital that the credibility of the European
Community should not be put at risk. In the past, we
have actually encouraged Yugoslavia to produce more
baby beef and it would be bad for the reputarion of
our Communiry if we c/ere to start undermining the
seriousness and credibility of our commitment vis-i-vis
Yugoslavia now that Greece has joined the
Communiry. It is bad enough that - at least as far as

we have heard - France and Ireland have apparently
spoken out in the Council of Ministers against increas-
ing the Yugoslavian quota and have blocked this
proposal. Once again, the French presidential elections
would appear to have something to do with this. Ve
deplore this fact, since we are afraid that if things go
on like this, the Council will no longer be able to make
any vital decisions because of fonhcoming elections in
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one Member State or other. Then the enrire
Communiry would grind to a halt!

'We know that the Yugoslavs have for some time now
been somewhat disturbed at the very'slow progress
which has been made in the negotiations and the prov-
isional agreement, which was valid until 31 March, has
finally expired. \7e know that the situation which
could result from this fact for Yugoslavia would not be
in the interests of the European Community either,
since the Comecon countries are currently buying up
more baby beef in Yugoslavia in order to demonsrate
to Yugoslavia where its real friends are, who are the
reliable trade panners and where there is real solidar-
ity.

Ve cannot remain indifferent m all this. Since the
Community has increased to ten members following
the accession of Greece and extends into South-East-
ern Europe, the communication route berween Greece
and the rest of the European Communiry passes

rhrough Yugoslavia. Ve should bear this in mind.
Above all, the Council of Ministers should take this
into account and act accordingly.

President. - I call the Communist and Allies Group.

MrGouthier. - (17) MrPresident,ladiesandgentle-
men, we are in full agreement with this motion for a

resolution. As pan of the Communiry delegation we
took an active part in meetings with our Yugoslav
colleagues. Ve heard at first hand from them about
the series of problems which call for an adaptation of
this cooperation agreement. Ve examined these prob-
lems in depth over two days and we are fully conscious
of the fact that this problem of baby-beef, which may
seem a purely sectoral or trading matter, in fact forms
a pan of wider needs which are summed up in our
view in the need for the Community to commit itself
to helping the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia rc find
full sadsfaction in the context of this agreement.

That is why we fully suppon the spirit and the lerter of
this motion for a resolution.

President. - I call the Liberal and Democratic
Group.

Mr Bettiza. - (17) Mr President, on behalf of my
group and in my capacity as chairman of the delega-
tion for interparliamentary relations with Yugoslavia, I
can only agree with the motion for a resolurion abled
by Mrs Gaiotti and wirh what Mr Gouthier said just
now.

The February agreemenr - ro go straight ro rhe
point - provided for a concession on the levies on
Yugoslav baby-beef. This preference provided for the
annual impon into rhe Community of 34 800 r,onnes ar

most. This agreement on baby-beef, and the agree-
ment in general, marked the end of a long dispute with
Yugoslavia which had lasted since 1973 aid 1975, and
which had arisen after the Community had forbidden
the import of the only product whose production in
Yugoslavia had been encouraged by the Communiry
itself.

And now we come to the Greek problem. Greece
imponed from Yugoslavia more than from the
Community of the Nine. Greece alone imponed about
36 000 tonnes of baby-beef. The application of the
criteria set by the Community, and always applied in
the event of enlargement of the Community, would
therefore have led inevitably to increasing the 34 800
tonnes already provided for by the February agree-
ment by a funher 36 000 tonnes. The Community has
therefore proposed to Yugoslavia an overall amounr
which I believe to be between 50 000 and 55 000
tonnes.

The council's argumen$ for maintaining impons of
baby beef from Yugoslavia to the EEC at a level which
would not take account of Greece were as follows:
firstly, that the figure of 34 800 ronnes agreed upon in
February already .took account of Greece, whose
accesslon was rmminent. The Yugoslavs regarded this
argumenl as false. Indeed, the Commission representa-
tives had rold the Yugoslavs during the negotiations
that the Community would first settle rhe dispurc
between the Nine and Yugoslavia and then adapt the
agreement - as is our usual practice - at the time of
Greece's accession to the Community. Secondly, it
was said that the flow of Yugoslav expofts to Greece
was anificial - a diversion caused by Communiry
vetoes on baby-beef. Mr President, even if this were
true, it is equally true that the Greeks were already
consuming baby beef, and one cannot. blame Yugosla-
via for creating a market for imelf in Greece, which we
do not now have the right to close. Therefore, given
that the situation with regard to baby-beef distons the
Communiry's relations with Yugoslavia in general,
given the serious situation in which Yugoslavia finds
itself, because of the scandalous behaviour of the
Council in reneging on the undenaking given to
Yugoslavia by the Commission, we must bear in mind
that the situation in that counrry has become very
difficult recently, in political rerms roo. There is a
political problem, a nationalities problem and an
economic problem which, taken rcgether, mean thar
the Community's lack of attention ro Yugoslavia is a
slow fuse which could lead to rhe destruction of a
number of things which are also politically imponant
for that country.

Mr President, I conclude my brief and critical speech
on the Council's attirude with a few lines written by a
very well known Yugoslav journalist:

At the height of the crisis one norcs a phenomenon which
is ro say the least surprising: exporrs to rhe !7est from the
Republic of Croaria, the mosr highly industrialized
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republic and the leading exponer, have dropped by 360/o

and those to the third world have dropped by 44010, wher-
eas exports to the Soviet area have paradoxically and
suddenly risen by 550/0. A similar rend can be perceived
also in the other areas. There is anxiery in Belgrade, since
it is feared that these are rhe effects of a subtle Sovier sra-
tegy, but Vesterners should also be concerned abour
them.

Mr President, it was in order to arouse this concern
that I wanted ro make this speech.

President. - I call Mr Bournias.

Mr Bournias, - (GR) Mr President, we agree
wholeheanedly with all the previous speakers, pardcu-
larly the rapporteur, Mrs Gaiotti, who quite rightly
starcd that for both political and economic reasons
relations between the Communiry - and my own
country - and Yugoslavia will have to be improved.
The subject of the agreemenm bew/een the EEC and
Yugoslavia is of panicular imponance to us Greeks for
various reasons: in the first place there is long-stand'
ing friendship and understanding befi/een our two
peoples in a context quite independent of social differ-
ences and political systems.

However, apart from the purely emotional reason,
there is also a practical consideration. On the one
hand, Yugoslavia links us directly with the rest of
Europe, while on the other hand our economies are to
some extent complementary. For all those reasons,
therefore, I think it would be rather unpleasant if our
accession to the Communiry were to lead to a change
for the worse in our relations with our good neigh-
bour. I therefore welcome and approve this initiative,
both as a Greek and as a European, because the fact is

that Yugoslavia is an essential complement - if only
geographically, for the time being at least - to !7'esr-
ern Europe, whose only land link with the Middle
East, in other words with those countries with which
it has traditionally been linked politically, commer-
cially and economically, is through Yugoslavia and
Greece.

I shall not go into the rcchnical details, which have in
any case been dealt with by the preceding speakers. I
should, however, like to take this opportuniry to
express the wish that, in the course of time, relations
between the Community and Yugoslavia will become
as close as possible. This will naturally be achieved by
speeding up the procedures provided for in the special
EEC-Yugoslavia agreement, and panicularly by
convoking the Council of Cooperation provided for in
Anicle 45 of the agreement, with a view to harmoniz-
ing the joint measures called for under the bircum-
srances. I sincerely welcome the fact that three
Members from the New Democrary Group were
amont the joint signatories to the motion for a resolu-
tion, which all the Members of the New Democracy
Group will be supponing.

President. - I call Mr Nikolaou.

Mr Nikolaou. - (GR) Mr President, I shall be very
brief. There can be no doubt, ladies and gentlemen,
that Yugoslavia's association atreement with the EEC
needs to be adapted as a result of Greece's accession to
the Community. The reason for this is that there are
two fundamental bilateral questions between Greece
and Yugoslavia which now, of course, concern the
Community and not Greece - and I would emphasize
that. In view of this, no arrangements can be reached
bilaterally berween Greece and Yugoslavia, but only
between the Communiry and Yugoslavia - conuary
to what some people opposed to the EEC-Yugoslavia
agreement might wish.

Quite apart from any differences within the Council of
Ministers, the Community, in its talks with the Yugos-
lav representatives, must consider two matters from
the viewpoint of Greece. Firstly, Greece will in future
want to be able to impon from Yugoslavia the same

amounts of baby beef as it has been imponing hith-
erto, i. e. 28 to 35 or 36 thousand tonnes per year. The
second problem I should like to touch upon is that the
number of permits for transpon through Yugoslavia

- a question of pressing imponance for Greece and
for its expons to the Communiry - must be increased.
And without wanting to hide anything, I would say
that the number must be increased despirc the fact
that, in 1980, the Greek authorities - excepdonally

- did not utilize 4 000 transit permits because of the
much lower agricultural output in Greece that year.
Nevenheless, the increase the Greeks are calling for
will be justified and not exatt€rated, and it must
correspond to our increased requirements as a result
of Greece's accession to the European Community.

In conclusion, Mr President, I too wish - as a Greek
this time - to emphasize that present relations
between Greece and Yugoslavia are excellent. As
Greeks we have eve{y reason to try to ensure that
these relations are not negatively affected through no
fault of Greece's.

President. - I call Mr Almirante.

Mr Almirante. - (17) Mr President, this will be a

brief speech [o express our dissatisfaction with the
content of this modon for a resolution, which we

regard as very limited in relation rc the objective
seriousness of the problem of economic and trade rela-
tions between the EEC and Yugoslavia. The motion
refers only rc a fact which, although very imponant,
does not match up to the seriousness of the problem as

a whole - it refers only to the effects on EEC-Yugos-
lav relations of the accession of Greece to the Euro-
pean Community.

'!fle think, on the contrary, that it should refer first
and foremost to the changed inrcrnal situation in
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Yugoslavia, about which we should all be concerned,
for if economic relations berween the EEC and Yugos-
lavia do not function well - and hitheno they have
not functioned well - and if economic relarions
between Yugoslavia and the Varsaw Pact countries
including the Soviet Union were ro conrinue ro
develop as they have developed up to now, rhe presenr
internal imbalances in Yugoslavia could lead to a
tragedy which would involve rhe whole European
Community and in the forefront the country on whose
behalf I now have the honour to speak. Therefore it
does not seem to me that after the events in the
Kosovo province and the negative developments in
economic relations between the EEC and Yugoslavia,
after the failure - which we incidentally foresaw -of the disasrous Treary of Osimo which was approved
by earlier Italian governmenm despite determined
opposition from us and others - indeed there was
almost total opposition democradcally expressed by
the people of Trieste, which is in rhe front line and
which we fear may become once more the front line in
representint ourway of life - after all rhis no one can
come and tell us thar the problem is a marter of baby-
beef or even economic relations of some importance,
but still of modest proporrions in the face of such a
serious situation! Let us therefore have the courage ro
abandon to its modest fate this morion for a resolurion
which, although acceptable, solves nothing because it
fails rc take into accounr rhe problem of reladons
between Yugoslavia and the European Community.
The European Community should have the courage ro
tackle this problem. To avoid any misunderstanding, I
declare, on behalf of the group and the pany which I
have at present rhe honour to represent, that not only
are we not opposed to a deepening, improvement and
intensificadon of economic relations berween the EEC
and Yugoslavia, but we are strongly in favour of it,
always provided thar it takes place in a context of
security - not only economic, but also social and
political - for rhe European Communiry. .

President. - I call Mr Markozanis.

Mr Markozanis. - (GR) Mr Presidenr, ladies and
gentlemen, today's debare on rhe adaptation of rhe
EEC-Yugoslavia cooperation agreemenr after
Greece's accession ro rhe Community is of fundamen-
tal imponance for my country. Not only did this
agreement open up wider prospecm for economic rela-
tions with Yugoslavia bur, more imponantly, it formed
the cornerstone for relations with that Balkan counrry
which, by reason of irs history, its rraditions and iis
geographical situation, is an inseparable part of
Europe.

I should like to draw the Members' arrcnrion ro an
introductory remark. The spirir of the EEC-Yugosla-
via agreement, goes beyond rhe purely economic
aspecm and, because of the delicate political balance in
which Yugoslavia now finds itself, this agreement

akes on special significance as regards the strengthen-
ing of relations between the two sides. I would draw
attendon m the fact rhat the decisions to be mken with
regard to adapting the agreement after Greece's acces-
sion will have polirical as well as economic implica-
tions and may prove to be of fundamenml imponance
for rclations with that counrry - simultaneously
Balkan and Mediterranean - which is a member of
the non-aligned stares and occupies an extremely
sensitive position with regard to East-'!7est relations.

As is poinrcd out in rhe morion for a resolution, the
basic problem in adapring the EEC-Yugoslavia agree-
ment concerns Greece's imporu of baby-beef from
Yugoslavia. As you are aware, these represent a
volume equal to imports of the same Yugoslav product
[o the other nine Member Stares of the Community
together. You will also be aware rhar Yugoslavia's
balance of trade wirh the Community has shown a
fairly large deficit over the lasr decade. It musr also be
emphasized that Yugoslavia's potential for expons to
the Community is rather limited, and that baby-beef is
in fact one of its main expon products.

I should like to make one remark in this context. As
has already been pointed our, rhe EEC-Yugoslavia
agreemenr is the tangible expression of the wish of
both sides to sr,rengrhen the links uniring Yugoslavia
and 'Western Europe. In this spirit, the Communiry
decided to take sreps rc provide aid for the Yugoslav
economy.'This facr is an extremely imponant element
on which the Yugoslav Government relies in its effons
to maintain its panicularly sensitive position, not only
as regards East-'$7est relations bur also as regards
tackling the evident problems in relations with the
non-aligned sures, with imponant implications for
stability in rhe Balkans and the Mediterranean region.

In view of these considerations, I think it is essential
for Yugoslavia to be given the opponuniry ro exporr
im baby-beef to Greece, since this in one way in which
its trade deficit with the EEC can be reduced, and it
will provide support for the Yugoslav economy -support based on the spirit of the Treary of Belgrade.
More specifically, in atreement with the signatories of
the motion for a resolution, I believe that rhe volume
of imports of this product must nor be lower than the
level of impons to the rcn Membei States in 1980.

Furthermore, I believe rhat we musr take inro account
the fact that Yugoslavia is now situated berween
Greece and the territory of the other nine Member
States, and this therefore raises the question of
Communiry transit through Yugoslavia. In view of
this, I feel that, in the spirit esmblished by the Treary
of Belgrade, we musr find the solutions needed to
enable the Cpmmunity to be given the transit facilides
commensurate with the rade which will inevitably
continue to grow.

(The President urged the speaher to conclude)
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In conclusion, I should like to express the view rhat it
is essential, in our effons to update the EEC-Yugosla-
via agreement, to act in accordance with the principles
underlying it. Yugoslavia will therefore have to be
granted the facilities necessary for ir to continue
exporting to our markem rhe quanriries needed m limit
irc balance of trade deficit. On the other hand, in the
spirit of cooperation, Yugoslavia must take every
possible step ro gran[ the Community the ransit facili-
ties made necessary by the latest enlargement.

President. - I call Mr Pesmazoglou.

Mr Pesmazoglou. - (FR) Mr President, I support the
recommendadons in the repon and the remarks of the
previous speakers, panicularly those of my fellow-
Greeks and of Mr Bettiza. The principle of Community
preference is of fundamental imponance for the oper-
ation of the Community. This is a principle which we
must therefore respect.

But the Yugoslav case is entirely exceprional. A few
days ago during an official visit, I had the opponunity
to hear the views of Yugoslav leaders, and rhey attach

Breat imponance to the success of their special agree-
ment with the Community. Hitheno this agreement
has not had the desired resul6, panicularly in rhe case
of baby beef to which they attach very great impon-
ance. Since this is truly an exceptional case, I therefore
suppon the adaptations - which seem entirely neces-
sary to me - proposed in the reporr as well as the
comments and arguments put forward by those who
have spoken so far.

President. - I call the Commission.

Mr Dalsagcr, Member of the Commission. - 
(DA)

Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I should like on
behalf of the Commission to welcome the motion for a
resolution tabled by Mrs Gaiorti de Biase, and I should
like to address a special word of thanks to her for her
report. The Commission wholeheanedly suppons the
basic ideas and aims set our in the morion for a resolu-
tion.

As long ago as Ocrober 1980, we presented the Coun-
cil with a draft directive concerning the adaptation of
the cooperation agreemenr with Yugoslavia following
Greek accession. !/e pointed our ar rhe time that the
additional quota of baby beef from Yugoslavia should
be calculated on rhe basis of Yugoslavia's average
exports to Greece over the last three years. It is a well
known fact that no atreement was reached on this
point because of difficulties in rhe Council. And thar
u/as the reason for the introduction of autonomous
arrangements to restrict Yugoslavia to 8 700 ronnes in
the first three months of this year, and as the Council
of Ministers again failed to reach a decision on

17 March, these arrangemenm vere extended rc allow
for 5 800 tonnes in the following two months up to
31 May.

Clearly, these continued extensions to the arrange-
ments do not accord with the political obligations the
Community has vis-i-vis Yugoslavia. Developmenrs
over the past two years, within Yugoslavia and in the
o[her Eastern European countries, have clearly
brought out the significance of our political obliga-
tions. Our Community, which now comprises ten
Member States, must honour rhe undenakings it has
entered into with such an important trading parrner as
Yugoslavia. I can therefore wholeheartedly supporr
the aims set out in the motion for a resolution, but
nonetheless I should like to comment briefly on the
arrantements for exports of baby beef from Yugosla-
vla.

First of all, it must be said thar cenain agricultural
interests were uneasy about the fact that additional
quotas might jeopardize the Community's preferential
status. In the Commission's view, these fears are
groundless. Impons of beef from Yugoslavia, which
are subject to a lower rate of impon levy, are always
effected on the Community's price conditions. I can
assure you not only that the price conditions have
been respected, but also that, over the past year and
for live exporrs too, rhe prices paid were higher than
those for compering commodiries from the
Community.

Secondly, rhere has been some uncenainry as ro rhe
precise scale of impons from Yugoslavia. In the first
morion for a resolution, Mrs Gaiotti de Biase referred
to the actual scale of impons inrc the Ten in 1980. For
a variety of reasons, imports in 1980 were in fact
somewhat lower than usual, amounting to some
40 000 tonnes. The average level of imports into the
Ten over the last three years has been of the order of
45 000 tonnes per yeaq 35 000 tonnes of which has
been accounted for by Greece. As I said earlier, the
Commission takes the view that the most appropriate
basis for calculating Yugoslavia's additional quota
would be average imports inro Greece over rhe lasr
three years. 'Ve have already poinrcd our ro the Coun-
cil thar an additional quota of 30 000 tonnes would be
a reasonable solution. I can therefore agree to the first
amendment tabled by Mr Betdza reladng ro rhe aver-
age figure for the last three years.

I must also make it quite clear to this House that we
are obliged to rake other points into considerarion in
this matter before we can commit ourselves rc a final
figure. In negoriarions of this kind, the House musr
realize that the Commission cannor commit itself rc
fixed quantities. Parliamenr mus[ give us a cenain
room for manoeuvre. The most imponant thing is that
the Council should come ro an early decision, and that
that decision should be in accord with the spirit and
thinking behind our undenakings vis-i-vis Yugoslavia.
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In conclusion, I should like to thank you once again
for the motion for a resolution which is before the
House now.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mrs Gaiotti de Biase.

Mrs Gaiotti de Biasc. - (m Mr President, just a few
words to thank those who spoke in support of the
motion for a resolution and to thank the Commission
for the precise information it provided, of which we
have taken note.

This motion for a resolution has been described as

'limited'. I would like to point out that the urgent
procedure was requested a month ago to deal with a

specific problem, and personally I feel that urgent
procedure is a suitable way of tackling specific and
circumscribed problems such as this.

'!7'e are perfectly well aware that the problems in rela-
tions between the Communiry and Yugoslavia are of
such scope, urgency and seriousness that they must be

mckled with more rigorous instrumenr and methods
than a mere urtent motion for a resolution.

Perhaps in an earlier epoch Mr Almiranrc would have
urged us rc make war on Yugoslavia. Ve are pleased
that now he agrees with us in calling for greater coop-
eration.

President. - The debate is closed.

The vote will be held at the next voting time.

10. United Nations Conference on the Laut of the Sea

President. - The next item is the joint debarc on the
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-6/81) tabled by Mr
Johnson and others on the United Nations Conference
on the Law of the Sea and the repon (Doc. l-869/80)
by Mr Valter, on behalf of the Committee on Econo-
mic and Monetary Affairs, on economic aspects of the
exploitation of the seabed (Third UN Conference on
the Law of th Sea).

I call Mr Johnson.

Mr Jobnson. - Mr President, I put a resolution
down in the last session on this question of the Law of
the Sea because many of us were shocked and horri-
fied to see that the United States' Administration had,
as it were, changed its mind about the Law of the Sea
Conference and about its position on th Law of the
Sea.

This draft treaty has now been negotiarcd for some-
rhing like seven or eight years. It is a text of something
llke 172 pages; it is the subject of a very great deBree
of consensus. The Reagan Administration, literally at
the melfth hour, decided it wanted to review many of
the provisions of the Treaty and, in particular, those
concerning deepsea mining. Our information is that
this change of position was largely under he pressure
of deepsea mining interests.

So we put this resoludon down deploring this last-
minute action by the Unircd States, which in effect
means thar it will be very difficult to achieve agree-
ment on the draft veety at the present Law of the Sea
Conference which is now being held in New York. It
is a matter of importance, Mr President. I am particu-
larly glad that this morion can be taken in conjunction
with Mr'S7'alter's report. !7e call, in our motion, for
the United States to make an unequivocal satement
that it does nor inrcnd rc repudiate positions which
have been the subject of broad consensus. My infor-
mation, as of this afternoon, is that the United States is
not yet in a position rc do that so that makes it all the
more imponant I think now that this Parliament and
the EEC should get its views on record. The Law of
the Sea is one of the most imponant legal acts of this
decade. There is no question about that at all.

The documents before us, of course, include the
repon by Mr \7alter. It is linked with my motion
because one of the things which is exremely impor-
tant at the moment is that there should not be, as far
as the seabed is concerned, the kind of grab which we
saw in the last century in Africa. Now there is a real
danger, if this Law of the Sea Conference does not
reach a successful conclusion in New York this session
or later this year, that in fact the whole issue will fall
aPefi.

This is imponanr of course nor jusr for the environ-
ment, it is imponant as far as many other matrers are
concerned - rights of passage is one of rhe questions

- righm of innocent passage, of course, in panicular,
the whole question of the definirion of the zone of
economic exploitation and fisheries resources. These
are mat[ers of great concern - all bound up in the
Law of the Sea Conference. My concern is the envi-
ronment. If we do nor ger this agreemenr, there is a
real danger, as I say, of a general grab and a general
free-for-all.

Ve have put down in this group an amendmenr to rhe
'STalter report on the Law of the Sea and I move that
at the same dme as I speak ro my morion. That
amendment calls for the Commission to make propo-
sals for a Community deep-sea mining regime includ-
ing environmenml aspecm to be applied by all Member
States uniformly, such a regime to be compatible with,
and complementary ro, thar proposed in the draft
conventlon.
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Vhat are rhe facts at the moment? The facts are as
follows. The United States enacted unilateral legisla-
tion last July. The Federal Republic of Germany, again
last 

'summer, 
enacted unilateral legislation. !7e have

with us today the Commissioner, Mr Narjes, and I
believe he was in fact himself in a previous incarnation
responsible for that German legislation.

Thc United Kingdom is now considering drafr legisla-
tion - it is called the Deep-sea Mining Temporaqy
Provisions Bill - and we are told - though these
things are always secret in France - that there is a
French drafr on the stocks. The danger of all this is
that when we have unilateral legisladon by four, or
five, or six Community counrries, we shall see'flags of
convenience' situadon as far as the deep sea is
concerned, similar ro the one we have witnessed as far
as ocean transponarion as a whole is concerned.

I therefore call for the Commission to undenake -and I hope we shall ger some assurances on this point

- to inroduce a Communiry r6gime regarding the
ques[ion of Deep-sea mining, even if the Law of the
Sea Conference does not reach a successful conclusion
at this session. It is very imponant thar rhere should be
a temporary provision in Communiry law and in any
case, even if the Law of the Sea Conference Treaty is
finally agreed ir will need to be translarcd into law and
there is a strong case for common provisions in
Community law, parrrcularly where these matters
which do affect comperition as well as the environ-
ment are concerned.

I say no more than that, Mr President. !7e suppon rhe
motion by Mr Valter, as amended.

President. - I call the rapporteur.

Mr Valter, rdpportear. - (DE) Mr President, ladies

and gentlemen, this repon on the Conference on the
Law of the Sea is not an invitation to reopen the basic
debate for or against the Conference, Parliament has

over the last few years on several occasions adopted
positions regarding this basic principle and the main
results achieved regarding the international Law of the
Sea would also seem to be firmly established apan
from the recen! move on the part of the United States.
I should therefore just like to state the following as my
basic principle - this Convention on the Law of the
Sea is perhaps the greatest treaty in the history of
mankind regarding the distribution of world-wide
resources. It may represent a breakthrough towards
what many developing countries refer to as a new
world economic order and I should like to say against,
this background that it is deplorable that both the indi-
vidual Member States and the Communiry as a whole
should have devoted so little attention to this Confer-
ence on the Law of the Sea and the Convention over
the last seven years.

The reports I have submitted on behalf of the
Committee on Economic and Monemry Affairs deals
very specifically with rhe economic implications of the
Law of the Sea Conference for the European
Community. This Conference, which has been going
on for seven years now, has resulted in rwo main
things. Firstly, an international arrangement regarding
deep-sea mining under which the exploitation of the
resources of the seabed, i.e. the metallic nodules
containing nickel, copper, cobalt and manganese, is
subjecr to inrcrnational rules. A new Unircd Nations
authoriry is to be set up to take charge of the adminis-
tration of the deep-sea bed and an enterprise is rc be
set up under this authority which will carry our deep-
sea mining. In parallel to this, the new UN authoriry
will issue licences to individual Member States and
private undenakings in question must pay substantial
fees and put their technological knowledge at the
disposal of the enterprise under the Seabed Authority.
The total revenue from this projecr will accrue to all
the signatory States of the Convention.

In fact this is all more complicated than I can explain
in a few words but it is perhaps clear that the interna-
tional arrangement regarding deep-sea mining which
is being set up here is an attempt to ensure that the
exploitation of the greatest remaining source of raw
materials, i.e. the sea, does not take place according to
the law of the jungle. It is the greatest attempt so far to
establish a raw materials policy attuned to the interna-
tional situation on rhe basis of a balance of inrerest
between the raw materials producing and consuming
countries.

I should like, in this connection, to take off my
rapporteur hat for a moment and comment on the
proposal contained in the motion for a resoludon
tabled by Mr Johnson. It should be borne in mind that
the intention of the United States ro review its position
on the Convention relates principally rc that section
which deals with the new arrangement for deep-sea
mining. There can naturally be no objections to a

government reviewing its position but the fact of the
matter is that the Reagan administration has acted
under pressure from a few major American undertak-
ings which have both the capital and the know-how
necessary to cerry out deep-sea mining independently.

Ladies and tentlemen, in the age of classical colonial-
ism, raw materials were exploited by those who had
the necessary capital and military resources at their
disposal. The US initiative not only awakened some
unpleasant memories of those bad times but is also a
bad way of going about international negotiations and

is likely to raise doubts about the credibility of the
United States in international negotiations.

For this reason, I wholeheanedly go along with rhe
motion for a resolution rabled by Mr Johnson, which
is still very cautiously worded.
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The main problem facing the European Communiry as

regards deep-sea mining is whether it will be involved
in the arrangements. It is important for gwo reasons
that the European Communiry should be involved.
Firstly, it should be remembered that the European
Communiry has considerable responsibilities in the
field of foreign trade policy, which is why it is one of
the contracting parties in international agreements on
raw materials - for example, the agreement on
natural rubber of tglg - and is involved in raw
materials negotiations within the context of
UNCTAD, e.g. on copper. The agreements on deep-
sea mining are similar in nature to an international raw
materials agreement. Furthermore, it is significant
from the point of view of the European Community
that deep-sea mining involves resources on a vast scale
which are of enormous imponance for raw materials
supplies during the next century.

For example, the well-known nickel reserves on the
sea bed are five times as Breat as the known land
reserves. In the case of cobalt, the reserves are about
fony times as great and in the case of copper about
half as great. In view of these facts, the Committee is

convinced that the European Community must, in
addition to the individual Member States, be a

member of the preparatory commission which is to
deal with the details of the arrangements regarding
deep-sea mining as a continuation of the Conference
on the Law of the Sea.

These facts also brought us to the conclusion that the
probable results of the Conference on the Law of the
Sea as regards deep-sea mining should be taken as a

point of depanure for a common raw materials and
energy poliry which does not so far exist, as we see it.
Finally, we also realized, that we need a Community
plan for economic and technological cooperation in
deep-sea mining and the economic zones of third
countries.

The Committee also supports Mr Johnson's call for a

coordination of attitudes on the pan of the Member
States regarding the transitional period, which may be
between six and eight years, and on the question of
how deep-sea mining should be carried out.

Individual Member States of the Communiry have
passed or are preparing national provisional legislation
to protect their investors. This may lead to distonion
of competition and the problem therefore calls for a

Community initiative.

The second main result of the Conference on the Law
of the Sea concerns the agreement on a new interna-
tional law regarding the sea according to which about
a third of the oceans will be nationalized, which will
mean l2-mile territorial urarcrs off coastal States,
200-mile exclusive economic zones and up m 350-mile
continenal shelves. In this way the 200-mile zones
which have already been unilaterally declared by
almost 100 States, will be put inro an internationally

binding framework. Related rc this question is the
allocation of nadonal sovereign rights regarding the
economic exploitation of these areas. This is of vital
imponance for the Commu4ity too, since, for exam-
ple, 800/o of the world fish stocks and 90% of the
known marine oil and gas deposits, are in these
regions. Thus, this will not mean an internadonally
fair distribudon of a large proponion of the marine
resources but rather that these resources will remain
the preserve of countries which already number
among the richest in the world or can at least be
regarded as'threshold' pocrers.

From the economic point of view, two main questions
arise for the European Communiry in this connection.
Firstly, will the principles of the Treaties be applied
consistently in the exclusive economic zones of the
Member States too, and secondly, will there be

Communiry arrangemenm as regards land and sea

rransport, environmental and economic policy in these
economic zones?

In order to draw your attention once more to the
significance of this aspect of the Convention on the
Law of the Sea and its consequences for the European
Community, I might point out that the toal
Community exclusive economic zone which will come
inrc being with the new international legislation under
this Convention will cover, as things stand at the
moment, approximately 3.5 million km2 of which
almost half will belong rc the United Kingdom. That
represents 10% of the entire area of the sea and the
accession of Spain would mean a funher 1 million km2
and Ponugal possibly a funher I '8 million km2.

These exclusive economic zones are not only the field
of action for fishing but also for all those things which
come under the general heading of'off-shore indus-
try' with all their implications for our employment
situation and raw materials and energy supply.

'!7e know rhat, in view of their geographic situations,
the interests of the Member States of the European
Communiry differ extremely widely and we also know
that the trend towards prorcctionism in the exclusive
economic zones is yery greet on the pan of the
Member Sates. Funhermore, we know that this
protectionism might also take advantage of the results

of the Convention on the Law of the Sea on the pretext
rhat one of its very aims is the nationalization of the
exclusive economic zones.

I should like to make ir clear on behalf of my
Committee that rhe nationalization of offshore zones
under the international Convention on the Law of the
Sea should not be misinterpreted by the Member
States of the European Communiry as an invitation to
practice protectionism ois-ri-ois other Member States
and for this reason the Committee calls for rhe neces-
sary srcps to be taken to ensure that Communiry law
also applies in the exclusive economic zones of the
Member States.
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Vhatever applies in the case of fishing in the view of
the Coun of Justice must also apply in the case of
offshore industry and we regrer in this connection rhat
the Council of Ministers has at least so far not been
able to adopt a clear position on rhis point. The main
issue here is that the provisions of the Treary regard-
ing freedom of esmblishment and the ban on discrimi-
nation etc. should also be observed and affirmed in
these exclusive economic zones.

For this reason, we also call on the Member States of
the Community to cooperate in the Community pond
in matters of environmental prorcction, fishing policy
and raw materials research, prospecting and exploita-
tion.

Finally, what is perhaps our most imponant requesr.
The rcnth plenary assembly of the Conference on rhe
Law of the Sea is currently taking place in New York.
Perhaps the most imponant issue for the Community
at the moment is the so-called 'panicipation clause',
that is to say the question of whether the Community
as such can also be a party to the Convention in addi-
tion to the individual Member States. Now, when the
Conference on the Law of the Sea is meeting in New
York, is the time, I think, to reaffirm once more
Parliament's previous decisions on this point.

\7e call for the European Community to be a party to
the Convention and for all the Member States of the
Community to suppoft and press for this requesr ar rhe
Conference.

Ladies and gentlemen, this treary will be of decisive
significance for a major proportion of raw material
supply in the 21st century. The Treaty and rhe way it
is applied in future will have considerable conse-
quences for the Nonh-South Dialogue and for this
reason alone, the European Communiry must be
involved in these vital negotiations.

INTHE CHAIR: MR BRUNO FRIEDRICH

Vice-President

President. - I call the Socialist Group.

Mr Enright. - Mr President, to take up Mr'lTalter's
very last point, yesterday I had the great privilege of
assisdng Villi Brandt in a symposium in Brussels when
we were talking about the progress made in the
Nonh-South Dialogue. At that meetint I have to rcll
you that the Counsellor for the United States of
America said that the Reagan Administration was very
seriously concerned that they should give all the assist-
ance possible to progress in the North-South
Dialogue. And yet here we have a situation - and that
is why I reserve a special venom for the Unircd States

of America - in which they could practically assist the
development of the Third Vorld but a siruation in
which they are preventing that by their intervention in
the Convention. Therefore everything that they are
attempting to do at the moment should be strongly
refuted by the Communiry because rhis is an area
where practically the Communiry and the Third'!7orld 

have very common interests.

Fishing has already been mentioned and I think it is no
secret that in \7est Africa anyway the United States
and Soviet Russia are equally acting like pirates with
their factory ships. But I think much more imponant is

the deep-sea bed mining which is possible for the Afri-
can, Caribbean, Pacific and, indeed, Asian counries,
where in fact they can, with our technical assistance,
exploit their own resources and thereby get rhe wealrh
that they need.

Therefore I simply wanr ro say, Mr President that if
we are practically nlking about a conrinuation of the
North-South Dialogue, about doing somerhing, rhen
we must back wholeheanedly this resolution and
ensure that the present blocking tactics of the United
States of America cease forthwith and we should give
them all the blame they deserve for the way in which
they are contravening human rights in this respect
because that is what it amounts to.

President - I call the Group of the European
People's Pany (Christian-Democratic Group).

IvIr K.-H. Hoffma"n. - (DE) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, I am pleased that we have the oppor-
tuniry once more here today to state our views very
clearly on the questions of economic poliry arising
from the third United Nations Conference on rhe Law
of the Sea. Fonunately, the world-level economic
significance of this Conference has for a long time
been ignored and the Commission and the European
Community, Mr Narjes, have, so to speak, been deny-
ing themselves for the past seven years. I am rherefore
grateful to the rapporteur for his concentrated repon
which will be in the interests of Communiry coopera-
tion.

The repon has appeared at the lasr minute and I hope
that it is not yer too late. !7e do not know what deci-
sions will be arrived at in the next few days and weeks
in New York but I do nor think any responsible person
could simply disregard and casr overboard the
commitments of many years' standing of nearly 160
countries in an international negotiation. The
approach adopted by the Conference on the Law of
the Sea, i.e. only to submit official texts for the treaty
after all the various aspects have been covered, srikes
me as notevonhy. Agreemenr has been reached on
this question. This strikes me as very norcwonhy and
the Communiry should finally take this seriously. I
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think that the repon currendy before us provides the
best basis for this.

The rapponeur draws the attention of the Council and
Commission to a very clearly delineated and imponant
area which, according to the viesrs of experts, is exclu-
sively a matter for the Communiry, i.e. the application
of Communiry law in those coastal areas made avail-
able for economic exploitation. So far this Parliament
has always taken the view - and this is, I think, also,

in keeping with what the President of the Commis-
sion, Mr Gaston Thorn, said in his inaugural speech

- that the Community, represented by the Commis-
sion, must be present when matters concerning nonh-
south problems are being discussed and I should like
to draw your particular attention to this aspect, since
the repon deals with these questions.

At any rate, one of the results of the way the Confer-
ence has been conducted has been that various troup-
ings have put forward different views which can now
be found cheek by jowl in one and the same draft. The
Conference papers often deal with individual provi-
sions which will certainly be problematic for one
signatory of the treary or other. However, in our view,
this is far from meanint that the United States have
the right to go back on certain aspecr of this conven-
don. This is an area in which the common will of the
States must be manifest.

I should like, therefore, to say rc the rapporteur that,
in the view of my Group, scientific marine research
should really be excluded from the list of arrange-
ments you have submitted and which we otherwise go
along with. Ve are afraid rhat this could lead to
renewed attempts to gain conrol of the seas, although
after the Convention comes into force, anyone wish-
ing to pursue a maritime policy will be legally obliged
to accede to the Cgvention if he wishes to participate
in determining future developments in the law of the sea.

I think, therefore, that for this very reason the Euro-
pean Community should nor only be parry to the final
Convention on the Law of the Sea, but should also be
eligible to be a signatory to it. It should be fully repre-
sented in the preparatory commission, the purpose of
which is to translate the provisions contained in the
Convention into praoical rcrms for day-ro-day appli-
cation.

My Group would like therefore to make quite clear
the extent and nature of the Communiq/s activities in
this field. The conclusions which the Community
should draw from the Conference on rhe Law of the
Sea as regards its own situation basically lead to the
economic considerations connined in the Valter
reporr. Ir is, at any rate, maintained that this is a very hot
potato since there is a tendency towards prorcctlonlsm
on the parr of the Member Srates. As the President of
the Commission has already said, there is currently a
great deal of bickering going on on rhe European seas
which gives free rein to all sons of national vanities. If

the principle of Communiry solidarity, as manifested
in the strict application of the Treary of Rome, is

undermined, nothing will work in future as regards
problems concerning the sea. In this case, the debate
on fishing poliry would have been simply the smrting
pistol for a return to nationalism which will gradually
chip away and ultimately desroy the Communiry.

For this reason, I think we can and must go along with
the rapponeur, since in his repon he clearly opposes a

policy of this kind and indicates clear guidelines. I
therefore urge you to support a common effon. \7e
are quite capable of arriving at a European poliry on
rhe sea and we must take advantage of this fact as

regards both economic and ransport policy. My
Group suppons the report before us.

President. - I call the European D.rno"r"ri. Group.

Mr Battersby. - Mr President, of course, deep-sea
mining is very big business. It is because of the high
exploration and development costs involved of over
100 million dollars per seaside operation and inidal
extracrion cosrs per sea sire of 500 million dollars or
more - this is at 1976 levels - that this business is

concentrated in four , major Unircd Starcs-
Community-Canada consonia and in one French
gioup. It is an industry where by the year 2000, if we
begin extraction in 1990, 630/o of the world's cobalt,
130/o of. its nickel and 20/o of our manganese and
copper could be obtained by nodule exploitation. It is
a business which could approach 10 billion dollars a
year in potential. '

The Unircd States estimates that by the year 2000,
350/o of this industry could be operated by United
States companies, and therefore it is essential, in
order to guarantee our strarcgic securiry and economic
independence in this area of mineral supply, that the
Communiry has its proper share in the extraction and
processing capaciry; that Third !7orld interes$ are
protected and that the Communiry as such panici-
pates in the United Nations' Law of the Sea Confer-
ence negotiations as a member of the preparatory
commlsston.

The last word in this vital business must not be left to
indusrial lobbies and it is to be hoped that the Unircd
States Government will resist the pressures on it from
commercial interests rc delay or go back on agreed
positions. Since 1960 the United States Government
has had a respectable and honourable reputation in
these negotiations and has played a major role in
achieving the present advanced positions and we must
encourage the new Administration to continue in this
tradition. This Law of the Sea Conference covers much
more than manganese and associated nodule sxtrac-
tion; it covers freedom of navigationl marine environ-
ment; fisheries; marine research; overflight rights;
cables; pipelines and a mass of other vital interests. Ir is
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an area of international law and of international life
which urgently needs a firm legal base and I urge that
all Member Starcs coordinate their attitudes on all
marine mattrcrs; work as a Communiry and show the
necessa{y political will both inside our own waters and
on the high seas, and also that the Communiry takes
parr as such in the United Nasions negotiations. My
group, the European Democratic Group, supports
wholeheanedly the resolution before us.

President. - I call the Communist and Allies Group.

Mr Ippolito. - (17) Mr President, ladies and genrle-
men, the shon time allowed me by the Rules of Proce-
dure does not permit me to deal with the problems
related to the economic aspects of the exploitation of
deep sea mineral resouroes with the necessa{f fullncss.
In expressing my agreement and that of thc Italian
Communist and Allies Group with Mr \7altc/s ftpon,
I must, however, also stress the imponant statcment of
view contained in the motion for a resolution tabled
by Mr Johnson and others, underlying which is the
justified fear that the United States of America may
take a considerable step backwards in practice from
the declaration of the Unircd Nations General Assem-
bly which proclaimed deep sea mineral resources to be

the common heritage of humanity.

I have already reaffirmed in less august surroundings,
and now wish to reaffirm here, our Brave concern at
the fact that while the Law of the Sea Conference
drags on wearily, slowed down by a series of proce-
dural or technical expedients, the large multinational
mineral corporations are hastening to perfect the
sophisticated technology necessary for exploiting the
metallic ores and other mineral resources of the ocean
bed, and are taking de facto possession of the most
promising areas, already explored and identified under
the hypocritical cover of sciendfic research, as in the
ocean cruises of the ship Glomar Challenger. As the
Valter repon rightly stresses, the Community cannot
remain inactive in the face of this situation, and there-
fore must first and foremost act politically to avoid
increasing delays to this Conference while the coastal
States unilaterally extend their exclusive economic
zones, which ought not to exceed the limits - easy [o
idendfy geographically - of the continental shelf.

Alongside this political reaction, the Commission
should also respond to the urgent call contained in the
Final Act of last January's Bogoti Conference and
undenake pracdcal and unified action, by rallying the
industries and mineral corporations of the Member
States and undertake joint exploration operations and
rcchnical improvement. In my view it is essential that
Parliament should monitor the Commission's action or
failure ro act, since a great deal is at stake. Indeed,
there is no doubt that the Community lacks raw
materials, and panicularly non-ferrous metals, to the
extent of more than 750/o of its current needs, and that

the exhaustion of the akeady known continental
deposits, at least for some elements - such as nickel,
molybdenum, manganese, chrome and copper -makes the need for exploitation of deep-sea mineral
resources urgent, even for the last 20 years of this
century.

President. - I call the Liberal and Democratic
Group.

Mr Calvez. - (FR) Mr President, I greatly appre-
crated the repon by our colleague, Mr \flalter who
panicularly stressed the European Economic
Community's competence in trading policy and asked
Parliament to call on the governments of the Member
States to do everything they can to ensure that the
Europe of the Ten is a contracting party to the
Convention, so as to guarantee to it the same rights
and dudes as the signatory States. Allow me to express
rhe Liberal and Democratic Group's support for this
request by our rapporteur, in the hope that it will meet
with a favourable response from Parliament. The
European Communiry is indeed competent to panici-
pate in the work of the preparatory.committee. Parlia-
menr musr proclaim this boldly. Let us give the '
Communiry grounds for hope. The new law of the
sea, given its implications for various sectors of
Communiry activiry, must be regarded by Parliament
as the staning point for a Community poliry on raw
materials and a Community energy policy, both of
which have been raised many times here. Is that what
the Committee has in mind, particularly as the rappor-
teur spoke of the creation of a new international
economic order? And we are well aware of the obsta-
cles to solution of problems related to the common
fisheries policy. Three months of tggt have already
passed and the ministers are still discussing it. How
much more time will they need to arrive at a feir
compromise? It is the credibiliry of the various Euro-
pean Councils of Ministers which is at stake for all
those who are affected by the negotiations on fisher-
ies. This European Parliament elected by universal
suffrage cannot allow such a situation to continue. In
spite of the existing difficulties, decisions must be

taken in the general interest. A European maritime
poliry must allow us to cover all the questions relating
to the sea, from the exploitation of deep sea nodules,
drilling for gas and crude oil to the development of
aquacultural enterprises, rules for navigation, the fight
against sea pollution and the question of pleasure
craft. Maritime Europe must form pan of a worldwide
whole. This is a new and last opponunity given us by
rhe motion for a resolution before Parliament, which
must demonstrate its will to defend its legitimate inter-
ests on all questions reladng to the sea in negotiations
with rhird countries. It seems desirable to me to inten-
sify consultation between the Communiry and the
United States in order to settle remaining differences
and guarantee the future of international arrangements.
In this Parliament we are rather accustomed to the
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changes of mind mentioned by the rapponeur. I think
we should avoid any kind of pressure on political deci-
sions wherever they are taken.

The creation of an international deep-sea authority is

one of the most significant innovations for the
development of the law of the sea. It must be put into
practice. Four years ago it was the subject of a repon
by our friend, Mr Bangemann. Progress is slow but
relatively effecdve. It is our tenaciry and perseverance
which must encourage the Member States to organize
economic and technological cooperation in the field of
the exploitation of deep-sea mineral resources and in
the economic zones of third countries. \7ill the Valter
reporr enable us to achieve a new stage in European
integration? That is what we hope it will do.

President. - I call the Group of European Progres-
sive Democrats.

Mrs \(eiss. - (FR) Mr Presidenr, as all the speakers
have said, the conventions now being drawn up in
Manhattan relating to the surface as well as the depths
of the sea will change human desdny - and not only
human destiny, but also that of the fish which are so

essential to us. It was therefore essential for Parlia-
ment [o be aware of the complexiry of the problems
involved. Mr'l7alter's repon, Mr Vi6's legal opinion
and the recent motion nbled by Mr Collins have
analysed them remarkably well. The European
Progressive Democrats Group on behalf of which I am
speaking, therefore voted in favour of an urgent
debate on the motion for a resolution tabled by Mr
Johnson and a large number of others. It is indeed
urgen[ for the close cooperation on these matters
which has hitheno exisrcd between the EEC and the
United States to be safeguarded.

But, with regard to the essence of the motion, it seems
that its tablers are inadequately informed about the
debate currently going on at the United Nations, and
that perhaps they have got the wrong idea, albeit in
good faith. The United Sates led by President Reagan
has in no way sabotaged the third Law of the Sea
Conference, as has been claimed in the press and else-
where. On the contrary, many points settled earlier are
not dispurcd by them - they are not going back on
the general provisions on territorial waters, exclusive
economic zones, archipelago waters and passage
through straits - all of which provisions also have the
complete agreement of our Communiry. But, in the
interesm of the industrialized countries and therefore
in that of the EEC, they are asking for thought to be
devoted to the exploitation of international deep-sea
resources, which it is intended uldmately to entrust to
an international authority depending on the United
Nations and created in its image. This would mean,
for the purposes of exploitation of deep-sea resources,
each country submitting to the authoriry of a sort of
world government with an Assembly, a Council and

even industrial undenakings for which the industria-
lized countries would, as they do for the United
Nations, bear 900/o of the operating costs and invest-
ments, but without having an influence on it and a
power of decision in proponion rc their expertise and
their contribution. Indeed, this plan for a world autho-
rity carries definite risks for the whole Community
and all nations, and must be circumscribed by the
guarantees called for by the indusrialized countries,
who do nol want [o enter lightly into an enterprise
which could become demagogic and disasrous. Alas,
history offers many examples of such enterprises.

Our group has the duty to draw the attention of
Parliament [o these risks. The Community must
obviously make its presence felt as such wherever the
law of the sea is drawn up. But in the meantime it
should realize that in Manhattan the United States are
in close contact with the European delegadons to the
Law of the Sea Conference, and rhat the latter are in
favour of the Reagan Administration's attitude. First
and foremost, Parliament must obtain precise informa-
tion on these discussions and on American intentions.
It would be desirable rc have amendments which
would nke account of the most recent developmenff
in deep-sea technology, and the results of which
would be compulsorily combined with provisions
confirming the solidarity of Parliament with the coun-
ries which are most disadvantaged in terms of their
geographical position or the present state of their
economres.

Parliament will therefore have [o go on concerning
itself with the protection of the environment during
undersea operations and with the distribudon of the
profits thereof - a distribution which would have to
be fair in order to ensure the progress of the whole
human community and - if I may so put it - for the
sake of the fish community. Meanwhile, the only atti-
tude which it seems possible for us to take, while
thanking Mr \7alrcr for his remarkable report, is to
reject tonlly the motion tabled by Mr Johnson and
others.

(Applause)

President. - I call the Group for the Technical
Coordination and Defence of Independenr Groups
and Members.

Mr Skovmand. - (DA) Mr President, rhe 'lTalrer

Repon calls for the European Community to become
a contracting party to rhe Convention on rhe Law of
the Sea. That is somerhing we musr cenainly oppose in
the grounds that any such commitmenr on the pan of
the Community would have widespread repercussions.
Should ships from the Community sail under the
Community's own flag? Should fishery inspection
vessels fly the Community flag? No, the Communiry is
srill made up of independent and sovereign Smres
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despite the presence in rhis Hguse of those who wish
things were different. Ve shall have to vote against.

President. - I call Mr Bournias.

Mr Bournias. - (GR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the motion for a resolution signed by Mr
Johnson and others and Mr Valter's repon on behalf
of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
are of major imponance. I should like to congratulate
them, and I cannot omit to congratulate also Mrs
'!7eiss, who has just spoken, on her excellent speech.
The conference which staned on 9 March and is srill
going on is the eighth session since the Third Unircd
Nations Conference on rhe Law of the Sea started im
work in New York on 3 December 1973. This time
again, as in the preceding conferences, rhere can be no
optimism about the results because of the lack of
agreement between the panicipants and because of the
intention of the Unircd States to review its attitude
towards the draft treary, with parricular reference ro
the provisions governing the deep-sea mining of valu-
able minerals such as manganese, cobalt, nickel, copper
etc. The morion for a.resolution is undersandably
concerned about this aspecr. Ir is true rhat the frame-
work agreemenr reached under great difficulties in
Caracas - increasing coastal zones from three to
twelve nautical miles, esmblishing economic zones of
200 nautical miles from the shore, with the coastal
States having exclusive rights of exploimtion for the
resources wirhin these zones, and the declaration of all
seas outside national control to be the common heri-
tage of mankind - creared many and serious prob-
lems regarding rhe exrenr of the rights of the coastal
States, so that there is a need to maintain the close
cooperation which has exisred up till now on this
subject between the EEC and the United States.

As a coastal State, Greece was greatly concerned by
this new turn to events, which jeopardizes the inter-
national maritime regime and all that has been achieved
up till now in the field of research and exploitation of
the sea bed, rights of passage, prorecrion of the marine
environment and so on. Ve therefore suppon the
motion for a resolution calling on rhe Communiry to
join with the Unircd Sates and the orher interested
countries in srriving to achieve the most successful
possible outcome to [hese ralks on the law of the sea,
on which so many arremprc have been made since
I November 1967, when rhe subject was first put to
the General Assembly of the United Nations.

In conclusion, Mr President, I should like rc make a
few remarks on rhe opinion of the Committee on
Agriculture conained in Mr Valter's repoft. Under
the heading 'Exclusive economic zone', the second
paragraph states thar the economic zone is divided up
into national zones for the exploitation of natural
resources. This sratemenr must be wrong, since the
economic zone belongs wholly to the coastal State and

is not subdivided into narional zones. This is some-
thing which musr be clarified. Furrhermore, under rhe
heading 'Conrinental shelf it is stated that rhis concepr
darcs back m 1958. This is wrong - it dares back in
fact to President Truman's rime in 1945, and all the
1958 Geneva Convention did was to embody the
con.cept in esmblished law. And finally, in the passage
under the heading 'The high seas', rhe second pari-
graph talks about an inrernational authority empow-
ered to issue licences for exploitation. The truth is thar
only the internarional sea bed - and not the high seas

- will be subject to supervision by a higher authority.

President. - I call Mr Collins.

Mr Collins. - Mr President, first of all I would say
on behalf of the Socialist Group that we shall suppon
the \7alrcr repoft. \7hile the economic and stratlgic
aspec6, which have been covered very largely by mosr
of the speakers unril now, are undoubredly importanc,
I want to turn to some other aspects, and in panicular
the environmental problems which are inherenr in
deep-sea mining. I commend Mr Johnson's amend-
ments, because I think they insen the right kind of
emphasis inrc the reporr.

My staning point, and that of anyone who is
concerned about the environmental problems here, has
to be the state of our knowledge of the deep-sea bed,
because the fact is that we know very little about it.
'S7e are beginning to find our, bur really we are only
discovering the deprhs of our own ignorance so far. A
very recent paper by a Dr Errol, of rhe California
Academy of Sciences, has put it very graphically. She
has asked how much we should know of I/ashington
or orher terrestrial areas if we applied the techniques
of deep-sea exploration to the land. Imagine, she says,
flying overhead in a fog, lowering scoops and nets ro
gather wharever we could blindly catch. Fragmenm of
trees and bushes would come up; a chunk of a build-
ing; a bewildered dog or a robin all in a jumble. And
from that we should have ro construc our view of
what was rhere, on the bed of the ocean or, as in this
case, '!7'ashington.

In the deep sea we are gradually discovering that rhere
are new forms: there are new creatures; there are new
resources; there are things of interest; there are things
of aestheric value; rhere are things of economic valu"e;
and if we do not take care of these things, rhen
perhaps rhey will be lost for ever not just to uslut also
to future generations. \7e must take very greet care, at
national Community and indeed international level;
we must reject rhe kind of narrow chauvinisdc view
that was put by our Danish colleague just a few
minutes ago, because there is no question that in
recen[ years we have seen a clear trend towards ryni-
cal exploimtion without regard for the inrerests ol the
environment, with regard even for the interests of
Third Vorld countries that my colleague Mr Enright
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mentioned a few minutes ago. All of these trends are

engendered by large-scale mining interests oPerating
in international consortia, putting Pressure on govern-
ments. Sfle must therefore condemn the United States

for its irresponsible attitude at the Law of the Sea

Conference; but we must also be careful to recognize
that Japan, Germany, the United Kingdom and

Belgium have all been engaged in producing laws

whiih will allow them !o carve up the ocean bed with-
out regard for anybody else. In fact, I would say that
our nes/spapers and rclevision stations in the

Community have let us down very badly in this. It is as

though we were back in the nineteenth century and

the nations of the developed world were carving up
Africa all over again while the media were sitting in
another room disregarding what was going on,
fiddling while Africa burned. '!7'e are indeed now
fiddling while the ocean bed is exploited, perhaps to
rhe point of destruction. I hope this debate will serve

to focus the attention of the media on what is happen-
ing to the seabed, so as to produce a greater public
awareness of the problems.

I not only commend Mr \Talter's repon and Mr John-
son's amendmenm, and indeed his initiative in putdng
down his motion for a resolution; I would say that we

have to get to the point where the Council and the
Commission are able to initiate sciendfic research to
esmblish the character of the marine environment, of
the ocean bed and its susceptibility to the problems
that deep-sea mining will undoubtedly produce. The
Council and the Commission must try to ensure that
any agreed r6gime for deep-sea bed mining will
provide for the establishment of marine conservation
areas in which no mining operations may be carried
out at all. 'We must press hard for this at international
level, and we call on the Commission and the Council
to do so on our behalf. Ve must also make sure, oia
the Council and Commission again, that pressure is

brought to bear on our own Member States to ensure

rhat none of them becomes 
^ 

pafiy to any r6gime for
deep-sea bed mining, whether global or regional or on
any other scale, which does not take due account of
the need rc protect the marine envirgnment.

The Socialist Group will support this repon, because it
believes, as I think do many other people in this
Parliament, that only if we take responsible action
with a proper regard for ecology, with a proper regard
for she economic and political interesm of all nations
in the world, whether they have established mining
interesm or not, only in that way can we hope to leave

a world when we disappear that is fit for our children
and future generations to live in.

President. - I call Mr Nyborg.

Mr Nyborg. - (DA) Mr President, I shall be very
brief. A lot has been said, and we have heard many
wise words, but there are a few things I should like to

draw your attention to. Like everything else, there are

two sides to the law of the sea, that is to say, rights
and duties. It seems to me very imponant to point out
this latter aspect, because at a time when it is already
possible to carry on deep-sea mining or drill for oil on
rhe sea bed, we must ensure that it is possible to bring
rc light and perhaps even institute legal procedings
against those who are legally responsible, should such

activities lead to pollution or some other form of envi-
ronmental damage.

In view of the fact that the Member States of the
Coinmunity have relinquished such rights to the
Community in a number of the fields the UN Confer-
ence on the Law of the Sea is discussing, it seems to be

sensible for the Community to become a conracting
pany to the Convention. I would draw the House's
attention in this respect to the Communiq/s responsi-
bility for Community waters, a responsibiliry which,
let us hope, will be extended as soon as possible by all
the Member States agreeing on a common fisheries
policy. It is imponant that all the Member States

should strive to adopt a common stance in this matter,
so that, by bringing our combined influence to bear,
we can back up the United States on the line it has

adopted so far at the UN Confe;ence on the Law of
the Sea, and to ensure that many years' work is not
wasted.

President. - I call Mr Katsafados.

Mr Katsafados. - (GR) Mr Presidenq I think we
must congratulate and thank both the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs and the rapporteur,
Mr'S7alrcr, for the good work they have done on the
undoubtedly difficult question of the economic reper-
cussions and aspects of the exploitation of the sea-bed.
Apan from any reservations one may have on the
various questions involved, it must be admitted that
both rhe committee and the rapponeur have made an

effon to approach the whole subject in a spirit of
objectivity, broad-mindedness and European solidar-
ity. In general, the repon is a fairly satisfactory'and
realistic mixture of the various diverging opinions on
the monetary, economic and legal aspecr involved. In
view of the lack of time, it is not possible for me to go
into a detailed study and analysis of all the points in
the report and she motion for a resolution, so I will
limit myself to a few remarks which I shall make very
briefly, since some of them have already been made by
my colleague, Mr Bournias. I think the rapponeur, Mr
Valter, will agree with these remarks if he listens to
them carefully.

In the repon and the attached opinions of the commit-
tees on Agriculture, Legal Affairs and Transport, it is

stated under the heading 'Continental shelf that this
concept dates back to 1958. This is y/rong. The fact is
that the continental shelf as a serious political, econo-
mic and legal concept dates back rc 1945, when it was
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first mentioned by the then Presidenr of the United
States, Mr Truman. Even before that, it had existed as
a concepr in science and international law ever since
technological progress had made it possible to exploit
the sea-bed for the benefit of mankind. In paragraph 2
of the chaprcr on economic zones it is stated thar the
economic zone is divided into national zones for the
exploitation of natural resources. This formulation is,
however, wrong and must be the result of an over-
sight, since the economic zone belongs wholly m the
coastal State and cannor be subdivided into smaller
zones. Finally, the second paragraph of the passage on
the high seas speaks about the serring up of an interna-
tional authority to be responsible for issuing licences
for exploitation. Here again, there must be some
mistake. This international aurhority will be respons-
ible only for the sea-bed, and not for the high seas,
since there already exisrs an established sysrem of law
for the high seas, and the right to free navigation is an
established and inviolable principle.

Before I conclude, Mr Presidenr ladies and genrlemen,
I feel it is essential to draw attention ro the
Community's dependence as regards energ.y and raw
materials - a dependence which has become so very
expensive in the last few years - and ro rhe opporrun-
ity to resolve this problem by changing over ro sensible
exploitation of the sea-bed. This change-over and this
exploitation, however, will require the unification of
the economic porcndal of the Community, and I feel
that this is something it is high time rhe Communiry
got ro.und to doing.

Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, ler me conclude
with the hope that this entire quesdon will be tackled
by all those involved in full awareness of its enormous
imponance, of the major problems it poses, and of the
pressing need for evidence of a spirit of cooperation.

President. - I call Mr Plaskovitis.

Mr Plaskovitis. - (GR) Mr President, the motion for
a resolution tabled by Mr Johnson and others essen-
tially reflects the concern which we Greek Socialist
Members of PASOK also feel in face of the negative
attitude of the United States towards the draft conven-
tion and the results achieved up ro nov/ by the Mari-
time Law Conference being held under the aegis of the
Unircd Nations. In this respect - and in this respect
only - paragraph I of the morion for a resolution has
our support. The Conference on the Law of the Sea
could undoubtedly offer effective and broadly accepr-
able rules for international legislation on delicate ques-
tions such as rhe exploitarion of the environment etc.

In the course of rhe long years of talks on these ques-
tions, it has become clear that there is a wide range of
opposing inrerests, panicularly bemreen the coastal
States of the Third '!florld and the technologically
advanced States. In our narional parliament, we Greek

Socialism had supponed moves ro ensure that the
righm of rhird world counrries ro rheir underwater
mineral resources were respec[ed, and we are totally
opposed to any hand-over of these resources to mono-
polistic or oligopolistic private concerns. In 1958 the
Geneva Convenrion had provided fair and widely
acceptable solutions to the question of the exploitation
of underwater resources. The Conference on the Law
of the Sea had made some progress, and therc were
encouraging signs that v/e were gening near to a final
and universally acceptable result. To the extent that
Mr Johnson's morion for a resolurion and Mr Valter's
report are aimed at encouraging attemp$ to achieve
this final result as soon as possible and at obliging the
USA to follow the same course, we are in agreement.
However, we have serious objections to the remaining
points in the Valter reporr, panicularly where it calls
for the EEC to be accepted as an equal panner in the
talks. In our view, this demand has no legal or political
foundation. The EEC does not consriture a sovereign
State, and only sovereign States can be involved in
drawing up the law of rhe sea. Moreover, as is admit-
rcd in the Valrcr reporr, the ren countries of the
Community de not have a common poliry, a common
stance. How then can we call for the Community ro
become an equal paftner with sovereign States in these
talks? $7e disagree with this line of thought, not simply
because of PASOK's fundamental anti-EEC positibn,
but also because it will undoubtedly provoke serious
reactions among third counries. To what extent the
Member States of the Community intend ro cede some
of their rights rc the Communiry, if and when these
rights have finally been prescribed by the new law of
the sea, is another matter. However, to ask before-
hand for the EEC to be admitted as an equal partner
of the United Sntes is unacceptable when we do not
have a joint stance. Nor would this even lead to an
acceleration of rhe ulks, as one might conclude from a
careful reading of the Valter reporr. For these
reasons, Mr President, rhe Greek Members of PASOK
will reject the Valrcr reporr.

Presidcnt. - I call the Commission.

Mr Narjes, Member of the Commission. - (DE) Mr
President, ladies and gendemen, I should like firsr of
all to thank Mr 'S7alrer, Mr Collins and Mr Johnson
on behalf of the Commission for their viral contribu-
tion to this exceptionally difficult agreemenr and the
problems involved. They have substanrially contri-
buted towards making the voice of Europe heard more
clearly in the rest of the world than in the past in the
current panicularly awkward phase in the Conference
on the Law of the Sea and the Commission is grareful
to the European Parliament for this.

These repons follow many previous contributions in
drawing attention ro and clarifying a complex of
subjects which have implications for not only Euro-
pean policy as such but also foreign poliry and, in
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particular, raw-materials poliry, the imponance of
which is, as we see it, generally underestimated by the
general public. Perhaps it is because the conference
has the misleading name of the Conference on the
Law of the Sea, which might lead one ro suspect that it.

only dealt with legal matters. In reality, it is a confer-
ence which is unprecedented in the economic and politi-
cal hisrcry of mankind, since it concerns the distribu-
tion of sovereign rights over a larger area of the globe
than the total land mass. Far more sovereign rights are
being distributed than those claimed anywhere by the

.colonial States in all the phases of colonialism. This is
why it is so imponant. 'Sfe should not see just the
s/ater.

In view of the technical possibilities open to us today

- and which will cenainly be even greater in the
future - we should rather bear in mind that our tech-
nology is adequate to permit access to all the resources
of the seabed and we should not work on the basis of
the present situadon, but on the basis of what the situ-
ation will be in ten, thiny or fifry years. From the tech-
nological point of view, this is an area which will be of
no less significance than space travel.

In view, therefore, of our experiences over the almost
fifteen years which have passed since the first prepara-
tions for this Conference, I should like rc point out
that marine geologists revise their picture of the situa-
tion almost every four or five years. Back in 1967/68
no one was discussing the things vre now knovr about
the geology of the seabed. At that time, we perhaps
knew that there were ferromanganese nodules but
nowadays research is being carried out to asceflain the
amounts of natural gas of non-fossil origin in all pans
of the seabed and the exrcnt to which this changes the
entire gas supply situation at world level. Today, we
know that there are quite considerable bauxite and
ferrous metal deposits under the seabed and that the
extracrion of these deposits depends only on the costs
involved, i. e. it is only a matter of dme. Today we
know what amounr of heavy metals we can exract
from the seabed. Ve must take all these facr into
account when forming our opinions so that in drawing
up a convention which will be in force for generations
we do not work too much on the basis of the present
situation.

I should now like to turn to a number of subjects
which have been discussed on the basis of the motions
for resolutions. I will begin with Mr 'l7alter's repon
which I can generally speaking wholeheanedly go
along with. However, I do not entirely agree with
some of the details of his introductory speech. Ve
should, I think, carry out a very careful analysis of the
various interests he mentioned. 400/o of the rctal area
under water which is rc be divided up in this Confer-
ence belongs to about 25 countries, and half of it to
Third \forld countries, in particular Latin America.
This represents about 10 to 15% of the developing
countries. 85% of the developing countries will go
away empty-handed or at least with very litde from

this distribution of the sea on the basis of exclusive
economic zones.

On the other hand, however, they will have the conso-
lation of deep-sea mining rights. However, the provi:
sions regarding deep-sea mining contained in Chap-
ter 11 are such that one may well wonder whether
anything will come of this in this century since the vast
amount of red tape and costs which these provisions
involve - regardless of who is actually carrying out
the mining, the Seabed Mining Authority or licensed
undenakings - will ac[ more as a deterrent than as an

incentive to exploit the seabed. This is panicularly true
in the case of the difficult - and in my view unneces-
sary - problems arising from the proposed profit
calculation. Easily calculable royalties would probably
produce a better effect. In view of the way things
stand, since the vast majority of developing countries
cannot expect to gain anything whatsoever from the
distribution of resources in the coastal area, i. e. in the
exclusive economic zones, and will not make a penny
out of the deep-sea mining allocated to them before
the year 2000, I really wonder whether the Conven-
tion will, in fact, be as beneficial to the developing
countries as they hope. I am merely mentioning this
quesrion and make no attempt to predict how you and
rhey will answer it in future negotiarions. I should
merely like to sound a warning against a hasry and
over-emotional approach to the nonh-south question
which in reality has nothing rc do with the actual
interests at stake and the distribution of resources.

Another aspect of the debate which I should like to
take up is the situation as regards the environment.
The legislation which has been introduced in the
meantime in the United Starcs and Germany and
which is being considered in other Member Sates
aims basically at one thing, i. e. to establish legal
cenainty or a safeguarding of rights during the antici-
pated ratification period which - as has been rightly
said here today - may last six to eight years or even
longer, we do not know. Nobody can say at this stage
whether it will be possible in the 1980s to achieve the
quorum of ratifications necessary to translate the
resulm of the Conference into practice. However, if
we are m be able to exploit the seabed resources in the
relatively near future, those who are in the position to
and wish to exploit them must also be certain as

regards their legal position as otherwise they could not
risk any investments - which nowadays are certain to
be in the order of $r ooo million per location. Since
this is the only aim, the question does not necessarily
arise in the case of this interim legislation as to
whether environmental considerations must be taken
into account.

In my view, this problem has at any rate about seven
more years to go before it is finally sertled since even
under the regulations contained in the presenr
Convention, it will not be possible ro starr effective
exploitation before the beginning of 1988. By thar
time, therefore, we mus[ look into the question of how
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deep-sea mining can be carried out, *hat environmen-
tal problems will arise and what meshods of exploita-
tion we will agree on. There are many possible tech-
nical solutions to be discussed and we will be able rc
decide on the basis of our understanding of the situa-
tion what conditions must be imposed on the mining
authorities or undenakings for the protection of the
environment.

In view of this, it can, I think, perfectly reasonably be

argued that first of all - as Mr Collins rightly
proposed - we should discuss the scientific aspects of
the question and only then the polidcal aspecr on the
basis of our findings.

I should also like to mention once more the question
brought up by the last speaker, i. e. whether or not the
Community as such will be pany to the Convention. I
share the view put forward in the \Talter report and
would flatly deny the assertion made by the last
speaker to the effect that there was no jusdfication for
panicipation of the European Community as signatory
of the Convention. Quite the contrary - the very fact
that the Convention wiil be the model for future
developments in the world economic order and be of
considerable significance for developments in
raw-material supplies for all countries of the world
stress the decisive significance the form it akes will
have on the foreign rade policy of the European
Community and this foreign rade policy is purely and
simply the main responsibility of the European
Community ois-d-ais the rest of the world. Conse-
quently, the responsibilities of the European
Community are perfectly clear. It is for the European
Community alone to determine its competenry. It does
not need to ask anyone.

Before I finish I should like m comment on the various
observations which have been made regarding the situ-
ation in the United States. I do not get the impression
that it is the intention of the present government in
Vashington that the existing Convention should be

rctally revised. I am convinced - partly in the light of
personal con[acts - that the United States intends to
concentra[e on Chapter 11, which deals with deep-sea
mining and is in fact - as no one disputes - not all it
could be. It is to be hoped that the revision of Chap-
ter 11 can take place as soon as possible and lead rc
constructive results which the Community can then
discuss, as far as possible with a single voice - with a
view to improving the provisions currently proposed.

Mr President, I should like, in conclusion, to stress

once more how pleased the Commission is that this
debate is taking place. It will do all in its Pover to
ensure that the Communiry as such makes its Presence
felt more strongly at this Conference than in the past.

Anyone who ries to prevent it from doing so will be

helping to prevent us from speaking with a single voice

in a matter of great economic imponance at world
level.

(Applause)

President. - The joint debate is closed.

The motions for resolutions will be put to the vote
during the next voting time.

1 l. Parliament\ administratioe expenditure

President. - The next. item ig the repon (Doc.
l-952/80), drawn up by Mr Price on behalf of the
Committee on Budgetary Control, on the administra-
rive expenditure of the European Parliament for the
period l January - 31 December 1980 (financial year
1e80).

I call Mr Herman.

Mr Herman. - (FR) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, rhe debate on the expenditure of the European
Parliament cannot be confined to mere accounting
considerations. That is why, like my esteemed
colleague Mr Leonardi, I would like to raise here the
problem of the social securiry arrangements of Parlia-
ment, which are directly connected with its operating
costs. I understand the political, financial and budget-
ary obstacles in the way of the adoption of a simple
and logical solution, wonhy of a true Parliament,
namely provision, within the European budget, for
uniform salaries and social securiry arrangements for
all Members of Parliament.

However, these obstacles should not prevent a first
step from being aken, in the form of the setdng up of
a pension fund. This could be financed both by volun-
tary contributions from members and by an additional
contribution from Parliament itself. This pension
scheme could be combined with a sickness and invalid-
ity insurance scheme similar to that found in some
national parliaments. If these two proposals could be
considered favourably, an imponant step would be
taken towards the aim of uniform parliamentary social
security arrangements. These are essential for the
reputation, the credibility and above all the indepen-
dence of Members of Parliament. That is why we
should concern ourselves with them and I regret that
the Price repon said little or nothing about them. I
therefore urge the Presidency, the Bureau and the

Quaestors to consider this problem and find an appro-
priate solution to it.

President. - I call Mrs Boserup.

Mr Boserup. - (DA) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, Mr Price's report on Parliament's budget is

extremely welcome. It is good that it was produced so
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quickly, and its conclusions - essenrially that rhe
Committee on Budgetary Control should follow
developments by means of quanerly reviews done by
the administration and that the discharge in respect of
the financial year should be postponed undl the Coun
of Auditors has finished verifying the operating
expenditure - are correct and have my full approval.

\fle need this opponunity to talk about Parliament's
expenditure in relation to the work this money is
payrnt for. Many of us have expressed indignation
over unreasonable extravagance. I myself have been
tempted to join the ranks of those whom Mr Price the
other day referred to as 'naughty boys throwing srones
at people's windows'. I have tried to do somerhing of
this son myself, although it was a good many years
ago. In the meantime, expenditure is roo high. A
comparison with the Danish Folkedng, whose budget
I am familiar with, shows that, even taking account of
the expenditure on the language services, twice as

much is spent here per Member as in the Folkering.

This seems a bit much, not so much because of the size
of the amount - I am not stingy - but because rhere
is so linle to be seen for the money. No laws are
passed here, and we meet only five days per month.
Our only duty is to debate the Commission's propo-
sals, and this mkes us six monrhs or ayear. The money
is being poured out, but pleasure and interest in the
work is so lacking that even committee meedngs fall
flat because Members cannot be bothered ro artend or
can attend only briefly.

I represent Danish workers who support the Socialist
People's Pany. They are against our membership of
this Parliament, and it is rhus nor for me to advise
Parliamenr on irc work. But it is my job ro proresr
against the senseless use of taxpayers' money, and
there are more rhan enough examples of rhat: 5 000
kroner a year per Member for 'representation' - as if
one could buy oneself respecr and standing! At the
most it will buy some lukewarm references in the
media.

Mr Pannella recently also gave some examples of
unnecessary exfiavagance, with panicular reference to
the official trips of the group chairmrn. Oh dear,
these group chairmen! !flhen I first came to the Parlia-
ment, I myself was very surprised rhat the group chair-
men could travel to the USA in connection with a visit
by a delegation, even though they were nor members
of the delegation. To be sure, we have group chairmen
at home as well. They may be respected for their polit-
ical skill, but they are nor provided with official cars
and other starus symbols.

And then we have invented somerhing called quaes-
tors, who were expec[ed ro solve practical problems.
And we thoughr they were practical people. How
simple could we be! The fact is that these quaes[ors
have built up their own little bureaucratic fairy-tale
world, with huge agendas, spokesmen and all kinds of

red tape. Should we not recognize our mistake and do
away with the post of quaestor?

I am glad to have this opponunity to call upon
Members ,to stop for a minute and consider that this
smug farce is being paid for by the wage-earners, who
from day to day are having to put up with falls in real
income, social cut-backs, shut-downs and housing
shonages. I call upon the Bureau of Parliament, in our
own interests, to halve the amount of money needed
for Parliament's work. The considerable under-utiliza-
tion of appropriations which was a feature of tgg0
shows that there must be wide scope for doing this as

long as the will is there.

President. - I call Mr Key

Mr Key. - Mr President, over the lasr few monrhs
the European Parliament has been awakened from
what I would call its self-imposed slumber by the citi-
zens of Europe with respect to its own expenditure,
while we as parliamentarians over the last few months
have demanded accountabiliry of all the other institu-
tions of this Community and have continually sought
and said in this Chamber thar we want value Tor
money. Ve have a saying in the Unired Kingdom
which says that he who lives in a glais house should
not throw stones. Now we must look at ourselves and
Mr Price's excellent report clearly shows there is enor-
mous room for improvement in the way in which we
handle our own affairs and our own financial situa-
tion.

The Socialist Group suppons this repon and will work
for a secure and better management of the financial
resources in the future. The expenditure of the Euro-
pean Parliament in 1981 totalled ! 71 million - a
large amount. But as one of the comrades said earlier
this week, that is in fact only 27p for each citizen in
Europe. Although that seems small, it is still a large
amount of money that the citizens of Europe are
paying into our funds. Therefore I want to look at two
aspects of that expenditure.

The first is that we spend over 4Q0/o of that money. on
our linguistic facilities. Surely the administration of
this Parliament must look very carefully at how effec-
tively this money is spent in this field of activiry which
is so vital to us.

The second substantial amounr is accounted for by our
work in at leasr three separate places where we oper-
ate. This is not because we wanr ro be modern glpsies
in the 1980s but because no one has been willing to
take the harsh but inevitable decisions required in
deciding a working place for this Parliament.

Now in spirc of those rwo facrors, over which we have
very little control, I would like to make the following
suggestions as to what we should do first of all as a
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Committee on Budgetary Control and secondly as a

Parliament. The first is that we mus! ensure that all
estimates for future spending must be improved and

that we must show determination in this, especially
during the current discussions on the Parliament's
budget f.or 1982, and avoid the gross mismanagement
in 1980 where we underspent by 220/0.

Secondly, we must also seek to ensure the
efficiency of the services of the Parliament but as

socialists and trade unionists on this side of the House
we must ensure [hat the working conditions of the
staff are not in any way harmed by this.

Thirdly, in paragraph 9 of Mr Price's repon we seek

to tighten up the existing situation by calling on the
Committee on Budgetary Control to examine very
carefully the implementation of the budget on a regu-
lar quarterly basis with a view rc ensuring both the
economy and efficienry of the working of this House.

Founhly, we will cenainly look very closely at the
expenditure on missions and travel in the course of our
normal work inside this international Parliament.
Enough has been said on this in the media and in this
Chamber. Now if we are going to have any credibiliry
at all as a parliament towards the citizens of Europe
y/e must. act very carefully and very quickly and very
soundly on this aspect.

And, finally, I think the thing we have got to decide in
this Parliament is what we vrant to do. If we want to
do something we h4ve got m be willing to pay for it
and stand up and defend the payment of it. If v/e are

not willing to stand up and defend the payments and
expenditure required we should not do it and should
not mlk about doing it. There have been many exam-
ples in this Parliament only this last week where we
have made grand statemenm about what we should be

doing and what everybody else should be doing in the
world. I am afraid we have got to decide, if we want to
pass comments like that or get involved in all those
things, that we have got to pay for it and we have got
to make that decision as parliamentarians.

In conclusion, this report not only looks towards the
past but also shows the way ahead if we are to ensure a

fair and disciplined financial behaviour in our own
Parliament. And, therefore, on behalf of my group, I
support this repon and also the amendment moved by
Mr Kellett-Bowman.

President. - I call the rapponeur to wind up the
debate.

Mr Price, rdpporteur. - Mr President, I think during
this debate we have heard on three occasions refer-
ences made to underspending of the parliamentary
appropriations, I think just a word is required on that
point because in my view the word underspending,

when we talk of adminisrative expenditure, is

misplaced. If we can avoid using all the appropriations
available to us in the budget I believe that to be a good
thing, not a bad one. But on the other hand, and as a

matter of balance, clearly we must avoid seeking
appropriations well in excess of what is going to be

required for our actual expenditure in the following
year. It is with that I approach the subject and that is

why the Committee on Budgeary Control includes
not only the observations in paragraph 5 of the resolu-
tion but also those in paragraph 5, i,hich remind the
administration of Parliament that great care is needed
when drawing up the estimates for future years and
that only a level of, appro.priadons which is essential
for the economic runnipg of Parliament should be

soughr. So that I believe that what this resolution does

is to achieve a reasonable belance.

Let me say to Mrs Boserup, who mlked about the costs

of the Danish Folketing in relation to the European
Parliament, that it does seem we have remarkable
value here because she told the House only a few
minutes ago that the costs per Member at the Danish
Folketing were half what they were here. \7ell now, if
you consider that this Parliament works in seven

languages; if you consider that we are required not
only to travel round our working centres but that the
Members come from all parts of Europe and their
travel has to be included and if you take into account
all the various other complicating factors relating to
this Parliament, it seems to me to be quite remarkable
value and somebody ought rc be going and having a

look at the Danish Folketing to see why they do not
have a ratio rather better than that.

So that I think overall our level of expenditure, which
I summed up on Tuesday as being a cost of 27 pence

for each citizen of Europe for an entire year, is a

reasonable figure on those accounts and I invirc the
House to support the motion for a resolution.

President. - The debate is closed.

The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote
during the next voting time.

12. Community's oan resources (continuation)

President. - The next ircm is the repon (Doc'
l-772/80), drawn up by Mr Spinelli on behalf of the
Committee on Budgets, on the Community's own
resources.

I call Mr Notenboom on a point of order.

Mr Notenbooa. - (NL) Mr President, on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Party I should
like to point out that Mr Barbi put his name down to
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speak in case anything was said which he mighr have
to refute or support. However, there has so far been
nothing to warrant this. As far as we are concerned,
the debate already took place in January, and the fact
that Mr Barbi does not happen to be here does not
mean therefore that there is any lack of inrcrest.

Presidcnt. - This will be recorded in the minutes.

I call the rapponeur.

Mr Spinelli, rdpportear. - (17) Mr President,
Members of the Commission and Council, ladies and

tentlemen, and above all you, egregious empry
benches - who unfonunately do not vote, but who
are at least obliged to listen - wirhout wishing ro
resume now the debare on the problem of the
Community's own resources, I would like simply to
make a few remarks on some of the more imponant
and decisive amendmenm rabled.

I would like to point out first that the need for a
Parliament resolution on own rcsources was felt as

early as September 1979 - I repeat, September 1979

- and in October 1979 it was decided ro ser up a
working party to that end within the Commirtee on
Budgets. The working parry worked diligently and in
April 1980 submitted the technical work it had done to
the Committee. In May 1980 the Committee discussed
it in a number of sitrings, with all the documents avail-
able. Those who had an inreresr in abling amend-
ments took Breat care not to do so, so thar by Novem-
ber only a few amendmenm had been tabled, and
account was taken of them. The motion for a resolu-
tion was debated in January, rather belatedly since the
point of this proposal v/as ro show the new Commis-
sion what Parliamenr intended to do, whereas in fact
the debarc took place afrer the new Commission had
presented its programme. Strangely, when rhis debate
took place - and it was fairly complex - suddenly a

number of Members woke up unexpectedly and
decided that they had to uble ibout 70 amendmens.
Vell and good. \(e discussed and examined them in
the Commirtee on Budgets. I now submit ro you the
resulm - the proposals and suggestions of the
Committee on Budgets.

I cannot conceal my regret at rhe fact that, when deal-
ing with a problem of such importance, Parliament has
moved with a slowness {/onhy of other institutions of
the Community. Clearly Parliament, too, is learning to
act in [he same c/ay.

The number of amendments mbled is about seventy.
At the time of the vote I shall tell you the Committee's
position - for or against - on each of rhese amend-
ments.

Many of these amendmenm involve only a detail
change, slightly improving or slighdy worsening the

text, depending on whether you support or oppose
them. \Thether this or that amendment is accepted or
not, the basic characteristics of the resolution do not
change. On the other hand, there are a few others -five or six, or perhaps even less - the adoption of
which would give the text a rather different meaning,
and would therefore tend to influence voting behav-
iour in the final vote.

I would like rc say something about one amendment,
for those who will be able to take account of it - I
don't know how those who are not presen[ here will
manage, given that tomorrow the 'Rainbow Edidon'
will give only the original version of my speech, so

that those who do not know Italian will understand
nothing of what I have said. I refer to Amendment No
27, tabled by Mr Baillot, Mr Sarre and others, which
proposes to eliminate everything and say that the
Community must have no new [ax, no parafiscal ievy,
and that there must be no transfer of national policies.
It is obvious that this completely changes the sense of
the resolution, so there is no need to dwell on it. The
Committee on Budgets rejected it.

Amendment No 35, tabled by the Socialist Group,
concerns various clauses in the preamble, of which
three were accepted by the Committee. One is rather
important - it says that any increase in the sources of
Community revenue will be unacceptable until there is

a commitment to make structural changes [o the
budger

You all know the old argument, used for 20 years,
according to which Parliament could not be elected
because it had no povers, but no powers could be
given to Parliament because it had not been elected. It
is clear shat with the present resources serious struc-
tural changes cannot be made, given that we can
reasonably hope to improve agricultural expenditure,
and that we must not think we can subsnnrially reduce
agricultural expenditure in order to increase expendi-
ture in other sectors. Structural changes presuppose
larger resources. This commitment is therefore unac-
ceptable. If a formula of rhis kind were accepred, it
would mean that the whole resolution would no
longer have much point.

Another amendment, No 38, also by the Socialist
Group, calls for funher harmonization of VAT rates
in the context of existing taxes. This is a commitment
which has been made by the Community and nor yer
implemented. Harmonization of rates is also necessary
to remove fully any control of intra-Communiry trade
and turn the common marker into a really unified
market instead of merely a panially unified one.

For reasons which I do not undersand, the Socialist
Group has proposed to delete this invitation to cerry
out funher harmonization. This amendmenr was
accepted by rhe Commimee by 14 votes in favour, 13
against and 3 abstentions. You will realize that on its
acceptance or non-acceptance depends a rather impor-
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unt change in the demands we are putting to- the
Commission and the Council.

Amendment No I by Mr Visentini urges the Commis-
sion to regard loans not only as an intermediary func-
tion but also as a means of financing Community
investments in response to exceptional needs. It seems

to me quite a reasonable proposal. The Committee on
Budgets showed considerable uncenainty, since it
rejected it by four votes in favour, seven against and
15 abstentions. I think it is rather imponant for Parlia-
ment to take a definite view on this point.

I now come to the basic point - Paragraph 22 of the
motion for a resolution - which is the problem of
increasing the VAT ceiling. Amendment No 15 by the
European Progressive Democrats Group, tabled by
Mr Ansquer and others, calls for its deletion. The
amendmen; was rejected by the committee with 20
votes against. An amendment by the Socialist Group,
which was also rejected, called for the VAT ceiling to
be increased only if and when necessary in order to
carry out political tasks. Once more I draw your atten-
tion to the fact that to accept this amendment would
change the nature of the resolution substantially.

On VAT, we do nor confine ourselves to saying that it
is advisable to provide for it, but state formally that the
Commission should make proposals to eliminate the
ceilling. On this point we have Amendment No 15, by
Mr Ansquer, for the European Progressive Democrats
Group, and an amendment by the Socialist Group,
both of which call for its deletion. The committee
accepted its deletion by 18 votes to 12. Its deletion
would mean that the resolution would be asking for
vinually nothing from the Commission on VAT. So
bear that in mind.

The last amendment, rejected by 12 vorcs to 11, and
tabled by Mr Ansquer and Mr Flanagan, relates to
paragraph 27 and is intended to delete the paragraph,
in which it is stated that it is necessary in the medium
term to try to rntroduce slightly more progressive
forms in Community taxation, since in the medium
term we cannot remain bound only to the rypes of
resources which have hitheno been approved.

Similarly, the amendment relating to the subsequent
paragraph, which talls of the imponance of the tax on
companies, and the deletion of which has been asked
for by the same group, was rejected by 10 votes to I I .

These are the poinrc on which I think Parliament
should reflect, for its decisions will determine the
character of the resolution. At the time of the vote I
shall remind you precisely of the attirude taken by the
Committee on each point. I therefore ask you to
concentrate on these points, which are crucial.

(Apphuse)

INTHE CHAIR: MRMOLLER

Wce-President

President. - llhe debate is closed.

The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote
during the next voting time.

13. Decision empouteing the Commission to contrdct
loans to promote inoestment

President. - 
'the next item is the repon (Doc. l-28/

81), drawn uI, by Mr Gouthier on behalf of the
Committee on .3udgets, on the

proposal fronr the Commission of the European Commu-
nities to the Council (Doc. 1-581/80) for a decision
empowering the Commission to contract loans for the
purpose of prrmoting investment within the Community.

I call the rapporteur.

Mr Gouthier, rdpporterlr. - (17) Mr Presidenr, ladies
and gentlemen, a few days ago in this House, speaking
in suppon of the draft resolurion submitted by the
Committee on Budgets on guidelines for the nexr
budget submit':ed by Mr Spinelli, we stressed the
crucial importance, with reference to the budget and
activities of thr: Community, of problems relating to
borrowing and lending operations. \[hat has
happened in the last few days - and I think vre can
say in the last l'ew hours - on the measures taken by
the French and Vest German governments in floating
a considerable rnternational loan, confirms our convic-
tion even if, of course, ye, the Italian Communists and
their Allies, must express in this connection - as we
did in a modon for urgency which we tabled - our
perplexity and concern, not so much for the loan in
itself as for its object and the inference we can take
from it, since this would seem to be increasingly more
"non-Community" and "Member State oriented".

But having sairl this, I must rapidly go on to state in
this House thar. the problem of borrowing and lending
operations, to be used for initiating and carrying on
Communiry in,,estment, has been funher enhanced by
problems which have emerged just recently, for exam-
ple the problenrs of own resources and of geming [he
mosl out of Ccmmunity financial assets. The problems

- and we are aware of this - are urgent. Amongst
them are the problems of energy, with the many and
varied aspects involved in developing new sources and
saving the one; we have, the problems of major road
communicatiorts infrastructures, which have been
especially hightighted by the entry of Greece into the
Community, problems which are just staning to be
faced, such as that of housing, and new problems
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which will have to be faced in the indusrial sector and
so on. Therefore, there is a whole list of urgent prob-
lems, a need for capital and a shortfall in budget
resources. The natural outcome of this is rhat borrow-
ing and lending operations take on a fundamental
relevance, all the more so since these financial assets

- as is very often the case for the NCI - are accom-
panied by significant interest rebates. They are, there-
fore, decisive instruments for intervening in the
development of the Communiry economies and trying
to make a positive conribution to the basic problem
which is rhat of convertence between our various
econornies.

In this general sphere of problems of economic and
financial poliry, in the Committee on Budgets and
other committees competent to deliver an opinion -the Committee on Economic and Moneary Affairs in
panicular - there were no real differences of
opinion. '$0'e were all in complete agreement on the
need to boost, to get the most out of this instrument
which is so imponant precisely at this difficult time for
our economies.,Therefore, we atree on the Commis-
sion,proposal to abolish the ceiling and to make loan
operations permanent in nature, by using a quota
system. Ve also agree on the advisabiliry of extending
the sectors to which such financial operations may be

applied.

\7hat were the problems to which panicular attention
was devoted during the meetings of the Committee on
Budgets, which led rc significant alterations in the atti-
tude adopted towards the draft decision submitted by
the Commission? The problems are of Ewo types.
Firstly, there is, let us say the hoary or traditional
problem of Parliament's role iu the decision-making
and control phases of all these operations. Secondly,
the Commission on Budgets dwelt panicularly on
another sensitive aspect of rhe problem, which is that
of the relationship between, on the one hand, the
work of the Commission, which as has been said has a

pre-eminent role to play ois-ri-oil the NCI since it
collects the financial resources on international money
marke$, and, on the other hand, the measures to be

taken by, and the activities of, the European Invest-
ment Bank.

For the first type of problem, the amendments which
the Committee on Budgets has made firstly concern
the heading or title, as we might, say, of the legal
measure'which the Commission is forwarding to the
Council for adoption. Using our title this measure will
become a decision not just of the Council but of the
budgenry authoriry. The Committee on Budgets
wishes, through im amendments, to reaffirm the prin-
ciple that for problems of this rype Parliament ought
to intervene as part of the budgetary authoriry even at
the very ouffet. Alont the same lines, and I do not
intend to repeat here the whole discussion process
which took place since this has already been
mentioned recently during the debate on the motion
for a resolution brought by Mr Spinelli - the problem

of entering borrowing and lending operation; in the
budger was dealt wirh. It is precisely because of this
question of the budgetizing of borrowing and lending
operations and Parliament's unwillingness to renounce
ia polidcal and moral prerogatives in this matter, that
we have made amendments to paragraph 2 of Anicle 2

of the draft decision, in order to emphasize clearly
Parliament's intervention even when decisions are
being made about the general guidelines of such poli-
cies, but what we ultimately wished m do was to stress
our reservation concerning this procedure, which
although we grudgingly accept it for the momenr is of
a provisional nature pending the solving of the prob-
lem of budgetization of Communiry loans. The
amendment to Anicle 5 is also along the same lines,
which is that not the Council alone, but the Council
andParliament should be able to carry our rhe assess-
ment of the general operation of the mechanism. This
therefore is the logic behind these types of amend-
ments aimed at allowing Parliament fully to gain,
demonstrate and even exercise all its decision-making
powers, over and above its control function which is
still under discussion and has definitely nor yet been
settled satisfactorily. Discussions on this marrer, rhar is
to say the budgedzation of borrowing and lending
operations, are to say the least somewhat confused at
Present.

As for the other problem, the amendments which have
been made will have definite consequences and pani-
cularly concern Anicle 5, which basically adopts the
arrirude that the European Invesrment Bank's preemi-
nent position as regards the taking of decisions and the
management of financial resources should be main-
uined, whilst we in our amendment have wanted to
express quite clearly she Commission's equaliry and at
times superiority where the choice of investments and
the use of such financial resources are concerned,
thereby endowing the EIB with a role which is
predominantly in the nature of a management and
administrative one. This is one of the reasons why we
insened the principle that the Commission and the
Bank should be consulted before loan requests were
granted at one and the same time, but I am not here to
read out to you our version of Anicle 5.

These are basically our amendments. In the light of
them, Mr President, I feel that of the three amend-
ments tabled by Mr Balfour, rhere is one amendmenr
to the motion for a resolution - which naturally
contains the views I have just expressed - which we
can accept. This is the supplemennry amendment to
paragraph 6 aimed at tahing particakr account of tbe
requirements of small and medium-sized underlaking*
Conversely, c/e cannot accept the draft amendment
from Mr Balfour to paragraph 10, concerning the
reques[ that the new agreement between the Commis-
sion and the EIB should be officially communicated rc
Parliament, because this is precisely pan of what is, for
us, the incontravenible need to proted Parliament's
right to know. Similarly, we cannor accept the draft
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amendment to Anicle 4 of the draft decision, aimed at
reinstating the last senrcnce of the Commission text:

Funds borrowed shall be deposited with the European
Invesrment Bank to be invested on a temporary basis if
necessary.

Ve wish rc see this sentence complercly deleted in
order to stress the fact that it is the Commission which
will ake such steps and not the European Investment
Bank, except where such decisions are panicularly and
above all technical in nature. These are the main points
which were approved in the resolutions and guidelines
voted by the Committee on Budgets.

President. - The debate is suspended.

14. Votes

Prcsidcnt. - The next item is the votes on rhe
motions for resolutions on which the debates are
closed.t

Ve shall begin with the oon lVogau report (Doc. 1-73/
81): Indication of tbe oigin of certain textile and cloth-
ing producr.

(...)

Paragraphs 1 and 2 - Amendment No 2.

Mr von Vogau, rdpporteur. - (DE) Mr President, I
propose that the House reject this amendment because
it corresponds to the line which we rejected by a

majority in the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs.2

President. - Explanations of vote may noc/ be given.

I call Mr Hopper.

Mr Hopper. - I should make it clear that we as a
group favour a directive regarding the marking of
countries of origin. !7e also believe that the Commis-
sion is right in placing the primary obligation on she

retailer rather than the manufacturer, othcrwise there
is a danger of creating a new tariff barrier to trade. All
of us in this group wish to see customs posts ebolished,
but we realize that for the time being this is unrealisdc.
However, vre are toally opposed to placing new righr

I The rcport of proceedings only includes those pans of the
vote which gavc rise ro speeches. For a dctailed account of
the voting. The reader should refer to the Minutes of
proceedings.

2 Thc rapponeur opposed all the orher amendments.

and duties upon customs officers which may create
new barriers to trade. Ve believe it is desirable to have
a direcrive that provides information to consumers.
Customers have a right to know where goods are
produced. \7e desire a directive which will tell consu-
mers in which counfy of the EEC they are produced
and this is a miasure of consumer information.

President. - I call Mr Deleau.

Mr Dclcau. - (FR) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, during the general debate on the repon by Mr
von Sfl'ogau, I had the opponuniry to say what the
Group of European Progressive Democrats thought of
it. By tabling amendments we tried to change the
proposal from the Commission to the Council
concerning the indication of the origin of cenain
textile and clothing producu with a view to standar-
dizing at Community level the marking of the origin
of these products. Ve regret that our amendments
were rejected.

'!7e rhought that by amending the proposal we would
protect our industries and our jobs, but that is not the
case. This being so, we reBret that we shall vote
against the repon by Mr von Vogau, for which we
request a roll-call vote.

President. - I call Mr von Vogau.

Mr von'Vogau, rrt?porteur. - (DE) Mr President, I
should like to use my explanation of vore to clear up a
few misunderstandings which have arisen during this
debate. Some people had the impression that I was
against any national responsibility for marking pro-
ducts in the interest of consumers. I should like to
make it clear that this is not the case. This resoludon is
not directed against this son of thing as long as it does
not interfere with trade within the whole -European
Community. For this reason I think that we can adopt
this proposal with a large majority.

President. - I call Mr Delorozoy.

Mr Dclorozoy. - (FR) Mr Presideat, my reason for
wishing to speak is that the statements which the
rapporteur, Mr von Vogau, has just made to try and
put right what he calls a_ misunderstandin_g have now
given rise to utter confusion in this Flouse. Vith
regard to this repon the situation could nor be more
confused, since I have just heard one of our Bridsh
colleagues stating that he was in favour of marking the
producs in question, while a moment ago I noticed
that he voted - as he is perfecdy entided to - against
the amendments seeking rc change paragraph 1, rhe
very point of which is tfre rejection of the Commis-
sion's proposal which might lead ro this rype of mark-
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ing. I should therefore like rc stare rhar, faced with a

rcxt like this, our group has no choice bu[ to vore
against it.

Lastly, Mr President, I should like to ask you if you
can tell me by what procedure you pur Amendmenr
Nos 3 and 6 to the vote, since they referred ro a texr
which no longer existed after Amendment No t had
rejected the proposal for a directive outright!

President. - The amendmenm have been put to the
vote, and what we are nov/ talking about is the motion
for a resolution as a whole.

Mr Delorozo,f. - FR)Mr President, when giving our
explanation of vote,'I asked a quesr,ion - which I was
not entitled to ask earlier - on the procedure by
which a vote was taken on amendments to a rcxr
which no longer existed !

(Apphuse from certain qt4drters of the Group of Earo-
pean Progressioe Democrats )

President. - I call Mr von Vogau.

Mr von !(ogau, rapporteur. - (DE) Mr President, I
paid close attention to the procedure followed during
voting and did not notice any errors such as voring in
the wrong order or incorrectly, as has just been
suggested.

President. - I call Mr Deleau.

Mr Deleau. - (FR) Mr President, I think that we are
tonlly confused, and Mr Delorozoy is perfectly right
to demand an answer to his question about the proce-
dure followed. In facr, since Amendment No 1, which
we had tabled, was rejected, the matter was closed. Mr
Delorozoy is therefore quite right. I would urge you,
Mr President, to draw the necessary consequences.

President. - No other amendmenrc were adopted,
and so we shall not vote on the motion for a resolution
as a whole. I cannot understand why you are alking
about amendments which have become void.

I call Mr Delorozoy.

Mr Delorozoy. - (FR) Mr President, my reason for
speaking is precisely rhat we still do not understand
each other. Once Amendmenr No I was not adopted,
we were lefr with the original texr. Paragraph I of the
text states 'rejects the Commission's proposal'. If a
Commission proposal is rejected, there is no longer a

draft direcdve. Amendments Nos 3 and 6 which you
put to the vote referred to the requiremenr to indicate

origin at the retail stage. So this means that there is no
longer any indication of origin since there is no longer
any text. It is clear!

President. - I call Mr von !7ogau.

Mr von V'ogau, rapporteur. - (DE) Mr President, I
think that there really is some confusion here. Even if
the vote on [hese amendmen$ involved voting on a

text that no longer exists, it is nevenheless a fact that
both Article I and Article 2 were adopted, so that we
can now proceed rc the final vote.

(App laase lrom ztarious q*arters )

President. - I call Mr Tyrrell for an explanation of
vote.

Mr Tyrrell. - Mr President, I merely wish to say
that I and, I believe, a number of my colleagues will be
supponing Mr von 'Wogau's resolution for the reasons
which he gave, and not for those which Mr Hopper
8ave.

(Loud laugbter)

( Parliament adopted the reso lution )t

President. - Ve shall now consider the motionfor a
resolution by Mr Klepsch and otbers (Doc. 1-959/80):
Food supplies to Poland.

(. .)

Explanations of vote may nov/ be given.

I call Mr Fonh.

Mr Forth. - I oppose the principle of giving aid,
succour and support to Communist r6gimes.
Communism is bankrupt and it has been demonstrated
to be so by the simple fact that the Communist Polish
State cannot feed itself. Vhy should we help to
disguise the total failure of Communism as a means of
running a society? This is a paradox, and I cannot give
any suppon to an attempt to lend aid and succour to
Communist r6gimes to which I personally, and I am
sure a lot of other people, if not most people in this
House, are totally opposed.

How do we know, Mr President, that the aid we wish
to give to the people of Poland will ever reach them?

I See annex for the result of the electronic vote.
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How do we know? Are we sarisfied thar our aid will
not find its way to the USSR? Are we going to wrap
up each item of aid and pur a little label on it saying
'Your system does not work and ours does'? I suggest
to you, Mr President, that the whole approach we are
taking here is fraught with danger. Our intentions are
the best, but the resuh could be totally counrer-pro-
ductive. For these reasons I will abstain on rhe vo[e on
this resolution.

President. - I call Mr Israel.

Mr Israel. - (FR) Mr President, I should like, with
respect, to say to Mr Fonh that the modon before us
rcday does not seek to sucker a regime but ro sucker
men and women who are starving because of a regime.

(Appkase)

President. - I call Mr Rogers.

Mr Rogcrs. - Mr President, I do not wanr [o reopen
the debarc. I will declare my vote in favour for reasons
which are the exact opposite of Mr Forth's. I believe
that food aid is ro succour starving children and starv-
ing people that live under any ideology, and I cenainly
would not like to sacrifice one human life on the alar
of any panicular ideology, wherher it be of rhe left or
the righr. For that reason, I shall suppon them.

President. - I call Mr Fergusson.

Mr Fergusson. - Mr President, may I jusr explain
what we are doing in this group here? !7e are fully in
sympathy; Mr Fonh obviously speaks for himself here,
but we are fully in sympathy with this resolution, but
we have decided to abstain because we regard it as

having been very largely overtaken by events, since
most of the aid of which we are mlking is already on
its way. But we are in no way out of sympathy with
anything behind this resolution.

President. - I call Mr Maher.

Mr Maher. - Mr President, I suppon this motion
not only for humanitarian reasons, which would be the
strongest reason why I would suppon ir, but also
because we in this Community can demonsrrate to this
other r6gime that we are able to produce food to the
extent that we have some to spare over and above
what we need for ourselves. '!7e have it to sell and
supply rc others, and I would remind the people in this
House who advocate getting rid of surpluses that if we
get rid of surpluses then we shall have no food to
disribute ro those who need it in rimes of want.

(Applause from oarious quarters)

(Parliament adopted the resolution as a wbole)

, 

oo

President. - Ve shall now consider the motion for a
resolution by Lord Bethell and others (Doc.1-7/81):
Commanity aid for A.fgban refugees in' Pakistan.

(...)

(Parliament adopted the resolution as a wbole.)

President. - Ve shall now consider the motion for a
resolution b M, Moreau and others (Doc. 1-14/81):

Joint Council n eeting.

(Parliament adopted tbe resolution as a wbole.)

ooo

President. - ![e shall now consider the Colleselli
report (Doc. 1-680/80): Situation in the Community
aine-growing sector.

(...)

Paragraph 1, preamble

Mr Gautier. - (DE) Mr President, I am sorry but
I do not know what we just voted on. It came across in
the German interpretation thar we were votint on the
preamble, and then suddenly menrion was made of the
first paragraph. I would have vored for the preamble
but against the first paragraph. Could you please take
the vote again since I think that many Members were
not clear about what they were voting on.

President. - Is it on rhe preamble rc paragraph I
that you want to repeat the vote?

Mr Gautier. -(DE) Mr President, I am sorry, but the
numbering in my version is perhaps different. The first
paragraph is divided into subparagraphs (a), (b), (c),
and (d). There is also a preamble with a number of
indents, and this is what I think we have just voted on.
I am therefore not sure what you are putting to the
vote, whether the whole of paragraph I or just para-
graph 1 (a).
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President. - It is the section which reads as follows:

Calls upon the Commission and the Council to implement
fonhwirh, within the limius of the appropriations in the
1981 budget, a number of emergenry measures that
contribute decisively to remedying the situation on the
wine market, and in panicular, to . . .

That is what we voted on, and it was adoprcd.

Paragraph 1, subparagraph (a) 
- 

Amendment No 3

Mr Collesclli, rdpportear. - (m Mr President, I
propose that we delete subparagraph (a), since afrcr
the publication of the motion for a resolution a regula-
tion was brought out No 2892/80 to be precise -which already provides an ans*/er to this point. Thus
subparagraph (a) is superfluous and I therefore
propose that it be deleted.

President. - I do not think that you can simply
delete subparagraph (a) of the motion. I should like to
hear what you think about the amendment.

Mr Colleselli, rdpporteur. - (/,7) Mr President, I am
against the amendment. I confirm what I said before
about deledng the subparagraph (a).

(...)

Paragraph I, subparagraph (d) - Amendment No 6

Mr Colleselli, rdpporteur. - (lT) Mr President, I am
against this amendment, since what is proposes is

already contained in the resolution.

(...)

Afier paragraph I - Amendment No 16

Mr Colleselli, rappoftew. - UD Mr President, I have
carefully assessed what is contained in this amend-
ment, which panicularly concerns the wine cooper-
ative sector, and I am personally in favour of it since
what it requesr has already been specified more than
once in the repon on pates I I and 15.

I have only gne reservation to make on subparagraph
(b). If it is adopted - and I repeat that I am personally
in favour of it - the text will obviously have to be
changed into units of account. As for subparagraph
(c), I leave the choice up to the House. I am in favour
of the other amendmenti.

(..)

Paragraph 2, subparagraph (d - Amendments No 14
and No 10

Mr Colleselli, fapporteur. - (17) I am in favour of Mr
d'Ormesson's amendment. As regards the other
amendment, I am against it because it is already
contained in the text of the resolution.

(...)

Afier paragrapb 2, subparagrapb (g) - Amendment
No 1)

Mr Colleselli, rdpporter4r. - (17)Mr President, I am in
favour, while suitably drawing attendon to what Mr
Oehler said this morning about the possible costs
involved in appointing inspectors. I have no proposals
to make, but I think that any action by the Communiry
and the national governments must be concened.

Paragraph 2, srbparagrapb (i) - Anendment No 13

Mr Colleselli, rdpporteur. - (IT) Mr President, I am
against this amendment and would point out that the
committee has already voted against it.

(...)

After paragraph 2 - Amendments No 9 and 12

Mr Colleselli, rdpporteur. - (17) Mr President, I
should like to draw the attention of the author of this
amendment that, with regard rc the fixing of agricul-
tural prices, any co-responsibiliry whatsoever for wine
has been ruled out. Therefore I am against the amend-
ment, since it is superfluous.l

(...)

President. - Explanations of vote may now be given.

I call Mr Fotilas.

Mr Fotilas. - (GR) Mr President, rhe Greek
Members of PASOK will all be voting in favour of the
proposed draft, although we have serious reservations.
These reservations can be summed up as follows:

Firstly, the proposed draft takes absolutely no account
of producers of dessen trapes, and this seriously
affects the intcrests of borh Italian and Greek grape-
growers.

I The rapponeur also gave a favourable opinion on Amend-
ment No I and opposed Amendments No 4, 5, 7, 8 and 1 1.
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Secondly, the proposed draft accepts the ban on new
plantings, although this is something which we should
be discussing at the next pan-session of Parliament,
when we come to debate the review of the common
agricultural poliry.

A third drawback to the proposal is that it tackles the
problem in a uniform fashion for all countries of the
Community, although the differences berween pro-
duction conditions from country to country - and
particularly in Greece, where small holdings predomi-
nate - are well known. In shis case we feel that
national support measures or differentiated prices are
essential. Despite these reservations, we believe the
proposal makes some progress towards improving
conditions in wine-growing, and we shall therefore be
vodng in favour of the proposals as a whole.

President. - I call Mr Gautier.

Mr Gautier. - (DE) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, I shall vote against the motion for a resolution,
firstly for [he reasons which I already ser our rhis
morning and secondly because a number of amend-
ments have been tabled with detailed price proposals
and other things. I feel that in such a case a responsible
Parliament should be considerate enough to do whar it
always expecr of the Commission, namely to provide
a financial information sheet showing what all the fine
measures we are demanding cost or whether there is
any purpose in them at all. For these reasons I shall
vote against the motion.

(Parliament adopted the resolution as a whole)

President. - \7e shall now consider rhe Friih report
(Doc. 1-850/80) improoement of public facilities in
certain less-faooured agricuharal araes of the Federal
Republic of Germany.I

(...)

(Parliament adopted the resolution as a uhole.)

President. - !7e shall now consider the Prooan
report (Doc 1-859/80): Statistical sr4raEr on booine
liaestock.

I The rapponeur tave a favourable opinion on Amendment
No l.

( Parliament adopted tbe resolution)

*

++

President. - \7e shall now consider the Sutra de
Germa report (Doc. 1-71/81): Reguktiorrs on tugdr,
cereals and rice.

(...)

Paragrapb 1 - Amendment No I

Sir Henry Plumb, depaty rapporteur. - Mr President,
in the absence of the rapporteur, Mr Sutra, I take
responsibiliry for the report. My committee would be
against this amendment.

(. . )

Presidcnt. - Explanations of vote may now be given.

I call Mr Hord.

Mr Hord. - Mr President, the adoption of Mr
Diana's amendment not only toes atainst the recom-
mendations of the Commission for a change in the
regulation on caramel products but negates the repon,
and the only sensible thing for those who wish to see

approval for the changes in the reguladons is, retrer-
tably, to vote against the Sutra report, and that is whar
I shall be doing.

(Parliament adopted the resolution as a uthole)

President. - \7e shall now consider the Plxmb report
(Doc. 1-108/81): Beef cattle production in lrehnd.

(...)

I call Mr Griffiths on a point of order.

Mr Griffiths. - Mr President, bearing in mind your
comment about the difficulry of telling who is indicat-
ing his vote because he does nor have a card and who
was just indicating to his.colleagues which way to
vote, bearing that in mind, and the closeness of the
vote, would it not be advisable ro take this vorc again?
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President. - If we cannot rely on the results of the
elecronic voting system, we might just as well not

bother to use it. I therefore repeat that the resolution
is adopted.

I call Mr Balfour.

Mr Balfour. - Mr President, I merely want to ask
you whether you not only corrected the fact that I was
voting against but also subtracted my vorc in favour
since my light was green. Therefore it is one less from
the 'yes' and one up to the 'no'.

(hughter)

President. - I note that the resolution has been
adopted, and this will also be recorded in the minutes.

( ..)

Afier paragrapb 5 - Amendment No 4

Sir Henry Plumb, rnpporter.tr. - I put it forward as an
amendment in addition to paragraph 5 which I hope
Members will suppon.

(. .)

Afier paragrapb 6 
-Amendments 

Nos 7, 8 and 9

Sir Henry Plumb, rd,pporteur. - They all go beyond
the wishes of the committee and therefore I am against
them, Mr President.l

(. . .)

(Parliament adopted the resolution as a whole)

t+

President. - \7e shall now consider the
report (Doc. 1-39/81): Fisheies dgreement
Canada and the EEC.

I

INTHE CHAIR: MRSVEIL

Gautier
betueen

President

(...)

Paragraph 5 - Amendment No 2

I The rapponeur opposed all the amendments except Nos 1,

3 and 4.

Mr Gauticr, rapporteur. - (DE) Madam President, I
am in favour of Mr Battersby's amendment. I should,
however, like to point out that the original calculation
in the repon was not wront either; it merely depends

on the bases of reference.l

(...)

( Parliament adopted the resolution)

ooo

President. - Ve shall now consider the motion for a

resolation by Mrs Gaioni de Biase and others (Doc.

1 - 1 0/8 1 ) : Cooperation dgreement with Yrgos hoia.

(...)

Fifih indent of the preamble - Amendment No 2.

Mrs Gaiotti de Biase, rdpportenr. - (|7) Madam
President, I think that the addition is implied in the
resolution and is therefore superfluous.

(...)

Afier the fifih indent of the preamble - Amendment
No3

Mrs Gaiotti de Biase, rdpPortet4r. - (IT) Madam
President, I feel that the addition overloads the resolu-
don, which contains this very consideration. Person-
ally, I am against it, but I leave the decision up to
Parliament.2

(...)

( Parliament adopted the resolution)

President. - We shall now consider the motion for a
resolution by Mr tohnson and otbers (Doc. 1-6/81): Law
ofthe Sea Conference.

(...)

( Parliament adopted the resolution)

The rapponeur gave favourable opinions on a[ the other
amendments.
The rapponeur also opposed Amendment No 4.
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Presidcnt. - \fle shall now consider the tYalter report
(Doc. 1-869/80): Exploitation of tbe seabed.t

(...)

I call Mr Kappos for an explanarion of vote.

Mr Kappos. - (GR) Madam President, the progress
made by the United Nations Conference and the
adoption of rules for the continental shelf and the
exploitation of underwater resources are of panicular
importance not only for countries which have dispurcs
over such questions - such as Greece and'Turkey -but also more generally for international peace and
detente, since the esablishment of new rules will
provide a basis for the peaceful solution of differences
and the settlement of disputes between neighbouring
coastal States. However, as was also pointed out in the
preceding resolution, the United States - under its
new leadership and in an effon !o ensure access for
international concerns to the underwater resources of
coastal States - has reviewed im previous stance and
in fact everything on which it had voted in favour up
till now. To a grear extent, the resolurion before us
follows the same approach. First of all it tries to give
every opportuniry to concerns to have access to the
exploitation of underwater deposits. This is evident
from paragraph 5. Secondly, it raises the new quesrion
of the panicipadon of the EEC as an equal partner in
the agreement; this will delay any protress and will
oblige the Member States to consider this question of
the EEC's panicipadon as an equal partner. Finally,
the resolution calls for a common policy on the exploi-
tation of sea-bed deposirs. The resolution thus follows
essentially the same approach as rhe demands of the
United States, and this will delay the progress of the
Conference on the Law of the Sea. For these very
reasons, we are opposed to the resolution, and we
think that every possible pressure should be exerced
from every quaner, so that the conference can proceed
to reach decisions which concern us, since we have a
special interest in the matter in view of Turkey's claims
on the Aegean.

15. Agenda

President. - Ladies and gendemen, we are faced
with a problem regarding the agenda. As you know we
have had a debate today on Mr Spinelli's repoft, bur
we still have to vote on it. If we do not do so today,
we shall not be able to do so in May either, since the
May part-session will akeady be overloaded. Ve
therefore need to hold this vote this evening, and so I
propose that, with the agreement of the staff, we
continue with the votes until 9 p.m. Since the vote on
the Price repon should not normally take very long,

I The rapponeur
amendments.

we should have no problem in voting on rhe Spinefii
report. Then, after adjourning for an hour, we could
hold the night sitting, which would finish at l l p.m.

(Appkuse)

I call Mr Fonh.

Mr Forth. - I should like m ask why we cannot vore
on the Spinelli report [omorrow morning, Madam
President. I don't see any objecdon to that at all.

President. - Mr Forth, with all the urgenr modons
for resolutions that we shall have to deal with romor-
row morning, we will not have time to vote on the
Spinelli report. It is impossible.

(Parliament agreed to the proposed change in the
agenda).

I call the Commission.

Mr Ortoli Vce-President of the Commission. - (FR)
Madam President , I should like to ask whether the
Gouthier report will be debated this evening. If not, it
means that the proposal on Communiry loans, which
has been before Parliament since November, will be
held over until the May pan-session; I think that this
would be a bad thing in every respect.

President. - Mr Ortoli, the repon by Mr Gouthier
will be dealt with normally as soon as the sitting is
resumed at 10 o'clock.

15. Votes (continuation)

President. - Voting is resumed. Ve shall firsr
consider rhe Price report (Doc. 1-952/80): Parliament's
adminis tratioe expenses for I 98 0.

( ..)

Paragrapb 7 - Amendmet?ts Nos 1 an"d 2

Mr Price, rdpporteur. - The first of them is a purely
textual amendment. I am against it. The second one
would introduce into Table II material which is besr
conveyed elsewhere, and so I am also against that
amendment.

(...)

Paragraph 9 - Amendments Nos 4 and 5

Mr Price, fttpporter4r. - Amendment No 4 is totally
impracticable and I am against it. Amendment No 5 is

gave favourable opinions on the rwo
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purely textual and does not improve the commitrce's
text: I am against that also.

(...)

Afier paragraph 9 - Amendment No 6

Mr Price, rapporter4r. - This hinges on a matt€r
which has arisen since the committee considered the
repon and so I am not able to give its opinion. On the
other hand, one can comment that it is in line with
previous parliamentary resolutions.

(...)

( Parliament adopted tbe resolation)

ooo

President. - Ve shall now consider the Spinelli
report (Doc. 1-772/80): Community's o7t)t resot4rces.

(...)

Preamble: reciul (a) - Amendments Nos 8 and 3

Mr Spinelli, rdpporteur. - (FR) I am against these
amendments because they have been incorporated into
the amendment we have just adopted.

(...)

After recital (c) - Amendment No 27

Mr Spinelli, rdpportear. - (FR) I am against this
amendment, which was rejected by the Committee on
Budgets.

(...)

Recital (F) - Amendments Nos 5 and 33

Mr Spinelli, rdpporteur. - (FR) I am in favour of
Amendment No 33, which the committee adopted
unanimously.

(...)

Afier recital (g) - Amendment No 35

Mr Spinelli, rdpporter4r. - (FR) Madam President, I
should like a separate vote on recital (i) of this amend-
ment.

Presidcnt. - I call Mr Arndt.

Mr Arndt. - (DE) I maintain only the recital (h) and
wirhdraw the part of the amendment which was
rejected in the Committee on Budgets.

(...)

Paragraph 2 - Amendments No 72, 6, 25 and 49

Mr Spinelli, reeporter4r. - (FR)Madam President, the
amendment I recommend the House to adopt is No 72
by the Committee on Budgets, since it covers the
others.

(...)

Paragraph 10 - Amendments Nos 37 dnd 52

Mr Spinelli, rdpportenr. - (FR) I am in favour
because what is proposed in this amendment does not
concern resources.

(...)

A.fter paragrapb 19 - Amendment No I

Mr Spioelli, rdpporteur. - (FR)lvladam President, as I
have already said, the Committee was fairly undecided
since there were 15 abstentions, 4 votes in favour and
7 against; this authorizes me to advise the House to
vote in favour, since this amendment is imponant.

( ..)

Paragraph 23 - Amendments Nos 15, 43 ond 68

Mr Spinelli, rdpporteur. - (FR) Madam President, the
Committee on Budgets was in favour of deletion; but
personally, I am in favour of this amendment because
it gives a formal indication of the initiative to be taken.

(...)

ffier paragraph 23 - Amendments Nos 26, 59/reo. and
60

Mr Spinelli, rdpporteur. - (FR) Madam President, no
vote was taken in committee on Amendment No 25
because this idea figures in the decision-making proce-
dure, and so I think that it would be bemer to with-
draw this amendment. The committee's opinion on
Amendment No 59, by Mr Taylor, was favourable,
and there was no vote on Amendment No 50, since it
forms part of paragraph 41.

(...)

After paragraph 28 
-Amendment 

No 46
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Mr Spinclli" rapporteur. - (FR) For reasons unknown
to me, the Committee did not vote on this amend-
ment, whereas I advise the House to adopt it.

(...)

Paragraph 31 - Amendments Nos 23, 75 and 64

Mr Spinelli, rdpporteur. - (FR) Madam Presidenq I
think that the two amendments by Mr Ansquer and
Mr Flanagan should be withdrawn because they have
basically been included with new wording. In case rhey
are put rc the vote, I would point out thar the
committee was in favour of Amendment No 75 and
against the other one, thar I would ask their authors ro
withdraw them, since there is no point in voting on
them.

(...)

Paragraph 32 - Amendments Nos 47, 65 and 76

(...)

Mr Klepsch. - (DE) Madam President, you said that
Amendments Nos 65 and76 are idenrical. Is thar really
true? My group is prepared to vote for Amendment
No 75 but not for Amendment No 55.

Mr Spinelli, ra.pportear. - (FR) These two amend-
ments have become absolutely idendcal because the
committce's version did not read 'could become a

central theme of future European electoral campaigns'
but'the central theme'.

Mr Taylor proposed to charge ir ro 'a', and we
accepted it.

President. - The French versions of the cwo amend-
ments are absolutely identical.

I call Mr Barbi.

Mr Barbi. - @) Madam President, we were in
favour of Mr Spinelli's initial text, which read 'tbe
central theme' and not 'a central theme'. I do not think
that Mr Spinelli has changed this rext.

President. - I call Mr Spinelli.

Mr Spinelli, rapportear. - (FR) Madam President, I
would not like to stan an argument about tbe and a.

But I must in any case stress that the committee
adopted a. I do not think that there is a great differ-
ence, but vote as you like!

(Laaghter)

(The President read out the Frencb aersions of Amend-
ments Nos 75 ond 55 and pointed out that they were
identical)

(...)

Paragraph 33 Amendments Nos 24, 56, 77, 29, 7
and 30

Mr Spinelli, rdpporteur. - (^FR) Madam President, the
Committee was in favour of Amendment 77, which
proposes the deletion of the whole paragraph. The
points figure in the text, and so ir is unnecessary to
sum them up at the end.

(...)

Annex I - Amendments Nos 79 and 2

Mr Spinelli, rdpportear. - (FR) Madam President,
the Committee is in favour of Amendment No 79.

Amendment No 2 by Mr Visentini has already been
covered by a previous vote, and so there is no point in
voting on it.l

(. .)

President. - Explanations of vorcs may now be

8lven.

I call Mr Romualdi.

Mr Romualdil - (17) Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen, I should like to express greater commit-
ment than is usual in an explanation of vote ro support
the Spinelli repon and ro stare that, in my opinion, this
is the most important matter before rhis House at the
moment. It depends on this matter wherher or nor rhe
Community can make progress as regards develop-
ment and the practical realizarion of its panicular poli-
cies - industrial, energ'y, regional and institutional -and therefore whether the Community can achieve
freedom of choice and action.

This is an institution which cannor remain sratic and
which by its very nature must enlarge its powers and
therefore also its financial instruments in order to
achieve a greater scope and range of action. For this
reason we feel that the most impoftant problem of all

I The rapponeur also gave favourable opinions on

- Amendmenrs Nos 9, 22, 38, 41, 44, 4i, 51, 54, 55, 62, 67,
68,73 end76;

- and opposed

-Amendmenr 
Nos4, 5, 10, 11, l'2, 13, 14, 15, 17,18, 19,

20, 21, 28, 31, 39, 40, 42, 53, 56, 57, 58 / rcv., 61 and 65.
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involves seeking ways and means to increase the
Communities' own resources. To this end, while wait-
ing and preparing for more systematic changes, we
hope rc be able as soon as possible to abolish or raise
the VAT ceiling. '!(i'e must achieve this measure as

soon as possible if we want to bring about the develop-
ment and the practical realization of European inte-
gration.

Prcsident. - I call Mr Georgiadis.

Mr Georgiadis. - (GR) Madam President, I am
authorized by the leader of the Greek PASOK
Members, Mr Charalabopoulos, to explain our vote
on the Spinelli report. Ve shall be rejecting it for the
following reasons:

Firstly, in view of the problems caused by Greece's
accession to the Community, any institutional change
which might involve increased obligations towards the
Communiry on the part of our country will not receive
our approval.

Secondly, we reject any transfer of additional
resources from our national economy [o the
Community budget and any criteria which differ from
the national economic and social norms.

Thirdly, the main question concerning the EEC
budget is not an increase in its size but its restructur-
ing. Its unsuitabiliry for reducing national and regional
economic and social imbalances and its tendency to
srengthen particular interest groups make it an inef-
fective instrument for a policy to restore balance. Only
if it can be improved qualitatively within its presenr
limits can we call for a quantitative increase in ia role.
The budget should therefore first of all be restructured
before we can talk about extending ir.

Fourthly, the financial consequences during the rransi-
tional period of Greek accession are doubtful, despite
the anificial return of resources. Once the special tran-
sitional provisions expire the financial consequences
will be negadve, in view of the structure of the Greek
economy and the evident trends in Communiry policy,
panicularly in the agricultural sector.

Fifthly, the discussion on an increase in own resources
cannot come before the discussion and decision on rhe
panicular secors to which the additional resources
should be made available. The srengrhening of
regional and social policies and suppon for Mediterra-
nean farm produce must be setrled before any.discus-
slon on an lncrease rn own resources. For all these
reasons, Madam President, the PASOK Members will
be voting against the Spinelli reporr.

President. - I call Mr Damette.

Mr Damette. - (FR) Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen, the French Communists and their allies
vigorously oppose the repon before us, both because

of im content and its approach. Ve refuse to accept
any further extension in the European parafiscal
system, since its aim is to milk the workers in order rc
finance the restructuring programmes of the rich
industrialists. The funher expenditure planned actually
means more Davignon plans in other industrial
sectors. '!7'e are in a position to know exaoly what
havoc previous such plans have wrought and we refuse
ro go any further in this direction. Under the ECSC
French steel manufacturing areas and coalfields have
come more to resemble disaster areas than production
areas. Enough is enough. !7e similarly reject all para-
fiscal measures, particularly the milk levy, which is

making our farmers pay the price for a production-
at-all costs policy and bear the brunt of that system's
inability to handle the problem of world hunger.

Lastly and above all, we protest against the move
towards supranationalism, since the urge rcwards
supranationalism is the direct result of the multina-
tionals' demands. They want a Europe in which they
can manage the crisis they have created without inter-
ference from individual nations, and so that they can
force through plans for restructuring and reorganiza-
tion of industry without taking account of the class
struggle. Policies aimed at supranationalism and indus-
trial reorganization are the inevitable follow-up to the
policies of austerity and unemployment. It is, for us,
out of the question that we should accept this
approach which is disastrous for the workers and turns
a blind eye to [rue international cooperation which is
what the world really needs. This supranational
approach is in fact one of the componenrc of the
imperialistic policy of conflict with developing coun-
tries and rejection of true international cooperation.
The supranational system which some would like to
foist on us, would mean that international relations
would be entirely under the yoke of the multination-
als.'!7e wish to give impetus to a new world economic
order which mee6 the real requirements of our time,
an order based on cooperation between peoples, coop-
eration which is freely negotiated berween sovereign
States.

Your draft resolution rejects this approach. $7e shall
oppose it relentlessly, today and tomorrow.

President. - I call Mr Galland.

Mr Gdland. - (FR) Madam President, we shall vote
in favour of the Spinelli repon because we feel that its
approach is the right one.

There are only rwo possibilities, eirher we feel that
new Community policies are needed, and in that case
we obviously need resources to carry them out, or one
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thinls the opposite is true and in that case one should
reject the Spinelli report.

'!fle do however have some reservations, panicularly
on paragraph 26 - we feel that weighdng would be
difficult to achieve - and very grave reservations on
paragraph 28. !7e particularly feel that direct raxarion
cannot form part of new resources.

In conclusion, Madam President, I should like to say
that we were very surprised by the draft amendments
abled by our friends from the EDP group who, in
Amendments Nos 9 and 20, demanded a new corhmon
policy, and who in all their other draft amendments
reject the means of achieving this. !7e are unable to
fathom this paradox.

For our pan we follow a logical path and shall vote in
favour of the Spinelli repon.

President. - I call Mr Moreau.

Mr Morcau. - (FR) Madam President, in spite of the
improvements which Mr Spinelli himself, the Socialist
Group and the Committee on Budgem have made to
it, this repon remains unacceptable for two basic
reasons.

Firstly, this repon requests that the 1% VAT ceiling
be abolished in the near future, whereas in our view
the first thing we need is a political determinacion,
expressed by nadonal governments, to develop and
apply the common policies we have proposed in the
fields of employment, industrial, regional, research
and energy policies.

Secondly, this repon rules out other possible ways of
increasing own resources, particularly by raising the
common external tariff, and this is unacceptable. The
debarcs we have recently held on the situation in the
car and textile industries have shown that our views
were shared by other political groups in this House.
The Community cannot afford to forego the principle
of raising the common external tariff which would
permit it to protect jobs and production capaciry in
Europe against compedtors from certain countries
outside the Community. It is for these two basic
reasons that the French Socialists will vote against this
rePort.

President. - I would point out that the text of the
annex will be amended to take account of the amend-
ments adopted.

( Parliament adopted the reso lution)

The proceedings will now be suspended until 10 p.m.

The House will rise.

(Tlte sitting was saspended at 9 p.m. and resumed at
10 p.n)

IN THE CHAIR: MR VANDE\TIELE

Vce-President

President. - The sitting is resumed.r

17. Decision empoaneing the Commission to contract
loans to promote inoestment (continuation)

President. - The nexr irem is the continuation of the
debate on the report (Doc. 1-28181), drawn up by Mr
Gouthier on behalf of the Committee on Budgets, on
the

proposal from the Commission of rhe European Commu-
nities to the Council (Doc. l-581/80) for a decision
empowering the Commission to contrao loans for the
purpose of promoting investment within the Community.

I call Mr Moreau.

Mr Morcau. - (FR) Mr President, my group would
like Parliament to vote on whether to postpone the
debate on this report, which is imponant for Parlia-
ment and the institutions and constitutes a pan of the
very fabric of our common market, since we consider
that it cannot properly be dealt with at ten o'clock in
the evening in a sparsely attended Chamber.

President. - Mr Moreau, under the Rules of Proce-
dure, you have the right, as rapporteur, to request
posrponement, and I think that v/e can atree to your
request.

I call Mr Calvez.

Mr Calvez. - (FR) Mr President, some of the
Members of this Parliament are getting inm bad
habim. I well understand the request by Mr Moreau,
who has a rather imponant report. It is indeed very
unpleasant so discuss it in a sparsely-attended Cham-
ber.

Bur if everyone makes such proposals as the fancy
takes him, we might just as well cancel this night's
sitting I

Obviously I leave the decision to Parliament in its
wisdom.

President. - I call Mr Papaefstratiou.

I Urgent debarc: see Minutes of proceedings.
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Mr Papaefstratiou. - (GR) I too appreciate Mr
Moreau's feelings, but I think it is detrimental to
Parliament's work if we postpone various items and
put them all on the agenda for fonhcoming part-
sessions. I therefore think that the best thing would be
for those of us who have come here this evening to
finish debating this question, which is in any case very
interesting.

President. - I call the Cbmmission.

Mr Andriesseq Member of the Commission. - (NL)
Mr President, I am hesitating somewhat berween rwo
views. The one view is that it is most imponant for rhe
report to be dealt with in the presence of a sufficient
number of Members. But this is a report on the Ninth
Report on competition which was issued last year. The
Tenth Repon on competition is about rc be issued.
For this reason alone it seems to me sensible that there
should at last be a debate on the Ninth Repon. There-
fore, on behalf of the Commission, I should like rc
urge Parliament to deal with this question this evening.

President. - I call Mr Godikas.

Mr Godikas. - (GR) Mr President, the agenda indi-
cates that we should be debating the Gouthier reporr,
and now we are suddenly faced with the Moreau
report. In response to a request by rhe Commission
represenative, Mr Ortoli, it had been decided thar we
would stan on the Gouthier report at ten o'clock
exactly. Could you tell me why there has been this
change?

(Parliament rejected the request by Mr Moreau)

President. - I call Mr Beumer.

Mr Beumer. - (NL) In this case I have sided with
the Commission, since its poinr of view seems to me to
be imponant. But I have a quesrion: You said that the
sitting would last until 12 midnight. But before the
adjournment it was stated rhat ir would last until
11 p.m. I should like to know exactly how long the
sitting is to last in order to have some idea of what can
sdll be done.

President. - Mr Beumer, the President has come ro
an arrangement with the staff that we should finish at
11p.m.

I call the Group of the European People's Parry
(Christian-Democratic Group).

Mr Konrad Schiin. - (DE) Mr Presidenr, ladies and
gentlemen, as the German philospher Hegel said, 'The

owl of Athens begins its flight at eve' and I am
grateful that you have been wise enough to give your
support so that we who are prepared to work can go
on now, panicularly since the Gouthier report, for
which I should like to thank him, is a matter of
exreme imponance.

Ve want to turn something which up to now has more
or less been an experiment into a permanent feature of
our Communiry, which as everyone in the Committee
on Budgets will know, is coming up against problems
of financing to an even greater extent than ever before.
This new Community instrument can help us, I think,
to raise some capital to protect existing jobs and to
create new ones. 'S7e can use this instrumQnt to deal
with growth problems or in attenipts to achieve the
convergence within our Communiry'?hich people are
always talking about and I think it is imponant that
this instrument should also be used in achieving indus-
rial aims. I regard this as central to the debarc on the
Gouthier report, since if I consider the small and
medium-sized undenakings within the Community -and this is one of the reasons why the Group of the
European People's P^rcy suppons Mr Balfour's
amendments - this is not merely a question of prom-
oting projects from public funds, as has unfonunately
become common practice in many Member States.
This instrument may also mean, from the budgeary
point of view, a way out of those tight corners in
which the Community can occasionally find itself
when it is in financial straits. Ve can use this instru-
ment in our effons to bring about structural readjust-
men6, to re-establish corlpetitiveness, to establish new
conditions of competition and in the interests of capi-
tal recycling which plays a major role at world level
nowadays. I need only remind you of the results of the
recent decision between France and Germany. I
should also like, in this connection, to refer the.House
rc the opinion of the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs.

i
However, ithere is a funher aspect. The new
Community instrument is one of the operations which
takes place oumide the budget but which, in the view
of my Group, should definircly be budgetized. If we
adopt this repon we can make a funher step towards
the budge-tizing of credit operations in the Community

- although I realize perfectly that difficulties might
well arise. But where there's a will there's a way. At
any rate, we will insist on this request and would
therefore be pleased if the views of the budgetary
authoriry could be explicitly included in the text. The
repon also mentions the procedure and this is, in our
view, a good thing since we hoped to see a final solu-
tion to this problem of budgetization. Naturally, the
results of the debate so far are only a stopgap as far as
yre are concerned, but nevertheless they are a step in
the right direction.

For the rest, I take the tiew that Parliament should be
consulted on policies rc be inroduced or financed
with the aid of these loans. I therefore call on the
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Commission to continue in this direction or to realize
that in all loan operations, the responsibility and deci-
sions are matters for the Commission and not for the
European Investment Bank which, in our view, is only
responsible for actually carrying out the banking oper-
ations as such.

Since it is very significant operations which are
involved here, the question of who bears the responsi-
biliry for them must be clarified. There is a permanent
dialogue between the Commission and Parliament
which makes it easier for the European Parliament to
act in a supervisory capacity.It is true that the execu-
tive, i.e. the Commission - as a poliry-making body
must take on the responsibility for this loan poliry, but
it is nevertheless imponant that the Council should
work on the basis of majoriry decisions in this matter
since we know from experience that the principle of
unanimity has an inhibiting effect on the development
of the Communiry. This, however, is an area in which
we can get over this inhibiting effect. Secondly, in
budgetary questions the Council must - thank God

- come to an atreement with Parliament. In the view
of the Group of the European People's Pany - and
this is the central theme of the Gouthier repon - this
is an essential feature of the budgetary and financial
poliry of the Communiry.

Thus we naturally regard it as important that the rela-
tion becween the Commission and the European
Investment Bank should be defined and I need say no
more on this point except to refer you to the text. Ve
go along with this, Mr Gouthier. The imponant point
is that this is an economic and social policy instrument
and for this reason it is essential that it is made clear to
the Commission too - and after all this is in accord-
ance with its own wishes - that what is involved here
is the development of a Communiry instrument for a

clear Community policy conducted by the Commis-
sion itself. Ve should like, therefore, for the roles of
both bodies involved, i.e. the Commission and the
European Investment Bank, to be defined very clearly.
For the rest, for the sake of brevity, I would refer m
the opinion of the Coun of Justice.

The Group of the European People's Parry whole-
heanedly support the Gouthier report. Ve urge the
Members of the other troups to give their support too.

President. - I call the European Democratic Group.

M. J.M. Taylor. - Mr President, I do not wish so

ake up speaking-time, but I would be happy to give
way to my colleague, Mr Balfour, of my group.

President. - I call Mr Balfour.

Mr Balfour. - Mr President, with the experience
which we have gained since October 1978, when a

Council decision gave binh to the nev Communiry
insrrument, the NCI, it is possible at last to evaluate
the Commission's initial effons and to push for cenain
improvements,

Ve, in our group, srongly support the Commission's
proposal and we are in broad agreement with Mr
Gouthier's report. !7e believe that proper weight has

been placed on the most imponant aspects of the NCI
programme in this repon. I do not intend to dwell on
those aspects where there is fundamental agreement; I
would prefer, instead, to comment on one or two
aspects of the Gouthier repon which, it seems to me,
would benefit from closer inspection, and the amend-
ments which I am placing before this House address

themselves to these.

First, I should like to discuss the proposal to abolish
rhe NCI's overall ceiling. The Commission says that
since the programme is now launched and appears to
be working well and since there is a general wish to
convert what staned off as an experiment into a

permanent feature of Community life, there is no
longer any point in keeping to a predetermined limit.
Given the fact that the Commission simultaneously
accepm the need to have all extensions of the
programme by tranches approved by the budgetary
authority, everyone seems perfectly relaxed about
abolishing the ceiling, arid, I agree, it is pointless.

The idea which the Comrnission thus proposes that
several tranches be approved for different sectors in one

go is a good one; but it is surely unnecessary for each

tranche to be floated following a Council decision,
even by qualified majoriry. It makes the job of those in
DG XVIII that much more complicated, it bogs them
down with an extra layer of bureaucratic procedure
and we do not need it to control the Commission's
work. The general idea of global approval is not only
administratively simple, but it enables the major
dialogue to take place between Parliament, the
Commission and the Council on the priorities for
investment. This, which could take place once eyear,
would be ample to protect the budgetary authoriqy's
overall conrol over the programme, and this is what
the Committee on Budgets wanted. It would also be

ample to ensure, as Mr Delors put it in his opinion,
that 'the Commission should assert its responsibility
for the political orientation of the NCI', which is, of
course, what the Committee on Economic and Mone-
mry Affairs wanted.

Secondly, I turn to the Commisston's efforts to inject
an imponant element of treasury flexibiliry in match-
ing its borrowing and lending activities. I find it odd
after reading of the Committee on Budgets' conclu-
sion, that the new prot'osed sysrcm, which would
enable capital to be rcmporarily invested, pending on
lending, is one which, and I quote from paragraph 22
of the explanatory statement, 'appears financially
sounder than the previous one'.
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I find it odd that the Committee on Budgem should on
the one hand so readily and properly agree wirh the
Commission's concern to establish a reasury function
and at the same time strike out the last senrence of
Anicle 4. The clue to this surprisingly reacdonary and
somewhat contradicmry arrirude is to be found in
paragraph 23 of rhe explanatory sraremenr, where the
Committee on Budgets displays its fear that rhis trea-
sury function would somehow upser rhe present
balance between the volume of borrowing and lend-
ing. To the extent that I understand this fear - which
is not much - I consider ir de minimis. The
Committee on Budgets should feel tomlly happy if at
the end of each year a small pan of NCI's assets show
up in the form of a short-term deposit with the EIB.
The equilibrium of the capital budget would not, in
my view, be upset. And this is why I am suggesting by
amendment the restitution of the last sentence of
Anicle 4.

Thirdly, and this is the most imponant point, we have
asked ourselves in this House whether it is right for
the Commission to continue relentlessly rc pur rhis
money alongside that of narional governmenr and EIB
funds in support of what are, afrer all, large-scale
public-sector investmenrs. \Thilsr recognizing that the
European Invesrmenr Bank has well-developed lend-
ing crircria and that narional governmenr do not
support, major projects unless they deem them to be
necessary, we have asked ourselves in committee
whether the Commission's activities in this field are
bringing any real additionaliry rc the sysrem.

In both the repon of the Committee on Budgets and
the opinion of the Commirtee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs, it is emphasized - and I quote
from paragraph 7 of the Gouthier motion for a resolu-
tion - thet the raising of loans to prornote inoestment
should not be regarded as a supporting instrument for tbe

financial policies conducted by national bodies and tbe
European Inoestment Banl bat as hazting a specific role
in stimulating economic actioity, supporting common
policies and attaining the Communiry\ political actioi-
ties. This was all along the Commission's wishes. This
was the baby of Mr Onoli himself, who is here in this
Chamber. But if the Commission wishes to be imagin-
ative in promoting new investment, I believe they must
go beyond the public sector, and this is what brings us
to difficulties.

The Commission will not achieve ir aims if irc NCI
programme is resuicted [o government-sponsored and
ElB-financed projects, so the quesrion for the future is
very simple and as yet almost insoluble: can the guar-
anrce of the budget alone uphold a lending
programme which is directed towards the private
sector and towards small and medium-sized entities?
Probably not - at least not withour a guarantee fund
and not without specific appropriations in the budget.
It will be for a future debate and a future report and
future thought by the Commission rc resolve rhat
fundamental question.

(Applause)

President. - I call the Liberal and Democratic
Group.

Mrs Scrivenu. - (FR) Mr Presidenr, ladies and
gentlemen, I shall keep to the basics, and I feel the
need rc sress how im;ionant this draft resolution is,
aimed at empowering the Commission to contract
loans for promoting investment throughout the
Community.

It is obvious that the difficulties c/e are now undergo-
ing on the question of own resources, emphasize the
role which loans can play. I must, however, remind you
that loan operations are not a means of financing the
Community intended to replace income from taxation,
but a supplementary resource. The fact is that most of
the measures presently financed by budgetary own
resources could not be financed by loans because,
unlike the latter, they are of the narure of non-refund-
able subsidies. The Community does not float loans in
order rc finance common policies but in order to loan
the money to investors who could not gain satisfactory
direct access rc financial markem.

Having made this preliminary remark, it is undeniable
that the Commission proposal goes a long way
towards meering Parliament's requirements, since it
would like [o see rhe Community given a real instru-
ment for a supporr of major Community prioriries
such'as energ'y, or in order m build on its policy of
convertence in order to reduce the economic imbal-
ance berween rhe various regions of the Communiry,
this being in line with the objectives laid down in the
Treaty. Therefore, from now on, the NCI will become
a permanenr fixturi and there will be no ceiling on the
volume of transactions conducted wirhin it. As Mr
Gouthier sresses in his explanabry srarement, rhe
Communiry will in this way be able to pursue a conrin-
ous programme of action and the persons providing
the capiml will necessarily gain in confidence.

Ve should also like ro express our supporr for the
Committee on Economic and Moneary Affairs which,
when asked to give ir opinion on this quesrion,
requested that rhe expansion of the NCI should
involve the extending of im sphere of action to indus-
trial investment in the Communiry. In this connecdon,
s/e are panicularly responsive to the needs of small
and medium-sized undenakings.

Lastly, and in keeping with the srance we adopted
during the lasr budgemry procedure, it would be disir-
able rc increase the use of interest rebates, which
should be scheduled in the Community budget.

Having said this, I should now like to srare that we do
not share rhe views expressed by the Committee on
Budgets, aimed at increasing the control powers of the
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European Parliament in this area. According to this
report, Parliament should in panicular be entitled to
give its opinion not just on the various loan tranches
but also on the policies for which such loans are
contracted. Although it is naturally desirable that
Parliament should express its views on the broad lines
of such policies, it is not this Parliament's task to go
inro she details of actual projects. Any such situation
would in fact cause confusion between, on the one
hand, the competence of this House as the body which
delivers an opinion on the various proposals
forwarded by the Comrnission and adopted by the
Council - it ought to be remembered that this is the
situation for borrowing and lending operations -and, on the other hand, the House's competence as

one component of the budgemry authoriry. The
Liberal and Democratic Group has for several years
been asking that borrowing and lending operations be

entirely budgetized. If this were so, then Parliament
would be quite free to give its opinion on loan poliry.
This is because the budgetary authority would then
authorize such operations each year, be informed
during the year of how they are carried out and lastly,
would be able to check after they had been carried out
if they had been managed as they should have been.

\7hat, however, do we see actually happening? Even
though we deplore the fact, borrowing and lending
operations have not yet been actually budgetized.
There is only a very large capital budget. \flhilst need-
ing to continue, thanks to concertation with the Coun-
cil - and we naturally desire such concertation - to
work rcwards a rapid achievement of the objective of
budgetization, it is nonetheless true that we cannot
today take alternative measures. It is in fact unreason-
able to entrust cenain asks which normally fall to
Parliament as one pan of the budgetary authority, to a

body which normally only has to act in a consultative
capacity on the retularory aspects of the question. I do
not think - and I have already said as much - that
the European Parliament has anything rc gain by
constantly trying to claim terms of reference which the
Treaties have conferred on other bodies.

These are, Mr President, the few brief remarks I wish
to make. To sum up, I should like to say that we
support this draft directive and to a treat extent the
views expressed in Mr Gouthier's report. !7e naturally
share the feelings expressed in Mr Balfour's draft
amendments. However, as I said just now, we are
unable to lend our support to the draft amendment to
Articles 2 and 6 of the draft decision tabled by the
Committee on Budgets.

President. - I call Mr Adonnino.

MrAdonnino, - (17)Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, I should like to point out that not more than two
hours ago this House, when approving a motion for a

resolution concerning own resources and therefore

examining all the means of financing Communiry
activities, stressed once more the imponance which
should be attached to loans which the Community
could contract on international money markets in
order to grant in its turn loans to further the produc-
tive acrivities of undenakings in the various countries
of the Community. I think that it is no accident if the
debate we are now having two hours later relates to a

specific motion for a resolution, which is the one
submitted by Mr Gouthier, concerning a decision
which will make significant and innovative amend-
ments to the present system of financing. In my
opinion, the imponance of this srbject is highlighted
by the fact that when the new Community instrument,
as this instrument for financing projects has been
called, was first introduced, it was on an experimental
basis with established ceilings in two tranches of 500
million units of account and with the strict reservation
that a definitive decision would be taken at the end of
the experimental period.

I now feel that we can - I say we because this Parlia-
men! on other occasions too, such as when the system
was extended and we passed from the first to the
second tranche - stressed the imponance of the
system - today deliver a positive judgement on the
proposal for changing the system from a provisional
one [o a permanent one, and above all for abolishing
the global maximum amounts, thereby leaving a

cenain amount. of freedom from time to time for deci-
sions on the type of intervention and on the tranches
of intervention.

The need for diversification of the sectors in which
intervention is carried out was panicularly stressed
and highlighted during the second tranche and now
particular attention is being focussed, amongst the
various intervention sectors, on that of industrial
investments. Therefore, it will be necessary rc give an
impetus to this new instrument and act in such a way
that it will supplement those which are already avail-
able.

Naturally, ladies and gentlemen, Mr Onoli, there will
be the problem of the amounts. I think that this prob-
lem deserves a little thought. But I decided to take a
look at the smtistical data on interventions within the
Community carried out by the European Invesrmenr
Bank in the last few years. It would appear thar rhe
EIB in its intervention within the Community in 1979

- these are the latest figures we have since those for
1980 will only be available in the next few days -increased its overall financial measures by 28.10/o
compared with 1978. If we leave aside the huge leap
which rcok place from 1977 to 1978, we can see rhar
tt 1979 the increase is only very slightly different from
thar of 1977. ln 1977, however, rhe new Community
instrument did not exist. This is why I should like
simply to express my concern that this should be taken
into account when the amounts to be devoted ro this
type of operation are decided upon. I should not like
this instrument merely to become a re-financing
instrument for the EIB, given that ir ought to be, even
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ois-ti-ols the EIB, a completely independent instru-
ment aimed at giving further impetus to the normal
activities of the European Investment Bank.

My second remark is that it seems to me that a very
imponant instrument of aid is the interest rebate
which up to now has been applied together with the
system of capitalization as far as the European
Communiry is concerned. I feel on the contrary that a

system in which these sums were entered in the annual
budget would make for greater transparency and that,
in panicular if we take account of the variation over
the years in which the financing may take place, would
cost less to the Communiry budget. This is why I
would be in favour of seeing the capitalization system
abandoned where interest rebates are concerned -and this in my view is stated in the motion for a reso-
lution - so that we might insrcad go over perma-
nently to a system in which such sums are entered into
the annual budget.

I should also like to point out, on this occasion, that in
addition rc this instrument - and this is not a
Community task - for this rype of loan it would be

extremely desirable that we request from the govern-
ments of the Member States that they grant to under-
takings guaranteed exchange rates. Ve are going
through a time of great uncenainry where this is

concerned and I think that the fact for undenakings of
being able to benefit from exchange rates guaranteed
by their government would give further impetus to this
instrument.

Naturally, there is also the question of why the
Community should move into this sphere? It should
do so because it is obvious that the Communiry as a
whole has a fund-gathering capaciry on the capital
market at more advantageous terms than those which
could be obtained by other institutions or other
bodies, since it is quite clear that it is in the process of
becoming one - if not perhaps the major - financial
power in the Community. \Vhy can it do this? It can
do it amongst other things because the whole range of
financial instruments which it has available make it
possible for it to borrow such money and for it to
provide suinble tuarantees. And now there arises the
problem which we have alked about many times. The
Community provides its tuarantees through its
budget. This is a guarantee based on the Community's
solvability, more perhaps than being a guarantee of
having substantial asse6, but this guarantee means that
the Community can intervene on world financial
markets.

And so we now come to the quandary in which Parlia-
ment finds itself - and it rs our dury to mention ir
once more in this connection - that at some point it is
absolutely necessary for these loans to be totally and
clearly shown in the Community budget. This is
because otherwise what will happen - and this is rhe
point which should be made clear here - is thar the
Community will guarantee its borrowings through the

budget - with Parliament's approval to lend an air of
Iegitimacy to all this - for matters which are ouride
its competence, and therefore we ought to ask
ourselves if there is any point in continuing to give this
type of guarantee or if, on the other hand, we ought
to leave this up to those Smtes which wish to remain
sole arbiters in this rype of decision.

This is cenainly not the time to go into precise details
on this problem, but I think that it is a problem which
will come up again later.

I do not wish rc dwell on poinm already covered by
other speakers, because I am aware that it is late and
that it would be a bad thing to repeat ourselves. I think
that it was necessary to sress the points I have
stressed, and, having done so, I should like to say that
on my own behalf and on behalf of my group I fully
support, the Gouthier report.

President. - I call Mr Petronio.

Mr Petronio. - (IT) Mr President, I should like to
know how much speaking time is allocated to the
non-attached Members, since the number of
non-attached Members has increased from 9 to 20 and
more and since today we have had two reasons - this
one and the Spinelli report - for trying to speak, and
we found that we had no time allocated to us.

Ve should like to know who decides on this speaking
time, whether it is the President or someone else, or
whether we have to arrange it among ourselves - 

just
so that we knowl

President. - Mr Petronio, several Greek Members
have spoken at some length. I note your comment, and
the Bureau will have m look into the question which
you have raised. But I would ask you nor ro press the
point just now.

I call Mr Markozanis.

Mr Markozanis. - (GR) Mr President, you said that
the Greeks had spoken ar some length on the Spinelli
report. I was down to speak on [har repon and unfor-
tunately you did not call me because rhere was no
trme.

President. - My remark was simply an atrempr ro
explain the situation. Since I q/as nor in the Chair all
afternoon, I do not know exactly how much time each
one has left, and it happens fairly often that rhe first
speakers from a group leave hardly any dme for the
rest.

I call the Commission.
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Mr Ortoli, Vice-President of the Commission. - (FR)
Mr President, it is clear rhat this debate is imponant
because the Commission and myself have tried over
the last few years to make the extension of the
borrowing facilities of the Communiry into an instru-
ment which would serve the interests of Europe.

This New Community Instrument is the confirmation
of our policies, it is a proof of our desire to aid invest-
ment. It is a versatile insrrument, which goes beyond
the ECSC or EURATOM instruments since, through
it, we wish to be able to intervene in all sectors. It is an
instrument which uses the whole range of the
Community's competences without, and I shall come
back to this point, giving up one iota of the Commis-
sion's competences. I should likt to state here and now
that the European Investmenr Bank is, after all, an
instrument set up by the Treaty. There is a provision
for it in the Treaty, and even in irs everyday activities
it is subject to the opinion of the Commission and this
opinion can only be reversed by a unanimous decision
of the Board of Directors. This is somedmes forgotten
by people who think that the Bank is an enrirely separ-
ate entity over which we have no conrrol. This is not
the case; when we do not agree on something, we
have the right to say so and the Board of Directors of
the Bank must take a unanimous decision in order to
reverse our opinion.

Ve have now come to the experimental period as has

been mentioned. !7hat conclusions can we draw from
this? Firstly, I think that the overall record is a positive
one, and I should like to say that what we have done is

to make a net financial contribution. If we worked
with the Bank in a large number of co-financing
projects, it should nonetheless be remembered that
motorway infrastructures and the like have been
financed by the Bank for the last 20 years. By interven-
ing on a number of projects together with the Bank,
we have made investment projects advance which
otherwise could not have been completed or would
have had to have been delayed. This does not mean
that the NCI has no role of its own to play. ![hat it
does mean is that the intertention of co-financing,
particular for infrastructure or energy projects, is

almost inevitable.

I should also like to mention that a certain number of
priorities have been established and that rcp priority
has been given to enerry. At the moment, a good half
of the investment we carry out in the Community,
using the various insruments we have, is devoted to
energy. This of course is necessary for the economic
considerations everyone here is well aware of. I should
like rc add that our cooperation with the Bank has

been fruitful and fair. But we have added a cenain
number of factors to such cooperation, and there
should be absolutely no doubt about vhat they signify.
'S7hen we refer to cooperation with the Bank, let there
be no mismke. \7hen the NCI is referred to, do we
mean the Bank or do we mean an instrument which is

commonly linked with my own name? The fact is that

if people generally think of the Commission when the

NCI is mentioned, this is for a very good reason' some

of which are very clear. Ve make the loans. Ve
propose the sectors for investment, which are then

iebated here and which the Council takes a final deci-

sion on. The projects are submitted to us and no

project can be accepted by the Bank before we have

ielected it. \7e have an absolute right ofveto.

Having said this, what part does the Bank play? It
carries-out all the actual banking work, and I should

like to talk perfectly frankly about this. The Bank is

made up of +OO or 450 people' I have 80 or 82 people

available to do all the financial work necessary. If you
wish to set up another bank, then you must give me

the necessary staff to do this. Since for once we are

guaranteeing political conrol, since it is we who

decide on the investment sectors, and that we put

forward to the decision-making authorities our draft
decisions - and that we do this without asking for a

single exra civil servant - I should have liked to have

heard some of you say well done and thank you -you have not set up another bank; because if I had you
would have accused me of duplicating work. !(i'e must
therefore on this matter be extremely clear and care-
ful. The fact is that I, for my part, do not want any
alterations in the agreements linking us to the Bank.
This is not because I am afraid of the Bank. This is far
from being my problem for the reasons I have already
given. My real problem is quirc different in nature. In
my opinion the task we have is to see to it that the
Bank does the real banking work and that we do the
policy-making work. This is what is conmined in the
text which we have presented rc Parliamenl The
result of this system is not a bad one, Mr Presidenq in
four years we have more than doubled Community
financial interventions. '$7e, that is the Communiry in
the broad sense, with about 4 000 million ECU, are
one of the world's major borrowers. This has been
achieved discreetly, but, after all, we have a collective
right to be proud of our achievements since Parliament
has backed us up in this. This is the first remark I had
to make and this is why, even though I undersand the
concern which motivated Mr Gouthier in particular, I
should like this honest and open cooperation v/hich
has operated so well to be continued along the same

lines. I have just given you some objective data. Ve
are the borrowers, we decide what projects are eligible
and we sign the loan grants. This is no small achieve-
ment.

Secondly, Mr President, I also feel that td an increas-
. ing extent the Community should make its mark in

other areas, which is why we have proposed that this
instrument be actually applied to the induscrial sector,
as we had wished to see it do from the outset, and in
this connection I am entirely at one with the views
expressed as regards small and medium-sized under-
takings. I think that is a choice area for the type of
action ure undenake. For my part, I gteatly wish to
increase this rype of intervention, but I should straight-
away like to ask Mr Gouthier not to do away with the
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modicum of flexibiliry which the rexr ar presenr
contains and which the former text also had. Vhen I
borrow money, I am forced to sign the borrowing and
the lending agreemenrc on rhe same day because under
the terms of the present regulations I am not allowed
to let 24 hours go by. This is an absurd situadon. There-
fore, this slight leeway - which is a real pan of the
basic management system, whose coqditions can be
open to discussion, and which is no more than a facil-
iry available to us - I ask that we be lefr with it. Vhat
will happen if we no longer have ir? \7hen we carry
out major financial operarions rhere is no problem. If I
have to sign - as we are going to shonly - a 30
million unit of account loan with the NACE, I can
borrow the money and sign the same day. However,
when it is a matter of granting global loans rc small-
and medium-sized undenakings, there may be time
lags of three days, for example, which the regulations,
the law do nor stop us from having. These are things
which must be carefully watched.

My final remark, is rhat there is one point which
concerns me in this rcxr. There is no problem as far as

the principle of budgetization is concerned, rhere can'r
be because we proposed it. On the other hand, there is
in my opinion a contradiction in the title 'decision of
the budgetary authority'. The trurh of rhe matrer is
that there is no legal basis for taking such a decision.
The whole system is in facr based on Anicle 235 which
lays down a perfectly clear procedure. And I regret to
say that this cannor be changed by simply changing the
title of the draft decision.

\7hat I am asking for is your help in this matter. 'S7e

need to borrow money. Ve need ro invest. I hope in
this respect to have Parliament's supporr and I, we the
Commission, have obtained it through your repon. I
should like you to help us so rhar we can from now on
move very fast indeed. This text is darcd 30 October
and we are still nlking about it today.

Mr President if I were able - because I have as yer to
discuss the matrer wirh the Council - to have a rext
which abolished ceilings and enabled me to initiate new
measures in the coming rq/o months, how happy I
would be. I therefore ask that in all the debates and
discussions which will take place subsequently with the
Council, rhis absolute prioriry- which is that Europe
must intervene more strongly in a number of invest-
ments to uprate competitiviry, improve growth and
boost employment - thar rhis absolute prioriry which
as I have stated we all share, should be given a specific
form as soon as possible.

I have given you my reacrions [o a number of amend-
ments and I want to make clear ro you tha[ I shall nor

abdicate my responsibilities in this matrer. I did not
think up and conceive of this plan, I have not fought
for it, just rc let it drop, or to give it over even ro
people I esteem and with whom I have very frank and
fair dealings. In this respecr, you can have complete
faith in me. This poliry is my baby, and in general, you
should trust me, but you must also help me to
convince the Council thar it roo musr act quickly.
Because I should like to be able as soon as possible to
put to you the future financial operations of the NCI,
which go beyond the thousand million ECUs which
we have already referred to. I need this money for the
decisions which have already been taken alone, for
example for the Iralian eanhquake disaster. Those, Mr
President, were rhe few brief remarks I wanted to
make.

President. - The debate is closed.

The motion for a resolution. together with any
amendments, will be pur ro rhe vote during the next
voting time.

I call Mr Moreau.

Mr Moreau. - (FR) Mr President, I just wanted to
know at what time I will be able ro presenr this repon.

Relying on the agenda which had been laid down, I
have made a number of arrangements for tomorrow
afternoon, and if my report. is dealr with after midday,
I shall not be able to presenr it.

President. - Mr Moreau, the President musr follow
the usual procedure. Items to be dealt with by urgenr
procedure always come first. In principle, your reporr
should come up at about midday. I shall consulr the
Bureau on what rc do in this case since it is important
for the rapporteur to be presenr.

I call Mr Leonardi.

Mr Leonardi. - (17) Mr President, I requesr that my
repon be postponed rc rhe next pan-session.

Presidcrlt. - !7e shall see about that tomorow.l

The sirting is closed.

(The sitting was closed at l l p.m.)

I Agenda for next sitring: see Minutes of proccedings.
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business until midnight. Now this is very trave,
because although there had b'een a decision earlier that
we might finish at 11 o'clock, 11 o'clock had not
arrived and it was perfectly in order for somebody else

ro move that the House should continue until
midnight. There was unfinished business on the
agenda and there were Members present able and will-
ing to discharge it; therefore it seems to me extremely
grave that the sitting should have been closed early
without the proposal being allowed to be put.

(Apphuse)

President. - I call Mr Hord.

Mr Hord. - Mr President, in view of the siuation
that developed at 10.58 yesterday evening, I wonder
whether the President will rule on the fact that the
European Democratic Group was precluded from udl-
izing .the whole of its speaking-time. At 10.58 there
were still 17 minutes due to this group, and I would
like to have confirmation that those 17 minutes will be

added rc the group's time during the next part-session.

(Laugbter)

Secondly, in view of the fact that the President yester-
day evening decided to close the proceedings one hour
early, I do hope that that will destroy the myth that
rhe House is so busy that it might need to have an

additional pan-session rc deal with its business.

(Applause)

President. - I cenainly norc your point. I will
sugtest to the rcchnical people who operate this hemi-
cycle that there should be some coordination - for
that clock says 9.06, this clock says 9.08, which means

that whoever is sitting here is two minutes ahead.

The President closed the sitting.at about it p...
because it was agreed earlier that we should firiish at
1-1p...

I call Mr von der Vring.

Mr von der Vring. - (DE) Mr President, if minutes
are to be saved and carried forward and an account
for them opened, will any interest accrue on them?

(Laughter)

Mr Bangcmann. - (DE) Since when have you been
so capitalist-minded?

(Parliament adopted tbe minates)t

2. Decision on urgent procedrre

President. - The next item is the decision on
requests for urgent debate.

Ve begin with the motions for resolutions by Mr
Ippolito and others (Doc. l-128/81) and by Mr Adon-
nino and others (Doc. l-135/81 on the Franco-
German loan.

I propose to take a single vote on both motions.

I call Mr Ippolito.

Mrlppolito. - (17) MrPresident,Ionlywishmpoint
out that there is a typographical error in the first
indent of the motion for urgent procedure; at the end

it should read 'for the energy sector' insrcad of 'for
the steel induitry'. I believe the error was made in all
the translations.

There is no need, I think, so explain the whys and
wherefores of this request for urgent procedure, inas-
much as a quesrion like this regarding a unilarcral loan
is without doubt very serious and completely upsets

the entire European monetary sysrcm. I therefore
insist on urgent debarc

President. - I call Mr Moreau.

MrMoreau. - (FR) Iopposetheapplicationof urgent
procedure to this resolution, not because it does not
concern a very imponant question - I believe this is a
fundamental issue for our Communiry - but because

I feel we have an interest in this matter being consid-
ered in depth by the appropriate committee. I there-
fore call on the Assembly to reject this request so that
we can study and examine the matter in deail with the
utmost speed.

(Parliament adopted the request for urgent procedure,

and tbe item was entered on the agenda of the sitting in
progress)

President. - Ve proceed to the motion for a resolu-
tion tabled by five political Broups on the situation in
Poland (Doc. 1-12918 1).

I For informadon on documents received, texts of ueaties

forwarded by thc Council, petitions, and membership of
committees, see the minutes of this sitting.
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I call Mr Fergusson.

Mr Fergusson. - Mr Presidenr, this resolution is by
way of winding up the remarls made on Poland on
Vednesday rather than inviting another long debate
on this matter. I think we have covered most of the
subjects. I just want ro point our rhar the European
Council itself, the German and the Unircd Kingdom
Governments and all the allied governmenrs
concerned with security have all declared their posi-
tion on Poland and the consequences that would
follow if an invasion of Poland did occur. I think it is
time that ic was made unequivocally clear that the
elected represenmtives of the European people suppon
their governmenr and these bodies in this panicular
matter. This is our chance to do so.

President. - I call Mr Kappos.

Mr Kappos. - (GR)MrPresident, in the lastfewdays
the European Parliament has been rurned inro a cenffe
of anti-Communism, anti-Sovietism, tension and cold
war. I don't know what my other colleagues feel about
it, but it reminds me of the courr.-marrials during the
period of dictatorship in Greece, when the prevailing
climate was very similar to what we have here. I am
sorry to have ro say rhis, but it is a fact.

The modon for which urgenr debate is being
requested and the speeches made over the last few
days amount to blarant interference in the internal
affairs of the People's Democracy of Poland and are a
source of encouragement to the anti-socialist elements
to continue their subversive activities. If the orher side
were to do something similar, we all know what rhose
who are making such loud noises now would be doing.
Even more imponant than this, however, is the fact
that all this sudden talk about the Soviet threat can
have only one aim - to bring \Tesrern Europe even
funher under the control of the USA: this is really
what lies behind this anti-Soviet campaign and all this
mlk of the Soviet threat.

Mr President, I feel my colleagues should undersand
that if Parliament wanrs to be taken seriously its first
and foremost concern should be the pressing problems
of the people of rhe EEC counrries - problems of
peace, unemployment and the cost of living - and not
with moves designed to increase rension. Finally, all
my colleagues should understand that, whether they
like it or nor, we are here ro sray both in Parliament
and ouride of Parliament.'$7e are here to stay because
there will always be a working class, there will always
be the people. My colleagues, therefore, musr come ro
terms with this facr and respect our ideas and opinions
in the same way as we respect theirs.

Mr President, in view of the fact that we are aiming to
reduce friction in international relations, we are

opposed to both the request for urgent debate and the
subject-matter of the morion.

President. - I did nor inrerrupr you, Mr Kappos,
because you are reladvely new in the Parliament, but
Members should please confine themselves rc their
reasons for or against urgent procedure and not
debate the subject-matter.

I call the Socialist Group.

Mr Hlnsch. - (DE) Mr President, I am opposed to
the applicadon of urgent procedure rc this morion,
although for completely different reasons from those
advanced by the previous speaker.

I am finding it more and more difficult to understand
what the centre and right-wing of the House want,
since they frequently oppose the flood of requests for
urtent procedure at the end of a pan-session, and
rightly so.

\7e have already considered the situation in Poland
and the European Communiry's position on Poland
twice this week. Ve debared Poland on Vednesday.
Yesterday we discussed and adopted an urgenr motion
abled by the Christian Democrats. !7e have done our
duty by ensuring that the European Communiry helps
the Poles - and now we are being asked to debate
and adopt a morion hasdly pur rogerher on Thursday.

Ladies and gendemen, in no parliament in'the world
would you allow rhis kind of thing, would you come
forward shonly before the gates closed with modons
so hasdly put together in so difficult an internarional
situation.

I wonder what rhe aurhors really want. Do they want
rc help the Poles or do they wanr ro achieve some kind
of self-sadsfaction with resolutions? Poland needs our
solidarity and nor morions which have been hastily put
together and which do not improve the situation but
are more likely to make ir worse.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mrs Macciocchi.

Mrs Mecciocfi. - (FR) Mr President, I am in
favour of urgent procedure.

(17) I don't believe that I am to the right of Mssrs
Kappos and Hansch; it is precisely because I hate
anti-Communism as much as I hare cold war that I feel
it is vital for rhis Parliament to rise above political divi-
sions and make a strong commitment in suppon of the
workers' movemenr in Poland. Such objecdviry on our
part will demonstrate our real independence from the
United States. The argument which was used a
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moment ago can therefore be turned around. Ve have
examined the bitterest and most difficult situarions in
the world today, including that in El Salvador. I
believe we also have the right and the dury rc confront
problems which closely concern cenain political
convictions. Ve must reject ideological terrorism, and
have the courage ro inrervene, even where the political
system in power is one which we feel rc be more valid
than our own.

I would like to add, Mr Hensch, rhat rhere is no ques-
tion here of Parliament's being rushed into a hasty
decision. In the previous sitting I had akeady
presented a political resolution in suppon of the Polish
workers which contained the saremenr thar
Communiry aid to Poland is not chariry, but rather
something which permits the free expansion of the
workers' movement. It represents an effon to provide
support for those whom we see nor as beggars but as
respected partners. The Christian-Democratic morion
for a resolution wenr much too far in my opinion; it
bore the imprint of international influences. For this
reason I presented another resolution, which has now
acquired more or less general sponsorship. The House
will now vore on rhis resolution, akint rime for
mature consideration and retaining the trearest
respect for Polish democracy, which it is attempdng in
this manner to supporr.

President. - The Communist and Allies Group has
the floor.

MrsSquarcialupi. - (i'I) MrPrcsident,Ionlywished
to say that respected parents with strong characErs
scold their children infrequendy and in few words,
while weak parents speak volubly and often without
obtaining any result. Vith its conrinual references to
the situation in Poland, our Parliament reveals its
weakness. If it were a strong Parliament, it would talk
much less, but on those few occasions it would be
believed.

(Parliament adopted urgent procedure, and tbe item was
ehtered on the agendafor tbe sitting in progres)

Prcsident. - Ve no* come ro rhe motion for a reso-
lution by Mr Klepsch and orhers on rhe European
Council in Maastricht (Doc. 1-134l81).

I call Mr Klepsch.

MrKlepsch. - (DE) MrPresident,rhemotionspeaks
for irself. For reasons I am unable ro explain, rhe
House omicred to deliver an opinion ar the end of irs
debate on the Maastrichr summit. That is why we have
tabled this morion.

President. - I call Mr Glinne.

Mr Glinne. - Mr President, I would remind the
House that Parliament had a long debate on rhis
subject here on \Tednesday. Every possible argumenr
has already been put forward. I find the resolution
now before us particularly weak, and I really do not
think it justifies the application of urgent procedure.
\7e shall therefore be voting against urgent procedure.

(Parliament adopted urgent procedure, and the item was
entered on the agenda ofthe sitting in progfess)

President. - I hope those people who have put the
motions down will stay for rhe debares.

(Applause)

3. Exploration and extraction ofuranium

President. - The nexr irem is rhe repon (Doc.
l-949/80) by Mr Ippoliro, on behalf of rhe Committee
on Energy and Research, on rhe

proposal from the Commission to rhe Council (Doc.
1-349/80) for a decision adopting a second programme of
research and development for the European Atomrc
Energy Community in the field of uranium explorarion
and extracrion (lndirecr action 1981-84).

I call the rapponeur.

Mr lppolito, rdpporteur. - (m Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, the resolurion I am presenring
concerns the Communiry decision to adopt a second
programme of research and development in the field
of uranium exploration and extracrion. As I explained
at greater length in describing the reasons for the
morion, this is a modestly funded but ambitious
project, a continuation of a four year programme wirh
the same characteristics: a good scientific approach
and extremely meager financial supporr. The funds are
to be distributed in the form of modesr research
conrracrs, none of which are ro exceed 500 rhousand
EUA. The Commission's new four year programme
provided for a maximum expenditure of 8 million
EUA equally divided betureen contracts for explora-
tion and contracts for exrraction. The objecrives of rhe
programme, however, seem ro be disproponionately
ambitious in relation to ics financial resources, which
ire totally inadequare.

It is impossible, moreover, to perceive in rhe documen-
tation any coordination between the indirect acrion of
the Commission and direcr narional action in rhe same
sector. The programme is completely lacking in
demonstrative action, which would be very desirable
in the field of public information regarding the en-
vironmental consequences of uranium exploration and
the eventual exploirarion of mines. Such acrion under-
taken by the Communiry could be extremely signifi-
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cant, and could undoubrcdly be carried out even with
rhe restricted means destined for this programme by
the Commission.

The Communiry impons approximately 80 0/o of its

uranium supply, and, considering the fact that world
uranium resources are limited and new exploration
effons necessary at a steadily increasing rate, a more
decisive and better coordinated type of action is desir-
able.

It is essential thar the Community develop a more
coherent policy, mking into account the provisions
laid down in section V of the Euratom Treary.

The resolution, therefore, although approving a

protramme limited to two years only so as not to
interrupt current contracts, proposes that rhe Commis-
sion be requested to re-elaborate a plan of action in
the light of the considerations we have briefly put
forward here, and which are dealt with more fully in
my report. The Commission is invited to Present a new
outline for research and development in this area in
the course of 1981, a programme coordinated with
national initiatives and included in the general
programme which has been announced for the raw
materials sector. In the resolution, I propose the

approval of a programme limited to two years, prov-
ided that it is accompanied by such a commitment on
the pan of the Commission.

President. - I call the Socialist Group.

Mrlinkohr. - (DE) MrPresident,ladiesandgentle-
men, as we have already discussed this programme in
very great detail in committee and considered the most
imponant projects - as Mr Ippolito has already said

- I should like to concentrate very briefly in my sute-
menr on two points. Firstly, I believe - and this view
is shared by at least the majoriry of this House - that
if we are to have securtiy of energy supplies in the
foreseeable future, we canno! do without nuclear
energy. This Communiry must therefore be involved in
the relevant raw marcrials policy, that is, in the deci-
sions on uranium supplies.

Secondly, we should not release the European
Community from its joint responsibiliry for the secur-
ity of uranium supplies. This would in no way entail a

change in national programmes. Otherwise, there
would be no gainsaying those who consider the poliry
on uranium and security to be a national matter and
say: This has norhing to do with you. \fle should point
our thar anything to do with security concerns the
European Community. That is why we do not van! to
release the European Community from its responsibil-
ity.

The Comrhuniry's supply 
^gency 

has often been
attacked by one Member State in the past in discus-

sions, on Anicle 5 of the Euratom Treaty, for exam-
ple, the intention being that we should revert to
national systems of uranium supplies.

The research programme is not very extensive, as Mr
Ippolito has already mentioned. By far the greater part
will be in the hands of the Member States. It is no
more [han a demonstration of our having a foot in the
door, as it were, so [hat we can have a say in the
matter.

I therefore welcome this research protramme.

President. - I calt the European Democratic Group.

Mr Seligman. - Mr Presidenc, the Parliament has

been holding up action on this research programme,
which is just a continuation of research into methods
of finding and extracting uranium in the Communiry.
There is at presint an apparent glut of uranium, but
this is purely rcmporary, being due rc the recession
and to the halting of nuclear power by the Green
Movement in several counries. This glut, as I say, is

purely temporary. In the next 20 years nuclear power
is bound to take off, and except in France there is very
little uranium indigenous to the Communiry. So my
colleagues and I regard it as vital that the Commission
commit themselves this morning to really potent action
on this programme.

President. - I call Mrs Van den Heuvel.

Mrs Van den Heuvel. - (NL) Mr President, the
resolution before us today points out that the
Community's uranium needs are growing considerably
with the building of new nuclear power-sations. It
thus approves the Commission's proposal that suppon
should be given [o the second protramme of research
and development in the field of uranium exploration
and extraction. Although I am not a member of the
Green Movement so abominated by Mr Seligman, I
feel that the operation of nuclear power-stations
entails unacceptably high risks for the public as is
evidenr from a series of accidents or near-accidenr at
many places in rhe world, Harrisburg being the most
obvious example. I am therefore utterly opposed rc
research into the possibilities of extracting uranium,
which is, after all, required in such large quantities
only as a basic material for nuclear power-stations.

Paragraph 5 of the resolution refers ro Communiry
measures to inform the sections of the public
concerned of the environmental consequences of
urahium exploration and extraction and to avoid any
threat to the environment and to the public. Here
again, we already have some practical experience. It is
not possible to protect the public against health
hazards in such projects. An information campaign
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will therefore merely result in the public's having false
expectations as regards safety.

Anyone who wants rc know what uranium exracdon
means for the public living nearby need only lisrcn to
the Indians in the United Shrcs, many, many of whom
have suffered as a result. In rhis respect, I advise every-
one to read the repon on rhe Russell tribunal recendy
held in Rotterdam.

As politicians, we have a duty to prorec the citizens of
Europe. Ve must not place them in danger. I shall
therefore be vodng against this motion for a resolurion
with great conviction.

Presidcnt. - I call the Commission.

Mr Gielitti, Member of tbe Commission. - (A M,
President, ladies and genrlemen, I wish first of all rc
thank on behalf of the Commission the rapporreurs
and the members of the Commirree on Energy and
Research and the Committee on Budgets for their
repon and for their'opinion on rhe new programme
for research and developmenr in rhe field of uranium
exploration and extraction.

As you know, the first programme was adopted under
Anicle 7 of the Euratom Treary, and was aimed at
contributing to the Communiry policy of natural uran-
ium supply. The second programme, originally
presented by the Commission, provided for a four-
year initiative to run from 1981 to 1984, with funding
of 8 million EUA and no enlargemenr in the present
staff.

In the draft report for the COREPER, the group on
atomic affairs expressed the opinion that, as e
compromise, the first research and developmenr
protramme on uranium exploration and extraction
can be extended for another two years, that is, until
1982.

The technical side of the programme will be elabor-
ated by the Commission, with funding of 2 400 000
EUA, 50% to be earmarked for exploration and
40 0/o f.or extracdon. These are the modificarions rc
the Commission's initial proposal, which obtained a
favourable opinion from the Sciendfic and Technical
Committee and the Economic and Social Committee.
The Council will then decide, in conformiry with rhe
resolutions of Z0 December 1979, whether the
research and development protramme on uranium
exploration and exraction should be included in a
broader and more general programme of research and
development in the raw marcrials sector.

The programme which is now being proposed is a
continuation of the first programme, but the areas for
research and developmenr were broadened to permit
the introduction of new techniques and to respond to

the increasing demands of environmental protection. It
must also be borne in mind thar the accession of
Greece to the Communiry will raise some new prob-
lems in the fields of exploration and extracrion.

The Commission believes it is essenrial ro continue the
work of research and development in rhe upcoming
years so thar cenain research projecrs, which could
have a significanr industrial impact in the shon and
medium term, inside and outside'of rhe Community,
can be broughr to completion.

I will now comment briefly on some poinrs raised in
the report of rhe Commitrei on Energy and Research.

Coordination in research and development in the
uranium exploration and exrraction sector is guaran-
teed on the one hand by the consulrarion commirtee
for the adminisrration of rhe programme, which
includes represenrarives of all rhe Member Srares, and
on rhe other hand by a frequenr exchange of opinions
with the narional aurhoriries in charge of similar
research and developmenr. There is no possibiliry of
overlapping; rarher rhere is complementary acrion on
the research and developmenr level.

In the repon, the piecemeal disribudon of funds in
small sums to many different projects is considered as

counterproductive, but in research large sums are no[
always necessary in order to obtain meaningful resuh.
Various contracts to which the Commission has made
relatively modest contributions have resulted in new
techniques of exploration and extraction.

The repon rhen mentions the large number of areas
for research listed in rhe programme. This lisr, though
at first glance excessively lengrhy, has proved to be
very useful in practice, for it permim the inclusion of
new ideas and a better selecrion of proposals. The
technical problems relared to the reducrion of environ-
mental damage in the uranium mining indusrry have
been taken into accounr in rhe framework of the pres-
en[ programme. In facr, only such technology can
succed in minimizing risks for local environments and
popularions. Problems of rhis nature undoubtedly
deserve panicular atrention.

Finally, I $/ould like ro call Members'atrention to rhe
fact that the proposals of amendmenr presented on
pages 7 and 15 of document l-949/80, of 10 March
1981, are no longer ro be applied, given rhe terms of
the compromise solution formulared in the Council.
The uranium research and developmenr programme
for 1978-80 will simply be exrended for rwo more
years, with a supplementary allocation - as I have
already mentioned - ol z 400 000 EUA, the tech-
nical annex remaining idenrical to what is set down in
document COM/80-382. There is no longer any
reason for the Commission to modify its own proposal
on the basis of Anicle ll9, paragraph 2, of the EAEC
Treaty.
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President. - The debate is closed.

The morion for a resolution will be put to the vote the
next voting time.

4. Recruitment of fficials

President. - The next irem is the repon (Doc. l-87 /
8l) bv Lega, on behalf of the Committee on Budgets,
on the proposals from the Commission to the Council
for

I. a Regulation introducing special and temporary
measures apphcable to the recruitment of officials of the

European Communities in consequence of the accession

of rhe Hellenic Republic (Doc. I -637180); and

II. a Regulatron introducing special and temporary
measures to the terminate the service of officials of the
European Communities in consequence of the aecession
of new Member States (Doc. 1-369/80).

I call rhe Legal Affairs Committee.

Mr Tyrrcll" drafisnm of an opinioz. - Mr Presi-
dent, these two proposals, which concern the Staff
Regularions, came to the Parliament by letters of
9 Seprember and 25 November: the Legal Affairs
Committee gave its opinions respec[ively on 22 Janu-
ary and 18 March. It was therefore a little surprising
that this week rhere should be a request for urgent
debate so that the matter could be dealt with this
morning. In fact these matters have both been urgent
since last year. They each impinge on the question of
making room in the staff of the institutions for
Greeks, as a consequence gf Greece's accession.
Greece has been a Member now for over four months
and these regulations have still not been made.

Now as regards the first proposal, as it is described in
Mr Lega's report - the second in point of time -there are no problems as between the Committee on
Budgets and the Legal Affairs Committee. It seeks
merely to suspend the provision of Community law
that nationaliry may not be aken into account when
considerint appointments 

'for a limited period, to
enable Greeks to come into the Communiry staff.

As far as the other proposal is concerned, however, a

gulf has opened between the Committee on Budgets
and the trgal Affairs Committee. I was instructed by
the lrgal Affairs Committee to put forward our
opinion by way of amendments to the Committee on
Budgets' report, and that is what I now do. It appears,
from what one has seen, thar the Committee on Budg-
em did not, in fact, consider the two repons which had
been prepared with some care by the Legal Affairs
Committee.

Now as far as this other proposal is concerned, the
Commission urged us to enable them to offer early

reriremen[, and indeed cause early retirement, to a

limircd number of officials in grades A 3 and A 4, over
a period of five years, first in order to enable Greeks
to come into the Communiry service and second,
because, as they explained, as a result of the reorgani-
zation they are carrying out in the wake of the Ortoli
and Spierenburg reports they expect m have about 12

officials in each of those grades with no adequate
work to do, over each year, for a period of about five
years.

Now the Legal Affairs Committee's reaction rc this
was that greater flexibiliry is needed in the interests of
the efficienry of the Communiry and that the safe-
guards built in, namely the precise numbers involved
and the money to be spent on this, should be deter-
mined each year by the budgemry authority. 'Ve were
perfectly sadsfied with that and, indeed, commended
the proposal. Ve heard representations both from the
unions concerned and from the Commission, and no
one advanced to us the case that is now put forward by
the Committee on Budgem - namely, that the period
should be limircd to December 1982, it should be

limited to Grade A 3 and not Grade A 4, and the
numbers involved should be only 25 in all. Now those
matters were never advanced to us, and no reasons
were put forward for them, and I have yet to hear of
any reasons for them. For those reasons the Legal
Affairs Committee's amendments stand, and I would
invite the House to act on the basis of the Legal
Affairs Committee's report.

President. - I call Mr Plaskovitis.

Mr Plarkovitis. - (GR) Mr President, the Lega repon
is being discussed in connection with the request for
urgent debate tabled by the Socialist Group. \7e know
that the aim of the reporr is to amend the Staff Regu-
lations of officials of the European Communities so

that a number of posts reserved for Greek officials can
be created. The repon states, however, that the period
for making these posu vacant should be limited to the
end of December 1982 and that these posts, which are
nor ro go above Grade A 3, should not exceed 25 in
number. Furthermore, it makes no definite proposals
to meet the immediate need for Greek officials, tran-
slators and administrators at lower grades. According
to the figures I have been able to get hold of and those
menrioned in the Founeenth General Report on the
Activities of the European Communities, there are a
large number of posts which are unfilled. I am not
going to take up your time by reeling off a list of
statistics. The fact of the matter is that from 1979 -when it was already known that Greece was about to
enter the European Community - undl the present
day there has been no serious attempt to employ suffi-
cient staff in the administrative and translation sections
on the scale needed to ensure that Greek Members of
Parliament can catry out their work unhindered.
Consequently, even today we receive a large number
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of documents which are either not translated into
Greek or which are poor translations and documents
are late in arriving. The situation is even worse in the
parliamentary committees, despite the fact that we
have already been participating in parliamentary work
for four months. The working conditions of Greek
translators and interpreters are much worse than those
of their colleagues from other countries. This is high-
lighted by the fact that only eight or nine Greek inter-
preters are working in this Chamber at the moment on
temporary contracts which run until 30June 1981. I
fail m understand why almost all the Greek officials
who are employed do not have permanent contracts
but are working as temporary staff and why those
candidates who were successful in the external compe-
titions and whose names were placed on the shon list
have not been employed as officials.

I have a strong suspicion that these delays are not
unconnected with the Greek Government's attempts
to use obstructive tactics to ensure that officials of ir
own choice are employed. The view that there should
be a bar on candidates whose ideological and political
views differ from those of the Greek Government as

regards its attitude towards the EEC and its foreign
poliry in general has previously been referred rc: this
is, in fact, yet another instance of the Right attempting
to control the opinions of Greek officials even beyond
the borders of Greece. PASOK, on whose behalf I am
speaking, is opposed to all political and any other kind
of discrimination in employing officials to work in
administrative and other posts in the EEC. 'Ve protest
about the existing situation and we must absain
during the vote on the Lega report, since it does not
conain any definite proposals for solving the problem
in a swift and determined manner. On the other hand,
we do suppon Mr Glinne's motion for a resolution.

President. - I call the Commission.

Mr Richard, Member of the Commission. - Mr Presi-
dent, this report deals with the two draft regulations
which are vinlly necessary if the institutions are to be

able to recruit officials of Greek nationality at all levels
within a reasonable period. Ve are already in the
second quarter of the year and the Commission is not
yet in a position, for example, even to begin the
recruitment of officials at head-of-division level, tran-
slarors, etc. The Commission is therefore panicularly
grateful to the Parliament for having agreed to deal
with these two draft regulations during the April
pan-session. I should like to express, on behalf of the
Commission and, in particular, on behalf of my
colleague Mr O'Kennedy, our appreciation of the
effons which the rapponeur, Mr Lega, has made to
find a solution acceptable to all concerned.

I shall deal with the two reguladons separately: first,
the one on recruitment. This, as Mr Lega poin6 out, is

a purely technical measure but an imponant one. It

enables the institutions to reserve posts for Greek
nar.ionals for a limited period up to the end of tlaZ by
suspending certain provisions of the Staff Regulations
and panicularly the last sentence of Anicle 27, which
sta[es: 'No posts shall be reserved for nationals of any
specific Member State'. May I stress, however, to the
Parliament that all the other safeguards of the Staff
Regulations concerning recruitment remain intact,
that rhe institutions retain full responsibiliry for impar-
tial selection and the appointment of officials.

Here I should like to deal specifically with the point
raised by the last speaker in this debate. As far as the
Commission is concerned, recruitment will be solely
on the basis of merit, as indeed it should be, and it will
be. Finally, I am glad to note that the Parliament
seems to approve the Commission's proposal for the
recruitment regulation - at least in its general terms.

Now the second one on early retirement. The
Commission regrets that Mr Lega has not felt able to
recommend an equally wholeheaned endorsement of
rhe second regulation dealing with early retirement.
This is due, in our view, rc misundersandings about
the scope and the nature of the measures proposed
and about the way in which they complement other
measures which the Commission has proposed follow-
ing the Spierenburg and Onoli reports.

I should like to make three points in relation to the
early retirement regulation. First, the Commission
proposal was designed to provide a framework for
those early retiremenrs which will be needed in
connection with the enlargement of the Community

- that is, the accession of Spain and Portugal as well
as Greece. This is important in order to deal with
serious promotion blockages in the A 3 and the A 4

grades.

Secondly, the draft regulation as proposed by the
Commission is idendcal with the corresponding provi-
sions of 1972 and 1973 in rhe extent to which it is

based on the voluntary element. The Commission has

no difficulry with paragraph 3 of Mr Lega's resolution,
which urges that the measures to terminate the services
of officials should be carried out as far as possible on a

voluntary basis. That is precisely what happened in
1972 and 1973. At the same time, it is clearly essential
that the institution should be in a position to mke the
initiadve if it is necessary and to ensure that the early
retirements which take place are genuinely in the
interests of the service. The 1972-73 early retirement
measures were applied without particular friction or
difficulty, and there is no reason to suppose the result
will be any different on this occasion.

Thirdly, the Commission welcomes the proposal
contained in paragraph 4 of Mr Lega's resolution that
there should be discussions with the Council and the
Parliament on the full range of proposals for revising
the Suff Regulations which are now before the budg-
etary authority. The Commission has already had
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preliminary discussions with borh the Council and the
Parliament. Ir is anxious that these proposals should be
examined and dealt with as a whole and not on a
piecemeal basis. The Commission is in no doubt that
funher discussions will do much to clear up the misun-
derstandings which unfonunately conrinue to exist in
relation to a number of the measures proposed.

Mr President, may I make the purely technical point
that so far as the rerm 'requests' in Anicle I (5) is
concerned, I should like to make it clear that the
Commission interprets that as requesr which are in
fact accepted by rhe Commission.

The Commission's position on Mr Lega's motion for a
resolution may theiefore be summeil up as follows.
Ve are nor convinced that rhe changes suggested to
the early retiremenr regulation are necessary given the
safeguards abour rhe number of posts and the volun-
tary elemenr in the measures to which I have referred.
Nevenheless, in view of rhe need to release posts
quickly at the A 3 level and to allow the Commission
and other institutions to go ahead with the recruirmenr
of Greek officials, rhe need _of which is indeed urgenr,
as has already been pointed our in rhe course of this
debate, the Commission is prepared to accepr rhe
amendments proposed by Parliament to rhe draft reso-
lution and, therefore, consequentially to modify their
own proposals. .

President. - The debate is closed.

The motion for a resoltuion will be put ro the vote at
the next voring-time.

5. Inter-instutional dialogae on certain budgetary
qr4etttons

Presidcnt. - The next item is the repon by Mr
Adonnino, rapporteur for Section III of the 1981
budget, Mr Ansquer, rapporreur for Sections I, II, fV
and V of the 1981 budget, Mr Danken, rapponeur for
Section III of the 1980 budget, and Mr R. Jackson,
rapporteur for Sections I, II, [V and V of the 1980
budger, on behalf of the Committee on Budgets, on
the inter-institutional dialogue on cenain budgetary
questions (Doc. l-77 /81).

I call Mr Adonnino.

Mr Adonnino, rdpporter4r - (fI) M, President, ladies
and gentlemen, I also speak for those of my colleagues
who are, with me, rapponeurs on this same topic on
behalf of the Committee on Budger.

The problem we are dealing wirh is cenainly not a
new one. Parliament will remember rhar in the course
of the budget procedure vre c/ere several times

confronted with procedural difficulties which are
subsmntially significant in themselves, and rherefore
capable of directly affecting the solutions to be subse-
quently adopted. This is especially rhe case for rhe
inter-institutional dialogue with rhe Council, in which
the Commission narurally panicipates. Parliamenr
knows that these problems were often sources of fric-
tion, exercising a negative influence on what would be
the positive result of the budget procedure, which is
itself already exremely complex.

Parliament will remember, however, that over the
years some slow progress has indeed been madi
during the sessions of collaborarion with the Council;
this shows how much remains to be done, not only on
the reform and on the general approach to cenain
institutional problems of the Communiry, but also on
the correct interpretation and application of rhe rules
now in force.

Parliament has given its artenrion to rhis problem in
the past, and you will cenainly remember - I refer
especially to [hose who were also members of the
previous legislature - the reporr,s by rhe Committee
on Budgem which were presenred on this subject in
1976, 1977 and 1978 on behalf of Mr Cointar, rhen
chairman of the subcommittee. I myself, in last
December's resolution concerning the 1981 budget -a resoludon which was subsequently not adopted by
Parliament for orher reasons - proposed that Parlia-
ment should take the iniriarive ro meer with the Coun-
cil and the Commission before the period reserved for
the budget procedure - thar is, in rhe opening monrhs
of the financial year - ro deal with these problems at
a time when they have not yer become panicularly
controversial.

Personally, I can say that - if my information is
correc[ - the Council has on several occasions
expressed,its approval of this type of initiative.

For this reason, the Commitree on Budgets submits to
this Assembly a requesr for a mandate permitting the
immediate initiation of an inrcr-institutional dialogue
with the Council and rhe Commission. It is already
mid-April; the budget procedure begins in the second
half of the financial year, and therefore therg remains
but very little time to deal with the problems, and I
will cenainly not list them now in detail. They have to
do, among other things, with the organization of the
work: the transmission, for example, to Parliament by
the Council of data and informarion which Parliament
does not normally possess, while the Council, on rhe
other hand, has all rhe data concerning Parliament,
since it panicipates not only in the plenary sessions but
in the meetings of the Committee on Budgets as well.
There is also rhe problem of the budgetization of rhe
loans of the European Development Fund, the prob-
lem of the classificarion of compulsory and
non-compulsory expenditure, and the very imponant
problem of the 'legal basis': that is, whether it is neces-
sary, in order ro enrer a line of credit in the budget, to
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be in possession of a decision other than that made
during the budget procedure when the appropriations
are determined. There are also other very imponant
problems involved, which have m,do with the applica-
tion of the maximum rate to commitmen[ appropria-
tions, the balance between commitment appropnauons
and payment appropriations, and Parliament's oppor-
tunity to take advantage of im own margin of increase
for non-compulsory expenditure - for we all know,
ladies and gentlemen, that with the current procedure,
which obliges us to approve ample appropriadons on

the first reading so that vre may choose among them
on the second reading, we are in fact yielding Parlia-
ment's powers of choice to the Council when it
declares itself on the second reading.

Such are the problems in question, and since the
Assembly is familiar with them we will do no more
than mention them this morning, without pursuing
them funher. I do believe, however, that these matters
are imponant. The budget procedure soon to be
initiated represenr an affirmation of the power of this
Assembly, whose decisions, though made on other
occasions, will find their sanction and concrete appli-
cation in the budgetary document which authorizes
their financial suppon. If, as we hope, this inter-insti-
rudonal contact with the Council brings about, at least
in part, the desired results, we believe that we will have
made a valid contribution to rhe soldtion of imponant
institutional problems confronting the Community.

It is with this in mind that, hot only on behalf of the
other rapporteurs who prepared this report with me,
but also on behalf of the entire Committee on Budg-
ets, I call upon this Assembly to approve the mandate
requested in order to hold these inter-institutional
meerings with the Council, the results of which will
naturally be made available to the Assembly.

President. - I call the Liberal and Democratic
Group.

Mrs Scrivcncr. - (FR) Mr President, ladies and

gentlemen, we shall, of course, be supponing this
resolution. As you know, it has been ubled on account
of the consant difficuldes that have emerged between

the Council and Parliament over the establishment of
the budget. Following these major difficulties, I raised

the question of improving the procedure for concilia-
tion between the rwo branches of the budgetary auth-
ority, and the attempt is now being- made now to
arrive at a common lnterpre[ation of the budgetary
provisions. '!7e felt that, if it was to be effecdve, this
dialogue should not take place at the time when the
budget is normally under discussion, and in this
respect I fully agree with the warning Mr Adonnino
has just issued.

'S7e feel that the resoltuion tabled by the Committee
on Budgets reflects this desire to improve the proce-

dure. I shall not, in this statement, take up all the
points referred to in it, but I will say that we support
them all because we are aware that they have been

analysed with the greatest possible care. However, I
would refer very specifically to paragraph 1 of this
resolution, which states that 'progress must be made

on the remaining procedural points of difference
between Council and pxlljament concerning the
Communiry budget before the beginning of the 1982

budgetary procedure.'

It was said just now that this procedure had already
begun. That is true, but it should be realized that it has

not yet advanced very far. Hence the urgency. To
conclude, I would draw the fusembly's atrcntion to
the need for this conciliation to begin now, as soon as

the resolution is adopted, because I believe there is no
doubt it is in everyone's interesr, and panicularly this
Parliament's, that the budgetary procedure should
work far better than it did last year.

President. - I call the Commission.

Mr Richard, Member of tbe Commission. - Mr Presi-

dent, I should first of all like to welcome the initiative
aken by Parliament and within it by its Committee on

Budgets, and indeed to thank the rapporteurs for the

last two budgets, Messrs Adonnino, Ansquer, Dankert
and Jackson, for having laid before this Assembly a

rcxt which may well mark the beginning of an

extremely useful process for the working of the

Community and the realization of its policies. This
initiative meets fully the suggestions which have been

made by the Commission on several occasions.

President Thorn stated our position on 12 January and
my colleague Mr Tugendhat took the opponunity of
referring to it before both yourselves and the Council
during the final stages of the 1981 budgetary proce-
dure.

I should like, for example, to recall the rcrms which he

used before Parliament on 18 December 1980:

I should like to say that this is now the third year running
in which we have ended up with a chaotic and difficult
situation at the end of dhe year. It really does seem to me

that the time has come for the three institudons very care-
fully to think about the whole budgetary procedure, not
jusr about the proccdure in itself, but also about the way
in which we actually carry it through, the sequence, the
timing and everything else.

And he went on to say:

I hope very much that next year the two Presidencies-in-
Office will be able to cooperate with you, Madam Presi-
dent, with the Parliament and with the Commission in
trying rc find a better way of handling this issue.

Now, that is what Mr Tugendhat said last December.
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It is in fact clear rhar rhe application of the budgetary
procedure as it has operated over recent years is satis-
faaory neither ro che institutions taking pan in it, nor
to the Communiry as a whole. Anicle 203 of rhe
Treaty, as it has emerged from successive compromise
formulae, has, far from settling all the problems, given
rise to a cenain number of orhers. Implementation of
the budger on the basis of Anicle 205 raised yet
funher problems. Your rapponeurs have identified
these problems unequivocally in their motion for a
resolution. It is therefore for us all now to make a
common effon rc overcome our differences of inter-
pretation so as to try and reach a balanced agreemenr.
Mr President, rhis task is not an easy one, but the
seeking of a compromise never is. It is only at this
price that we shall succeed in equipping ourselves with
an efficient working insrrument which will enable us
to devote ourselves to the Communiry's fundamental
problems.

It would be very useful, Mr President, if a consensus
could be reached on rhe largest possible number of
questions, if possible ar rhis srage, before the opening
of the next budgetary procedure. Your rapponeurs
insist on this motion for a resolution, and the Commis-
sion suppons them.

As regards other questions strictly to do with rhe revi-
sion of the Financial Regulation, the Commirree on
Budgets, guided by its rapponeur, Mr Simonet, is also
seeking to identify the firsr batch of urtenr points.

If we are able to make real progress wirh a good
number of these points over the coming months, we
shall, I think, make our task easier when the budgetary
procedure enrers inro its decisive stage.

Mr President, I can assure you and the Parliament rhat
the Commission will join its effons to your own ro try
and secure this.

President. - The debate is closed.

The motion for a resoltuion will be put to rhe vote at
the next voting-time.

5. SituationinTurhq

Presidcnt. - The nexr item is the joint debate on
four motions for resolutions concerning the situation
in Turkey:

- by Mr Fanti and others, on behalf of the Commun-
ist and Allies Group, on cancelling the visit of the
delegation from the European Parliament ro
Turkey (Doc. 1-85/81);

- by Mr Pannella and others, on rhe situation in
Turkey (Doc. 1-90181);

- by Mr Glinne and others, on the military junta in
Turkey (Doc. 1-104/8 1) ;

- by Mr Bangemann and orhers, on behalf of the
Liberal and Democratic Group, on relations
between the European Communiry and Turkey
(Doc. 1-113/81).

I call Mr Alber on a point of order.

Mr Alber. - (DE) Mr President, on behalf of the
Group of the European People's Party (Chrisdan-
Democratic Group), I request that rhe Pannella and
Glinne motions for resolutions be referred to the
appropriate committee. Four motions which only
panly concern the same subject have been combined
here. \7e feel the general situation in Turkey is so
complex a subject that there is no point in discussing ir
now. This should be done in committee.

President. - Mr Alber, thi's is a joint debate. The
four resolutions were submitted, in the form in which
they are now before us. They were accepted for urgent
debate and we shall debarc them.

I call Mr Gouthier.

Mr Gouthier. - (I) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, as you know, with our motion for a reso-
lution (Doc. 1-85/81) we call upon rhe European
Parliament to cancel the visit of its delegarion rc
Turkey.

As we have set down in the text of the motion, more
than one hundred death sentences have been pron-
ounced in Turkey, and rhis is by no means all. In rhe
Bureau and on the various other occasions when we
have dicussed this problem, some members have
assened that rhe visit of our delegation to Turkey
would constiture a resrrainr on rhe military, and it has
been said here and in the press that this military dicta-
torship, this coap d'etat would, have only remporary
effects; thac it would actually aid democracy in its
fight.against rerrorism, and thar the preparadons for a
return to normal parliamentary life and to the guaran-
tee of human rights had already been made. Today it
is evident that these effons have unfonunately ended
in failure, for those in power in rhe Turkish military
regime openly assen thar the period of dictatorship
will be a long one - necessarily long, in rheir view -and foresee no definirc timeable for a rerurn to parlia-
mentary democrary.

Under these circmstances, a visit by a Parliamenrary
delegadon would be a serious concession to this dicta-
rcrship. 'We are only deceiving ourselves if we believe
that such a visit can consrirure supporr for those who
suffer under it. It would be a serious political error ro
insist on maintaining a relationship which the Turkish
military authorities themselves have shown ro be an
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impossible one. They have made their intentions clear
enough; only some of us here sdll believe in conceal-
menl Clarity demands, therefore, thar this visit should
immediately be cancelled.

President. - I call Mr Pannella.

Mr Pannella. - (FR) The document we have
presented has two imponant aspects, which I would
ask all Members to reflect on. Firstly, we have
confined ourselves to resubmitting rc rhe European
Parliament a documen[ which it unanimously
approved 60 days after the colonels had put a violent
end to political and parliamennry democraq in
Greece. Sixty days afterwards, Mr Eduardo Manino,
a Christian Democrat who is cenainly conservarive, a
man of the right, a moderare, proposed this rext,
which was unanimously approved by the parliamentar-
ians present. Mr President, I do not know what is
happening, or I know only too well. But this time six
months, not 50 days, have elapsed since the generals,
presented to us as very proper, very 'NATO' (in
advenising they would have said 'wash the dishes or
the diny linen whitest') first felr obliged rc make
arrests, rc hold ftials, to ask for the death penalry.
They have been obliged to use violence with growing
frequency, even though we were told that only they
could restore order. \7hen we read thar on one day
alone the military prosecuror has asked for 143 people
to be sentenced to death, we must realize that some-
thing 'is not quite straight' here, that something is not
working as it should. Even if we are concerned about
our military alliances, we can but have the growing
fear that the defence of our \Tesrern civilizarion by
such people and by such methods is leading us to
renounce all strictness and faith in ourselves. It is time
we woke up to the truth. Thar is why, Mr President,
we, the authors of rhis resolurion, have tabled a
motion today which is not designed to convey just our
point of view: together with Mr Maurice Faure, Mr
Caillavet, Mr Ripa di Meana, Mr Sarre, Mr Michel,
Mr Penders, Mr Israel, Mr Fourcade, Mr Donnez, Mr
Cecovini, Mr Pulemi, Mrs Spaak, Mr De Goede, Mr
de Lipkowski, Mr Filippi, Mr Zecchino, Mr Garro,
Mrs Lizin, Mr Capanna, Mrs Castellina, Mrs Dekker,
Mr Oehler, Mr Orlandi and Mrs Salisch, who reflect
the views held by all the groups in our fusembly, we
are aiming today to show the same unanimiry as was
demonstrated by Parliament in 1967 to defend, I will
not even say Greek democracy, but the image of the
European Parliament, democratic hopes and our
common ideals, common to all the groups in rhis
Assembly. Ve are quite simply asking that this weapon
again be used to bring the generals ro reason.

(Tbe President urged the speaker to conclude)

Ve are told we must not frighten the generals, we
must not turn them away for good and all, banish

them from the midst of those who respect democrary,
peace and tolerance. I do not share that view, because
if we are to award a prize every time someone seizes
power violently, and so give him more than we give to
the humble democrar who, day in, day out, defends
civilization and democrary without any fuss, we shall
be creating a very serious precedent. But I do under-
stand Mr Fellermaier's Realpolitik, Mr President.

President. - Mr Pannella, your speaking-time is up.

Mr Paonella. - I apologize, Mr President, but I
would point out that our debates today are not
governed by Rule 28. Is that not true?

President. - As author of a motion for a resolution,
you were entitled to five minutes' speaking-time. I
have given you two warnings, Mr Pannella. If you had
been here earlier, you would have realized that I have
been just as strict with other speakers.

I call Mr Glinne.

MrGlinne. - (FR) MrPresident,theSocialistGroup
has decided not ro be represented in rhe delegation
which will be going to Turkey shonly, and this for
two reasons. Firstly, no reliable assurance has been
given regarding rhe possibility of meeting cenain
polidcal deainees whose fate is of panicular concern
to us. Secondly, we felt that the Turkish authoriries
were trying to exclude from this delegation certain
views represented in our Parliamenr, and we feel it is
for Parliament itself, without interference by anyone,
to form without any restriction the delegation it feels
should be sent. That is why we refuse to panicipate in
this mission, although rhis does nor mean that our
group will not be taking pan in future missions
designed to establish the facts on rhe spor on its own
account and in liaison with the Socialist Inrernational.
At the moment, these facu basically amounr ro rhe
pursuit of political violence. In our resolution we
recall, in this respect, the responsibilities assumed both
by Turkey and by the Member States of the European
Communiry, as parties to the European Convention
on the Protecdon of Human Rights and Fundamental
Freedoms a convention which Turkey and the
Member Smtes have signed and which concerns
respect for freedoms.

'!7e therefore condemn rhe prolonged suspension of
democratic institutions in Turkey and call on the
Commission, the Council and the Member States to
address a precisely worded message co rhe presenr
Turkish authorities. They must insisr on rhe Turkish
military r6gime putting forward a lisr of measures
permitting the exercise of democratic freedoms and
containing time-limits for their implementadon. In our
motion, we seek to make it known rc the Turkish mili-
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tary r6gime that the association berween Turkey and
the European Communiry may be suspended if demo-
cratic institutions and practices are not restored very
soon.

Finally, our resolution calls for a tuarantee of liberry
and democratic righrc for the very many, the millions
of Turkish migrant workers and students residing in
cenain Member States of the Communiry. In view of
cenain action taken to intimidate them, it is imponant
that there should be a guarantee of their peaceful right
to express their opinions, their right to demonstratc in
peace and unarmed the views they hold on what is
happening in Turkey, to exercise their right to trade
union action, to independent organization and so on.
This seems absolutely essential to me in the present
circumsances.

\7e hope that Parliament's debate and the Political
Affairs Committee's fonhcoming deliberations will
result in the present Turkish r6gime pulling itself
together before it is really rco late. That is the hope,
Mr President, we place in the rcxt tabled by our group.

President. - I call the Group of the European
People's Parry (Christian-Democradc Group).

Mr Habsburg. - (DE) Mr President, we have before

us four motions for resolutions, which, with the
exception of Mr Bangemann's, concern a number of
issues.

An investigating commission is about to be sent to
Turkey.'S7'e are absolurcly cenain that it will be objec-
tive, that its members will assess the situation to the
besr of their knowledge and belief and that they will
not be leaving here with preconceived ideas. I would
thereforc consider it a very serious mistake if decisions
were nov' nken on the basis of information urhich
cannot be checked. After all, vre now have the oppor-
tunity of learning from Members of this Parliament
what the situation really is.

The European People's Parry therefore feels that we
should send off this delegation and await its repon, so
that we can make a completely objective judgment.

Presidcnt. - I call the European Democratic Group.

Mr Fergusson. - As Dr Habsburg has said, we must
wait for facts. Turkey is a country of profound
imponance to Europe, to our economy and to our
securiry, and irrespective of its form of tovernment, it
remains essentially a friend of the Communiry.
'!7harcver else we know about events and conditions in
Turkey - and this Parliament has made no secret of
its concern about democrtcy - there we can be in
little doubt that before the military takeover things
could not have been allowed ro to on as they were.

It is right that we should hold a debate on our great
concern for a friendly count{F now in such difficulties
and with whom we have a Treaty of Association; but it
would be absurd and dangerous and mischievous to do
so without first-hand knowledge of what we wish to
discuss; first-hand knowledge which we might gain
from the appointment and despatch of a suitable dele-
gadon whom we can trust. If we have a delegadon,
may I emphasize the absolute need that it be accompa-
nied by officials of the highest calibre so that we can
trust them as well.

Our present evidence on Turkey is conflicting and
tendentious and uninformed. The figures presented by
the motions which are not concerned with the delega-
tion are at their best speculative gossip, and rhat
includes the figures given by Mr Pannella and his
friends - all the more reason why they, too, should
be put to the test by gewing as close to the truth as we
can. The Turkish authorities have invircd us [o come,
and if there should be any unreasonable limitarions on
the delegation's investigations, of course we should
take those into account.

Meanwhile, let us wait for all the facts and the know-
ledge we can get and then have the kind of debate
which the Community needs and which the Turkish
nadon demands. The kind of debate that the Turkish
nation does not need is by people who have refused to
gather all the evidence that they possibly can. !7e do
not want to debate the issue this morning, we are
interested only in determining that the delegation shall
go. Therefore, in due course we hope to be voting
against everything except the Bangemann motion,
which firmly says, let us send the delegation and find
out the facts !

Presidcnt. - I call the group of European Progres-
sive Democrats.

Mr Israel. - (FR) Mr President, where the Turkish
question is concerned, we have rwo dudes. Firstly, we
have, of course, a dury to inform ourselves and to be
up to date on the details of what is happening in rhat
country, which is why I welcome the fact that Mr
Bangemann, unlike Mr Fanti, recommends that a dele-
gadon be sent to Turkey.

But this first duuy musr nor make us forget the second,
which is absolutely essendal: as represenadves of the
European peoples, we musr make it clear that the pre-
sent situation cannot continue, that it is completely
unacceptable for public freedoms to be suspended for
six months in a country which maintains normal rela-
tions with the Communiry. \7e must therefore make
this absolurcly clear. This Parliament would be failing
in its dury, I feel, if it simply adopted Mr Bangemann's
motion and said: '!7'e are going to send an investigat-
ing mission,' as if we were completely blind and deaf
to whar is happening in the world today. \7e must
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therefore adopt the Bangemann morion, the Pannella
motion and the Glinne morion. If all three are
adopted, there can be no contradiction.

Presidcnt. - I call the Group for the Technical
Coordination and Defence of Independenr Groups
and Members.

Mr Vendcmeulebroucke. 
- (NL) Mr President, I

hear the conservative forces repeatedly defending the
Bangemann resolution. But I would poinr out that the
next item on the agenda is an appeal by the same forces
for Iran to be condemned for its trearment of the
Baha'i communiry. The same kind of oppression is
going on in Turkey, and a delegation is ro be sent
there. Seldom has the hypocrisy of those concerned
been so evident, because there is oppression in Iran.

I wish to refer to a people which is consrantly over-
looked, the Kurdish people. There are six million
Kurds in Turkey. Two-thirds of the Turkish army is
stationed in their area. Their living conditions are
alarming: 200/o infant monaliry, not a single village
with water and electriciry, incomes below $ 100. In
response to Mr Fergusson and Mr Habsburg, I can say
that according to recenr reports 2 331 mcmbcrs of the
Kurdish Vorkers' Parry have been deained and that
the death penalry has been requested for 97 of them. A
peaceful solution will not be possible and there is no
chance of genuine democratization in Turkey unless
account is nken of the realiry of the situation facing
these six million people, who are persecuted in a
disgraceful manner. That is why I have tabled amend-
ments, -and I shall be calling for a vote by roll-call on
one of the amendmenr ao the Glinne resolution,
Amendment No 4. After all, there is no point in talk-
ing about democracy here if we go on refusing to
recognize and pushing into the background a group of
six million people. Parliament is then doing no more
than making political noises for its own rank and file.

Prcsidcnt. - This debate is now suspended.

We begin with the Gouthier reporr on loans for pro-
moting investment within the Community (Doc. l-28l
El).'

(...)

I call Mr Israel for an explanation of vote.

Mr Isrecl. - (FR) Madam President, Mr Gouthie/s
report proposes rhat we modifiy the title of the
proposed decision by replacing rhe words 'Council
decision' by'decision of rhe budgeary authoriq/. It
seems to us thar this modificadon would contravene
the Treaties, since it confuses the legislative powers
referred to in Article 235 and budgetary powers as
such. Despite the urgency and the imponance of these
proposals, I regret to have to tell you that the Group
of European Progressive Democrats finds itself
compelled to vote against rhe whole of this repon.

(Parliament adopted the resolution)

,oo

President. - Ve proceed to the Ippoliro reporr on
the exploration and extraction of uranium (Doc.
r-94e/80).

(Parliament adopted the resolution)

,oo

INTHE CHAIR: MRSVEIL

President

7. Votes

Presidcnt. - The next ircm comprises the votes on
motions for resolutions on which the debate is closed.t

I Only those sections of the votc that gavc rise to speeches
from thc floof are given here. For all other information
regarding thc voting, the readcr is refcrrcd to the
minutcs of this sining.

Presidcnt. - Ve proceed rc the Lega report on rhe
recruitment of officials (Doc. 1-87181).

(...)

Pqragraph 2: Amendments Nos 1I and t2

k L.gq rdpporteur.- (17) MadamPresident, I am in
favour of these amendments, because they improve the
wording of the motion.

(...)

Paragraph 3: Amendment No 13

ffi L"SC rapporteur. - (m Madam President, I am
not in a position to express a favourable opinion on

2 The rapporteur spoke in favour of Amcndmcnt No 2 and
against Amendments Nos I and 3.
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rhis amendment on the committee's behalf, since the
committee has taken no decision in the matter.l

(...)

Prcsident. - I call Mr Kappos for an explanation of
vote.

Mr Kappos. - (GR)Madam President, Icannotagree
wrth rhc motion for two reasons. In the firsr place

there is no guarantee of equal treatment for Greek
officials with regard to sraff quoras and grades-rn
other words, the number of Greek offrcials who are to
be appointed and the grades at which they are to be

appointed do not guarantee equal access to all posts

for Greek officials. Secondly, I cannot agree because

there has been no definite reply on the problem of
discriminatron regarding the employment of Gieek
officials. This is a problem which, as we all know,
involves not only the Greek Government, in view of
the ex-foreign minister's famous statement on the

exclusion of officials of certain political and ideologi-
cal persuasions, but also the EEC because of the well-
known document from the EEC's security service to
the Greek security authorities concerning information
on EEC officials.

(Parlia.ment adopted the resolution)

*"*-

President. - Ve proceed to the Adonnino et a/.

report on the inter-institutional dialogue on certain
budgetary questions (Doc. l-77 /81).

( Parliament adopted the resolution)

8. Sit*ation in Tarhey (condt)

President. - 
Ve now resume the debate on the situ-

ation in Turkey.

The non-attached Members have the floor.

Mr Zighdis. - 
(GR) Madam President, would you

please allow me to take up Parliament's time for ten
minutes at the most, as I should like to put before it
certain facts about the dictatorship in Greece which
you will find useful?

(Murmurs)

'!7hat 
is your decision, Madam President?

President. - You have the floor, Mr Zighdis. I
would simply ask you not to take up too much time,
since we still have a heavily loaded agenda.

Mr Zighdis. 
- 

(GR) I respect the Parliament and my
speech is a mark of respect for the contribution it
made in 1967 towards the restoration of democracy in
Greece. Likewise, Parliament should not neglect this
opponunity to speak out against the situation in
Turkey. Madam President, today's discussion brings
vividly ro my mind the experiences of the period 1967

- 1974, when the parliamentary system in Greece was

ovenhrown and a dictatorship was imposed by the

Colonels.

The reappearance of fascism after the Second !/orld
Var in a European country which had fought with
conviction to preserve and secure the democratic
system aroused public opinion all over the world and

especially in Europe. The reaction of the governments
of the \Testern \7orld was, however, rather different:
some of them helped the dictatorship to become esta-
bilished; others made effons to support it; the major-
ity maintained a cautious attitude, satisfied ro use

nothing more than harsh words to condemn the dicta-
torship, while some even tried ro profit financially by
exploiting the dictatorship's weakness.

The reasons for this were 
- 

l.r', no, beat about the
bush 

- 
'strategic'. Greece was, and is, needed for the

defence of Europe and of the 'Vestern !7orld in
general. Therefore nothing could be done that might
upset the Colonels.

Fonunately, there was an antidote to the surprise and
exasperation which gripped the Greek people during
the firsr weeks after the coup as a result of the attitude
taken by their allies and the governments of the Vest-
ern Vorld in general. It was an encouraging ges[ure
which reinforced the hope that in the'!7est the idea of
freedom and democracy is more than idle talk. I am,
of course, referring to the European Parliament's deci-
sion of l1 May 1957 which condemned the dictator-
ship in no uncenain terms and froze Greece's Associa-
tion Agreement. A year later, there was a second
gesture of this kind 

- 
the Council of Europe's deci-

sion to expel the Colonels' r6gime on account of its
provcative and brazen violation of the Treaty of Rome
in the matter of human rights. Naturally, these were
followed by similar gestures from the national parlia-
ments of '!fl'estern Europe and the United States

Congress.

However, in spite of all this the dictatorship did not
fall. It survived, to a large degree because of the
support of Vestern governments, for seven years

continuing with its ugly business of tyranny and
corruption, and weakening Greece's armed forces toI The rapponeur was in favour of Amendment No 14.
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such a point rhar rhe tragedy of Cyprus finally
occurred. This needs ro be repeatedl Despite the atti-
tude adopted by rhe responsible governments of rhe
'Western \florld, which dishearreneC and wounded the
Greek people, the fact that rhe European Parliament,
the Council of Europe, the national parliamenrs,
professional and intellectual organizations in the free
world and the press expressed rheir disapproval of rhe
r6gime meant that the Greek people did no[ lose hearr
nor feel alone in their struggle for freedom and
democracy.

And so, one day, the dictatorship crumbled! Not,
however, before it had left irreparable damage such as

the ragedy of Cyprus, to which I referred earlier.

Indeed, in recent years public order in Turkey has
been badly shaken and terrorism has grown at an
alarming ra[e. However, this did nor come abour by
accidenr. It was the consequence of a deteriorating
situation that could be neither disguised nor mastered
by a pseudo-parliamentary system, itself subjecr ro the
control of a totalitarian military 169ime which, hand in
glove with the survivors of the aristocracy of the Otto-
man Empire and the small upper-middle class creared
by Kemal AratUrk's revolurion, tyrannizes and explorts
the overwhelming majority of the Turkish people.

This ruling class, which is politically repressive,
socially reactionary, nationally chauvinistic and econ-
omically corrupt., keeps 90 0/o of the Turkish people in
a state of social inenia with an unacceptable standard
of living and restricts freedom, especially that of the
racial and religious minorities, to a frightening degree
without offering any hope of peaceful development
towards a situation according in some measure with
the modern conception of life.

These are the conditions which the ruling tripanite
class, composed of the military and its two panners,
has imposed on the Turkish people, leaving the
pseudo-parliamentary system to function as best it can
in subservience to the dictates of that class.

In circumstances such as rhese, rhe Turkish people lost
all hope of gaining their freedom from ryranny and
political and social inenia by peaceful measures. It was
for this reason rhat the manifestos by the far Right and
the far Left met with the response which they have had
over recent years. This is also the reason why many
people have turned towards terrorism.

Nevertheless, this corrupt ruling class, by exhibiting a

superficial adherence to democratic institutions and
ideals, managed to persuade the governmenrc of the
'West that it provided the only bastion for the defence
of the Vest in the strategically imponant territory of
Turkey.

In this way i! won over the military leaders of the'West
and managed to exploit withour any resrrainrs what-

soever the substantial sums of economic aid which it
received from the USA and its allies.

Indeed, according to official announcements, rhe
purpose of the coup of 12 September was ro resrore
public order and, so it was said, to clean up rhe
corrupt. parliamentary system. Howeyer, rhe justifica-
rion for rhe coup which rhe Vest took more serioush'
was that it was intended to protect Turkey's posirion
as a bastion of the 'l7estern world. This is how the
dictatorship won over the '!fest. This is why 'men of
reason' have tried to make sure that the regime is nor
censured in any way. This is whv there have been pleas

for understanding, assurances as to the good inten-
tions of the r6gime's leaders, and why everyone has

been waiting for the timetable for a rerurn to democ-
racy, etc. The formula which worked so well for Papa-
dopoulos is today being used by Evren.

However, seven months have already passed and
nothing has happened to jusrify rhese hopes. On rhe
contrary, the siruation has become unbelievably worse,
with countless executions, [ens of thousands of prison-
ers, and [orture a regular occurrence. The violadon of
human righm is continuing and constantly increasing.
No measures have been taken to bring corruption
under control. Huge amounls of economic and mili-
tary aid are being squandered without any visible
benefits for the Turkish people. Far from limiting its
expenditure, Turkey's opponunistic chauvinism,
including the mainrenance of an occupation force in
Cyprus and iu well-known expansionist claims in the
Greek Aegean, is eating inro and consuming a large
part of the economic aid which it receives.

To be sure, the military heads of the '!7esr are satis-
fied. Clearly they are forgerting rhat rhe securiry
offered by corrupt and dicratorial r6gimes to rheir
allies is shonlived and of little worth. It would appear
that the Vest has learnt nothing from its previous
experiences with the r6gimes of Haile Selassie and rhe
Shah, which it considered as mainstays of im defence
and which it persistently and confidently supponed for
so many years, ignoring the feelings of the people
which rhese r6gimes oppressed.

I am afraid thar, if the '!7esr conrinues ro act so irra-
tronally as to supporr. rhe Turkish ruling class regard-
less of whether it presents itself in a pseudo-parliamen-
tary disguise or uses brure force, rhen the Turkish
people will lose patience and Evren's successor will be
a new Mengistu or another Khomeini. If rhe Vest
continues to .be so short-sighred and egoistic this will
be the inevitable consequence.

Madam President, I should like, if Mr Bangemann will
allow me, to ask him ro wirhdraw his motion for rhe
good of'!flesrern Europe and for the sake of freedom
and democracy. This motion will have the effect of
delaying any measures against rhe dictatorial r6gime,
which will, as a resulr, be able ro conrinue undisturbed
in power without worrying abour Europe, while for
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the Turkish people it will serve as proof that rhe
elected representatives of the peoples of the EEC are
nothing more than, if I may be allowed to use this
word, hypocrites.

I endorse rhe motion rabled bf Mr Pannella and
others, because the text is the same as the one which
was used co condemn the Greek dictatorship; but my
preference clearly lies with the motion tabled by Mr
Glinne and his colleagues in the Socialist Group, since
it makes a much more explicit and complete statement.
However, even this has one serious weakness. It
accepts that a period of two months should be allowed
to elapse before. Parliament takes a decision on
suspending the fusociation Agreement. I am sorry to
have to say so, but it is totally unrealistic for anyone ro
expect a re[urn [o democracy within a period of two
months. General Evren and his allies, both within and
outside Turkey, will use rhis rime ro rrick rhe Turkish
people and ourselves into believing their so-called
good intentions.

Ar this critical point in time, ladies and genrlemen,
representatives of the free peoples of Europe, I am
addressing you, as a Greek observer who has suffered
the consequences of dictatorship and who knows the
plighr of the Turkish people, to tell you thar the Turk-
ish people are waiting for the democratic peoples of
Europe to give them their positive support. to help
them overcome their hardship. Otherwise, and I stress
this point to you, rhe Turkish people will reach the
conclusion that Evren's successor will have to be, as I
said earlier, another Mengistu or another Khomeini.

In view of what I have said and the lack of anything
better, I shall vote for the morion tabled by Mr Glinni
and his group.

I thank you for the time which you have allowed me.
It is my opinion that this concession has been made in
the interests of liberating our friend and neighbour,
the people of Turkey, who are being subjecred to great
misfonunes at rhis present momenr in rime.

President. - One more I ask all speakers ro be brief,
since otherwise we shall not reach rhe end of rhe
agenda.

The Socialist Group has the floor.

Mr Rogers. - Madam President, I speak in this
debate on behalf on the Socialist Group and as a

member of the delegation to the Joint Parliamentary
Committee of the EEC-Turkey Association. Not only
ar the meetings of that delegation but also, as you well
know, in the Bureau of the Parliament and also in my
own group, I have been against the continuation of a

delegation from this Parliament rc this Joint Parlia-
mentary Committee for the very obvious reascin that a

parliament does not exist in Turkey and it is not possi-

ble to have an interparliamentary committee, and I
really am completely at a loss to understand Mr
Bangemann's resolution, which says that this Parlia-
ment should send a delegation. '!fl'e cannot send a

parliamentary delegation to deal with a military dicm-
torship. If it is a question of investigating the situation
rn Turkey, of supervising the investments of the Vest-
ern world in Turkey or supervising the investments of
rhe European Community in Turkey, well, let us

render into Caesar what is Caesar's: let the Member
Srates send along their delegations, let the Commis-
sion send along their officials to monitor what is going
on there; but there chn be no question of a parliamen-
tary dialogue with people who are military dictators,
and hence of sending a delegation from Parliament to
Turkey and lending credence to the vicious r6gime
which is in existence there. I am therefore against [he
Bangemann molion, as will be my group. I hope, in
fact, that Members will suppon the motion abled by
Mr Glinne, which I have signed along with others in
rhe group and which Mr Zighdis has asked us to
suPPon.

I am quite sure rhat Mr Fonh will not do this. Ve
heard his attitude yesterday when we ulked about
grain for starving people in Russia. He might well
wan[ to support the murderers and the repressors in
Turkey. I do not know. Maybe it is a reciprocal to his
views on giving food aid to starving people rhat he
would want to maintain aid to murderers and repres-
sors. But I will ignore his views that he is shouting at
me and proceed with what I want to say. One rhing
that I do know is that this Parliament has never missed
an opponunity of speaking up with one voice against
repression, and this is what we have in Turkey rcday.

Ir is a complex problem. There is a lot of ideological
hypocrisy that will be thrown around in any debate or
argument, and this in some sense is reflected in the
resolutions. The difference in the numbers quoted in
the different resolutions is evidence of the confusion
that exists, and we in this Chamber can find ourselves
once more playing, as we very often do, the numbers
game and juggling with data on how many lives have
been lost, how many people are in prison. As far as I
am concerned, one life is imponanr. I do not think
rhat the enormity of statisrics makes a thing worse or
better. If one person is killed in the ostensible pursuit
of an ideoloSy, that is one death too much; and I
cenainly would not go along with the idea rhat so
many people seem to have on the other side of this
Chamber, ro judge by the grins on rheir faces, rhat we
can support. democracy and not give a damn how
many we have to kill in order to attain it. It is enough
for one person to be in jail. It is enough for one person
to be tonured. But we do know that in Turkey there
are very many people in jail, there are very" many
people who have been tonured and there are probably
a great number of people who have died as a result of
this repressive r6gime, and we have ro decide rcday
whether we will support this, whether we will give that
r€gime any credence for whatever ideological reason.
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And in this we have to search our own consciences,
our own political consciences. Those who belong ro
the right, those who believe in supponing milirary
dicutorships obviously will not vote wirh me. I accept
this. I could have all the powers of persuasion in rhe
world, but I cannot talk to closed minds. But rhose
with open minds, those who are prepared to judge
these resolutions on their merits, I ask to vote against
the resolution by Mr Bangemann and not to add any
credence to the present rdgime in Turkey. I ask them
to abstain, as I shall, on Mr Fanti's resolution, not
because I am against it in spirit, but because I do
believe that the facts-and-numbers game can be played
with it. The same ching may well apply to Mr
Pannella's resolution, although again I suppon ir in
spirit. Finally, I hope the House will suppon the reso-
lution mbled by Mr Glinne. I do not rhink it goes far
enough in condemning the r6gime. I do feel, Mr Zigh-
dis, that maybe the Suggestion of a two monrhs' delay
is at lcast an opponuniry for the r6gime to right the
iniquities that it is perpetraring.

Presidcnt. - I call Mr Nicolaou.

Mr Nicolaou. - (GR) Madam President, as Greeks
we are particularly sensitive when it comes to marters
involving the abolition of democraric instirurions,
because in the recent pasr we had ro live wirh rhe
arrogance, barbarity and brutaliry of a military dicta-
rorship. May I add, Madam Presidenr, that of rhe
seven Members of the European Parliament who
belong to Pasok, four were persecuted, exiled, impri-
soned and mercilessly ronured - I repear the phrase,
mercilessly tonured - by rhe Greek dictatorship. The
same holds true for other Members, such as Mr Zigh-
dis, Mr Pesmazoglou and Mr Kappos. I am nor saying
this, colleagues and Madam Presidenr, to move you,
but simply to let you see that we Greeks are in a posi-
tion to know better than many of our colleagues what
is happening today in Turkey. Ve are, above all, in a

position to know jusr how unreliable and false rhe
sratemenrs of the military r6gime in Ankara are as

regards the so-called restoration of democracy. Like-
wise, we all know from the evidence already available
that the military r6gime in Turkey is openly violating
human rights by imprisoning tens of rhousands of
people, by torturing people ro death - 

just rhink
about it, they torture you and you die - and by
recently condemning 125 people ro death. I don't
believe that anybody needs to go ro Turkey ro find out
what is happening there, as Mr Bangemann and Mr
Habsburg maintain. For rhe benefir of Mr Bangemann
and Mr Habsburg, I will stare ir in German:

(DE) In an age where we have mass media and world-
wide communicarions ir is hypocritical to prerend rhar
we do not know what is going on at rhe momenr in a

neighbouring country. Moreover, it would be naiVe to
think that as a member of a delegation from the Euro-
pean Parliament one could gain an objecrive view of

whar is really happening in Turkey at the moment by
going there, especially as the dictators would be

running the show.

(Applause)

(GR) Dear colleagues, the Socialisr Group's morion
tor a resolutron does not satisfy us. The condemna-
tion, in our opinion, should be total and explicit and
should not offer any hope whatsoever that we may

believe the assurances of rhose who have violated the
will of the Turkish people. The European Parliament
should condemn with total disgust the torture, execu-
tion and imprisonmenr of democratic Turks. It should
take a decision on suspending the Association Agree-
ment berween the EEC and Turkey and should call
upon rhe countries of Vestern Europe to cease send-
rng economic and military aid to the milirary r6gime in
Turkey. '$7'hat we are asking for is what Andreas
Papandreou requesrcd for Greece, and on this auth-
ority we are seekint the same for Turkey.

I would, however, like to finish by saying that, despite
the fact thar we are not in total agreement with the
Socialist Group's motion for a resolution, we shall
vore in favour of ir because we believe that if it is not
adopted Evren's milirary r6gime will have cause to
celebrate and will say that the European Parliament
endorses, indirectly at least, the dictatorial r6gime of
violence in Turkey.

Despite our reservarions, I repeat, we shall vote in
favour of rhe Socialisr Group's motion and, as a

Greek, I call upon my colleagues in other panies to
ensure that a consensus prevails so that we do not
leave here today before we have adopted this proposal,
thereby making it impossible for Evren to claim a

victory.

President. - I call Mr von Hassel.

Mrvon Hassel. - (DE) Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen, at this late hour of rhe morning I should
very briefly like ro make a few comments, beginning
by recalling that the Political Affairs Committee has
for some time been considering proposals referred ro it
by the European Parliamenr. It decided some [ime ago
and confirmed here that a delegation would be senr [o
Turkey and rhat I had been appointed this commitree's
rapporteur on Turkey. I have also been called upon ro
join the flelegadon. A mission of this kind is not
intended - as Mr Pannella has claimed - as a means
of defending the r6gime in that counrry. I musr also
emphatically concradicr Mr Rogers, who has unfor-
runately left the House now, according ro whom the
delegation will nor have the opponuniry of talking to a
parliament in Turkey. Thar may be rrue, but our task
consists not only in maintaining parliamentary
contacts but also in investigaring actual conditions on
the spot. All the objections, such as rhat just voiced by
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rhe represenrative of Pasok - that this could be done
from documents and other reports - ignore the fact
that the opponunity must be taken not only of learn-
ing on the spot but perhaps also of having a delegation
explain rhe views expressed by European parliamentar-
ians this morning. Mr Rogers's contention that we
should be supponing murderers or a repressive
government must be torally rejected. His remark that
we should be lending credence to a dictatorship in this
way is simply nor rue. No-one in rhis House, no-one
anywhere in this Chamber, has any panicular faith in
dictatorships. I protesc against the pretence that there
are people in the European Parliament who side with
the Turkish Government.

\7e have heard from the representative of the Greek
New Democracy that the Turkish people are waiting
for support from Europe in overcoming the desperate
situation they are in. I therefore feel we may be able to
make a better study of the situadon on the spot.

I should also like to remind Mr Rogers that, for exam-
ple, a delegation from the Council of Europe has
visited Turkey. The Council of Europe, like this
Parliament, then discussed the matter in depth. Even
the German Bundestag, which cenainly does not
number among those who support repressive govern-
ments or want to lend credence to dictatorships, has
sent a delegation to Turkey so [hat it might form its
own opinion in full knowledge of the facts.

There is no one in this House who would not do
anything to restore democratic righ* in Turkey and
promote redemocratization. No one here approves of
the use of tonure or the death penalry in Turkey. In
this respect, there are absolutely no differences of
opinion. The only quesdon is whether responsible
representatives of this House should study the situa-
tion on the spot and the Political Affairs Committee
draw up a report, which can then be fully discussed
here, as the Bangemann motion suggests.

My group approves Mr Bangemann's motion, which
means we reject the Fanti morion. My personal
opinion may differ from others ro the exrenr that I call
for the motions tabled by Mr Pannella and Mr Glinne,
which contain many argumenr on rhe subjecr, to be
referred to the Political Affairs Committee so that they
may be considered in the general repon on Turkey.

President. - I call Mrs Maij-\Teggen on a poinr of
order.

Mrs Maif-Veggen. - (NL) I wish ro poin, our,
Madam President, that Mr von Hassel was not speak-
ing on behalf of the entire Christian-Democratic
Group.

Presdent. - The Communist and Allies Group have
the floor.

MrChambeiron. - (FR) Madam President,thedicn-
torship has now been in power in Ankara for seven
months, during which we have witnessed in this
Assembly a series of manoeuvres designed, firstly, to
prevent the justified condemnation of a r6gime which
violates human rights in a country linked to rhe
Communiry by an association agreement and, now, to
have us believe that it is necessary to send a delegation
to find out what is happening in Turkey.

This morning there have been speeches - if I may be
permitted the expression - whose audaciry has verged
on indecenry. !7e have reached a peak never before
reached in this Assembly. Vhen I heard Mr Fergusson
and Mr von Habsburg telling us: 'But we do not have
any real information' and, the day before yesterday,
Mr Bangemann saying that what we know about
events in Turkey is simply based on inconsistent
rumours which should be checked, I began to wonder
if they had been struck blind or if they sometimes took
the rouble to read the newspapers. There is no need
ro go to Turkey to know what is happening there. It is
enough to consult the more serious press, whether it is
French, British or Germanl and if you are not
convinced by the press, there are official documents.

The previous speaker referred just now to the Council
of Europe. But what did the Parliamentary Assembly
of the Council of Europe say last January? It norcd
that the principles of democracy are not being
respected in Turkey. It confirmed that people were
still being arrested, imprisoned, tortured, that several
cases of torture had been found, that there is de facto
censorship of both the press and literature. So what
more do you want? You know perfectly well that what
the Turkish dictatorship expects of this Parliamenr is
not a commission investigating what is happening in
Turkey but a political decision it can use as an alibi.
That is precisely what the Turkish military wanr: they
are awaiting this delegadon from Parliament so that
they can justify themselves within their own counrry
and with international opinion. Thar is where the truth
lies.

And that is the course you wanr us to follow, because
that is the really logical conclusion to be drawn from
your remarks. In Bogot6, I heard Mr Klepsch and his
friends coming out in favour of the dictatorship in El
Salvador. Your remarks today amounr ro suppoft for
the dictatorship in Ankara. They are the same remarls.
As always, you are following the line adopted by the
American Secrenry of Stare, who has just made a
number of statements in the countries of the Middle
East and waved the flag of tension and the Cold Var,
which was reflected yesterday by the aggression of the
Israeli military against the Lebanese people. That is
where the truth lies: you are tagging along behind the
American Depanment of Sate. You have no righr to
speak. . .

(Cies of 'tilbat about Moscout and Kabal?')
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You have no right to call for human rights, because
you only ever call for human rights when it suits your
political ends. This morning we could have painted a

family ponrait, with Mr von Habsburg and Mr
Blumenfeld presenting themselves as defenders of
trade-union rights. Let them begin by defending the
workers in their own countries before teaching us

lessons in this Assembly!

Ve shall not, of course, be vodng in favour of Mr
Bangemann's resolution, nor can we associate
ourselves with the one that has been tabled. I know,
there are facts it is not nice to hear about, but you will
not prevent me from telling you about them, because I
personally was not elected to this place to make polite
conversation. I was elected to this place to defend the
righm of the people, to defend the libeny of men, and
I am not a hlpocrite. You can speak presently, Mr von
Hassel: we know you, we know what you are capable
of in politics, and it is not wonh your while trying to
justify yourself in my eyes. I will say it all the same.

There is something scandalous about what you are
doing and that is why we shall not be voting'for Mr
Bangemann's motion for a resolution. !7e shall not
vote for Mr Glinne's motion either, because this
debate has been postponed month after month for six
months. But the Turks have answered you. Although
the Turkish people cannot speak, the generals are free
to state their views. They have rcld you how they
envisage the new constituent assembly and how they
intend to remove the traditional political forces from
that constituent assembly. They have told you thar,
and they have answered you by stepping up the
arres6, stepping up the torture, stepping up the stifling
of the most democratic libenies. !7ell, we must tet to
the root of the matter. The public that sent us here
must be told today who are the defenders of democ-.
racy and who want to stifle democratic freedoms.

'I7e have abled a text which seems clear to us. It is

unequivocal, and you would do well to vote for it, for
what does the text we have mbled say? It says that we
condemn the Turkish dictatorship, that we do not
want rhis delegation to go to Ankara to give support,
in effect, to a milimry dictatorship. Ve want to break
with this country, we want to come rc the help of the
Turkish people, who are calling for the restoration of
democratic freedoms. Ve have made our choice
between those who are destroying libeny and those
who defend thb interests of the Turkish people : you
defend the desroyers, we defend the Turkish people.

(Mixed reactions)

President. - I call Mr Papaefsratiou.

Mr Papaefstratiou. - (GR) Madam President,
Greece is following the developments of the political
situation in the neighbouring country of Turkey with
particular interest and concern. The New Democracy

Parry, to which I have the honour of belonging, and
all the other political parties in Greece which recently
lived through the tragic experience of the seven years
of dictatorship, are extremely concerned for the Turk-
ish people and hope for a swift return of real parlia-
mentary democracy and peace and order for the sake

of the Turkish people. Of course, one cannot say that
in the recent past, prior rc the abolition of the parlia-
mentary sysrcm in Turkey, there was an ideal form of
democracy there. The European Parliament should
nor forget that under the so-called parliamentary
sysrcm Turkey attacked an independent and sovereign
state, Cyprus, where it still controls about half of the
territory, with the result that there are hundreds of
thousands of Cypriot refugees undergoing terrible
hardships. As regards the proposal to send a delega-
tion from the European Parliament to Turkey, if such
a decision is in fact aken, we feel it would be useful to
include in it represenatives who have had special
experience of defending human rights and individual
freedom. Also, before any delegation is sent, care
should be taken to ensure that it can complete its work
as quickly as possible and that its members can
communicate freely, not just with the leaders, but also
with the main pany-political figures and the represen-
tatives of the working class and of the workers'
unions. Therefore, I repeat, if Mr Bangemann's
proposal to send a delegation is adopted, Parliament
should have a complete and reliable repon as soon as

possible. Ve hope the European Parliament will
display its concern for the protection of the rights of
rhe Turkish people in a positive and effective manner,
as it did for the Greek people in the past. \7'e often
hear passionarc speeches in favour of democracy,
which is something that all of us believe in and some-
thing for which, I believe, all of us without exception
in this Chamber are fighting; buL if these speeches are
to have any real resul$, they must be accompanied by
positive measures.

(Applaase)

President. - I call Mr Kappos.

Mr Kappos. - (GR) Madam President, there is no
doubt that the American-backed military dictatorship
in Turkey has established a violent and repressive
r6gime rhere. It has g9t rid of the parliamentary
system, political and rade-union rights, and has wiped
out all signs of human rights. The number of ,arrests

amounts to thousands, the number of trials and
sentences, including death sentences, to many scores,
and tonure to the point of physical destruction is the
rule rather than the exception. The fact that a dictator-
ship came to power in the first place and is sdll there,
has, in my opinion, direct consequences for the rights
and freedoms of neighbouring peoples, and it is

directly related to the problems of Cyprus and the
Aegean. It was precisely for this reason that the Greek
people, who had their own bitter experience under the
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recent dictatorship, openly expressed its suppon for
the Turkish people with demonsrations in the streets
of Athens and with slogans like 'People, remember
your own junta!' The aftitude adopted by the
Common Market so far has been inconsistent: while it
presents itself as a defender of democracy and free-
dom, it tolerates the cruel repression of the basic rights
of the people of Turkey, a country which has strong
ties with the EEC. And so things are going ahead as

usual; there are plans to send a delegadon from the
Parliament to disguise the junta's intentions, and the
EEC is content tg sit back and take note of the false
assurances which the military junta gives about a

return to democrary. This, whether we like it or not,
exposes the true demogogic nature of the slogan
which has troubled the Greek people - shat the EEC
guarantees democracy and freedom.

Madam President, first of all we are asking that no
delegation should be sent to Turkey; secondly, we
want the fusociadon Agreement berween the EEC and
Turkey to be suspended and, lastly, we want Parlia-
ment to condemn the military dictatorship in Turkey.
Funhermore, ure support the Turkish people in their
struggle to overthroy/ the dictatorship and to regain
and secure their democratic rights and freedoms.

Presidcnt. - The joint debate is closed.

I can now give the floor for explanations ofvote.

I call Mr Pannella.

Mr Prnnella. - (FR)Madam President, Iwish to give
explanations of four votes. I shall be voting in favbur
of this resolution, Mr Glinne's and the one we have
tabled joindy with 25 other Members from all the
groups in our Assembly. I shall do so, Mr President,
because it seems to me everything must be done,
including the presenadon of counter-arBumenrs.
There are good counter-arguments and others thar are
poor. There are some rotten counter-arguments, and
there are some which may prompr us to make useful
correc[ions where they concern documents which -and I will choose my words carefully - are unwonhy
of the epithet 'Liberal' and which Mr Bangemann -who has the decenry to be absent - has tabled on
behalfofatroup...

Mr Cdvcz. - (FR) You sometimes leave rhe Cham-
ber too.

Mr Pan.elle. - (FR) . . .Yes, but Mr Bangemann
leaves at the very momenr he should be defending an
attitude which is fundameirtally unaccepable to all
those who, without necessarily being Giscardians or
something else, are Liberals, after the fashion of Mr
Donnez, Mr Caillavet, Mr Maurice Faure, Mr Gaston

Thorn, in the image of French Liberal raditions, as

you were in the past - moderate perhaps, but Liberal

- whereas now you are ready to do anything to back
those who are opposed ro freedom.'Ve know, Madam
President, the amitude of the Bangemanns of this
world, the hy;iocrisy, the Pontius Pilarc amitude we
find in cenain Christians -'lg1 u5 stop and think, we
do not know a great deal . . .' - is that not right, Mr
von Hassel? Meantime, the throat-cutting, the killing
goes on.

\7ell, Madam President, I shall also be voting for the
resolution which bears the name of Eduardo Manino,
although I would never have thought in the past that I
would one day be voting in favour of a document he
had produced. I shall do so because I cling to that
modicum of tradidon in this Parliament which consti-
tutes its modicum of honour. This is not, in facr, our
text: it is the one adopted by rhe European Parliament
sixry days after the Greek colonels insnlled the dicta-
rcrship.

All my votes will be directed against what you are
trying to get us to do: help the tonurers. \7hat is the
financial protocol if it is not designed to give money?
Vhat we are asking is that we should stop paying the
torturers, paying for the executions, paying for the
bullets used to kill, not a revolution, but European
democrary, the principle of democracy.

I feel, Madam President, and I hope that many of us

here will, despite our differences, abide by what we
believe in and honour the history of this Parliament,
which otherwise the Bangemanns, Klepsches and
others c/ill disgrace for ever.

President. - I call Mrs Hammerich.

ffi5 ffrmmslich. - (DA) Madam President, I am
not going to make a long political sraremenr, bur
simply wish to explain the reasons for the attitude
which we are taking towards rhe four resolutions thar
have been tabled.

'Sfe are generally very sceprical about visits by delega-
tions from the European Parliament, because in our
view they are often used to funher personal and politi-
cal aims which we, as a R'rovemenr, cannot accept. It is
even worse when a visir by a delegation such as this
has the effect of lending an air of legitimacy to a mili-
tary dictatorship like the one in Turkey. For these
reasons, we shall vorc as follows: we shall vorc against
the resolution tabled by Mr Bangemann, we shall
absnin from voting on rhose by Mr Glinne and Mr
Pannella, and we shall vote in favour of the resolution
abled by Mr Fanti, because it states clearly and
concisely that rhis disgraceful visit should be cancelled.

President. - I call Mrs Baduel Glorioso.
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Mrs Baducl Glorioso. - (FR) Madam Presidenr, we
too would like ro give an explanation of vote. Ve shall
obviously be voting for our own resolution. Unfonu-
nately, we cannor vote for the Glinne and Pannella
resolutions. Although rhe text is a good one, it makes
no mendon of an absolutely essential aspect referred
to in our resolution. It does nor say that this journey
must not, take place, that the European Parliament
must not adopt this position towards the Turkish
dictatorship.

Mr Glinne has made ir very clear to us rhar rhe Social-
ist Group will not be represented in this delegation
because of the condirions that have been imposed. He
has told us this. In the circumstances, we can bur
regret rhat that point is nor made in Mr Glinne's
motion, for if it had been, it would have been possible
to amalgamate our resolutions. Vhile the Turkish
dictatorship must be condemned and while this must
be done in very clear terms, along the lines of rhe
Glinne, Pannella and other resoludons, it is no less
essential for action to be taken. If, after condemning
the Turkish dictatorship - as our Greek friends on the
various benches of this Assembly have done - this
Parliament accepu rhe invitation issued by a dictarorial
military r6gime, which kills, rorrures and imprisons its
opponents, we shall be acdng in complete contradic-
tion with our beliefs.

I believe rhat, if we want to be consistent, there is only
one resolution which even rhe Socialists, even rhose
who have signed rhe Glirrne and Pannella resolutions,
will be compelled to accepr, a resolution which sates
that this journey will quite simply be cancelled. That is
a first practical issue on which the Turks, the Turkish
people will be judging us. And the milirary r6gime too.

But what we musr bear in mind, now rhat we have
democratic Greek parliamenrarians among us, is that
we shall soon be joined by democratic Turkish parlia-
mentarians. \7hy should rhar nor be possible? But our
commitment in this respecr musr be consistent.
Remember, ladies and genrlemen, rhat these same
debates were held at the dme of the Greek dictaror-
ship, in 1967 . At that rime, some people defended the
Greek colonels. They explained to us rhar it was
necessary if order was ro be restored in Greece. You
are all witnesses of what happened, of rhe ambiguous
position so often adopted by Europe. That did not

.prevent us - and by 'us' I mean cenain political,
trade-union and popular forces - from obtaining the
suspension of the agreement with Greece. \7e have
not. yet succeeded in having the agreement concluded
with Turkey suspended; but I feel that with the help of
the Greek Members we should be able to have this
done as soon as possible.

Prcsidcnt. - I call Mr Klepsch.

Mr Klcpsch. - (DE) Madam President, I should like
to give a brief explanation of vote on behalf of my
8rouP.

The rapponeur of the Political Affairs'Committee has
aheady explained our position. fu this House has
repeatedly decided in the past, we shall send a parlia-
mentary delegation ro Turkey, which will then repon
on its findings to rhe Political Affairs Committee and
to the Bureau of Parliament. The Political Affairs
Committee has meanwhile drawn up a reporr on
various texts on Turkey and appointed a rapponeur,
and we expecr ro have an opportuniry to disCuss this
repon during the next part-session. As is usual in this
House, we shall nor rherefore take a decision unril the
committee's reporr is available, the repon thar we -that is, the whole House - have called for.

I therefore wish to inform rhe House that we approve
motion No 89. \7e would have liked to see motions
Nos 87 and 88 referred to rhe Polidcal Affairs
Committee, as Mr Alber proposed on behalf of his
group. As this was unfonunately not possibld, we musr
vote against modons Nos 85 to 88.

President. - I call Mr Moller.

Mr Msllcr. - (DA) Madam President, I wish to
speak because I do nor entirely share rhe views
expressed by the group to which I belong. As I see it,
this House is the Parliament of rhe European Commu-
nities: since this is a parliament, we musr show respecr
for the rights which are associared with parliaments.
These include the right of parliamentarians not to be
arrested because of their views, opinions or beliefs.
The point at issue here is wherher we should send a
delegadon to a counry which has suspended parlia-
menary rights and imprisoned members of its parlia-
ment. I think it is essentially unworrhy of this Parlia-
ment for such a delegadon to be sent, especially when
it cannot have access to all the information concerning
the siruation of these parliamentarians.

(Appkuse)

On the other hand, however, I do not wish to be circd
in suppon of any left-wing views on rhis quesrion, and
I would point out that in many respects our ardrude
borders on the hypocritical, since we have cooperated
with semi-dictatorships or semi-democracies in so
m-any other places. They amount to the same thing,
after all, and rherefore I shall abstain in all the votes
on this quesrion, and can only hope that one day
Turkey, 

_ 
like Greece, will return rc democracy and

restore the rights associarcd with it, including those of
the parliamentarians who are now in prison.

Presidcnt. - I call Mr Rogers.

Mr Rogers. - Madam President, on behalf of the
Socialist Group I wish to say that I feel that such a
complex problem could well be dealt with funher in
committee; but.having tabled a resolution, and
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received the amendments, we feel that it ought to be

put to the vote, and we would ask {or a roll-call vote
on our resolution.

Our group will vote against the amendmenr that have

been put down, panicularly by Mr Vandemeule-

broucke, not because we are opposed rc supponing
the Kurdish people and some asPects of their struggle,
but because the amendments in themselves are not
substantive enough, panicularly Amendments Nos 1

and 2. They are exremely subjective and add nothing
to the resolution that we have tabled. So we cenainly
won't suppon them.

One of the problems with supponing and putting
down amendments or resolutions like this is that they
might well funher destabilize a situadon that is

alriady extremely sensitive politically. !7e would not
like rc add this rc what we think is a good resolution.

'!fle are against its going back to committee because of
rhe possibiliry of someone who has spoken a little over

to my left when I had to leave the room very briefly,
being appoinrcd rapponeur and we cenainly know the

son 
-ol 

report that might well result' Therefore, I
regret to siy that we will press for a vote; we shall be

asking for a roll-call vote and we shall oppose the

amendmenr because of their generaliry and subjec-

tiveness.

(Parliament rejected tbe Fanti et al. motion)

President. - \7e proceed to the Pannella et al.

motion for a resolution on the situation in Turkey
(Doc. 1-90l81).

Ir has been requested that this motion be put to the
vote paragraph by paragraph.

I call Mr Israel.

Mr Israel. - (FR) In order to gain time, Madam Presi-

dent, perhaps you could put to the vore, first the
preamble and paragraphs 1 and 2 together, then para-
graph 3, and then the rest of the motion.

(. .)

(Parliament rejected tbe motion)

President. - Ve proceed rc the Glinne et al. motion
for a resolution on the military junta in Turkey
(Doc. 1-104/81).

I call Mr Chambeiron.

MrChambeiron. - (FR)Madam President, Irequesta
vorc paratraph by paragraph, but rc simplify your task

I would suggest that we take the entire preamble at
once and then vote on the subsequent paragraphs
separately.

Presidcnt. - Mr Chambeiron, we have first to deal
with a number of amendments, but then we shall vote
on the motion paragraph by paragraph.

(...)

(Parliament adopted the resolution)

Presidcnt. - \7e proceed to the Bantemann et al.

motion for a resolution on relations berween the Euro-
pean Community and Turkey (Doc. 1-113/81).

I call Mr Brok for an explanation of vote .

Mr Brok. - (DE) Madam President, ladies and
gendemen, I wish to say that I shall be voting for the
Bangemann motion, one reason being that I am a
member of the COMECON delegation from this
House, vhich is at present preparing for visits to East-
ern Bloc countries. If we set up a committee to look
into violations of human rights, we shall have done
something positive.

I find it impossible to understand that there should be
people opposed to this delegadon, but nevenheless in
favour of our going to Eastern Bloc counries and
above all the Soviet Union, which at present can be
regarded as the worst violator of human rights.

Human rights - and I should like to say this to Mr
Chambeiron and others who mainain close parry rela-
dons with Moscow - must exist everywhere. Ve
must not therefore use them as a big stick rc gain
accepance for certain one-sided political views along
the lines of prychological warfare. Vhat we should be
doing is fighting for human rights everywhere in the
world. For ihese reasons I shall be voting for Mr
Bangemann's resolution.

(Applause)

Prcsidcnt. - The Socialist Group has the floor.

Mr Arndt. - (DE) Madam President, Parliament
should reflect for a moment on the present situation.
All parliamentarians who ake things seriously must
accept the decision that has just been taken, even if it
does not reflect their views. It should really persuade

the authors to refer the motion for a resolution m the
Political Affairs Committee so that it may become
clear what decision, in this new situation, Parliament
should now take, for it must be realized that there
would be an obvious contradiction if the resolution
thas has just been adopted - albeit by a narrow
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majority - were to be followed by the adoption of
this motion. Such a conflicting position in Parliament
might prevent the authors from discussing the general
situation once again in the Politicial Affairs
Committee, if they are prepared ro do so, and estab-
lishing what condidons musr be sadsfied before there
can be any further action in this matter.

I am sorry that the Member whose name appears first
on this urtent motion does not, after all, consider it so
urgent that he needs to be present. I am referring to
Mr Bangemann, of course.

(Appkase)

There are certainly plenry of reasons for leaving the
Chamber from time [o time, but as Mr Bangemann is

always very caustic when others do so, he will have rc
put up with this criticism.

(Protest)

. ..I am sorry, but I would point out that Mr Bange-
mann has commented on such situations on several
occasions, hence this criticism. Mr Glinne has never
criticized anyone for being absent on a Friday. But I
wanted to say something about the resolution . . .

(Mixed reactions. Protestfrom Mr Klepsch)

. . . I am speaking for the Socialist Group, Mr Klepsch.
Please, do not make me waste any of my three
minutes. I am simply trying to prevenr Parliament
from rushing headlong into an impossible situadon
agaln.

If we vote on this motion now, some people, whatever
the outcome, are likely to find themselves in such a

situation. In the circumsrances, and after the decision
that has just been taken, it would be sensible if the
authors referred the matter to the Political Affairs
Committee, so that we can examine the new situation
in committee and avoid a clash here.

I would therefore appreciate it if you referred the
motion to the Political Affairs Committee. Otherwise,
in view of the vote that has just been taken, the Social-
ist Group will, of course, be compelled to vote against
this motion.

(Applause from the Socialist Group)

President. - I call Mrs Scrivener.

Mrs Scrivener. - (FR) Madam President, in the
circumstances and even though it is rather complicated
for my group, seeing that Mr Bangemann is prevented
from being here by a very imponant marter, I think it
would be reasonable to request that this motion be
referred to committee.

On behalf of my Group, I therefore withdraw the
request for an urgent debate.

(Applause)

President. - The request for urgent debate is

accordingly withdrawn. The motion for a resolution is
referred to the appropriate committee.

The Commission has the floor.

Mr Giolitti, Member of the Commission. - (IT)
Madam President, I would like to present the view-
point of the Commission on this imponanr question.
Above all, I wish to oxpress the Commission' great
concern about the situation presently existing in
Turkey. Relations with Turkey are panicularly impor-
tant in the context of Community reladons as a whole,
for Turkey is the only European country to which the
Community is bound by an association agreement
whose final objective is Turkish accession to rhe
Communiry.

Such concern was at the root of the declarations issued
by the Commission and the Council of Foreign Minis-
ters immediately after the coup. These declarations
were received by Turkey, which understands that the
Communiry cannot compromise on two fundamental
points: respect for human rights and a speedy return
to democratic institutions.

The Communiry has nevenheless decided to condnue
cooperation with Turkey and to cerry on with the
administration of the associarion. For that matter, even
before 12 September, when the application of the asso-
ciation agreement was projected in more or less

normal conditions, the situation in Turkey could
cenainly not be considered one of normal democracy.
A sudden break in the relations between Turkey and
the Community could, in the opinion of the Commis-
sion, have counter-producdve resul6.

This is why the Commission believes that the mainte-
nance of relations along the lines indicated in the
declarations by the Foreign Ministers and by the
Commission consti[utes the most significant contribu-
don which the Community can make towards the
rapid return of democrary. This implies, however, that
the Community must be panicularly vigilant and
extremely firm in its condemnation of violadons of
human rights; it must continue to demand the respect
of these rights and call for a commitment to determine
a procedure and a timetable for the restoration of
democrary.

\7ith this in mind, the Commission feels that any
dialogue, even with the Turkish authorities nou, in
power, will be useful in gathering as much informadon
as possible.
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The Commission is therefore in favour of a visit to
Turkey by a delegation from the European Parlia-
ment.

9. Persecution of the Baba'i community in lran

President. - The next item is the motion for a reso-
lution tabled by Mr Klepsch and others on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Parry, Mr Glinne
and others on behalf of the Socialist Group, Sir James
Scott-Hopkins and others on behalf of the European
Democradc Group, Mr Nord and others on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group, Mr de la Maldne
and others on behalf of the Group of European
Progressive Democrats and by Mrs Squarcialupi and
others, on the persecution of the Baha'i communiry in
Iran (Doc. I -109 / 8l / rev.ll).

I call Mrs Van den Heuvel.

Mrs Van den Heuvcl. - (NL) Mr President, as is
apparent from the signatures under this resolution, a

large majority of this Parliament considers it necess-

ary, so soon after the resolution of 19 September
1980, to voice its prorcst again against the violent
aoion taken by the Iranian authorities against
members of the Baha'i community. The distressing
reports that have reached us provide ample grounds
for a protest. The destruction of 'property, including
holy places, cemeteries and also offices, schools and
hospitals, religious compulsion, with the Baha'is'
mosques desecrated to force them to renounce their
faith, arrests, executions and the wholesale uprooting
of Baha'i village communities are just a few examples
of the atrocious way in which people are persecurcd in
Iran purely and simply because of their faith. There is
an urgent need for the Foreign Ministers of our
Member Stares to use their influence to put an end to
this discrimination against a religious minoriry, and
my Group therefore fully endorses this resolution.

INTHE CHAIR: MR DE FERRANTI

Vce-President

President. - I call the Group of the European
People's Pany (Christian-Democratic Group).

Mr Penders. - (NL)Mr President, I must admit that
initially we were somewhat reluctant to suppon this
resolution, not because of the content, but because we
must gradually get, round to asking ourselves the
serious question whether there is any point in our
dealing with a veritable flood of resolutions on human
rights every Friday morning. In the first place, what
purpose do these resolutions serve? And [hen we must
ensure that our Parliament works efficiently.

Although we only adopted a resoludon on the Baha'is
last September, we felt another one was necessary.
The main reason is really that the Baha'i communiry is
one of the most appealing and peaceable groups of
people you can find in this world and that this appeal-
ing and peaceable communiry now has the grave
misfortune of coming under the heel of just about the
most violent and aggressive r6gime you can find in this
world, the Iranian r6gime. This dreadful paradox of a
likable and peaceable communiry on the one hand and
the brutal and aggressive acdons of the Iranian auth-
orities on the other, which have also had the audaciry
to persecute the Baha'i community under the cloak of
a revolution, is the reason why we are willing to lend
our sincere support to this resolution. \7e must seize
every opportunity we have.

I was pleased to note that various countries spoke out
in favour of the Baha'i communiry at the conference
of the United Nations Human Rights Commission in
Geneva from 22 February to 13 March of this year.
My Group is therefore very happy to suppon rhis
resolution.

President. - I call the European Democratic Group.

Mr Moreland. - Mr President, the Baha'i com-
muniry in Iran - the largest minoriry group in Iran -has been subjected to continual persecution. Such
persecutions include desecration of their shrines,
arresm without proper rial, beating and looting.
Above all, a number of Baha'is are now being
murdered.

\7hat is crucial rc this debate today is that in addition
[o the customary end false accusations of Zionism,
espionage and being'$7'estern spies, the fact of being a

Baha'i in itself is now a crime in Iran, and the crime of
being a Baha'i has been the official reason for execu-
tions of Baha'is in the last few weeks. The Baha'i
communiry has asked for this Parliament's support in
bringing.pressure to.bear on the Iranian Governmen[
to stop its persecutions. The European Democratic
Group believes that we should respond to this, and in
that spirit I endorse all that has been said by the
previous two speakers. Ve ask that this Parliament
give the Baha'is our full support and ask the Member
States through the Foreign Ministers to make repre-
sentations to Iran and exen appropriate pressure.

(Apphase)

President. - I call the Communist and Allies Group.

Mr Papapietro. - (17)Mr President, in Septemberwe
issued a declaration condemning the persecution of
the Baha'i community; seven months have elapsed,
and we are once again debating this problem. Vhat has
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happened during these seven months? Two members
of this religious group were condemned to death;
seventy others are in prison. If, therefore, we return to
this question, it is because we fear that mass persecu-
tion of the Baha'i community may begin again. Yeiter-
day someone denied the urgency of this issue and said
that it would perhaps be better not to make another
declaration, seeing rhat Parliament's earlier one had
had no effect.

I don't think this is an acceptable argument, for in thl
face of violations of human rights such as those y/e are
dealing with, what counts is not the immediate result.
This is apan from the fact that we should perhaps
investigate more closely rc see if Parliament's interven-
tion did in reality have any effect. If it did have an
effect, and then the persecutions were resumed, this
means that we cannot continue to struggle with the
dilemma of 'either we obtain a lasting result or it is of
no use to intervene', for a reircrated political and
moral condemnation always has an effect, if not an
immediate one; it has the scope and value of the great
principles of freedom and human rights and its results
are not always foreseeable.

This is why we have joined with the other groups in
presentint this resolution, and why we will vote in
favour of it.

President. - I call the Commission.

Mr Giolitti, Member of the Commission. - (17) Mr
President, I wish rc say tha[ the Commission fully
shares the opinions expressed in this motion for a

resolution and the concern about the persistence of
discrimination, arrests, and violence in regard to the
Baha'i minority. !7e hope that the vote Parliament is

about to,sake on this motion for a resolution will have
its desired effecr as soon as possible. Ve also hope that
the steps to be taken by the Foreign Ministers meeting
in political cooperation as a result of Parliament's
declaration will receive serious consideration from the
Iranian government, so that the way may be opened to
a resumption of the raditional good relations beccreen

that country and the Community.

President. - The debate is closed.

( Parliament adopted the resolution)

10. Cisis in the Lebanon

President. - The next item is the motion for a reso-
lution tabled by Mr Hansch on behalf of the Socialist
Group, Mr Blumenfeld on behalf of the Group of the
European People's Pany, Mr Fergusson on behalf of
the European Democratic Group, Mr Pintat on behalf

of the Liberal and Democraric Group, and Mr Israel
on behalf of the Group of European Progressive
Democrats, on the crisis in the Lebanon (Doc. l-ll2/
8 1).

I call Mr Hensch.

Mr Hinsch. - (DE) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, the people of the Lebanon are again experiencing
days and nights of rcrror and violence and are suffer-
ing under a war that repeatedly flares up. Ve know
that the situation there is extremely complicated and
confused, as a result of circumstances peculiar to
Lebanon, for which those who are now suffering most
are themselves to some exrcnt to blame. Action from
outside the country, due to l,ebanon's strarcgic posi-
tion in the Israeli-Arab conflict, has also played its
part. As Mr Israel has, I am glad to note, already
implied, we do not have any simple recipes for the
settlement of the crisis or for bringing an end to the
violence in Lebanon and throughout the area; but we
can and must make our voices heard, we must make it
clear what we want.

First of all, we must call for an immediate and perma-
nent cease-fire in Lebanon. Secondly, we musr call for
an increase in the UN contingent and for it rc be made
possible for it to do exactly what it is there for.
Thirdly, we must help to ensure the withdrawal of all
foreign troops from Lebanon apart from the UN
contingent. Only then can the UN contingent fulfil its
mandate. Only then can our founh demand be met,
that full sovereignty be restored to Lebanon, to a

Lebanese government throughout the rcrritory of
Lebanon, including, therefore, the south of the coun-
try, this being a very imponant point.

I therefore appeal to the Ten - and Parliament
should do the same - to give their support to these
demands and our joint motion on the Middle East.

(Apphase)

President. - I call the Group of the European
People's Parry (Christian-Democratic Group).

Mr d'Ormesson. - (FR) The European Community
has a particular duty to Lebanon, the meeting-
place of Christianity and Islam. It has a duty to act to
resrore peace and sovereignty to this country. !7ith
this aim in mind, the motion for a resolution before us,
in calling, first, for a ceasefire by vinue of Resolution
346 of 6 October 1978, f.or the application of which
rhe Assistant Secretary-General of the Unircd Nations
is responsible, and, second, for the withdrawal of
foreign armed forces occupying Lebanon and their
replacement with a larger UNIFIL continBent, reflects
this desire and what the Lebanese expect of us. Conse-
quently, the Group of the European People's Pany,
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which has also signed this motion for a resolution,
very much hopes that it will be adopred.

President. - I call rhe Liberal and Democraric
Group.

Mr Beyer de Ryke. - (FR) Mr President, I have been
asked at rather shon notice [o speak to this resolution.
Despite this, I have no difficulry [n expressing my
approval because, where Lebanon is concerned,
the language of the hean nllies with the language of
reason. My Group therefore fully approves of this
resolution, although ir does ask the House ro adopt an
amendment to paragraph 2, which seeks ro add the
word 'Syrian' before the word 'bombardment' at the
end of this paragraph. I feel we musr be specific about
the responsibilities of a country and of an intervening
force.

If I may, I should like m add a few thoughr on this
situation. I recall a phrase used by General de Gaulle:
'I am flying to the East with simple ideas.' He was
referring to Lebanon. I believe that today, in the
tragic cacophony, the bloody anarchy that reigns in
Lebanon, we can and must have a few simple ideas,
because we cannot accept, simply by standing by, the
desruction of a whole nation and of a whole civiliza-
tion.

Ve Europeans have a moral duty to Lebanon. And
I would like rc recall somerhing said a few hours ago
by someone I know and whom I used to see a lot of a
few years ago, Raymond Aigd6, when he called for
the intervention of an Arab-European force to remove
from the conflict any religious or racial element that
some people have a great interest in exacerbating. And
thinking of the European contintent, I would say rhar,
although I have no advice ro give, if there is one
nation and one country w'hich history suggesr can and
must stand by Lebanon today more than any other, it
is quite obviously France. Not being a Frenchman
myself, I have no advice to give to the French Govern-
ment, bul what I can say is that, if France intends to
become more involved on the side of a natural ally,
l-ebanon, I believe that we orher Europeans have a

duty to support the French Governmenr, because by
defending Lebanon and its civilization, we shall be
defending ourselves.

Presidcnt. - I call the European Democratic Group.

'Lord Duoro. - Mr President, on behalf of my
Group, I welcome this joint resolution signed by five
political groups. The Cooperation Agreemenr berween
the EEC and kbanon leads us rc be panicularly
concerned about what is happening at this moment in
that country. A cease-fire appears to be in operation at
the moment, and we, must all hope that it continues. It
also appears that the Red Cross were able yesrcrday m

go in and evacuate wounded people from Zahle.That
means that paragraphs I and 2 of the motion for a

resolution have been overtaken by events, at least for
the moment. It is paragraph 3 which is rherefore the
important clause and I very much hope that the United
Nations forces in Lebanon will now be strengrhened
and that all orher foreign troops in the country will be
withdrawn.

This, Mr President, is an impanial resolution. It
expresses the polidcal will in this Chamber to see an
end to the fighting in Lebanon and, a return rc normal-
iry in that counry, and I call upon the House to
suppoft this motion.

President. - I call the Group of European Progress-
ive Democrats.

Mr Israel. - (FR) Mr President, my Group, which
has also signed this resolution, will, of course, be
supponing it. Lebanon was long an example of the
coexistence of different communities and different
people. This has now changed. It has changed because,
first of all, Lebanon has become a victim of the Pales-
tinian drama and, above all, because lrbanon is now
occupied by Syria under the cloak of the Arab deterent
force, a so-called international force. But as Syria is
ircelf dominated by the USSR, it is easy to imagine
how confused the situation in l,ebanon is at present.

How are we going to overcome this? The first move
would obviously be to unmask the Syrian intervention
in Lebanon, because this intervention has taken place
under the cloak of an international force which does
not exist. I beg rc differ here with my friend Mr Beyer
de Ryke, who has taken up Mr Aigd6's proposal that
an Arab-European force should be set up ro prorccr
Lebanon. That is something of a dream.

The most imponant thing we should try to do is ro
have Syria discredited in rhe Lebanese affair. I am well
aware that Syria would have us believe rhat its depar-
ture would result in an indescribable confrontation
between tlrc progressive Palestinians and the allegedly
conservative Chrisdans. This argument is absolutely
false, and it must be denounced by rhe international
community. There is every likelihood rhar a Syrian
withdrawal would not cause Lebanon any serious
difficuldes. Consequently, this resolution seems very
timely ro me. It is moderate, and it is not as emphatic
as it should have been about Syrian's inrerference in
Lebanon's internal affairs. I would point out in this
connection that Syria has never given diplomatic
recognition to [he existence of Lebanon, that there has
never been a Syrian ambassador to Beirur since Leba-
non came into being. I would therefore say that if
there is one thing that constitutes a serious threat to
the existence of Lebanon, it is at present the Syrian
occupation. I denounce this occupation in my explana-
tion of vote, but I welcome the fact that the resolution
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is moderately worded, and I hope that, because of this,
it will achieve its object.

President. - I call the Commission.

Mr Giolitti, Member of the Commission. - (17) Mr
President, the Commission fully shares the views ser
down in the motion for a resolution. Lebanon
cenainly welcomes European peace efforts, and ir will
be grateful for Parliament's expressions of sympathy,
but it is counting much more on an energetic diplom-
atic initiative among the various conflicting parries on
the pan of the Ten. As always in such cases, rhe
Commission is ready to furnish emergency food aid as

soon as it receives an official requesr from rhe
Lebanese authorities or from a humanitarian organ-
izarion.

A delegate from the Commission is, moreover, already
on the spot, and this will facilirate the organization -in cooperation with Lebanese authorities and special-
ized international organizations - of such aid

Programmes.

President. - The debate is closed.

\7e shall now consider the motion for a resolution.

(...)

I can now give the floor for explanations of vote.

I call Mr Marshall.

Mr Marsf,dl. - Mr President, I shall vorc for rhis
resolution but regret that in the debate frequent
mention has been made of Syrian troops but none of
the PLO. One of the tragedies of Lebanon is that
the PLO terrorists who were expelled from Jordan by
King Hussein have used Lebanon as a haven so

that their hit-squads can attack Israel. Some weeks
ago, a number of Members of this Parliament were on
the good-fence border becween Israel and Lebanon. A
fortnight later, that was to be the object of a PLO
attack, and it brought it home very vividly to us when
those Israeli children and women we had seen were ro
be the object of attack and some them died.

One of the tragedies of Lebanon is that these
atacks on Israel are taking place with the connivance
of UNIFIL. It is meant to be a peace-keeping force,
but it has in fact encouraged violence and has done
nothing to remove the PLO bases from Lebanon.
In their public unerances, certain officers of UNIFIL
have been anything but unbiased. \7hen we were in
Israel, a Dutch officer claimed thar the Israelis had
burnt the bodies of cenain PLO guerillas. The Israelis
challenged him to come to a post mortem. He refused

on the trounds that to do so would be to take sides. I
have never heard anything so ridiculous.

Those who have been to the good fence realize that
the Israelis and the [ebanese have a great deal of
goodwill for each other. There has never been an
attack on Israel from Lebanon. AII we have seen is
guerilla warfare from the PLO, and the sooner the
Lebanese are able to expel the PLO in the same way as

King Hussein did, the sooner real peace will come to
that part of the Middle East.

Prcsident. - I call Mr Kappos.

Mr Kappos. - (GR) Mr President, I was surprised to
hear what has been said about the Palestinians. \7e
cannot close our eyes to the human righr issue, nor
can we refuse to recognize the Palestinians' basic
human right to have their own territory.

Mr President, we shall not vore in favour of this
proposal because, in the first place, we consider that it
does not fall within the sphere of Parliament's respon-
sibiliry, and, second, because it is clear that the aim of
the present plan is to partition Lebanon by merging
Haddad's small State with the territory which the
Falangists at present control. \7hat does the modon
say? The PLO's armed units and the Syrians should
withdraw. And who should remain? The Falangists
should remain with suppon from Israel to carry out
this plan.

Mr President, in addition to what I have just said the
motion makes no reference to Israel's role. On the
other hand, the Greek Government is being pressed by
the EEC to develop relations to support Israel in its
atrcmpts to disrupt the Middle East. It is precisely for
these reasons that we are opposed to the motion.

President. - I call Mr Hord.

Mr Hord. - Mr President, I shall be voting for this
resolution but in doing so I would like to point out
that the party responsible for the hostilides in l,ebanon
is the PLO backed by Syria. I think also it should be
remembered that it is the same organization - rhe
PLO - which the European Council in its Venice
Declaration was prepared to recognize. I believe that
note should be taken that the PLO are not only
responsible for the hostilities in kbanon but are also
pledged to destroy Israel.

( Parliament adopted tbe resolation)

ll. Franco-German loan

President. - The next item is a joint debate on rhe
motion for a resolution tabled by Mr Ippolito and
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others on the OPEC loan to France and the Federal
Republic of Germany (Doc. l-128/ 81) and the motion
for a resolution mbled by Mr Adonnino and orhers, on
behalf of the Group of the European People's Pany
(CD Group), on the Franco-German loan (Doc.
1-l3sl81).

I call Mr Ippolito.

Mr lppolito. - (17) Mr President, I willbe very brief,
for the resolution speaks for itself : it is in our opinion
necessary for a protest to be raised in this Parliament
when some Member Smtes undenake unilateral
actions which threaten the very existence of European
collaboration. For that matter, as far as I know no
mention was made of this loan by the representatives
of the contracting countries either at the Council of
Ministers at Maasrichr or at the Council of Energy
Ministers which rcok place lalt ryeek.

As this point, Mr President, Parliament must issue a
clear statement, not against such an operation a pioi,
for the operation itself can be considered as a positive
one, but rather against the way in which it was
conducted. It would have been greatly preferable to
netodate the loan within the framework of the EMS,
with the eventual panicipation of the EIB, in order to
favour the Community as a whole. In this way the
Communiry could have overcome the inenia which
has prevenrcd it from mking decisive action on energ'y
and responded to the repeated requests of Parliament's
Committee on Energy by initiating a common policy
in this field.

This is why we in our resolution express great anxiety
over this measure, a measure which should in any case
be the object of a thorough study by our Committee
on Economic and Monetaqy Affairs.

President. - I call Mr Adonnino.

Mr Adonnino. - (17) Mr President, as we all know,
this problem arose as the result of vague references
made on television and in the press in the last few
days, rumours which subsequently received official
confirmation. I understand that Mr Ippolirc strongly
opposes the method employed in rhe operation bur not
the operation itself, which in his view offers some
positive aspects. It is to this rhat we, wirh our resolu-
tion, wished to call arrention. These operations are
aimed at rerycling petrodollars, and they also have
internal objectives, which presuppose difficulties, and,
consequently, ar[empr ro resolve those difficulties in
regard, for example, to the racing of funds on the
money markets. Such operations, however, as soon as
they become known, call for a study on the part of this
Parliament ro derermine whether they are compatible
with Community principles.

In my opinion, such compatibility is possible, pro-
vided, however, that the situation itself continues to
develop. Vhy? Because measures are necessary [o
bring the problem into the Community framework. In
this context, ladies and gentlemen, cenain Community
failings become apparent: deficiencies in the area of
employment, of industrial policy, of energy policy -deficiencies which have often been pointed our - os
well as the responsibilities, rationalizations, and obsta-
cles which the Council has had to associate with
progress in these secrors. Other necessities arise as
well, although they are nor menrioned in the Ippolito
resolution, which only criticizes the aspects Mr Ippo-
lito has indicated. I, on the other hand, believe that we
as a Parliament should adopt a more positive
approach. As I have said, it is necessary m bring these
operations within the framework of the Communiry,
but not by means of merely narional measures: any
such action should constiture a definite step towards
the development of a broader Communiry programme.
The Community's primary objective should be rhe
balanced development of the economies of the
Member States. The Commission, as well as Parlia-
ment, has frequently assened rhat such development,
especially in the energy and industrial sectors and
from the sandpoint of employmenr policy, is of great
Community concern and therefore deserves
Community priority. It should be remembered that
unfortunately the Council has raised many obstacles to
the implementarion on a Community level of measures
involving these secrors.

Ve feel, therefore, that measures of this rype should
take the complementary conditions in the Member
States into accounr, but that they are fully effective
only within the Communiry framework. This is why.l
think we should sress [har Parliament considers this
problem to be of great imponance. This initiative is
undoubtedly sympromatic, and in some u/ays even
emblematic, but it must dispel any anxiery concerning
the Communiry failings menrioned in the resoludon. It
is therefore necessary that measures rc develop the
situation be taken both by the counrries involved and
by the Communiry as such.

As we say in our resolution, the European Parliament
will be attentive on this point; it will later examine and
evaluate the progress it now demands. Parliament also
demands - and expects - that the Commission and
the Council, each in its own area, make some funda-
mental, conclusive decisions in the immediate future
regarding this quesdon. If this is not accomplished,
Parliament will be able ro draw its own conclusions.

To conclude, ladies and gentlemen, I believe rhar the
Ippolito resolution, which criticizes rhe procedural
more that it does rhe substantive, and my own resolu-
tion, which proposes some positive sreps to be taken to
put the problem back into the Community framework,
are compatible from a cenain viewpoint and can thbre-
fore be voted upon rogerher. I hereby offer to the
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Assembly the resolution I had the honour to present,
both on my own and on my colleagues' behalf.

President. - I call Mr Diana on a point of order.

Mr Diana. - (17)Mr President, I only wish to ask for
a clarification. I have here two texts of Mr Adonnino's
proposal, one in French and one in Italian. The first
paragraph of rhe Italian text concludes with the
words: 'which encourages the creation of jobs', while
the corresponding paragraph of the French rcxt says

'which encourates the creation of jobs in the
Communiry'. It appears to me that it is very imponant
to know whether we hope that these jobs will be

created in the Community, or only in two of the
Member Stdtes of the Communiry. I ask, therefore, for
an explanation from Mr Adonnino.

President. - I call Mr Adonnino.

Mr Adonnino. - (17) There is an error in the Italian
rcxL The original is the French text, which includes
the words 'in the Communiry.' - This for the benefit
of Mr Diana and his colleagues.

President. - I call the Socialisr Group.

Mr Moreau. - (FR) Mr President, as I indicated this
morning during the vote on urgent procedure, we are
in favour of the ideas set out in the two resolutions,
except for one point made in Mr Ippolito's resolution,
that is paragraph 1(b), where he says he feels that bila-
teral measures taken by two countries are in conflict
with the spirit of the Treaty. \7e do nor think we can
agree with him on that. This being the case, we shall
abstain in the vote for the following reasons: although
we feel thar the decisions that have jusr been taken by
these two countries may well add to the presenl confu-
sion in the Communiry and to the difficulties we face
in trying to establish convergent policies in an effon to
solve the employment problem and the problems in
industry, we nevertheless consider it would be a good
thing if this Assembly could discuss this matter on the
basis of a report drawn up by the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs. That is why my
group will be abstaining.

President. - I call the Group of the European
People's Pany (Christian Democratic Group).

Mrs Gaiotti de Biase. - (IT) Mr President, the Euro-
pean Parliamen[ cannot but reacr wrth anxiety to the
tendencies observable in the present situation of
Community paralysis: the inabiliry to plan on the
European level, the propensity to respond with

national solucions destined to increase the disparities
berween rhe different economies. In the past, in the
course of scientific and political debates, possible solu-
tions for the monetary imbalances due to petrodollars
have frequently been examined: solutions proposing
suppon for research and for development in the fields
of energy and technology, and solutions calling for
investments in Third !7orld countries lacking in raw
materials. In nearly every case these proposed solu-
tions have been based on the assumption that the
protagonist of a coordinated policy of this rype would
of necessity be. the Community, as the promoter of an

economlc lnltratlve committed to creating its own
monetary policy, to conducting a dialogue with the
Third !7orld, and to forming a collective panner with
the OPEC countries. This has not been the case, from
the failure to apply the Brema decisions, to the first oil
crisis in 1973, ro the latest scandalous Community
budgets and the vague and half-heaned declarations
of the European Councils. It would be absurd to
arrempr to deny that even the strongest members of
the Community who are now panicipating in this loan
bear no responsibility for these failings - almost the
innocent victims of the suspension of integration.

The vacuum in the area of Community initiative is

now having serious consequences. The situation we
are now examining is a sign, a very dangerous sign, of
a reversal of direction. Not only is the Communiry no
longer able to take even a few small steps forward, but
it is on the verge of making the decisive choice to
retrace its steps backward.

Parliament must openly condemn these tendencies and
cake common measures with the Commission rc block
rhem immediately. This can be done clearly and expli-
cidy as suggested in Mr Ippolito's proposal. It can be

done, as Mr Adonnino poinced out, diplomatically and
posidvely - perhaps a little too diplomatically, inas-
much as the Adonnino resolution, if approved without
amendments, might be interpreted in an opposite sense
to that intended by its supponers - in che proposal
made by rhe plurinational EPP. \7hat we need rc do is

ro subject the problems which motivarcd this loan to a

common strategy aimed at convergence and not at
widening existing discrepancies. In saying this, we also
say 'No' to any plans for a Europe d la carte.

President. - I call the Communist and Allies Group.

Mr Maurice Martin. - (FR) Mr President, I should
like to explain briefly why the French members of the
Communist and Allies Group are carcgorically
opposed to the Giscard-Schmidt loan, which is an

exffemely serious ma[ter. The first reason for our
opposition stems from the fact that the real aim of this
loan is not, to satisfy the needs of the people and
nadons but to funher capitalist restructuring. It will
mean even more closures and even greater unemploy-
ment. This loan will provide the employers with the
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ready cash to strengthen their policy of redeployment
and to create funher unemployment. !7e say'No' to
this scandalous way of financing monopolies on a
European scale.

The second reason is that, ro borrow, you have to go
into debt. Interest will have to be paid. Everyone
knows that. France, for its pan, will be going into debt
ro rhe rune of 15 000 m francs. There will therefore be
a sizeable bill for the French tax-payer. The mongage
on France and on the workers will be considerable.
Ve say no.

The thiid reason is that borrowing abroad is all the
more intolerable as rhe French employers are rolling in
money. They are increasing their profim, they are
speculadng and exponing their capital. They should be
providing the money needed for investmenrc in
France, for production for the home market and for
expon and to ensure full employment.

The founh and last reason is rhat there has been no
commitment to a revival of production in my country.
It is an increased debt for France, as I have said, but it
is also a pledge to buy more equipmenr abroad, pani-
cularly in the Federal Republic of Germany. A
Franco-German loan of this kind is rherefore a new
and serious attack on our national independence. This
cannot be accepted.

I would add before I conclude: Schmidt to rhe rescue
of Giscard d'Estaing, the two-headed eagle, what a
symbol! Virhout a doubt, whether Giscardian or
Socialist, it is the same policy of supponing capitalism.
Jacques Delors, a Member of this House, himself
admitted a few days ago rhat the idea of a Franco-
German loan had come from the Socialist Party. I will
quote from his starcment as it was published in the
information bulletin of Frangois Mitterand's campaign
on 4 April: 'l cannor criticize this idea, since I myself
suggested ir on behalf of the Socialists in the European
Parliament l8 months ago and on various occasions
since then.' The French members of the Communist
and Allies Group, however, do criticize rhis idea. Ir
will be a bad thing for the workers, for France and for
its national independence. You need not counr on us
to support this poliry. Vhar the motions thar have
been tabled are basically trying to do is ro speed up
European financial integratitn,-which is the immediate
object of the Franco-German agreement. !7e shall
vote against.

President. - I call Mr Filippi.

MrFilippi. ((QMrPresident,ladiesandgentlemen,
I will briefly explain our vorc in favour of Mr Ippol-
ito's motion for a resolution. Alrhough I fully appre-
ciate the effon made by the co-signe-rs of l,tr Rdon-
nino's resolution to include the various legitimate
positions existing within the Group of the EpP, I see

the results obtained as equivocal, and sometimes
useles5. As Mrs Gaiotti very righdy observed, this was
a unique opponunity ro reacr with a clear condemna-
tion to the new disappointment and humiliation
inflicted upon Europe and its wider prospects of uniry
by Chancellor Schmidt and President Giscard d'Es-
taing. It is true that in the EPP resolution some mean-
ingful references are made, but this is nor enough.
This, ladies and gentlemen, was a unique opportuniry
to express a clear and firm condemnarion of these
pseudo-patriotic and disruptive measures which run
counter to the purposes for which we were elected to
this European Parliament.

President. - I call Mr Travaglini.

Mr Travagli"i, - (m Mr President, the morion for a
resolution concerning the OPEC loan to France and
the Federal Republic of Germany presented by
members of the EPP, including myself, reflects the
pressing need to undenake wirhout delay the organic
and coordinated restructuring of the producdve appa-
ratus of the Communiry, especially in sectors where
there is a high proportion of skilled labour and in the
sector of furure rcchnologies.

It can certainly not be denied that the activities of
restructuring and reconversion are being pursued in
the individual Member Stares in a completely indepen-
dent manner, withour making use of the national
complemenr which can alone provide the Communiry
productive appararus with lasting efficiency and struc-
tural characteristics suited to face the increasing
competition from exra-European industrialized
nations.

The present mode of acrion, should it be continued,
will lead to the crearion of imbalances which will
affect the efficienry of the rystem and thereby weaken
the abilicy of the Communiry to maintain and increase
ir share of rhe maiket. Ar the same rime, the countries
in the Community which are prevented by the persist-
ence of the economic crisis from keeping abreast in the
fields'of the most directly productive investments will
experience still greater difficulties. Recourse to bila-
rcral agreements is no solution, for they are harmful to
the uniry of the Communiry and, in rhe long run, are
obstacles to its development.

It would have been easy for us, the represenatives of
Italy in this Parliament and signatories of the modon
for a resolution to raise a vigourous prorest. !7e agree
with rhe substance of the Ippoliro motion. Some oT us
have chosen a course which may perhaps be less super-
ficially attractive but which is cenainllmore construc-
tive. It is well to resort ro inrernational loans based on
the rerycling of expansion of the narional money
supply and has beneficial effects on rhe inflationary
proc€ss. The rapid implemenmtion of a strategy of
reinforcement and renovation of the Commu-niq/s
indusrial srucrures is of the firsr importance. In rhis/
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regard we regret thar rhe rcxr of our morion for a
resolution laid before Parliament does not correspond
completely with our original texr: unforrunately,
because of the shon time available, correc[ions were
made which may give rise ro some confusion. Not only
do we not welcome the Franco-German bilateril
agreemenr, but, assuming an atdtude of substantive
disapproval, we have requested in point 4 of the
motign thar this Franco-German measure be guided
back onto the Community path, while wairing for the
Community to perform im official task of adapting its
structures to the direct objective of coordinating and
supponing measures ro resrructure national productive
mechanisms.

The Franco-German initiative should be developed
through a reques[ rc all rhe other countries ro asso-
ciate themselves with it under rhe guidance, the coor-
dinarion, and the guarantee of the Community, in thi
manner which is possible rcday. I foresee that in rhe
future such initiatives - individual or multilateral -will continue to be taken. The Communiry bodies,
which already bear so much of the responsibiliry for
the delays in rhe common industrial and struitural
policy, will have still more ro answer for as long as
they persist in their near-indifference to indeperrdent
and uncorrelated initiatives on the pan of various
Member States in this viral sector of Communiry
developmenr. The Commission in panicular must
draw up and presenr to Parliament and to rhe Council
without delay the indispensable plans for the coordi-
nation, promotion, and suppon - including financial
suppon - which the Communiry must undertake in
order to renovate its means of production and conduct
research for future energy independence.

President. - I call Mr Langes.

Mr Langes. - (DE) Mr President, as a German
Member I should like to say very briefly rhat I fully
understand that the Inlian Members, for example, do
not welcome this bilateral agreement on the Franco-
German loan. A great deal of what Mr Filippi and now
Mr Travaglini have said I consider to be quite correcr
from this point of view. I therefore ask rhe House to
approve the Adonnino motion, because it states that
we do not see this as conforming ro rhe European
spirit, unless it is mken up by the Commission, the
European Community. But, of course, Presidenr
Giscard d'Estaing and Chancellor Schmidt cannor be
criticized for taking action on their own which the
European Communiry, as such, has obviously felt
incapable of taking. fu employment 

_ 
and srrucrural

improvements are at sake, we should not condemn
this action. I would therefore ask the Iralian Members
who object to understand that, although their German
colleagues do not think it is a good thing, they do feel
that the European Community has not really done its
dury.

President. - I can now give the floor for explana-
dons of vote.

I call Mrs Macciocchi.

Mrs Macciocchi. - (17) Mr President, I wish rc
express my favourable vote on the motion presented
by Mr Ippolito, and for clariry's sake I will say that in
my opinion this motion is perhaps the only one
based broadly enough ro command widespread
support. The problem which faces us today is not only
the one touched on by other speakers: there is also a
delicate political problem, for the joint action taken by
Paris and Bonn srrengthens the picture of the impor-
ence, even the paralysis of Europe, the Europe of the
Communiry.

I would remind you rhat for many years - in fact
since the origin of this Parliamenr - u/e have all been
disturbed by the Franco-German hegemony that has
appeared'in this House. I am reminded of a famous
story by George Orwell, 'Animal Farm', in which rhe
animal which seizes power pronounces the famous
words 'we are all equal, but some are more equal than
others'. This reflects the role too often assumed in this
Parliament by German and French delegates or rhe
German and French Governments. It is panicularly
unpleasant for our Parliament that all this is mking
place during an elecroral campaign, that ir has an elec-
tioneering purpose, and is thus being conducted in a
framework which we can only regrer and deplore.

Turning to the hub of rhe matter, I will remind you of
the definition given by Jacques Delors - which seems
to me quite correcr and which should have been
quoted more accurarely by my Communist colleague

- when in Le Monde he speaks of a

'Communiry in fragments, almost incapable of formu-
lating and pursuing an exrernal policy worthy of the
name in the field of trade, monetary regulation, or
Nonh-South relations, and unable to take a srrong
line towards either rhe Americans or the Japanese.'

This is the problem, and rhis is why we will vote for
the Ippolito modon.

President. - I call Mr Ripa di Meana.

Mr Ripa di Mcana. - (17) Mr President, I will vote
for the Ippolito resolution, the only one which I feel is
energetic, precise, and suitable in the serious condi-
tions now affecting Parliament, Parliament which only
yesterday made an imponant European vore on the
quesdon of own resources, on rhe Spinelli proposal,
and perceived ar rhe same dme that the cloth worked
.in daytime is unravelled at night by the national
governments. The pious tone of rhe text of the Adon-
nino-Klepsch resolution, which seems to be characrer-
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ized by a holy innocence , is not equal to dealing with
such a situation. Its attempt to recover for the
Communiry what has already been done without
confronting the issue itself directly and decisively will
most probably end up in the store-house of good
intentions.

A vigorous and uncompromising protest against this
initiative should be raised, also on behalf of the Italian
Socialist Party, which at this time shares in the respon-
sibilities of government in our country. \7e do not
understand how Chancellor Schmidt can have
welcomed such an initiative, considering the electoral
use which the French President has made of it and will
continue to make undl the end of the French electoral
campaign.

For this reason the Ippolito text, which clearly follows
' the rend of opinion in the European Parliament and

in the national panies represented here, desenes, in
our view, the full support of Parliament and of each of
us.

President. - I call Mr Pannella.

Mr Pa.nelle. - (FR) Mr President, I shall be voting
for Mr Ippolito's modon, and I too shall do so with a

g.eat dea[ of conviction because this is an underhand

iroue due to the anti-EuroPean cynicism of one of the

two parties who, in principle at least and for the imme-

diatC future, will derive advantage from this financial
operation. Giscard's qmicism - the label has, it
,i.*t, to be Liberal - is unfonunately such that he

does not shrink from an oPeration that will cenainly
be dangerous, even for France. This shows even more

clearly-how close Chancellor Schmidt's policy- has

come to President Giscard's. Every day - and from
all quarters, from Moscow, for example - President

Giscard d'Estaing seems to be getting some kind of
help, which is becoming 'increasingly overt. Every
anti-European should be putting his money on

Giscard and his success. Everyone who is srongly
opposed rc the better values of Europe feels the need

ro support this king, who is making it increasingly
clear that he believes in nothing so much as his own
power. In such cases, I believe, there is a need for
intervention. I hope that my government, if it can be

called a government, will take some kind of action and
make its argumenrc known. I am not absolutely sure it
will: instead, it will protest when it is too late, and the
Commission, in the end, will do the same.

So we are in no way party to these fool's bargains we
see being struck every day at Europe's expense. Let us

say that Mr Ippolito's proposition and the positions he

adopts hre the clearest. Let us say rc Mr Adonnino -I believe one of the signatories himself admim it -that his text does not express what he says he wants to
express and achieve. Cenain phrases may be inter-

preted as saying exactly the opposite of what Mr
Adonnino has told us.

In these circumstances, there can be no confrontation.
You can vote for Mr Adonnino's motion if you think
it necessary, but you can also vote for Ippolito's
modon. I hope we shall do so, Mr President, although
today is the day for confrontations. My dear friend
Mr Ippolito should realize that we can only continue
by giving a treat deal of money to Mr Giscard d'Es-
aing. He can have lots of money for his plutonium and
for his conception of Europe, which today does not
correspond to mine.

President. - I call Mr Kellett-Bowman.

Mr Kellctt-Bowmen. - Mr President, I am going to
abstain, because I believe that any investment in the
Communiry from outside should be welcomed. Any
opposition from within the Communiry reflects that
our policies for economic convergence are totally
inadequate.

President. - I call Mr Almirante.

Mr Almirantc, - (I7) Mr President, I asked to speak

because I don't know whether I shall have the dme to
vote, but I wish it to be on the record that I vote, in
the name of the Italian National Right, in favour of
Mr Ippolito's motion for a resolution, as I wish it to be

on the record that yesterday, with our motion for a

resolution which has not been debated - because we
did not have the necessary number of signatures to ask

for urgent procedure the first to take a
srand against this scandalous event. I wish all of this to
be on the record, so that the position of the Italian
Right, which I have the privilege of representing on
this occasion, may be clear.

(Parliament rejected the lppolito motion)

President. - \7e shall now consider the modon for a

resolution by Mr Adonnino and others.

(...)

Paragraph 1: Amendment No 3.

I call Mr Adonnino.

Mr Adonnino. - 
(m Mr President, I only wish rc

make one clarification. This is amendment number 3,
by Mrs Gaiotti di Biase, which I think restores the
balance which, as was previously explained, was
alrcred for linguistic reasons in the Italian text in
respect to the French text. I therefore favour this
amendment.
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( Parliament adopted the resolation)

12. Situation in Poland

President. - The nexr ircm is a modon for a resolu-
tion tabled by five polirical troups on the situarion in
Poland (Doc. 1-12918 l).

I call Mr Habsburg.

Mr Habsburg. - (DE) Mr President, no questions
worthy of note have been raised in connection with
the resolution, although there are two of 

"general

interest in this context.

The first question is whether there is any point at all in
issuing a clear polidcal statement on Poland rcday. Ve
really ought to know from history - but unfortu-
nately there are too many people who never learn
from hisrcry - that nothing can ever be achieved with
totalitarian, imperialist and hegemonic States unless
clear language is used from the outser.

Silence or concentration on humanitarian marters,
which are also important, is ultimately seen as encour-
agement by a rctalitarian power. That is why various

Bovernments and NATO have told the Soviets in very
clear terms what would happen if there was a Russian
invasion. The European Parliament undoubtedly has a
duty to endorse these unambiguous statements. S7e

are, afier all, the representatives of the European
people and we have a responsibility towards all the
peoples of Europe.

An amendment has also been ubled to this resolution,
its main purpose being rc remove all its teeth and so
make it into a kind of toothless mollusc that will
frighten no one. On the contrary, it will merely serve
to encourage the other side, because ir will show that
Y/e can only put up a fagade.

I therefore call on you to adopt rhis resolution in its
entirery, as it has been tabled by the five groups, for ir
will not be without effebt.

President. - !7e shall now consider the morion for a

resolution.

(...)

I can now give the floor for explanations ofvote.

I call Mr Ripa di Meana.

Mr Ripa di Meana. - (m Mr President, the situ-
ation in Poland remains very seriousl even though the
troops participating in the 1981 'Soyuz' manoeuvres

have been withdrawn, all rhe logistical and air-control
installations and all the specialized personnel for a

possible invasion have remained. In this situation, we
must express our full support of Solidariry and of the
million members of the United Polish lTorkers' Pamy
who panicipate in its effons. \(e also.express our fairh

- naturally not unconditionally but in view of the
work done - in the present ruling team, both Jaruzel-
ski and Kania.

It is evident that, in Prague, Brezhnev and Husak have
not put an end to the Polish incident. The' very
formula used by Brezhnev -'ig mu51 be remembered
that. . .' - is a threat ro the Congress of the United
Polish !florkers' Party, which is planned for the end of
July. In this connection, we feel - and I speak here
also for Mr Pelikan - that the resolution presented
today is necessary, timely and very useful. Communiry
aid is not affected by sentiment; it is generosiry
direcrcd'at the Polish'people, but it can 

-unde. 
rro

circumstances be confirmed if this people is subjected
to force from outside or to internal repression.

This is why Mr Pelikan and myself, though we are not
enthusiastic about the entire resolution, approve its
general spirit and will vote in its favour. !7e regard the
text prepared by Messrs Blumenfeld, Betriza, Israel
and Mrs Macciocchi as one that deserves to be
supponed. Ve wish the situation in Poland rc remain
open, and hope that no threatening wave of reaction
headed by Mr Olszowski or Mr Grabski will set in.

President. - I call Mrs Macciocchi.

Mrs Macciocchi. - (17) MV explanation of vote
concerns the fact that in the prevrous plenary sessron I
myself was the promoter of a motion which was some-
what narrower in scope than the one presented today
but which, all things considered, followed the same
approach. On that occasion we were presenrcd with a
motion by the Christian Democratic Group - a

motion whose general outline we support - which
contained a list of Poland's needs and a mention of
our own willingness to help, but which completely and
almost perversely ignored the current political siru-
ation in that country. Afrcr that plenary session, in
fact, the Varsaw Pact manoeuvres q/ere conducted on
Polish rcrritory. This left me more rhan ever convinced
that it was our dury as a parliamenr to take a political
stand. Ve finally drew up this resolution, which is a
more or less common effon despite our differing
points of view on ideological politics.

As Mr Ripa di Meana did a moment ago, I would like
to sffess the fact that the situation in Poland is
extremoly precarious. I address the previous speakers
in saying that the fact that the Varsaw Pact
manoeuvres have been concluded'- which is defin-
itely a good sign - phould not lead us td indulge opti-
niism too far, for we cannot forget that in the summer
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of '58 in Czechoslovakia the troops withdrew after
their manoeuvres only [o return in force two weeks

after the Bratislava Summit of 4 August. Therefore,
without putting on Dr Panglosse's rose-coloured
glasses, we will not forget that in his speech,in Prague
Brezhnev was very clear, saying simply that he hoped

- I say'hoped'- that the Polish Communists would
be able to dlal properly with the enemies of Socialism.

But who are these Communists? They are anonymous
people, and perhaps they will always remain anony-
mous, like the people who, in Prague, invited the

Soviets to invade their city and their country.

This, then, is why we believe that in the present situ-
ation a motion such as this, drawn up in strong terms,
even though containing harsh elements which were
not part of my previous resolution, can be approved.
\(zith rhis resolution we intend to support the legal
Polish authorities, specifically Kania and Jaruselski,
and to encourage them to fino peaceful solutions; we
furthermore request that food aid and financial aid
should be continued, while warning that this aid will
stop if this government initiarcs an internal repression

or if such repression is brought about by external
forces; finally we denounce once again the pressure

exened by the Soviets, indicating the serious measures
we will take, if circumstances render them necessary,
to help the Polish people and the Polish workers to
find the way to freedom in socialism.

President. - I call Mr Penders.

Mr Penderc. - (NL) Mr President, I was reluctant to
be involved in a preventive resolution, if I may call it
that. There is undoubrcdly something to be said for
marking dme for the moment, novr that the
manoeuvres have ended and while the congress of the
Czechoslovakian Communist Parry is in progress, so

as not m disturb the very precarious atmosphere. I
must say that paragraph 1 cenainly vfent too far for
my liking. Hence my attempts to have this paragraph
removed by abling amendmenr.

I found the resolution adopted by the European
Parliament last September far more sensible. On the
other hand, I must say I find it a good idea that we
should not always react after the event. It is also a

good idea not to let the Madrid conference close while
this abnormal military situation in and around Poland
continues. All things considered, therefore, I feel I can
vote for this resolution.

President. - I call Mr Pannella on a point of order.

Mr Pannella. - (/,7) Mr President, I had requested to
make an explanation of vote, but, since things have
turned out this way, . . . never mind. I request a roll-
call vote.

( Parliament adopted the resolution)

13. European Cotncil inMaasticht

President. - The next item is the motion for a reso-
lution tabled by Mr Klepsch and others, on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Parry (CD
Group), on the European Council in Maastricht (Doc.
r-134/81).

I call Mr Konrad Schon.

Mr Konrad Schiin. - (DE) Mr President, ladies and
genrlemen, we have had a lenghthy debate on the
disappointing outcome of the Maastricht summit
meeting, but I feel it is a good parliamentary custom
not only to express disappointments verbally but also

to set them down in a resolution, so that the Council
of Minisrcrs is formally reminded of its responsibilities.
I consider this extremely important. If we are going to
complain that political awareness in Europe is begin-
ning to wane and that our Bovernments are incapable
of achieving progress in the policy of Europcan inte-
gration, we should do so in a formal starcment to the
Council of Ministers, the content of which should, I
feel, be properly balanced. I call on the House to
adopt this motion.

(Appkuse)

Prcsident. - I call the Socialist Group.

MrArndt. - (DE)Mr President, this urgentmotion is

somewhat unusual. Normally a motlon of this kind is

tabled so that a debate can take place, but the debarc
on this subject rcok place on Vednesday.

Unfonunately, this resolution really refers to only very
few of the problems we discussed on lTednesday. The
Socialist Group would have been willing to prepare a
joint resolution on the basis of lTednesday's debate if
it had been approached by the authors. A resolution of
rhis kind serves a purpose only if it clearly states the
views of the majoriry of Parliament on the various
subjects broached at the summit meeting in Maas-
richt. After all, Parliament has just complained that
no clear decisions were taken, but what we now have
before us does not reflect what was said during what I
consider to have been an excellent debate on Vednes-
d^Y.

It will not be doing Parliament a service in any way to
forward to the Council a resolution like this, which
does not even state in clear terms what we feel should
really have been done.

On \Tednesday, I said that the meeting of the Euro-
pean Council in Maastricht was a summit: it reached a
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summit of cowardice and national egoism. \flhen I
now see the resolution being mbled here on a Friday
afternoon at 1.45 in a House in which rhere are fewer
people than were presenr a[ rhe summir meeting in
Maastricht, all I can say is this: the summit in Maas-
tricht has now been joined by a summit of absence and
so of non-urgency in rhis Parliament. The Socialist
Group is therefore unable ro vote for this resolution.

;\7e do not intend ro upser the proceedings in any way,
but we shall be abstaining in the vote. I must admit
that, on the quesriori of absence, my group is cenainly
not setting a good example in this matter. But this is
also true of the orhers. The Socialist Group will there-
fore be abstaining in the vote on rhis resolution.

President. - I call Mr Moreland for an explanation
of vote.

Mr Morelaad. - Mr President, I shall be supponing
this panicular resolurion but, I have [o say, with a
cenain reservarion, for I find it somewhat over-
dramatic and reminiscent of a schoolmistress telling
off naughty schoolchildren. The real issue, I would
have rhought, arising from the Maastricht and
previous European Summits is really the value of rhe
European Summit and the way it is approached - the
fact that all Heads of Governmenr go ro that Summit
buoyed up by their national parliaments and national
press ro fight - and I emphasize the word 'fight' -for their national inrerests. Needless ro say, it ends up
as a ten-sided batde of 'S7'aterloo, and the interpreta-
tion arrived at by each member governmenr is reminis-
cent of the same battle - that is, who gets the victory
is dercrmined by each of the rcn panies. I do rhink we
have to bear in mind that many of the issues that in
recent years have gone to the Summit and created a
row, such as the British contribution problem, have
then been quietly and more satisfactorily agreed on by,
for example, the foreign ministers. The real issue
before us is nor wherher rhere is' a crisis in rhe
Community but what the r6le of the European Summit
is and whether it cannot be given a better approach.

( Parliament adopted tbe resolution)

14. Consentation of Antarctic maine resources

President. - The next irem is the repon (without
debate) by Mr Munringh, on behalf of rhe Committee
on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection, on rhe proposal from the Commission to
the Council (Doc. l-626/ 80) for a decision concerning
the conclusion of the Convention on the conservation
of Antarcdc marine living resources (Doc. l-79/Bl).

(Parliament adopted tbe resolution)

15. Ninth report ofthe Commission on conpetition policy

President. - The nexr irem is the repon by Mr
Moreau, on behalf of the Committee on Econcimic
and Monemry Affairs, on the Ninrh Repon by the
Lommrsslon of the European Communities on
Compedtion Poliry (Doc. l-i27/gO) (Doc. l-862180).

I call Mr Herman.

Mr Herman. - (FR) It is extremely disappointing that
once again one of the fundamental aspects of the
Treaty of Rome - competition - should be debated
in circumstances such as rhese. I did prepare a speech,
but I shall not make it. This seems ro me ar presenr to
be the only way I have of showing how angry we are
about the working methods of this Parliament, which
endlessly debates subjects over which it has no influ-
ence and omits to discuss the matrers it should be
discussing.

(Loud applause)

That being so, I shall say no more than that I hope the
Bureau will draw up an order of business for the next
pan-session which provides a more suitable occasion
for debares which can be useful to the Community.

(Applause)

President. - Ladies and genrlemen, I have the
doubtful honour to preside over the lasr few minutes
of our proceedings under the old rules. !flhen v/e meer
again we shall have new rules, and I hope the proceed-
ings will work betrer rhen.

I call Mr Tyrrell.

Mr Tyrrell. - Mr Presidenr, I entirely agree with
what Mr Herman has said. Mr Moreau's reporr, inro
which a great deal of deailed work was clearly pur by
him and doubtless by rhe commirree, was in fact ready
on 29 January. Now this was a reporr on the Commis-
sion's Ninth Repon on Competition Poliry, which was
published just about ayear ato. The Tenrh is due next
week. I do not know what influence one thinlc this
Parliament is going ro have on the Tenth Repon if we
are only just debating the Ninth, and I earnestly hope
we shall be debadng the Tenth by June so rhar our
remarks and commenr can be taken into account
before the Commission produces the Eleventh.

Now I too was waiting last night ro speak; so, indeed,
at that stage was Commissioner Andriessen. The
Community at large and those inrcrested in competi-
tion have been waiting with some interest to hear what
the new Commissioner in this important field had to
say. Vell, he obviously has not been able ro be here
today and we have been deprived of that opponunity.
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But, unlike Mr Herman, I am going to make my
speech, even though I shall abbreviate it.

I propose to say a word about the Commission's
procedures of investigation, because this is a pan of
the field to which Mr Moreau has given less attention.
Now the test of procedures is their effectiveness and

their fairness. The Commission procedures fall shon in
both those respects for reasons which merit a full
debate, which I hope they will have.

I move the amendments standing in my name. They
deal in general terms with the way in which these
procedures are ineffective and unfair.

President. - I call Mr Arndt.

Mr Arndt. - (D) Mr President, we discussed this
question yesrcrday, and I should like rc raise it again
today. Competition policy is one of the most impor-
tant subjects that concern us, and therefore . . .

(Cry of '\Vhere is Mr Moreaa?')

Mr Moreau is protesting against the way this subject is

being discussed here - in the same wav, Mr Klepsch,
as the representative of your Group has just done. It is

unacceptable that a decision should be saken on
competition policy in a practically empty House.

I therefore request a further postponement of the
debate, because anyone who takes the discussion of
these problems seriously must have an inrcrest in there
being a genuine debate on the Moreau repon in this
House, with the Commission stating its views. 'We

should therefore hold over this repon until the next
pan-session and then ensure that a problem which
forms the focal point of the European Communiry's
policy is placed in the middle of the agenda, not at the

end.

Prcsidcnt. - Mr Arndt, I cannot accept this proce-
dural motion because such a motion has already been
rejected and it cannot be proposed again in the same
pan-session under Rule 12 (5).

I call Mr Prout.

Mr Prout. - Mr President, I, too, would like to
echo what Mr Herman has said about the way this
repon has been trearcd.

I rise to support strongly paragraph 21 of the motion
for a resolution. On 25 June, almost exactly a decade
after the European Parliament first called for such a
measure, the Commission adopted under Anicle 90 a

directive on the Eansparency of financial relations
berween Member States and public undenakings. My

group is delighted about this. Equally, we deplore the
legal actions of the French, Italian and United King-
dom Governments which have been brought before
the Coun in an effon to have this vital directive
annulled. Ve urge all these governments to think
again.

The Commission rightly recognizes the special threat
ro competition posed by public undenakings, espe-

cially in the field of Sate aids. In the present economic
recession, Member States will be under greater press-

ure than ever to take action contrary to the Treaty
rules to favour national industries. Unless such illegal
means can be readily prevented, certain undenakings
will garn unfair advantages, and as a result, the
burdens of the economic recession, instead of falling
equally on everybody, will be borne by private under-
rakings and by the public undenakings of those States

that conscientiously respect Community law.

I have emphasized public undenakings and national
aids because my Group regards this issue as of central
importance, and we look to the Commission for
funher initiatives in this field in the next year.

I would also like to endorse what my colleague Mr
Tyrrell has just said. Ve regard the procedure that the
Commission uses in pursuing its investigations in the
field of competition as severely defective in many
respec6. Unfonunately, there is no time to discuss
them now, but some hints of the direcdon in which we
should like to go is given in paragraph 7 of the report.

President. - I call the Commission.

Mr Richar{ Member of the Commission. - Mr Presi-
dent, I have lisrcned to the debate with the attention
that the Commission gives to all the debates in Parlia-
ment, and may I say that I was fascinated by the sense

of outrage and complaint expressed by Members of
Parliament about the Parliament's Rules of Procedure
and the timing of debates. Of course it is not for a

mere Commissioner to say anything about the rules of
Parliamentl I would only say that we of course note
what has been said in the course of this debate and
insofar as it falls within our competence, or indeed our
in!eres6, we shall consider it most carefully.

It is a little difficult, Mr President, to know quite
where rc start at two minurcs to rwo on a subject
which so many people (at least of those that are pres-
ent!) rhink is of great importance with regard to the
Communiry's activities. Something has been said about
State aids: perhaps I could say a briefword about that.

If it is to play its full role in the harmonious develop-
ment of rhe economy of the Communiry, competition
poliry must, I suppose, above all be endorsed by the
various social and political forces within the
Communiry. It is for this reason that we readily
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subscribe to the idea of improving and stepping up
contacts with the various inrerests referred to in the
report. I accept indeed that there is a real case for
disseminating more informarion on the main lines of
competition policy, the evolution of which is possibly
ill-understood at rhe present moment. The Commis-
sion is currendy considering what would be the most
appropriate ways of achieving this aim. Initially, at any
event, rhe Economic and Social Committee, which
brings together rhe representatives of employers and
rade-union organizations as well as of commerce,
would seem to provide an appropriare forum for a
constructive exchange of views. The same goes for the
Consultative Committee for the coal-and-steel secror.

Let me now say something about State aids. At the
present time, the policy on aids is of panicular impon-
ance for industrial reorganization in the Communiry.
An analysis of the situarion in industry in the
Community demonsrates that an immense effon of
adjustment is needed if Europe is to become comperi-
tive once again. The Commission's approach to State
aids is fundamentally a positive one, both as regards
aid for industries that are beset by serious difficulties
and need to undenake major restructuring and as
regards financial support and incentives for the high-
rcchnology and high-risk industries of the future, as
well as for horizonral projecm and measures satisfying
the need for positive adjustment and the adaptation of
industry in the Communiry. Over and above what has
already been done in this respecr, we are prepared to
indicate the condidons under which the Commission
believes such measures should be carried our, ensuring
in panicular that action to safeguard the single marke-t
is not jeopardized and that Member States' effons to
achieve economic convergence are not compromised.

It is not by any means our intenrion ro encourate a
proliferation of aids with this positive approach. On
the contrary, there is, in the Commission's view, a
danger that the tendenry of Stares ro ourdo each other
in aids may assume somewhat disquieting proporrions,
and this in turn may be derrimental to the positive
impact of aids on economic development. Ir may in
addition diven the finencial resources available from
efficient uses. The more a policy on aids is positive and
open-minded towards justified measures falling wirhin
the categories menrioned, the more we think it must
take a restrictive view as regards measures that would
serve only to cancel the effons being made in other
spheres. That is why the Commission feels that the
granting of specific aids as an insrrument of macro-
economic poliry should in principle be avoided. Such
aids generally pursue a purely narional object and are
not in the common interest. It has not been clearly
esmblished that they help either to reduce unemploy-
ment or ro stimulate investment at Communiry level.
As for their effects on rhe convergence of Member
States' economies, they tend rc be negative.

As regards the application of the competition rules to
undenakings, the Commission endorses the position

adoprcd by previous Commissioners for comperi-
tion, who were constantly concerned with stimuladng
cooperatron in its positive forms within the framework
of the competition policy, panicularly competition
between small and medium-sized undertakings.

In more general terms, the Commission will continue
to give its approval to cenain forms of structural co-
operation, panicularly those which are necessary if
Community industries are to adapt themselves to
international competidon. These could, to an even
greater extent than at present, be given exemption
under general provisions.

The Commission also largely approves of concenrra-
tions designed to enable the rurdenakings in question
to improve their competitive position. However, in
order to avoiil jeopardizing effective comperition
within the Community, it is now even more essenrial
than before that the Community should be given fast
and effective means of monitoring major internadonal
concenrradons.'We are, therefore, panicularly grateful
to Parliament for giving its continued supporr ro rhe
Commission's effons in this respect, and we can only
regret that the Council has not made greater progress
with the proposal for a regulation on the supervision
of mergers, which was submitted to ir in 1973.In any
event, it is our intention in the coming year to foster
the political conditions which will enable progress to
be made in the Council's work, and panicularly by
associating Member States more closely in rhe deci-
sion-making process in this crucial field. !7e are
certainly not opposed to discussions with a view to
possible improvements in the procedure for imple-
mentint the competition rules, which is currenrly a
subject for concern both in the Parliament and in the
economic and legal quaners concerned. However, we
should like to express our concern that some of the
proposals put forward as improvements may in fact
result in a procedure which is longer, more cumber-
some and more complicated.

Mr President, would such a development really be in
the interests of the undenakings rhemselves? Thar is a

.question which the Commission is not only asking but
endeavouring to answer.

Finally, may I say I am conscious of the opinions that
have been so briefly expressed, panicularly about some
of the acdvities in rhe compedrion field, and one may
look, for example, ar some of the things that have been
said in the London Financial Times recently. May I say
this: the Commission is conscious thar it has powers; it
is also conscious tha[ these powers are necessary, but
they should be exercised with due discretion and wirh
flexibiliry.

(Appkuse)

President. - I use my presidential prerogative, under
Rule 8, to postpone this vote, and all other items on
today's agenda, unril the next pan-session.
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16. Time-limit for tabling amendments

President. - I propose that the House fix the time-
limit for tabling amendments to reports on the draft
agenda for the May part-session at 5 p.m. on Thurs-
day, 30 April.

I call Mr Patterson.

Mr Patterson. - Mr President, as you will know, we
vote on an entirely different basis in May and I want
your guidance on the deadlines for those items on this
month's agenda which are now being carried over to
next month's agenda. It would be righq would it not,
that all those are now re-opened for the tabling of
amendments, including most particularly, the Caros-
sino repon?

President. - No, the deadlines-for today were made

and agreed by the House and they of course stand.
They have passed now, so it will not be possible rc
make any funher amendments . . .

Mr Patterson. - Mr President, the point is that in
May we shall be voting on new texts: we shall then be

voting directly on the Commission text. Ve have not
so far, under our present rules, had the opponuniry to
table amendments directly to the Commission text, but
in May we shall. Now you may rule that we can no
longer table, for example on Carossino, any more
amendments to our motion for a resolution, but you
could noc possibly rule that we cannot now table
amendments directly to the Commission draft direc-
dve, and I hope you will decide accordingly. It is very
important.

President. - I have no doubt, Mr Patrcrson, that
your ingenuiry will be applied to the new rules just as

it is being applied to the old rules at the moment. I
cannot accept the proposal that you have made,
because the amendments have been correctly tabled,
and there is no difficulty about proposing amendments
ro rhe Commission text under the old rules, for that
matrcr. But all the amendments have been mbled, and
rhat is that.

I call Mr Arndt.

Mr Arndt. - (DE) Mr President, thank you for your
proposal. However, one minor poinc remains unclear,
owing to translation difficulries. You have announced
that the vote on the Moreau repon has been post-
poned. I had asked to speak on this subject, and I
therefore feel that you should give me the opponunity
to speak to the repon a[ rhe next pan-session.

Prcsident. - I am sure that will be possible, if only as

an explanation of vote, Mr Arndt, before the vote is
taken.

I call Mr Price.

Mr Price. - Mr President, may I just pursue the
point raised by Mr Patterson, because I am not sure
that it has in fact been fully understood by the Chair?
The point really is that there is now to be a vote on a
document which as such was not previously before the
House. That document is the Commission text irelf.
That would not under the old rules - and therefore
in the form in which the matter was previously on the
agenda when the deadline for amendments expired -have been voted upon. That is noc/ a new document
before the House, and surely a new deadline must be

fixed for tabling amendmens to a new document
which will now be voted upon and which would not
have formally been voted upon when the deadline for
amendments expired.

Prcsident. - Your argument reveals that it is you
who have not understood the rules clearly, not the

Chair.

17. Adjounment of tbe session

Presidcnt. - I declare the session of the European
Parliament adjourned.

The sitting is closed.r

(The sitting closed at 2.10 p.m.)

Corrigendum to Annex No 1-267 of lMarch 1981 to
tbe Oficial Journal 'Debates of the European Parlia-
ment'

Page 28:Point 3, fifth subparagraph, to read:

'Resolutionby Mr TURCAT . ' . .' (rest unchanged)

At the end of the subparagraph, add the following:

'(opinion on procedural aspects)'.

I For rhe dates of the next pan-session and the approval of
the Minurcs, see the Minutes of this sitting.
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